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THE INQUISITION OF
BOOK

VIII.

SPAIN.

(Continued).

CHAPTER

V.

MYSTICISM.'

The

belief that, by prolonged meditation and abstraction from
phenomenal world, the soul can elevate itself to the Creator,
and can even attain imion with the Godhead, has existed from
the earliest times and among many races. Passing through ecstasy
into trance, it was admitted to the secrets of (Jod, it enjoyed

the

revelations of the invisible universe,

and wielded supernatural powers.
the sanction of his

own

Holy

experience f

it

St.

acquired foreknowledge
Paul gave to these beliefs

Tertullian describes the in-

on the devotee in manifestations which
bear a curious similitude to those which we shall meet in Spain,^
and the anchorites of the Nitrian desert were adepts of the same
kind to whom all the secrets of God were laid bare.'* These supernal joys continued to be the reward of those who earned them by
disciplining the flesh, and the virtues of mental prayer, in which
the soul lost consciousness of all earthly things, were taught by
a long series of doctors Richard of Saint Victor, Joachim of
fluence of the

Spirit

—

I have considered this subject at greater length in "Chapters from tlie
RcHgious History of Spain," but the views there expressed have been somewhat modified by access to additional documents.
'

2

II.

Corinth,

xii,

2-4.

Est hodie soror apud nos revelationum charismata sortita quas in ecclesia
inter Dominica solemnia per ecstasin in spiritu patitur; conversiitur cum angelis,
aliquando etiam cum Domino, et vidit et audit sacramenta et quorumdam corda
dignoscit et medicinas dcsiderantibus submittit.
De .Vnima, cap. ix.
'

—

*

in,

Rufini
c.

Aquileionsis Historia

Monachorum, passim.

— Vita;

Patnmi, Lib.

141.

VOL. IV

1

(

1

)

MYSTICISM

2

[Book VIII

John Tauler, John
Henry Herp, John Gerson and nmny

Rysbroek, Henry

Flora, St. Bonaventura,

of

Suso,

others.

If

Cardinal

Jacques de Vitry is to be beheved, the nuns of Liege, in the thirteenth century, were largely given to these mystic raptures; of
one of them he relates that she often had twenty-five ecstasies a
day, while others passed years in bed, dissolved in divine love;^
and Richard Rolle, the Hermit of Hampole, who missed his
deserved canonization, was fully acquainted with the superhuman
These spiritual marvels are reduced
delights of union with God.^

common-places of psychology by modern researches into
hypnotism and auto-suggestion. The connection is well illustrated by the Umbilicarii, the pious monks of Momit Athos who,
by prolonged contemplation of their navels, found their souls
illuminated with light from above.^
Yet there were dangers in the pursuit of the via purgativa and
to the

The followers of Amaury of Bene, who
be popularly known in Germany as Begghards and Beguines, invented the term Illuminism to describe the condition of the
soul suffused with divine light and held that any one, thus filled
with the Holy Ghost, was impeccable, irrespective of the sins
which he might commit; he was simply following the impulses
Master Eckhart, the foimder
of the Spirit which can do no sin.
of German mysticism, was prosecuted for sharing in these venturethe via illuminativa.

came

to

some speculations and, if the twent3^-eight articles condemned by
John XXII were correctly drawn from his writings, he admitted
the common divinity of man and God and that, in the sight of
God, sin and virtue are the same.'' Zealots too there were who
taught the pre-eminent holiness of nudity and, in imitation of
the foUies of early Christian ascetics,

assumed

to

triumph over

the lusts of the flesh l^y exposing themselves to the crucial temp-

and indulging in lascivious
The condemnation, by the Coimcil of Vienne in 1312, of

tation of sleeping with the other sex
acts.^

•

'

*
*

Chapeavilli Gestt. Pontiff. Leodiens., II, 256-7.
Treatises of Richard Rolle, viii, pp. 14-15 (Early English Text Society).
Basnage in Canisii Thcs. .Monum. Ecclesiir, IV, 36G-7.

Johann. PP. XXII, Bull. In agro dominico (Ripoll.

Biillar.

Ord. Pra>dic.

VII, 57).
•

I,

S.

Cyprian!

Epist. iv ad

198).— Lactant. Divin.

Poinponium.— Concil. Antioch. (Harduin

Concil.

Institt. vi, xix.

This test of continence was tried by St. .Mdhehn (Ciriild. Camhrens. Cemm.
ii, rap. xv) and was practised hy the followers
of Scgarelli and
Dolcinu (Bern, (luidonis I'nictiea, Ed. Donais, p. 200).

Eccles., Dist.

IMPECCABILITY

Chap. V]

3

the tenets of the so-called Begghards respecting impeccability^

was

body of canon law and thus was rendered
when mysticism came to be regarded as danger-

carried into the

familiar to jurists,

ous and was subjected to the Inquisition.
That it should eventually be so regarded was inevitable. The
mystic, who considered himself to be communing directly with
God and who held meditation and mental prayer to be the highest
of religious acts, was apt to feel himself released from ecclesiastical precepts and to regard with indifference, if not with contempt,
the observances enjoined by the Church as essential to salvation.
If the inner light was a direct inspiration from God, it superseded
the commands of the Holy See and, under such impulse, private
judgement was to be followed, irrespective of what the Church
might ordain. In all this there was the germ of a rebellion as
Justification by faith might not be
by works was cast aside as unworthy of
The new Judaism, decried by Erasnms,
the truly spiritual man.
which relied on external observances, was a hindrance rather than

defiant as that of

Luther.

taught, but justification

a help to salvation.
Teresa,

asserts that

Francisco de Osuna, the teacher of Santa
prayer is a positive injury to those

oral

San Juan de la Cruz says that
in mental prayer.^
church observances, images and places of worship are merely for
the uninstructed, hke toys that amuse children; those who are
advanced must liberate themselves from these things which only
San Pedro de Alcantara,
distract from internal contemplation.^
in his enumeration of the nine aids to devotion, significantly
omits all reference to the observances prescribed by the Church.^
In an ecclesiastical establishment, which had l^uilt up its enormous
wealth by the thrifty exploitation of the text "Give alms and
behold all things are clean unto you" (Luke, xi, 41), Luis de
Granada dared to teach that the most dangerous temptation in
the spiritual life is the desire to do good to others, for a nian's
Yet these men were all held in the
first duty is to himself.^
highest honor, and two of them earned the supreme reward of
advanced

canonization.

'

Clementin. Lib. v, Tit.

^

Abeccdario spiritual, P. in, Trat. xiii, cap.
Subida del Monte Carmelo, iii, 38.
De la Oracion y Meditacion, ii, ii.

'
*
^

De Oratione

Oracion

ii,

iv.

et

iii,

cap. 3.

Meditatione, cap.

Iv.

—

3, fol.

Cf.

S,

122 (Burgos, 1544).

Pedro de Alcdntara, De

la

MYSTICISM

4

[Book VIII

There was in this a certain savor of Lutheranism, but it was not
until the danger of the latter was fully appreciated that the Inquisition awoke to the peril lurking in a system which released the
devotee from the obligation of obedience to authority, as in the
Alumbrado or Illuminated, who recognized the supremacy of the
internal light,

and the Dejado or

God and allowed

to

Quietist,

who abandoned

himself

free course to the impulses suggesting

them-

selves in his contemplative abstraction, with the corollary that
The real
there could be no sin in what emanated from God.

which had been current in the Church for so
was unnoticed until Protestantism i)resentcd itself
as a threatening peril, when the two were classed together, or
rather Protestantism was regarded as the development of mysIn the letter of September 9, 1558, to Paul IV, the Inquiticism.
sition traced the origin of the former in Spain farther back than
to Doctor Egidio and Don Carlos de Seso; the heresies of wliich
Maestro Juan de Oria (Olmillos?) was accused and of those called
Alumbrados or Dejados of Guadalajara and other places, were the
significance of that

many

centuries

seed of these Lutheran heresies, but the inquisitors who tried those
heretics were insufficiently versed in Lutheranism to ajiply the

proper vigor of repression.^ It is necessary to bear all this in
mind to understand the varying attitude of the Inquisition in its
gradual progress towards the condemnation of

all

mysticisni.

The distinction at first attempted between the mysticism that
was praiseworthy and that which was dangerous was complicated by the recognized fact that, while visions and revelations
ecstasies might be special favors from God, they might also
be the work of demons, and there was no test that could be applied
The Church was in the unfortunate posito differentiate them.
tion of being committed to the belief in special manifestations of
supernatural power, while it was confessedly unable to determine
whether they came frojn heaven or from hell. This had long been
recognized as one of the most treacherous pitfalls in the perilous
paths of illumination and union with God. As early as the twelfth
century, Richard of St. Victor warns his disciples to beware of it,
and A((uinas i)()ints out that trances may come from Gotl, from
the demon or from bodily affections.^ John Gerson wrote a special

and

'

Archivo de Simancaa, Sala 40, Lib.

'

R. S. Victor

Sec. Q.

Ik-njaininis

cLvw, Art.

1,

iv, fol.

Minoris,

c.

231 (sec Vol. Ill, p. 570).
S. Th. Aquiii. 8uiimuc Sec,

l.xxxi.

—

CONTEMPT FOR THEOLOGY

Chap. V]

tractate in

6

which he endeavored to frame diagnostic

rules.*

The

Blessed Juan de Avila emphatically admonishes the devout to
beware of such deceptions, but he fails to guide them in discriminating between demonic illusions and the effects of divine gracc.^
Arbiol describes the uncertainty as to the sources of these manifestations as the greatest

danger besetting the path of perfection,

When, in the eighteenth
become discredited, Dr. Amort argues
that, even if a revelation is from God, there can be no certainty
that it is not falsified by the operation of the fancy or the work
"When to this we add the facility of im])osture,
of the demon."*
by which a livelihood could be gained from the contributions of
the credulous, we can appreciate the difficulty of the task assumed
by the Inquisition, in a land swarming with hysterics of both
sexes, to restrain the extravagance of the devout and to punish
the frauds of impostors, without interfering with the ways of God
causing the ruin of innumerable souls.^

century, mysticism had

in guiding his saints.

merely another instance

It is

of the failure

humanity in its efforts to interpret the Infinite.
Apart from visions and revelations, there was another feature of
mysticism which rendered it especially dangerous to the Church
and odious to theologians. Though the mystic might not conof

trovert the received doctrines of the faith, yet scholastic theology,

on w^hich they were founded,
contempt.

w^as to

him a matter

Mystic theology, says Osuna,

is

of careless

higher than specu-

it needs no labor or learning or study,
and love and the grace of God.^ In the trial of Maria
Cazalla, one of the accusations was that she and her brother Bishop
Cazalla ridiculed Aquinas and Scotus and the whole mass of schoWhen Gcronimo de la Madre de Dios was on
lastic theology."
trial, one of his writings produced in evidence was a comparison
between mystic and scholastic theology, to the great disadvantage

lative or scholastic theology

;

only faith

Its learning, he says, is perfectly compatible with
masters preach the virtues but do not practise them;
they wallow in the sins that they denounce; they are Pharisees,

of the latter.

vice;

^

T.

its

Joh. Gersoni, Tract, de Distinct, verar. Visionum a falsis (0pp. Ed.

I,
^

B. Juan de Avila, Audi Filia ct vide, cap.

'

ArlMol, Disenp;afio.s niisticos, Lili.

*

Amort de Revclationibus

*

III,
'

1494,

xix L).

Abccedario

spiritual, P.

cap.

li-lv.

xv

(1707).

pp. 259-08 (Aug. Vindel. 1744).
Cf. Molinos, Guida, Lib
Trat. vi, cap. 2, fol. 52.

etc.

iii,

iii,

P.

I,

—

cap. xvii, n. lG.3-4.

Melgares Marin, Procedimientos de

la Inquisicion,

II,

88 (Madrid, 1886).
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so general a pest that there

is

scarce one

who

is

not

infected with the contagion/

Medieval Spain had been little troubled with mystic extravaEymerich who, in his Directorium Inquisitorum, gives an
exhaustive account of heresies existing towards the close of the
fourteenth century, makes no allusion to such errors, except in
gance.

his denunciation of his special object of hatred

to

whom he attributes some vagaries of

Raymond

Lully,

mystic illuminism, and the
equally silent.^ Spiritual

Repertorium Inquisitorum of 1494 is
exaltation, however, accompanied the development of the fanaticism stimulated by the establishment of the Inquisition and its
Osuna, in 1527, alludes to a holy
persecution of Jews and Moors.
man who for fifty years had devoted himself to recojimiento, or
the abstraction of mental prayer, and already, in 1498, Francisco
de Villalobos complains of the Aluminados or Illuminati, derived
from Italy, of whom there were many in Spain, and who should
be reduced to reason by scourging, cold, hunger and prison.^ This
indicates that mysticism was obtaining a foothold and its spread
was facilitated by the heatas, women adopting a religious life without entering an Order, or at most simply as Tertiarics, living
usually on alms and often regarded as possessing spiritual gifts
and prophetic powers. The first of the class to obtain prominence
was known as the Beata de Piedrahita. A career such as hers was
common enough subsequently, as we shall see, and the discussion
which she aroused shows that as yet she was a novel phenomenon.
The daughter of a fanatic peasant, she had been carefully trained
in mystic exercises and was wholly given up to contemplative
abstraction, in which she enjoyed the most intimate relations with
God, in whose arms she was dissolved in love. Sometimes she
asserted that Christ was with her, sometimes that she was Christ
himself or the bride of Christ often she held conversations with the
Virgin in which she spoke for both. As her reputation s]iroad, her
;

visions

and revelations won

Many denounced them

for lier the character of a ])rophotess.

as superstitious

and demanded her sup-

Proct'so contni Ilicroii. de l;i -M. dc Dios (MSS. of Libniry of Univ. of Halle,
Yc, 20, T. VII)
'
Kymerici Director. P. ii, Q. ix, n. 5. Ileijcrtor, Inquisit. s. vv Bcatir,
Beyardw, licguimv, Ilarcsis, JIaretici, etc.
' Alx'ccdario
spirit uul, P. in, Tnit. xxi, cap. 4, fol. 204.
Meuendcz y Pelayo,
'

—

—

Heterodo.xos,

II,

52U.

^
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pression, but

Ximenes who, as

inquisitor-general,

had

7
jurisdiction

argued that she was insi)ired with divine wisdom
and Ferdinand, who visited her, expressed his behef in her inspiration.
In 1510 the matter was referred to the Holy See, and
Julius II ai)pointed his nmicio, Giovanni Ruffo, and the Bishops
of Burgos and \'ich, as commissioners to examine her and to suppress the scandal if it proved to be only female levity.
Peter
Martyr, to whom we are indebted for the account, was unal)le to
ascertain their decision but, as they discharged her without reproof,
it may be assumed that their report w^as favorable, for it could
scarce have been otherwise with such supporters as Ferdinand
and Ximenes.^ Such success naturally stimulated imitation and
was the foreshadowing of wide-spread delusion and imposture.
In this case there appears no trace of carnality, but it is the
distinguishing feature of another soon afterwards, reported in 1512
to Ximenes by Fray Antonio de Pastrana,, of a contemplative
fraile of Ocaiia "illuminated with the darkness of Satan."
To
him God had revealed that he should engender on a holy woman
a prophet who should reform the world. He was a spiritual man,
not given to w^omen and, in his simplicity, he had written to Madre
Juana de la Cruz, apparently inviting her cooperation in the good
work. Fray Antonio, who was custodian of the Province of Castile, imprisoned the alumbrado and subjected him to treatment
so active that he speedily admitted his error.
Guadalajara and Pastrana were becoming centres of a group
of mystics who attracted the attention of the Inquisition about
1521, when it commenced gathering testimony about them. The
earliest disseminator of the doctrine appears to have been a sempstress named Isabel de la Cruz, noted for her ability in the exposition of Scripture, who commenced about 1512 and was a leader
until superseded by Francisca Hernandez, of whom more hereThe Seraphic Order of St. Francis naturally furnished
after.
many initiates, wiiose names are included among the fifty or sixty
forming the group. The Franciscan Guardian of Escalona, Fray
Juan de Olmillos, had ecstasies when receiving the sacrament and
when preaching, in wiiich he talked and acted extravagantly.
When removed to Madrid, this attracted crowds to watch his contortions and he was generally regarded as a saint; he was promoted
The Marquis of
to the provincialate of Castile and died in 1529.
in the matter,

'

Pet. Mart. Angler.

'

I).

Epistt. 428, 431.

Manuel Serrano y

Ran.s (Rcvista de

Archivos

etc.,

Enero, 1903,

p. 2).
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was inclined to mysticism, induced perhaps
Fray
Francisco
Ocana, wlio was stationed there and had
de
by
Villena, at Escalona,

prophetic visions of the reform of the Church.

Villena, in 1523,

employed as lay-preacher Pedro Ruiz de Alcaraz, one of the most
prominent of the Guadalajara mystics, who seems to have con-

The name of Alcaraz
all the members of the household.
appears frequently in the trials of the group; he was a married
layman, uneducated but possessing remarkable familiarity with
Scriptiu-e and skilled in its exposition, and he was an earnest
missionary of mysticism. When sufficient evidence against him
verted

was accumulated, he was arrested February 26, 1524, and imprisoned by the Toledo tribunal. The formal accusation, presented
October 31st, indicates that the mysticism, of at least some of
the accused, embraced Quietism or Dejamiento to the full extent,
with its consequent assumption of impeccability, no matter what
might be the acts of the devotee that mental prayer was the sole
observance necessary, that all the prescriptions of the Church
confession, indulgences, works of charity and piety— were useless,
and that the conjugal act was Union with God. There was also
the denial of transubstantiation and of the existence of hell, which
,

may

probably be

left

out of account as foreign to the recognized

The

was presumably an exagsaid that it was the
ignorant and children who were afraid of hell, for the advanced
served the Lord, not from servile fear but from fear of offending
Him whom they loved, and moreover that God was not to be
prayed to for anything principles subsequently approved in S.
Frangois de Sales and condemned in Fenelon. There was no spirit
of martyrdom in Alcaraz, and the severe torture to which he was
He confessed his errors, proexposed would seem a superfluity.
His sentence, July 22,
fessed conversion and begged for mercy.
1529, recited that he had incurred relaxation but through clemency
was admitted to reconciliation with confiscation, irremissible prison
and scourging in Toledo, Guadalajara, Escalona and Pastrana,
where he had disseminated his errors. This severity indicates
tenets of mysticism.

latter, in fact,

geration of an utterance of Alcaraz,

who

—

the inciuisitorial estimate of the magnitude of the evil to be suppressed but, after ten years, on February 20, 1539, the

Suprema

liberated him, with the restriction of not leaving Toledo

and the

imposition of certain spiritual exercises.'
'

Sec the

triiil

of Alcaraz, opitomizod

by D. Manuel

Rorraiio y Sans, in the

Ilcvista de Archivos, Enero, 1903, pp. 1-lG; Fcbrero, pp. 127, 130 sqq.
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In the ensuing trials, pursued with customary inquisitorial
thorouglmcss, the question of sexual aberrations constantly obtrudes itself and offers no little complexity.
That the majority

Spanish mystics were thoroughly pure in heart there can be
no doubt, but spiritual exaltation, shared by the two sexes, had the
ever-present risk that it might insensibly become carnal, when
those who fancied themselves to be advancing in the path of perfection might suddenly find that the flesh had deceived the spirit.
This was an experience as old as mysticism itself, and the eloquent
warning which St. Bonaventura addressed to his brethren shows,
by the vividness of its details, that he must have witnessed more
than one such fall from grace.^ The danger was all the greater in
the extreme mysticism known as Illuminism, with its doctrines
of internal light, of Dejamicnto, or abandonment to impulses
assumed to come from God, and of the impeccability of the
advanced adept, combined with the test of continence. Unquestionably there w^re cases in which these aberrations were honestly
entertained; there were numerous others in which they were
assumed for purposes of seduction, nor can we always, from the
evidence before us, pronounce a confident judgement.
Of the trials which have seen the light several centre around
the curious personality of Francisca Hernandez, who succeeded
Isabel de la Cruz as the leader of the mystic disciples.
She
seems to have possessed powers of fascination, collecting around
her devotees of the most diverse character. We have seen how
she entangled Bernardino de Tovar and how^ his brother, Juan de
of the

Vergara, became involved with the Inquisition, after detaching
him from her. Francisco de Osuna, the earliest Spanish writer

Santa Teresa, was one of her
utmost
purity of heart.
A devotee of a different stamp was Antonio de
Medrano, cura of Navarrete, who had made her acquaintance in
151G when a student at Salamanca. She was attractive and penniless but, through a long career, she always managed to live in
comfort at the expense of her admirers. Though she claimed to be
a bride of Christ, she practised no austerities she was fastidious in
her diet and slept in a soft bed, which she had no scruple in sharing
with her male devotees. This required funds and she and Medrano persuaded an unlucky youth named Calero to sell his patri-

on mysticism and the teacher
and so was Francisco

disciples

of

Ortiz, a Franciscan of the

;

S.

Bonaventurce de Puritate Conscientiae, cap.

14.
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mony and devote the proceeds to support the circle of Alumbrados
whom she gathered around her. The episcopal authorities commenced

investigations, ending with a sentence of banishment on
Mcdrano, when the pair betook themselves to Valladolid, whither
Tovar followed them, and where the Inquisition conmienced proceedings in 1519; it was as yet not aroused to dealing harshly with
these eccentric forms of devotion, and it merely forbade him and
Tovar from further converse with Francisca; this they eluded,
the tribunal insisted and Medrano went to his cure at Navarrete.
She was kept under surveillance, but her reputation for holiness
was such that Cardinal Adrian, after his election to the papacy,
in 1522, ordered his secretary

him and

for the

Carmona

to ask her prayers for

whole Church.

In 1525 the Inquisition again arrested her; she was accused
men and, when discharged, was obliged
to swear that she would permit no indecent familiarities.
Meanwhile Medrano, at Navarrete continued his career as an Alumbrado, holding conversations with the Holy Ghost and declaring
himself to be impeccable.
In 1526 the Logroho tribunal arrested
him and, after nearly eighteen months, he was discharged June 4,
1527, with the lenient sentence of abjuration de levi and such spiritual penance as might be assigned to him.
This escape emboldened him to greater extravagance and to renewed devotion to
Francisca, leading to another prosecution, in 1530, by the Toledo
tril^unal.
There was evidence of highly indecent character as to
their relations, Ijut he stoutly denied it, asserting that he was so
favored by God that all the evil women in the world and all the
of suspicious relations with

—

move him to carnal sin a grace which
knew Francisca he could lie ,in bed with a
Avoman without feeling desire and it gave him grace to do so with
devils in hell could not

came

to

him

after he

;

Francisca and to fondle and embrace her, which she enjoyed;
he believed her to be free from both mortal and venial sin, and
he held her to be a greater saint than any in heaven except Our

Lady.

Under

torture,

wanted— that when he
she was illuminated

however,

he confessed whatever

was

told peojile that she could not sin, because

by the Holy Ghost, it was to spread her repuand gain money for them both; that he was jealous of all
her other disciples, among whom he named Valderrama, Diego
de Villareal, Mufioz, ('abrcra, Gumiel, Ortiz and Sayavedra and
his brother, showing that she had a numerous following.
He
udmilted teaching that male and fiMiiale devotees could embrace
tation

Chap. V]

H

FRANCISCA HERNANDEZ

each other naked, for it was not clothes but intention that counted.
By this time the Inquisition was deaHng harshly with these aberrations, and his sentence, April 21, 1532, excused him from relaxation as an incorrigible heretic because he was only a hypocritical
swindler whose object was to raise money for a life of pleasure:
he was to retract his propositions in an auto de fe, to abjure de
vehemmti and to be recluded for life in a monastery, with two
years' suspension from his sacerdotal functions, and was to hold
no further conmiunication with Francisca, under pain of impenitent relapse, but he was not deprived of his cure of Navarrete.
In 1537 the Duke of Najera interceded for his release, with
what result the records fail to inform us.^
Francisca's strange powers of fascination v/ere manifested by
the influence which she acquired over a man of infinitely higher
character than Medrano.
Fray Francisco Ortiz was the most
promising member of the great Franciscan Order, who was rapidly
acquiring the reputation of the foremost preacher in Spain. He
was not fully a mystic, but his pulpit exhortations, stimulating the
love of God, caused him to be regarded as wandering near to the
dangerous border. In 1523 he made the acquaintance of Francisca and his feelings towards her are emphaticall}^ expressed in
a defiant declaration to the Inquisition during his trial. "No
word of love, however strong, is by a hundredth part adequate
to describe the holy love, so pure and sweet and strong and great
and full of God's blessing and melting of heart and soul, which
God in his goodness has given me through His holy betrothed,
my true Mother and Lady, through whom I hope, at the awful
Day of Judgement, to be numbered among the elect. I can call
her my love for, in loving her, I love nothing but God." There
can be no doubts as to the purity of his relations with her whom

—

he thus reverenced, but they were displeasing to his superiors who
viewed with growing disquiet the distraction of one whom they
regarded as a valuable asset of the Order. It was in vain that he
was ordered to break off all relations with her; he replied vehemently that God was to be obeyed rather than man and that if he
was to be debarred from seeing that beloved one of God he would
transfer himself to the Carthusians.

To

effect the separation the

Franciscan prelates induced the Inquisition to arrest Francisca,
*

Don M.

features

Serrano y Sans has published

and documents

of this trial.

utterly unfit for transcription.

He

(15oletin,

XLT,

states that

10.5-37) the principal

much

of the testimony

is
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but the unexpected result of this was that Ortiz, in a sermon before
all the assembled magnates of the city April 7, 1529, arraigned
Such
the Inquisition for the great sin committed in her arrest.
revolt was unexampled and he was forthwith prosecuted, not so
much to punish him as to procure his retractation and submission,
but he was obstinate and defiant for nearly three years. It was
in vain that the Empress Isabel twice, in 1530, urged his liberation
or the expediting of his case, and equally vain was a brief of Clement VII, July 1, 1531, to Cardinal Manriciue, asking his discharge
if his only offence was his public denunciation of the arrest of that
holy woman, Francisca Hernandez.^ At length, in April 1532,
Ortiz experienced a revulsion of feeling, and the same emotional
impulsiveness that had led to his outbreak now prompted him to
declare that God had given him the grace to recognize his errors
in retracting them.
He escaped
with public abjuration de vehemenii, five years' suspension from
priestly functions, two years' confinement in a cell of the convent
of Torrelaguna, and absolute sundering of relations with Francisca.

and that he found great peace

He

betook himself to his place of reclusion and, although papal
him from all restrictions and his prelates repeatedly
urged him to leave his retreat, he seems never to have abandoned
the solitude which he said had become sweet to him.
Until his
death, in 1546, he remained in the convent, the object of overflowing honor on the part of his brethren.^

briefs released

Francisca herself seems to have been treated with remarkable
leniency, in spite of her previous trials

and the evidence of Mehad been merely with the object of separating
her from Ortiz, and her trial seems to have been scarce more than
formal for, in September 1532, we find her merely detained in the
house of Gutierre Perez de Montalvo, at Medina del Campo, with
her maid Maria Ramfrez in waiting on her.^ Possibly this favor
may have been earned by her readiness to accuse her old friends
and associates, among whom were two brothers and a sister, Juan
Cazalla, Bishop of Troy in partihus, Pedro Cazalla and Maria
Cazalla, wife of Lope de Ruida.*
The trial of the latter is worth

drano.

'

'

Her

arrest

de la Ordon do Santiago,
This account of Francisco Ortiz

Biiliirio

trial

by Eduard

Bolinier in his "

Lil). iii, fol.
is

133.

derived from the skilful anubsis of hia

Framisca Hernandez und Frai Franzisco Ortiz"

(LeipziR, ISGf.).
'
*

Melgaros Marin, rrocodimiontos de la Inquisicion,

II, OJ-f)

Juan and Marfa wen; uncle and aunt of the Cazallas who suffered

tantisni.

for IVoles-
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it throws some light on tlic confusion existing
between Illuminism and Protestantism.
Maria Cazalla was a resident of Guadalajara who visited Pastrana, where women assembled to listen to her readings and
expositions of Scripture.
When proceedings were commenced
against the group, in 1524, she was arrested and examined but
was discharged. For six years she remained undisturbed, when
the testimony of Francisca Hernandez caused a second prosecution, in which the heterogeneous character of the fiscal's accusation shows how little A\as understood as to the heresies under
discussion.
She was a Lutheran who praised Luther, denied

brief reference as

at the time

and free-will, ridiculed confession, decried
and held indulgences as valueless; she was an

transubstantiation
scholastic theology

Aliunbrada who regarded Isabel

cle

la

Cruz as superior to

St.

matrimony higher than virginity, who wrote
letters full of Illuminism and taught the Alumbrados their doctrines from Scripture, decrying external works of adoration and
prayer; she was an Erasmist who pronounced Church observances
to be Judaism, despised the religious Orders and ridiculed the
preachers of sermons.^ She had been arrested about May 1, 1532,
and her trial dragged on as usual. As a solvent of doubts she was
tortured smartly and, on December 19, 1534, her sentence pronounced that the fiscal had not proved her to be a heretic but
Paul,

who

rated

that, for the suspicions arising

from the

trial,

she should abjure

de levi and undergo solemn public penance in her parish church,
she should avoid all intercourse with Alumbrados or other susfine of a hundred ducats.^
group comes before us in Toledo, centering around
Petronila de Lucena, an unmarried woman of 25, living with her
She had a high reputation for sanctity
brother, Juan del Castillo.
and was credited with thaumaturgic powers; when the Duke del
Infantazgo was mortally ill, she was sent for, but too late. We
hear of Maria Cazalla, Bernardino de Tovar and Francisca Hernandez; there are allusions to Erasmus, and Diego Hernandez had
Letters to her
included her in his denunciations of Lutheranism.
from her brother, Caspar de Lucena, are mere mystical maunderings, showing the atmosphere in which they lived, but the
other brother, Juan del Castillo, then on trial, admitted many

pects

An

and pay a
affiliated

*
'

Melg;arcs Marin, op.
II)i(lcni, p;).

1

17-r,:-!.

cil.,

II,

74-SS.
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Lutheran doctrines works were not necessary, Church precepts
were not binding, man had not free-will, indulgences were useless
and a book by Qilcolampadius had led him to disbelieve in tranBoth Juan and Caspar were on trial, and we
substantiation.
hear of another prisoner, Catalina de Figueredo. Petronila was
arrested, with sequestration. May 7, 1534, and her trial pursued the
ordinary course until March 20, 1535, when, as we have seen
(Vol. Ill, p. Ill),

it

was decided

that, as the principal witness

against her, Juan del Castillo, had revoked the evidence given
under torture, she might be released on bail of a hundred

In June
thousand maravedis, which was promptly entered.
she petitioned to be wholly discharged and that the sequestration be lifted to this no attention was paid but a second application, October 20, 1536 procured the removal of the sequestration.
Caspar de Lucena was sentenced to reconciliation and this was
presumably the fate of Juan del Castillo unless he was impenitent.*
These cases show that the prevalence of the mingled heresies
of Illmninism and Lutheranism was calling for repression, nor was
In 1533, Miguel Calba, fiscal of the
this confined to Castile.
tribunal of Lcrida, in a letter to Cardinal Manrique, declared that
only the vigilance of the Inquisition prevented both kingdoms
from being filled with the followers of the two heresies." There
was of course exaggeration in this, but the fears of the authorities
As Juan de \'aldes, himself
led them to see heresies everywhere.
inclined to mysticism, says, when any one endeavored to manifest
the perfection of Christianity, his utterances were misinterpreted
and he was condemned as a heretic, so that there was scarce any
one who dared to live as a Christian.^ Many suffered from the
;

results of this hyper-sensitiveness.

When

Ignatius Loyola, after

came in 1526 to Alcala to study, he was joined
by four young men; they assumed a peculiar gray gown and their

his conversion,

fervor brought

many

to

the Hopital de la Miserieordia, where

they lodged, to consult with them and join in their spiritual exerThis excited suspicion and invited investigation. What
cises.
was the exact authority of Doctor Miguel Carrasco, confessor of
Fonseca Archbishop of Toledo, and of Alonso Mexia, who bore a

Archive, hist, nacional, Inq. de Toledo, Leg. Ill,

'

119.
'

MS.

'

Dialogo de MtTcurio y Caron, cap. Ixv.

-penes

me.

u. 46.

—

Cf.

SchiifiT, II,
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commission as inquisitor, does not appear, but they examined
witnesses and tlie sentence rendered by the \'icar-general, Juan
Rodriguez de Figueroa, was merely that the associates should lay
After this the number who went
aside their distinctive garments.
to listen to Loyola continued to increase, and the women had a
fashion of falling in convulsions, there was nothing of illuminism

but he was open to suspicion, and it was inadyoung layman should assume the function of a
director of souls.
This time it was \'icar-general Figueroa who
took the matter in hand and threw Loyola into prison, in 1527,
finally sentencing him and his companions not to appear in public
until they had assumed the ordinary lay garments, nor for three
years to hold assemblages public or private and then only with
permission of the Ordinary.^ It was this experience that drove
Loyola to complete his studies in Paris, where he was not subject
in his exhortations,

missible that a

to the intrusion of excitable devotees.

Carranza offered a mark too vulnerable to be spared. He was
and there were many passages in his unfortunate Comentarios which, separated from their context, afforded
material for reprehension.
The keen-sighted Melchor Cano was
able to cite isolated texts to prove that he held the alumbrado
inclined to mysticism,

doctrines of impeccability, of interior illumination, of the supreme

merits of contemplation, of despising all exterior works and observances—in short that he defended the errors of the Begghards
and Beguines, of Pedro Riiiz Alcaraz and of the Alumbrados who
It is significant of the advanced
figured in the autos of Toledo.^
position of Spanish orthodoxy on the subject of mysticism that
these accusations had no weight with the Council of Trent, which
approved the Comentarios, nor with Pius V, when he permitted
When, at last in 1576,
the publication of the book in Rome.
Gregory XIII yielded and condemned the book and its author, of
the sixteen propositions which he was required to abjure only
three bore any relation to mysticism, and these were on the border
that all works without charity
line between it and Protestantism
are sins and offend God, that faith without works suffices for

—

So much has been said about this prosecution of Loyola that Padre Fidel
Fita has performed a service in printing the documents of the case in the Bolctin,

XXXIII,

4.31-57.

Caballero, Vida de Melchor Cano, pp. 549-50, 557-9, 5G8-9. 572-7, 582-3,
592-3, 598, 601.
'
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images and veneration

of relics are

precept.^

In this inquisitorial temper it was a matter of chance whether
a devotional writer should be canonized or condemned and mayhap
both might befall him, as occurred to San Francisco de Borja,
whose Obras del Cristiano was put on the Index of 1559, though it
disappeared after that of Quiroga in 1583.^ Santa Teresa herself,
the queen of Spanish mystics and, along with Santiago, the patron
saint of Spain, was confined in a convent by the Nuncio Sega, who
denounced her as a restless vagabond, plunged in dissipation under
pretext of religion, and an effort

was made

to transport her to

the Indies, which were a sort of penal settlement. But for the
accident that Philip II became interested in her, she would prob-

ably have come

down

whom

it

special mission of the Inquisition to suppress.

When,

in 1575, she

was the

to us as one of the beatas

revelanderas

founded a convent of her Barefooted Carmethey were denounced as Ahmihradas; the inquisitors created a terrible scandal by going to the house with the
guards to investigate, but they could substantiate nothing to justify
prosecution.
So, when in 1574 her spiritual autobiography was
lites in Seville,

denounced to the Inquisition, it was held for ten years in suspense,
and the Duchess of Alva, who possessed a MS. copy, was obliged
to procure a licence to read it in private until judgement should
be rendered although finally, in 1588, it was printed by Fray
Luis de Leon at the special request of the empress. Even after

—

canonization her Conceptos del A77ior divino,

when

printed with

the works of her disciple Jeronimo Gracian, were put on the Index

and remained
'

illustrious disciple,

San Juan de

Salazar de Mendoza, Vida de Carranza, cap. xxxiii.

The

of these undoubtedly

first

cap. 3), but

who was no
lively faith

or to
Bin.

Her most

there. ^

hell

— De

it

was

mystic,

found

is

in the

Comentarios (P

perfectly admissible doctrine at the period.

iii,

Obra

iii,

Azpilcueta,

that prayer is wortliless unless uttered in
innumerable priests are consigned to purgatorj'
their prayers, each one of which is at least a venial

tells us, in 1577,

and ardent
on account

Oratione, cap.

charitj';

of

viii.

It illustrates the progress of the

movement

against mysticism that the Index

1632 (p. 980) orders a passage in Don Quixote to be horrado in which
this is expressed much less offensively
" Las obras de Cliaridad que sc hazen
til)ia y floxamente no tienen merito ni valen nada."
' Reuscli, Die Indices,
pp. 237, 43.S.
» v.
de la T''uente, Escritos de S. Teresa, I, 3-1, 557; II. 139-10, 557, 568,
of Zapata, in

671.— Index

—

of

Sotomayor, 1010,

p.

529.— Indice Ultimo, p US.
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escaped prosecution, though repeatedly denounced to the
and his writings were not forbidden, but he was most
vindictively persecuted as an Alumbrado, first by his unrcformed
Carmelite brethren and then by the Barefooted Order, and he
la Cruz,

Inquisition,

ended his days in disgrace, rccludcd in a convent in the Sierra
Morena/ Yet Francisco de Osuna, the preceptor of Santa Teresa,
although his writings are of the highest mysticism, escaped persecution himself, and his Ahecedario ^Spiritual incurred only a single
expurgation.^

The Venerable Luis de Granada was not canonized, for the proHe was one of the most moderate

ceedings were never completed.

of those who taught the supreme virtues of recojimiento and his
Guia de Pecadores ranks as one of the Spanish classics, yet his
works were prohibited in the Index of 1559.^ Melchor Cano
declared that his books contained doctrines of Alumbrados and
matters contrary to the faith, w^hile Fray Alonso de la Fuente,
who was a vigorous ]iersecutor of illuminism, endeavored to have
him prosecuted and pronounced his De la Oracion the worst of the
books which presented these errors so subtly that only the initiated
It illustrates tlie difference between Spanish
could discover them.
and Roman standards, at this period, that his writings were translated and freely current in many languages and that, in 1582,
Gregory XIII wrote to him eulogizing them in the most exuberant terms and urging him to continue his labors for the curing
of the infirm, the strengthening of the weak, the comfort of the
strong and the glory of both Churches, the militant and the triumphant. When he died, in 1588, it was in the odor of sanctity, and

he subsequently appeared to a devotee arrayed in a cloak of glory,
innumerable stars, which were the souls of those
saved by his writings/
Ignatius Loyola was inclined to mysticism, and the mental
prayer which he taught the Ejcrcicio de las ires Potencias or
differed little from
exercise of the memory, intellect and will
glittering with

—

'

II,

—

Jos6 de JoRUS Marfa, Vida de San Juan do

Cruz (Escritos de

la

S. Teresa,

511-14).

Index of Sandoval, 1G12, p. 379 (Ed. Geneva^, 1G20).
Reusch, Die Indices, p. 224.
*
Barrantes, Aparato para la
Caballero, Vida de Melchor Cano, p. 597.
Giovanni da Capugnano, Vida del P.
Historia de Extremadura, II, 346-7.
Palafox y Mcndoza, Obras,
Theiner, AnnaL Eccles., Ill, 3G1.
Luigi Granata.
'

'

—

—

—

VII, 65
VOL. IV

2

—

;
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the meditation which, with the mystics, was the prelude to contemYet he was sceptical as to special graces vouchsafed
plation/
to mystic ardor; such things

were possible, he

said,

but they were

very rare and the demon often thus deludes human vanity.^ His
disciples were less cautious and indulged in the extravagance of
the more advanced school, producing many adepts gifted with the
Luis de la Puente, who died in 1624,
highest spiritual graces.

may

be mentioned as an example, for in him the
intensity of divine love was so strong that in his ecstasies he shone
with a light that filled his cell; he would be elevated from the
floor and the whole building would shake as though about to fall
during his sickness, which lasted for thirty years, angels were often
seen ministering to him; he had the gift of prophecy and of reading
the thoughts of his penitents and, when he died, his garments were
He
torn to shreds and his hair cut off to be preserved as relics.
for
that
prayer
is
satisfaction
sin,
doctrine
a
taught the heretical
while his views as to resignation to the will of God approach closely
to the Quietism which we shall hereafter see condemned by the
Holy See. Yet he escaped condemnation and his works have continued to the present time to be multiplied in innumerable editions
at the

and

age of 69

translations.'

was probably the impossibility of differentiation between
heresy and sanctity that explains the vacillation of the InquisiDuring the active proceedings of the Toledo tribunal, the
tion.
Suprema, in 1530, issued general instructions that there should
be appended to all edicts requiring denunciation of prohil)ited
books a clause including mystics given to Illuminism and QuietThere seem to be no traces of any result from this and
ism.^
the whole matter appears to have ceased to attract attention for
many years, until the animosity excited by the Jesuits led to an
It

Melchor Cano, who
hated them, denounced them as Alumbrados, such as the Devil
has constantly thrust into the Church, and he foretold that they
would complete what the Gnostics had commenced.^
investigation of the results of their teachings.

'

Alfonso Rodriguez, Ejcrcicio de la Pcrfoccion, P.

'

Ribadcneira, Vit. S. Ig. LoyoliP, Lib. v, cap.

*

Alogambe, Bibl.

Scriptt. See. Jesu, p.

136.

—

I,

Trat. v, cap.

7, 12.

10.

— Nieremberg, Honor

Patriarca San Ignacio, p. 513.
L. de la Puente, Guia Spiritualo, P.
cap. 15, n. 3; cap. 18, n. 2 (Roma, 162S).— De Backer, III, 639-53.
*

Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 76,

»

Caballero, op.

cit.,

p. 526. -('f

p.

fnl.

359.

313.

d(

ii,

1

Ciran

Trat.

1,
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The warning was unheeded and, some ten years later, another
Dominican, Fray Alonso de la Fuente, was led to devote himself
to a mortal struggle with Illuminism, and with the Society of
Jesus as its source. In a long and ramliring memorial addressed,
in 1575, to Philip II, he relates that, in 1570, he chanced to visit
his birth-place, la Fuente del Maestre, near Cuidad Hodrigo, and
found there a Jesuit, Caspar Sanchez, highly esteemed for holiness,
but who was blamed for perpetually confessing certain beatas
and granting daily communion. Sanchez appealed to him for
support and he preached in his favor, which brought to him. numerous beatas, whose revelations of their ecstasies and other spiritual
him

This led him to investigate,
was widely
spread, but its inner secrets were jealously guarded, until he
persuaded a neice of his, a girl of 17, to reveal them. She said
that her director ordered her to place herself in contemplation
with the simple prayer, "Lord I am here, Lord you have me here!"
experiences surprised

when he found

when

greatly.

that the practice of contemjilation

there would

come such a

flood of evil thoughts, of filthy

imaginings, of carnal movements, of infidel conce]3tions, of blas-

phemies against God and the saints and the purity of the Mother
God, and against the whole faith, that the torment of them
rendered her crazy, but she bore it with fortitude, as her director
told her that this was a sign of perfection and of progress on the
of

path.^

Thenceforth Fray Alonso devoted himself to the task

of investi-

gating and exterminating this dangerous heresy, but the work of
investigation

was complicated by the concealment

of error

under

Before discovering a single false doctrine, we
meet, he says, a thousand prayers and disciplines and communions and pious sighs and devotions.
It is like sifting gold out
external piety.

sand to reach one heresy you must winnow away a thousand
pious works. So it is everywhere in Spain where there arc Jesuits
and thus we see what great labor is required to overcome it, since
there are not in the kingdom three inquisitors who understand it
Yet he penetrated far
or have the energy and requisite zeal.
enough into it, after sundry prosecutions, to draw up a list of
thirty-nine errors, some of which, like those ascribed to witchcraft, suggest the influence of the torture-chamber in extracting
of

;

Fray Alonso's Memorial, from which the subsequent details are drawn, hns
been printed by Don Micuol Mir in the Revistn de Arrhivos for Aup;.-''^ept., K'fo;
'

Jan., 1904; Aug.-Sept., 1904j

June, 1905; July, 1905; and Aug.-Scpt., 1905.
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confessions satisfactory to the prosecutor.

Not only are the adepts
condemned in the

guilty of all the heresies of the Begghards,

Clementines, and of teaching that mental prayer is the sole thing
requisite to salvation, but the teachers are great sorcerers and
magicians, who have pact with the demon, and thus they make
themselves masters of men and women, their persons and property,
They train many saints, who feel
as though they were slaves.
in themselves the Holy Ghost, who see the Divine Essence and
learn the secrets of heaven;

who have

visions

and revelations and

accomplished by means of
By magic, they gain possession
the demon, and by magic arts.
of women, whom they teach that it is no sin, and sometimes the
demon comes disguised as Christ and has commerce with the
a knowledge of Scripture, and

all this is

women.
Fray Alonso found it difficult to inspire belief in these horrors,
easily explicable by his account of the origin of the sect in
Extremadura, the region to which his labors were devoted. When
Cristobal de Rojas was Bishop of Badajoz (155G-1562) there came
there Padre Gonzalez, a Jesuit of high standing, who introduced
the use of Loyola's Exercicios; there were already there two priests,
Hernando Alvarez and the Licentiate Zapata, who were famihar
with it, and the practice spread rapidly, under the favor of the
bishop and his provisor Melendez, and none who did not use it
could be ordained, or obtain licence to preach and hear confessions, for the bishop placed all this in the hands of Alvarez and
when he was translated to Cordova (1562-1571) and subsequently
to Seville (1571-1580) he continued to favor the Alumbrados.
He was succeeded in Badajoz (15G2-1568) by Juan de Ribera,
subsequently Archbishop of Valencia, who was at first adverse
to the Alumbrados, but they won him over, and he became as
favorable to them as Rojas had been, especially to the women,
whose trances and stigmata he investigated and approved and
rewarded. If any preacher preached against Illuminism, Ribera
banished him and, under this protection, the sect multiplied
throughout Extremadura. It is true that Bishop Simancas, who
succeeded Ribera (15G9 -1570) was not so favoral)le, and his provisor, Picado, at one time prosecuted a number of Alumbrados,
who look refuge in Seville under Rojas, among whom was Hernando Alvarez, but the Llcrena tribunal took no part in this and
the great l)ody of the sect was undis(url)ed.
It is easy to conceive, therefore, the obstacles confronting Fray
If

it is

;
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crusade

in

1570.

He

relates

length his labors, against great opposition, esj)ecially of

the Jesuits, and he found no

little

dilhculty in arousing the Llerena

inquisitors to action, for they said that

it

was a new matter and

obscure, which required instructions from the Suprema.

It

is

him some support and
made a few arrests, but nothing seems to have come of it. He
wished to go to Madrid and lay the matter before the Suprema,

true that, in February 1572, they lent

but his superiors, who apparently disapproved of his zeal, sent
him, in October 1572, to Avila, to purchase lumber, and then
After this his
to Usagre, to preach the Lenten sermons of 1573.
prior despatched him to Arenas about the lumber, and it was a
providence of God that this business necessitated action by the
Council of Military Orders, so that he had an excuse for visiting
Madrid. There he sought Rodrigo dc Castro the captor of Carranza to whom he complained of the negligence and indifference
of the Llerena inquisitors, and gave a memorial reciting the errors
This resulted in the'Suprema sending for
of the Alumbrados.
the papers, on seeing which it ordered the arrest of the most
guilty, when Hernando Alvarez, Francisco Zamora and Caspar
Sanchez were seized in Seville, where they had taken refuge. This
produced only a momentary effect in Extremadura, where the
Alumbrados comforted themselves with the assurance that their
leaders would be dismissed with honor.
It had been proposed to remove the tribunal from Llerena to
Plasencia, where houses had been bought for it, but, early in 1574,
Fray Alonso remonstrated with the inquisitor-general, pointing

—

—

out that the land was full of Alumbrados, many of them powerful,
and what preaching had been done against them, under the pro-

would be silenced if it was removed.
in May he appeared before the
revelations astonished the members and they

tection of the Inquisition,

This brought a

summons and

Suprema, where

his

asked his advice.

He

urged a visitation of the

district, to

be

made

Montoya, who had studied the matter and understood
it, while the inquisitors did not comprehend the subtile mysteries
and distinctions involved. It was so ordered, and Montoya commenced his visitation at Zafra, where, on July 25th he published
the Edict of Faith, and a special one against Illuminism and Quietism.
At first he was much disconcerted in finding among the
Alumbrados nothing but fasts and disciplines, prayers, contemplation, hair-shirts, confessions and communions or, if traces

by the

fiscal
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appeared of evil doctrines, so commingled with the words of God
and the sacraments that evil was concealed in good. Fray Alonso
however encouraged him to investigate the hves and conversation
of those who enjoyed trances and visions and the stigmata, when
it became evident that all was magic art, the work of Satan and

For four months Montoya gathered information and
sent the papers to the Suprema, which ordered the arrest with
sequestration of five persons, four of the adepts and a female

of hell.

disciple.

Towards the

close of

December he returned

to Llerena,

During the interval
to resume the visitation in March,
where
he was ordered
Madrid,
Fray Alonso was summoned to
were
instructed to
inquisitors
the
to accompany Montoya, and
then
assigned
do
and
refused
to
first
they
pay him a salary this at
on
which
he
should
preach,
for
each
day
him four reales a day
receiver
order
on
the
to pay
with
an
but the Suprema intervened
him
perform
the
enable
to
duty.
would
him a certain s\mi that
beginning
of
till
the
November,
March
from
The visitation lasted
and comprised sixteeYi places, in which Fray Alonso tells us that
Unfortunately he omits
there were found great errors and sins.
or what was done
practical
results
were
the
what
to inform us
the
previous
year,
and
he concludes his
arrested
with the culprits
the
that
Jesuits
and
the
Alumbrados
assuring
us
memorial by
the
same,
which
and
are
is
so
certain that
doctrine
are ahke in
sin
offence
and
to
great
God.
be
to doubt it would
Fray Alonso might safely thus attack the children of Loyola
1575.

;

when his zeal induced him to
In the following year, 1576, he
addressed memorials to the Portuguese ecclesiastical authorities,
ascribing to the Jesuits all the Illuminism that afflicted Spain;
they taught, he said, that their contemplation of the Passion of
Christ was rewarded with the highest spiritual gifts, including
impeccability, with the corollary that carnal indulgence was no
sin in the Illuminated, while in reality their visions and revelations were the work of demons, whom they controlled by their
The Jesuits, however, by this time were a domiskill in sorcery.
Cardinal Henry, the inquisitor-general,
Portugal;
in
power
nant
transmitted the memorials to the Spanish Inquisition, with a
It
request for the condign punishment of the audacious fraile.
was no more than he had openly preached and repeatedly urged
on the Su[)rema, but the time was fast approaching for the absorj)tion of Portugal under the Castilian crown, anil Cardinal Henry

in Spain, but he

carry the war

made a

fatal error

into Portugal.
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was to be propitiated. Fray Alonso was forced to retract, and
was recluded in a convent, but this did not satisfy the Cardinal,

who

aslved for his extradition, or that the matter he submitted to

the Holy

vSee,

when

the opportune death of the fraile put a

happy

end to the matter.*
Yet, in Spain, Fray Alonso exerted a decisive influence on the
relations of the Inquisition to mysticism and, before this

unlucky

outburst of zeal, he had the satisfaction of seeing the indifference
of the Llerena tribunal excited to active work.
In 1576, while
preaching in that city, he said that he had heard of persons who,

under an exterior of special sanctity, gave free rein to their appeOn this, an imprudent devotee, named Mari Sanz, interrupted him, exclaiming "Padre, the lives of these people are
better and their faith sounder than your own" and, when he
reproved her, she declared that the Holy Spirit had moved her.
This was a dangerous admission; she was arrested, and her confessions led to the seizure of so many accomplices that the tribunal
was obliged to ask for assistance. An experienced inquisitor,
Francisco de Soto, Bishop of Salamanca, was sent, who vigorously
pushed the trials until he died, January 29, 1578, poisoned, as it
tites.

was currently

reported,

by

his physician,

who was

long detained

under the accusation. How little the sectaries imagined
themselves to have erred is seen in the fact that one of them, a
shoemaker named Juan Bernal, obeyed a revelation which directed
him to appeal to Philip II, to tell him of the injustice perpetrated
at Llerena and to ask him why he did not intervene and evoke
the matter to himself hardihood which earned for him six years
of galley-service and two hundred lashes.
in prison

—

The evidence

elicited in the trials

showed the errors ordinarily
and revelations and

attributed to Illuminism, including trances

sexual abominations unfit for transcription.

After three years
spent in this work, an auto was held, June 14, 1579, in which,
among other offenders, there appeared fifteen Alumbrados ten

—

men and

women. Of the men, all but the unlucky shoemaker were priests, and among them we recognize Hernando
five

Alvarez, against

and

naturally the

and

whom

forty-six witnesses.
illicit

there appeared no less than a hundred

Many were

relations

their spiritual daughters.

'

curafi of various towns and
were principally between confessors

From

a doctrinal standpoint, their

Barrantes, Aparato para la Historia dc Extrcmadura,

TI,

332-17.
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have been regarded as serious, for none of
them were degraded, and the abjurations were for light suspicion,
but this leniency was accompanied by deprivation of functions,
galley-service, reclusion and similar penalties, while the fines
inflicted amounted to fifteen hundred ducats and eight thousand
maravedis. The unfortunate Mari Sanz, who had caused the
explosion, expiated her imprudence by appearing with a gag and
a sentence to perpetual prison, two hundred lashes in Llerena and
two hundred more at la Fuente del Maestre, her place of residence/
From the number of those inculpated it may be assumed that
this auto did not empty the prisons, and that it was followed by
The impression
others, but if so, we have no record of them.
produced by the affair was wide and profound. Pdramo, writing
towards the end of the century, speaks of it as one in which the
vigilance of the Inquisition preserved Spain from serious peril.^
In fact, it marks a turning-point in the relations of the Inquisition to Spanish mysticism, of which the persecution became one of
its regular and recognized duties.
Even before the auto of 1579,
the Suprema, in a carta acordada of January 4, 1578, ordered
the tribunals to add to the Edict of Faith a section in which the
errors developed in the trials were enumerated.
These consisted
in asserting that mental prayer is of divine precept and that it
offence seems not to

fulfils

everything, while vocal prayer

the servants of

God

is

of trivial importance; that

are not required to labor; that the orders of

superiors are to be disregarded, when conflicting with the hours
devoted to mental prayer and contemplation; decrying the sacrament of matrimony; asserting that the perfect have no need of
performing virtuous actions; advising persons not to marry or to
enter religious Orders; saying that the servants of God are to shine
in secular life; obtaining promises of obedience and enforcing it
in every detail; holding that, after reaching a certain degree of

Bibliotcca nacional, MSS., S. 151,

347-57.

— Miscclanca

fol.

54-67. —Barranteg, op.

cit.,

—

II,

329,

dc Zapata (Memorial hist, espanol, XI. 75). Cipriano de
Valora, Dos Tratados (Rcforniistas antig. cspafiolcs, p. 272).
Dorado, Compeiidio historico de Salamanca, p. 423.
In 157G .\lon.so Gonzdlez Carmcna was tried at Toledo fors.<i3'inp that the only

—

was

money, and in.stancing a wealthy damsel
an Alumhrado. He probably considered his
by having to pay a fine of 4000 maravedfs, in addition to six

object of the Inquisition

to get

of Llerena recently arrested as

assertions verified

montlis' exile.— MSS. of Library of Univ. of Halle, Yc, 20, T.
*

Pdramo,

p.

302.
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or listen to sermons,

errors under pledge of secrecy/

noteworthy that here there

is

no allusion to

ecstasies or

trances or to sexual aberrations, as in subsequent edicts, although
Paramo, some twenty years later, in his fretjuent allusions to the

Alumbrados, dwells especially on the latter and on the dangers
which they led in the confessional.^ That this danger was not
imaginary is indicated by the case of Fray Juan de la Cruz, a
discalced Franciscan, so convinced of the truth of alumbrado
doctrine that, in 1605, he presented himself to the Toledo tribunal
with a memorial in which he argued that indecent practices between
spiritual persons were purifying and elevating to the soul, and
resulting in the greatest spiritual benefit when unaccompanied
with desire to sin. He was promptly placed on trial and six witnesses testified to his teaching of this doctrine.
Ordinary seduction
in the confessional, as will be seen hereafter, when the culprit
admitted it to be a sin, was treated with comparative leniency,
but doctrinal error was far more serious, and the unlucky fraile,
who maintained throughout the trial the truth of his theories, was
Humiliations and disabilities
visited with much greater severity.
were heaped upon him; he received a circular scourging in a
convent of his order and a monthly discipline for a year, with six
to

years of reclusion.^

Simple mysticism, however, even without the advanced doc-

and Quietism, was becoming to the Inciuian object of pronounced hostility. The land was being
with heatas revelanderas; mystic fervor was spreading and

trines of Illuminism
sition
filled

threatening to become a part of the national religion, stimulated
doubtless by the increasing cult paid to its prominent exemplars,
for

Santa Teresa was beatified in 1614 and canonized

in 1622,

while San Pedro de Alcantara was beatified in the latter year.
Apart from all moral questions, the mystic might at any moment
assert independence; his theory
of the priest

between

man and

was destructive to the intervention
God, and Illuminism was only a

Arcihvo de Simancas. Inq., Lib. 939, fol. 108; Lib 979, fol. 30.— The details
from a copy published in Mexico, July 17, 1579, which
In the Edict puljI owe to the kindness of the late General Don Riva Palacio.
lished at the opening of the Mexican Inquisition, Nov, 3, 1571, there is no allusion
to the subject.
See Appendix to Vol. II, p. 587.
'

of the Edict are derived

^
^

Pdranio, pp. 302, 6.81-2, 688-9, 854.
of Library of Univ. of Halle, Yc, 20, T.

MSS.
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development of mysticism. The Inquisition was not wholly consistent, but its determination to stem the current which was setting
so strongly was emphatically expressed in the trial of Padre
Geronimo de la Madre de Dios by the Toledo tribunal in 1616.
The padre was a secular priest, the son of Don Sanchez de
Molina, who for forty-eight years had been corregidor of Malagon.
He had entered the Dominican Order, had led an irregular life
and apparently had been expelled but, in 1610, had been converted from his evil ways by a vision and, in 1613, obeying a
voice from God, he had come to Madrid and taken service in a
His
little hospital attached to the parish church of San Martin.
sermons speedily attracted crowds, including the noblest ladies
of the court; his fervent devotion, the austerity of his
of his mortifications

and the

life,

self-denial of his charities

the rigor

won

for

which was enhanced by the trances
celebrating mass, and popular
There is
credulity credited him with elevation from the ground.
or
imposabsolutely no evidence that in this there was hypocrisy
ture, and the most searching investigation failed to discover any
imputation on his virtue. All that he received he gave to the poor,
even to clothes from his back, and his secjuestratcd property consisted solely of pious books, rosaries and objects of devotion.
He speedily gathered around him disciples, prominent among
whom was Fray Bartolome de Alcala, vicar of the Geronimite

him the reputation

into

which he

of a saint,

ha])itually

fell

when

convent; the number of their penitents, all espiriluales was large,
and these usually partook of the sacrament daily or oftencr; many
of them had revelations and were consulted by the pious as being
in direct relations with

God, from

whom

they received answers to

petitions.

was nothing beyond the manifestations

devocustomary to Spanish
brought against Padre Geronimo, September 20, 1615, for teaching
that the soul could reach a state of perfection in which it would
be an act of imperfection to ask God for anything. This, which
was one of the refinements of mysticism, was subsocjuently proved
by the calificadorcs to be subversive of existing observances,
because the saints in heaven were in a state of perfection and, if
they could ask nothing of God, what would become of their suffrage
and intercession and what would be the u.se of the cult and oblations offered to them ?
Still, at the time, the tribunal took no action
beyond cxainining ;i few witiu'ss(\s, and (lerc'ininio would jirobably
In

all this

tional fervor

there

piety,

of

but an accusation was
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not have been disturbed in his useful career had he not written a
book. In his mystic zeal he imagined himself inspired in the

composition of a work entitled El Discipulo cspiritual que (rata
de oracion mental y de espiritu, which he submitted to several
learned theologians, whose emendations he adopted. This had

demand arose for its printing, and
he laid it before the Royal Council for a licence, when he was
informed that the approbation of the episcopal provisor of Toledo
was a condition precedent. After sending it to that official and
receiving no answer for six months, he submitted a copy to the
Suprema, October 20, 1615, explaining what he had done and
asking for its examination; if there was in it anything contrary to
the faith, he desired its correction, for he wished the work to be
unimpeachably orthodox and would die a thousand deaths in
considerable currency in MS. a
;

defence of the true religion.

He waited some seven months and, on May 17, 1G16, he ventured an inquiry of the Suprema, but a month earlier three calificadores had reported on it unfavorably, the Suprema had ordered
the Toledo tribunal to act and, on
arrest with

sequestration

was

May

issued.

28th, the warrant for his

A

mass

of

papers,

MS.

sermons, tracts and miscellaneous accumulations were distributed
among fifteen calificadores, who, as scholastic theologians, were
not propitiated by his contempt for schoolmen. They performed

and accumulated an imposing array of
a hundred and eighty-six erroneous propositions many of them
the veriest trifles, significant only of their temper, but, after all his
explanations, there was a formidable residuum of twenty-five
qualified as heretical, twenty-nine as erroneous, three as sacritheir task with avidity

—

legious,

and numerous others as scandalous, rash and savoring

of heresy.

Despite the piteous supplications of his aged father, his trial
some twenty-seven months of incarceration, during which his health suffered severely.
Throughout

lasted until September, 1618

it

all

—

he never varied from his attitude of abject submission;

kneeling and weeping he begged for penance and punishment, as
he would rather be plunged in hell than commit a sin or give utter-

ance to aught offensive to pious ears. This availed him little.
He was sentenced to appear in the auto of September 2, 1618, as
a penitent, to abjure de vehementi and to retract publicly a list of
sixty-one errors.
He was forbidden for life to preach or to hear
confessions, or to write on religious subjects; he was recluded for
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a year in a designated convent and for five more was banished
from Madrid and Toledo, and a public edict commanded the surrender of all his writings. Thus he was not only publicly proclaimed a heretic, but his career was blasted, he was virtually
deprived of the means of subsistence, yet his first act on reaching
his place of confinement was to write humbly thanking the
Seven months later he appealed
inquisitors for their kindness.
to them, saying that he was sick and enfeebled, he had been bled
four times and he begged for the love of God that he might be
spared the rest of his reclusion and be allowed to comfort his
aged father. To this no attention was paid and we hear nothing
more of him.
For us the interest of the case lies not so much in the cruelty
with which the bruised reed was broken, as in the revelation of
the silent revolution in the Spanish Church with regard to mysticism.
In the sixt3'^-one condemned propositions there were one or
two properly liable to censure, the most dangerous being that
ascribed to the Begghards that the perfected soul enjoys the
spirit of liberty, going at will without laws or rules, and that in

—

God gives it the power of working miracles. Another
which asserted that devotion to images, rosaries, blessed beads etc.
was an error so great that souls so employed could have no hope
of salvation was scarce more than an exaggeration of the precepts
of Francisco de Osuna and Juan de la Cruz.
For the most part,
the condemned propositions were merely the common-places of

this state

the great mystics of the sixteenth century

—

that the perfected soul
enjoys absolute peace, for the appetites and passions are at rest and
the flesh in no way contradicts the spirit that trances are the

highest of God's gifts

—that

—

the supreme grade of contemplation

becomes habitual, and that the soul
presence

at will

can thus enter God's

— that, in the trance, God can be seen — that the perfected

soul should ask only that God's will be done.

Other condenma-

tions were directed against the claims of inspiration

and

revelation,

against the suspension of the faculties in mental prayer, against
the Union with God which had been the aim of all the mystics.
In short, it was a condcnmation of the doctrines and practices

which, for centuries, had been recognized by the Church as manifestations of the utmost holiness.
Had Francisco de Osuna, Luis
de Granada, San Fcdro de Alcantara, Santa Teresa, San" Juan de
la Cruz and their disciples been judged by the same standard,
they would have shared the fate of Padre Geronimo unless, indeed,
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had led them to refuse submission, in which case
they would have been burnt.* This was shown at Valladolid
when, in 1620, Juan de Gabana, priest of San Martin de \'alverri
and Geronima Gonzalez, a widow, were prosecuted for mysticism.
He died in prison, pertinacious to the last and was duly burnt in
She was less firm and was voted to reconciliaeffigy, in 1622.
tion, but the Suprema ordered her to be tortured this she escaped

their convictions

;

by dying, and her

effigy

was

reconciled.^

Yet the mystic cult was too firmly planted in the religious habits
Spain to be readily eradicated, nor was the Inquisition prepared
While Padre Geronimo was thus harshly
to be wholly consistent.
treated for unpublished writings, the Minim Fray Fernando de
Caldera was allowed undisturbed to publish, in 1623, his Misiica
It is cast
Teologia, perhaps the craziest of the mystic treatises.
in the form of instructions uttered by Christ, in the first person,
and teaches Illuminism and Quietism of the most exalted kind.
The intellect is to be suspended and the will abandoned to God,
who does with it as he pleases, infusing it with divine light and
admitting it to a knowledge of the divine mysteries. Lubricious
temptations, if they come from the flesh are to be overcome with
austerities; if from pride, with humility; if they are passive, they
are to be met with patience and resignation, for God who sends
of

them

will

remove them

at his

own time and

with great benefit to
to be found in Molinos

No

teaching more dangerous is
a translation of the work appeared in Rome in
escaped condemnation both there and in Spain.

the soul.^

but, although

1658,

it

tim6 there was a storm gathering in Seville which
enabled the Inquisition to impress its definite policy on the mysWe have seen how mysticism flourished there
tically inclined.

During

this

under the patronage of Archbishop Rojas, and the persecution
in Extremadura seems not to have extended to Andalusia, so that
While Padre Geronimo was awaiting
it continued unrepressed.
his doom in Toledo, a much more extravagant performer was
enjoying the cult of the devout in Seville. A priest named Fernando Mcndez had a special reputation for sanctity: when celebrating mass he fell into trances and uttered terrible roars; he
taught his disciples to invoke his intercession, as though he were
already a saint in heaven fragments of his garments were treas;

'

MSS.

of Lil)rarv of Tniv. of Hallo, Yc. 20, T. VII.

'

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lep. 552,

*

Mistica Teologfa, Lib.

ii,

cap.

fol.

1, 4, 5, 6.

1.

—
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he gathered a congregation of beatas and, after
garments and dance
and, on some of
with indecent vigor drunk with the love of God
his female penitents, he would impose the penance of lifting their
His disciples were
skirts and exposing themselves before him.
not drawn merely from the lower classes, for we are told that as
many as thirty coaches could be counted of a morning around the
gate of the Franciscan convent to which he had retired/
This hysteric contagion spread through Seville, affecting a
There was no concealment
considerable portion of the population.
and evidently no thought that it involved suspicion of heresy, or
A special group
that it departed in any way from orthodoxy,
of mystics, known as la Granata, under successive spiritual directors, had long held their meetings in the chapel of Nuestra Senora
de la Granada, without exciting animadversion or calling for interWhen, however, the imperious
ference from the Inquisition.^
Pacheco, in 1622, assumed the office of inquisitor-general, he
speedily ordered the Seville tribunal to investigate and report as
to the mystic extravagances current in the city, and there could
have been no difficulty in collecting ample material for condemThis resulted in the publination according to the new standard.
cation of a special Edict of Grace, May 9, 1523, granting the customary thirty days in which those feeling themselves inculpated
could denounce themselves and their accomplices and be admitted
to absolution with salutary penance and without confiscation or
disabilities affecting their descendants.
That all might underured as

mass

relics;

in his oratory, they -would strip off their

—

stand what these

new

heresies were, the edict

—

embodied a list of
marks the

seventy-six errors ascribed to the Alumbrados, which

advance made since 1578 in suppressing mysticism in general
and in attributing to it additional evil practices. There was a
fuller condemnation of the beliefs common to all mystics, which
had so often earned canonization that their trembling or burning or fainting was a sign of grace and of the influence of the
Holy Spirit that a stage of perfection could be reached in which
they could see the Divine Essence and the mysteries of the
Trinity and that, in this state, grace drowned all tiie faculties
that they were governed directly by the Holy Spirit in what
they did or left undone that in contemplation they dismissed

—

—

—

'

'

Men^'-ndfz y IVlayo, II,

547-8.— MSS.

Barrantcs, Aparato,

363.

II,

of Bodleian Library,

Arch

8, 130.

—
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thought and concentrated themselves in tlio presence of God
in the state of Union with God, the will is subordinated
that in trances God is clearly seen in his glory that mental
prayer renders otlier works superfluous that other duties, both
religious and worldly, can be neglected to devote oneself wholly
all

—that,

—

to this

—

supreme devotion.

Besides these, there was an enumeration of the errors commonly
impecattributed to the Alumbrados with more or less justice

—

— the elevation of mental prayer to the dignity of a
sacrament — comnumion with more than one wafer — promiscuous
intercourse among the elect — indecent actions in the confessional
regarded as meritorious — teaching wives to refuse cohabitation
forcing girls to take vows of chastity or to become nuns — requiring
vows of absolute obedience to the spiritual director — breathing

cability

on the mouths
love of

God

perfected have

who
many who

those

of female penitents to

— violation
power

communicate

to

them the

— that the
cases — that

of the seal of the confessional

of absolution

even in reserved

follow this doctrine will escape purgatory and that

refused to do so have returned to beg release, when they
them an Evangelio and see them fly to heaven. One article
would indicate that among the devotees, as was usually the case,
there was at least one who boasted of bearing the stigmata, of
conversing with God and of living solely upon the sacrament,

give

while a clause requiring

tlie

tions for their congregations

all statutes and instrucand assemblies shows that they were

surrender of

organized into more or less formal associations.^

The audacious assumption of power in this pronouncement
was forcibly pointed out by Juan Dionisio Portocarrero, in an
opinion furnished to the Archbishop Pedro de Castro y Quinones.
There was gross disrespect shown to him, who had been kept in
it was known that an edict was in preparation,
which the nature was sedulously concealed until it was suddenly

ignorance, though
of

published in all the churches. Inquisitors could not decide cases
without the participation of the Ordinary, while here the cases
were tried and the parties admitted to reconciliation, without
Similar usurpation was manicalling in the episcopal authority.
Barrantes, op. ciL, II, 364-70. This copy is somowhat imperfect; a better
one is in the Bibliotheque nationalc, fonds Dupiiy, 673, fol. ISl,
Malvasia (Cathologus omnium Ha^resum et Conciliorum, I'omre, IGGl, p. 260)
Cf. Bernino,
gives a list of fifty Illuminist errors from this edict of Pacheco.
'

Historia di tutte I'Heresie, IV, 613 (Venezia, 1717).
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which was the attribute

of the

of general councils, not of the Inquisition.

No

more than the inquisitor-general had done
defining the seventy-six errors, and to say that these errors

general council could do
in

were widely disseminated in Seville, not without fault of those
permitting it, and to do so without calling upon the archbishop
to explain the condition of his flock, was to condemn him without
a hearing. These seventy-six propositions were all styled matters
of faith, although many of them were rather matters of discipline,
pertaining to the Ordinary, yet all were reserved to the Inquisition,
Moreover, the inquisitor-general was not competent to decide the
disputed question whether the power assured to bishops to absolve
Then
for secret heresy was annulled by the bull in Ccena Domini.
Portocarrero proceeded to examine one by one a considerable
portion of the condemned propositions and showed that some of
them expressed the accepted teaching of the Church, while many
were not cognizable by the Inquisition, because they had nothing

do with

to

faith,

and others again he omitted as being

unintelligible.

He

urged the archbishop to vindicate his jurisdiction quietly,
without causing scandal, and that the edict be examined and qualified by learned men, not Dominicans, for it had originated with
them the truth being that the inculpated mystics were mostly
under the direction of Franciscans and Jesuits and that, in the

—

between the Orders, the Dominicans had stirred
up the matter to strike a blow at their rivals.^
The poor old archbishop, who died in December of the same 3''ear,
The edict was published on June 4th and
of course did nothing.
again on the 11th, when the most pious circles in Seville suddenly
found themselves arraigned for heresy. Mysticism had become
fashionable, especially among the women, from the noblest to
the lower classes, and they rushed at once to obtain the pardon
promised within the thirty days. A Seville letter of June 15th
says that an inquisitor with a secretary established himself in
San Pablo (the Dominican church used in autos de fc), eating and
sleeping there, and on duty from 5 a.m. until 10 p.m., with an
bitter hatred

hour's intermission for meals, but that he could not attend to a

twentieth part of the apj)licants, and that another thirty days
Archivo do Simancas, Inq., Lib. 027, fol. 47.'5.
hold protf'st sooms to havo callod attention 1o Portocarroro's a!>ility
for, in 1021, we find liini appointed Inquisitor of Majorea and writing a book in
'

This

defence of the Inquisition against the royal jurisdiction.

—
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would have to be granted. In this there is doubtless exaggeration,
but another authority states the number of those inculpated at
695/ There had of course been no intentional heresy and tliere
were no pertinacious heretics, although among them were imposwho had traded upon popular credulity and love for the
marvellous. Still, an auto de fe was necessary to confirm the
impression and it was held on November 30, 1624, in which eleven
Alumbrados appeared, but eight of them were confessed impostors.
Of the remaining three, one was the Padre Fernando ]\Iendcz, who
in dying had distributed his garments and his virtues among his
disciples; no special punishment was decreed against his memory,
tors

but his effigy was displayed in the auto, his revelations, trances,
and prophecies were declared to be fictitious, and his disciples were required to surrender the articles which they had
treasured as relics.
Another was a mulatto slave named Antonio
visions

de

la Cruz,

who had

united to his mysticism

some unauthorized

speculations respecting the power of Satan; he escaped with abjuration de levi and deprivation of the sacrament except at Easter,

The third was Francisco del Castillo,
whose
trances
were
so frequent and uncontrollable that
a
they would seize him in the act of eating; he was at the head of a
Pentecost and Christmas.
priest

congregation, the

members

of wliich

and through wliich the Church was

he boasted were all saved,
to be reformed, he being

possessed of the spirit of Jesus Christ and his disciples of that of
all of which had not prevented him from maintaining

the Apostles

—

improper relations with his female penitents.
only to

abjuration de

levi,

He was

perpetual deprivation of

sentenced
confessing

from Seville
ad turpia in the
confessional with warning of severer punishment if he did not
abandon his visions and revelations.'
Evidently the object of the Edict had been to warn rather than
to punish; but few examples were deemed necessary, and in these

and reclusion

for four years in a convent, with exile

the usual penalty, as

we

shall see, for solicitation

—

the mildness of the penalties indicates a recognition of the fact
that these so-called heresies had not previously been regarded as
It sufficed to set an impressive stamp of reprobation
culpable.
on mysticism without unnecessary severity.
At an
Seville, however, was not yet cleansed of the infection.
auto held some two years later, on February 28, 1627, there were
'

'

VOL. IV

Ban-antes, op.

MSS.

cit.,

II, 363,

of Bodleian Library,

3

371-2.

Arch

S, 130.

^
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two conspicuous mystics, Maestre Juan de Villalpando, a priest in
charge of one of the city parishes, and Madre Catalina de Jesus,
a Carmelite beata.

Notwithstanding the Edict of 1623,

Villal-

pando had maintained a congregation of both sexes, who obeyed
him implicitly in all things, temporal and spiritual. No less than
two hundred and seventy-five erroneous propositions were charged
against him, and he was required to retract twenty-two articles.
He was deprived of his priestly functions, recluded for four years
convent and' confined subsequently to the city of Seville, with
a fine of two hundred ducats. Madre CataUna, for thirty-eight
years, had been sick with the love of God, and her continued existence was regarded as a miracle by her numerous disciples, who
treasured as relics whatever had touched her person. She was
accused of improper relations with a priest— probably Villalpando who reverenced her as his guide and teacher, and she was
in a

—

a dogmatizer, for her writings, both MS. and printed, were required
On the testimony of a hundred and fortyto be surrendered.
eight witnesses, she was sentenced to reclusion for six years in a
hospital, where she was to earn her support by labor.
This shows increasing severity, and a still more deterrent examwas furnished, in 1G30, by an auto in which eight Alumbrados,

ple

as

we

and six in efligy. There were
which some wore doubtless for the

are told, were burned alive

also sixty reconciliations, of

same heresy.^ We have no further details of this auto, save that
Bernino characterizes the victims as obstinate; possibly they may
have been relapsed but, as we have seen, the abjurations had been
which did not entail relaxation for relapse. Be
affair would indicate that Illuminism was now
regarded as formal heresy, not as merely inferring suspicion, and
for light suspicion,

this as

it

may, the

that pertinacity incurred the stake.

Obstinacy, in fact, converts into formal heresy what may be
otherwise regarded as light suspicion, as it infers disobedience to

This is seen in an interesting review
whole subject by an inquisitor about 1G40. He describes
the evidence customarily brought against alumbrado confessors
and preachers, of teaching sensuality under cover of mortification.
Some hold that indecent handling and sleeping with a woman
the decisions of the Church.
of the

»
'

MSS.

of Bodleian Library,

Llorciito,

by tho account

Hist,

crit.,

Arch

Reld. A., Subt. 11; Arcli Srld. 130.

cap. xxxviii, n. 5.

in Bornino'.s

Theologia historico-mystica,

Ilistonn di
p.

tittle

— Lloronto's statnncnt

VIIercKie, IV, 613.

G (\'enctiis, 1764).
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are meritorious as trampling on the devil and overcoming tempit is with making the penitent strip and stand against a

tation; so

arms outstretched, and other details that may well be
There is also teaching that obedience is better than the
sacrament and that it excuses what would otherwise be evil, or
that God has revealed to them that such things arc not sin, or that
interior impulses are to be followed in doing or not doing anything.
Such persons, he tells us are confined in the secret prison, without
wall with

spared.

sequestration, although,

if there is suspicion of heresy, there is
as usually occurs, they confess to these teachings, extenuating them as the result of thoughtlessness or ignorance

sequestration.

If,

without errors of belief, and if they are priests or frailes, the senis read in the audience-chamber and the punishment is the
same as for solicitation in the confessional that is to say, reclusion
in a monastery for a term of years and deprivation of the faculty
of confessing.
But, if this evil doctrine has caused much injury,
as at Llerena, they appear in a public auto with some years of
galley-service and, if they are priests owning property, they are
tence

—

fined at discretion.
If there

should be obstinacy and rejection of the arguments of

the theologians deputed to reason with them, there

is

postpone-

ment for some months to allow time for conversion, as happened
in Logrono with a certain priest, and in ^'alladolid with a fraile.
The priest taught his female penitents that there was no sin in
kisses and in indecent handling and in sleeping with a woman so
long as the final act was omitted. He revoked repeatedly and
varied between submission and persistence, but was convinced
at last and appeared in a public auto, abjured de vehementi, was
verbally degraded with five years of galleys and ten more of exile,
besides perpetual deprivation of confessing.

If

the culprit

is

impervious to argument and will not abandon errors of belief,
he must be treated as a heretic and be relaxed even if he denies
intention. There was one who abjiu'ed de vehementi and relapsed.
It was alleged by his Order that he was insane, for he was a
person of high repute for virtue and learning; he was given secret
penance, but so severe that he was never heard of again.*
From this statement it would appear that the extreme position
assumed by Pacheco had not been maintained and that simple
mysticism was tolerated unless it was complicated with the

*

Bibl. nacional,

MSS., V, 377, cap. xxi.
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follies

of

Illuminism,

especially

The policy

between the sexes.

was by no means uniform;

as
of

[Book VIII

concerned
the

the relations

Inquisition,

in

fact,

many

harmless mystics were allowed to enjoy in peace the veneration of their
disciples while, if there was scandal or imposture or some ulteOne such case was that
rior motive, prosecution was easy.
of Fray Francisco Garcia Calderon whom we have seen (Vol.
II, p. 135) concerned with the case of the nuns of San Placido and
for

a time

A contemporary was Dona
the Marquis of Villanueva, in 1630.
Luisa de Colmenares, popularly known as Madre Luisa de Carrion,
a nun of the convent of Santa Clara, at Carrion de los Condes,
who, at the age of seventy, had passed fifty-three years in a cloister.
She was not strictly an Alumbrado but a mystic of the type of

Santa Teresa, and her case

is

instructive as showing

how

general

was the belief attributing supernatural powers to beings favored
by God, how profitably this belief could be exploited by shrewd
management, and how effectively the Inquisition could intervene,
in the face of the

most intense popular opposition.

There

is

no

reason to suppose that Madre Luisa was consciously an impostor;
she was merely an ignorant old woman, hypnotically habituated
to trances

and visions

like so

many

others,

and the Franciscan

Order, to which she belonged, saw in her a speculative value of
which they made the most. Philip IV venerated her and popes

were her correspondents; there was an immense demand for obby her crosses, beads, images of the Christ-child
and similar trifles the sales of which brought in large profits and,
between these and the offerings of pilgrims, the Order was said to
have realized two hundred thousand crowns and to look forward

jects sanctified

—

to

much more

if it

—

could secure her canonization after death.

Suddenly, in 1635, the Inquisition undertook to investigate her.
There had been nothing exceptional in her career, except its success and, under Franciscan management she had been mostly
kept clear of the errors condemned in Pacheco's edict. The
motive for action is obscure, and the most probable suggestion is
that the opponents of Count-Duke Olivares had sought, after the

make use, for political ends, of the boundless
popular veneration of which she was the object. Yet there was
significant caution in the proliniinarios.
Juan Santos, senior
IrKiuisitor of \'aila(l()lid, was ordorod to exaniino her, when he
pretended a visit to the Bishop of Palencia and on the road stopped
for a fortnight at Carrion.
It was not difficult to involve an untufashion of the time, to
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and a warrant

she was placed in a carriage with a female
relative of one of the inquisitors, when her journey to Valladolid

for her arrest followed

;

was a triumphal procession. A pillar of light, changing into a
cross, was seen in the sky; everywhere the population gathered
in mass, and the precaution of entering Valladolid at night was
unavailing, for the crowds were so great that she was with difficulty
carried in safety, through the surging mob striving to gather some
fragment of her dress as a talisman. She was housed in the
August inian convent, where she was the object of veneration to
the nuns,

who

declared her destined to be the most powerful saint

Church; but it was observed that she no longer
had ecstasies, although at Carrion they had been of daily occurrence
and were celebrated by sounding the organ, when everyone rushed
in the annals of the

to see them.

The Franciscans

officially

undertook her defence; the population

of Valladolid, with the bishop at their head, were so demonstrative
in her favor that the tribunal hesitated,

and the Suprema had

to

send a special commissioner, who was no other than our old acquaintance Juan Dionisio Portocarrero, soon afterwards rewarded
with the bishopric of Guadix. It was easy to make her convict herself of heresy, for she was foolish and ignorant, full of vain-glory,
and merely a tool of the rapacious friars who had exploited her.
Papers signed by her were in circulation in which she declared
that she had seen the Divine Essence, that she was confirmed
in grace, that at six years of age Christ had removed her heart of
flesh and substituted his own, that he had given her an apple of
paradise by which she would remain immortal until the Day of

Judgement, when she would accompany Enoch and Elias in the
war with Antichrist; that God sustained her without food, and much
more that testifies to the incredible credulity of the people, and to
Under examination, she
the unscrupulous audacity of the friars.
declared that she had seen the Divine Essence, but she proved
herself wholly ignorant of the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity and
uttered a thousand follies, including a revelation from God that

who possessed her crosses, beads, rosaries or other objects of
devotion would be saved unconditionally and could rest secure
all

of their predestination.

The fore-ordained condemnation was preceded by an

edict of

October 23, IGoG, requiring the surrender of all letters, portraits,
crosses, beads etc., which were so numerous that in a few days the
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cura of the parish of San Miguel had a room full of them. The
poor old crone was blind, toothless and exhausted with a life of
hysteria; the shock of these experiences was too great for her
This was, of course,
feeble vitality, and she died in November.
trial, and the tribunal was justly incensed
bishop
had buried her without its permission.
to learn that the
answer
for this he threatened a popular upA\'hen summoned to
held
good,
exhumed the body and verified
rising, but the tribunal
ordered a second exhumation
Suprema
the
its identity, after which

no impediment to her

and burial under its authority.
The
It seems that no formal sentence was ever rendered.
only
were
the
pope,
but
laughed
Franciscans talked of appealing to
Madre Luisa had ceased to be of importance, but that her
at.
devotees had not lost all veneration for her is shown by the InquiIn 1643 it
all discussion of the case.
Reynoso,
wdth
that
of
together
San Placido
y
he
was
said
to
pushing
it
with
be
energy, but prob1644,
was wisely allowed to be forgotten, without reaching a

sition, in 1638,

was

and, in

ably

forbidding

referred to Arce

it

conclusion.

notwithstanding the inquisitorial edict, her
and continued to be regarded as

Yet,

crosses were not all surrendered

we find them condemned by the
Congregation
of
Indulgences
Roman
in 1668 and again in 1678.^
for
the
presumably
political
But
motive prompting her prosecution it may be assumed that Madre Luisa would have been
enrolled in the calendar of saints.
Her career was no more extrathan
that
of
her
contemporary,
vagant
the Blessed Marfa Ana de
Jesus, a Madrileha, who was born in 1565 and died in 1624.
She
belonged to the Order of La Merced, and her biography was written
in 1673, by Fray Juan de la Presentacion, official historiographer
of Philip IV, who informs us that, when an infant at the breast,
she gave evidence of her future sanctity at the age of four she was
constantly at prayer, and at six she had ecstasies, visions and
revelations.
She says herself that her soul was ordinarily illuminated by God, who manifested his will to her unmistakably.
The effort for her canonization began shortly after her death and
enriched with indulgences, for

;

'
Cartas de Jesuitas (Mem. hist, espafiol, XIII, 122, 150-62, 165, 173, 175,
177-80, 184, 205-7, 214, 222, 245, 267, 324, 435, 52S, 543, 547; XIV, 12, 21,
47; XV, 80; XIX, 383).— Pell iccr, Avisos historicos (Semanario orutlito, XXXIII,

99, 108).

— Index

Valencia, Leg.
n. 4,

14.

1,

of \'idal Marin, 1707, II, 19.
n.

G,

fol.

— Arcliivo

591.— Dccret. authent.

liist.

nacional, Inq. do

Sacrie Congr. Indulgentt.
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was renewed

at intervals, until she was beatified in 1783/
Another
contemporary of Maria Ana de Jesus was she of Peru, known as la
Azucena de Quito. Born in 1618 and dying in 1645, her miracles
commenced before her birth, and she began to mortify the flesh
by refusing to suckle before noon-day. It was in vain that, in
her humility, she prayed to be denied the favor of visions and
miracles.
Efforts were commenced, in 1670, to procure her canonization, but it was not until 1850 that she was beatified by Pius IX.^
These saintly mystics, with their direct conmiunications from
God, wielded an influence which we can scarce realize. They
had become so numerous and their revelations were so unhesitatingly accepted, that Spain was enveloped in an atmosphere of
mysticism, in which the divine guidance was sought, rather than
the councils of human wisdom.
Ohvares might well fear any
adverse utterances of Madre Luisa, for his downfall, in 1643, was
accelerated by visions enjoyed by Don Francisco de Chiribaga,
although the Jesuit Padre Galindo, who was concerned in making
them known, was imprisoned by his superiors for actiT^g without
When the affairs of the Spanish monarchy
their permission.^
were at their lowest ebb at this time, it is a cui'ious revelation of
the impulses under which it was governed to find Philip IV complaining of the perplexities to which he was exposed by the visions
brought to him by the frailes; this matter of revelations, he says,
is one which requires much consideration, especially when he is
told that God orders him to punish those who have rendered him
good service, and to elevate those whose methods have not earned
them a good reputation. All that is lacking to complete this
picture of unreasoning superstition is found in the fact that this

utterance is made to another mystic to whom he appeals for
guidance and for intercession with God to send him light.'*
Maria de Jesus, commonly known as Sor Maria de Agreda, to
whom Philip thus turned for counsel, was too strongly entrenched
in the royal favor to be in danger from the Inquisition yet,
notwithstanding that favor, her revelations were rejected by
Rome, thus furnishing another example of the difficulty of dilTeren»

^

Vida, pp. 6, 10, 275 (Ed. 17S4).
Various biographies of her have been written by Moran de Butron, Pietro

del Spirito Santo, P. Gijon y Leon, P. Gius. Boero
some of which repeated editions liave appeared.
'
*

and Juan

del Castillo, of

Avisos historicos (Semanario enidito, XXXIII, 171).
Ochoa, Epi.stolario espanol, IT, 81.

Pellicer,
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between sanctity and heresy. She had practised mental
prayer from the time when she was able to use her reason, and
she was in constant coninumication with God, the "\'irgin and
Her fame filled the land, and her voluminous writings,
the angels/
which claim to be inspired still form part of the devotional literatiu^e of the faithful.
She so captured the confidence of Philip
that he made her his chief adviser; for twenty-two years, until
her death in 1665, four months before his own, he maintained
tiating

,

by every post. Her influence
thus was almost unbounded, but she seems never to have abused
it; her advice was usually sound, and she never sought the enrichconstant correspondence with her

ment

of the impoverished

convent of Agreda, of which she was

the superior.

With

all

the power of the Franciscan Order and of the Spanish

court to sustain her claims to sanctity, the canonization of such a

personage would seem almost a matter of course, and it would
if she had not reduced her revelations
to writing." However they might suit the appetite of Spanish piety,
nourished so long on mystic extravagance, they did not appeal to
the sober judgement of the rest of the CathoUc world. In spite of
their divine inspiration, her Letania y nomhres jnisteriosos de la
Reina del Cielo and her Misiica Ciudad de Dios were condemned
in Rome, and the decree as to the latter was posted on the doors
of St. Peter's, August 4, 1681.
The Mistica Ciudad was eminently
popular in Spain and, at the instance of the Spanish court, its
prohibition was suspended.
The Inquisition took advantage of
this, in 1686, to issue a decree permitting its circulation, at which
the Congregation of the Index was naturally offended and, in 1692,
the papal decree of condemnation appeared in the Appendix to
the Index of Innocent XI, in spite of which the book was formally
permitted by the Spanish Inquisition.When, in 1695, a translation by Pere Thomas Croset appeared in France, the Sorbonne,
by decree of September 27, 1696, condenmcd it as containing
propositions contrary to the rules of ecclesiastical modesty, and
doubtless have been effected

many
'

fables

and dreams from the Apocrypha, exposing

Vita Ven. Maricc de Agreda, §§

4, 6, 8, 13,

38.— Pnpfat. ad

Lib.

CatholiI,

Vita' B.

Virginis.

—

' Archive de Simancas,
Inq. Leg. 1465, fol. 101.
Iiulcx Lihh. prohil). Iiinoc.
PP. XI, p. 107; Append, p. 41. Reusch. Der Index, II, 2.53.— Mendh.am, Literary
Policy of the Church of Rome, pp. 272-4 (London, 18.30).— Phelippeaux, Relation de rOrigine etc. du Quietisme, I, 178-83 (s. 1. 1732).

—
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The Spanish

court labored

earnestly to obtain a renewal of the suspension and finally succeeded, so that the book was omitted from the 17 IG Index of

Clement XI.

Then

was again taken up, when,
book was permitted, though Dr. lOusebius
Amort tells us that in Rome, in 1735, he was shown a decree of
Benedict XIII renewing the prohibition and asserting that its withdrawal had been obtained fraudulently; still, the book has never
since reappeared in the Index.There was a similar struggle
over the Letania, which was still included in the 1716 Index of
Clement XI and the first Index of Benedict XI\', in 1744, but has
disappeared from all succeeding issues.^ Less successful thus far
has been the persistent effort to procure the canonization of Madre
in 1729, the subject

after a long debate, the

Marfa, leading to a papal decree of April 27, 1773, forbidding all
future proceedings in the case.
Notwithstanding this, Leo XIII,

on March 10, 1884, ordered the Congregation of Rites to consider
whether this prohibition could be removed. To suggest

in secret

such a discussion

is

almost equivalent to prejudging it affirmatively
was reached, chance led to the publication

but, before the decision
in the Deidscher

Merkur

of

December

29, 1889, of the

whole secret

history of the case, which has probably put an end, at least for

the present, to the prospect of enrolling in the calendar of saints

one whose revelations have been so repeatedly condemned as
sory or as emanating from Satan.
While, as

we

shall see, the pest of heatas revelanderas

or less conscioas impostors continued to

afflict

illu-

and more

the land, the cases

recognized as Alumbrados are comparatively few during the
remainder of the seventeenth century. In a Toledo record, com-

mencing in 1648, the first one occurs in 1679, when the Franciscan
Fray Francisco de Toledo was convicted. In this the offence is
treated as formal heresy, requiring reconciliation, and the punishment was extremely severe. He was to receive a circular discipline
'

'

D'Argentrc, Collect. Judic. de novis Erroribus, III, I, 156.
I, 92.
Reusch, Der Index, II, 256. Aniort de Reve-

.\nalecta Franci.scana,

—

—

lationibus, P. II, p. 226.
'

Inde.x Clementis

PP. XI,

p.

292.— Index Bened. PP. XIV,

1744, p. 313.

dubious position of the books that Cactano
Marcecalea, in his Enchiridium mysticum (Verona*, 1760), while giving two lists
of mystic works, one permitted and the other prohibited, wholly omits the
writings of Maria de .\greda.
It

is

significant of the resultant
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in his convent; he was to be confined in a cell for two years and for
two years more was to be recluded, during which time he was to
be occupied in works of humility. In addition, he was perpetually
suspended from orders, deprived of active and passive voice, and
reduced to lay communion. It is possibly to this, or to some
movement in which Fray Francisco bore a part, that Miguel Molinos refers, in a letter of February 16, 1680, to the Jesuit General
Oliva, saying that when, in 1679, Satan sought to revive the sect
of Illuminists in Spain, and they had applied to him, he had given
an opinion so contrary to their follies that it frightened them and

stopped the attempt.^

While Spain had thus been combatting Mysticism, Rome
had remained comparatively indifferent, for in Italy it had not
developed into a popular mania to be suppressed irrespective of
In the
the immoral extravagances to which it sometimes led.
Edict of the Inquisition requiring denunciation of
subject to

its

jurisdiction, there is

no mention

all

offences

of ]\Iysticism or

The

elaborate folios of the writers on the Holy
Del Bene, Lupo, Dandino are silent as to its
eccentricities.
Yet these were by no means unknown to the Roman
Holy Office, which took cognizance of them when brought to its
Occasionally some book too extravagant in its teachings
notice.

Illuminism.^
Office

—Carena,

—

was put upon the Index.^ Cardinal Scaglia (f 1639), a member of
the Congregation of the Inquisition, in his little manual of practice,
which was circulated only in MS., when treating of the troubles
customary

in

nunneries, says

that through giddiness of brain,

or vain-glory, or illusion, nuns often claim to have celestial visions

and revelations and intercourse with God and the

saints when, if
imprudently given to spirituality, he reduces
their utterances to writing and, if he is learned, he defends them,
very often with propositions punishable by the Inquisition. Sometimes, he adds, sensuality is involved, leading to the assertion that
carnal acts are not sinful but meritorious, when, if the confessor
desires to take advantage of this, he seeks with revelations and
false doctrines to prove that they are lawful.
Cases of this kind

the confessor

'

Archivo

MS. X.
'

is

hist,

— Biblioteca
(Romrp, 1G4S). —

nacional, Inq. de Toledo, Leg.

V, 27, fol. 2.35.

Hordoni Sacnim Tribunal Judicum, p. SOS
Nova Tvux in Kdicluni S. IiKiuisit. (Berponii, IGIS),

goineiis.
'

1.

Reuscli, I)(T

Iridc.\-, 11,

(UO-ll.

Casanatcnse,

Igii.

TiUpi Ber-
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priests

who

so justify

themselves become liable to the penalties of heresy. Such cases
also occur between women assuming to be spiritual and their confessors, who so teach them, even without revelations and visions,
leading their spiritual daughters to believe these to be works of
merit and mortification/
Bernino tells us that, early in the seventeenth century, Illuminism was widely diffused throughout Italy, where abjurations
enforced by the Inquisition were freciuent, but this is ])robal)ly
A well-marked
the exaggeration so frequent with heresiologists.^

however, startled Florence in 1640, when the Canon Pandolfo
member of the noble house of the
Barons of Trappola and a man of wide learning and handsome
fortune, was arrested with his chief accomplice Faustina Mainardi,
her brother Girolamo, and the Maestro Serafino de' Servi, Dottor
case,

Ricasoli, a highly respected

Carlo Scalandrini, the priest Giacomo Fantoni, Andrea Biliotti,
Francesco Borgeschi and two others, Mozzetti and Cocchi. Some

nuns of Santa Anna sul Prato were also implicated, but if they
were prosecuted no knowledge of it was allowed to reach the
pubhc. They seem to have formed a coterie of Illuminists to
whom Ricasoli taught that all manner of indecent acts conduced
to purity, if performed with the mind fixed on God they claimed
special relations with heaven and were free from sin in whatever
they did for the greater glory of God. This continued for eight
years; rumors spread abroad and were conveyed to the Inquisition, when Ricasoli came forward and denounced himself with
A pubhc atto di fede was held, Novemexpressions of contrition.
ber 28, 1641, in the great refectory of the convent of Santa Croce,
attended by the Grand Duke, the Cardinal de' Medici, the nuncio
and other notabilities. One of the culprits, Serafino de' Servi,
had died in prison and appeared in elhgy, the rest abjured de
Ricasoli, Faustina and Fantoni were condemned to
vehementi.
;

perpetual irremissible prison, others to prison with the privilege
of asking for pardon, while two, Cocchi and Borgeschi, had a
private atto di fede and were confined in the Stinche prison at
the pleasure of the Inquisition.

declared that he had

was led away,
and ignorantly, and he asked

Ricasoli, as he

acted foolishly

Thorc
Scaglia, Prattica per le cause del Sant' Officio, cap. 25 (MS. penes me).
the
Liljrary
in
Royal
italion,
130;
foiids
nationale,
Bihiiothoque
the
copies
in
are
of Munich, Cod. Ital. 598, and in the Municipal Library of Piacenza.
*

*

liernino, Historia di tutte I'Heresie, IV, 712 (Venezia, 1717.)
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lingered in his prison until July 1657,
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which he had caused; he

when he

died at the age of
end that he had erred through ignorance and

not through lust; there was some question as to his interment,
but finally he received Christian burial. The inquisitor, Fra Giovanni Muzzarelli, was sternly rebuked for misplaced mercy by
the Roman Congregation and was speedily replaced by one of
severer temper.^

Impostors likewise were not unknown, as appears in the career
Francesco Giuseppe Borri, a brilliant but dissolute scion of a
noble Milanese house. A misadventure in Rome forced him to
take asylum in a church where, in recognition of the mercy of
God, he changed his life. He soon had visions and revelations,
from which he constructed a new theology, showing an intimate
of

acquaintance with the mysteries of the Trinity and of the universe.
That St. Anne was conceived by the operation of the Spirit and
the Virgin consequently was Deity, was one of the twenty errors set
forth in his sentence.
Moreover he had been selected to found the
Kingdom of the Highest, in which all mankind would be brought
under papal rule, and the world would live in peace for a thousand
years; the philosopher's stone, of which he had the secret, would

furnish the

means

of raising the papal armies, in the leadership

which he would be guided by St. Michael. Rome soon became
dangerous for the new prophet and, in 1655, he transferred his
propaganda to Milan, where he founded a secret mystical Order, the
members of which were trained in meditation and mental prayer,
of

pledged themselves to shed their blood in the execution of the
to the purpose, contributed all their
property to the common fund. The Milanese inquisitor got wind
of the new sect and arrested some of the members; Borri thought
of raising a tumult but decided in favor of the safer alternative
of flight.
His case was transferred to the Roman Congregation,
which cited him, March 20, 1659, to appear within ninety days
and then tried him in ahsenlia, with the result that his ettigy, with
all his impious writings, was burnt on January 3, 1661.
His
dupes were duly prosecuted, but seem not to have been severely
punished.

work and, what was more

' Royal Library
of Munich, Cod. Ital. 185, pp. 1-7.— Library of the Sominario
della Curia arcivescovilo di Fironze, Chicsc, Spoarli, \o\. I, pp. 407 sqq.
[Modesto
Rastrclli] I'atti attiuenti all' Inquisizione, pp. 173-77 (Venezia, 17S2).
Cf.

—

Cantii, Kretici d' Italia, III, 33G.

—
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Meanwhile he was starting on a fresh career in Northern Europe,
man possessed of all the secrets of alchemy and medicine,
with a success that even Cagliostro might have envied, Strassburg and Amsterdam had reason to repent of his seductive arts.
In Hamburg, Christina of Sweden furnished him with means to
prosecute the work of the Grand Arcanum.
Frederic III of
Denmark lavished large sums on him and even made him chief
political adviser, which aroused the hatred of the heir-apparent.
Christian \, on whose accession, in 1670, he was obliged to save
his life by flight.
He sought to find refuge in Turkey, but in
when
within
Moravia,
a day's journey of the frontier, he was
arrested by mistake, on suspicion of complicity in a conspiracy in
Vienna. There the papal nuncio recognized and claimed him, but
Leopold I, whose favor he had speedily acquired by his chemical
marvels, surrendered him only on condition that his life should
be spared. Before the Inquisition he confessed his errors and
attributed them to diabolical inspiration, and his sentence, September 25, 1672, was merely to perpetual prison and certain spiritual
penances. Even here his good luck befriended him, for Cardinal
d'Estrees, the influential ambassador of Louis XIV, in dangerous
illness, asked to consult him and, on recovery, procured his transfer
to easier confinement in the castle of St. Angelo, where he was
allowed special privileges and sometimes to go out and visit the
sick.
There he remained until his death, August 20, 1695 just
century
before Cagliostro came to the same end.*
a
Ahhough the Roman Inquisition issued no general denunciaas a

—

was a surveillance kept over the votaries of mental
contemplation,
in view of the extravagances to which
prayer and
themselves wholly to God,
abandoning
might
led
when,
be
they
tions, there

they

felt

God might cause them
There was a little community
Genoa, where they were known as Seqvere

themselves irresponsible for what

to do, in the rapture of Quietism.
of this kind

formed

in

me, from the phrase used

whom they elected

to join them.

friar,

when addressing those
Under the lead of a Trinitarian

they bought

a house in the suburbs, where they lived in the utmost austerity,
devoting themselves to contemplation. Thus came visions and
revelations that the
'

Church was to be reformed through them by

Biblioteca del R. Archivio di Stato in

Roma, Miscellanea MS.,

pp.

577-630.—

Royal Library of Munich, Cod. Itat. 18.5, pp. 13-26.— L'.\nil)a.sciata di Romolo
a'Romani, p. 6.S9 (Colon. 1676).— Collect. Decret. S. Congr. S. Officii, p. 7 (MS.
penes me).

— Cantu, op.

cit.,

Ill, 330.
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a new pope, of

whom

communicated

this to a vicar of the Inquisition

reported to the tribunal.

some went
incjuisitor

One of them
who promptly
summoned before it;

they were to be the apostles.

They were

all

into ecstasies and, as a body, they threatened the

with the vengeance of

The Congregation

of

God and were thrown

into prison.

the Inquisition ordered their prosecution,

which resulted in their being adjudged to be crazy rather than
The friar was deprived of active and passive voice
in his Order and the rest were dismissed with threats of the galleys
if they reassembled and continued to wear the habit which they
had adopted.^
More persistent was the sect known as the Pelagini which, about
1650, developed itself in the Valcamonica and spread throughout
Lombardy. Giacomo Filippo di Santa Pelagia was a layman of
Milan, highly esteemed for conspicuous piety.
From Marco ^lorosini, Bishop of Brescia (1645-1654) he obtained permission to
found conventicles or oratories in the Valcamonica, but it shoAvs
that mental prayer was regarded as a dangerous exercise when
Morosini imposed the condition that it should not be practised
in these little assemblies.
The prohibition was disregarded and
the devotees largely gave themselves up to contemplation, with
the result that they had trances and revelations; they threw off
subjection to their priests and were accused of claiming that mental
prayer was essential to salvation, that none but Pelagini could
be saved, that those who practised it became impeccable, that
laymen could preach and hear confessions, that indulgences were
worthless and that God through them would reform the world.
In 1654, Cardinal Pietro Ottoboni (afterwards Alexander Mil)
obtained the see of Brescia and by accident discovered some colporteurs distributing the Catechism of Calvin, along with the tracts
of the Pelagini.
In March, 1656, he sent to the \'alcamonica
three commissioners with verbal instructions and armed with full
powers, who temporarily suppressed the oratories and made a
number of arrests, but the Inciuisition intervened, taking the
affair out of his hands and prosecuting the leaders.^
We hear nothing more of Fihppo, except that he never was
condenmed. He probably died early in the history of the sect
evil-minded.

MSS.

of Amhrosian Library of Milan, H, S, VI, 29, fol. 140.
Bfmino, Historia di tutte I'Hcresie, IV, 722-6.— MSS. of Amhrosian Library,
H, S, VI, 29, fol. 14. This latter is a considerable body of documents from which
•

'

are derived the facts that follow.
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his memory was cherished as that of a saint with thaumaturgic
power. In 1686, the Archpricst of Morbcgno, in the Waltclhne,
was found to be distributing reHcs of him and collecting materials

and

and miracles, all of which he was obliged to abandon,
obeying a sunnnons from Calchi, the Incjuisitor of Como.
There were also inquiries made of the Provost of Talamona as to
his motives in keeping a picture of Fihppo and whether it was
prayed to/
After Filippo's disappearance we hear of Francesco Catanei and
of the Archpriest Marc Antonio Ricaldini as leaders of the sect,
but Agostino Ricaldini, a brother of the latter and a married layman, was really the centre around which it gathered. In Ottoboni's prosecution, he was imprisoned in 1656 and thrice tortured,
and, on September 19, 1660, he was sentenced by the Brescia
tribunal to exile from the A'alcamonica and was relegated to
Persisting in his errors, he was again tried in Treviso,
Treviso.
obliged to abjure de vehementi and sentenced to perpetual prison,
while a book which he had written was publicly burnt. How
long his imprisonment lasted does not appear but, in 1680, we
find him living in Treviso, under surveillance of the episcopal
for his life

after

vicar-general.^

Ottoboni and the Inquisition fancied that they had crushed
It maintained a secret existence
for over twenty years, which enabled it to spread far beyond its
original seat and, about 1680, it had associations and oratories for
mental prayer established in Brescia, \^erona, \'icenza, Treviso,
Padua, Pesaro, Lucca and doubtless many other places, while its
If

the sect, they were mistaken.

votaries expected

it

to spread

through the world.

Ricaldini, at

was busy in corresponding with the heads of the associaIn Brescia, Bartolommeo Bona,
tions and receiving their visits.
priest of S. Rocco, presided over an oratory of sixty members and
was even said to have six hundred souls under his direction.
They were called Pellegrini di S. Rocco, they practised mental
prayer assiduously and had even procured an episcojxal licence
Treviso,

In Verona, Giovanni Battista Bonioli guided
a membership of thirty disciples, many of them persons of high
For the most part the devotees seem to have been
consideration.
for the association.

quiet and pious folk,

humbly seeking

>

Ambrosian MSS. uhi sup.

'

Ibidem,

fol.

fol.

salvation

by the

interior

Ill, 113, 117, 119, 121, 135, 137, 138.

58, 61, 66, 80, 83, 86.

way.
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given to extravagance.

Margarita

Rossi had visions and revelations, strangely repeating portions of
the fantastic theology of Borri, and when written out by a believer,

Don Giovanni Antonio, it was not difficult to extract from them
a hundred and thirty-four errors, concerning which she was tortured as to intention as well as in caput alienum. Two others,
Cosimo Dolci and Francesco Nigra had visions and prophetic
insight, for

which the

latter

was sentenced,

in 1684, to five years'

incarceration/

The

sect could not continue spreading indefinitely without dis-

covery.

In 1682 the Inquisition suddenly awoke to the necessity

it had issued in 1656,
and assemblages for mental prayer. Ricaldini felt his position critical, for he had abjured de vehemenii
and was liable to the stake for relapse. He disappeared from
Treviso and all that the Inquisition could learn was that he was
somewhere on the Swiss border. At length, in 1684, his retreat
was found to be Chiuro, in the Valtelline, and Antonio Ceccotti,

of action

and

forbidding

all

it

repeated an edict which

oratories

Inquisitor of Brescia,

made

fruitless

attempts to induce the authori-

the Valtelline and the Podesta of Brescia to unite in procuring his extradition, but in March, 1685, Ceccotti had the mortification to learn that he had died on the previous October 6th,

ties of

having received

all

the sacraments and with the repute of a most

pious Christian.^
Pelagini were duly prosecuted, but there seems
have been little vindictiveness aroused in regard to them
and little heresy attributable to them. The punishments inflicted were light, for we hear, in 1685, of Bona, one of the leaders,
having returned to his district and living in retirement, and of
Belleri, another, being in the Valcamonica, where the bishop had
appointed him missionary for the whole district. Evidently the
What the eccledisciples must have escaped with a warning.
siastical authorities objected to was not Mysticism and its longaccepted practices, but organization, more or less secret, under
leaders outside of the hierarchy and free from its sujiervision,
when heated brains, under divine inspiration, indulged in dreams
It was not until the case of Molinos
of regenerating the Church.
had called attention to other dangers that there cann^ from Ivome

The prominent

to

'

Ambrosian MS8. ubi

sup.,

49, 50, 51, 53, 54, 61,81,91.
»

Ibidem,

fol.

44, 54, 66, 81.

fol.

IS, 22, 24, 34, 38, 3<), 40,

11, 42, 43, 44, 45,

—
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oratories

and

of the practice

— that rapture of meditation whicli had been the

distinguishing habit of mystics through the ages/

Miguel de Molinos was a Spaniard, born probably about 1630
Municsa (Terucl). After obtaining at Coimbra the degree
of doctor of theology, he came to Rome in 16G5, in connection
with a canonization probably of San Pedro Arbucs, who was
beatified in 1668.
There he speedily acquired distinction as a
confessor and spiritual director.
Innocent XI prized him so
highly as to give him apartments in the papal palace; the noblest
women placed themselves under his care; his reputation spread
throughout Italy and his correspondence became enormous. On
the day of liis arrest it is said that the postage on the letters
delivered that day at his house amounted to twenty-three ducats;
he made a small charge to cover expenses and, in the sequestration of his property, there were foimd four thousand gold
crowns derived from this source. The letters seized were reported
variously as numbering twelve or twenty thousand, of which
two hundred w'ere from Christina of Sweden and two thousand
from the Princess Borghese. The mysticism which proved so
attractive, when set forth by his winning personality, had in it
ostensibly at least nothing that had not long since received the
approbation of the Church in the w'ritings of the great Spanish
mystics and of St. Franc^ois de Sales. It is true that Molinos

at

—

—

dropped the machinery

of ecstasies

and

largely in the writings of Santa Teresa,

visions, which loom so
and confined his way of

perfection to the Brahmanical ideal of the annihilation of sense
intellect, the mystic silence or death, in which speech and
thought and desire are no more and in wdiich God speaks with
the soul and teaches it the highest wisdom.^ This spiritualized
hypnotism was in no way original with ]\Iolinos, but was the goal
which all the mystic saints sought to attain. To reach it he tells

and

•

^

Ambrosian MSS. vhi sup., fol. 05,
Guida spirituale, Lib. i, n. 128.

derando,
e a

117. 119.

113,
—82,Non
parlando,

lei

"

non pcn.sando, non

si

sapienza."
Cf.

Osuna, Abeccdario

spiritual,

Teresa, Libre de las Ilevelacioues.

Carmelo,

dcsi-

giunge al perfetto silenzio mistico, ncl quale Iddio parla con I'anima
comniuniea e le insegna nel piu intimo fondo la piu pcrfetta e alta

si

ii,

vii.

VOL IV

4

Juan de

la Cruz,

—

fol. 203.
Santa
Subida del Monte

P. in, Trat. xxi, Cap. 3,

— San
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US the soul must abandon itself wholly to God it must make no
resistance to the thoughts or impulses which God might send or
allow Satan to send if assailed by intruding or sensual thoughts,
;

;

they should not be opposed but be quietly contemned and the
This was
resultant suffering be offered as a sacrifice to God/
which
Dejamiento
was
subsequently
Spanish
the Quietism the
condemned so severely; there is no question that it had its

—

—

the senses were allowed to control the spirit, and the
adversaries of Molinos made the most of it, but he taught that the

dangers

if

must overcome temptation through patience and resignation.
When souls have acquired control of themselves, he says, if a temptation attacks them they soon overcome it; passions cannot hold
out against the divine strength which fills them, even if the violence
is continued and is supported by suggestions of the enemy; the
soul gains the victory and enjoys the infinite resultant benefit.^
All this Molinos was allowed to teach for years in the Holy
City with general applause, though it had been persecuted in the
In 1675, at the height of his popularity, he embodied
Pelagini.
his doctrine in the Guida spirituale, a little volume which came
soul

forth with the emphatic approbation of five distinguished theo-

—

four of them consultors or censors of the Inquisition and
them men of high standing in their respective Orders of
Franciscans, Trinitarians, Jesuits, Carmelites and Capuchins. The
book had an immediate and wide circulation and was translated
Even in Spain there was a Madrid edition
into many languages.
in 1676, one at Saragossa in 1677 and another at Seville as late
logians
all of

Yet such a career as
as 16S5, without exciting animadversion.
that of Molinos could not continue indefinitely without e.xciting

none the less dangerous because prudently concealed.
His immense success was provocative of envy and, if mystic contemplation was largely adopted as the surest path to salvation,
what was to be the result on the infinite variety of exterior works
It
to which the Church owed so nuich of its power and wealtli?
was found that in many nunneries in Rome, whose confessors had
adopted his views, the inmates had cast aside their rosaries and
It was observed
chaplets and depended wholly on contemi)lation.
that at mass the mystic devotees did not raise their eyes at the
elevation of the Host or gaze on the holy images, but pursued
uninterruptedly their mental prayer. Molinos gave further occahostility,

•

Guida, Lib.

i,

n. (JS-70.

'

Guida, Lib. in,

n. 3, 40.

a
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on daily communion, in whicli he
it was not in mortal sin, could
the sacrament without previous confession
tract

asserted that a soul, secure that
safely partake of

—

doctrine which, however, theologically defensible, threatened,

if

extensively practised, largely to diminish the authority of the
priesthood, while encouraging the sinner to settle his account
directly with

To

God.

attack as a heretic a

man

so universally respected and so

firmly entrenched as Molinos might well seem desperate, and

it

not surprising that the credit for the work was attributed to
the Jesuits, as the only body daring and powerful enough. The
is

having resolved upon

they procured Pere
ambassador, Cardinal
d'Estrees to labor unceasingly for the removal of the scandal
caused by the teaching of Molinos. Whether this was so is doubtful, but it is certain that the first attack came from the Jesuits,
and that d'Estrees, who had professed the warmest admiration
current story

La Chaise

is

that,

to induce Louis

XIV

it,

to order his

became his unrelenting persecutor. The cam]){iign
was opened in 1678, when Gottardo Bell' Uomo, S. J., issued at
Modena a work on the comparative value of ordinary and mystic
Molinos
prayer, which was duly denounced to the Inquisition.
had been made to recognize in various ways the coming storm,
and he sought to conjure it in a fashion which revealed his conFebruary 16, 1680, he addressed to the Jesuit
scious weakness.
General Oliva a long exculpatory letter. He had not attacked
the Society but had always held it in the highest honor, and when,
in Valencia, the University had forbidden the Jesuit College to
teach theology, he was the only one w^io had disobeyed the order
and had come to its aid. He had never decried the Spiritual
Exercises of Loyola, but had recognized the vast good accomplished by them, though he held that, for those suited to it, contemplation was better than meditation. He had for some years
been persecuted and stigmatized as a heretic, in writing and preaching, by the most distinguished members of the Society, but he
rejoiced in this and only prayed God for those who reviled him
for Molinos,

nor, in his defence of the (?u?V/a,had he sought aught Init (he glory
of God and, so far from defending the Begghards and Illuminati,

he had always condemned them. Evidently the work of the
Jesuits in discrediting him had been active and better organized
than the records show, and he thought it wiser to disarm, if possil)le,
Oliva's
rather than to struggle with adversaries so powerful.
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of February 28th was by no means reassuring.
He complimented Molinos on his Christian spirit in returning good for
evil and on the flattering terms bestowed on the Society and its
founder. He had never read the books of Mohnos and could not
speak of them with knowledge but, if they corresponded with his
letter, his disciples were doing him great wrong in applying his
system of contemplation, of which only the rarest souls were
capable, indiscriminately to nuns and worldly young women.
Finally, he could not understand why so distinguished a member
of the Society as Padre Bell' Uomo should have been brought
before the Congregation of the Index, and he gave infinite thanks
to God for defending him before it.
Promptly on the next day, February 29th, ]\Iolinos replied to
this discouraging epistle.
At much length he disculpated himself
for writings and sayings falsely attributed to him.
He held meditation in the highest esteem as an exercise suited to all; the loftiest
form of contemplation was a gift of God bestowed on the rare souls
fitted for it.
He again spoke of the persecution to which he was
exposed and, as for Padre Bell' Uomo, whom he did not know,
if his doctrine was as sound as represented by Oliva, God would

answer

enlighten his ministers to recognize

it.

Oliva's rejoinder to this,

on March 2d, would appear to be written in a style of studied
obscurity, saying much and meaning httle, but one passage reveals
a source of Jesuit enmity, in alluding to the number of convents
which had passed out of the direction of the Society to practise

new method.^
The effort of Molinos to propitiate his enemies had only encouraged them by its confession of weakness. Their next step was a
the

dextrous one. Padre Paolo Segneri was not only the most popular
Jesuit preacher in Italy, but his favor with Innocent XI was
almost as great as that of Molinos. He was selected as the next
athlete and, in 1680, he issued a little volume
"Concordia tra
la fatica e la quicte nell' orationc," in which he argued that the
highest life is that which combines activity with contemplation.
Ho was promptly answered l)y Pietro ^Matteo Petrucci, an artlent
admirer of Molinos, who was rewarded by Innocent with the see

—

of Jcsi.

Segneri rejoined in a "Lcttora di

sive

ri]:)osta al Sig.

A

Ignacio

more aggresantagonist was the Minorite Padre Alessandro lleggio whose

Bartalini" and the controversy

was

Bibliotcca Casanatense,

fairly joined.

MS. X,

v, 27, fol. 231 scjq.
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"Clavis Aiirca qua a])criimtiir errores Michaclis de IMolinos"
appeared in 1G82 and boldly argued that the Guida revived the
condemned errors of the Begghards, that Quietism destroyed all
conceptions of the Trinity, while the practice of prayer without

works was destructive of all the pious observances prescribed by
the Church, and the teaching that temptation should be endured
without resistance was dangerous and contrary to Scripture and
Petrucci responded vigorously, while ]\Iolinos
remained silent. He had, at least, the advantage of official support, for Beir Uomo's book was forbidden dojwc corrigatur; Seg-

to the doctors.

"Lettera" and the "Clavis Aurea" w-ere condemned unconand Segneri's "Concordia," while it escaped the Index,
was quietly forbidden and he was instructed to revise it.*
The Jesuits, however, were not the only body interested in the
downfall of Molinos. There is a curious anonymous tract devoted
neri's

ditionally,

what it calls the secret policy of the Quietists,
assuming their main object to be the destruction of all the religious
Orders and especially of the Dominicans and Franciscans. Apparently taking advantage of the development of the Pelagini about
this time, it asserts that the Quietists had organized conventicles
and oratories throughout Italy that they had a common treasury
in which 14,000 ducats were found; that they flattered the secular
clergy and sought to unite them in opposition to the regulars,
whom they systematically decried, raking together all the stories
In short, Quietism w'as a deepof their corruption and ignorance.
laid conspiracy, through wdiich Molinos expected to revolutionize
The
the Church and reduce the religious Orders to impotence."
only importance of the tract is as a manifestation of the attitude
of the regulars towards Molinos and the hostility aroused by his
success in wanning from them, for his disciples, the directorship
of souls which was their special province.
The enormous influence of the elements thus combining for his
The first open attack
destruction left little doubt of the result.
was made in June, 1682, when Cardinal Caraccioli, Archbishop
of Naples, a pupil of the Jesuits, reported to the pope that he
found his diocese deeply infected with this new Quietism, subverto explaining

;

Of these controversial works I have been
and the Clavis Aurea. The chief impression made by these polemics is the elusiveness of these mystic dreams when
an attempt is made at rigid definition and differentiation.
* Biblioteca Casanatense, MS. X, iv, 39, fol. 19 sqq.
'

Reusch, Der Index,

II,

612-14.

able to examine only Segneri's Lettera
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sive of the received prescriptions of the Church,

instructions for

its

suppression, nor

was he alone

and he asked

in this for similar

appeals came from other Italian bishops. Molinos was too firmly
established in the papal favor for this to dislodge him, but the
hostile forces gradually gathered strength and, in November, 1684,
the Congregation of the Inquisition formally assumed consideration of the matter.
At its head was Cardinal Ottoboni, a fanatic
whose experience with the Pelagini, when Bishop of Brescia, had
sharpened his hatred of mysticism. The spirit in which he conducted the inquest is revealed in a memorandum in his handwriting of the points to be elaborated in the next day's meeting of
the Congregation that this heresy is the worst of all and if left
alone will become inextinguishable; that it is spreading in Spain
through the Archbishop of Seville and in France with many books
of the most. dangerous nature; that it destroys the Catholic faith
and all the religious Orders; that in Jesi the canons and the cura
of the cathedral keep a school for its propagation that a rich and
powerful citizen of Jesi threatens the witnesses and that a vigorous
commissioner must be sent there; that the monasteries of Faenza
and Ravenna are infected and one in Ferrara has a Quietist confessor; that this pestilence calls for fire and steel.^
In a court
presided over by so bitter a prosecutor, the judgement was foreordained.
For awhile the contending forces seem to have been equally

—

;

balanced and eight months were spent in gathering testimony
sufficient to justify arrest.
At last, on July 3, 1685, at a meeting
of the Congregation, Cardinal d'Estrees insisted that no one should
leave the chamber until the arrest was ordered and executed.
This was agreed to the sbirri were despatched and Molinos was
lodged in the prison of the Inquisition.^ Yet when, on November
9th the Spanish Holy Office condemned the Gida espirituale as
containing propositions savoring of heresy and Illuminism, the
Congregation addressed to the pope a vigorous protest against its
action on a matter which was still under consideration at hcad;

(juartcrs.^

The

influence of

Queen

•

Bornino, op.

^

15ibliotcca Casanatense,

cit.,

Christina,

we

are told, was exerted to

IV, 726.

the alTair by one evidenlly

MSS. X, vn,
in

40, fol.

289 sqq.

Tliis

is

an account of

position to have accurate knowleilije of details.

^ Archivo liistorico nacional, Inq. de ^'alencia, Lcgajo
de Simancas, Inq., Legajo 1405, fol. 101.

1,

n. 4, fol. 1G4.

— Archive
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procure for Molinos better treatment than was usual with prisoners.
Of the details of the trial we know little or nothinj:;, but, as torture
was habitual in the Roman Inquisition, it is not probable that he
was spared. As his books had not been condemned, the evidence
employed was drawn exclusively from the inmiense mass of his
correspondence and j\ISS. which had been seized, the depositions
of witnesses and his own confessions, so that we are unable to

judge how far it justified the conclusions set forth in the sentence,
though, from the manner in which that discriminates between what
he admitted and what he denied, it is but fair to assume that it
represents correctly the evidence before the tribunal.
The trial
was necessarily prolonged. In his defence interrogatories were
forwarded to Saragossa and Valencia, in 1687, where his witnesses
were duly examined.^ Two hundred and sixty-three erroneous
propositions were extracted by the censor^ from the mass of matter
before them, to which he of course was required to answer in detail,
and these seem to have been condensed into nineteen for the
consideration of the Congregation.^

Petrucci

was threatened and

his elevation to the cardinalate,

Inq. de Valencia, Legajo 12, n. 1, fol. 106.
touchant I'Etat present d'ltahe, pp. 90-120 (Cologne, 1688)
These nineteen errors are here printed with their confutations, but without
They
indication of date or of the authority under which they were prepared.
'

Archive

'

Troi.s lettres

hist, nacional,

are also contained, with a different series of confutations, in the mas.s of papers

concerning the Pelagini, in the Ambrosian Library, H, S., vi, 29, fol. 28.
This also contains (fol. 30) a series of instructions for detecting the Quieti.st
heresy, consisting of a

list

of forty-three errors.

Some

of these set forth so con-

cisely the leading tenets ascribed, with tolerable accuracy, to the Quiet ists, that

they are worth presenting here.
21.

They

seek to annihilate the

memory, the

intellect

and the

will; to

remember
when

nothing, to understand nothing, to desire nothing, and they say that

they have thus emptied themselves they are refilled by God.
22. They say that God operates in their souls without cooperation; that
their spirit is identified with God, so that they are purely passive, surrendering
their freewill to God who takes possession of it.
23. Thus such souls are presen'ed from even venial sins of advertence and,
if they commit some inadvertently they are not imputed.
24. Also some proceed to claim impeccability, because they cannot sin when

God

operates in them without their participation.
commit sinful acts, they say

25. If these souls

it

is

through the violence of

the demon, with the permi.ssion of God, for their tonnent and purgation.
28. Examination of conscience to ascertain if there has been con.sent to such
acts
soul.

is

not expedient, for

it di.stracts

introversion

and disturbs the quiet

of the
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September 2, 1GS6, was ascribed to the desire of Innocent to save
him from prosecution. Shortly afterwards, two of the principal
assistants of Molinos, the brothers Leoni of Como, of whom Simone
was a priest and Antonio Maria was a tailor, were arrested. Then,
on February 9, 1687, followed the arrest of the Count and Countess
Vespiniani, of Paolo Rocchi, confessor of the Princess Borghese,

and

of seventy others, causing general consternation, not dimin-

by the subsequent imprisonment of some two hundred more.
The Congregation was doing its work thoroughly and it was even
ished

on February 13th, it appointed a commission which
examined the pope himself. A revolution in the traditional standards of orthodoxy could not be effected without compromising
multitudes, and the victors were determined that their victory
should be complete. On February 15th, Cardinal Cibo, the secresaid that,

tary of the Congregation, addressed to
circular stating that in

many

all

the bishops of Italy a

places there existed or were forming

associations called spiritual conferences, under ignorant directors,

who, with maxims of exquisite perfection, misled them into most
pernicious errors, resulting in manifest heresy and abominable
inmiorality.
The bishops were therefore ordered to investigate
and, if such assemblies were found, to abolish them forthwith,
taking moreover especial care that this pestilence was not allowed
to infect the monasteries.

There could be but one end to the trial. Every possible accuwas brought against Molinos, even to a foolish self -laudatory
speech made to the sbirri who arrested him, and his admiring
certain anagrams made of his name.
One charge, which he denied,
was his giving to a certain person the soiled shirt in which he had
come from Spain, saying that, after his death, it would be a great
relic.
He seems to have responded with candor to the various
articles, denying some and admitting others.
Of the articles the
most important were his justifj^ing the sacrilege of breaking images
and crucifixes; depreciating religious vows and dissuatling persons
from entering religious Orders; saying that vows destroyed persation

by the prayer of Quiet, the soul is rendered not only
but impeccable, for it is deprived of freedom and God
operates it, wishing us sometimes to sin and offend him, and the
demon moves the mem})ers to indecent acts; that the three ways
of the spirit, hitherto described by the doctors, arc absurd and
that there is but one, the interior way that he had formed conventicles of men and women and i)ermitted them to perform innnoral
fection; that,
sinless

;
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and to eat flesh on fast days. He admitted excusing the
breaking of images and crucifixes; he denied depreciation of solcnm
vows, but admitted it as respects private ones, and lie had only
dissuaded from entering religion those whom he knew would
create scandal.
He denied teaching that in Quietism the soul
becomes impeccable, but only that it did not consent to the act of
sin and he said that he knew many persons practising it who lived
many years without committing even venial sin. He denied also
that Quietism deprived the soul of freewill, but said that, in that
perfect union with God, it was God w^ho worked and not the faculties, and when he said that God sometimes wished sin, he meant
material sin (as distinguished from formal), and that the demon,
as God's instrument to mortify the flesh and purify the soul, causes
sometimes the hand and other members to perform lascivious acts.
He denied condemning the three ways of the spirit, having meant
only that the interior way was so much more perfect that the others
acts

were negligible by comparison. He denied forming conventicles
in which lascivious acts were permitted and he had excluded some
persons w^ho would not refrain from them. He admitted eating
flesh on prohibited days, and that he had not perfectly observed
a single Lent since he came to Rome, but said that this was by
licence of his physician.
He confessed that for many years he
had practised the most indecent acts with two women, the details
of which need not be repeated; he had not deemed this sinful, but
a purification of the soul and that in them he enjoyed a closer
union with God these were merely acts of the senses, in which the
higher faculties had no part, as they were united with God.
When
he was told that these were propositions heretical, bestial and
scandalous, he replied that he submitted himself in all things to
the Holy Office, recognizing that its lights were superior to his
;

own.^

A

sentence of condemnation was inevitable.

It

was drawn up,

Casanatense MSS., X, vii, 45, fol. 289.
cannot but regard this as a truthful report. It accords with the briefer
abstract in the final sentence, which distinguishes between the articles proved
by witnesses and denied by Molinos and those which he admitted. Reusch
(Der Index, II, 617-18) states that the sentence has been printed in the Analecta Juris Pontificii, 6, 1653, and in the .\ppendix to Francke's translation of
I have a copy from the Royal Library
the Guida Spirituale, published in 1687.
of .Munich, Cod. Ital. 185, and there is one in the Bibliotheque nationale, fonds
italien, 138, whicli also contains the 263 articles drawn from his correspondence,
«

Bibl.

I

with his answers.
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August 20, 1687; on the 28th an inquisitorial decree was signed
embodying sixty-eight propositions, drawn from the evidence and
confessions, which were condenmed as heretical, suspect, erroneous, scandalous, blasphemous, offensive to pious ears, subversive of Christian discipline

and

seditious; they

were not to be taught

or practised under pain of deprivation of office

and benefice and
an anathema reserved to the Holy
All the writings of Molinos, in whatever language, were
See.
forbidden to be printed, possessed or read, and all copies were,
under the same penalties, to be surrendered to the inquisitors or
bishops, who were to ])urn them.^
This was posted in the usual
places on September 3d, the day fixed for the atto di fede in which
pei'petual disability,

and

of

Molinos was to appear.
Under a heavy guard he was brought, on the previous evening,
from the inquisitorial prison to the church of Santa Maria sopra
Minerva, in which the atto was to be celebrated. In the morning,
in a room next to the sacristy, he was exhibited to some curious
persons of distinction, eliciting from him an expression of indignation, construed as indicating how little he felt of real repentance.
This was confirmed by what followed, explicable possibly by Spanish imperturbability, but more probably by the Quietism which
led him to regard himself as the passive instrument of God's will,
and super]:)ly indifferent to whatever might befall him, so long as
his soul was rapt in the joys of the mystic death, which he had
taught as the summum honum. Called upon to order a meal, he
specified one which in quantity and quality might satisfy the most
voracious gourmet and, after partaking of it, he lay down to a
refreshing siesta, until he was roused to take his place on the
platform where, in spite of his manacles, his bearing was that
of a judge and not of a convict.
The vast church was thronged to its farthest corner with all
that

was notable

in

Rome, including twenty-three

the spacious piazza in front and

all

cardinals,

and

the neighboring streets were

crowded. An indulgence of fifteen days and fifteen quarantines
had been i)roclaimed for all in attendance, but in Rome, where
plenary indulgences could be had on ahnost every day in the year
by merely visiting churches, this could not account for the eagerness which brushed aside the Swiss guards stationed at the ))ortnls,
re(iuiring a reinforcement of troops and resulting in considerable

'

D'Arf^cntn', Collect,

jiulic.

dc novis Krroribus,

III,

ii,

3.')7-G2.
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As the long sentence was read, with its details of
Molinos's enormities, occupying two liours, it wasintorriii)te(l with
bloodshed.

the frequent roar of

Burn him! lUuii him!
by the mob outside.

an enthusiastic
Through all this, we
are told, his effrontery never failed him, which was reckoned as
an infallible sign of his persistent perversity. The sentence concluded by declaring him convicted as a (logmatizing heretic but,
as he had professed himself repentant and had implored mercy
and pardon, it ordered him to abjure his heresies and to be rigidly
imprisoned with the sanbenito for life, without hope of release,
and to perform certain spiritual exercises. This was duly executed
and he lingered, it was said repentant, until his death, December
The day after the atto di fede his disciples performed
28, 1696.
their alijuration.
There was no desire to deal harshly with them,
and they were dismissed with trivial jjenances, except the brothers
Leoni. Simone the priest, who had been a popular confessor,
was sentenced to ten years' imprisornnent; Antonio Maria, the
tailor, who had been a travelling missionary and organizer, was
There was still another victim, the secretary
incarcerated for life.
cardinal and echoed

of Molinos,

master.
1689, he

Pedro

He was

Peiia, arrested

May

fully convicted of

was condemned

led l)y

9, 1687, for defending his
Quietism and, on March 16,

to life-long prison.^

remained the publication to Christendom of the new
position assumed by the Holy See towards Mysticism.
The sixtyeight propositions, condemned in the inquisitorial decree of August
28th, were printed in the vernacular and placed on sale, but were
There must still have been opposition in
speedily suppressed.
the Sacred College, or on the part of Innocent XI, for the bull
Ccrlestis Pastor was not drawn up and signed until November 20th,
and was not finally puJjlished to the world until February 19,
This recited the same series of propositions and the con1688.

There

*

45,

still

The account of the atto di fede is derived from the MS. Casanatensc, X, vii,
and a relation printed by Laemincr, MeUtematum Romanonim Mantissa,

pp. 407 sqq.,

who

also prints (pp. 412-22) the sentence of

The contemporary printed sources
VEtat present

d^ Italic,

Quieiisme

et

I'Heresie,

IV, 711 sqq.

sqq.)

is

Cologne,

Pedro

Pefia.

of the whole affair are Trois Lettrcs touchant

1688; Recucil do divcrses pieces concernant

le

Amsterdam, 1688, and Bernino, Hisloria di tutte
The concise account by Reusch {Der Index, II, 611
accustomed thoroughness and careful use of all accessible

les Quietistes,

written with his

sources, John Bigelow's "Molinos the Quietist" (New York, 1882) is a popular
See also Heppc, Geschichte
narrative which rejects the charges of immorality.
der quietistischen Mystik, pp. 110 sqq., 260 sqq. (Berlin, 1875).
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of Molinos and confirmed the decree of August 28th.
The propositions condemned consisted, for the most part, of the

demnation

untenable extravagances of Quietism, including impeccability and
the sinlessness of acts committed while the soul was absorbed with
it was impossible to do this without condemning much
had been taught and practised by the mystic saints, and there
were no saving clauses to differentiate lawful from unlawful converse of the soul with its Creator.
The Church broke definitely
with Mysticism, and by implication gave the faithful to understand that salvation was to be sought in the beaten track, through
the prescribed observances and under the guidance of the hierar-

God, but

that

chical organization.^

This change of front was emphasized in various ways. Innofrom formal prosecution; to

cent's favor saved Cardinal Petrucci

the vexation of the Inquisition, his case was referred to four car-

Casanate and Azzolini; he professed himself
ready to retract whatever the pope objected to and, though the
Inquisition held an abjuration to be necessary, he was not required
to make it; he was relegated to Jesi and then recalled to Rome,
where he was kept under surveillance. He could not, moreover,
escape the mortification of seeing the books, which had been so
warmly approved, condemned by a decree of February 5, 1688.
Many other works, which had long passed current as recognized
aids to devotion, were similarly treated those of Benedetto Biscia,
Juan Falconi, Francois Malaval and of numerous others even
the Opera dcUa clivina Gratia of the Dominican Tommaso Menghini, himself Inquisitor-general of Ferrara and author of the Regole
del Tribunal del Santo Officio, which long remained a standard
guide in the tribunals.
What had been accepted as the highest
expression of religious devotion had suddenly become heresy.^
Apparently it was not until May, 1689, that instructions were sent
everywhere to demand the surrender of all books of Molinos and
to report any one suspected of Molinism.^
Persecution received a fresh impulse when Cardinal Ottoboni,
as Alexander VIII, succeeded Innocent XI, October 6, 1089.
Bernino tells us that he appeared to him an angel in looks and an
apostle in utterance when he declared that there was no creature
dinals, Cibo, Ottoboni,

—

—

Innocentii PP. XI, Bull. Calestis Pastor (Buliar. X, 212\
Reusch, Der Index, II, 618.— Index Innoc. XI, .Append, pp.
(Romir, 1702).
»

*

*

MSS.

of

Ambrosian Library, H.

S. vi, 29, fol.

G7 sqq.

7, 28, 45,

47
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world so devoid of sense as a heretic for, as he was deprived
was he of reason. His first care was to remove
from office and throw into irrcmissible prison every one who was
in the slightest degree suspect of Molinism; in this he did not even
spare his Apostolic camera, for he arrested an Apostolic Prothonotary and, although in the Congregation of the Inquisition there
in the

of faith so also

were four kinsmen of the prisoner, zeal for the faith preponderated
over blood/ Fortunately his pontificate lasted for only sixteen
months, so that he had but limited opportunity for the gratification of his ardent fanaticism and scandalous nepotism.
In spite of all this, there were still found those who indulged
their sensual instincts under cover of exalted spirituality.
In
1698 there was in Rome the case of a priest, named Pictro Paolo di
San Giov. Evangelista, w^ho had already been tried by the tribunals of Naples and Spoleto, so that his career must have been
prolonged, while references to a Padre Bcnigno and a Padre
Filippo del Ptio show that he was not alone.
He had ecstasies
and a following of devotees; he taught that communion could be
taken without preliminary confession and that, when the spirit
was united with God, whatever acts the inferior part might commit
were not sins. He freely confessed to practices of indescribable
obscenity with his female penitents, whom he assured afterwards
He was sentenced
that they were as pure as the Blessed Mrgin.
to perpetual prison, without hope of release, and to a series of
arduous spiritual penances, while Fra Benigno escaped with seven
years of imprisonment.^

Another development

of the

same tendencies— probably a

sur-

— was

discovered in Brescia in 1708. The
sectaries called themselves disciples of St. Augustin, engaged in
vindicating his opinions on predestination and grace, but they
vival of the Pclagini

were popularly known as

name

Beccarellisti,

from two brothers,

priests

whom

they regarded as their leaders.
For twenty-five years— that is, since the ostensible suppression of
the Pelagini— the sect had been secretly spreading itself throughof the

of Beccarelli,

out Lombardy, where it was said to number some forty-two
thousand members, including many nobles and wealthy families
and ecclesiastics of position. They had a common treasury and a
regular organization, headed by the elder BeccarelU as pope, with
>

'

Bcmino, op. cit., TV, 727-S.
Royal Library of Munich, Cod.

Relation

du Quietisme,

II, 117, 154.

Ital.

209,

fol.

67 sqq.— Cf. Phelippcaux,

—
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and other dignitaries. The immediate object of
was to break the power of the religious

are told,

Orders and to restore to the secular priesthood the functions of
confession and the direction of souls which it had well-nigh lost,
but there was taught the Quietist doctrine of divine grace to which
This was allowed to
the devotee surrendered all his faculties.
operate without resistance, and Beccarelli held that Molinos was
the only true teacher of Christian perfection, but we may safely
reject as exaggeration the statement that carnal indulgence was
regarded as earning a plenary indulgence, applicable to souls in
purgatory. Cardinal Badoaro, then Bishop of Brescia, took energetic

measures to stamp out

this recrudescence of the

doctrines; the leaders scattered to Switzerland,

condemned

Germany and

England, while Beccarelli was tried by the Inquisition of Venice
and was condemned to seven j-ears of galley-service.^
Probably the latest victims who paid with their lives for their
belief in the efficacy of mental prayer and mystic death were a
l^eguine named Geltruda and a friar named Romualdo, who were
burnt in a Palermitan atto di fede, April

1724, as impenitent

6,

Molinists after languishing in gaol since 1699.^

condemnation of Molinos, Mysticism was not wholly
condemned, what was lacking was supplied when the duel between
the two glories of the Galilean Church Bossuet and Fenelon
induced an appeal to the Holy See. Beyond the Alps, m3'stic
If,

in the

—

ardor was not widely diffused in the seventeenth century, yet there
were those who revelled in the agonies and bliss of the interior
way. St. Fran^'ois de Sales, who died in 1022, was beatified in
1661 and canonized in 1665, taught Quietism as pronounced as
that of Molinos, although he avoided the application to sensuality.
The soul al)andoned itself wholly to God when divine love took
;

possession of

it,

God deprived

it

of all

human

desires,

even for

spiritual consolations, exercises of piety and the perfection of
He said that he had scarce a desire and, if he were to
virtue.

he would have none; if God came to him, he would go
to meet him but, if God did not come, he would remain quiescent
and would not seek God. Freedom of the s])irit consisted in
detachment from everything to submit to the will of God, caring
live again,

'

Laommor,

op. at.,

p.

427.

— Hcppo,

Gcschichtc d(T quiotistischon Mystik,

p. 44.5.
^

Moiif^itorc,

1724).

L'Alto piibblico

di

Kcdc cck-hnilo

:^

(i

Aprilc,

1721 (I'alcnuo
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neither for places, or persons, or the practice of virtue/
It followed
that the soul, absorbed in divine love, had nothing to ask of God;
it rested in the quiet of contemplation, while vocal prayer and

the received observances of religion were cast aside, as fitted
only for those who had not attained these mystic altitudes. Then
there was Antoinette Bourignon (1G16-1G80) who, in her voluminous writings, taught the supremacy of the interior light, the
abandonment of the faculties to the will of God, and the utter
renunciation of self in the ardor of divine love.^ There was Jean
de Bernicres-Louvigny (1602-1059) whose writings had an imall

mense

and whose views as to mystic death were virsame as those of Molinos.^ All these and others taught

circulation

tually the

and wrote without interference, save from polemics, such as those
of Pore Archange Ripaut, Guardian of the Capuchin convent of
S. Jacques in Paris, who devoted a volume of near a thousand
pages to their refutation and reprobation. If we are to believe
him, these superhuman heights of spirituality were accompanied
in France, as elsewhere,

with

sensuality.''

The condemnation of Molinos and the sixty-eight propositions
attributed to him naturally attracted attention to the more or less
developments of Mysticism, but it is probable that no
on the subject would have been taken in France had not

quietistic

action

who chanced
moment to be the most prominent representative of the
interior way
that very ciu^ious personality, Jeanne Marie Boupersonal motives suggested the persecution of one
at the

—

vieres de la

Mothe Guyon, whose autobiography, written with

a frank absence of reserve, affords a living picture of the
inflicted

martyrdom endured

soul from the ties of earth.
tells

us that formerly

in his

in the struggle to

When

God was in

a

wave

*

it

light or

itself to

did, exteriorly or interiorly.

See the extracts from

S.

knowledge; she was

was as a

in tlie ocean; her soul

borne by the wind, abandoning
that

she reached the final stage she
now she was in him, plunged

her,

immensity without sight or

in liini as

self-

emancipate the

lost

leaf or a feather

the operation of

God

in all

She acquired the faculty

Franfois de Sales

collected

by

of

I'^nelon, in his

Fifth Letter.— CEuvres, II, 95-98 (Paris, 1838).
>
'
*

Noack, Die christliche Mystic, II, 23G (Konigsberg, 1853).
Heppe, op. cit., p. 88.
Abomination dcs Abominations dcs faussos Devotions de

cc Terns divisoes,

premiere des Illumincz; la seconde des nouveau-x Adamites;
troisieme des Spirituels h la mode, p. 88 (Paris, 1632).
en Trois,

la

la
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working miraculous cures and her power over demons was such
At times
if she were in hell, they would all abandon it.
the plenitude of grace was so superabundant and so oppressive

that,

that she could only

lie

speechless in bed;

it

so swelled her that her

would be torn and she could find relief only by discharging
the surplus on others/
It is beyond our province to enter into the miserable story of
her persecutions, commenced by some of her relatives and carried
on by Bossuet, leading to her reclusion in convents and imprisonment in Vincennes and the Bastile. It suffices for as that her
influence stimulated Fenelon's tendency to Mysticism and converted into bitter hostility the friendship between him and Bossuet.
A commission, appointed to examine her doctrine and headed by
Bossuet, drew up, in 1694, a list of thirty-four errors of Mysticism,
which Fenelon willingly signed and which Bossuet and Noailles,
then Bishop of Chalons-sur-Marne, issued with instructions for
their dioceses, including condemnations of the Guide of Molinos,
the Pratique facile of Malaval, the Regie des Associes de VEnjant
Jesus, the Analise of Lacombe and Madame Guyon's Moyen
court and Cantique des Cantiques.
By this time Madame Guyon
had been put out of the way, and the matter might have been
allowed to rest under the comprehensive definitions of the bull
Cmlestis 'pastor, but Bossuet's combative spirit had been aroused
and he was determined to crush out all vestiges of Mysticism,
heedless of what the Church had accepted for centuries.
He drew
up an Instruction on the various kinds of prayer, in which he
pointed out, in vigorous terms, the dangers attendant on contemplation.
Noailles, now Archbishop of Paris, signed it with him,
and they invited Fenelon to join but he refused, in spite of entreaties and remonstrances, for it attributed to Madame Guyon all
that was most objectional^le in Illuminism,
The breach between the friends had commenced and it widened
clothes

irrevocably

when Fenelon,

February 1697,

in justification of himself, jniblished,

Maxinics des Saints sur la
Vie interieure, with a letter to Madame de Maintenon animadverting sharply on Bossuet's inj ust ice.
The book was based chiefly
in

on the utterances
'

Bossuet,

dition
p.

who

and the

12.3).

his Explication des

of St. Fran(,-ois

de Sales, but

road her autol)iography in MS.

sphttinj; of her parinenls

In the printed

life,

tells

it

carefully guarded

us of this tympanitic con-

(De Quiet isino, np. Laenimer,

this special feature is omitted,

every appearance of curtailineMt

(II, 33, cf.

234; III,

9).

op.

cit.,

but the passage has
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There
impeccability; souls of the highest altitude could connnit mortal sin; they
were bound daily to ask God for forgiveness, to detest their sins
and seek remission, not for the mercenary motive of their own
salvation but in obedience to the wishes of God.
It is true that
they were not tied down to formal observances, but vocal j^i'ayer
was not to be decried, though its value depended upon its being
animated by internal prayer. The indifference, which was the

was no self-abandonment

all

objectionable deductions.

to temptations

and no claim

of

—

point most objected to in Quietism,

The

was greatly

resistance to the

grace;

it is

known

will of

God, and

by Fenelon.
was an impious

limited

senseless determination to wish for nothing

to all the impulses of his

true that the advanced soul wishes nothing for

itself

but it wishes everything for God; it docs not wish perfection or
happiness for itself, but it wishes all perfection and happiness, so
far as it pleases God to make us wish for these things, by the
impulsion of his grace. In this highest state the soul does not

wish salvation in

good pleasure

of

its own interest, but wishes it for the glory and
God, as a thing which he wishes and wishes us

to wish for his sake.
It is difficult to see what objection could be raised to a Quietism
thus strictly limited and guarded, and no one who compares the
Maximes des Saint"^ with the extravagance of the great mystic
saints can fail to recognize that the violent quarrel which arose
was a purely personal matter. In this Fenelon defended himself

with dignity and moderation, while the violence of Bossuet's attack
sometimes bordered on truculence. He was secure in the support
of the court.
Louis XIV had been w^on over, and it soon became
to him a matter of personal pi'ide to overcome all resistance to
his will.
Fenelon was banished to his diocese of Cambrai and
deprived of his position of preceptor to the royal children, showing
that he was in complete disgrace and warning all time-servers to

abandon him.
It was soon evident that the matter would have to be settled in
Rome. Bossuet sent an advance copy of his Instruction to Innocent XII, pointing out that he was applying in France the princijjles
Fenelon followed his
affirmed in the condemnation of Molinos.
example and, on April 27th, sent the Maxivies, stating that he
submitted it to the judgement of the Holy See. The curia gladly
accepted the task, rejoiced at the opportunity of intervening
Fenelon

authoritatively in a quarrel within the Galilean Church.
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was refused permission to go to Rome and defend himself, but he
had a powerful protector in the person of the Cardinal dc Bouillon,
then French ambassador and a member of the Congregation of
the Inquisition, who loyally stood by him even at the expense of a
rebuke from his royal master.

He

also secured the support of

the Jesuits, whose College de Clermont had approved of the

Maximes, and who promised to manifest as much energy in his
defence as they had shown in procuring the condemnation of
Cornells Jansen.
These weighty influences might secure delay and
discussion, but they could not control the result against the over-

mastering pressure of such a monarch as Louis XIV who, on July
pope that he had had the Maximes examined
and that it was pronounced "tres mauvais et trcs dangereux,"
wherefore he asked to have judgement pronounced on it without
delay.
Then, on May 16, 1698, the nuncio at Paris reported that
the king complained of the delay; it was in contempt of his person
27, 1697, wrote to the

and crown, and if Rome did not act promptly he would take such
measures as he saw fit. Threats such as this were not to be lightly
disregarded, and still more ominous was an autograph letter to
the pope, December 23d, expressing his displeasure at the prolongation of the case and urging its speedy conclusion.
To Bossuet's representative and grand-vicar, the Abbe Phelippeaux, we owe a minute report of the long contest, which affords
an interesting inside view of the conduct of such affairs, showing
how little regard was paid to the principles involved and how
completely the result depended on intrigue and influence. The
case passed through its regular stages.
A commission of seven
consultors had been found, to whom, after a struggle, three were
added. These disputed at much length over thirty-seven propositions extracted from the book and, when at length they made
their report to the Congregation of the Inquisition, they stood five

showing that each side had succeeded in putting an equal
number of friends on the commission. In the Congregation, the
struggle was renewed and continued through thirty-eight sessions.
Had the fate of I<]uropc been at stake, the matter could not have
been more warmly contested. At length the inevitable condc^mnation was voted, and then came a fresh contest over the
phraseology of the decree. Bossuet's agents were not content with
the simjile condenmation of twenty-three propositions and the
prohibition of the book, and they struggled vigorously for clauses
condemning and humiliating lYnclon liimsi'lf, showing how ])urely
to five,
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personal was the controversy. In this they failed, as well as in (lie
endeavor to have the propositions characterized as heretical; tiiey
were only pronounced to be respectively rash, scandalous, illsounding, offensive to pious ears, pernicious in practice and erronThe princij)al doctrine aimed at was that the pure love
eous.
of God should be wholly disinterested, ami that its acts and motives
should be divested of all mercenary hope of reward. The brief
was finally agreed to, on March 12, 1699, and iniblished on the
13th.
It was in the form of a motu proprio which, under the rules
in force in France respecting papal decrees, precluded its acceptance and registration by the Parlement, but Louis, ordinarily so
tenacious about papal intrusion, found indirect means of eluding
the difhculty.

Fenelon, however, had not awaited this cumbrous procedure.
In a dignified letter of submission to the pope, April 4, 1699, he
stated that he had already prepared a mandement for his diocese,
condemning the book with its twenty-three propositions, which
he would publish as soon as he should receive the royal permission.
This was promptly given and, on April 9th he issued it, forbidding
the possession and reading of the Maximes, and condemning the
propositions ''simply, al)Solutely and without a shadow of restricInnocent XII, who had more than once indicated symtion."

pathy with Fenelon, responded May 12th, in a brief expressing
his cordial satisfaction, bestowing on him his loving benediction
Bossuet,
of God for his pastoral labors.
with the royal assistance, had triumphed, at the cost of a stain

and invoking the aid
on

his reputation;

the sublimated

Mysticism,

it

what the Church had gained, in condemning
of a rarefied and impracticable

speculations

would be hard

to say.^

Yet, as though to indicate that there is no finality in these
matters, Pius VI, in 1789, beatified the Blessed Giovanni Giuseppe
'

Bossuet's side in this controversy

posthumous "Relation do

I'Oripcine,

is

elaborately set forth in Pholippcaux's
ct do la Condemnation du Quiot-

du Progres

lo Quietismc" and
1732 (s. l). Also in Bossuet's "Relation sur
Madame Guyon's statements
subsequent controversial writings. Paris, 1698.
B. de la Mothc Guion, ^-cntc por
are contained in "La Vie do IMadame J. M.
in the "Lettres do M. xxx
defended
is
She
Elle-meme," 3 vols. Cologne, 1720.
la Relation du Quietisme," 1733
de
sujet
au
Ami
un
h
Blatterie)
la
(Abb6 de
(Eurres, T. II, Pans, 1S38.
Fenelon's writings on the subject are in his
(s /)
Mysticisme en France
Comprehensive accounts mav be found in Matter, "Le
dcr quietistischen
"Geschichte
Heppe,
1S65
and
au temps do Fenelon," Paris,
Mystik in der katholischon Kirche," Berlin, 1865.

ismo " 2 vols
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was much given
which

all

to contem-

his faculties

as completely as in the trances of his prototype,

were

San Juan de

That his Mysticism
was shown by his possessing
two places at one time of which

Cruz, or as in the mystic death of Molinos.

did not forfeit the favor of heaven
the gift of bilocation

— of being in

nmnerous instances were

—

cited in the beatification proceedings.'

The Spanish Inquisition which had so long carried on singlehanded the struggle against Mysticism, watched with satisfaction
the Roman proceedings against Mohnos.
As we have seen, his
arrest, on July 3, 1685, was promptly followed, November 9th
with a condemnation of the Guida which, for nine years, had been
allowed to circulate freely in Spain, The edict pronoimced it to
contain propositions ill-sounding, offensive to pious ears, rash,

savoring of the heresy of the Alumbrados, and some erroneous
ones, and the title was denounced as misleading because it spoke
only of the interior way.^ When the sentence of the Roman
Inquisition was published, September 3, 1687, although as a rule
the Spanish Holy Office paid no attention to its decrees, the sixtyeight propositions were speedily translated into the vernacular

and widely

On

October 11th, sixty copies were sent
more if they should
These were accompanied with an edict, commanding

distributed.

to Valencia to be posted, with orders to print

be required.
obedience and threatening the most rigorous prosecution for remissness, while all persons were ordered to denounce, within ten days,
contraventions of any kind coming to their knowledge. This
edict was to be published in all churches of the cajiitals of pariidos
and an authentic record of such publication was to be affixed to
In due time, when the bull C(rlestis pastor was issued,
the doors.
it was circulated with the same prescriptions.^
There was evidently a determination to
struggle with Mysticism,

make

the most of

tliis

new

ally in the

The Seville tribunal, indeed, had not waited for this, as it
already, April 24, 1687, arrested a canon of the church of

had
San
Salvador, Joseph Luis Navarro de Luna y Medina, Avho was a
Coinpendio do

la asombrosa Vida dol pran Sicrvo de Dies, Fr. Juan Joseph
Cruz, pp. 27G sqq. (Madrid, 1790).
' Archive hist, nacionai.
Inq. do Valoncia. Log. 1, n. 4, fol. 104.
' Hulario do la Ordon
de SantiaRo, Lib. V, fol. 103; Lib. Ill do copias, fol.
703, 704.— Archivo hist, nacionai, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 12, n. 4, fol. 124.
'
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correspondent of Molinos and had sent him liis autobiography, in
order to obtain instructions for his spiritual guidance. He had
previously been dejirived of his licence as confessor, on charges
of imprudent conduct as spiritual director of a nunnery, but
Jaime de Palafox, Archbishop of Seville, who was a warm admirer
of Molinos, had restored the licence, introduced him in all the
convents and adopted him as confessor of himself and his family.
For four years Navarro endured incarceration and the torture
which was not spared, but he succumbed at last, confessed and
sought reconcihation. His sentence declared him guilty of the

errors of the

Lutherans, Calvinists, Arians, Nestorians, Trini-

tarians, Waldcnses, Agapeta>, Baianists

and Alumbrados, besides

being a dogmatizcr of those of Molinos, with the addition that evil
thoughts arising in prayer should be carried into execution, and
also that,

when

his disciples

assembled in his house, the

lights

would be extinguished and he would teach doctrines too foul for
description.
The tribunal itself could scarce have believed all
this, for he was only required to abjure, to be deprived of benefice
and functions, to be recluded for two years and be exiled for six
more. When the term had expired he returned to Seville and then,
until his death, in 1725, he passed his days in the churches, where
the A'eneraljlc Sacrament was exposed for adoration, carrying with
him a hinged stool on which he sat, gazing at the Host.^ He was
not the only Molinist in Seville for in 1689, after three years'
Fray Pedro de San Jose was condemned as a disciple of
Molinos, for committing obscenities with his penitents and fore-

trial.

pope and his suffering under Antichrist, who
twenty years old. He was sentenced
to abjure de vehevienti, to undergo a circular discipline in his
convent, to perpetual deprivation of teaching and confessing, and
to six years' reclusion in a convent, with the customary disabilities.^
Soon afterwards there was penanced in an auto. May 18, 1692, a
woman named Ana Raguza, popularly knoAvn as la pabeza, as
an Alumbrada and IMolinista. She had come from Palermo as a
missionary to convert the wicked, probably in the train of Palafox,
who had been Archbishop of Palermo. She called herself a bride
of Christ, she had visions and revelations, she denied the efficacy of
telling his election as

was already

*

MSS.

in Jerusalem,

of Archive municipal de Sevilla, Seccion especial, Siglo X\'III, Lctra

—

Tomo

IV, n. 48-49. These are relations of the auto, one of which I have
printed in " Chapters from the Religious History of Spain."

A,

^

Relacion

hist,

de

la

Juderia de Sevilla, pp. 99-103.
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and she had the faculty of determining the conby the sense of smell. She escaped with
two years of reclusion and six more of exile.'
The condemnation of Molinos seems to have stimulated the
masses and

fasts,

dition of consciences

Inquisition to greater activity in the suppression of mysticism, for
cases begin to appear

more frequently

in the records

and hence-

forth the term Molinism, to a great extent, takes the place of Illu-

minism.

May

We

hear of a Molinist penanced in a Cordova auto of
and he cannot have been the only one there for

12, 1693,^

Fray Francisco de Possadas of that city tells us that he was led to
book against the carnal errors of Molinos by his experience
in the confessional, showing that some of his penitents had been
write his

misled by them.^ The report of the \'alencia tribunal, for 1695,
contains three cases then on trial.
The Franciscan, Fray Mcente

He had led a life exteriorly
and contemplation, and he freely
admitted that when J\Iolinos was condemned he held that the pope
was wrongly informed. His overwrought brain gave way under
the stress of confinement; at times he was full of religious emotion
and solicitous as to his salvation, while at others he was violently
insane, performing various crazy freaks.
On August 24th he
attempted suicide by dasliing his head against a projecting piece
Selles,

had been arrested

in 1692.

austere, practising meditation

of iron, causing a

wound

so serious that several pieces of skull

were discharged and, on February 6, 1693, the surgeons reported
He remained melancolico, variable
his life to be still in danger.
in mood, confessing and retracting until, on October 23d, he confessed fully to ]\Iolinism, naming eleven women with whom he had
had relations in the confessional and also admitting unnatural
crime and other offences. At the date of the report his trial was
Another phase of these eccentric methods of
still unfinished.
salvation is presented in the case of Vicente Hernan, a hermit of
San Cristobal of Concentayna, accused by three women of teaching
them the way of bruising the head of the serpent by sleeping with
them and resisting temptation, and of attempting indecencies,
He was arrested September 23,
wliich they denied permitting.

*

'
'

Archive municipal de Sevilla, loc. cil., n. 52.
Matute y Luquin, p. 211.
Possadas, Triuniphos de la Castidad contra

C6rdova, 1698.
This is a second edition; a third appeared

in

hi

Luxuria diabolica dc ^lolinos,

Madrid, in 1775.
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1692, and in two audiences he was a negativo.
Then on December
17th he asked for an audience in which he said that for eight days

some little flies and black pigeons had been biting him and remindhim of things forgotten, whereupon he told of the women whom
he had got to sleep with him, sometimes two or three at a time,
and he also mentioned numerous miraculous cures which he had
wrought. In January 1693, he said that the demons with the
voice of flies had been recalling his sins, and he told of three other
women. Doubts arose as to his sanity and, at the end of 1693
steps were taken to investigate it, which were still in progress at
the time of closing the report. The third case was that of Mosen
Antonio Serra, whose doctrines the calificadores reported to be
MohnLstic.
He was arrested December 19, 1695, so that his trial
had only begun.^
In 1708 the Toledo tribunal arrested Fray Manuel de Paredes,
ing

a contemplative

fraile,

who encouraged mystic

practices

among

which illustrate the increased
severity visited upon these condemned forms of devotion.^
The
same tendency is visible soon afterwards at Cordova, where a
little conventicle of MoliJiistas ahimhrados was discovered in the
Dominican convent of San Pablo, under the leadership of a beata
named Isabel del Castillo. Her disciples abandoned to her their
free-will and all their faculties; they had no need of fasts and
penances but could transfer their sins to her and the path of salIn the auto of April 24,
vation lay through sensual indulgence.
1718, there were seven of them penanced, Isabel being visited with
two hundred lashes and perpetual prison the friars were reconciled, deprived of their functions and imprisoned, some irremissibly and some perpetually, while the laymen had penances of
his penitents, leading to several trials,

;

various degrees of severity.^

During this period there occurred a case deserving of considersome detail, not only because of the prominence of the
culprit but because it affords a clearer view than others of the
strange intermixture of sensuality and spirituality, which was
distinctly known as Molinism, and of the self-deception which
enabled men and women to indulge their passions while believing
themselves to be living in the mystic altitude of Union with God.
ation in

dc ^aleIlcia, Lrg.

*

Archive

»

MSS. of Library of Univ. of Halle, Yc,
Matute y Luquin, pp.. 216-23.

'

hist, nacional, Inq.

20, T.

2, n. 15;

XI.

Leg. 12, n.

2, fol. 126.
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by the teachings of the
and known under
the general name of Probabilism, and by the distinction between
material and formal sin, whereby that alone was mortal sin which
Perhaps

this

partly be explicable

laxer morality, current in the sixteenth century

the conscience recognized as such, the conscience being

still

further

eased by refinements as to advertence and consent. In the skilful
hands of the casuists, the boundaries between right and wrong

became dangerously nebulous, and arguments were

plentiful

through which men could persuade themselves that whatever they
chose to do was lawful.
Joseph Fernandez de Toro was an inquisitor in Murcia, deeply
imbued with quietistic Mysticism. In 1686 he issued anonymously in Seville a little tract with the significant title of " Remedio
facilissimo para no pecar en el uso y exercicio de la Oracion,"
which in time duly found its way into the Index.^ As inquisitor
he had manifested his tendencies, when a prelate of high repute

and

station in a religious

Order was tried before him for soliciGuided by the light within,
was merely a case of obsession by the

tation ad turpia in the confessional.

Toro was satisfied that it
demon; he persuaded the Suprema to accept this view, and the
culprit escaped with suspension from celebrating mass and hearing
confessions until the obsession should pass.
In 1706, he was
promoted to the see of Oviedo, of which he took possession October
1st.
Unluckily for him there was at Oviedo the Jesuit college of
San Mathias; his reputation for Quietism seems to have preceded
him, and the heads of the college resolved themselves into a corps
of detectives.
Professing the utmost friendship, they speedily
acquired his confidence and he talked with them freely. They
were prompt in action for, in January 1707, Padre Jose del Campo
drew up for the inquisitor-general an elaborate secret denunciation,
setting forth how Toro in conversation had offered to cxjilain to
him the contemplation of Molinos; since coming to Asturias, he
had spoken to no one about these things, for he knew that they
had occasioned much nmrmuring against him, but he described
the mode in which the soul reached the summit of perfection in
Union with God, while the inferior sensual part might be abandoned to the foulest temptation. These dangerous speculations
were reported in full detail and were accompanied by a long and
skilful argument to prove that Toro was in every sense a Molinist.
'

Index of Vidal Marin, 1707,

II, 195.
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Other Jesuits drew up similar denunciations, or attested their

and the case was fairly before the Holy Office. It was
too serious for hasty action and investigation was made in Murcia,

truth,

where

his female accomplices

were arrested, and amj)le confirmawas obtained from their confessions and from eighletters.
The Carranza case had taught the lesson that

tory evidence
teen of his

bishops could be reached only through papal authority and, on
7, 1709, Inquisitor-general Ybanez forwarded to Clement XI the accunuilated evidence, to which the pope replied, March
8, 1710, that the matter would be thoroughly examined and the
necessary action be taken. Toro had at first been disposed to

November

make

a contest, asserting that

women, and

God would work

miracles in defence

was a martyrdom;
that the light infused in him by God rendered him superior to
the Inquisition, and that he was illuminated above all otlier men.
By this time, however, he realized his position; on February 8,
1710, he made, through his confessor, a partial confession, and he
of the

that their im})risonment

followed this with several letters to the pope, begging permission

come to Rome for judgement. Then a papal brief of June 7th
ordered Ybanez, within three years and under the advice of the

to

Suprema, to frame a prosecution, for which full powers were
granted; if the evidence sufficed, Toro was to be arrested and the
case carried on up to the point of sentence, when all the documents were to be transmitted to Home, whore the pope would
render the decision,

Toro was duly imprisoned and his trial proceeded. Ybanez
September 3, 1710 and was succeeded by Giudice, who was
empowered, by a brief of October 3, 1711, to carry on the process.
Toro was found to be diminuto on a hundred and four of the articles
of accusation he was reticent and refused to answer interrogations,
begging earnestly to be sent to Rome. His request was granted,
by a brief of June 7, 1714, but his departure was delayed, and it
was not until June 11, 1716, that he reached Rome and was lodged
in the castle of vSant'Angelo.
Andres de Cabrcjas, fiscal of the
Suprema, accompanied him, to represent the Spanish Inquisition
Toro's confessions and letters
in the trial which proceeded slowly.
were a rich mine for the calificadores, Avho extracted from them
four hundred and fifty-five propositions of various degrees of
error
some of them being identical with those of Molinos.
Finally he abandoned all defence and acknowledged that he had
been a dogmatizing heretic, a soliciting seducer, a blasphemer
died,

;

—
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against the purity of God, Jesus Christ and the Blessed Virgin,

a reviver of the filthy sects of the Begghards, Illuminists and Molinists and subject to the same penalties.
In fact he seems to have recognized his errors and to have confessed with a freedom indicative of sincere repentance.
of his confessions

is

unfit for transcription,

Much

but a brief extract

will

indicate the self-deception that reconciled the grossest sensuality

Thus

with aspirations for perfection.

of

one of his accomplices

he says that, believing himself to be illuminated in the sacrifice
of the mass, he had written that none of her directors could esti-

and Union with
inferior
part,
excited by
her
God, in spite of the concussions of
who
deceived
were
unable
obsession, through which those could be
mate her

spiritual state as regards her perfection

and perfect state. Although in
might
seem externally to be a sinner, yet,
obscene acts the woman
by asserting that she had not yielded consent, she might internally
be perfect and be in Union with God. That, as the Incarnate
Word did not contract original sin in his union with humanity, so
with persons annihilated, purged and perfected, God could direct
them to supernatural operations in such wise that the operations
of the inferior part worked no prejudice to their state of perfection, and that the woman's obscene acts might proceed from
obsession, and she be passive without consent .... That he had
believed this doctrine to be infused in him by God, and thus to
be true, like the doctrine of the Church, to be held unhesitatingly,
especially by those obsessed, and he had written that he was ready
That he had believed the
to give his life in its defence
indecencies committed with this same woman might be an exercise

to understand her interior virtues

.

.

.

.'

and martyrdom sent by God

for the humiliation

of both, but nevertheless he

made

care that she should do so.

She was accustomed

and

purification

confession of them, and took
to say that, in

the inferior part, she was without sensuality and in the superior
part was absorbed in contemplation and love of
in his oratory after

God .... That

mass and her communion he had embraced

her and told her that she received the light and that this was the
love of God for his creatures .... That Jesus was in him and

him, because neither he nor the woman experienced
what they did nor did it from corrupt intention
.... That he had had this belief for seven years prior to his
episcopate, and had maintained it subseciuently up to July 1708,

worked

in

sensuality in

but then, in confessing his

sins,

a worthy confessor enlightened

;
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had detested

his errors

and had

of Catholic truth.

At length the pope designated July 27, 1719 for pronouncing
Cabrejas had the records of Carranza's condemnation
looked up, and the same ceremonial was observed. Toro was
brought from the castle of Sant'Angelo to one of the halls of the
papal palace, and there the sentence was read. It dei)osed him
from his bishopric and all other benefices, it incapacitated him
from holding any preferment, and suspended him perpetually
from sacerdotal functions; it required him to abjure his heresy
and errors, it called upon him to pay for pious uses, as far as he
sentence.

revenues accrued since his lapse into heresy, and it
be determined
by the pope; it condemned him to reclusion, in some convent outside of Spain, when he was to perform perpetual penance, on the
bread of sorrow and water of grief, and it prescribed certain spiritual observances.
After listening to his sentence, Toro made the
required abjuration, accepted the penance and disappeared from
could,

all

burdened

his see with a pension for his sui)port, to

view.^

Another prominent culprit was the priest, Don Francisco de
Leon y Luna, a Knight of Santiago and member of the Council
of Castile, who was tried by the tribunal of ]\Iadrid for Molinism
and formal solicitation. As a negativo he was liable to relaxation
but, on November 24, 1721, it w^as voted to give him nine audiences,
in which the inquisitors, with some calificadores, should exhort
him to confession and conversion, under threat of administering
the

full rigor of

He seems to have yielded and,

the law.

11, 1722, his sentence con meritos

was read

on August

in the presence of twelve

members

of the Councils of Castile, Indies, Orders and Hacienda.
required to abjure de vehementi, he was deprived perpetually of confessing men and women, of guiding souls and instructing them in prayer, and of the honors of the Order of Santiago

He was

half of his property

was

confiscated,

years with suspension of

by

all

and he was recluded

for three

sacerdotal functions, to be followed

five years of exile.^

»
Bulario de la Ordcn de Santiago, Lib. V, fol. 141, 144, 146, 150.— Archive
de Simancas, Inq. Legajos 418, 419 (niinieros antiguos). See Appendix for the
abjuration, which summarizes the errors.
^ Archivo de Simancas, Inq.,
Llorente (Hist. crit. Cap.
Lib. 876, fol. 153.
XLii, n. 15) places this case under Carlos IIL

—

—
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Llorente gives, in great detail, an account of a Molinist moveafter this, afforded ample occupation to the

ment which, soon

tribunals of Logrono

and ^^alladolid. Juan de Causadas, a prewas an ardent disciple of Molinos and propagaHe was burnt at Logrono, but whether for
tor of his doctrines.
pertinacity or denial we are not informed.
His nephew. Fray
Juan de Longas, of the Barefooted Carmelites, was also a dogmatizer and was sentenced, in 1729, to two hundred lashes and
ten years of galleys, followed by perpetual prison. This severity
seems not to have discouraged the proselytes who, apparently,
were not betrayed by Longas. The principal among them was
Doiia Agueda de Luna, who had entered the Carmelite convent
Her ecstasies
of Lerma in 1712, with the reputation of a saint.
and miracles were spread abroad by Juan de Longas, by the Prior
of Lerma, by the Provincial of the Order, Juan de la \'ega, and by
bendary

of Tudela,

the leading frailes,

who found their account

in the crowds of devo-

Juan de la Vega himself acquired
the name of el extdtico and was represented as the holiest mystic
since the days of Juan de la Cruz.
A convent was founded at
Corella for Madre Agueda, of which she was made prioress, and
the nuns were fully indoctrinated in the principles and practice
of Molinism.
By Madre Agueda, Juan de la Vega had five children
tees seeking her intercession.

who were

strangled at birth and, with other untimely fruits of the

prevailing licence, were buried in the vicinity.

After a long course

and deception, Madre Agueda was denounced to the
Logrono tribunal; her accomplices and disciples were arrested and
their trials were pushed with unsparing severity.
She perished
under torture and, in 1743, the frailes were recluded in various
houses and the nuns were distributed among convents of their
Ortler.^
Madre Agueda's case had been decided some years previously for, in the Supplement to the Index of 1707, published in
1739, the first entry relates to her, "of whom the apocryjjhal life
has ])een written, and of whom arc circulated stones, cloths, metlals
and papers as relics," all of which were to be surrendered as well
as relations of her prodigies and virtues.
The stones here alluded
to are evidently those descril^cd by Llorente, made of brick-dust
and stamped with a cross on one side and a star on the other,
which were said to be voided by her with child-birth pains, and
were universally treasured as amulets. It may be assumed that
of iniquity

'

Llorente, Hist,

cn't.,

cap. xl, art.

ii,

n. 1-14.
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the Inquisition of an edict

directed against five Molinist errors.'

Cases

still

importance.

continued to occur, but infrccjucntly and of minor

The

inquisitors

had begun

to

merge immoral mysti-

cism with solicitation in the confessional, of which more hereafter,
while the more harmless kinds were classified as emhuslcros (imposThere is a Mexican case, however, which
tors) or ilusos (deluded).
is so illiLstrative of the abuses to which inquisitorial methods were
The Franciscan, Fray Euseljio
liable, that it deserves mention.
de Villaroja, was distinguished for learning, eloquence and blameless life.
He was inclined to mysticism and had written a work
entitled Oracion de Fe interior, which the Inquisition admitted to
contain no reprobated doctrine but yet to be dangerous for popular use.
The convent at Pachuca obtained his assignment there
and in 1783, at the age of 38, he arrived in ]\Iexico, where his kindly
earnestness speedily

won

universal regard.

After two or three

years he happened to assume the spiritual direction of two girls,
Gertrudis and Josefa Palacios, who were adepts in the mystic
Gertrudis died and \'illadevices of ecstasies and revelations.
He reduced to
roja became completely engrossed in Josefa.
writing her visions and prophecies, until he had

filled

seventy-

books and, in his ardor, he committed freaks attracting undeThe convent physician suggested that undue
sirable attention.
austerity had engendered hypochondriac humors, and the Guarsix

dian interposed by ordering him to attend to other duties, to limit
Josefa to an hour in the confessional, and never to go to her house.
His obedience was implicit and prompt; he ceased to talk of her

and prophecies, and she naturally ceased to have them.
year later, when questioned by Fray Juan Sanchez, the visitor
of the Province, he said that, as soon as the Guardian reproved him,
he recognized his error and would not relapse into it— so the affair

visions

A

seemed

to

have died a natural death.

Unluckily the Guardian, not anticipating such docility, had
reported the matter to the Inquisition, which commenced to gather
testimony, but when he was, some months later, in the city of
Mexico and was summoned as a witness, he stated that \'illaroja's
eccentricities had ceased, and he evidently regarded the matter as
Still the tribunal persisted and, in July 1789, it seized
closed.
•
There is an allusion to this edict in the Relacion de la Causa contra
Pedro Femarukz Ybarraran (MSS. of David For^sson Esq.).

Don
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was one humbly sub-

mitting to the judgement of the Church both himself and the
authenticity of the visions.

After a formidable mass of testimony

was accumulated, bearing
summoned,
in July 1790, to present himself.
He was not informed that he
was on trial for, in his profound humility, he would at once have
submitted his opinions to the judgement of the tribunal, but he
was drawn into a discussion as to whether God, for the greater
perfection of the creature, would permit the demon to incite to
foul and obscene actions
a position which he had taken to justify
some filthy habits of Josefa. This was, as we have seen, one of
the dangerous tenets of Quietism, and over this there was a prolonged and subtle disputation. He subsequently declared that
witness to Villaroja's eminent piety and virtue, he was

—

he supposed the inquisitor to be only seeking to learn his opinions
when in fact he was being cunningly led to pile up evidence against
himself, at the same time arousing the controversial pride of
Inquisitor Prado y Obejero, who pronounced futile his efforts to
differentiate his doctrine

He was thrown

from that

of Molinos.

into the secret prison, October 13, 1791,

and

his

proceeded in regular form. Nothing could exceed his submissive humility.
On every fitting occasion he protested that he
had been miserably led into error by ignorance; he begged to be
undeceived in whatever he had erred and he submitted himself
to the correction of the Holy Office, for he desired above all things
the discharge of his conscience and the salvation of his soul.
It
trial

required

uncommon

perversity in his judges to

cious heretic out of so

humble and

make a

contrite a spirit but,

pertina-

when his
him as a

sentence was pronounced, April 26, 1793, it represented
hardened and obstinate Alumbrado and Molinist, condenming
him to abjure de vehementi, to be forever deprived of the faculty
of confessing, to be recluded for three years in the Franciscan
convent of Mexico, and to be sent to Spain whenever the inquisitors should see fit.
Had he been an habitual seducer of his
spiritual daughters, the sentence would have been less severe.
The treatment of a fraile recluded in a convent of his brethren
was usually harsh in the extreme, but Fray Eusebio's kindliness
and gentleness so won on his hosts that thoy declared his daily
life to be an edification, while those of Pachuca, who liad to bear
the expenses of his trial, continued to regard him witli undiminHis punishincnt, however, was far more severe
ished affection.
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than the mere provisions of his sentence.
Incarceration for
eighteen months in a humid cell had developed a former rheumatic tendency and he was crippled. His re(iuest to be transferred
Pachuca was refused and, in March, 1795, he appealed to
Inquisitor-general Lorenzana.
Ilis sufferings, he said, were on the
increase and, if he were kept in the city of Mexico or sent to Spain,
he would surely die. The result of this was a command to transmit him to Spain, which was notified to him, in June 1796, when
he protested, to no purpose, that it would kill him. His removal
was postponed until October, when he was carried by easy stages
to Vera Cruz and placed on board the good ship Aurora, Noveml)er
9th, consigned to the commissioner at Seville.
The Aurora sailed
the next day, but his prophetic spirit proved true and, when nine
days out, his gentle spirit passed to a judge more merciful than
to

his earthly ones.^

Fray Eusebio would have fared better in Spain, where there was
a growing tendency to regard the accused as subject to delusion,
when there was no conscious imposture and no teaching of dangerous Mysticism. Delusion was recognized at an early period, but
the first case which I have met in which it formed the basis of
prosecution occurs in the Barcelona tribunal which, in 1666,
reported that it had found a process brought, in 1659, against Sor
Maria de la Cruz, nun of the convent of la Concepcion of Tortosa,
por ihisa, which had never been concluded.^ In 1694, Don Francisco de las Cuevas y Rojas, of ]\Iadrid, was sentenced by the Toledo
tribunal, as an Huso pasivo, to reprimand, absolution ad cmiielam,
retractation of certain propositions, abstention from spiritual
matters, and a year's reclusion, during which a calificador would
teach him the safest method of prayer, while all his writings were
to be suppressed.
The same year a beata named Maria de la
Paz, as ilusa, was recjuired merely to abjure de levi, to be severely
reprimanded and to be handed over to a calificador for instruction.
So, in 1716, Don Eugenio Aguado de Lara, cura of Algete, was

sentenced,

by the same

tribunal, for suspicion of illusion in the

direction of a beata, to abjure dc
tion of

'

»

levi,

further communication with

with reprimand and prohibiher, while he

was

to abstain

Proceso contra Fray Eusebio do Villarnja (MSS. of David Fergusson Esq.).
XIII de Cartas, fol. 192 (MSS. of Am. Philosophical Society).
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of souls as far as was compatible with his priestly
The beata his accomplice, Agustina Salgado, was
regarded as more reprehensible for, besides being ilusa, she was

from the direction
functions.

held guilty of false revelations she abj arcd de levi, with perpetual
exile from Algete and reclusion in a hospital for two years, for
;

instruction.^

moderation increased with time. In 1785, the Valensuspended the case, and sent to an insane hospital,
Esperanza Bueno of Puig, popularly known as la Santa, denounced
for pretended revelations and asserting that she could absolve
from sin.^ The same tendency appears in the case of Maria

Even

this

cia tribunal

Rivero, of Valladolid, in 1817, whom the Suprema characterized
as erroneously and presumptuously believing herself to be adorned
with revelations and special graces. She was ordered to place

under the guidance of a spiritual director,
with the warning that otherwise she would be treated with judicial
rigor, while the director was instructed to disillusion her, and to
call in medical advice as to her sanity, which was doubtful.^
Although the Inquisition was thus growing rationalistic in its
treatment of these cases, it was impossible to eradicate popular
In
credulity with its accompanying temptation to exploitation.
the last case before the Cordova tribunal, it ordered, July 9, 1818,
the incarceration in the secret prison, as an ilusa, of the beata
Francisca de Paula Caballero y Garrida of Lucena, while her
herself unreservedly

Maria Dominga Caballero was confined in the carceles medias,
of Lucena, Joaquin de Burgos and Josef Barranco, were recluded in a convent without communication with
each other. The beata performed miracles and had revelations,
which seem to have found credence among a circle of disciples
for when, after full investigation, the Suprema, on July 5, 1819,
sister

and the two curas

ordered the prosecution of the four prisoners, it directed proceedings to be commenced against seven other parties, including clerics

and laymen

of

both sexes.

Fortunately for this group of ilusos,

the revolution of 1820 came to put an end to all proceedings, and
when the Cordova tribunal was suppressed, the only inmates found
in its prison

While the

were the two beatas of Lucena.*
was thus merciful towards those

Inciuisition

'

'
'
*

Archive hist, nacional, Inq. de Toledo, I.t^g. 1.
Ibidem, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 100.
Archivo de Simanca.s, Inq., Lib. 890, fol. S2.
Ibidem, Lib. 890.— .Matute y Luquin, p. 290.
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considered to be merely deluded in claiming spiritual graces, it
grew to be severe with those who traded on poj)ular credulity.
That credulity was so universal and so boundless that the profession of beata revelandera was an easy and a profitable one.
The
people were eager to be deceived; no fiction was too gross to find
ready credence, and the believers invented miracles which they
ascribed to the objects of their reverence.
The punishment of the
impostor and the exposure of the fraud failed to repress either
belief or imposition, and the land in time was overrun by a horde
of these practitioners, mostly female.

It

was a

spiritual pestilence

most degrading character, shared by all classes, with the
extenuating circumstances that some of the boldest cases of imposof the

ture enjoyed the approbation of the

did good

work

Holy

See.

The

Inciuisition

in its ceaseless efforts to repress this prostitution

of Mysticism

—a

attempt.

it

work which no other tribunal could venture to
found suppression impossible, at least it checked
the development which at one time threatened to render the
popular religion of Spain a matter of hysterics.
In its inception, there was some hesitation as to the treatment of
AVhen the
these speculators on the credulity of the people.
Beata of Piedrahita was allowed to continue her career, she natIn 1525, Alonso de Mariana, a Toledan
urally had imitators.
inquisitor, on a visitation of his district, had his attention called
If

Juana Maldonado of Guadalajara, widow of the alcaide
de la Montafia. She was arrested and presented written
statements or confessions of her dreams and visions of the Virgin
and Christ, St. John the Evangelist and St. Bernard. The proceedings were informal and, in an audience, March 27th, at

to Doiia

of la A'ega

Alcala de Henares, after pul)lication of the evidence, she admitted
truth, stating that she had talked al)Out her visions in order to

its

obtain some aid in her poverty and she begged for mercy and
penance. There was evidently no desire to treat her harshly or

an impostor, for she is spoken of as an ilusa or
sonadera (dreamer) and she was required only to fast on five
Fridays and Saturdays, in honor of Christ and the Virgin, with
fifteen Paters and Aves each day, to keep her house as a prison
until released by the tribunal, after which, on six Saturdays, she
was to visit the church of the ^''irgin, outside of the town.' A

to regard her as

century later she would have fared

'

Archivo

VOL. IV

hist, nacional,

much

worse.

Inq. de Toledo, Leg. 114, n. 18.
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in 1543, of a more accomplished practitioner,
removed any further hesitation in dealing
Cruz,
la
de
Magdalena
had long been the wonder of Spain and
She
cases.
such
with
mariners would invoke her
Tempest-tossed
Christendom.
of
even
intercession, when she would appear to them and the storm would
The noblest ladies, when nearing confinement, would
subside.

The exposure,

send the laijette to be blessed by her, as did the Empress Isabel
When, in 1535, Charles V was
before the birth of Philip II.
starting from Barcelona for the expedition to Tunis, he sent his
banner to Cordova that she might bestow on it her blessing.
Cardinal Manrique, the inquisitor-general, and Giovanni di Reggio,
made pilgrimages to her, and the pope sent to
ask her prayers for the Christian Republic. It is true that Ignatius

the papal nuncio,

Loyola was incredulous and, in 1541, severely reproved Martin
de la Santa Cruz, who endeavored to win him over, for accepting
exterior signs without seeking for the true ones; the A'enerable

Juan de Avila was also sceptical and, when he was in Cordova,
he was discreetly denied access to her.
When, in 1504, at the age of 17, she entered the Franciscan
convent of Santa Isabel de los Angeles of Cordova, she was already
regarded as a vessel overflowing with divine grace, a belief confirmed by a series of ecstasies, trances, visions, revelations and
Space is lacking to recount the varied series of marvels,
miracles.
many of which do infinite credit to her imaginative invention, while

some

of

them required

confederates,

who seem

not to have been

lacking, in view of the benefit to the convent accruing from its
Elected prioress in 1533, she
containing so saintly a person.

retained the position until 1542, and during this time she devoted
to

it

the large stream of offerings which poured in on her. Defeated
no longer made this use of her funds

for re-election in 1542, she

and the successful faction denounced her to the Guardian and
the Provincial as an impostor, but the credit of the Order was at
stake and they were silenced. She was not destined however to
adorn the 'calendar of mystic saints for, in 1543, she fell dangerUnder this
ously sick and was warned to prepare for death.
pressure she

made

a

full

confession,

ascribing her deceits to

She recovered and the Inquisition seized
her.
The trial lasted until May 3, 1546, an immense body of
t<3stimony being taken, corroborative of her confession, which
was skilfully framed to throw the blame on her demons Balban
and Patorrio. In short, she had commenced as a mystic, had been
demoniacal possession.

—
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unable to resist the temptation of accepting the miracles thrust
upon her by popular superstition, she had stimulated this with her
frauds, and finally sought extenuation by alleging demonic influAn immense crowd attended the auto held May 3, 1546,
ence.
when the reading of her sentence con meritos occupied from 6 a.m.
to 4 P.M., while she sat on the staging with a gag in her mouth, a
halter around her neck and a lighted candle in her hand.
Her
sentence was moderate perpetual reclusion in a convent, without
active or passive voice, and occupying the last place in choir,
refectory and chapter, together with some spiritual penances.
She
was relegated to the convent of Santa Clara, at Andujar, where
she lived an exemplary life and, at her death, in 1560, it was
piously hoped that her sins were expiated.^
Had human reason any share in these beliefs, such an exposure
would have put an end to the industry of the heatas revclandcras,
but the popular appetite for the marvellous was insatiable, and
there were abundant practitioners ready to dare the attendant

—

risks for the

accompanying glory and

profit.

Everywhere there

women

accomplished in these arts and skilled in impressing
their neighbors with their revelations and prophecies; every town
and almost every hamlet had its local saint, who Avas regarded
with intense veneration and assured of an abundant livelihood.^
All branches of the supernatural were exploited some could pre-

were

:

had prophetic dreams or could expound
devotees; others could release souls from purgatory;

dict the futiue; others

those of their

others could perform curative miracles; popular faith in these
gifted spirits

was boundless and innumerable sharpers
upon it.

of both

sexes fattened

The people might well be credulous when they but followed the
example of those liighest in Church and vState. Magdalena de la
Cruz had a worthy imitator in the Dominican Madre Maria de la
Visitacion, of the convent of the Annunciada of Lisbon, whose
'

Bibl. nationalo de France, fonds espagnol 354, fol. 248-69.

cn't.,

cap. XVI, art. iv.

— Miscelanca de

Dos Tratados, p.
Ribadencira, Vit. Ign. Loyola^, Lib. v, cap. 10.

Cipriano de Valera,

— Llorente, Hist,

Zapata (Mem. hist, espanol, XI, 70).
4S0 (Reformistas antiguos espanolcs).

—

Luigi de Granata. ^'ita di
Giovanni d'.Vvila, p. 143 (Roma", 1746). Matutc y Luquin, p. IS. .'^imanca>
de Cath. In.stitt. Tit. xxi, n. 24.
A French tran.slation of the sentence and confession has been printed by M.
Campan, in the appendix to the Memoires de Francisco de Enzinas.
* Godoy Alcantara, Historia de los falsos Cronicones, p. 2.
Cf. V. de la Fuentc,
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intimate relations with Christ began at the age of 16, in 1572.
About 1580 Christ crucified appeared to her, when a ray of fire

from

his breast pierced her left side, leaving a

wound which on

drops of blood with intense pain. In 1583 she
was elected prioress and, in 1584, in another vision of Christ crucified, rays of fire from his hands and feet pierced hers and thus
completed the Stigmata. No time was lost by the Dominican
Provincial, Antonio de la Cerda, in spreading the news of this, in
Fridays

distilled

a statement dated March 14, 1584, and sent to Rome to be subIt was corroborated by the signatures
mitted to Gregory XIII.
of several frailes, among which is the honored name of the great
mystic, Luis de Granada.^

The Provincial followed

March

tliis,

Rome stating that the impression
produced had been so great that many gentlemen had been induced

30th, with another letter to

abandon the world and enter the Order, and even that three
Moors had come to look upon Sor Maria, whose appearance had so
impressed them that they sought baptism on the spot to which
he added two miraculous cures effected through articles touched
by her.^
Sor Maria's fame penetrated through Christendom and even, we
Gregory XIII was duly impressed and
are told, to the Indies.
to

—

wrote to her urging to persevere without faltering in the path
which she had entered. She might have continued to do so, with
the reputation of a saint, if she had abstained from politics.
Unluckily she allowed herself to be drawn into a movement to
throw ofT the Spanish yoke, and the authorities, who had been
content to allow her to acquire influence, found it necessary to
expose her, when that influence threatened to be potent on the
side of rebellion.

The Annunciada was notwithoutinternal jealousies which

facili-

tated the obtaining of information justifying investigation.

A

commission was appointed consisting of the Archbishops of Lisbon
and Braga, the Bishop of Guarda, the Dominican Provincial, the
'

Relatione del Miracolo delle Stimmatc, vcnate nuovamontc ad una

deir Ordine di S. Doinenico, in PortoKallo, nella Cittil di Lisbona.
1584.
Printed also in Homo and in \'eroiia.

—

Monacha

— Bologna,

Cipriano de Valera, Enjambre do falsos Milapros, pp. 5G4, sqq. Fsoz y
Rio, in his notes to this reprint, in his RefnrmiMns nntiguos, says that Valora's
versions are faithfully made from " Los grands Miracles ot Ics Tressainctes Plaios
'
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and Doctor Pablo Alfonso

of the

Royal

Assenil)ling in the convent they took the testimony

many of the nuns that Sor Maria's sanctity ^vas feigned and
her stigmata were painted. She was then brought before them
and sworn, when she persisted, in spite of threats and adjurations,
of

in the story of the stigmata

and

of her

communications with

Christ.

The next day, hot water and soap were called for; she protested
and pretended to suffer extreme agony, but a vigorous application
of the detergents to the palms of her hands caused the wounds to
disappear, when she threw herself at the feet of her judges and
At a subsequent audience she gave a detailed
explanation of the devices by which she had deceived the faithful
begged for mercy.

how she had managed the apparent elevation from the ground
and the divine light suffused around her and the cloths stained
with blood from her side. The severity of the sentence, rendered
December 6, 1588, shows how much greater than mere sacrilegious
imposture was the offence of her meddling with politics. She was
recluded for life in a convent of a different Order from her own;
for a year she was to be whipped every Monday and Friday for
the space of a Miserere; in the refectory she was to take her meals
on the floor, what she left was to be cast out and, at the end of the
meal, she was to lie in the door-way and be trampled on by the
sisters in their exit; she was to observe a perpetual fast; she was
incapacitated from holding office; she was always to be last and
was to hold converse with none without permission of the abbess;
she was not to wear a veil; on Wednesdays and Fridays she was
to have only bread and water, and whenever the nuns assembled
in the refectory she was to recite her crimes in an audible voice.
In this living death she is said to have performed her cruel penance
with such patience and humility that she became saintly in reality.^
It is not improbable that she may have been from the beginning
a tool in designing hands. A contemporary relates that, before
the exposure, he wrote to Fray Alberto de Aguajo in Lisbon, asking
whether he should go thither to consult her on a case of conscience,
and was told in reply that there was nothing wonderful al)Out her
except the goodness of

was as simple as a

God

in granting her such graces, for she

child of six.

She was, however, a

rich source

Cipriano de Valera, pp. 575— 80.— Pdramo, pp. 233-4, 302-4.
In 16.50, Padre Diego Tcllo, S. J., in an opinion given to the Granada tribunal
alludes to the political objects of Sor Marfa's impostures, as though it was a
'

well-known

fact.

—MSS. of Library of Univ. of Halle, Yc,

17.
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of income, for the Portuguese in the Indies used to send her gold

and diamonds and pearls to purchase her intercession with God/
Even her condemnation did not wholly disabuse her dupes. Four
years later, a certain Martin de Ayala, prosecuted in 1592 for
revelations and impostures, claimed to have spiritual communication with her and foretold direful things about the conquest of
Spain by foreigners, when a cave in Toledo would be the only
place where the few elect could find safety. He had a colleague,
Don Guillen de Casans, who was likewise prosecuted.^
One would have supposed that a case like that of Sor Maria,
to which the utmost publicity must have been given, would have

mark of divine favor, but it
seems rather to have stimulated the ambitious to possess them by
showing how easily they could be imitated. They became a matter
of almost daily occurrence.
In 1634 a Jesuit casually alludes in
a letter to two new cases just reported one of a nun of la Concepcion in Salamanca and the other in Burgos adding that they had
become so common that no woman esteems herself a servant of
God unless she can exhibit them.^
When uncomplicated with politics, imposture continued to be
leniently treated and it was an exception when, in 1591, the Toledo
tribunal visited with two hundred lashes Maria de Morales for
trances and revelations and other deceits to acquire the reputation
of a saint.^
Thus at the Seville auto of 1624, when Pacheco was
intent on suppressing the errors of ]\Iysticism, there were eight
impostors guilty of every device to exploit superstition, six of
whom escaped with a year or two of reclusion. Only two were
more severely dealt with. Mariana de Jesus, a barefooted Carmelite, was a Maestra de Espiritu, who taught Illuminism and had
a record of endless visions, prophetic inspiration and conflicts
with Satan. She maintained herself in luxury by selling her
spiritual gifts, and it was in evidence that poor j^cople had pledged
their household gear to purchase her intercession for the souls
of their kindred, but she was only paraded in vergiienza with four
year's reclusion in a convent and perpetual exile from Seville.
The heaviest punishment was that visited on Juan de Jesus, known
as el Hcrmito, who professed to be insensible to carnal temptation,
discredited the stigmata as a special

—

'

'
'
*
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of all free-will

and he was governed

Religious observances for him were superfluous, for he was always in the presence of God, and so fervent
tltc si^irit.

his love for God that water hissed when he drank it.
He not
only claimed that he healed the sick but that once he had prayed
eight thousand souls out of purgatory, thirty thousand at another
time, then twenty-two thousand and finally all that were left.
In general his relations with women are unfit for description, and

was

he shrewdly had a revelation that all who gave him alms would
be saved. His devotees were not confined to the ignorant, for he
was received in the houses of the principal ladies of Seville and
men of high distinction admitted liim to their tables. He received
less than his deserts when he was sentenced to a hundred lashes
and life confinement in a convent or hospital, where he was to
work for his board and to pray daily a third of the rosary.^
In its persistent and fruitless efforts to stamp out this pestilence,
the Inquisition was beginning to adopt severer treatment, as in
the case of Sor Lorenza Mui'ga of Simancas, a Franciscan tertiary,
who for sixteen years enjoyed great reputation in Valladolid. She
had ecstasies and revelations whenever wanted, and her little
house was an object of pilgrimage, when she would throw herself
into a trance at the request of

any one.

It

was a

profitable pur-

she rose from abject poverty to comfortable affluence.
arrest, April 29, 1634, caused no little excitement, and it was

suit, for

Her

whispered that she had been detected in keeping two lovers besides
In her audiences she persistently maintained the
truth of her revelations, constantly adding fresh marvels, till the
inquisitors tortured her smartly, when she confessed it to be all
an imposture. Her career was cut short with two hundred lashes
her confessor.

and

exile for six years

from

all

the places where she had lived .-

inquisitor whom I have so often quoted
about this time, that these impostors were very conmion
that there were rules for teaching them their trade and, as it was
so prejudicial and so discreditable, they must be punished with
all rigor.
He mentions a case at Llerena, where the woman

The experienced

tells us,

persisted in asserting the truth of her revelations
until she
»

MSS.

was

tortured,

of Bodleian

when

Libran% Arch.

S.,
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and miracles,
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to scourging and reclusion, at the discretion of the tribuwith fasting on bread and water .^ Yet one cannot help feeling
sympathy for Maria Cotanilla, a poor blind crone, sentenced in
1676, by the Toledo tribunal, to a himdred lashes and to pass

demned
nal,

four years in a designated place, where she could support herself
by beggary, reporting herself monthly to the commissioner.^

Severity might check, but could not supi)ress, a profession which

was the inevitable outcome
stimulated

Tho

—

,

a young w^oman of 23,

in April,

How

it was
Manuela de
arrested by the Madrid tribunal,

of popular

demand.

well exemplified in the case of ]\Iaria

is

1673.

She confessed unreservedly a vast variety

of

impostures, pretended diabolical possession, visits from the angels
Gabriel and Raphael and numerous others. She told how she

was venerated as a saint; her signature written on scraps of blank
paper was distributed by her confessor and was treasured as though
it were that of Santa Teresa; he had crosses made of olive wood
which she blessed and they were valued as relics and amulets;
she cured the sick and performed many other miracles. The
She
origin of all this, as she related it, is highly illiuninating.
chanced to tell certain persons that in a dream she saw a soul in
purgatory; they shook their heads wisely and said it was more
than a dream and contained great mysteries. Then they began
to admire her and she, finding that she was esteemed and admired
and regaled with presents, and that money came to her without
labor, went on from one step to another with her visions and
She knew that it was wrong but, as there were learned
miracles.
and distinguished persons cognizant of it, who could have undeceived her and did not and, as there was no pact with the demon,
she continued for, though she had been a miserable sinner, she
had always been firm in the faith of Christ as a true Catholic
"When the apj^ctite for marvels was so universal and
Christian.^
unreasoning, the supply could not be lacking, no matter what
might be the efforts of the Inquisition.
These ])ractitioncrs naturally continued to give occupation to
the tribunals, but their cases can teach us little except to note the
In the Madrid
severity with which thoy were occasionally treated.
auto of 1680 there were four impostors, of whom a carpenter named

nacional, MSS., V, 377, cap. xxi, §

•

Bil)l.

'
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Alfonso (le Arenas was visited witli abjuration, two liundred lashes,
five years of galleys followed by five more of exile.'
In the
little conventicle arrested, in 1708, by the Toledo tribunal (p. 71),
four women and a man were punished, in 1711, as impostors, the
man, Pablo Diez, an apothecary of Yepes, with reconciliation, confiscation and perpetual prison, while one of the women, Maria
Fernandez, had two hmidred lashes and exilc.^ In 1725, the

and

Murcia tribunal inflicted the same scourging and eight years of
exile on Mariana Matozes, who added to her other impostures a
claim to the stigmata, and in 1726, in Valencia, Juan ^'ives of
Castillon de la Plana had the same allowance of stripes, with a
year's reclusion and eight years' exile from Valencia and Catalonia.^
It is therefore not easy to understand the clemency shown
by the Toledo tribunal, in 1729, to Ana Rodriguez of j\Iadridejos,
who is described as a scandalous impostor, deluded and deluding,
audacious, sacrilegious, boasting of her exemption from the sixth
commandment, heretically blasphemous, vehemently suspect and
formally guilty of the heresy of Molinos and the Alumbrados,
insulting to the Blessed Virgin and St. Bernard and contumacious
in all her errors.
Her contumacy gave way, thus saving her from
relaxation and she escaped with formal abjuration, reconciliation
and confinement for instruction in the Jesuit college of Navalcarnero, during such time as the tribunal might deem necessary
for her soul.^

Further enumeration of these obscure cases is scarce worth while
to one which excited lively interest.
Maria
de los Dolores Lopez, known as the Beata Dolores, had a successful and scandalous career for fifteen or twenty years, commencing
at the age of twelve, when she left her father's house to live as a
concubine with her confessor. Her fame spread far and vnde
and, for ten years, the Inquisition received occasional denunciation of her misdeeds without taking action until, in 1779, one of
her confessors, to relieve his conscience, denounced both himself
and her to the Seville tril)unal. On her trial she resolutely maintained the truth of the special graces which she had enjoyed since
the age of four. She had continued and familiar intercourse with

and we may pass

»
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the Virgin, she had been married in heaven to the child Jesas,
with St. Joseph and St. Augustin as witnesses, she had hberated

milUons of souls from piu'gatory, with much more of the kind so
famihar to us, to which she added one of the errors of Molinism
by maintaining that evil actions cease to be sinful when God so
wills it.
She was thus not merely an impostor but a formal and
impenitent heretic, for whom relaxation was the only penalty
known to the Inquisition. Burning, however, had well-nigh
gone out of fashion, and the tribunal honestly spared no effort to
save her from the stake. Eminent theologians wasted on her
Fray Diego de Cddiz, the foremost
their learning and eloquence.
preacher of his time, labored with her for two months, and finally
reported that there was nothing to do l)ut to burn her. It was all
in vain.
God, she said, had revealed to her that she should die a
martyr, after which, in three days, he would prove her innocence.
The law had to take its course and, on August 22, 1781, she was
formally sentenced to relaxation. As this left her unmoved the
execution was postponed for three days to try the effect of fresh
exhortations.
This failed and, during the sermon and ceremonies
of the auto, she had to be gagged to suppress her blasphemy.
As so frequently happened however, her nerves gave way on the
road to the brasero; she burst into tears and asked for a confessor,
thus gaining the privilege of strangulation before the faggots were
fired.

Imposture continued to floui'ish. In 1800 the Valladolid tribunal was occupied with an extensive " complicidad," resulting
in the prosecution of Madre Maria Ignacia de la Presentacion,
a Mercenarian of the convent of Toro, for pretended miracles,
along with nine frailes of the same Order as accomplices.^ Contemporary with this was a case at Cuenca, which almost transcends
The wife of a peasant of Villar del Aguila, Isabel Maria
belief.
Herraiz, known as the Beata de Cuenca, who had a reputation

announced that Christ had revealed to her that, in
order to be more completely united to her in love, he had transfused his body and blood into hers. The theology of the period
is illustrated by the learned disputation which arose, some doctors
for sanctity,

arguing this to be impossible because
^

—
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holy than (he Blessed Virgin and would deprive the sacrament
of the exclusive distinction of being the body and blood of tlie
Lord; others held it to be possible but that the proofs in the present
case were insufficient; others, again, accepted

it and urged the
and the absence of motive for deception. The
people felt no scruple, and w^ere encoui'aged in their credulity by
two Franciscan frailes, Joaquin de Alustante and Domingo de
Cahizares, and a Carmelite, Sebastian de los Dolores. Iler believers

virtues of the beata

worshipped her, carrying her through the
lighting candles before her
ration.

The scandal

streets in procession,

and prostrating themselves

in ado-

attained proportions calling for repression,

and the Inquisition arrested

her,

June

25, ISOI, together with her

she was severely handled, for
she died in the secret prison without confession, and was consequently bui'nt in effigy. The cura of Villar and two of the frailes
were banished to the Philippines two laymen received two hundred
lashes each, with service for life in a presidio, and her hand-maid,
accomplices.

It is possible that

;

Manuela Perez, was consigned for ten years to the Rccojidas or
house of correction for women.
While this comedy was in progress in Cuenca, a similar one was
performing in Madrid, in the highest social ranks. Sor Maria
Clara Rosa de Jesus, known as the Beata Clara, had acquired
She was, or pregreat reputation by her visions and miracles.
tended to be, paralyzed and unable to leave her bed and, when
she announced that a special command of the Holy Ghost required
her to join the Capuchin Order, Pius ^T granted her a dispensation
Atanasio de Puyal, subseto take the vows without residence.
quently Bishop of Calahorra, obtained Hcence to erect a private
altar in her chamber, where mass was celebrated daily, and she
received communion, pretending to take no other nourishment.
All the great ladies of the court were accustomed to implore her
intercession in their troubles and gave her large sums to be

expended in charity. It is to the credit of the Inquisition that
Ijroke up this speculative imposture by arresting her, in ISOl,
It was
together with her mother and confessor as accomplices.
it

'

T.lorente,

Hist,

crft.,

cap. xliii, art. iv, n.

1.

—Archive

hist, nacional,

Inq.

de Toledo, Leg. 11.5, n. 25; Inq. de Valencia. Leg. 100.
By edict of June 23, 180.5, all writings in which credit of any kind was given
to the favors whicli the beata pretended to have received from heaven were
absolutely prohibited.— Suplemento al Indice expurgatorio, p. 25 (Madrid, 1805).
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prove their guilt and, in 1803, they ^Yere merci-

fully sentenced to reclusion/

For three hundred years, up

to the time of its suppression, the

Inquisition, thus vainly labored to put

on the credulity of the

faithful.

It

an end

did

to these speculations

its best,

but the

po]')ular

craving for the marvellous, for concrete evidence of divine interposition in human affairs, was too universal and too strong to be
controlled,

even by

its

supreme authority.

After

the career of the notorious Sor Patrocinio proves

how

its

downfall,

ineradicable

this and serves to bring medievalism down to our own time.
Maria Rafaela Quiroga, known in religion as Sor Maria Cipriana
del Patrocinio de San Jose, in 1829 took the veil in the convent
of San Jose, and soon commenced to have visions and revelations,
followed by the development of the stigmata. Her reputation
spread and cloths stained with the blood of her wounds were in
request as curative amulets. When the death of Fernando ~\^II,
September 29, 1833 was followed by the Carlist war, the clericals,
who favored Don Carlos, saw in her a useful instrument. She
was made to prophesy the success of the Pretender and to furnish

was

proof of the illegitimacy of the young

Queen

Isabel.

As

in the

case of the Portuguese Maria de la Visitacion, this dangerous
factor in the political situation called for governmental interven-

some resistance, in November 1835, the Sor was
removed from the convent to a private house, where she was kept
under the care of her mother and of a priest, while three physicians
were summoned to examine the stigmata. They pronounced them
artificial and promised a speedy cure if interference was prevented.
This was verified and, in spite of a scab being torn off from one
On January 21,
of them, they were healed by December 17th.
1836, an official inspection by a number of dignitaries confirmed
the fact, which was assented to by the Sor and, on February 7th,

tion and, after

she made a full confession, stating that a Capuchin, Padre Firmin
de Alcaraz, had given her a caustic with directions to use it on
hands, feet, side and head, telling her that the resultant pain would
be a salutary penance. Prosecution was duly commenced against
her and the Vicar, Prioress and A^icaress of the convent, Padre
Firmin having prudently disappeared. Sentence was rendered,
November 25, 1836, from which an appeal was taken, resulting
The convent was suppressed; the
in a slight increase of rigor.

'

Llorcntc,

]oc. cit., n. 2.

— Archivo.

liist.

nucioiuil, Iiiq.

de Valencia, Leg. 100.
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Andres Rivas, was banished from Madrid for eight years,
and the three women were sent to convents of their Order, Sor
Patrocinio being conveyed, on April 27, 1837, to the nunnery at

vicar,

Talavera.^

Years passed away and she seemed to be forgotten when the
reaction of 1844 suggested that she miglit again be utiUzed.

In
1845 the convent of Jesus was built for her; she returned with the
stigmata freshened and her saintly reputation enhanced. Imposing ceremonies rendered her entrance impressive, and she was
conveyed to her convent under a canopy, like a royal personage.
In conjunction with Padre Fulgencio, confessor to Don Francisco
de Asis the king-consort, and with her brother ]\Ianuel Quiroga,
whom she made gentleman of the royal bed-chamber, she became
the power behind the throne. Dr. Argumosa, who had cured her
stigmata, was persecuted and Fray Firmin Alcaraz, who had
emerged from his hiding-place, was made Bishop of Cuenca. In

1849 she was held to have forced Isabel to dismiss the Duke of
Valencia (Narvaez) and his cabinet. This was followed by what
was known as the Ministerio Reldmpago, or Lightning Ministry,
which held office for three hours on October 19, 1849, and was

by the threatening aspect of the people. Narvaez
and forthwith relegated to a distance Sor Patrocinio,
her brother, Padre Fulgencio and some of their confederates.
She was soon recalled, however, and wielded an influence which
Narvaez could not resist. His successor. Bravo MuriJlo, sought
to get a respite by persuading the Nuncio Brunelli to send her to
Rome, but this availed little, for she soon retui'ned, more powerful
than ever, with the blessing of Pius IX. Under her guidance,
forced to retire

was

recalled

during the remainder of the reign of Isabel
cally ruled the

kingdom and

II,

the camarilla practi-

precipitated the revolution of 1868,

which, for a time, supplanted the monarchy with a republic. With
fall of Isabel she disappeared from public view, in the retirement of the convent of Guadalajara, of which she was the abbess.
There she lingered in seclusion, until January 27, 1891, when she
died serenely, comforted in her last moments with a telegraphic

the

blessing

from Leo XIII.^

Extracto de la Causa seguida d Sor Patrocinio (Madrid, 18G5).
Revista Cristiana, Marzo-Abril, 1891 (Madrid).
Spain is by no means the only seat of these manifestations. In 1818 there
was at Xiederbronn, near Strassburg, a bride of Christ named Elizabeth Eppinger
*

*

who, though denied the supreme favor of the stigmata, had trances and visions
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Inquisition could suppress Judaism,

it

could destroy Pro-

could render necessary the expulsion of the Moriscos,
it sought to eradicate the abuses of Mysticism,
when
failed
it
but
which not only signalized the ardor of Spanish faith, but were
so difficult of differentiation from beliefs long recognized and

testantism,

it

encouraged by the Church. There seems to be, in the average
human mind, an insatiable craving for manifestations of the
supernatural.

Modern

science, with its materialism,

may weaken

or even eradicate this in the majority, and may explain psychologically much of what seems to be marvellous, but the success
in our

own land

Science shows us

of the curious superstition

how

known

as Christian

superficial is latter-day enlightenment,

and

should teach us sympathy rather than disdain for the fantastic
exhibitions of credulity which we have passed in review.
and the gift of prophecy. She founded the Order of Filles du Rcdcmpteur, over
which she presided as Soeur Alphonse. Abb6 Busson, Lettrcs sur I'Extatique

—

de Niederbronn (Besan9on, 1849-53).
The grace of the stigmata is hkewise not uncommon. About 1S25 there
flourished Katharine Emmerich, the nun of Diihnen, and contemporary with
her were three girls in Tyrol, Maria von Mori, Domcnica Lazzari and Crescenzia
Nicklutsch, all of whom enjoyed also the customary visions and ecstasies. The
learned Joseph Gorres was one of the believing pilgrims who put on record his
experiences. At the same time Provence boasted of a similar bcala, ^ladame
Miollis,

known

as the stigmatisee du Var, at Villecroze.

—

— Die Tyrolen ckstasischen

Jungfrauen (Regensburg, 1843). Nicolas, L'extatique et les stigmatis(5es du
Tyrol (Paris, 1844).— Bore, Les stigmatisees du Tyrol, 2e. Ed. (Paris, 1846).
The more recent case of Louise Lateau, in Belgium, is well known. All tliis,
however, is trivial in comparison with the development of stigmatisation among
In 1850 it was reckoned
the followers of Pierre-Michel Vintras, in France.
that no less than three hundred were favored with this distinguishing mark of
divine approval.

—Andre, Affaire Rose Tamisier,

p.

5 (Carpentras, 1851).

CHAPTER

VI.

SOLICITATION.

The seduction of female penitents by their confessors, euphemisknown as solicitatio ad turpia or "sohcitation," has been

tically

a perennial source of trouble to the Church since the introduction
of confession, more especially after the Lateran Council of 1216
rendered yearly confession to the parish priest obligatory. It
was admitted to be a prevailing vice, and canonists sought some
abatement of the evil by arguing that the priest notoriously
addicted to it lost his j ui'isdiction over his female parishioners,
who were thus at liberty to seek the sacrament of penitence from
others.*
A Spanish authority, however, holds that this requires
the licence of the parish priest himself and, when he refuses it, the
woman must confess to him, after prayer to God for strength to
resist his importunities.'

was an

It

evil of

which repression was impossible, notwithstand-

ing penalties freely threatened.

was required

of the confessional,

tion

A virtue of uncommon robustness

to resist the temptations arising

and so well was

this

from the confidences

imderstood that an excep-

was made to the rule requiring perfect confession,
was counselled, when the reputation

as to carnal sins

rendered

it

advisable.^

Few women

for reticence

of the priest
thus approached, whether

yielding or not, could be expected to denounce their pastors to

the bishop or pro visor, and for her

who

yielded the path to sin

was made easy through the universal abuse of absolution by her
accomplice, and this, although objected to on ethical grounds, was
admitted to be valid.* On the other hand, the peccant confessor
could rely on obtaining absolution from a sympathizing colleague,
at the cost of penance which had become habitually trivial.
The intercourse between priest and penitent was especially
'

xiii,
*
'
*

S.

Q.

Th. Aquin.
2.

Summtp

Suppl. Q. vni, art.

— Summa Sylvestrina

s.

v. Confessor,

4.
i,

— Astesani Siunma^, Lib.

v, Tit.

§§ 10-11.

Guidonis de Monte Rocherii Manip. Curator. P. ii, Tract, iii, cap. 9.
Antonini Summa?, P. in, Tit. xiv, cap. 19, § 8.
Joh. Friburgens. SumS. Th. Aquin. in IV Sentt., Dist. xix, Q. 1, art. 3.

S.

mse Confessor., Lib.

—

iii,

Tit. xxxiv, Q. 65.
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dangerous because there had not yet been invented the device of
a box or stall in which the confessor sits with his
ear at a grille, through which the tale of sins conceived or committed is whispered. Seated by his side or kneeling at his feet,
there was greater risk of inflaming passion and much more opporIt was not until the middle of
tunity for provocative advances.

the confessional

—

the sixteenth century that the confessional was devised, doubtless
in consequence of the attacks of heretics, who found in these
scandals a fertile subject of animadversion. The earUest alla<=ion
to it that I have met occurs in a memorial from Sihceo of Toledo

In 1565 a Council of Valencia prescribed
use and contemporaneously S. Carlo Borromeo introduced it in
his Milanese province, while in 1014 the Roman Ritual commanded

to Charles V, in 1547.^
its

its

employment

in all churches."

It

was

easier to

command than

to secure obedience, for the priesthood offered a passive resistance
which even the Inquisition found it almost impossible to over-

As early as 1625 it forbade parish priests from hearing
confessions in their houses; between 1709 and 1720 we find it
occupied in endeavoring to enforce the use of confessionals and,
come.

to prevent evasions, such as hearing confessions in cells and chapels,
and not in the body of the church.^ How long-continued was

the opposition, and

how

transparent were the artifices to elude the

an

regulations, are visible in

edict of

November

3,

1781, wliich

After alluding to the repeated orders
on the subject, and the deplorable results of their disregard, it
prescribed that women should be heard only through the gratings

led to considerable trouble.

the body of the churches,
forbade the use of handgratings or handkerchiefs, sieves, bundle of twigs, fans, or other
derisive substitutes, and it prescribed minute and highly suggest-

open

of closed confessionals, or of

or in chapels open

and well

stalls in

lighted.

It

ive regulations as to oratories and private chapels, while a similar
series concerning male penitents shows the dread of contamination

even with them.*
'

Burriel,

^idas dc

Arzobispos de Toledo (Bibl. nacional, MSS. Ff, 194,

los

fol. 9).
^

I,

ann.

1576 (Acta
'

fol.

MSS.

of

34, 55,

237.— Bibl.
*

cap. 17 (Agiiirro, V, 417).— C. MediolaX, 053) —C. Provin. Mediolancns. IV, ami.
140).— Kituale Roman., Tit. iii, cap. 1.

Concil. Valentin, anri. loG.5, Tit.

nensis

156.5,

Eccle.s.

ii,

cap. 6 (Harduin.

Mediolancns.

I,

David Fergu.sson, Esq.— .Vrchivo de Simancas,

81.— .\rchivo

hist, nacional,

nacional, MSS.,

PV,

fol.

Inq., Sala 39, Log. 4,

Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 9, n. 2,

C, 17, n.

S-S.

Arcliivo hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 16, n. 6,

fol. 9.
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The crime of solicitation was subject to episcopal jurisdiction
and, throughout the middle ages, there was no general legislation
prescribing its penalties.
Some apocryphal canons visited it with
well-deserved severity and, in 1217, Richard Poore, the reforming
Bishop of Salisbury, threatened it with fifteen years of penance

by confinement in a monastery/ The spiritual courts,
however, were notoriously lenient, and the prevalent sexual laxity
tended to sympathy which disarmed severity in the rare cases
coming before them, ^^'hcn, during the Reformation, this offence
followed

afforded a favorite topic for the heretics, there arose a

demand

for

In 1587, Inigo Lopez de Salcedo gives this
as a reason for rigorous pmiishment, and he greatly lauds Matteo
Ghiberti, the reforming Bishop of Verona (f 1543) for decreeing
a series of heavy penalties for attempts on the virtue of female
penitents, culminating in deprivation and perpetual imprisonment when they were successful.^
This virtuous rigor, however, was purely exceptional. The
usual tolerant view adopted is manifested in a case which, in 1535
at Toledo, came before the vicar-general, Bias Ortiz, a man so
respected that he was promoted to the inquisitorship of Valencia
sharper treatment.

soon afterwards.

Alonso de Valdelamar, parish priest of Almo-

—

dovar, was charged with a black catalogue of offences theft,
blasphemy, cheating with Cruzada indulgences, charging penitents
for absolution, freciuenting public brothels

and

solicitation.

in evidence that he refused absolution to a girl unless she

It was
would

surrender herself to him, that he seduced a married penitent
whose husband was obliged to leave Almodovar in order to get
her

away from him,

while

Dona Leonor de Godoy admitted

that

he repeatedly used violence on her in the church itself. His sentence, rendered February 26, 1535, stated that the fiscal had fully
proved his charges, but for all these crimes he was punished only
with thirty days' penitential reclusion in his church, with a fine
of ten ducats, besides four reales to the fiscal, a ducat to the
episcopal advocate, ten days' wages to the notary who went to

Almodovar

to take testimony,

this the fiscal

'

and the

costs of the trial.

appealed to the archbishop but the

Gratiani Decret. Caus. xxx,

q.

i,

can. S,

9,

ne.xt

From

day with-

10.— Constitt. K. Pooro,

cap. 9

(Harduin. VII, 91).
'

Salcedo, Practica criminalis canonica, p. 276 (Conipluti, 15S7).
of Ghiberti by Miss M. A. Tucker, see English Hist.

For an instructive .sketch
Review, Jan. -July, 1903.
VOL. IV
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and was sent back to

his parish to pursue his course of profligacy.

Evidently the epis-

copal tribunal was more concerned with the profits of
diction than with the suppression of solicitation.^

its jui'is-

may

be inferred from this that peccant confessors were not
be prosecuted, miless there were other circumstances or
offences to stimulate action, and this is confirmed by another case,
about the same time, which also shows the readiness of the tribunal
Pedro Bermiidez, incumbent of Ciempoto claim jurisdiction.
zuelos, employed a priest named Pareja as vicar, from 1525 to
1529.
They quarrelled; Pareja was dismissed, found employment
The
at Valdemoro, and commenced suit against Bermiidez.
latter retorted by instigating a certain Catalina Roldan, who had
borne a child to Pareja, and her mother, to complain to Romero,
a visiting inquisitor from Toledo, about the seduction, asking that
he be forced to provide a dower and find a husband for her.
Romero took up the case. Bermiidez busied himself in collecting
testimony and was aided by a priest named Solorzano, whose
enmity had been excited by Pareja having served as commissioner
in taking evidence as to his seduction of a married woman, for
which he was prosecuted in Alcala. The proof collected against
Pareja was conclusive. Two of his penitents admitted to having
yielded to him, and several others testified as to his advances in
the act of confession. When one of them was asked whether she
confessed to him their mutual sin, she said that he told her not to
do so, and afterwards admitted her to comnumion. There was
It

likely to

also evidence as to his violating the seal of confession,

and

to irreve-

rence in administering the sacrament. The trial pursued the usual
course, the main charges being his misdeeds with his female peni-

which he admitted more or less explicitly. When the papers
were sent to the Suprema, it returned them, saying that the charges
for the most part were beyond the competence of the tribunal,
and appertained to the episcopal court, to which they should be
tents,

transferred, while the tribunal could proceed with the

remained.

The charges

little

that

thus, after omitting the solicitation, were

—

reduced to four tlmt he persuaded his accomplices that their
mutual sin need not be confessed, that he told them that they
could take the sacrament without confessing, that he said it was
better to have masses celebrated than to pay debts, and that

'

Archivo

liist.

niicional, Iiui. «k" Tolcilo, Lofj. 2:33,

ii.

KU).
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him to be a bad Christian, a heretic
man.
Pareja and his advocate argued that the case was outside of
inquisitorial jurisdiction, but the tribunal pushed it to the end
on these subsidiary points and, on May 23, 1532 sentenced him
almost

and an

all

the witnesses held

evil

to perpetual deprivation of hearing the confessions of

women,

twenty thousand maravedis, and to have Toledo as a
prison for two years, during which he was to fast and recite psalms
on Fridays. As he was not required to abjure, even for light
suspicion, the charge of heresy was abandoned, and as solicitation
was not included in the sentence, he was liable to further prosecution by the Ordinary.
Yet the character of the penalties shows
that solicitation was the real gravamen, over which the tribunal
to a fine of

was seeking

indirectly to acquire jurisdiction.^

Evidently,

if

there

was

to

be any cure or mitigation of

this

corroding cancer, some less sympathetic tribunal than the episcopal court was requisite, and the Inquisition was eager to supply
the want, yet matters were allowed to drift for a quarter of a century longer. Possibly it may have been the Lutheran alarm of

1558 that led Archbishop Gvierrero of Granada to seek the remedy
and to call to the attention of the Holy See the frequency of the
crime and the need of its more energetic repression.^ His appeal
was heard, and Paul 1\, in a brief of February 18, 1559, expressed
his sorrow at learning that certain priests of Granada misled their
penitents and abused the sacraments, wherefore he granted, to
the inquisitors of Granada, jurisdiction over the heresy implied
in the crime and "^dthdrew all exemptions of the religious Orders.^
What activity the Granada trilnmal manifested in the exercise
of its new function is not recorded, but the field thus thrown open
was sufficiently in\nting for Valdes, in 1561, to obtain from Pius
IV a brief granting to him and to his delegates throughout Spain
It required some ingenuity to bring the crime
the same faculties.^
within the purview of the Inquisition, but it was alleged that no
one whose faith was correct could thus abuse the sacraments of
The point is not without importance, for it
the Church of God.
made the matter one of faith and not of morals, leading, as we shall
see, to

*
'
'

*

a notable limitation in the efficacy of the reform attempted.

Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. de Toledo, Log. 231, n. 71.
Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 939, fol. 374.
Paiili PP. IV Bull. Cum sicul nuper, IG Apr., 1559 (Bullar. Roman.
Pdramo, p. 880.

II, 48).
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regular clergy sought to escape to the milder mercies of

own

and claimed that, in the constitution of Pius
which subjected them in general to the Inquisition,
there was an exception of cases in which the superiors had taken

their

superiors,

IV, in 1562,

The

the earlier action.^

application, however, of this exception

to the crime of solicitation

was negatived,

in 1592,

by a decree

Clement VIII, which declared that the jurisdiction of the Inquisition in this matter was exclusive and not cumulative, and it
ordered the members of all privileged Orders to denounce to the
In 1608, Paul V granted the
Inquisition their guilty brethren.^
same powers to the In(|uisition of Portugal and, in 1612, he settled
in favor of the faith a question which had arisen, whether the
briefs comprehended the solicitation of men as w'ell as of women.^
Even before this, solicitation in Italy had been subjected to the
Roman Inquisition, for it issued, December 15, 1613 a decree
ordering confessors to instruct their penitents that they must
denounce to the tribunals all attempts to solicit them to evil and,
on July 5, 1614, it included, what it described as a frequent
offence, the discussion of indecent matters with w'omen in the
confessional, even without confession/
Thus the Church was gradually realizing the necessity of more
stringent measures to curb the evil propensities of those to whom
it confided the salvation of souls, but as yet it had made only
Gregory XV recognized that a general law
local regulations.
of

was required, to cover all the lands of the Roman obedience,
and not merely those possessed of an Inquisition and, at the same
time, to define more comprehensively the nature of the offence.
The briefs thus far had limited this to seduction in the act of hearing
Papal legislation w'as always construed in the strictmanner, and confessors felt safe if they confined their seductions
to the time preceding and following the actual utterance of the
Had the moral and spiritual welfare of priest and
confession.
confessions.

est

'

Pii

that

ill

PP. IV, Const.
the

51, Pasioris cvicrni,

Luxemburg

1

Apr.

l.')r)2.

It

is

perhaps

Bulhiriuni (III, 71) the omission of the

pletely reverses the purport of the brief.

It will

be found

word

siifrjioslivo

mm

com-

correctlj' printed in

Chenibini's edition.
*
'
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would have been easy to
illicit passages between
them, no matter when or where committed, but solicitation had
been made to involve suspicion of heresy, in order to bring it under
the Inquisition, and it became regarded as a ])urcly technical
include in general terms

it

any indecent or

offence, pmiishablc only when it could be connected directly with
the sacrament, leading to the unfortunate corollary that otherwise
it was a trivial matter, undeserving of special consideration.

Accordingly Gregory, in his brief Universi Dominici Gregis,
August 30, 1622, while enlarging the definition, confined it to what
was said or done in the place destined to hearing confessions,
whether it was before or after confession, or even if there was only

He

a pretext of confession.

extended the provisions of his prede-

and delegated

all inquisitors and Ordinaries
as special judges, with exclusive jurisdiction to inquire into and

cessors to

all

lands,

such cases, according to the canons in matters

diligently prosecute

He

further decreed the penalties of suspension of functions, deprivation of benefices and dignities with perpetual disaof faith.

bility for the same and, for regulars, of active and passive voice;
besides these there were the temporal penalties of exile, galleys,

perpetual and irremissible imprisonment and, in cases of excep-

and relaxation. In view of the
should suffice for condenmation,
when circumstances afforded due presumption. Confessors, who
found that their penitents had been previously solicited, were
required to admonish them to denounce the offenders, and for
neglect of this they were to be duly punished.
This latter provision was of difficult enforcement, for Urban VIII, in 1626, felt
tional wickedness, of degradation

difficulty of proof, single witnesses

obliged to address

all

archbishops, instructing

attention of confessors to
in all licences.

The

it,

and

them

to call the

to insert a corresponding clause

regular clergy seem to have been the subject

of special anxiety for, in 1633, the superiors of all religious houses

were ordered to assemble the inmates yearly and warn them as to
the observance of these decrees, and this was also to be done in
all

chapters, general, provincial

The Holy See was

and conventual.^

in earnest, but the result did not correspond

France and Germany paid virtually no attention to
made no change in its

to its efforts.

the decrees, and in Spain the Inquisition

procedure or in the mildness of

»

Bullar.

Roman.

Ill,

its

penalties.

4S4.— Trimarchi,

The only
pp. 14-18.

effect of
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Gregory's brief was to raise the question whether it did not confirm,
at least cmnulatively, to the bishops the jurisdiction of which they
had been practically deprived. No distinction was expressed

between lands with and those without an Inquisition, and the
original briefs of Paul IV and Pius IV had not deprived the bishops
of jurisdiction, although the latter had made little effort to assert
it against the exclusive claims of the tribunals.
We chance to
surrendered
by
hear of the case of Dr. Miguel Bueso, who was
tliis
charge
and,
for
trial
on
the Archbishop of Valencia, in 1608,
Soon
after punishment, was retm'ned to the archiepiscopal couii.^
decrees,
bishops
in
spite
of
the
papal
after this de Sousa argues that,
have cumulative jurisdiction, although the inquisitor-general can
evoke cases.^ In 1620, Inquisitor-general Luis de Aliaga had a
struggle with his brother Isidor de Aliaga, Archbishop of ^^alencia,
over the case of Caspar Flori, rector of Urgel, who was on trial

by the vicar-general for various offences, including soHcitation.
The tribunal demanded cognizance of this special charge; the
vicar-general asserted cumulative jurisdiction, adding that he had

already tried two cases of the kind. The inquisitor-general argued
strenuously that, as a matter of faith, it belonged to the Inquisition;
if it were not a matter of faith it would go unpmiished, for there
would be no obligation to denounce, and without this women
would never imperil their honor, for experience showed how rarely
they did so volmitarily, and they had to be compelled by the refusal

Notwithstanding all this the archbishop of ^'alengood; his vicar-general tried the case and executed the
There were few episcopal comls, however, so audacious
sentence.^
as this, and the claim of the Inquisition to exclusive jurisdiction
was generally conceded.
The brief of Gregory XV was not published in Spain but, by
some means, the Ordinary of Seville obtained a copy and exhibited
The Suprema promptly, on January 14, 1623
it to the inquisitors.
addressed a consulta to Philip IV, stating that it had not learned
that the brief had reached any other bishop and dwelling eloquently
on the frc(iucncy and heinousness of the crime, the energy and
of absolution.
cia held

rigor of the Inquisition in

its

repression,

and the disastrous conse-

quences of concurrent episcopal jurisdiction, where the leniency
'

'

'

Archivo hist, iiucional, Iiiq. de Valencia, Lib. viii de autos, Leg. 2, fol. 111.
Ant. de Sousa, Opusc. circa Constit. Pauli V, Tract, i, cap. 20.
Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 939, fol. 371. Archivo hist, nacioual,

vbi sup.

—

^
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punishment encouraged evildoers, and the publicity of procedure
conveyed knowledge to husbands and kinsmen. The king was
therefore asked to api)ly for the exemption of Spain from the
operation of the brief; this was speedily arranged and, on April 10,
Ambassador Alburquerque reported the forwarding of a decree
of the Congregation of the Inquisition, stating that it was not the
papal intention that the brief should apply to the Spanish dominions.
Cardinal Millino, at the same time, wrote that the pope had
declared that the Inquisition should continue to prosecute such
cases in its customary form and manner.^
This simply left the matter where it was before, but the Inquisition boldly asserted that it had been given exclusive jurisdiction
and, when Urban VIII granted, to the Bishop of Astorga, cognizance of these cases among the regular clergy, it had the effrontery
to raise a competencia with him."
On May 19, 1G29, it sent to the
of

tribunals copies of Gregory's brief, with instructions to follow
prescriptions, as

pimishment should be uniform

frequent occurrence.

Although,

it

its

in a crime of such

added, the brief appeared to

confer only cumulative jurisdiction, the pope had declared to the

king that in his dominions it was exclusive so that, if any Ordinary
should undertake to hear such a case, he was to be inhibited and

a prompt report be
this

made

to the

was followed by an order

Suprema. To make matters sure,
August 9th, that this exclusive

of

cognizance should be asserted in the Edict of Faith.
'

631,

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 940,
fol.

fol.

212; Gracia y Justicia, Inq., Leg,

27.

MSS. of Bodleian Library, Arcli, S, 130.
Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 1, n. 6, fol. 274, 393. Archive
de Simancas, Inq., Leg. 146.5, fol. 16.
The clause concerning solicitation in the Edict of Faith, published at Valencia,
Feb. 24, 1630, shows this and also the devices used to elude the technical defini" Or, whether any confessor or confessors, clerics or religious
tion of the offence.
of whatever station pre-eminence or condition, in the act of confession or inmiediately before or after it, or with occasion or appearance of confession, although
there is no opportunity and no confession may have followed, but in the confessional or any place where confessions are made, or which is destined for that
^

—

'

purpose,

when the impression

is

produced that confession

is

being

made

heard, have solicited or attempted to solicit any one, inducing or provoking

or

them

whether between the penitent and confessor or others,
And we exhort and
illicit conversation with them.
order all confessors to admonish their penitents, whom they understand to have
been solicited, of the obligation to denounce the solicitors to this Holy Office,
which has exclusive cognizance of this crime." Archivo hist, nacional, Inq.

to foul

and indecent

acts,

or have held indecent and

—

de Valencia, Lib. 7 de Autos, Leg.

2, fol.

114.
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It was not long before this produced another quarrel with Archbishop Aliaga of Valencia. In 1631, Vicente Palmer, rector of
Jativa, was prosecuted in the archiepiscopal court for sundry
offences, including a charge of solicitation preferred by Ana
Martinez.
The notary employed was a familiar who informed the
tribunal.
It promptly notified the Ordinary to omit that speci-

which Aliaga replied that his court had always possessed
and the brief of Gregory XV had
confirmed the cumulative j lu'isdiction of both tribunals; if Urban
VIII had rendered that of the Inquisition exclusive, he had not
seen the brief, but if shown to him he would of coiu-se obey it.
Then came a pause during which Palmer returned to Jativa and,
from the pulpit, denounced all who had testified against him,
declaring that all who accused ecclesiastics were excommunicated
and he would not hear them in confession, especially Ana Martinez
the town was in an uproar and one man died without confession.
After some months the tribunal, in its customary arrogant fashion,
with threats of excommunication, summoned the archbishop to
surrender the papers and admit that he was inhibited. To this
he replied at much length, pointing out that it was unreasonable to
ask him to strip himself of an established jurisdiction on the simple
assertion of the inquisitors that they held a brief of Urban VIII,
which they would not exhibit. He offered to submit the question
to the pope or to form a competencia in the regular way, but both
suggestions were rejected, athough the tribunal adopted a more
moderate tone. The records are imperfect and we do not know
the outcome, but probably the Suprema cjuietly let the affair drop
out of sight through delay, in preference to provoking an investigation which would have manifested the fraud ulcnce of its claims.^
fication, to

jurisdiction over the matter,

The audacity of the claim increased with time and, in the formula of the Edict of Faith, in use in 1696, there was an absolute
assertion that Gregory XV had declared that, in the Spanish
dominions, the offence was subjected to the exclusive cognizance
of the Inquisition and not to that of the bishops, their vicars,
provisors or

'

Archive

^

"Cuyo

ordinaries.^

hist, nacional, Inq.

Notwithstanding
de Valencia,

Lil).

this,

when bishops

7 dc Aiitos, Lop. 2,

conociiuiento piTtencce al Santo Oficio dc la Inquisicion, sin

fol.

114.

embargo

Breve de la Santidad de Gregorio XV expedido en treinta de.Agusto de 1G22
por declaracion siiya, para las Inquisiciones de los Kevnos de su Magestad,
toca privativamente el castigo dc estc delito al Santo Oficio y no d los ohispos
ni d sus vicarios, provisores ni ordinaries."
Bibl. nacional, MSS., D, 118, p. HS.

del

afics,

—
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asserted their rights, the Suprema shrank from a direct contest.
Thus, in 1755, when the Bishop of Quito untlcrtook to try cases
of the kind, the Suprema merely presented a long and argumentative consulta to the king.

So, in 1807, the Bishop of Badajoz
Joseph Mendez Rodriguez, priest of Llcrena, for solicitation,
apparently without remonstrance on its part and when, in ISIG,
Rodriguez was prosecuted by the tribunal of Llerena for propositions and mala doctrina, the Suprema ordered it to obtain from
the bishop the papers of the former trial and add them to the new
tried

proceedings/

While the Inquisition was thus aggressive
jurisdiction,

it

of its powers.

It

episcopal courts unless
Faith,

which

in grasping exclusive

some time as to the vigorous use
could evidently do little more than the inert

hesitated for

it

included solicitation in the Edicts of
and the obligation of denouncing

specified offences

them, but this involved the ever-present dread of scandal, and the
necessity of calling attention to a matter so delicate.
This explains
the

initial fluctuations of policy.

ferred, the

When

jurisdiction

Suprema ordered the omission

was

of solicitation

first

con-

and then,

by edict of July 17, 1562, that it should be included.^ This speedily
brought forth a vigorous remonstrance, which earnestly urged the
necessity of secrecy to prevent scandal and the rendering of confession odious.
It should never be admitted that such wickedness
was possible; it had, in fact, always existed, but such a remedy
had never been imagined, which would lead men to keep their
wives and daughters from the confessional, nobles to refrain from
putting their daughters into convents, religion to be despised and
Christianity itself to be abhorred.
Good confessors would be
driven to abandon the confessional, and the clergy, seeing that

weaknesses were to be punished by the Inquisition, would
withdraw their support from it, leading to serious results. At
least the punishment should be secret, so that the people, seeing
no results, might be led to believe that there were no wicked men

their

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 2S, fol. 24G; Lib. 890.
Ibidem, Lib. 939, fol. 107; Lib. 942, fol. 23, 31 Leg. 1 165, fol. IG.— It is scarce
worth while to refer to the wild stor\- of Gonzdles de Monies (Inquis. hist, artos
detects, p. 185) that in Seville this brougiit in so many denunciations that
twenty secretaries and as many inquisitors were unable to take them down
within the thirty days allowed and that four prolongations of the time were
>

2

required.

;
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final

suggestion

was super-

fluous, for clerical offenders, short of those incurring degradation

and

relaxation, were always punished in secret.

The opposition
stated that, after

grew
acordada of May 22, 1571,
had been decided that the

to this public admission of clerical frailty

Suprema,

so strong that the

many

in a carta

discussions,

disadvantages attendant on

it

it

required

its

omission, and inquisitors

were told to find some other means, including notice to the Ordinaries to instruct confessors to admonish penitents to denounce
offenders to the

The exception thus made in favor
a marked diminution in
denunciations, causing the Suprema to hesitate
Holy

Office.

of soliciting confessors evidently led to

the

number

of

a carta of September 20, 1574, repeating the orders to omit,
the Suprema spoke of it as possibly a temporary regulation.^ The
for, in

conviction seems to have grown that in no other way could the
abuse be checked and, in a carta acordada of March 2, 1576,
inquisitors were ordered to replace the clause in the Edict of Faith.^
Notwithstanding the publicity of the Edict, which imposed
excommunication for faiUu'e to denounce, the trials show that
the most fertile source of denunciation was the refusal of confessors
to absolve penitents who had been solicited, unless they would
accuse their guilty partners to the Inquisition. In spite of the
assurance of secrecy, women were naturally reluctant, whether
they had yielded or not, to expose themselves to the necessity of
reciting details more or less revolting, and subjecting themselves
One featui'e which rendered this exposure
at least to suspicion.
peculiarly distressing

was the necessity

of ratification,

when

all

the

foul or incriminating matter was rehearsed in the presence of two

more men and, as much of this testimony was taken on the spot,
by commissioners and notaries appointed ad hoc, in small places
where everything was known, such revelations would only be
made under the severest pressure. Again there was the enmity
which was sure to be excited for, in these cases, the device of suppressing the names of witnesses was no protection against idcnti'

'

fol.

hWA. nacional, M8S.,"D, 118, fol. 216, n. 60.
Archivo dc Siiiumcas, Iiiq., Leg. 1G05, fol. 1(5; Lib. 939,

fol.

107; Lib. 942,

31.

' Archivo
do Simancas,

hist,

nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg.

Inc].,

Lib.

The Roman
decree of 1677.
ventia-,

1897).

.S3, fol.

Inquisition tardily followed the

— Berardi

2, n.

10, fol. 254.

— Archivo

2.').

example

of the Spanish

de Sollicitatione et Absolutions Complicis,

p.

in

a

6 (Fa-
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which was a risk not lightly to be encountered, especially
the culprit was a parish priest, whose capacity for revenging
himself was unlimited.
The Inquisition sorrowfully admitted that,
fication,

when

even when it had one accusing witness, corroborative evidence
was almost impossible to obtain.^
Even where no direct enmity was excited, the incidental troubles
to which a denunciation might give rise are illustrated in the case
of Sor Maria do Santa Rita, a nun, 29 years of age, in the convent
of La Magdalena at Alcala de Henares, in 1737.
During the
absence of the regular confessor, she confessed thrice a week for
five weeks to Maestro Diego de Azumanes, pastor of Alcahi.
On
her alluding to certain carnal temptations, he pushed his incjuiries
to the furthest extent and then, day after day, he pom-ed into her

and indecent talk, with personal applications
and to himself in a manner most provocative of lust or
disgust.
The regular confessor, on his return, instructed her to
ears a flood of foul

—

to her

Azumanes to the Inquisition. In doing so she unluckily
mentioned that the superior of the house, Sor Teresa do San
Bartolome, a virgin with thirty-eight years of conventual experience, observing her repugnance to confess to Azumanes, told her
not to mind him; it was true that he was too clear and explicit
in discussing such matters, leading to temporary excitement of
the passions, but she would soon overcome this.
The trilninal
ordered a conunissioner to examine Sor Maria and, on receiving
his report, instructed him to interrogate Sor Teresa, which he did
with a directness that must have been excessively unpleasant,
and it is easy to conjectui'c how miserable nmst have been Sor
Maria's subsequent life in the convent. The tribunal, it may be
added, did nothing, except to ascertain that no other denunciations
had been made against Azumanes. lie was allowed to go on
infecting the minds of his penitents with his obscenity, until his
death a few years afterwards, in hai)py ignorance that any comA\'hcn there were so many
plaint had been made against him."
reasons to deter women from denunciation, it is easy to understand
how small a proportion of the cases of solicitation reached the
Inquisition.
In 1695, Fray Luis Aritio, a Recollect, was accused
report

* "La experiencia acrcdita
que muchos contcstcs, singularmcnte mugeres y
en causas de solicitacion, nada declaraii, ya por micdo, ya por vergiienza, ya
por una falsa caridad, de que tiene el Santo Oficio frcqiientcs y lastimosas expericncias."
Instrucion que ban de guardar los Comisarios, n. 21,

—

'

Arcliivo

liist.

nacioual,

Iiui.

de Toledo, Leg. 227,

n. 7.
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by two women and, on

his trial,

he

confessed to ten/

The most

available

means

of

overcoming

to render denunciation a binding obligation
effect this as far as possible,

of Faith

repugnance was
on the woman. To

this

when, in 1571, the clause

was suspended, the Suprema issued an

in the Edict

edict requiring

under pain of excommunication, not to absolve peniwould promise
to denounce the offender.^
It was admitted, however, that there
were degrees of danger which would release the woman from the
obligation, and casuists endeavored to define this with their usual
acuteness and lack of unanimity. One learned writer, about 1620,
even laid down the general principle that natural law is superior
to positive law, and the preservation of reputation belongs to the
former, while the obligation to denounce belongs to the latter.'
The Roman Inquisition, in 1623, made a concession to this weakness, by providing that, when noble or modest women could not
be induced to denounce, there might be granted to their confessors
faculties to absolve them, on condition that, when the cause of
fear was removed, they would fulfil the duty, but this permission
apparently w'as abused for, in 1626, inquisitors and bishops were
warned to grant such faculties only when there were serious
grounds.'*
That danger was really sometimes incurred would
appear from some fragmentary cases in the \'alencia records. In
one of these, a baffled confessor threatens his penitent with death
if
she betrays him; in another a priest, on finding himself
denounced, similarly threatens the confessor who had been the
medium of denunciation, unless he wall write that the women had
withdrawn their statements.^ The Spanish Lujuisition, however,
made no allowances. It was apparently to put an end to the
refinements of casuistry that when, in 1629, it distributed to the
tribunals the brief of Gregory XV, it granted to all in(iuisitors a
faculty to punish confessors who taught that penitents were not
obliged to denounce such solicitors.® To render this more effective,
confessors,

tents confessing to having been solicited, unless they

Ibidem, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 2, n. 15.
Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 939, fol. .S71.
' Bibl. nacional, MSS., B, 159, fol.
161-2.
For various speculations on the
subject sec Rod. a Cunha pro PP. Pauli V Statuto, Q. xix (l^cnavento. KUl).
Ant. de Sousa Opusc. circa Constit. Pauli V, Tract, ii, cap. 7-10.
* Card. Cozza, Dubia
selecta circa Solicitationcin, Dub. xi ii (Lovanii, 1750).
* Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. de A'alencia, Leg. 3G5, n. 40.
'

^

*

Bibl. nacional,

MSS., V, 377, cap. xx.

—
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it ordered that all women bringing charges of solicitation
should be interrogated whether any confessor had neglected to
impose on them the obligation of denunciation, and if so his name,
residence and all the circumstances were to be ascertained, so

in 1713,

that he could be called to account.^

While the Spanish Inquisition was thus creditably rigid in exactit was equally strict in construing the limits

ing denunciations,

of the technical offence as defined in the papal decrees.
As stated
above, morals had nothing to do with the matter; the business
of the tribunals was not to prevent women from being ruined by
their spiritual fathers, but only to see that the

sacrament of peni-

tence was not profaned in such wise as to justify sus])icion of the
orthodoxy of the confessor. In 1577, inquisitors were warned
that

it

did not suffice for prosecution that confessors had

illicit

relations with their penitents, or that they solicited in the confes-

when there really was no confession and, in 1580 it was
expressly stated that they were not to be prosecuted if they said
that they did not intend to have their penitents confess.^
This
sional

covered assignations under pretext of confession, to deceive onwhich we are told w'as a frequent custom and, as there were
no confessional stalls, and the churches were largely deserted, there

lookers,

was little danger of interruption. It was argued that there was
no confession and no sacrament, so there could be no heresy, but
the Roman Inquisition, in 1614, decided it to be solicitation, and
the brief of Gregory X\', in 1622 settled the question, although

Urban ^'III, in 1629, to render it
This involved the question as to the
knowledge which either party might have of the other's intention,
opening the door to the endless refinements of antecedent or
required another brief of

it

authoritative in Spain. ^

consequent invincible ignorance, in which the casuists disported
themselves.^

Even more dubious and

was the question
About torpezns or

fruitful of discussion

as to what con.stituted the solicitation

itself.

physical indecencies, there could be no rational doubt, though
MSS. of Royal Library of Coponhaf^on, 218b, p. 264.
Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Leg. 14Go, fol. 16. MSS. of Bibl. nacional dc
Lima, Protocolo 223, Expte 5270.
^ Rod. a Cunha,
Q. xiv, xv. Ant. de Sou.sa, Tit. i, cap 19. Mattt-ucci
Cautela Confcssarii, Lib. i, cap. 5, n. 3 (Vcnctiis, 1710). Cozza, Dub. xvii.
Bibl. nacional, MSS., V, 377, cap. xx.
* Ant. de Sousa, Tract, i, cap. xv.
'

—

'

—

—

—
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even here the laxity of ProbabiHsm gave scope for arguing them
It is such things that usually meet us in the trials, in a
shape admitting of no debate, but there was a wide range of less
incriminating acts, such as words of flattery and endearment,
praising the penitent's beauty or telling her that if he were a layman he would marry her. Theoretically, what were known to
the moralists as parvitas materur trifles insufficient for animadversion were not admitted in solicitation.
Pressing the hand,
touching the foot, foul expressions and the like were admitted to
be subjects for denunciation, but the gradations of such advances

away/

—

—

are infinite, and the elaborate discussions in some of the works

on the subject are examples

of perverted ingenuity, apparently

directed to teach libidinous priests

how

to gratify sensuality with-

out incurring risk.^ The question of lewd and filthy talk was an
especially puzzling one, for the confidences of the confessional
presuppose a licence on subjects usually forbidden between the
sexes,
priest,

may

which
and it

is

readily be abused by a brutal or foul-minded
impossible to frame a definition which in practice

shall rigidly differentiate

moral instruction from heedless pruriency

or dehberate corruption.

such matters
in 1786.

is

indicated

How
by a

difficult it is to

draw the

line in

case before the Valencia tribunal

A nun of the convent of Santa Clara in Jtitiva complained

and unnecessary questions repeatedly put to her
by the Obscrvantine Fray Vicente Gonzalez. Under
the advice of the definitor of the Order she empoAvered him to
denounce Gonzalez to the Inquisition. Then the regular confessor
of the convent pronounced that the questions were necessary and
proper, and persuaded the definitor to write to the tribunal to
of the indecent
in confession

that effect.^
'

many

There were

probabilist authorities

who

hold that the fact that such

handhng the breasts, etc., wore connnittcd
did not change them from venial to mortal sins.
Sec
S. Inquis. P. ii, Dub. 237, Sect. 3, n. 3 (J.ugdur.i, 1(30(5).

acts as kissing, pressing the hands,
in the confessional

Del Bene de Officio
Cozza, Dub. iii, n. IS.
In 1743 a lively controversy arose between tlie rigorists and the Jesuits over
the Talli mamvnlhiri caused by a proposition of Father Benzi S. J. (hat stroking
the cheeks of nuns and handling their i)reastswere venial, when unaccompanied
with depraved intentions. Concina, Ex[ilicazione di quattro Paradossi, cap.
Cf.

1

§
'

1

(Lucca, 174G).

Ck)zza,

Dub.

XXIII, n. 53-01

(Ronue,
'

—
— Fran.

tii, iv, v.
Bordoni Sacrum Tribunal Judicum, cap.
(Roma^, 1048); Ejusd. Manualc Con.suKoruni, Sect, xxv, n. 91

1003).

Archive

hi.st.

nacional, Inq. de \'alencia, Leg.

SOf), n. 40, fol. 20.

—
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There were other

A Cunha

intricate questions arising;

HI
from

Iniiiian per-

us that the more probable opinion affirms
the guilt of a confessor who acts as a pimp with his penitent for
versity.

tells

the benefit of another, and also in the more frequent case in which
he solicits the penitent to serve as procuress for him with her
daughter or a friend. De Sousa, however draws a distinction

and

asserts positively that, in the former case, he

the papal briefs and, in the latter, he

seduce a
there

woman who

was a

is

is

is liable

not, nor is he

confessing to another

under

he

tries to

priest.'

Then

if

nice question as to priests without faculties to hear

confessions, or who were under suspension or exconmiunication,
on which Ihe doctors were evenly divided.^ Distantly akin to
this were cases in which laymen would secrete themselves in confessionals and listen to confessions, whether from prurient motives,
or through jealousy, or to obtain opportunities for seduction.

they carried deceit to the point of conferring absolution, they
we shall see hereafter; if they merely
solicited the penitent, the weight of authority is that there is no
sacrament and no liability to the papal briefs.^
There was another phase of the subject on which the doctors
If

incurred serious penalties, as

—

were hopelessly divided what was known as passive solicitation,
where the woman was the tempter. This case, we are told, was
rare, and we can readily believe it, although there are not wanting
zealous defenders of the cloth

who

assert that in the majority of

The earliest allusion
by Paramo, in 1598, whose treatment of it shows
that as yet there had been no formal decision; if the confessor
resists, he says, he should denounce the woman; if he yields, he
should denounce both her and himself, though perhaps it would
be best to consult the pope.* As regards the confessor, the authoricases the penitent

to the matter

is

really the guilty party.

is

but they are virtually unanimous in
is not mentioned in the ])apal l)riefs,
not subject to the Inquisition.^ Yet, notwithstanding the

ties differ irreconcileably,

holding that, as the
she

is

woman

—

—

Rod. a Cunha, Q. xvii. Ant. de Sousa, Tract, i, cap. xiv. Jo. Sdnchcz,
Disputationes Selectsc, Disp. xi, n. 43, 44 (Ludguni, 1636).
' Rod. a Cunha, Q. xiv.— Ant. de
Sousa, Tract, i, cap. xi. Cozza, Dub.
XXXVII. Trimarchi, p. 160. Bibl. nacional, MSS., R, fol. 160.
'

'

*

—

—

—

Trimarchi, p. 14,5.— Cozza, Dub. xxxvni.
A Cunlia, Q. ix, xi. De Sousa, Tract,

—

*

i,

cap. vi,

vii,

Pdramo,
xvii.

p. 886.

— .\lberghini

Manualo Quahficatorum, cap. xxxi, § 1, n. 10, 11, 17.— Trimarchi, pp. 103,
190, 201, 212.— Cozza, Dub. ix, x, xi.— Bodoni Manuale, Sect, xxv, n. 169.
Bibl. nacional,

MSS., V, 377, cap. xx, §§

5, 10.
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absence of papal authority, we happen to find Maria Izqiiierda
prosecuted for this offence, in 1715, by the Valencia tribunal and,
in 1772 Antonia Coquis, wife of Brimo \'idal, by that of Madrid.*

be seen that sohcitation subject to inquisitorial action
an offence, and one so difficult of precise
definition, that it offered many doubtful points affording ample
opportunity of evasion by the adroit. Gregory XV had sought
to be precise and explicit, but the ingenuity of casuists and evilIt will

was

so purely technical

doers continued to find exceptions and, in 1661, the Roman
Inquisition rendered sixteen decisions on disputed points, but its
ingenuity was baffled by so intricate a subject, and it was obliged

some matters rather darkened than illuminated.^ Tlien it
was pointed out that the papal briefs were silent as to handing
to leave

love-letters to penitents during confession and, as everything not
specifically prohibited

was held

to

be

licit,

this

was assumed

to

be allowable, until Alexander VII stamped the proposition as erroAfter this the perverted ingenuity of the casuists had free
neous.^
scope mitil, in 1741, Benedict XI\', in the solemn bull Sacramcntum Pccnitentio:, deplored that human wickedness was perverting

which God had instituted for their
renewed and confirmed the brief of Gregory XY,

to the destruction of souls that
salvation.

He

and added

to its definitions all attempts in the confessional to

lead penitents astray

by

signs, nods, touching, indecent

words and

In eloquent
wortls he warned all those in authority to see that the wandering
sheep, endeavoring to re-enter the fold, should not be abandoned
writings,

*

whether to be read there or subsequently.

Archivo

hist, nacional,

Inq. do Valencia, Leg. 376.

Inq., Kegistro dc Solicitantes, A,
^

The more important
3 There

is

2 (Lib. 1002,

7, fol.

— .\rchivo

do Simaucas,

fol. 2).

of these decisions were

no parvitas materia;

in sohcitation.

8 When the sohcitation is mutual, the confessor is to be denounced.
9 A confessor yielding to solicitation through fear is to be denounced.
10 Solicitation in other sacraments does not fall within the papal bulls.
11 Solicitation to other than carnal sins during confession does not require
denunciation.

When

a confessor praises the beauty of a penitent, if the praise is serious
he is not liable to denunciation; if otlierwise, lie is.
13 If a confessor sitting in a confessional solicits a woman standing before
him without pretext of confession he is probably not liable to denunciation.
14 A confessor who makes during confession a present to the penitent,
without evil intention is not liable to denunciation; otherwise he is. Berardi
12

and

w'itliout evil intention,

—

de Sollicitatione,
^

Bullar.

p.

Roman.

5.

T. \l, Append, p.

I.

—
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and

lie

l)randctl

the sacrilegious seducers as ministers of Satan, rather than of
Christ/ vStill, it was only the technical heresy and not morality
that was considered, and ilUcit relations between spiritual father

and daughter, outside

of the confessional,

were

left

uni)unished

as before.

At the same time he endeavored to suppress the most flagrant
abuse connected with solicitation an abuse which, more than
anything else, smoothed the path for the seducer the absolution
of the woman by her partner in guilt.
Alexander VII, in 1665,
had only gone so far as to condemn the proposition that this absolution relieved her from the obligation of denouncing licr seducer
a proposition which proves how audacious were the laxer moralists
of the period who asserted it.^
Benedict now formally prohibited
the guilty confessor from hearing the confession of his accomplice,
except on the death-bed when no other confessor could be had;
he deprived him of the power of granting absolution, which consequently was invalid, and the attempt to do so imposed ijiso
facto excommunication, strictly reserved to the Holy See.^
As this
excommunication suspended all the functions of the priest until
removal, its observance would have gone far to check any abuse
that was not incurable, but neither priest nor ])enitent paid to it

—

impossible to trace, in the business
result from Benedict's well-meant
Trials for solicitation continued as numerous as ever,

the slightest attention.

It is

of the Spanish Inquisition,
legislation.

—

any

and the only difference observable

is that,

in the second half of

the eighteenth century, the sentences almost invariably assume
that the culprit has incurred excommunication for absolving his

accomplice; that, until he obtains absolution from this, he must
abstain from using his functions, that he must consult his conscience as to his ministrations hitherto v>hile under this irregularity,

and that

his penitents

must be

discreetly

made

warned

to repeat their

were invalid. This
continued to the end and is a feature in the case of Fray Josef
Montero, the last one sentenced by the Cordova tribunal, April
confessions which, having been

to him,

24, 1819.'
>

-

5
*

n.

Bullar. Bcnodicti
Bullar.

Roman,

PP. XIV, T.

I,

p. 23-4.

ubi sup.

Bullar. Benedict! PP. XIV, loc. cit.
Archive hist, nacional, Inq. de Toledo, I^eg.
46.
Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 890.
8
VOL. IV

—

1

;

Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 365,
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no wonder that confessors endeavored to evade the technical
if they could do so, no matter
how heinous was their guilt there was practically no penalty. Juan
Sanchez asserts that a priest who has commerce with his penitent
It is

definitions of the papal briefs for,

not obliged to specify the fact

is

when making

confession, for

it

no papal prohibition of it/ All authorities, from that time to this, tell us that he can obtain absolution
from any confessor, for it is not a reserved case, which shows the
universal benignity of the bishops and the popes, who have the
power of reserving to themselves the absolution of what sins they
please.^
It is easy to understand, therefore, how, in the trials, the
is

not incest and there

is

inquisitors bent their energies to obtain definite evidence as to

how the
accused sought to prove, not his innocence, but his dexterity in
evading the definitions of the papal decrees. A suggestive example
is the case of Doctor Pedro Mendizabal, cura of the parish of Santa
Ana in the City of Mexico. He was denounced, Jime 21, 1809,
by Dona Maria Guadalupe Rezeiro, by command of her confessor,
when she stated that, in January, 1807, she made to him a general
the exact location and time of the acts of solicitation, and

confession, too long to be finished in one day.

On

returning to

church to complete it, she was told to go up to his room, when
he said he was too busy to listen to her. She retired but, on her
way down stairs, his servant recalled her and, on entering his
apartment, he threw his arms around her, professed ardent love and
promised to support her if she would become his mistress, which
she refused.
As he had thus eluded the definitions of Benedict
XIV, four calificadores out of six reported that he was not technically guilty of solicitation.
The denunciation was filed away and,
in 1817, there came another, of which he had warning in order
that he might spontaneously accuse himself, as he did.
It was
from an attractive young girl of 17, and investigation developed
four more cases of girls of whom he was confessor.
Abundant
his

'

Joh. Sdnchoz Dispiitt. Select., Disp.

xi, n. 3, 4.

—Junn Silnchcz was one of the

some of whose propositions
Hurter characterizes him as "in
morum doctrina ver.sa(is.simus." Nomenclator Theol. Cathol. I, 414.
' Ant. de
Bcrardi de Sollicitationo, p. 120.
Sousa, Tract. II, cap. xx.
Consulcntc Ecclcsiastico, Vol. IV, p. 19 (1899V— S. Alph. de Ligorio Theol.
Moral. Lib. vii, n. 519. PodestJl, however, tells us that in his time, in the diocese
laxcr moral theologians of the seventeenth century,

incurred papal censure, hut this escaped.

—

of Naples,

it

was reserved

(Vcnctiis, 1728).

—

to the bishop.

— Examen ecclesiasticuin, T.

—

II,

ti.

(>01
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evidence showed habitual indecent hberties— hugging, kissing,
sitting in his lap, in presence of their families or even in pul)lic
resorts.
He had been ordered out of two houses and, on appeal to
the archbishop, he had been forbidden to confess one of the girls

who was
of the

The distraction of the mother
accuser, endeavoring to save her daughter from one

a boarder in a convent.

first

whose authority as a priest overawed her, is very touching and
suggestive.
Yet in all this there was no proof of anything in the

— as

one of the calificadores jiiously remarked,
him from tliis." Two calificadores argued at much length that he was not guilty of solicitation; then two others proved that he was guilty, and finally two
more laboriously demonstrated that the first pair were correct.
This is the last document in the case. It is dated November 3,
act of confession

"God,

in his goodness, preserved

was suppressed in June, 1820, and
no endorsement on the record showing that the case
was concluded, Mendizabal undoubtedly escaped to continue his
corrupting career, especially as he had four out of six calificadores
1819, and, as the Inquisition

as there

is

in his favor.'

Theteclmicalties, which eliminated morality from consideration,

In November 17G2, Fray Clemente
de Cartagena went to Toledo to assist in the profession of his
neice Geronima, in the Bernardino convent, where he already had
a sister. lie and his sister were in the confessional near the altar,
when some duty called her away and she told Geronima to go to
her uncle. She seated herself in the confessional, while he occupied
the penitent's place outside and, in an affectionate talk, lie asked
her to kiss him.
Tlie next day he said to her that he had forgotten
at the moment that they were in the confessional; this made no
impression on her, until she heard the nuns talking about the
exceeding delicacy of such matters, and she consulted Fray Fernando de San Josef, who orderetl her to denounce her uncle. This
she did in writing, and Fray Fernando conveyed it to tjie tribunal,
which duly took up the case. We shall see that prosecutions
required two distinct and separate denunciations; inquiries, according to custom, were made of all the other tribunals; fortunately
for Fray Clemente nothing wns found against him and the case was
suspended, but if there had been, or if subsequently he chanced
to draw upon himself a denunciation, the innocent kiss to his neice
resulted in curious contrasts.

'

Proceso contra

el

Dr. Pedro Mendizabal (MS. ;w??rs me).
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would count as though he liad deliberately seduced a penitent/
was the spot and not the nature of the act that was decisive.
Against this may be set the case of Cristobal Ximeno, parish
priest of Manzanera, a brute who was in the habit of violating the
young girls of his church, who came to his house for examination

It

in the Doctrina Cristiana,

as a preparation for

communion

at

marriage, until mothers would not trust their daughters there alone.
They were his penitents, but the outrage was not in the confesAt
sional and he had nothing to fear under the papal decrees.
length, however, he made himself liable to the Inquisition by pretending to confess Pasquala Torres, at her marriage, without
absolving her and then, when administering communion to her
and her bridegroom, dropping the host into the ciborium a sacrilege for which he was duly punished by the Valencia tribunal.^
So complete, indeed, is the dissociation of morals and solicitation,

—

some doctors hold that, when a priest is confessing a sick
woman, if she falls into delirium or stupor, he can violate her

that

without exposing himself to denunciation. It is satisfactory, however, to be told that the weight of authority is opposed to this
opinion.^

Yet there was one species of abuse of the confessional, not
contemplated in the papal briefs, which the Spanish Inquisition, by
a somewhat forced construction, classed with solicitation. This,
which was known as flagellation, consisted in imposing penance
of the discipline and administering it on the spot, or letting the
penitent administer it herself, in either case requiring her to disrobe and expose herself to a greater or less degree. Sometimes
this was mingled with the debased mystic ardor, of which we have
seen examples above, leading both parties to expose themselves
and lash one another. The earliest case that I have met of this
occurred in 1606, at Najera, when Maria Escudero, a widow aged
40, testified that she had long confessed to the Franciscan Fray
Diego de Burgos. They exchanged vows of obedience to each

when they would discipline
each other with exposure almost complete, under agreement that
Then he introduced a pious
their eyes should be kept closed.
exercise still more indecent, but he was always scrupulously correct
other; he would visit her in her house

'

'

'

Archive hist. n;icional, Inq. de Toledo, Lee;. 22.S, n.
Ibidem, Inq. de Valencia, Log. 3(55, n. 40, fol. 32.
Berardi, op.

cit.,

pp. 3G-7.
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She chanced to make a general confession
refused absolution unless she would denounce
case was evidently novel and dragged on until

in the confessional.

to another priest

The

Fray Diego.
1609, wlien

to

two

who

it

reached the Suprenia, which submitted the matter
One opined that the acts savored of the

calificadores.

heresy of the Adamites and Alumbrados; the other attributed it
merely to imprudent simplicity and ignorance. Apparently there
was no precedent for guidance and the case seems to have been
suspended.^ A parallel case, with a different ending, was one in
which there were a number of women concerned and the practices
were foul almost beyond belief. The priest was an ignorant and
simple man wlio, by the advice of another confessor, came with
the women to denounce themselves. He was sentenced to rigid
reclusion in a convent, where he died after giving a most edifying
example, and the women were not prosecuted, as they were mostly

barefooted Carmelites and Capuchins.^

The

flagelante

to the solicitor,

The

soon came to be recognized as an offender akin
to be subject to the papal briefs.

and was held

who

and writers like de
speak of stripping penitents and disciplining them as a species of solicitation, to be visited with the
same penalties.^ As a rule, in fact, it was regarded as rendering
the offence more serious, for it inferred more than the technical
suspicion of heresy, especially after Molinism had deepened the
old inquisitor,

Sousa and Alberghini,

guilt of Illuminism,

relates the last case,

all

and we

find allusions to hereges ^agelanles.

Cases become frequent in the records and we even, in 1730, find
a Fray Domingo Calvo spontaneously denouncing himself to the
Madrid tribunal for having caused himself to be flagellated,
showing to what means perverted sexual instincts resorted for
gratification.^

The extent

to

indicated in the
priest of

which these practices were sometimes carried is
1795, of Padre Paulino Vicente Arevalo,

trial, in

Yepes, as "solicitante y flagelante."

He

confessed to

the most flagrant indecencies committed in this manner, with his
female penitents, among whom were nine pupils or sisters of the

Bernardine convent.
^

2
'

discipline

Archive de Simancas, Inq. de Logroflo, Procesos de fo, Leg. 1.
Bibl. nacional, MSS., V, 377, cap. xxi, § 6.
Ibidem, cap. xx, § 3. De Sousa, Aphorism. Lib. i, cap. xxxiv,

—

Alberghini,
*

Sometimes he made them

Man.

Qualificator. cap. xxxi, §

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 1006,

1,

n.

fol. 2.5.

19.

them-

n. 40.
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selves in his presence and, as the scourge

had to be appHed to

the peccant parts, he had choice of sucli exposure as he desired,
an opportunity of which he admitted avaihng himself. The record
discreetly mute as to worse excesses but, as six of his penitents
were required to repeat to another confessor all the confessions
specified in the evidence, it follows that sins must have been committed for which he absolved them. For this perversion of so
many young lives he was only sentenced to a year's reclusion in
a monastery, thirty days' spiritual exercises, deprivation of the
faculty of confession, perpetual exile from Yepes and eight years'
exile from some other places
penalties which, although severe
under the mild inquisitorial standard, were wholly inadequate to
is

—

his offences/

A considerable portion of the cases in the later years of the Inquisition are characterized as ''solicitante

them

y

flagelante"

and many

easy transition from Illuminism to solicitation.
As early as 1651 we meet the case of the Dominican Fray
Geronimo de las Herreras, condemned by the Toledo tribunal
to deprivation of the faculty of confession and three years' reclusion in a convent, as an ''alumbrado y solicitante," convicted of
of

illustrate the

repeated practices of obscenity with

many women.

When

]\Iolin-

ism came to the front, those who taught it with its debauching
consequences were more severely dealt with, as in the case of
Buenaventura Frutos, cura of Mocejon, who, in 1722, was pronounced by the Toledo tribunal to be a formal heretic and dogAs such his senmatizer, a contumacious solicitor and seducer.
tence was road with open doors, he appeared in a sanbenito de
dos aspas, Avas reconciled, verbally degraded and recluded irremissibly for life in a convent where, for two years he was shut up
Similar cases continued to occur
in a cell, under instruction.^
occasionally, but more numerous in the later period were those
in which solicitation is conjoined with mala doctrina, showing that
the evil teaching was of a less dangerous character than fully
developed Molinism a mere soothing of the conscience of the
penitent witli assurances that what her confessor desired was not
mortal sin but even- this was regarded as increasing the suspicion of heresy and requiring severer ])unishment.^
It is jjerhaps not without interest to note the advanced age to

—

—

'

Archivo

hist, nacional,

Inq. dc Toledo, Leg. 227, n. 4.

'

Ihidcin, Log.

'

Ibidem, Inq. de \'ulencia, Leg.

1.
1,

n. 2, fol. 70.
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some of these soliciting confessors retained the ardor wiiich
them to tlie offence. Cases of soptiiaj2;oiiarians are by
no means rare. The Dominican, Fray Antonio de Aragon, sentenced, July 24, 1734, at Toledo, was 78 and the Observantine,
Fray Miguel Granado, denounced, in 1786, to the Cuenca tribunal,
was 80. In the former case the punishment was mitigated in
wliich

impelled

consideration of his years, though a less sympathizing court would
have heightened its rigor, in view of the evil which such a sinner
must have wrought during so prolonged a career.^

When,

in 15G1, the Inquisition obtained jurisdiction over solici-

had no precedents on which to frame its procedure or
The episcopal courts had been inert and
merciful, and the fact that the offence had been transferred from
them inferred that the new jurisdiction was expected to be vigorous and rigorous. Its first care, however, was to preserve secrecy
and avert scandal, so that no layman should be admitted to knowledge of clerical delinquencies. The earliest utterance is a carta
tation,

it

to regulate the penalties.

acordada of 1562, prescribing that, when the denunciation affords
conclusive evidence, it shall be considered by the inquisitors and
Ordinary, without calling in the usual consultors, and the arrest
be made with the utmost circumspection; the accused is to
be admitted to bail; when the case is concluded, if he is a fraile he
is to be confined in his convent with orders not to preach or hear
confessions, or to have active and passive voice; if he is a secular
priest, he is to be confined somewhere else than where the offence

shall

not to exercise his functions and the final
In 1572,
is to rest with the Suprema.^
consultors were admitted to examine the evidence before arrest,
but they were to be exclusively clerics, and the result was to be

was committed, he

is

disposition of the case

submitted to the Suprema before action. It made little difference
that the heinousness of the offence was emphasized, and the necessity of exemplary punishment, when the culi)rit was treated with
In 1600, even the Ordinary was exthis exceptional tenderness.^
cluded from the preliminary delil:)erations and the Suprema was to
be consulted before any action was taken.'' The same precautions
'

*

Archive hist, nacional, Inq. de Toledo, I^eg. 1; Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 6G.
Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 942, fol. 23; Leg. 1465, fol. 16.

'

Ibidem, Lib. 939,

*

Archivo

fol.

107; Lib. 942, fol. 38; Leg. 1465, fol. 16.
Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 2, n. 16, fol. 264.

hist, nacional,

de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 912,

fol.

.')2.

—Archivo
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as to publicity were to be observed with regard to the sentences,
which were to be read in the audience-chaml^or with closed doors,

the only witnesses present being a prescribed number of the brethren of the culprit— members of his Order if he was a fraile, or curas
and rectors, if a secular priest.^ The care taken to avert attention
from these delinquencies is illustrated in the case of Fray Antonio

de la Porteria, in 1818 he was resident in the convent of Mondonedo, and the guardian was ordered to send him on some pretext
to the house of the Order at Santiago, where he was duly tried.^
Even greater favoritism was manifested in the matter of eviWe have seen that, in ordinary trials, while two witnesses
dence.
;

were required as to each fact yet, in practice, a single witness
sufficed, not only for arrest but for torture and that the testimony
In
of the vilest persons was welcomed without discrimination.
solicitation, it was self-evident that there could be but one witness
to each specific act, so that perforce the tribunals were instructed

A single
that they must be content with ''singular" witnesses.
denunciation however, did not suffice for arrest, but in 1571, and
again in 1576, they were allowed to deliberate on it and consult
Even this was thought to be too harsh and, in 1577,
the rule was adopted that there must be two separate and independent denunciations before arrest and trial— a rule fraught, as we
shall see, with far-reaching consequences for, when it was so difficult to induce women to accuse their seducers, innumerable culprits

the Suprema.

escaped because two of their victims did not happen to act independently.^ Similar exceptional consideration was shown with
regard to the character of the witnesses, repeated instructions being
issued that this was to be carefully investigated, and the results
be noted upon the record and reported to the Suprema, so that due
weight be given to it, both in ordering arrest and apportioning

penalties— precautions eminently commendable, but deplorably
lacking in trials for other offences.^

Justification for this solicitude

was sought in the customary monkish abuse of women in general.
It was a misfortune that their evidence was to be received at
all but, from the nature of the crime, this was unavoidable, and
Archive de Simancas, Inq., Leg. 14G5, fol. 1(5.
Ibidem, Lib. 890.
'
Ibidem, Lib. 939, fol. 107; Lib. 911, fol. 2; Lor. U()."), fol. 1(5.— Arcliivo iiLst.
nacional, Inq. de Vuloncia, Log. 2, n. K), io\. 2.>1.
Km,
*
Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 939, fol. 107; T-il). 912, fol. l.->; I-og.
*

»

1
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Paramo

tolls

us

thcat

-[^l

by nature they are \ym^, deceitful, perjurers,
mutable and corruptible— a claiiy curse,

crafty, changeable, frail,

the gate of the devil, the

tail of the scorpion, a whitened sejjulchre,
an incurable sore, l)ut they are the only witnesses to be had ancl
two of them, if of good character, must suffice for full proof.*
Such tirades show the different temper in which inquisitors approached the consideration of these cases and those of Jews or

Protestants.

After arrest the culprit could be committed to the secret prison,
but this was exceptional, the custom being to remand regulars to
houses of their Order, and to admit seculars to bail, with the city
as prison, in a manner to attract as little attention as possible.
The trial took the usual course, interrogation being made as to
intention

and

belief

in

inquisitorial jurisdiction

the sacrament of penitence, on which
Of course all heretical ten-

was based.

dencies were disclaimed, but, in the possil^le case of error and
pertinacity, there was provision for confinement in the secret
prison with sequestration of property and seizure of papers.^

In the Spanish Inquisition, solicitation unconii)licated by Illui\Iolinism, inferred only light suspicion of heresy, requiring merely abjuration de levi.
Consequently the accused was
not exposed to torture. It is true that, academically speaking,
though he could not be tortured as to intention and belief, he might
be subjected to it if he denied facts, but in practice it was never
employed, although the formal accusation contained the otrosi

minism or

demanding it.^ Yet, when there was 77iala dodrina or Illuminism
was employed without scruple, as in the case, in 1725, of
Manuel Madrigal, in Toledo, accused as "solicitante, Molinista y

torture

In the Roman Inquisition, however, after the brief
Gregory XV, the suspicion of heresy was vehement, the abjuration was de vehementi and there was no exception to the general rule
of torturing on intention.
The testimony of one woman of good
character, supported by indications such as the evil repute of
flagelante."*

of

'

*
'

II,

Paramo, p. S7.5.
Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Leg. 1465,

fol. 16.

Ibidem, Lib. 939, fol. 342.— De Sousa, Opusc. circa Constit. Pauli V, Tract.
cap. 13, 21; Ejusd. Aphor. Inquis. Lib. i, cap. xxxiv, n. 64, 65.
Albergliini,

—

—

Man. Qualif. cap. xxxi, § 2, n. 3, 4. Bibl. nacional MSS., V, 377, cap. xx, 0.—
Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 61 Inq. de Toledo, Leg. 498.
M.SS. of Royal Library of Copenhagen, 21Sb, p. 423.
;

*

Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 876,

fol.

208.
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unsupported, sufficed.

In

treated the offence with less charity than did

instructions as to the examination of accusers offer a strong

contrast to the neghgence habitual in trials for formal heresy, of

which the penalties were so much more severe. Tribunals were
warned that it required special attention and the utmost exactitude; the woman must declare precisely the spot and the time,
whether confession was real or simulated, and she must repeat in
full detail the words and acts of the confessor without omission.
If any one was near enough to see or to hear, she must state who
it was if she had spoken to any one, the name nmst be given, and
the inquisitor was urged to exercise his ingenuity according to
If she had subsequently confessed
the circumstances of the case.
to the same priest, she must give her reasons and state whether
he had absolved her. Special inquiry was to be made as to any
cause of enmity on her part or that of her kindred; whether she
had heard of his doing the same with other women; what she
thought or knew as to his character, and whether any other confessor had told her that she was not bound to denounce him.^
All these were salutary precautions which, if general and not
exceptional, would have prevented much injustice.
This instruction would appear to require that, in case of consent,
Protection
the witness should be forced to reveal her shame.
from this would seem necessary to overcome reluctance to make
denunciation, and the Roman Inquisition, by decree of July 25,
1624, ruled that neither the woman nor the accused was to be
questioned as to this and, if the information was volunteered, it
was to be omitted from the record, while confessors were ordered
If
to assure penitents that no such inquiries would be madc.^
such a rule existed in Spain, it was not observed until near the
end, for the records of trials show that the examination was pushed
to the last point, and the results were fully set forth in the proceedings.
As late as the middle of the eighteenth century, instructions
to commissioners taking testimony in these cases require them to
obtain all details as to words and acts and to write them out fully
;

»

'

'

Bodoni Man. Consultorum, pp. 224, 232, 235.— Cf. Triniarcluim pp. 2S8-92.
MSS. of Royal Library of Copenhajron, 21Sb, pp. 380-7.
Sco Coiicil. I'lcnar. Aiiu'ricai
Tliis is si ill the rule.
Cozza, op. cit., Dub. xiv.

Latiiui',

aim. 1809, Appciul. rxxxii, T.

II, p. 7(>1

(Roina«, 1000).
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no matter how ol)scono they may be/ Soon after
however, occurs the first intimation as to reticence that I
have met, in instructions to a commissioner, January 27, 1759,
as to taking testimony from a nun, in which he is told to notify
her that, if she volunteers to relate her own ruin, this is not to be
stated or included in the testimony.^
Subsec^uently this became
the rule, as appears by instructions in 1816 and 1819.^
The most important discrimination in favor of these delinquents
was the requirement of two independent denunciations to justify
arrest and trial.
This was not reached without some hesitation.
The earliest formal instructions that we have on the subject are
embodied in a letter to tlie tribunal of Sardinia, in 1574, when
forwarding to it the l^rief of Pius IV. As tJie crime is understood
to be very prevalent in the island, the inquisitor is ordered to prosecute it with rigor, according to the procedure in cases of heresy,
no exception being alluded to as respects single denunciations.^
Instructions to the tribunal of Peru, about the same time, specify
that a single witness suffices for prosecution and that Indian women
can be admitted.^ Then, as we have seen, there is an inclination
in favor of the accused, in a carta acordada of IMarch 2, 1576,
ordering single accusations to be received, but the Suprema is to
be consulted before taking action. This tendency increased, and
fuller instructions to Sardinia, in 1577, require two witnesses with
conclusive evidence as a condition precedent to arrest.^ This
was repeated in general instructions issued in 1580 and, after some
Even this
variations, it remained an absolute rule until the end.^
was regarded by churchmen as too harsh. A Cunha holds that,
while two witnesses may suffice for prosecution, there should be
at least four for conviction, and he grows eloquent in pointing out
the dignity of the priest, the scandal to the Church and the exulDe Sousa likewise considers two witnesses
tation of the heretic.
insufficient for conviction, though, if they are of exemplary character, their evidence may justify some moderate penalty.^

and

distinctly,

this,

Archive hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 299.
Ibidem, Leg. 228, n. 24.
' Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Leg. 1473 (Cartilla do Comisarios,
§§ ix, x).
Ibidem, Lib. 890. fol. 156.
* Djidcm, Lib. 83, fol. 25.
5 MSS. of Bibl. nacional, de Lima, Protocolo 233, Expte 5270.
'
' Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Leg. 1405, fol. 16.
Pdramo, p. 879.
* A Cunha, op. cit.,
De Sousa, op. cit., Tract, ii, cap. 12.
Q. xxiii.
'

»
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probable that, for awhile, practice was not uniform in all
In that of ^'alladolid, in 1621 and 1622, there are
several cases in which arrest was voted on the evidence of a single
On the
witness and these votes were confirmed by the Suprema/
It is

tribunals.

other hand, about 1640, an inquisitor tells us that, when the
accused denies, conviction requires the evidence of three witnesses

whom

he has been unable to disable for enmity, low rank of life,
Some authors, he adds, insist that four are
necessary, but he admits that, when there are two whose characters
stand thorough investigation and there are supporting indications,
or doubtful repute.

conviction

may

follow.^

charitable motives that

It is

impossible not to recognize the

prompted

this reluctance to punish.

two independent denunthrew serious impediments in the way of suppressing a
crime in which it was so notoriously difficult to find accusers.
The routine gradually established was, when a denunciation was
If none were
received, to search the records for a previous one.
found, letters were addressed to all the other tribunals requesting
a similar examination of their registers and, if this was unsuccessful, the denunciation was filed away to await the chances of another

The requirement thus

established of

ciations

accuser presenting herself, thus giving the accused, if guilty, the
opportunity of continuing his profligate career, and leading the

woman

to believe that the case

was too

trivial to

deserve the

These long intervals of impunity
illustrate the difficulty of obtaining denunciations, and the preponderant chances of escape, when prosecution was thus obstructed.
Numberless cases show how prolonged was often this period of
immunity in a career of crime, to say nothing of the yet more
frequent instances where the second denunciation never came.
Thus at Valencia, on September 22, 1734, Maria Theresa Terrasa
accused Fray Agustin Solves of having taken licr, after confession
and communion, to a room back of the altar and committed vioThis was laid aside for fourteen years when, on
lence on her.
November 12, 1748, Sor Vitoria Julian, of the convent of San
Julian, appeared and denounced him for having, some fifteen years
before, solicited her some twenty times in the confessional of the
attention of the Inquisition.

Archive do Simancas, Inq., Leg. 552, fol. 1.
In modern practice, inidor llio ropiiBil)l. nacional, MSS., V, 377, cap. xx.
lations issued by the Roman Inquisitors, in lSf)7, a first ami a second denunciation only cause the accused to be watciietl and a third one is necessjxry to justify
^

—

'

action.

— Bcrardi,

p
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convent of which he was the regular confessor, though she had
not understood until now the obligation of denunciation. He had
meanwhile been removed to the convent of Villajoiosa and had
doubtless profited fully by the interval thus afforded/ This is by
no means an extreme instance. In the list of soliciting confessors,
kept by the Madrid tribunal, there occurs, in 1772, the name of
Fray Andres Izquierdo as accused in Valladolid, with a reference
back to the years 1751 and 1752. Fray Bartolomc de Montijo
appears as denounced in 1740 and again in 1776. Fray Fernando
Lopez, ex-provincial of the Escuelas pias, was denounced in 1780
for tampering with the children under his charge, and again in
The Jesuit Juan Francisco
1795, when he was tried and exiled.
Nieto, was denounced in Toledo in 1708 and again in 1731 in
Madrid. Fray Joseph de San Juan was accused in Toledo in
1732 and in Granada in 1772. Fray Pedro de la Madre de Dios
was denounced in Barcelona in 1722 and again in 1744. Even
two denunciations, in many cases, did not suffice to put an end
to these corrupting careers,

and

it

required three or four.

Fray

Alonso de Arroya was denounced in 1768, 1788 and 1803; Fray
Francisco de la Asuncion Torquemada in 1735, 1770 and 1776;

Domingo Galindo,

rector of Nules, in 1790, 1792, and 1795; Fray
in 1769, 1775, 1786 and 1787; and Padre
Escriva
Francisco
Fehciano IMartmez, S. J., in 1767, 1771, 1784 and 1800. It is
scarce worth while to nmltiply instances of which the records

furnish an abundant supply.^

As the majority of offenders were frailes, who had no settled
it became necessary, in order to meet the exceptional
requirement of two denunciations, to establish communication
between the several tribunals. This was felt as early as 1601,
when each one was ordered to send to all the rest, information as
to solicitantes, whose cases had been suspended without prosecuThis seems to have received scant obedience, while cases
tion.
of solicitation were constantly becoming a more important portion
of inquisitorial duty, leading to a more comprehensive effort in
The tribunals were required to search their records for
1647.
thirty years back and make out hsts of those charged with soliciresidence,

tation with

sent to the

all

necessary details; copies of these lists were to be
to all other tribunals, and every year the

Suprema and

Archive hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 365.
Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 1002, fol. 2-4. Archive hist, nacional, Inq.
de Valencia, Leg. 66; Inq. de Toledo, Leg. 233, n. 108, fol. 90, 97, 140, 181.
*

'

—
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A complete alphawhole was to be compiled and copies were

cases were to be similarly circulated.

betical

list

of the

If this was
to be furnished to all tribunals making application/
obeyed at the time, it must soon have fallen into desuetude, for

the custom became universal, when a denunciation was received,
of addressing all the sister tribunals with the inquiry as to

whether the name of the accused appeared on their records. To
frequent researches, in compiling the Lihros Vocandorum and other registers, a separate volume was reserved for
facilitate these

solicitation.^

When

impediments were overcome and conviction was
reached, the penalties inflicted were singularly disproportionate to
the gravity of the offence, especially when compared with the
severity exercised on those whose guilt consisted in putting on
Tlie
clean linen on Saturdays and avoiding the use of pork.
earliest definition as to punishment occurs in the Sardinia instructions of 1577, where the prescriptions embody the general features
of the policy pursued to the end, including the secrecy preserved
all

by reading the sentence
it is

in the audience-chamber.

stated, are customarily arbitrarj^, varying with

The

penalties,

tlie

character,

degree and frequency of the offence but, in all cases, tliore must
be abjuration de levi and perpetual deprivation of the faculty of
administering the sacrament of penitence; as to the other sacraments and preaching, or reclusion or exile, it is discretional. For
religious there maj^ be discipline in the chapters of their convents,

while a notary reads the sentence or, in atrocious cases, a discipline in the audience-chamber; there may also be other penances,

such as reclusion and suspension or deprivation of sacerdotal
functions, deprivation of active and passive voice, being last in
choir and refectory, and penance for heavy sin, discij-tline, prayei-s
For secular priests, besides the general ])enalties, there may
etc.
be reclusion, deprivation or suspension of functions and benefice,
fines, secret disciplines, fasts

How these general

and prayers.'

were reduced to practice, at this i-)onod,
may be gathered from a few examples in Toledo, all of whom
had of cours(> tlie regular abjuration de levi and n^primand. In
1578 the Carmelite, Fray Agustin de Cervera, against whom there
'

MSS.

of

rules

Royal Library

of

Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 9, n. 2,
'

8

Copenhagen 218b,
fol. 3<S.

Archivo de Riniancas, Inq., Lib. 1002.
Ibidem, Leg. 1465, fol. 16.

p. 264.

—Archivo

hist, nacional,
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were ton witnesses, was sentenced to j)erpetual deprivation of
confession, reclusion for a year in a convent of liis Order, where he
was to receive a disciphne, and Friday fasting on bread and water.
The Dominican Fray Domingo de Revisto, against whom there
were forty-nine witnesses, besides others who came after the conclusion of the case, was perpetually deprived of confessing and
recluded in a desert convent for ten years, during which, for a
year, he was deprived of active and passive voice, of preaching
and of saying mass. In 1581, Pedro de Mllalobos, acting cura of
Haifa,

an

had many witnesses as

infinite

number

and

to his acts in the confessional

as to his general licentiousness, for he kept a

had debauched two sisters and their aunt, and committed much else of the same kind. These latter sins were outside
of inquisitorial jurisdiction; for the solicitation he was exiled from
Haifa for three years, of which the first was to be passed in a
monastery with suspension from celebrating, he was perpetually
suspended from confessing, and was fined in fifteen thousand
maravedfs. Fray Juan Romero was accused by five women he
admitted using words of endearment, but innocently, as he claimed
Either the claim or the fact seems to have been
to be impotent.
regarded as an aggravation, for he was deprived of confessing and
was recluded for ten years, without active and passive voice, to be
last in choir and refectory, with a monthly discipline during the
first year, a discipline in the audience-chamber and one in the
convent of San Pablo while his sentence was read.^
These examples will suffice to show the spirit in which aggravated cases were treated. Those of less gravity had concessions
in the variable factors, but the deprivation of confessing was perpetual.
About 1600, Miguel Calvo summarizes the practice, with
a distinct inclination towards greater severity, and adds that, when
the culprit has solicited men, the penalties are to be increased.^
On the other hand, in 1611, a Cunha pleads for moderation, and
warns the inquisitor not to drive the culprit to despair, while de
Sousa endeavors to argue away the stern penalties prescribed by
Gregory XV, and repeats the warning as to despair,^
The Spanish
It was wholly superfluous to plead for leniency.
Inquisition paid no attention to Gregory's brief, although, in 1629,
concul^ine,

;

—

* Archive de
Simancas, Inq., Leg. 1465, fol. 16. MSS. of Royal Library of
Copenhagen, 218b, p. 265.
^ .\rchivo de Alcald, Hacienda, Leg. 54-1' (Lib. 4).
' A Cunha,
Q. xxiv. De Sousa, Tract, ii, cap. 16, 18, 21.
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ordered the tribunals to follow its prescriptions, for it even
to show an increased tendency towards benignity.
The
severest sentence I have met at this period concerned a peculiarly
it

began

scandalous case before the tribunal of Valladolid where, in 1625,
by five youths
and one woman, and besides he had once celebrated mass without
confessing.
He was verbally degraded, deprived perpetually of
confessing and condemned to ten years of reclusion, lifelong exile
from Burgos and a circular discipline in his convent. This was
justice tempered with mercy, but there was much mercy and little
justice, in 1637, in the case of the Franciscan Fray Alonso del
He was accused by two sisters
Valle before the same tribunal.
the Trinitarian Fray Juan de Ramirez was accused

was a vote in discordia and the Suprema
ordered suspension of the case, but, before this could be done, there
supervened two more witnesses with evidence of the foulest charof his Order; there

The

was a sentence April 14, 1638, of deprivation
women, one year's reclusion and four years of exile
from Toro and Astorga. Equally fortunate was the Dominican
Fray Juan Gomez, accused by two women, with one of whom,
for fifteen years, he had illicit relations in the chapels used for
Some sisters of his Order likewise denounced him
confession.
acter.

result

of confessing

he was sentenced, Febmary 4, 1638, to be deprived
to Friday fasting for six months.
Even
greater was the benignity shown, in 1642, to the Licenciate IMorales,
cura of Robadillo, against whom there were two accusers. The
vote of the consulta de fe on the sumaria was not unanimous,
and, for

all this

of confessing

women and

the Suprema cut the affair short by ordering suspension,
with a private reprimand of the accused in the apartments of the

when

inquisitor.^

Archivo dc Simancas, Inq., Leg. 5.52, fol. 6, 22, 23, 29.
There was more wholesome severity in Rome. In 1626 the Congregation of
»

the Inquisition reserved to

itself

Sac. Congr. S. Officii, p. 397

the designation of the penalty (Collect. Decret.

— MS. penes me).

Some

ten years later Trimarchus

(op.cU., pp. 302, 304) after enumerating the punishments decreed by Gregory-,
adds that in practice, if the culprit has only once sohcited an ortlinary woman,

deprivation of confessing suffices;
functions and,

if

two, repeatedly, add suspension of priestly

for a regular, especially

if

there has l)cen scandal, perpetual

reclusion in a convent or, for a secular, perpetual service in a hospital.
penitent solicited is a nun or the wife of a magnate, or there are many

If

the

women

and much popular scandal, degradation or the galleys.
Although Gregory included relaxation, Benedict XIV (De Synodo Diiecesjxna,
Lib. IX, cap. vi, n. 7) says that in no case, however aggravated, can it be found
that relaxation had been inflicted, and this is repeated by Fray Manuel de
Ndjera in

liis

Encltiridion canonko-monile de Confess, p. IGl (Mexico, 1704).
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Evidently the Inquisition was beginning to regard the offence
it would be superfluous to adduce

with a compassionate eye, and

more cases of its tenderness. Still the regular scheme of punishments was nominally held in force, and is duly recapitulated by
an old inquisitor about 1640, who includes fines for secular priests
and adds that the galleys might be inflicted, and that those who
relapsed deserved them.
Abjuration dc vehemcnti was never
imposed and, although the papal constitution permitted relaxation, this was never used, though it is well that there is a faculty
for it in extreme cases.
Fa'cu the fines here alluded to were not
heavy. Another authority of about the same date says that, if
the priest is rich, he may be mulcted in from six to ten thousand
maravedis.^ The heaviest pecuniary penalty that I have met was
imposed, in 1744, on Fernandez Puyalon, cura of Ciempozuelos,
who was fined in half his property, but here solicitation was complicated with heretical propositions, which, as we have seen, greatly
enhanced guilt.^
As regards the galleys, I have met with but one case of their
employment that of the Licentiate Lorenzo do Eldora, assistant
cura in Torre de Belena, tried in Toledo in 1691. He had already
been punished for the same offence in Granada, and had relapsecl,
which explains the severity of the sentence suspending him from
orders and banishing him from a number of places for ten years,
of which the first five were to be spent in the galleys.^
That this
punishment was reserved for relapse may be inferred from a case
which, about the same time, was occupying the Barcelona tribunal and which certainly deserved it. The Mercenarian Padre
Estevan Ramoneda was accused in 1690, but it was not until 1694
that a second denunciation enabled action to be taken.
After
manj^ evasions, in ignorance of the exact charge, he confessed to
much more than was required. Since entering a convent, in 1660,
as a boy of fifteen, his fife had been one of sexual abominations,
^

—

almost warranting the belief that the monasteries of the time
were outposts of Sodom. The number of women whose testimony was obtained was only eight, but among these were some
with whom extraordinary obscenities were practised in church.

He had no

defence to offer and, in his sentence, September 11,

Bibl. nacional, MSS., V, 377, cap. xx.
Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. do Valencia, Leg. 299,
» Ibidem, Inq. dc Toledo, Leg. 229, n. 32.
* Ibidem, Leg. 1.
VOL. IV
9
'

'

fol.

80.
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all kinds was caredeprived of confession, had a circular
discipline in his convent, and was recluded for four years in the
house of N. Senora del Olivar, from which he was allowed to return
This was considered sufficient punishment for
in October 1700/
life
been spent in corrupting men, women and
had
whose
a brute

1G96,

all

reference to his unnatural crimes of

fully omitted.

He was

beasts.

There is one feature in these cases which shows how great was
AVe frequently find details of the worst
the dread of scandal.
According to the canon law
excesses committed in the churches.
church
thus
polluted
required to be reconxvi)
a
Extra,
v,
(Cap. 5,
the
records
of the observance
trace
in
any
of
is
no
there
but
ciled,
for
purpose
of averting
presumably
the
was
It
rule.
this
of
knowledge of such disgraceful occurrences that casuists discovered that pollution occurred only when the act was public and
not occult.^
It

was a favorite device, when a confessor had reason to fear
was impending, for him to denounce himself,

that a denunciation

in the expectation of merciful treatment.

Roman

practice encour-

by conferring virtual immunity in such cases, as was
experienced by the Minim Hilario Caone of Besanyon, who fled
from Spain, in 1653, and presented himself before the Roman
Inquisition, stating that for ten years he had heard confessions
in the church of San Francisco de Paula in Seville, and that he
had come in post to confess that he had solicited in confession
some forty women, mostly with success. When questioned as
to belief and intention, he answered satisfactorily and was only
aged

this

sentenced to abjure de vehementi, to visit the seven privileged altai*s
of St. Peter's, and for three years to recite weekly the chaplet of
the Virgin. This was not exceptional mercy for, in the same year,

an equivalent sentence was pronounced on \'incenzo Barzi, who
denounced himself, and the existing rule is to impose
only spiritual penance on the self-accuser, with advice to avoid in

similarly

future those

whom

he has

solicited.^

Proceso contra I'ray Estevan Ramoneda (MSS. of Am. Phil. Society).
Quia ex sola public-a cffusione scminis aut sanguinis huniani ccclesia polCicricati de Virtute Pa»nitentice Decisioncs, p. 214 (Vinetiis, 1706).
luitur.
' MSS. of Trinity
College. Dublin. Class ii, Vol. 1\, pp. 0.3, 294.— Berardi,
*
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op.

cil.,

xi, n. 8.
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129.
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the delinquent

first,
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was not so lenient and
examining for confiras the objects of his

In the early cases there is little difference in the
sentences between those who denounced themselves and those
who were accused. In 1582, the Franciscan Fray Sebastian de
Hontoria accused himself to the Toledo tribunal for having, as
vicar of a nunnery, corrupted several of the nuns under ])eculiarly
aggravating circumstances. On examination they confirmed his
confession, and he was sentenced to a circular discipline in the
convent of San Juan de los Reyes, to be deprived of confessing,
and reclusion in a convent for ten years, without active or passive
voice and being last in choir and refectory.^
He had confessed
fully and freely. In another case, in 1589, before the same tribunal,
the Franciscan Fray Marcos de Latangon, in accusing himself,
suppressed the worst features of his offence. He confessed that,
at Orche, he had handled indecently some five or six unmarried
and perhaps six or eight married women, but averred that this
was without any licentious feeling or intention to induce them
Five of the girls were examined, whose concurrent testito sin.
mony show^ed that the confessions were heard in a chamber in
which there was a bed. As each one entered he locked the door;
w^hen the confession was half through he would interrupt it with
solicitations.

the foulest indecencies and violence, after which the confession

was resumed and absolution was granted. For this profanation
of the sacrament the sentence was the same as in the last case,
except that the reclusion was for only four years.^
So long as the practice of examining the woman was continued,
self-denunciation always had the advantage that they would very
The
frequently, in defence of their honor, deny everything.
result of this, and the prevailing tendency towards leniency, are
indicated in rules expressed about 1G40, which tell us that, if one
witness has already testified against the culprit, s(4f-denunciation

ensures a lighter penalty; there is no imprisonment and it is cusIf he accuses himto deprive him of confessing women.

tomary

before there is any evidence against him, and if the v/omen are
numerous and they confirm his statements, the case proceeds to

self

deprivation of confessing;
MSS.

if

they deny, the case

of Library of Univ. of Halle, Yc, 20, T.

Ibidem, T. XI.

I.

is

suspended,
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but one and the case

is

not

grave, he

The custom

of

examining the

women compromised by

the

self-

accuser gradually grew obsolete, doubtless because they mostly
protected themselves from exposure
in the

Madrid

tribunal,

by denial. Thus, in 1707,
when Padre Pablo Dclgado, provost of

the Casa del Espiritu Santo, accused himself, there seems to have

been no examination of the women and his case was promptly
suspended, with a monition to abstain for six months from confessing women.^
So, in the case of the Observantine Fray Gabriel
Panto j a, who denounced himself. May 8, 1720, to the Toledo
tribunal, for offences committed during the previous ten years,
which show him to have lost no opportunity of seducing women,
in the confessional or out of it, and of promising absolution if
they would yield to his desires, the absence of his name from the

women were
examined and that no action was deemed necessary.^ Indeed,
what chiefly impresses one, in a series of these cases, is the matter
priests, penit(>nts and inquisof fact way in which every body
seems to take it for granted that such things were a matter
itors
of course and that the confessor should be in pursuit of every
woman who came before him. So, in a letter of the Mexican tribunal. May 13, 1719, to its commissioner, in the case of Fray
Antonio Dominguez, who had denounced himself, the instructions
are that the culprit is to be exhorted to abstain in future and to
record of autos iparticulare^ shows that none of the

—

—

sunder an illicit connection with a daughter of confession he is to
be absolved sacramentally which, as the rule in all cases of selfdenunciation, is to be made known to all confessors in the district
thus assuming them
''for the solace and comfort of their souls"
to be all guilty of the same offence.^
In 1740, the Recollect
Still, practice as yet was not uniform.
Fray Joseph Rives accused himself before the Valencia tribunal,
when the evidence of two women was taken, showing the beastliness to which such men resorted to inflame the passions of their
A formal trial resulted, ending in his deprivation of
penitents.
confession and three years' exile from Valencia and the scenes of
;

—

'

^
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This was probably one of the latest cases in which
an espontaneado suffered. A writer shortly afterwards complains
his excesses/

of the uncertainty of practice, as the

Suprema constantly

issued

varying decisions under conditions precisely similar, but he states
the ride to be that, when a priest accuses himself, the registers
are searched and, if nothing is found of record against him, he is
discharged with a charitable warning, and a recommendation to
abstain from the confessional save when necessary to avert scandal."
Complete immunity soon followed for self-accusation. In
1780 the Suprema seems to have desired to introduce miiformity,
and enc^uired of the tribunals whether they were accustomed to
make espontaneados abjure and then absolve them, or whether
they suspended the cases, to which Valencia replied that the custom was to suspend, witliout abjuration or absolution, unless there
was complication of mala doctrinal When self-denunciation thus
secured immunity it naturally was frequent. In a list of a hundred and eight cases in Madrid, between 1670 and 1772, thirtytwo, or thirty per cent., are esponianeados.*
In fact, during the later period, the whole matter seems to have
excited but a languid interest, and to have been treated commonly
with indifference.
We meet with instances in which accusations
are pigeon-holed without even making the prescribed inquiries
of other tribunals, or cases are suspended without examining the
accuser.^
So relaxed was discipline that when, in 1806, the
Franciscan Fray Francisco de Paula Lozano had been deprived
by Cordova of the faculty of confessing, and not only disregarded
the inhibition but complicated his offence by opening a letter
from the tribunal of Granada to the cura of Salar, he was tried by
Granada and merely reprimanded with a warning of what would
happen to him if he persisted in his evil courses.'^

It would be interesting sociologically if complete statistics could
be compiled, from the time when jurisdiction was conferred on
the Inquisition, but this is impossible, for there are only a few

'

2
'
*

^

*

Archivo

hist, nacional, Inq.

MSS.

Royal Library

of

Archivo
Archivo
Archivo
Archivo

de Valencia, lieg. 365, n. 45, fol. 4-12.
Copenhagen, 218b, p. 387.
hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 4, n. 2, fol. 79.
de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 1006.
hist, nacional, Inq. de Toledo, Leg. 227, n. 10; Leg. 228,
de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 890.
of

n. 28.
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sources of the earlier period, although for the
eighteenth century there are satisfactory materials in the special
In no case, however, do they
registers kept of this class of cases.

fragmentary

by which

furnish a standard

to estimate the frequency of the

crime, for the difficulty of inducing women to accuse left the great
majority of cases buried in secrecy, in addition to which a marked
feature of the records is the disproportion between the accusations

owing principally to the impediment arising from
the requirement of at least two accusations, so that the trials and
sentences are comparatively few in number. The working of this
is exhibited, as early as 1597, in a report by Inquisitor Heredia
of Barcelona of a visitation of part of his district, in which ten
Of these seven are
cases of solicitation were brought before him.
but one witness
being
there
noted as suspended in consequence of
already tried
been
had
offender
another is suspended because the
trial were
arrest
and
which
and punished, leaving but two in
eightyof
cases
was
number
In the visitation the whole
ordered.
were
solicitation
than
eight and the only offences more numerous
which
propositions
furfifteen,
unnatural lusts, of which there were
is
better
than
celibacy
nished twelve, the assertion that marriage
which furnished eleven, while blasphemy was on an equality with

and the

trials,

^

ten.

All,

or nearly

all,

of these latter classes doubtless led to

prosecutions, while solicitation resulted in only two trials.^
Llorente explains the discrepancy between the accusations

and

the convictions by misconstruction put on the interrogations of
confessors, leading simple-hearted nuns to imagine themselves
This implies eagerness on the part of women to bring
solicited.^

such accusations when, as we have seen, the main difficulty was
to induce them to denounce, by threats of excommunication and
refusal of absolution; in the majority of cases it was done only

by order of a subsequent confessor, and this frequently five, ton,
or more years after the occurrence. The fact is that only a small
portion of offenders were denounced, and of these but a fraction
were brought to

trial.

So far moreover from the evidence being

only the excited imaginations of young girls, it rarely happened
that a case reached trial without resulting in conviction— the preliminaries were too carefully guarded, and the dread of scandal

'

Archivo do Riinancas, Inq., Visitas dc Barcelona, Log.

2

Lloreute, Hist,

crlt.,

cap, xxviii, art.

1, n.

17.

15, fol. 5.
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whom the evidence

too vivid, to permit the arrest of a priest against

was not conclusive.
The number of cases pushed to sentence was therefore not large.
The Toledo record, from 1575 to 1610, only furnishes fifty-two in
a total of eleven hundred and thirty-four of all kinds.
In the
later period, when the activity of the tribunals had greatly slackened, solicitation formed a much larger proportion of their business.^
We have a record of all cases despatched in Toledo, from
1648 to 1794, in which those for solicitation amount to only sixtyeight.
This seems but few and yet, when we compare this total
with that of other offences, in which there were no special impediments to prosecution, it becomes surprisingly large, for there were
but sixty-two cases of bigamy, thirty-seven of blasphemy, seventyfour of propositions and one hundred of sorcery and divination.
Between 1705 and 1714, the whole number of sentences was
but twenty-six and of these eight were for solicitation, while
between 1757 and 1763 it contributed six cases out of a total of
^

eight.'

When we

turn to the

The

pectedly large.

number

of accusations

we

century of the Inquisition, afford trustworthy
that,

from 1723

them unexduring the final

find

registers of solicitations, kept

statistics

to the final suppression in 1820, the total

showing

number

amounts to thirty-seven hundred and seventyfive.
Of these, it is worthy of note that the secular clergy only
furnished nine hundred and eighty-one, leaving for the regulars
twenty-seven hundred and ninety-four, or nearly three-quarters.
of cases entered

Partly this

is

explicable

by the

greater popularity of the regulars

as confessors but, to a greater extent,

beneficed priests,

who were

usually

by the opportunities

w^ell off, to

without incurring the dangers of polluting the confessional.*

»

'

MSS. of Librae of Univ. of Halle, Yc,
The Dominican Maestro Alvarado, in

in 1811, calls

20, T.

of the

gratify their passions

One

I.

his heated defence of the Inquisition,

attention to the fact that, in

its later

period, its penitents were

largely ecclesiastics, because firstly their theology exposed

them

to uttering

compromising propositions; secondly, "porque solos los clerigos y frailes son los
que confiesan y todos saben muy bien lo peligroso de este materia y los muchos
que en el han naufragado." Cartas del Filosofo Rancio, I, 31G (Madrid, 1824).
' Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. de Toledo, Leg. 1.
* These statistics are compiled from various registers, covering
respectivclj'^
portions of the period. There are some minor breaks, which would increase
the aggregate somewhat, but not materially. See Archivo lust, nacional, Inq.

—
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the large proportion of those occupying promi-

nent positions as Provincials, Guardians, Ministers, Priors, Coniendadores, Visitadores, Superiors, Rectors, Lectors, and the

like,

whose titles appear in the registers with a frequency greater than
their mere numbers would seem to justify.
In 1797, Tavira, then Bishop of Osma and subsequently of
Salamanca, assumed that the crime of solicitation had greatly
increased and was increasing, which he attributed partly to the
influence of lUuminism and Molinism, but still more to its cognizance having been taken from the bishops and the requirement by
That
the Inquisition of two denunciations before prosecution.^
the latter provision conferred practical inmmnity on many culprits
is self-evident, but this was probably less effective than would
have been the habitual indifference and leniency of the spiritual
courts, their dread of scandal and the inevitable disgrace which
deterred women from appearing in their public proceedings.
There is practically no reason for supposing that the crime was

—

de Toledo, Leg. 233, n. 108; luq. de Valencia, Leg. 06. Archivo de Simancas,
Libros 1002, 1003, 1004.
There is perhaps some interest in recording the respective responsibilities of
the various classes and orders of the clergy for these delinquents, as follows:

Secular priests, canons etc

.

.

981

Escuelas Pias
Basihans
S.

and

Conventual
Barefooted
Observantines
Capuchins

Franciscans,

Augustinians

552
506
183
56
355
288
156

Trinitarians

144

Mercenarians

131

Recollects

Carmelites

Dominicans

16

Francisco de Asis

....
...
....
....

N. Senora de la Vitoria
Order of Santiago
Order of CalatraA'a
Theatins

5

5
4
3
3
3
2

Servites

Misioneros

Agonizantes
Hermits of St. Paul

16

....
....

2
2

Jesuits

92

San Juan

Minims

69

Premonstratcnsians

Benedictines

35
30
29
20
20
20

]*]x-Jesuits

2

Carthusians

1

Ursula
San Diego

1

Geronimites

...

San Pedro de Alcdntara
C16rigos Menores
Congr. of San Filippo Neri
Bernardincs (Cistercians)

.

.

The comparatively small number
to the confessional,
'

is

St.

Not

of Jesuits,

partly explicable

2

1

38

specified

who devoted themselves

by the expulsion

2

so greatly

of the Society in 1767.

Puigblauch, La Inquisicion sin Mascara, pp. 422-5 (Cddiz, 1811).
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more or less prevalent, at the close of the eighteenth century,
had been ever since, in the thirteenth, auricular confession

it

was made obligatory, or than it has been since the nineteenth
century opened. The strain of the confessional is too great for
average human nature, and the most that the Church can do, in
its most recent regulations, is to keep these lapses of the flesh
from the knowledge of the faithful.^

1

lustnict. S. Inquis.

Bcrurdi, op.

cit.

Roman. 20 Feb. 1867

(Collect. Concil. Lacens. Ill,

353).—

CHAPTER

VI I.

PROPOSITIONS.

Although

the Spanish Inquisition was founded for the sup-

promptly vindicated its jurisdiction
There were, at the time, no
other formal heresies in Spain, but the people at large were not
universally versed in all the niceties of theology, and the supineness of the spiritual courts permitted a licence of speech in which
pression of crypto-Judaism,

over

all

it

aberrations from the faith.

the trained theologian could discern potentialities of error.

All

undertook to correct and ultimately, under
the general denomination of "Propositions," there developed an
extensive field of action, which towards the end became the printhis the Inquisition

Reckless or thoughtless expresanger or in jest, or through ignorance or carelessness, gave to pious zeal or to malice the opportunity of secret
denunciation, which in time impressed upon every Spaniard the
cipal function of the institution.

sions, uttered in

necessity of caution,

and

left its

mark upon

the national character.

from the
and every individual lived in an atmossuspicion, surrounded by possible spies of his own house-

As we have

seen, the closest family ties did not release

obligation of accusation,

phere of

Men of the highest standing for learning or piety, moreover,
were exposed to the torture of prolonged prosecution and possible
ruin, for words spoken or written to which an heretical intent could
be ascribed, in relation to the obscurest points of theology, and thus
the development of the Spanish intellect was arrested at the time
when it promised to become dominant in Europe. From every
point of view, therefore, the miscellaneous offences, grouped under
hold.^

*
A priest, who could speak from experience, concisely described, in 1S20, the
conditions produced by the system " En donde la doctrina infernal de la delacion
tenia en una habitual consternacion d las familias y d los individuos que se corre-

spondian con la mutua desconfianza que inspiraba el continuo recelo de encontrar en amigo, en el padre, en el hijo, en la esposa, un verdupo que annado con
el pufial del fanatismo rcligioso contribuycse d los ascsinatos naturales que
P. Antonio
solo Dios conosce y a los civilcs que no son tan desconocidos."
Bemabeu, Espafia venturosa, p. xvi (Madrid, 1820).

—

(
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)
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the general term of Propositions, was

by no means the least noteworthy subject of inquisitorial activity.^
How soon began the espionage, which eventually brought every
man under its baneful influence, is seen in the case of Juan de
Zamora, condemned in the Saragossa auto of February 10, 1488,
to perpetual prison, because at Medina, in chatting with some
casual aquaintances, he was said to have spoken disrespectfully
of the Eucharist and to have denied the real presence, while, in
the auto of May 10, 1489, Juan de Enbun, a notary, was penanced
for saying that he cared more for ten florins than for God.^
Even
more significant of the danger overhanging every man was the
case of Diego de Uceda, before the Toledo tribunal, in 1494, on
the very serious charges of having said that the Eucharist was
only bread, that so villanous a crew as the Jews could not have
put Christ to death, and that he ate meat on fast-days. He
explained that, some six or eight years before, at Fuensalida, a
priest in celebrating found the wafer broken and angrily cast it
on the floor, ordering the sacristan to bring him another; the people

were scandalized and Diego sought to quiet them by explaining
was only bread. The next

that the wafer before consecration

Theologians had a storehouse of epithets with which to characterize the various
A few of the more usual, with their significance, are
given by Alberghini (Man. Qualificator. cap. xii, n. 1-18) as follows:
^

classes of propositions.

—one which contrary to Catholic truth.
— that which does not directly contradict the
but some conclusion evidently deducible from the
heresy— not contradicting the
Savoring
by exddent consequence, but
by very probable and morally certain consequence.
Ill-sounding— that which has a double
one Catholic and the other
the
but usually accepted
Rash—that which not governed by reason and lacks
authority.
pious
Scandalous or
— that which gives occasion to another
such as heretics are to be tolerated and not
be
to
— tending to disrupt the unity of the Church.
Schismatic or
Impious — contrary to Catholic
some Christian profession or
Insulting — defamatory
person.
Blasphemous— insulting to God.
Heretical

is

Erroneous

faith,

faith.

faith

of

sense,

in

heretic,

latter.

is

all

offensive to

ears

"

err,

to

slain."

seditious

piety.

of

Simancas (Enchirid.,

Tit. xxiv) gives

illustrious

a similar

list.

Dandino (De Suspectis

de Hseresi, pp. 477-512) a more elaborate exposition. There was no limit,
however, to the vituperative vocabulary of the Church. A choice collection
of additional ones will be found in the bull Auctorem fidei of Pius VI (1794),
condemning the Jansenist Council of Pistoja.
*

MS. Memoria de diversos Autos, Auto

to Vol.

I).

27, n. 10;

Auto

37, n. 5 (See

Appendix
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charge arose from a remark in a discussion on an exuberant
sermon on the Passion. As for the third, he proved that he was
a devout CathoUc, punctual in all observance, with a special
devotion to St. Gregory, to whose intercession he attributed his
rehef from a chronic trouble of stomach and liver, that had forced

one time to eat meat on fast-days. He lay in the secret
months, with sequestration of property, and was
finally sentenced to compurgation, which he performed with the
Count of Fuensalida and two priests as his compurgators, but had
he not been a man of standing and influence he might have been
burnt as an impenitent heretic.^ There was no prescription of
time for heresy, and trivial matters occurring years before might
thus at any moment be brought u}), when they had faded from
the memory of all but those who had a grudge to satisfy.
The ever-present danger impending over every man is well
illustrated by the case of Alvaro de Montalvan, a septuagenarian,
in 1525.
Returning to Madrid, after a day's pleasure excursion
in the country, Alonso Ruiz, a priest, who was of the party, took
occasion to moralize on the troubles of life, in comparison with
the prospects of future bliss. Alvaro (who subsequently pleaded
that he was in his cups) remarked that we know what we have
here but know nothing of the future. Some six months later, one
of the party, in his Easter confession, chanced to mention this,
and was instructed to denounce Alvaro. He was arrested and,
on searching the records, it was found that, nearly forty years
before, in 1486, during a term of grace, he had confessed to some
Jewish observances without intention, and was discharged without reconciliation or penance. On this new charge he was made
to confess intention and was sentenced, October 18, 1525, to

him

at

]Drison for six

and perpetual prison, the latter being
commuted, November 27, 1527, to confinement in his own house.^
There was scarce anything, however innocentl}' spoken, that
might not be tortured into a censurable sense and as, in so wide
and vague a region, no formal rules could be enunciated to restrain inquisitorial zeal, it affortled ample ojiportunity for oppression and cruelty, especially before the tribunals were thoroughly
subordinated to the Suprema. The occasional visitations by an
reconciliation, confiscation

Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. de Toledo, Leg. 112, n. 73.
D. Munuel StTnino y Sanz (Hcvistn do Arcliivos, Abril, 1002, pp. 2G0-S0).
This Alvaro de Montalvan was falher-in-law of Francisco de Kojas, author of
'

»

La

Celeatina,

who was

also a Cou\crso.
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^

inspector might reveal abuses but could not prevent them.
of de Soto Salazar at Barcelona affords

ample evidence

That
of the

recklessness with which inquisitors exercised their power.

In
1564 we hear of a physician, Maestro Pla, prosecuted for saying
that his wife was so exhausted that she looked like a crucifix
dead with hunger. Juan Garaver, a swineherd, was forced to
appear in an auto with a mitre, followed by scourging, for saying
that if he had money and enough to eat, the devil might take his
soul
which the Suprema decided to belong to episcopal and not
to inquisitorial cognizance.
It rebuked the tribunal sharply for
relaxing Guillen Berberia Guacho for a single proposition, without
calling in learned men to persuade and advise him, especially
as one of the witnesses stated that he uttered the w'ords in French.
Clemensa Paresa was fined ten ducats and penanced for saying
"You see me well enough off in this world and you will not see
me punished in the other," and Juana Seralvis, for the same
utterance was condemned to public penance.
Badia, priest of
Falset, was fined twenty ducats, with spiritual penances, for saying
Juan Canalvero was fined six
that he would not forgive God.
ducats and penanced for saying that he would cheat his father
or God in buying or selling. There were many other similar
cases, in some of which the Suprema ordered the fines to be
returned and the names to be stricken from the registers.^
The very triviality of these cases illustrates the atmosphere of
suspense and distrust in which the Spanish population existed,
nor can their full import be' realized unless we remember that,
slight as the penalties may seem, they were the least part of the
punishment, for penancing by the Inquisition was fatal to limHow readily a man's career could thus be ruined by
pieza.
rivals or enemies is seen in the case of the Dominican Alonso de
In 1568 some assertions of his respectlos Raelos in the Canaries.
ing purgatory attracted attention, but led to no formal trial,
because he did not deny its existence, and theologians are not
agreed as to its exact locality and character. Some years later,
there v.-ere feuds in the Order, due to an attempt to erect the
Canaries into a separate province, when the prior, Bias de Merino,

—

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Visitas de Barcelona, Leg. 15, fol. 9, 20.
Clemenza Paresa seems to have been a popular saying. In
1572 Rodrijrucz Ruiz was penanced for it in the Canaries. Ibidem, Canarias,
Exptes de \'isitas. Leg. 250, Lib. 3, fol. 8,
'

Tlic utterance of

—
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who hoped

to

become

provincial,

as a possible rival, accused

He was thrown
and

him

and who regarded Fray Alonso

to the tribunal for this proposition.

into prison and, in 1572,

reclusion, thus rendering
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him

was sentenced

to

penance

ineligible.^

We

have seen in the previous chapter the penalties regarded
and a
comparison between these and the punishments inflicted for utterances in the heat of discussion and indicative of no settled tendency
as sufficient for the crime of seduction in the confessional,

very curious standard of ethics prevalent
In 1571, a priest named Miguel Liduena de Osorio
was accused in Valencia of having said that the bishops at the
Council of Trent deserved to be burnt, because they assumed to
be popes, and moreover that St. Anne was deserving of higher
honor than St. Joaquin. For this he was required to abjure de
vehementi, he was suspended from orders, recluded for six years
and banished perpetually from Valencia.^ It was not often that
flagrant cases of solicitation were visited with such severity.
The infinite varieties and intangible nature of the offence rendered
impossible the formulation of hard and fast rules for the tribunals,
which were thus left to their discretion in a matter which was
to heresy, reveal the
at the period.

constantly forming a larger portion of inquisitorial business. The
space devoted to it by Rojas, in his little book, indicates its growing
importance, and he tells us that he was led to treat it thus at
length because so many of the accused admit the facts, while

denying
opposite

and intention, and he had seen such diametrically
modes of treatment and punishment adopted in different

belief

tribunals.

He

is

emphatic in insisting on the allowance to be

made for the ignorance and rusticity of most of the culprits, and
he points out that, in view of the restrictions on the defence, the
inquisitor should be especially careful to give weight to whatever

could be alleged in favor of the accused, whether he were ignorant
and rude, or learned and suljtle. The manner and occasion of the
utterance ought to be carefully considered, as well as the nativity
if he comes from lands where heresy flourish(\s.
depended
on the temper of the tribunal is exhibited
How much
going to hear mass and finding that it
which
hian,
in
a
in a case
"faith
suffices" and was prosecuted for the
alone
said
was over,
remark. Rojas decided that he was not to be held as asserting
that faith without works suflices, which would be heretical, for

of the speaker,

'

*

Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Canarias, Exptes de Visitas, Lib
hist, nacional, Inq. de \'al('iicia, Leg. 30.

Archivo

3, fol.

lG-17.
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doubtful words are to be interpreted accordinf? to circumstances,
but a more zealous or less conscientious inciuisitor could readily

have convicted him. For ordinary cases, he tells us, the accused
should rarely be confined in the secret prison; the abjuration may
be de levi or de vchementi according to circumstances, and the
extraordinary punishment should be scourging or fines/
As the Suprema gradually assumed control over the tribunals,
there grew up certain more or less recognized rules of procedure.

was evidence of heretical utterances, and the accused
them but denied intention, he was to be tortured; if
this brought confession of intention, he was to be reconciled with
confiscation in a public auto as a formal heretic; if he overcame
the torture he had to abjure de rehementi in an auto, with scourging,
vergiienza, exile etc., according to his station and the character of
This, we are told, was merciful, for the common
the propositions.
opinion of the doctors was that, if the propositions were formally
Thus,

if

there

confessed

should be relaxed, in spite of his denying
carried even further for, if ignorance was
alleged with probable justification, the accused was not tortured
nor condemned as a heretic, but abjured de levi, with discretional
heretical, the offender

intention.

Mercy was

There was moreover, as we have seen, a vast range
which heresy was only inferential, characterized
as scandalous, offensive to pious ears etc., for which abjuration
penalties.

of propositions in

levi was considered sufficient, with spiritual penances.^
In this enumeration of penalties there is no allusion to fines,
which, however, were by no means neglected. In 1579, for instance, the Bachiller Montesinos, in defending an adultress, put in
an argument of cynical ingenuity to prove that she had committed
no sin. This was transmitted to the Toledo tribunal, whose calificadores found in it four heretical propositions besides a citation
from St. Paul amounting to heretical blasphemy. Montesinos
threw himself on the mercy of the tribunal, wept and wrung his
hands, protested that he must have been out of his senses, owing
He
to old age, and offered every excuse that he could suggest.
escaped with abjuration de levi, six months' suspension from his
functions as an advocate, and a fine of eight thousand maravedis.
Many similar cases could be cited from the Toledo record, but
two more will suflfice. In 1582, the Bachiller Pablo Hermindez
denounced himself for having, in the heat of discussion, been led on

de

»

'

Rojas de Hfprct. P. i, n. 2, 67, 96; P. ii, n. 310-13.
Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 299,

fol.

SO.
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pope had to rely upon witnesses
and therefore it was not necessary to beheve
that all so canonized were saints. He was sentenced to abjure
de levi, to pay six thousand niaravedfs, and to have his sentence
to say that in canonizations the

who might be

false

read in his parish church while he heard mass.
From this he
appealed to the Suprema, which remitted the humiliation in church,
but thriftily increased the fine to twenty thousand maravcdis. In

1604 the tribunal had a richer prize, in an old German named
Giraldo Paris, a resident of Madrid who seems to have been a
dabbler in alchemy. He was accused of saj'ing that the Old

Testament was a

fable, that St. Job was an alchemist, the Christian
was a matter of opinion and much more of the same kind.
The evidence must have been flimsj^ for, serious as were these
charges, there was discordia on the question of arresting him, and
it required an order from the Suprema before he was confined in

faith

He gradually confessed the truth of the charges,
but was not sentenced to reconciliation, escaping with absolution
de vehementi, a year's reclusion in a monastery, the surrender of
all books and papers dealing with alchemy and quintessences, and
a fine of three thousand ducats. The general impression produced
by a group of these cases is that scourging was reserved for those
too poor to pay a moderate fine, and that fines were scaled rather
upon the ability of the culprit than on the degree of his guilt.^
In determining penalties, however, it was advised that considerable
weight in extenuation should be allowed for drunkenness, and for
the readiness and frankness of the culprit in confessing, as well
as for his ignorance or simplicity.^
the secret prison.

There were two special propositions, which were so widely held
and came so repeatedly before the tribunals that they almost form
a special class. One of these was the assertion that the marrietl
state is as good as or better than that of celibacy as prescribed for
clerics and religious.
That this was plainly heretical could not be
doubted after the anathema of the Council of Trent in 1563, and
its prevalence is a noteworthy fact.^
In the Toledo record, from
'

'

'

MSS.

of the Lilirary of Univ. of Hiille, Yc, 20, T.

I.

30 (.\rchivo do Alcahl, Hacienda, Lep. rA 1-, I.ili. 1).
C. Trident Sess. xxiv, Dc Statu Matrimonii, can. 10.
"Si qnis dixerit statvnn
PJlucidationPs

.'^.

Officii, §

—

anteponendum esse statui virginitatis vel co^lihatus et non esse
melius ac heatius mancrc in virginitate aut ccclibatu f|uam jvnigi malrimonio:
conju.Ejalem

anatliema

sit."

marriage better than celibacy
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1575 to 1610, there are thirty cases of this: in strictness, as the
assertion of a doctrine contrary to the teachings of the Church,

and condemned as

heretical,

it

should have been visited with

reconciliation, or at least with abjuration de vehementi

and heavy
and
a novelty, it was mercifully treated with abjuration de levi and
usually with a moderate fine or vergiienza, or even with less.
Extreme leniency was shown to Sebastian Vallejo, in 1581, who
had declared that if he had a hundred daughters he would not
make nuns of them, in view of the licentiousness of the frailes, for
those in the convents were as lecherous as those outside no parent
penalties, but, as the heresy

was one

of Tridentine definition

;

should put his children in religion until they were of full age and,
as to marriage, he advanced the customary argument that it was
established by God, while monachism was the work of the saints.

He came to denounce

himself and pleaded drunkenness in extenuawhich probably explains his escape with a reprimand. Soon
after this Maria de Orduiia was treated with equal mercy, on
denouncing herself for the same offence, the reason alleged being
that she was a very simple-minded woman.*
As the offence was
thus lightly regarded, it follows that torture was not permitted
in the prosecution.^
The error was difficult of eradication. In
1623 a writer calls attention to the number of cases still coming
before the tribunals, and suggests for its repression that the sentences be read in the churches of the offenders, so that a knowledge of the erroneous character of the assertion should be disseminated.^
Some twenty years later it still was sufficiently frequent
to be treated as a separate class, though we are told that it was
visited with less severity than of old, as it presumably arose from
ignorance and was not to be considered as a heresy.^ This is
remarkable in view of the ease with which it might have been
tion,

regarded as Lutheran.
A still more frequent proposition, which gave
eradicate,

mortal
itself

much

was that fornication between unmarried

sin.

Although the theologians held that

trouble to

folk

is

not a

this assertion in

was a mortal sin,^ there was really in it nothing that savored
and its cognizance by the Incjuisition was an arbitrary

of heresy,

»

^

'
*
°

MSS.

of Library of Univ. of Halle,Yc, 20, T. I.
Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 299,
Archivo de Simanca.s, Inq., Lib. 926, fol. 25.
Bibl. nacional, MSS., V, 377, cap. 2.
S.

VOL. IV

Antonini Confessionale.

10

fol.

80.
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extension of jurisdiction without justification.
Perhaps there was
some confused conception that it was derived from the Moors
whose sexual laxity was well known, but the usual argument offered
in its defence, by those who entertained it, was the toleration by
the State of public women and of brothels, whence the inference
was natural that it could not be a mortal sin.
It seems to have been between 1550 and 1560 that the Inquisition
commenced its efforts to suppress this popular error. The earliest
record of its action that I have met occurs in the great Seville auto
of September 24, 1559, where there were no less than twelve cases,

whom

levi, one de vehementi, six were paraded
were scourged with a hundred lashes (of whom
one was a woman) and two heard mass as penitents.^ The requirement of abjuration shows that suspicion of heresy was already

of

eight abjured de

in vergiienza, four

was not universally
accepted for, in 1561, the Suprema wrote to the tribunal of Calahorra that Pedro Cestero, whom it had penanced for this offence,
attributed to the proposition, but this as yet

ought to have been prosecuted as a heretic, for it would seem to be
heresy.^
Thus heresy was injected into it and we speedily find
it to be a leading source of business in the Castilian tribunals.
In the auto of October 28, 1562, there
Seville was notably active.
were nineteen cases.^ In that of May 13, 1565, out of seventyThe punishfive penitents, twenty-five were for this proposition.
ments were severe. All abjured de levi and appeared in their
shirts with halter and candle; all but one were gagged; fourteen
were scourged with an aggregate of nineteen hundred lashes;
five were paraded in vergiienza, two were fined in two hundred
ducats apiece, and two others in a thousand maravedis each;
six were exiled and one was forbidden to leave Seville without
Besides these there was one man who had a hundred
permission.
lashes for saying that there was no sin in keeping a mistress,
and three women were penanced for saying the same of living in
concubinage, of whom two had a hundred lashes apiece and the
Two men appeared for saying
third was paraded in vergiienza.
that keeping a mistress was better than marriage, of whom one

had the

infliction of the gag.

that marriage

'

'

'

To

these

we may add two who

was better than the celibacy

of the frailes,

Arcliivo dc Simancas, Hacienda, Log.

Ibidem, Inq., Sahi 40,

Lil). 4, fol.

Schafcr, Bcitrage, II, 324.

2G4.

2ry,

fol.

3.

held

and we
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total of thirty-three cases, or nearly one-half of all in the

auto, for errors concerning the relations of the sexes/

Active as was this work it did not satisfy the Suprema which,
a carta acordada of November 23, 1573, speaks of the prevalence
of the offence as indicated in the reports of autos, and the little
in

progress thus far

made

in

its

fore ordered and, in future,

suppression greater vigor was theredelinquents were to be prosecuted as
;

all

heretics.
This was followed by another, October 2, 1574, ordering
the proposition to be included in the Edict of Faith, and yet another

December 2d, of the same year, repeating the complaint of its
frequency and the little improvement accomplished. It was
apparently an error of ignorance and, to remedy this, a special
edict was ordered to be published ever^'where, declaring it to be
a heresy condemned by the Church, and that all uttering and
it would be punished as heretics all preachers moreover
were to be instructed to warn and admonish the people from the

believing

;

pulpits.^

All this

was wholesome, and yet

this ardent zeal for the

morals of the

the slackness as to solicitation.
the tribunals under this stimulus

harvest of culprits.
of 1579 at Llerena

it

is

difficult to

laity,

understand

when compared with

Be this as it may, the activity of
was rewarded with an abundant

"We chance to hear of eight cases in the auto

and

of five at

Cuenca

in 1585.^

A

more

effec-

showing is that of the Toledo record from 1575 to 1610, in
which the number of cases is two hundred and sixt3^-four by far
the largest aggregate of any one offence, the Judaizers only amounting to a hundred and seventy-four and the Moriscos to a hundred
and ninety.^ These statistics comprehend only the tribunals of
the crown of Castile; those at hand for the kingdoms of Aragon
are scanty but, from such as are accessible, it would appear probable either that there was less energy or a much smaller number
The only cases that I have happened to meet are two
of culprits.
in a Saragossa auto of June 6, 1585, while, in a Valencia list for
the five years 1598-1602, comprising in all three hundred and
tive

—

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Leg. 787.
Ibidem, Lib. 82, fol. 228; Lib. 939, fol. 108; Lilx 942, fol. 38.— MSS. of Royal
Library- of Copenhagen, 218b, p. 168.
' Bibl. nacional, MSS., S, 121, fol. 54.
Archive de Simancas, Inq., Leg. 1157,
*

2

—

fol.

155.

MSS.

of Librarj' of Univ. of

HaUe, Yc,

20, T.

I.
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ninety-two cases, there are but four of this offence and not a single
one in the reports for the three years 1604-6/
Notwithstanding the characterization of the offence as heresy,
torture was not to be employed in the trial, although confinement
in the secret prison and sequestration were permitted.^ The energy
it was prosecuted virtually suppressed
In 1623 a writer speaks of it as less common than
formerly and, in a Hst of the cases tried at Toledo, commencing
in 1648, the first one of this offence occurs in 1650, the next in
1665 and the third in 1693. Thenceforth it may be said practically to disappear from the tribunals, although as late as 1792,

and severity with which
it

in time.

Don Ambrosio
for

it

Perez, beneficed priest of Candamas was tried
and in 1818 there was a case in Valencia.'

in Saragossa

Thus the Inquisition succeeded in suppressing the expression of
the opinion though, as it took no action against the sin, its influence on the side of morality was inappreciable.

A

reference to the cases of propositions tried by the Toledo
and 1610 (see Vol. II, p. 552) will indicate

tribunal between 1575

the very miscellaneous character of the utterances for which

its

was invoked. These involved culprits of all classes
of society and as, for the most part, they concerned theological
questions of more or loss obscurity, this method of enforcing
interposition

purity of faith frequently brought under animadversion the foreintellects of Spain and rendered the Inquisition the instru-

most

ment through which
those in

whom

development.
supervision,

enemies could mar the careers of

rivals or

lay the only hope of intellectual progress and
What between its censorship and the minute

which exposed

to

every thought or

prosecution

expression in which theological malevolence could detect lurking
tendencies to error, the Spanish thinker found his path beset with
danger. Safety lay only in the well-lwaten track of accepted
conventionality and, while FAirope, in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, was passing through a i)oriod of evolution,
Spanish intellect became atrophied. The splendid promise of the
>

Bibl. nacional,

Lor. 99; Log.
"

2, n.

MSS., PV,

3, n. 20.

— Archivo

liist. iiaoioiuil.

Inq. do Valencia,

10.

Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 939,

Library of Copenhagen, 218b, p. 2G0.
' Archivo do Simancas, Inq., Lib. 920,
Inq. de Toledo, Leg. 1.— MS. fenes me.

fol.

fol.

312; Lop.

r-,r,2,

25; Lib. 1002.
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1.— MSS.

— Archivo
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was blasted by the steady repression of all
and progress, and Spain, from the foremost of the
nations, became the last.
The minuteness of the captious criticism which exposed the
most eminent men to the horrors of inquisitorial prosecution can
Of these perhaps the
best be understood by two or three cases.
most notable is that of the Augustinian Fray Luis de Leon, who
was not only one of the most eminent theologians of his day, and
who was unsurpassed as a preacher, but who ranks as a Castilian
It is so suggestive of inquisiclassic in both prose and poetry.^
torial procedure in such matters that it is worthy of examination
in some detail.
To a brilliant intellect Luis de Leon united a personal activity
which led him to take a prominent part in the feverish life of the
schools, not only in disputations but in the frequent rivalries and
competitions, through which professorial vacancies were filled, for
in Salamanca the professors were elected for terms of four years
by the students of the faculty to which the chair belonged, after
a disputation between the candidates. In these he had abundant
opportunities of making enemies for, at the age of 34, he had been
elected to the chair of Thomas Aquinas, from which he passed
These opportunities he largely improved,
to that of Durandus.
if we may trust his characterizations of the numerous opponents
sixteenth century
originality

—

Hurler, Nomenclator Theologise Catholicsc, I, 15S. Nic. Antonii Bibl nova,
Ludoricus de Leon. Greg. Mayans y SisCar, Vida del M. Luis de Leon, n.
37._Ticknor, History of Spanish Literature, II, 87, 89 (Ed 1864),
There is considerable literature on the subject of Fray Luis's troubles with
'

—

s.v.

The records of his first trial, omitting superfluities, occupy.
and XI of the Colcccion de Documentos incditos. His second
925 pages in ^"ols.
trial has more recently seen the Hght, with an introduction by Padre Francisco
Blanco Garcia, Madrid, 1896. Fray Lxds de I^eon. Eine Biographic aus der
Geschichte der spanischen Inquisition u. Kirche (Halle, 1866) by Dr. C. A. Wilkcns
is an eloquent and sympathetic account of his career, while Dr. Fr. Heinrich
the Inquisition.

X

Reusch's Luis de Leon u. der spanische Inquisition (Bonn, 1873)

is

a scholarly

would
Arango y Escandon has contributed the Proceso del P. M. Luis
de Leon (^Mexico, 1856, revised and enlarged in 1866), in which he justifies both
the Inquisition and the sufferer. The latest contribution to the subject, based
on additional documents, is by the Dominican Fray Luis G. Alonso Gctino, in
Padre
the Revista de Archivos (1903-4) in justification of the Inquisition.
Blanco has also written an Estudio biognifico-critico de Fr. Luis de Leon, which
The old rivalry between DominiI have not had an opportunity of consulting.
investigation of the case, in so far as

permit.

The

documents

Lie.

cans and Augustinians seems to be

still

alive.

accessible at the time
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he sought to disable as witnesses in the course of his trial.
own Order he had enemies, owing to his active and

in his

influential participation in its internal politics.

Theological disputes are rarely wanting in rancor, no matter

how minute may be

In Salamanca, not only
the points at issue.
were there frequent disputations but, as the leading school of
theology, questions were frequently submitted to it by the Suprcma
on which conferences and congregations were held, leading to
Azpilcueta

us that this disputatious
false, for the purpose of exhibiting their dexterity, not only misleading their auditors but often blinding themselves to the truth, and Luis de Leon
interminable wrangles.

mania

tells

led the participants to uphold

what was

sometimes carried them
and so confused them that they
One of his
could scarce recall what they themselves had said.
witnesses, Fray Juan de Guevara, corroborates this with the remark that Maestro Leon de Castro (Luis de Leon's chief accuser)
sometimes might not understand what was said, but this happened to all theologians when heated in the disinitations.^
himself says that the

beyond the bounds

warmth

of debate

of reason,

A fairer field for inquisitorial intervention could scarce be devised
and, from one point of view, its restraint of this dialectic ardor
might not be amiss, but its influence on intellectual development
was deplorable, when it made every man feel that he stood on
the brink of an abyss into which, at any moment, he might be
Nor was such dread uncalled for; while Luis de
precipitated.

Leon was on trial, three other Salamanca professors were in the
same predicament Antonio Gudiel, Caspar de Grajal and j\Iartin
Martinez, while yet another, Dr. Barrientos, was released just
Denunciation was an easy recourse
prior to the arrest of Luis.

—

for a defeated disputant

;

an incautious utterance

in heated debate,

imperfectly understood, or distorted in remembrance, furnished
Even lectures in the ordinary courses contributed
the means.

when
made mistakes

their share,

zealous students disagreed with their teachers

or

in their hasty notes.

The two prime movers in the prosecution of Fray Luis were
Leon de Castro and Bartolome de Medina. De Castro was an
elderly man, a jnbilado professor of Grannnar, who had fre(]uent
wordy encounters with Fray Luis, usually to his discomfiture.
'
Azpilcuota Comment. Cup. Si
mentos, X, 193; XI, 270.

(jtiin

anion,

n.

-1

l-JT.-CoK-ccion dc Docii-
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He had

based great hopes on a Commentary on Isaiah, the publiwas delayed by the Siiprema requiring him to
submit it to examination; he had to spend some months at the
court before he could obtain permission for its sale, and then it
proved a failure, entailing on him a loss of a thousand ducats
all of which he attributed to Fray Luis, who happened at the time
Bartolome de Medina was a younger man,
to be in Madrid.
ambitiously working his way upward, and meeting several rebuffs
from Fray Luis, which accentuated the traditional hostility between
the Dominicans and Augustinians, to which they respectively
belonged. They were habitually opposed in the disputations, but
it seems somewhat eccentric to find Medina accusing Luis and his
friends Grajal and Martinez of introducing novelties and innovations, seeing that his own reputation is chiefly based on his invention of the greatest novelty of the period
the Probabilism which
revolutionized the ethical teaching of the Church and gave rise to
the new science of Moral Theology.^
cation of which

—

It

was not

cation.

difficult for

these enmities to find

means

of gratifi-

Robert Stephen's edition of the Latin Bible, with the

notes of Francois Vatable, had involved that printer in endless
disputes with the Sorbonne, which accused him of having hereti-

cated the

comments

of the

thoroughly orthodox editor.

In 1555,

the University of Salamanca undertook

its

result did not satisfy the sensitiveness of

Spanish theology, and
Yet the work

correction, but the

the edition was forbidden in the Index of 1559.

was wanted

in

Spain and,

at

command

the university undertook the task anew.

of the

Suprema,

in 1569,

Numerous congregations

were held, in which every point was hotly disputed. Medina,
who had not yet attained his master's degree, took no part in the
meetings, but Leon de Castro and Fray Luis had many passages
at arms.
De Castro accused him of scant respect for the Vulgate
text of the Bible,

and Greek

and

originals.

descent, of being a

of preferring the authority of the

He

stigmatized Luis,

who was

Jew and a Judaizer and, on one

declared that he ought to be burnt.

Hebrew

of converso

occasion,

In truth the question of the
Vulgate was one of importance. The new heresies were largely
based on the assumption of its imperfection, and sought to prove
Scholastic theology rested on
this by reference to the originals.
the Vulgate and, in self-defence, the Council of Trent, in 1546,
»

Coleccion, X, 2G1

;

XI,

2.3G,

259.
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had declared that

it
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was

lectures, disputations,

to be received as authentic in all public
preaching and expositions, and that no

one should dare to reject it under any pretext/ Yet it was notorious that, in the course of ages, the text had become corrupt; the
Tridentine fathers included in their decree a demand for a perfected
edition, but the labor was great and was not concluded until
1592, when the Clementine text was issued, with thousands of
emendations. Meanwhile to question its accuracy was to venture
on dangerous ground and to invite the interposition of the InquisiAs one of the calificadores, during Fray Luis's trial, asserted
tion.
"Catholic doctors afhrm that now the Hebrew and Greek are
to be emended by the Vulgate, as the purer and more truthful
To emend the Vulgate by the Hebrew and Greek is exactly
text.

what the heretics seek to do. It is to destroy the means of confuthem and to give them the opportunity of free interpretation."^
Fray Luis not only did this in debate but, in a lecture on the
subject four years before, he had maintained the accuracy of the
Hebrew text, contending that St. Jerome the translator was not
inspired, nor were the words dictated by the Holy Ghost, and
moreover that the Tridentine decree in no way affirmed such

ting

verbal inspiration.^
On another point he was also vulnerable. Ten or eleven years
previously, at the request of Doiia Isabel de Osorio, a nun in the

convent of Santo Spirito, he had made a Castilian version of the
Song of Solomon, with an exposition. This he had reclaimed
from her but, during an absence. Fray Diego de Leon, who was
in charge of his cell, found it and made a copy, which was largely
At a time when vernacular versions
transcribed and circulated.
were so rigidly proscribed this was, at the least, a hazardous proceeding and Bartolomo de Medina heightened the indiscretion
by charging that, in his exposition, he represented the work as an
amatory dialogue between the daughter of Pharaoh and Solomon.
In December 1571, de Castro and Medina presented formal
denunciations of Fray Luis, Grajal and Martinez, to the Salamanca
commissioner of the Valladolid tribunal, charging them with
denying the authority of the Vulgate and preferring the interpretations of the rabbis to those of the fathers, while the circuhition
of Canticles in the vernacular

Dc

'

C. Trident. Scss. iv,

»

Coleccion, X, 115, 129.

Edit, et

was not
Usu

forgotten.

Other accusers.

SS. Libb.
'

Ibidem, X, 102, wiq.
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making

thirteen in

all,

Grajal was soon after-

wards arrested and Fray Luis, warned of the impending danger,
presented himself, March 6, 1572, to Diego Gonzalez, the former
inquisitor of Carranza, then on a visitation at Salamanca, with
a copy of his lecture on the Vulgate and the propositions drawn
from it, and also his W'ork on Canticles. He asked to have them
examined and professed entire submission to the Church, with
readiness to withdraw or revoke anything that might be found in
the slightest degree objectionable.^

In any other land, this would have sufficed. The inculpated
works would have been expurgated or forbidden, if necessary.
Luis would have retracted any expressions regarded as crroneouSj
and the matter would have ended without damage to the faith.
Under the Inquisition, however, the utterance of objectionable
propositions was a crime to be punished, and the submission of
the criminal only saved him from the penalties of pertinacious
heresy.
On March 26th the warrant for the arrest of Fray Luis
was issued and, on the 27th he was receipted for by the alcaide of
the secret prison of Valladolid.
He was treated with unusual
consideration, in view of his infirmities and delicate health for,
on his petition, he was allowed a scourge, a pointless knife to
cut his food, a candle and snuffers and some books.^
The trial
proceeded at first wdth unusual speed. By May 15th the fiscal
presented the formal accusation, in which Fray Luis was charged
with asserting that the Vulgate contained many falsities and that
a better version could be made with decrying the Septuagint and
preferring Vatable and rabbis and Jews to the saints as expositors
of Scripture with stating that the Council of Trent had not made
;

;

the Vulgate a matter of faith and that, in the Old Testament, there
was no promise of eternal life; with approving a doctrine that

by faith, and that mere mortal sin destroyed
with circulating an exposition of Canticles explaining them
as a love-poem from Solomon to his wife
all of which was legitimately based on the miscellaneous evidence of the adverse witnesses.^
This, as required. Fray Luis answered on the spot, article
by article, attributing the charges to the malice of his enendcs,
denying some and explaining others clearly and frankly.
It was a special favor that he was at once provided with counsel
inferred justification

faith;

—

>

Coleccion, X, 9G-110.

^

Ibidem, X, 179.

'

Ibidem, X, 206-8.
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—

and allowed to arrange his defence a favor which brought upon
the tribunal a rebuke from the Suprema, January 13, 1573, as
contrary to the estilo, which must be followed, no matter what
might be the supplications of the accused. Fray Luis identified
many of the witnesses out of nineteen he recognized eight and
he drew up six series of interrogatories, mostly designed to prove
Of these the inquisitors threw
his allegations of mortal enmity.
out three as "impertinent" and the answers to the others were, to
a considerable extent, unsatisfactory, as was almost inevitable
under a system which made the accused grope blindly in seeking
evidence.
As time wore on in this necessarily dilatory business.
Fray Luis grew impatient at the stagnation which seemed to preclude all progress, not being aware that in reality it had been

—

—

expedited irregularly.^
It would be wearisome to follow in detail the proceedings which
dragged their slow length along. Additional witnesses came forward, whose depositions had to go through the usual formalities
Fray Luis presented numberless papers as points occurred to him
he defended himself brilliantly and, through the course of the
trial there were few of the customary prolonged intervals, for his
nervous impatience kept him constantly plying the tribunal with
arguments and appeals which it received with its habitual impasAt length, after two years, early in March, 1574, it
siveness.
decided that there was no ground for suspicion against him in
the thirty articles drawn from the testimony of the witnesses, while
he could not be prosecuted criminally on the seventeen propositions extracted from his lecture on the Vulgate, seeing that he
had spontaneously presented them and submitted himself to the
Church. The fiscal, however, appealed from this to the Suprema
and his appeal must have been successful, for the trial took a

fresh start.^

After

was

some intermediate proceedings, Fray

Luis, on April 1st

told to select patrones thedlogos to assist in his defence.

He

at

once named Dr. Sebastian Perez, professor in the royal college
which Philip II had founded at Parraces, in connection with San
Lorenzo del Escorial, and two days later he added other names.

Coleccion, X, 249; XI, 255-84.
There is no record of this in tlio process, hut I'ray T>iiis n'fers to it repeatedly
both to the tril)unal and to the Suprenui, and there is no dischiinier. Coleccion,
XI, 48, 190, 190.
»

*

—
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In place of accepting thcni the tribunal endeavored to compel him
men of whom he knew nothing and who, in reality, were
the calificadorcs who had already condemned his propositions.
The struggle continued until, on August 3d, the Suprema wrote
that he could have Perez, but his limpieza must first be proved
and Philip's consent to his absence be obtained. We have seen
how prolonged, costly and anxious were investigations into limpieza and, as Fray Luis remarked, this was to grant and to refuse
At last, after endless discussions, in October
in the same breath.
he despairingly accepted Dr. Mancio, a Dominican and a leading
Mancio came in October,
professor of theology at Salamanca.

to take

again towards the end of December, and finally on March 30, 1575,
while Fray Luis meanwhile was eating his heart in despair. At

on April 7th Mancio approved of Fray Luis's defence,
declaring that he had satisfied all the articles, both the series of
seventeen and that of thirty, which had been proved against him
or which he had admitted having uttered.*
If Fray Luis imagined that this twelve months' work to which
such importance had been attributed, had improved his prospects,
he was speedily undeceived. We hear nothing more of Dr. Mancio
The propositions, wdth the defence, were
or of his approval.
calificadores (men who had been urged
three
submitted again to
patrones)
and
it illustrates the uncertainties of theupon him as
in which the doctors delighted,
sul:)tilties
hair-splitting
ology and the
articles declared to be
original
seventeen
that not only were the
new
ones,
quite as bad, were
part,
but
five
the
most
heretical for
Dr.
elicited
Mancio's approwhich
had
defence
in
the
discovered
third
formed
a
category
of errors
thenceforth
these
five
val, and
not
for
It
is
easy
us
to
proceedings.^
comprehend
in
figuring
the
the religious conceptions which placed men's lives and liberties
and reputation at the hazard of dialectics in which the most orthodox theologians were at variance.
When Fray Luis was informed .that five new heretical propositions had sprouted from the hydra-heads of the old ones, he was
dismayed. Sick and exhausted, the prospects of ultimate release
from his interminable trial seemed to grow more and more remote.
Arguments and discussions continued and were protracted. New
calificadores were called in, who debated and opined and preIt
sented written conclusions on all three series of propositions.
length,

'

Colecciou,

X, 5G2-7j XI, 7-18, 21-128.

'

Ibidem, XI, 15-1-86.
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would be useless to follow in detail these scholastic exercises, of
which the chief interest is to show how, in these infinitesimal
points, one set of theologians could differ from another and how
completely the enmity of the two chief witnesses, Leon de Castro
and Bartolome de Medina, was ignored. Thus wore away the
There was no
rest of the year 1575 and the first half of 1576.
reason why the case might not be continued indefinitely on the
same lines, but the inquisitors seem to have felt at last that an end
must be reached, and a consulta de fe was finally held, in which
Dr. Frechilla, one of the calificadorcs who had condemned the
propositions, represented the episcopal Ordinary.^

The case illustrates one incident of these protracted trials.
During its course it had been heard by seven inquisitors, of whom
Guijano de Mercado was the only one who served from the commencement to the end, and his colleague in the consulta, Andre's
de Alava, had appeared in it only in November, 1575, and had
not been present in any audiences after December. There was,
moreover, an unusual feature in the presence of a member of the
Suprcma, Francisco de Menchaca, indicating perhaps that the case
was regarded as one of more than ordinary ini})()rtance. There
were five consultors, Luis Tello Maldonado, Pedro de Castro, Francisco Albornoz, Juan de Il)arra and Hernando Niiio, but the two
latter fell sick, when the examination of the voluminous testimony
was half completed, and took no further part in the proceedings.
On the final decision, September 18, 157G, Menchaca, Alava,
Tello and Albornoz voted for torture on the intention, including
the propositions which the theologians had declared that Fray
Luis had satisfied, after which another consulta should be held.
They humanely added that it should be moderate in view of the
debility of the accused.
Those better acquainted with the case,
Guijano and Frechilla, were more lenient. They voted for a
reprimand, after which, in a general assembly of professors and
students, Fray Luis should read a declaration, drawn up by the
calificadorcs, pronouncing the propositions to be ambiguous, suspicious and likely to cause scandal.
Moreover his Augustinian
superior was to be told, extra-judicially, to order him privately to
employ his studies in other directions and to abstain from teaching
in the schools.
The vernacular version of Canticles was to be
suppressed, if the inquisitor-general and Suprema saw fit.^ Coni'

Coleccion, XI, 187-253.

'

Ibidem, XI, 3r)l-3.
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parativoly mild as this sentence might seem,

the vindictiveness of his enemies

—

it

it gratified to the full
humiliated him utterly and

destroyed his career.

As there was discordia the case necessarily reverted to the
Suprema, which seems to have recognized that both votes assumed
the nullity of the laborious trifling, by which the calificadores had
found dangerous heresies in his acknowledged propositions. Discussion must have been prolonged however, for the final sentence
was not rendered until December 7tli. This fully acquitted Fray
Luis of all the charges, but ordered a reprimand in the audiencechamber and a warning to treat such matters in future with great
circumspection, so that no scandal or errors should arise. The
Suprema could scarce say less, if the whole dismal farce, of nearly
five years, was not to be admitted as wholly unjustifiable, and it
enclosed the sentence in a letter instructing the tribunal to order
to preserv^e profound silence and to avoid dissension
with those whom he suspected of testifying against him. It was
probably on December 15th that the sentence was read and the
reprimand administered. Fray Luis took the necessary oaths, he

Fray Luis

made

the promises required, and was discharged as innocent after

an incarceration, incomunicado, which had lasted for four years,
His requests were granted for
eight months and nineteen days.
a certificate de no obstancia and for an order on the paymaster
of the schools to pay him his professorial salary from the date of
his arrest to the expiration of his quadrennial term.^
During this prolonged imprisonment, Fray Luis seems to have
been treated with unusual consideration. He was allowed to send
even for
for all the books needed for his defence and for study
recreation, for we find him, July 6, 1575, asking for the prose works
of Bembo, for a Pindar in Greek and Latin and for a copy of Sophocles.^
He relieved the distractions of his defence and the anxie-

—

by the composition of his De los Nomhres de
which has remained a classic. Yet these were but slender
alleviations of the hardships and despairing tedium of his prison
cell.
On March 12, 1575, he is begging for the sacraments; though
he is no heretic, he says, he has been deprived of them for three
ties of his position

Christo,

'

C'olcccion,

XI,

.353-8.

— Fray Luis

attributed this unexpected mercj' to

influence of Inquisitor-general Quiroga, to

Exposition of the

Segimdo Proceso,
'

XXVI
p. 17.

Coleccion, XI, 147.

Psalm, with

warm

whom,

in

tlie

1580, he dedicated his

expressions of gratitude.

— Garcfa,
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This petition was forwarded to the Suprema, which rephed

years.

by
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Fray Luis,
At
the same year, when remanded

drily telling the tribunal to complete the cases of

Grajal and Martinez as soon as opportunity would permit/

an audience of August 20th, of
he paused to represent that, as the inquisitors well
knew, he was very sick with fever there was no one in his cell to

to his cell,

;

take care of him, save a fellow-prisoner, a young boy

who was

simple; one day he fainted through hunger, as there was no one

him

and he asked whether a fraile of his Order could
him and to aid him to die, unless they wished
him to die alone in his cell. This was not refused but, as the condition was imposed that the companion should as usual share his
imprisonment to the end, the request was in vain. Then, on
September 12th, in his reply to the five propositions suddenly
sprung upon him, he feelingly referred to the years of prison and
the sufferings caused by the absence of comforts in his weakness
and sickness, as a torture long and cruel enough to purge all susEven more pitiful was a petition to the Suprema in
picions.^
November of the same year "I supplicate your most illustrious
body, by Jesus Christ, on my giving ample security, to order me
to give

food,

be admitted to

assist

—

to

be placed in one of the convents of

San Pablo (Dominican),
sentence

is

may

their prayers

my

die as a Christian

it

may

dm'ing this time,

my much

among

even in that of
please you, until

God should

life,

body give me

Moor

at

my own

may

call

trouble and feeble

religious persons, aided

and receiving the sacraments, and not as an

enemies and

desirable in

if,

view of

fear, in

alone in prison with a
of

this city,

any way that

rendered, so that

me, which I greatly
health, I

in

by

infidel,

my bed-side. And since the rancor

sins

me

have deprived

of all that is

the Christian piety of your most illustrious
"^

more.
It is perhaps needless to say that this touching appeal did not even
receive an answer.
After the term of his professorship had expired, about March 1,
1573, his special enemy, Bartolom6 de Medina, was elected in his
this consolation in death, for I ask nothing

place and was promoted, in August 1576, to the leading chair in
theology, while Fray Garcia del Castillo succeeded to that of

Durandus. On Fray Luis's return, he was warmly and honorably
received in an asseml)ly of the Senate, convoked for the purpose,
where the Commissioner of the Inquisition declared that the Holy
»

Colcccion, XI, 50, 52.

'

Ibidem, XI, 188, 193-4.

'

Ibidem, XI, 196-8.

—

^

:
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OfRce had ordered his restoration to honor and to his professorship.
Luis however refused to disturb Castillo and, in January 1577, an
extraordinary chair on the Scriptures was created for him. The
next year, on the chair of moral philosophy falling vacant, he
obtained it and subsequently he became regular professor of
Scripture one of the highest positions in the University. His
colleague Grajal had been less fortunate, having perished in prison
before the termination of his trial.
Fray Luis's mental vigor was unimpaired, although his delicate
frame never wholly recovered from the effects of his long imprisonment. Such an experience of the dangers attendant on the discussions of the schools might seem sufficient to dampen his disputatious ardor, but in a theology, which sought to reduce to hard and

—

fast lines all the secrets of the

unknown

spiritual world, there

was

In an ado of the University,
held January 20, 1582, the debate widened into a discussion upon
predestination and free-will, in which Fray Luis and Fray Domingo
de Guzman were bitterly opposed to each other. It was continued
in another theological Act the next week; the students became
excited and called upon Father Baficz to repress these novelties,
which he did in a lecture declaring that the views of Fray Luis
savored of Pelagianism. The latter was angered and the next day,
in an assembly of all the faculties, the question under debate was
If God confers equal and sufficing grace on two men, nothing else
interfering, can one be converted and the other reject the aid?
The discussion between Fray Luis and Bafiez was hot, and the
risk of heresy in every speculation.

^

Reusch, 113-14.

—Arango

y Escandon,

p.

91.

— Padre

Alonso Getino (Rean account of the

vista de Archives, Agosto-Sept., 1903) promises to give us

Martinez who was obliged to abjure de levi (Men^-ndez y Pelayo, II, 693).
Leon de Castro varied his persecution of Luis de Leon, Grajal and Martinez,
by attacking the great Biblia Regia, which Arias Montano, the most learned
Spaniard of the age, edited at the instance and with the support of Philip II.
After its appearance with the approbation of the Holy See, de Castro, in 1575,
in his zeal for the Vulgate, filled Spain, Flanders and Italy with denunciations
Montano, who was in Flanders, hastened to Spain by way
of it and its editor.
of Italy to defend himself, l)ut, finding much agitation on the subject in Rome,
an appeal which he repeated
tarried there and wrote to Quiroga to protect him
He was not prosecuted, but the Inquisition fell foul of his biblical
in 1579.
commentaries and placed on the Index a long list of expurgations, besides condemning some of his propositions fortunately for him long after his death.
Coleccion de Documentos, XLI, 316, 321, 328, 387.— Index of Zapata, 1632,
trial of

—

—

pp. 86-89.
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excitement increased. Then on January 27th there was another
assembly which wrangled over the intricate questions involved in
prevenient aid and human cooperation/

This was the commencement of the long debate

De

Auxiliis,

between Jesuits and Dominicans, which lasted for a century, until
both sides were silenced by the Holy See, without either being able
Fray Luis had excited many enmities
to claim the victory.
though not as many as he was in the habit of claiming and the
occasion was favorable for striking at him and at those whom he
supported. Fray Juan de Santa Cruz drew up an account of the
discussions, with a censure of the erroneous and heretical propositions defended it was not a personal denunciation of any one, but
he declared that the agitation and disquiet of the schools demanded
a settlement by the Inquisition. This he presented, February 5th,
at Valladolid, to the inquisitor, Juan de Arrese and, from the
marginal notes, it appears that, besides Fray Luis, two Jesuits and
a Benedictine were marked for prosecution. In J\Iarch, Inquisitor
Arrese came to Salamanca on a mission to suppress astrology and
took the opportunity to gather testimony on the scholastic quarVarious witnesses, some of them Augustinians, came forward
rel.
spontaneously with evidence, and the Mercenarian, Francisco
Zumel presented a series of propositions, purporting to be drawn
from a lecture by Fray Luis on predestination, of which the worst
was that Christ on the cross was destitute of God and was provoked to sin. Zumel was a bitter enemy of Luis, who had defeated
him, four years before, in competition for the chair of moral philosophy both had their partizans and their quarrels were the cause

—

;

;

of

much

trouble.^

Fray Luis's experience

of the Inquisition naturally led

him

to

Three times he appeared voluntarily before
Arrese and made verbal and written statements, in which he rendered an account of his share in the debates. He admitted that
he had defended a position opposite to what he had previously
taught, which was not without a certain temerity, as differing from
the ordinary language of the schools, and not ])roper for jnililic
del)ate, as it was delicate, difhcult of comprehension and liable to
lead the hearers into error.
He protested that he had not intended
to offend Catholic doctrine and, if he had saitl an}-tliing incon-

seek exculpation.

•

'

Ciarcfa,

Segundo Trocoso, pp. 20-23, 29-30.

Ibidem, pp. 20-1,26-7, 44.
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and correction of the
on the notorious hatred
of the Dominicans towards him, and the manner in which they
lost no opportunity of decrying his doctrine, his person and his
holy trib'unal.

He

to the censure

it

also laid

much

stress

morals.'

Inquisitor Arrese returned to Valladolid with the evidence,
which there was pause before the case of Fray Luis was taken

after

There would seem to have been some hesitation concerning
Suprema took the unusual step of. summoning him before
it, from which he excused himself on the plea of illness and forwarded a physician's certificate in justification. The next document in the case is a letter of August 3d, from the Suprema to the

up.
it,

for the

tribunal, calling for the papers in the cases of the

Salamanca

opinion concerning them. In its reply the
tribunal said that Fray Luis had confessed to everything testified
against him, submitting himself to correction, and conceding that
theologians, with

its

what he had said was not devoid of temerity; he had evidently
spoken with passion and after the debate had begged pardon of
Domingo de Guzman for telling him that what he advocated was
Lutheran heresy. In view of all this the tribunal proposed to call
him before it and examine him when, if nothing further resulted,
he should be gravely reprimanded and, as the school of Salamanca
was gravely excited and, as some Augustinians were boasting that
his utterances had been accepted by the tribunal as true, he should
be required publicly to read in his chair a declaration drawn up
for him censuring the propositions, and also to declare that he had
spoken wrongly when he had characterized the opposite as heresy.^
This would have been a profound humiliation for the proud and
domineering theologian, but again Quiroga seems to have hitcrposed to save him. There is a blank in the records for eighteen
months, explicable by the affair being in the hands of the Suprema.
What occurred during the interval is unknown, but the outcome
appears in the final act of the trial, February 3, 1584, at Toledo.
There Fray Luis stood before Inquisitor-general Quiroga who

reprimanded and admonished him charitably not in future to
defend, publicly or privately, the propositions which he had
admitted were not devoid of temerity, adding a warning that
otherwise he would be prosecuted with all the rigor of the law, to
all of which Fray Luis promised obedience.^
That he had in no
Garcfa, pp. 28-35.
VOL. IV

*

Ibidem, pp. 52-4.
11

'

Ibidem,

p. 53.
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the respect of his fellows is seen in his election to the
Provincialate of the Augustinian Order, in 1591, shortly before

way

lost

his death.

In addition to their exliibiting the attitude of the Inquisition
towards the most distinguished intellects of the period, these two
trials of Fray Luis illustrate its arbitrary methods, operating as
His fault, if fault there was, was the same in both
it did in secret.
of opinions on which the most learned
enunciation
cases the

—

In both cases he denounced himself, freely
had spoken or written, and submitted himself
he
confessed what
judgement of the church. In the first case he
the
to
unreservedly
nearly five years of incarceration and
endured
he
was arrested;
ruin of his career through the kindly
or
the
torture
only escaped
In
the second, there was no arrest, the
Quiroga.
of
interposition
or suspended, and although
sumaria,
the
on
decided
case was
intervened,
it
was only to save the accused
again
probably
Quiroga
gratified malevolence.
which
would
have
humiliation
from a
Inqviisition
abused its powers
the
standard,
own
Judged by its
or in the other by
severity
unpardonable
case,
by
either, in one
no one and had
responsible
to
it
was
but
moderation,
excessive

doctors differed.

no public opinion to dread.
Just as the case of Fray Luis was ending, prosecution was commenced against another Salamanca professor, of equal or even
As a man of pure letters, no one at the time
greater distinction.

was the peer

of Francisco Sanchez,

his birth-place,

las

Brozas.

known

as el Brocense,

from

Vainglorious, quarrelsome, caustic

and reckless of speech, he made numerous enemies, but prol^ably
he would have escaped the Inquisition had he confined himself
He delighted however in
to his chair of grammar and rhetoric.
superior to the
immeasurably
himself
so
held
he
paradoxes, and
accuracy
of his own
the
confident
in
so
was
theologians, and
ridiculing
from
restrain
himself
could
not
that
he
varied learning,
legends
pious
and
errors
of
exposing
the
from
tlKur pretensions,
superstitions,
thus
renpopular
grosser
of
the
denouncing some
dering himself lialjle to infjuisitorial animadversion, whenever
malice or zeal might call the attention of the tribunal to his eccenHe flattered himself that he did not meddle with articles
tricities.
of faith, but

h(^

failed to realize

how

elastic

were the boundaries

vulgar errors, he might be regarded
of faith, and
Scandal was a
of the Cliurch.
foundations
the
as undermining
that, in attacking

—
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convenient word which bridged over the line between the profane
and the sacred/

His habitual intemperance of speech was stimulated by a custom
Salamanca lecture-rooms of students handing up questions
for the lecturer to answer, and it would appear that malicious
pleasure was felt in thus provoking him to exhibit his well-known
idiosyncrasies.
It was an occasion of this kind that j)rompted
the first denunciation, January 7, 1584, by Juan Fernandez, a
priest attending the lectures.
Others followed, and the character
of liis utterances appears in the propositions submitted to the
calificadores:
That Christ was not circumcised by St. Simeon
but by his mother the Virgin. That there ought to be no images
and, but for apparent imitation of the heretics, they would have
been abolished. That those were fools who, at the procession
of Corpus Christi, knelt in the streets to adore the images, for only
Only saints in heaven were
Christ and his cross were to be adored.
to be adored and not images, which were but wood and plaster.
Christ was not born in a stable, but in a house where the Virgin
was staying. That the eleven thousand virgins were only eleven.
Doubts whether the Three Kings were kings, as Scripture speaks
only of ]\Iagi. That the Magian kings did not come at Christ's
birth, but two years after, and found him playing with a ball.
That theologians know nothing. That many Dominicans thought
the faith was based on St. Thomas Aquinas; this was not so and
for St. Thomas.
"When asked why St. Lucia
he did not care a
was painted without eyes, he said that she had not torn them out,
but she was reckoned the patron saint of eyes from her name
Lucia a lucere.
That these free-spoken propositions should be duly characterized
in the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

and
was a matter of course and, on May 18th, the consulta de
fe voted for imprisonment in the secret prison with sequestration,
The latter delayed
subject to confirmation by the Suprema.
action until August 29th and then manifested unusual consideration for the eccentricities of Sanchez, which were doubtless well

by the

calificadores as heretical, rash, erroneous, insulting

so forth

'

The

existing records of the trials of Sdnchez arc printed in Vol. II of the

" Coleccion

de Documentos ini-ditos."
The only one of his works which I have had an

opportunitj- of examining is
"Minerva" (Salmantica>, 1587), which sufficiently illustrates his capacity of
enlivening the details of etjinology and syntax with his caustic assertion of
his

superior knowledge.
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known. He was merely to be summoned before the tribunal, to
be closely examined and to be severely reprimanded, with a warning to give no further occasion for scandal, as otherwise he would
be treated with all rigor.^
audience was held on September 24th. There is a
characteristic frankness in his reply to the customary
question whether he knew the cause of his summons. He supposed
it was because, about Christmas-time, in his lecture-room, he was
asked why St. Lucia was painted with her eyes on a dish and why
she was patron saint of eyes, when he replied that she was not such
a fool as to tear out her eyes to give them to others; the vulgar
believed many things that had no authority save that of painters,
and it was on account of her name that she was patron saint of
Then, he added, some days later he was asked why he
eyes.
talked against what the Church holds; this angered him and he
told them they were great fools who did not know what the Church
is
they must think that sacristans and painters are the Church
he would be speaking against the Church if he spoke against the
Fathers and Councils. If they saw eleven thousand virgins painted
in a picture, they would think that there were eleven thousand,
but in an ancient calendar there was only undecim M. virgincs
Then,
there were ten martyrs and Ursula made the eleventh.
some three years ago, the Circumcision was represented in the
cathedral of Salamanca, where appeared the Virgin, Simeon and the
He said to many of those present that it was a pity
child Jesus.
such impertinences were permitted in Salamanca; that the \'irgin
did not go to the temple until the forty days were expired, and no

His

first

refreshing

and

;

—

priest

was required

for the circumcision, for

is

it

rather believed

own house. He mentioned
which he had made on pictures, such as

that the Virgin performed

it

in her

various other criticisms
the Last Supper, where Christ and the apostles should be re]3resented on triclinia, and the Sacrifice of Abraham where Isaac

should be a man of 25. For this all he was called in Salamanca
a rash and audacious man, and he suj^posed this was the cause of
his summons; if there was more, let him know it and he would
obey the Church; if in what he had said he had caused scandal,

he was ready to retract and to submit to the Church."
This fearless frankness was preserved in the examination that
A\'hen asked
followed on the charges not explained in his avowal.
>

Colcccion, II, 1-37.

'

Il)iann, II, 10-1 .5.
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know these thin<:^s to 1)0 liorotical and if his intention
oppose the Church, he replied that in the form of the charges
he held them to be heretical, but he had uttered them only in the
way he stated, with the intention of a good Christian and for the
instruction of others, but, if he had erred, be begged mercy with
penance, and was ready to make whatever amends were required.
His confessions were duly submitted to calificadores who reported,
reasonably enough, that he denied some, explained others and
left others as they were, but that as a whole he deserved to be reprimanded and punished, because he exceeded his functions without
discretion and, if not restrained, he would come to utter manifold
Under ordinary routine his punishment
errors and heresies.
would have been exemplary, but the tribunal was controlled by
the instructions of the Suprema and, on September 28th, he was
duly reprimanded and warned to abstain in future from such
utterances, for they would be visited with rigorous punishment.
He promised to do this and was dismissed/
With any one else this narrow escape, which shows the strong
disinclination to deal harshly with him, would have ensured lasting
caution, and even on Sanchez it seems to have imposed restraint
The impression, however, wore away and the
for some years.
irrepressible desire to manifest his contempt for theology and
theologians, and to display the superior accuracy of his wide
In 1588, he printed a
learning, gradually overcame prudence.
errorihus
nonnuUis
Porphyrii et aliorum
entitled
De
little volume
calificadores,
examined
subsequently
by
was said
which, when
to prove that the author was insolent, audacious and bitter, as
were all grammarians and Erasmists; that, if its conclusions were
true, we might burn all the theology and philosophy taught by
the schoolmen, from the Master of Sentences to Caietano, and by
Another of his
all the universities, from Salamanca to Bologna.
works bore the expressive title of Paradoxos de Theuhujia, which
went to two editions and was censured as requiring expurgation.
Theology seems to have had for him the fatal fascination of the
candle for the moth and, with his temperament, he could not
touch it without involving himself in trouble. He gradually
resumed his free speech and repeated his old assertions which he
had promised to suppress, and to these he added new ones, such as
approving the remark of a canon of Salamanca that he wlio spoke
wliothcr ho

was

to

'

Coleccion, II, 40-58.
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or an ass, adding that,

if

there were no

Erasmus would have
1595, Dr. Rosales, the commis-

world, none of the works of

been forbidden. From 1593 to
sioner at Salamanca, repeatedly forwarded to the Valladolid tribunal reports and evidence as to his relapse in these evil ways, and
urged that he should be summoned and corrected and told not to
meddle with theology but to confine himself to his grammar, for
he knew nothing else.^
The tribunal had these various charges submitted to calificadores, who duly characterized them in fitting terms, but it took
no action until ]\Iay 18, 1596, when it commissioned Rosales to
put in shape the informations against Sdnchez. Rosales was
replaced by Francisco Gasca de Salazar, who was instructed, September 17th, to finish the matter without delay. He returned the
papers as completed, September 29th, adding that Sanchez was
so frank that he said these things publicly, as a man unconscious
of error and, if examined, would tell the truth and give his reasons;
he did not seem to err with pertinacity but like the grammarians,
who usually deal in paradoxes, for which reason Gasca said that
he had taken no notice of theni.^
Probably some restraint exercised by the Suprema explains
why, after these preparations, four years were allowed to pass
without action. If so, this restraint was suddenly removed, for
there is no evidence that any fresh hnprudences on the part of
Sanchez stimulated the tribunal when, September 25, 1600, it took
a vote that, in view of the previous warning and continued repetition of the

of the

De

same propositions and

additional ones, and especially

Erroribus Porphyrii and other books suspect in doctrine,

he should be summoned to the tribunal and a house be assigned
him as a prison, while all his books and papers should be seized.
The Suprema confirmed this; on October 20th the summons was
issued and, on November 20th, the books and papers were forwarded. On November 10th Sanchez ai)pcared before the tribunal
and, with kindly consideration, the house of his son, Dr. Lorenzo
Sanchez, a physician residing in ^'alladolid, was assigned as his
prison.
Three audiences were held, on November 13tli, 16th, and
22d, in which he said that, if he had uttered or done anything
contrary to the faith, he was ready to confess it and reduce himself
to the unity of the Church.
As the charges were not as yet made

to

>

Colecciou, II, 57-88.

'

Il)iaein, II,

89-109.
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to him, he tried to explain various matters

which were not

contained in them, such as denying free-will, as holding the opinion
that Magdalen was not the sister of Lazarus, and that Judas did
not hang himself/

No more

audiences were held.

The next document

is

a petition,

was
dated November
mortally sick and given over by the physicians; that he had through
life been a good Christian, believing all that the Holy Roman
Church believes, and now, at the hour of death, he protested that
he died in and for that belief. If, having labored for sixty years
in teaching at Salamanca and elsewhere, he had said or was accused
of saying anything against the holy Catholic faith, which he denied,
30th, in which Sanchez set forth that he

was so, he repented and begged of
When
the Inquisition pardon and penance in the name of God.
himself
God
to
recommended
taking pen in hand he had always
anything
ill-sounding,
found
should
be
and, if in his MSS. there
he desired it stricken out and, if there were useful things, he asked
if

yet

by

error of the t-ongue

it

the Inquisition to permit their printing, as he
to his children,

and

left

no other property

and rivals might be conby order of the Inquisition,

also that his enemies

founded. Finally, as he was in prison,
he supplicated that he might have honorable burial, suitable to
his position, and that the University of Salamanca be ordered to

render him the customary honors.^
Thus closed, in sorrow and humiliation, the career of one of the
most illustrious men of letters that Spain has produced. Under
the existing system the Inquisition could do no otherwise than it

had done, and its treatment of him had been of unexampled
forbearance. That forbearance, however, seems to have ceased
with his death. The records are imperfect, and we have no
knowledge of the course of his trial which, as usual, was prosecuted
On
to the end, but the outcome apparently was unfavorable.
December 11th the calificadores who examined his papers made
an unexpectedly moderate report. There was a certain amount
of minute and captious verbal criticism, but the summing up was
that he seemed somewhat free in his expositions of Scripture,
attaching himself too much to human learning and departing too
readily from received opinions, but he was easily excusable as
these were private studies and mostly unfinished, so that his final
opinions could not b© assumed.'

'

Coleccion, II, 109-26.

'

Ibidem,

II,

127-8.

^

Ibidem, II 130-5.
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Notwithstanding this, his dying requests were not granted. The
interment was private and without funeral honors. As regards
the Universit}^ of Salamanca, Dr. Lorenzo Sanchez reported, on
December 22d, that his father had many enemies there, that there

was much excitement and scandal, and it was proposed not to
render him the customary honors, to the great injury of his children's honor, wherefore he petitioned for orders to pay the honors
and

To this supplialso the salary for the time of his detention.
was paid, and the same indifference was shown

cation no attention

when, long afterwards, on June 25, 1624, another son, Juan Sanchez, a canon of Salamanca, represented that mahcious persons
asserted that his father had died in the secret prison, wherefore
he petitioned for a certificate that his father had not been imprisoned in either the secret or public prison, and that no sentence
had been rendered against him. The influence of all this on the
As for the
fortunes of his descendants can readily be estimated.
MSS. which had occupied the dying man's thoughts, the final
judgement passed upon them left little to be delivered to the
children.^

Another contemporaneous case is worthy of mention if only
because the Geronimite Joseph de Sigiienza has customarily been
included among the victims of the Inquisition, in place of which
he sought its jurisdiction in order to protect himself against the
machinations of his brethren. At an early age he had entered
the Order, where his talents and varied learning gained him rapid
advancement. When the Escorial was completed, Philip II sent
for him to preach the first sermon in the church of San Lorenzo
;

had preached oftener than any one else and many of
the gentlemen and ladies of the court had selected him as their conPhihp placed him in charge of the royal areliives and of
fessor.
the sagrarios and reliquaries of the two libraries, which brought
him into frequent communication with the king, and he had utilized
this to cause appointments and dismissals, and to institute reforms
This caused jealousy and enmity, and
in the college of Parraces.
Diego dc Yepcs, the prior of his convent of San Lorenzo, endeavsince then he

ored to procure his removal. Then he incurred the hostility of
the prior of the college, Cristobal de Zafra, who was a florid
In a sermon before the king on the previous Nativity
preacher.
>

Coloccion, II, 13G-65.

;
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(September Sth) he had said that the Minotaur was
and the Labyrinth was the Gospel and Ariadne was Our
Lady and the child she bore to Theseus was faith, and if any one
desired to enter the Labyrinth he must pray to the \'irgin for her
child.
Such sermons were the fashion, and Diego de Yepes
eclipsed this, on January 1st, when he told his audience that when
Delilah had exhausted Samson she removed him from her and
delivered him to the Philistines, so when the Virgin had exhausted
God she removed him and placed him in the manger, with other
equally filthy topics.
Fray Joseph sought to repress this style
of the Virgin

Christ

should be confined to expositions of
him enemies
among those whose eccentricities and bad taste he reproved.
Another source of enmity was that he was entrusted with the
selection of students to attend the lectures on Hebrew of Ari^s
Montano, when he came to San Lorenzo, which angered those
who were omitted. A formidable cabal was formed for his ruin
careful watch was kept on his utterances in unguarded moments
of preaching, insisting that

it

the Evangel and moral instruction, which gained

and

in the pulpit,

which,

and

it

when exaggerated

was not

difficult to collect

propositions

or distorted, might furnish material for

prosecution.
It

was

Order
convent and col-

safer to trust to a prejudiced court within the

than to the

Incjiuisition.

A

visitation of the

was ordered, with instructions to withdraw the licence of
any preacher or confessor found to be insufficient. The visitors
came on April 13, 1592 and reported on the 17th. The frailes
were examined separately and secretly and, of twenty-two, all
but one ofTorcd objections to opinions uttered by Fray Joseph.
From their testimony was extracted a series of nineteen propositions, most of them utterly trivial.
He was accused of decrying
scholastic theology, of holding that preaching should be based on
the bare Scriptures, of exaggerated praise of Arias Montano at the
expense of other expounders of Holy Writ, of advising a fraile to
study Scripture in place of books of devotion and much else of
the same nature.
The frailes had learned the processes of the
lege

they submitted these propositions for qualification to
the chief professor of theology in the college,
who rendered three opinions, varying in tone, but the final one

Incjuisition;

Gutierrez

]\Iantilla,

some of the propositions inclined to Lutheranism
and Wickliffitism and others to Judaism. Moreover, on May 18th
he wrote to the king, announcing the discovery of a dangerous

declared that
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heresy in the college of San Lorenzo which, if not checked at the
outset, might bring upon Spain the dangers developed in other
lands.

It

had spread among the students, some

of

whom, by

the

vigilance of the prior, were already in the Inquisition of Toledo,

and he begged Philip

to urge

on the prior unrelaxing

efforts to

avert the evil.
All this had been done in secret, but enough reached the ears of
Fray Joseph to convince him of the ruin impending at the hands
of his brethren.
Such matters belonged exclusively to the jurisdiction of the Inquisition and they could not prevent his appeaUng
to that tribunal, in which he lost no time.
On April 23d he presented himself at Toledo, with a letter from his prior, Diego de
Yepes, stating that he was learned, able and a prior of the Order,
but that some of his expressions in preaching and conversation
had created scandal, in consequence of which he had been tried
by visitors; this trial Yepes was ready to submit to the tribunal,
and he asked that Fray Joseph be treated with its customary
benignity.
With this Fray Joseph handed in a written statement,
containing what he had been able to gather as to the accusations,
and submitting himself to the judgement of the Inquisition, both
in correcting what was wrong and in accepting whatever punishment might be imposed.
The tribunal sent for the papers of the trial and assigned to him
the convent of la Sisla as a prison, which he was not to leave without permission under the customary penalties. This confinement,
however, was scarce more than nominal for, on May 14th, he represented that the king and court were at San Lorenzo, and his absence
would be a great dishonor to him, wherefore he asked to have,
by return of his messenger, permission to go there, which was
immediately granted. Subsecjuently he was allowed the unusual
favor of consulting with his counsel at the latter's house and, on
October 21st, he asked licence to return to San Lorenzo for a
month, because he was suffering from fever and his physician
a request which was
stated that his life was at risk at la Sisla
doubtless granted. The contrast is marked between his treatment and that of Luis de Leon.
Meanwhile the trial was in progress with all customary formalities.
The propositions were submitted to califlcadores and, on July 30th,
the fiscal jiresentcd the accusation, denouncing him as an ai)ostatc
heretic and exconununicatcd perjurer, demanding his relaxation
and asking that he be tortured as often as necessary. He duly

—
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went tlirough the examinations on the accusation and publication
and presented eiglit witnesses, who testified to his
distinguished reputation for learning, piety and orthodoxy, also
that Fray Cristobal de Zafra was noted for bringing fables and
poetry into his sermons, and that Fray Justo de Soto, who had
accused him of saying that Jews and Turks could be saved, was
an ignoramus, knowing little of grammar and nothing of theology.
It was not until October 22d that was held the consulta de fe,
which voted unanimously for acquittal; the Suprema confirmed
the sentence, on January 25, 1593, when Fray Joseph was probably
absent, for it was nearly a month before he appeared, on February
19th to hear it read. At his request a copy of it was given to him
and thus ended a case in which the Inquisition was the protector
of evidence,

of innocence against fraternal malignity.^

The extent to which Spanish intellect wasted itself in interminable controversies over the infinitely little, and the dangers to
which all men were exposed who exercised the slightest originality,
are illustrated in the case of Padre Alonso Romero, S. J., lector,
For a proposition
of theology in the Jesuit college of Valladolid.
concerning the intricate question whether a man violates the law of
fasting by eating nothing on a fast-day, his fellow-Jesuit, Fernando
de la Bastida, with a number of students, denounced him to the
The main proposition, and a numInquisition, August 29, 1614.
ber of others, on which it was based, or which were deduced from
it, were pronounced by the calificadores, or at least by some of
them, to be false, scandalous, rash and approximating to error.
No less than seventeen witnesses were examined against him and
when, on January 9, 1615, he presented himself, he admitted
uttering the proposition, but said that he had consulted many
learned men and the principal universities and he offered in
defence the signatures of

many

manca, Alcala and Valladolid,

Jesuits

and

of professors of Sala-

to the effect that

The case proceeded
when the Suprema ordered

it

was not subject

to theological censure.

to a vote in discordia,

October 15th,

his confinement in a

and that the papers
should be examined. On October 29th, while he was
detained in the audience-chamber, his keys were taken and his
Jesuit house, that he should cease lecturing,
in his coll

'

Proceso contra Tray Joseph de Sigiienza (MSS. of Library of Uuiv. of Halle,

Yc, 20, T. IV).
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papers were seized, although during this audience he stated that,
that many learned men condenmcd his proposition,

when he found

he had retracted it publicly and had defended tlie opposite, which
he offered to do again. To the ordinary mind this would appear
to render further proceedings superfluous, but the assumed injury
inflicted on the faith demanded reparation, and the case went on.
Thirty-three propositions, dependent on the first one, were submitted to cahficadorcs and condemned as before, while nineteen
others, extracted

from

his papers,

were exjjlained by him and

Drearily and slowly the proceedings dragged along.

dropped.

On March

3,

IGIG, the accusation

June

6,

1G19, that the publication of evidence

until

was presented, but it was not
was reached.

Yet the case seems still to have been in the preliminary stage for
on July 10th the Sui)rcma ordered that the propositions, which
had now grown to fifty-seven in number, should be submitted
to calificadores and on their report the triljunal should decide
whether to transfer him to the secret prison. It waited more than
six months before it reached a decision, February 5, 1G20, to make
no change but, when the Suprema learned this, it ordered him to
Then,
the prison of familiars, which was done on August 12th.
on the 18th, he selected patrones to advise him and, on September
25th, he presented the interrogatories for the witnesses in defence.

On May

12, 1621,

had been done

he was informed that all that he had required
On July 5th the consulta de fe voted

for him.

that he should be

warned and

retjuired to retract the proposition

respecting fasting and those derived from

it

— which he had already

was
The Suprema took nearly a year to consider this and
not confirm it until June 2, 1G22, when the trial ended with

done spontaneously

six years before; as for the others, he

acquitted.

did

the reading of the sentence on June

travesty and might well

hv.

All this reads like a

30tli.'

the subject of ridicule were

it

not for

the serious import on a nation's destiny of a system under which

man's life could be consumetl on a matter which
showed to be so frivolous, to say nothing of the indefinuml)er of calificadores and officials whose energies were

eight years of a

the outcome
nite

wasted on

solenm

this

trifling.

Pi-eachers were as lialJe as ])rofessors to prosecution for their
utterances,

and Spanish pulpit
'

Arcliivo

(Ic

elo(pience, as

Siin;mc:is, Iiu].,

I.cf^.

we have seen

'^I'li'l,

fol.

1.

it

illus-
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Fray Joseph de Sisiienza, afforded ample
The auditor who took exception to anything
heard in a sermon had only to denounce the speaker and, if the
proposition was exceptionable, prosecution followed.
Thus, in
1580, Fray Juan de Toledo, a Geronimitc of the convent of Madrid,
was denounced to the Toledo tribunal for having, in a sermon
before Philip II, asserted that the royal power was so absolute
that the king could take his vassals' property and their sons and
tratcd in the case of

censure.

field for

daughters to use at his pleasure.

Possibly this exuberance of
had not the preacher
called attention to the enormous revenues of the bishops, squandered on their kindred, and urged that the king and pope should

loyalty might have escaped animadversion,

them to ai)ostolic ])overty. On trial he admitted
in a somewhat less offensive form; he attempted to
disable the witnesses and presented evidence of good character
without nuich success. The consulta de fe voted in discordia, and
the Suprema sentenced him to abjure de hvi, to recant, in the
pulpit on a feast-day, the propositions, in a fornuila draw^n up for
unite to reduce
his

remarks

him, to be recluded in a convent for two years, to be suspended
for five years, and to perform certain spiritual

from preaching
penances.^

The severity of this sentence shows how little ceremony there
was in restraining the eccentricities of the Spanish pulpit, even
when it would be difficult to discern where suspicion of heresy came
in.
The formula of retraction prescri]:)ed rendered the humiliation of the ceremony most bitter.
There were forms suited for
the different characters of propositions, but all bore the essential
feature that the culprit in the pulpit admitted having uttered the

condemned expression; that the
retract

it

;

that he recognized that

had ordered him to
ought to be retracted and, as

inciuisitors
it

an obedient son of the Church and in fulfilment of the command,
he declared, of his own free will, that he had uttered a proposition
heretical and contrary to express jjassages of Holy Writ and, as
such, he retracted and unsaid it and confessed that he did not
understand it when he said it nor, for lack of knowledge, did he
understand the evil contained in it, nor did he believe it in its
heretical sense, nor understand that it was heresy and, as he had
spoken evil and given occasion to be justly suspected that he
said it in an heretical sense, he was grieved and begged pardon of
*

MSS.

of Library of Univ. of Halle, Yc, 20, T.

I.
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God and the holy Roman Catholic Church, and begged pardon and
mercy of the Holy Office. A notary with a copy followed his words
and, if the performance was correct, made an official attestation
of the fact/

Instances of this sharp censorship of pulpit eloquence were by
no means rare. Thus in the single tribunal of Toledo, after Madrid
had been separated from it, Fray Juan de Navarrete, Franciscan
Guardian of Talavera, was sentenced, December 19, 1656, for
an heretical proposition in a sermon, to make a retraction. On
April 21, 1657, Fray Diego Osorio, regent of studies in the Augustinian convent of Toledo, was required to retract, was suspended
for two years from preaching and was banished for the same period
from Madrid and Mascaraque. On April 23, 1659, the Mercenarian. Maestro Lucas de Lozoya, Definidor General of his Order
and synodal judge of the province, was condemned to retract,
was suspended from preaching for two years and was exiled from
Madrid and Toledo. Similar sentences were pronounced Jul}^
14, 1660, on the Trinitarian Jacinto Jose Suchet, and August 31st
on the Franciscan Juan de Teran. The Trinitarian, Juan de
Rojas Becerro, Deceml^er 24, 1660, was allowed to retract in the
audience-chamljer, but was suspended and banished for one year.
Juan Rodriguez Coronel, S. J., on June 28, 1664, was suspended
and banished for two years, Init was not required to retract. These
instances will suffice to indicate the frequency of these prosecutions

and the manner

in

which such cases were treated.

They

offer

a

curious contrast to the mercy shown, January 31, 1665, to Sebas-

Bravo de Buiza, assistant cura of Fresno la Fuente, who
was only reprimanded and required to explain in the pulpit the
most oiTensive proposition that the Virgin was a sinner and died

tian

in sin.^

This last case suggests that favoritism sometimes intervened to
and this would seem to be confirmed by the leniency
shown, in 1696, to Fray Francisco Esquerrer. He was the leading
shield culprits

Observantine preacher and theologian in Valencia and teacher of
theology in the convent of San Francisco in J^itiva. It was an
episode in the quarrel between Dominicans and Franciscans over
the Immaculate Conception, when, November 13, 1695, the Dominican Fray Juan Gascon denounced

'

Modo

'

Arcliivo hist, iiacional,

(i(>

Proccdor,

fol. (17

him

to the \'aleiicia tribunal

(HiM. iiacional, MSS.,

Iiiq., Lt'p. 1.

1),

122).
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that Christ, in the three days of his death,
in the heart of the Virgin; that he

1693, the proposition

was sacramented aUve

who should

die in defence of the

Immaculate Conception would die a martyr, for it was a point of
faith settled by Scripture, by the Council of Trent, by the Apostolic
Council of Jerusalem and by the cult of the Church, Gascon had
denounced this at the time, but the tri})unal had taken no notice
of it, and he now^ repeated the charge, adding that Esciuerrer,
preaching in 1693 at Olleria, had held it to be a point of faith that
the adoration of latria was due to St. Francis in the same year at
Jativa he preached that Christ owed more to St. Antony of Padua
than St. Antony owed to Christ. Also, when preaching about an
image known as the Virgin of Salvation, he said that she was rather
the Mother of Salvation than the Mother of Christ.
Then, on
August 28, 1695, preaching to the Augustinians of Jativa, he proved
logically that the wdsdom of St. Augustin was greater than the
wisdom of the Logos and, on November 6, 1695, to the Franciscans
of Jativa, he declared that the Immaculate Conception had been
made a point of faith by Alexander VII and Innocent XL Then
the tribunal at last was spurred to action; it gathered evidence
and procured from the calificadores a definition that some of the
propositions were blasphemous, others heretical and others illsounding. Early in 1696 Esquerrer was thrown into the secret
prison he endeavored to explain away the propositions the trial
proceeded with unwonted celerity and, on September 9th, the case
was suspended with merely the usual reprimand and the suppression of the propositions of October 9, 1693.^
Apparently the
Inquisition was content to have the people fed upon such doctrines.
It was probably less to favoritism than to indolence that we
may attribute the outcome of the case of the Minim, Fray N.
;

;

;

Serra, lector in the Barcelona convent of S. Francesco de Paula.

On

St. Barbara's day, December 4, 1721, he preached a sermon
which, among various other ineptitudes, he said that St. Barbara
was a virgin and yet pregnant, and that Christ was the fourth
person of the Trinity. An artillery regiment in quarters had been

in

taken to the church and, in the evening, some of the officers, visiting Doiia Bernarda \'ueltaflores, amused themselves by repeating
his grotesque utterances.
A week later she chanced to mention
the matter to Fray Antonio de la Concepcion and he, for the dis'

Archivo

hist, nacional,

Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 45,

fol.

13-33.
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charge of his conscience, carried the tale to the tribunal. Doiia
Bernarda was sent for, told what she remembered and furnished
the

names

They were summoned and gave

of the witnesses.

The

evidence.

fussed over

fiscal

it,

their

had only two
the audience looked up

said that he

concurrent witnesses, and wanted others of
and examined, which was not done. The registers were searched,
but no former complaints against Fray Serra were found. Then
the fiscal asked that all the other tribunals of Spain be written
to,

which was postponed.

On

April 22, 1722 he had the proposi-

whom unanimously prowas formally heretical and

tions submitted to calificadores, five of

nounced that the one

relating to Christ

the others scandalous and irreverent, rendering the culprit vehe-

Then ensued a pause until
sense.
were received from all the tribunals
Then followed another
that they had nothing against Fray Serra.
pause, until June 27, 1728, when the inquisitors resolved that the
case should be suspended after consulting the Suprema, which
assented with the mild rel^uke that, as the sumaria had been formed
in 1721, it should have been acted upon at once, in place of waiting
mently suspect and of
1726,

when

little

in July replies

until 1728.'

Cognizance of the more or less trivial utterances of individuals
continued to the last and formed an increasing portion of inquisiHow the people
torial business as Judaism gradually disappeared.
were still taught to keep a watch over their fellows is exhibited in

Manuel Ril3es, of Valencia, in 1798, He was a boy
only nine years of age, attending a primary school, who was
denounced by a fellow-pupil for an heretical expression. That
the case was seriously considered is inferable from the fact that it
was suspended, not dismissed, and remained of record against the
How keen, moreover, was the
child in case of future ofTences.
the case of

infjuisitorial

eye to discern

peril to the faith,

is

visible in the

prosecution at Murcia, in 1801, of Don Ramon Rubin de Cells y
Noriega, a dignitary of the cathedral of Cartagena and rector of
the conciliar seminary, for a proposition concealed in his jirinted

plan for instruction in Latin.^
Under such impulses it is not a matter for surprise that, in this
later period "propositions" furnished half the business of the

'

MSS.

of

Am.

Philosopliical Societj'.

'

Archive

hist,

nacional,

Iiuj.

de Valencia, Leg.

1(H).
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In the register compiled in ^'alencia of all the cases
1780 until the suppression of the Inquisition
in 1820, the aggregate is 6569 cases, out of which 3026, or not far
from one-half, are designated as for propositions. Of these latter
7-18 are noted as suspended or laid aside in ^'alencia, leaving 2278
carried on through trial.
Of the 3543 cases for other offences,
1469, as we have seen, were for solicitation, leaving only 2074
triluinals.

tried in Spain, after

as the total

number

for the miscellaneous business of the tribunals.

Those accused for propositions represent every sphere of life,
but a larger portion than of old belong to the educated classes
clerics, professional men, officers of the army, municipal officials,
professors in colleges and the like.^
That this class of business should increase was natural in view
of the infiltration of the irreligious philosophy and liberal ideas of
the later eighteenth century, which escaped the censorship and
v.-atchfulness at the ports.
The Napoleonic war poured a flood of
this upon the land, traversed in almost every part by armies,
whether hostile Hke the French or heretic allies hke the English.
After the Restoration, the duty of the Inquisition was largely the
extirpation of these seeds of evil in a political as well as a spiritual
sense,

and propositions antipoUHcas, as we

subject to
inflicted

its

shall see,

were as freely

The punishments
itself was a sufficient

jurisdiction as the irreligiosas.

were not usually severe, but the trial
was thrown into the secret prison during

penalty, for the accused

was embargoed and
was ruined, while in most cases he was subsec[uently
kept under strict surveillance, for which the inquisitorial organi-

the dilatory progress of his case, his property
his career

zation furnished special facilities.
it will suffice to allude to that of two merchants
Borrego and Miguel Villaviciosa, sentenced in
1818 by the Seville tribunal, for ''propositions and blasphemies,"
to abjure de vehementi and to ten years' exile from Cadiz, Seville
and ^Madrid, including service in a presidio. In consideration, it
is said, of the extraordinarily long imprisonment which they had
endured, the service of the former was only to be four years in
As was so frequently
Ceuta and of the latter six years in Melilla.

As a

typical case

of Cadiz, Julian

the case at this time, the

and reduced the term

to presidio for

were married men; the
'

VOL. IV

Archivo

Suprema interposed
trial

12

favor of leniency

both to two years.

and sentence

hist, nacional, Inq.

in

virtually

de Valencia, Leg. 100.

meant

They
ruin.
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and probably influence was exerted in their behalf for, after six
months, the Suprema allowed them to return to Spain to support
their families/

What was

the precise nature of the propositions the record does

not inform us, but, had the offence been political,

it is

improbable

mercy would have been shown. It if were religious, it
may have been the deliberate expression of erroneous belief, or
a hasty ejaculation called forth by an ebullition of wrath for, as
that this

of old the Inquisition took cognizance of everything and, in

its

awe-inspiring fashion, undertook to discipline the manners as well
as the faith of the people.

In 1819, the sentence of Bartolome

warns him on the consequences of his unbridled passion for gambling and lust, which had
caused his offence, and, in another case, the culprit's inconsid-

Lopez

of Cordova, for

propositions,

erate utterances are ascribed to his quarrels with his wife, with

whom

he

is

urged to reconcile himself.^

Thus to the last the Inquisition, in small things as in great, sought
and the speech of all men and to make
every Spaniard feel that he was at the mercy of an invisible power
which, at any moment, might call him to account and might blast
him for life.

to control the thoughts

*

*

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 890; Lib. 435^
Ibidem, Lib. 890.

CHAPTER

VIII.

SORCERY AND OCCULT ARTS.
Man's

supplement the limitations of his powers by
and to obtain fore-knowledge
of the future, dates from the earliest ages and is characteristic of
all races.
When this is attempted through the formulas of an
established religion it is regarded as an act of piety when through
effort

to

the assistance of spiritual agencies,

;

the invocation of fallen gods, or of the ministers of the Evil Principle, or through a perverted use of sacred rites, it is the subject

animadversion of the law-giver. When it assumes
it has at times been regarded
as harmless, and at others it has been classed with sorcery, and
the effort to suppress it has been based, not on its being a deceit,
but a crime.
When the Roman domination in Spain was overthrown by the
Wisigoths, the Barbarians brought with them their ancestral
superstitions, to be superadded to the ancient Ligurian beliefs
and the more recent Christianized paganism. The more current
of the severest

to use mysterious secrets of nature,

by the repressive laws of
and it illustrates the imperishable
nature of superstitions that under their generalizations can be
classed most of the devices that have endured the incessant warfare of the Church and the legislator for a thousand years.
The
objectionable practices are indicated

successive Wisigothic monarchs,

Wisigothic ordinances were carried, with little change, into the
Fuero Juzgo, or Romance version of the code, but their moderation was displeasing to Ramiro I, who, in 943, prescribed burning
for magicians and sorcerers and is said to have inflicted the penalty
in numerous instances.^
It is not prol)a}:)le that this severity was
permanent for, as a rule, medieval legislation was singularly
lenient to these offences, although, about the middle of the
thirteenth century, Jacobo de las Leyes, in a work addressed to
'
Mariana, Hist, de Espafia, Lib.
de Espafia, XVII, 388).

vi, n. 75.

—Jose Amador de los Rios (Revista
(179)
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the worst offenders those

who

slay-

men by enchantment/
Alfonso himself, in the Partidas, treated magic and divination
as arts not involving heresy, to be rewarded or punished as they
were used for good or for evil.^ In no land were they more widely

developed or more firmly implanted in popular belief, for Spain
not only preserved the older errors of Wisigothic times but had
superadded those brought by the Moors and had acquired others
from the large Jewish population. The fatalism of Islam was a
The astrolfruitful source of devices for winning foreknowledge.
of
persecution,
being
objects
were
oger and the diviner, so far from
held in high honor among the Moors, and their arts were publicly
taught as essential to the general welfare. In the great school
of Cordova there were two masters who taught astrology, three of
necromancy, pyromancy and geomancy, and one of the ars notoria.
Seven thousand seven hundred Arabic writers are enumerated
on the interpretation of dreams, and as many on goetic magic,
while the use of amulets as preservatives from evil was universal.'
Spain was the classic land of magic whither, during the middle
ages, resorted for instruction from all Europe those who sought

knowledge of its mysteries, and the works on the occult arts, which
were circulated everywhere, bore for the most part, whether
truly or falsely, the names of Arabic authors.
Long after these pursuits had fallen elsewhere under the

ban of

the Church, the medieval spirit of toleration continued in Spain.
Until the fourteenth century was drawing to an end, astrology,
we are told, was in general vogue among the upper classes, while
the lower placed

full

confidence in the wandering mountebanks

—

who overspread the land mostly Moorish or Jewish women
who plied their trade under the multifarious names of sahidadores,
ensalmadores, cantadores, entendcderas, adivinas and ajodadorcs,
earning a livelihood by their various arts of tolling fortunes, pre-

serving harvests and cattle, curing disease, protecting from the
So little blame attached
evil eye, and exciting love or hatred.*

Miguel de Urrea, Bishop of Tarazona from
1309 to 1316, was popularly known as el Nigromdntico, and his

to these pursuits that

'

'
»

*

Florcs do las Lcyos (Memorial hist, cspanol,

II, 218).

Partidas, P. vii, Tit. ix, loy 17; Tit. xxiii, Icyes
Amador de los Kios, op. cit., XVII, 382, 384-5.

Ibidem, XVIII,

14.

1,

2, 3.
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Tarazona had an inscription
who even deluded

necromancer,

arts,^

The Church, however, did not share in this tolerant
was preparing to treat these practices with severity.

and
There is

spirit

comparative mildness, in 1317, in the definition of its policy by
Astesanus, the leading canonist of his time who, after reciting the
ferocious imperial legislation, adds that the canons impose for
these arts a penance of forty days; if the offender refuses to perform
he should, if a layman, be excommunicated and, if a cleric,
be confined in a monastery. If he persists in his evil ways, he
should, if a slave be scourged and, if a freeman, be imprisoned.
Bishops should expel from their dioceses all such persons and, in
some places, this is laudably accompanied with curtailing their
garments and their hair. Yet the uncertainty still prevailing is
this

among the doctors as to whether
who misused in magic rites the Euchachrism and holy water, or who baptized figurines to work

indicated

by the

differences

priests incurred irregularity
rist,

the

evil

on the

parties

represented,

and

in

this

doubt Astesanus

counsels obtaining a dispensation as the safest plan.^

were promptly settled. Pope
activity between persecuting
the Spiritual Franciscans, warring with the Visconti, combating
Ludwig of Bavaria and creating a wholesome horror of sorcery in
Imagining that conspirators were seeking his life
all its forms.
through magic arts, he ordered special inquisitors appointed for
their extermination and urged the regular appointees to active
persecution.
In various bulls, and particularly one known as
Super illivs specula, issued about 1326, he expressed his grief
All doubts as to such questions

John

XXII

divided his restless

at the rai)id increase of the invocation and adoration of demons
throughout Christendom, and ordered all who availed themselves
of such services to be publicly anathematized as heretics and to
be duly punished, while all books on the subject were to be burnt.
The faithful were warned not to enter into compacts with hell, or
to confine demons in mirrors and rings so as to foretell the future,
and all who disobeyed were threatened with the penalties of heresy.'

'

Florez, Espafia Sagrada,

Astesani dc Ast

Summa

XLIX,

188, 504.

de Casibus Conscientia?, P. x, Lib. i, Tit. 14.
» Raynald. Annal, ann. 1317, n. 52-4; ann. 1318, n.
57; aim. 1320, n. 51; ann.
1327, n. 43.— BuUar. Roman. I, 204.— KipoU, Bullar. Ord. Pra^dic. II, 102.
*
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Thus the Church asserted authoritatively the truth of the powers
claimed by sorcerers the first of a long series of similar utterances
which did more, perhaps, than aught else to stimulate belief and
The prosperity of the sorcerer
foster the development of the evil.
deterrent influence of prosthe
was based on popular credulity, and

—

pective punishment weighed little against the assurance that he
could in reality perform the service for which he was paid.
There was no Inquisition in Castile, and the repression of these

unhallowed

which was

arts rested with the secular power,

The

irre-

sponsive to the papal commands.
approval of magic, were formally confirmed, by the Cortes of 1348,
as the law of the land, and remained the basis of its jurisprudence.
Yet the new impulse from Rome commenced soon afterwards
About 1370 a law of Enrique III declared
to make itself felt.
guilty of heresy
diviners.^

and subject

Partidas, with their quasi

to its penalties all

In this the injection of heresy

source of the

new

is

who

consulted

significant of the

policy, reflected further in a

law of Juan

I,

in 1387, which asserts that all diviners and sorcerers and astrologers, and those who believe in them, are heretics to be punished

laymen by the royal officials and
That these laws accomplished little is

as provided in the Partidas,
clerics

by

their prelates.^

the increasing severity of the pragmiltica of April
9, 1414, which ordered all royal and local judges, under pain of
loss of office and one-third confiscation, to put to death all sorcerers,
while those who harbored them were to be banished and the prag-

indicated

by

matica itself was to be read monthly in the market-places so that
no one could pretend ignorance.' Even the Mudejaros assimilated themselves in this to their Christian conquerors, threatening
the practice of sorcery with death, and warning all to avoid
This accomplished little,
divination and augury and astrology.
conversion,
the Moriscos conenforced
however, and, after their
black arts.*
the
masters
of
reputation
of
tinued to enjoy the
to have been
power
seems
secular
In the kingdoms of Aragon the
which
was for
the
episcopate,
negligent, and the duty reverted to
for,
however,
wholly
so,
not
It was
the most part indifferent.
an
ordered
Tarragona,
of
Archbishop
in 1372, Pedro Clasquerin,

'

'
*

Ordenanzas Rcales,

Tom.

V).

— Bleda,

'

viii, iv, 2.

Novis. Rccop. Lib. xii, Tit. iv, lev 2.
Tratados dc Lopislacion Muhaincdaiia, pp.
Coronica, p. 1025.

1

J3,

2")1

Il)iiloin, viii,

(Mem.

hist,

i,

I).

ospafiol,
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and among the

matters to be inquired into was whether there were sorcerers.

Eymerich appears to consider it as in no way
Holy Oflice, when he seeks to impress upon all
bishops the duty of searching for such enemies of Christ, and of
punishing them with all severity/

Even

Inquisitor

the business of the

In Castile, while

all

the arts of sorcery were reckoned heretical,

jurisdiction over

them remained

lishment

Inquisition although,

even after the estabIsabella's good
qualities, is enumerated her exceeding abhorrence of diviners and
There was evisorcerers and all practitioners of similar arts.^
dently no thought of diverting the Inquisition from its labors
among the New Christians, when a royal decree of 1500 ordered
all

of

the

secular,

among

corregidors and justicias to investigate as to the existence in

their districts of diviners

and punished

and such persons, who were

laj^men, while

if

if

clerics

to be arrested
they were to be handed

over to their prelates for due castigation.^
The question of jurisdiction, in fact, was a difficult one, which
required prolonged debate to settle. It is true that, in 1511, a
case in Saragossa shows the Inquisition exercising it, but a discussion to

which

this

gave

rise indicates that as yet

Some necromancers were condemned by

inquisitors asked whether confiscation followed.
eral

Enguera decided

it

was a novelty.

the tribunal and the
Inquisitor-gen-

in the affirmative, but referred to

Ferdinand

The king instructed the archbishop to assemble
the inquisitors and some impartial lawyers to discuss the question
and report to him; their conclusion was in favor of the crown and
not till then did he order the receiver to sequestrate and take possesThe fact that it
sion of the property, which was considerable.
had not been sequestrated indicates that there had been no precedent to guide the tribunal.^ Soon after this, in Catalonia, there
came a demand for the more effective jurisdiction of the Inquisifor confirmation.

*

Villanueva, Viage Literario,

XX, 190.— Eymerici

Director, p. 202 (Ed. Venet.

1607).
*
'

Pulgar, Cronica, P.

Xueva Recop.,

ii,

cap. iv.

Lib. viii, Tit.

iii,

ley 7.

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 3, fol. 156, 158, 170, 186; Lib. 927, fol. 446.
The parties in this case were doubtless Garcia de Gorualan and Martin de
S6ria relaxed in person, and Miguel Sdnchez de Romeral in effigy, as herejes
Libro Verde (Revista de Espaiia, CVI,
sortilegos, June 16, 1511, at Saragos.sa.
Prior to this several women had been burnt as witches, as we
576, 581, 582).
*

—

shall see hereafter.
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the Concordia of 1512

was that it should
put into execution the bull Super illius specula of John XXII,
and that the king should procure from the pope the confirmation
There was no objection to this, and Leo
accordinglyof the bull.
was arranged, one

of the petitions of the Cortes

X

revived the bull and ordered

must have been immediately

enforcement in Aragon.^

its

Aragonese kingdoms, required the denunciation

in the

It

after this that the Edict of Faith,
of sorcer)%

the Sicilian instructions of 1515, issued to allay popular
discontent, it v^^as provided that this clause should only be operative

for, in

when

the sorcery was heretical.^

Convictions, however, were few,
Aragon, for after those of 1511 there were no relaxations
for sorcery until February 28, 1528, when Fraj^ ]\Iiguel Calvo was
burnt the next case was that of Mossen Juan Omella, March 13,
1537, and no further relaxations occur in the list which extends
at least in

;

to 1574.'

Castile followed the

example

of

Aragon, and Archbishop Man-

rique (1523-1538) added to the Edict of Faith six clauses, giving

and divination.^ Yet,
seems to regard the crime as subject
wholly to secular jurisdiction, for he warns sovereigns that, as
they hold the place of God on earth, they should have more zeal
for the honor of God than for their own, and should chastise these
offenders accordingly, being certain that they would be held to
strict account for their negligence.^
The question, in fact, was a somewhat intricate one, admitting
In 1257, not long after the founding of the
of nice discussion.
Old Inquisition, Alexander IV was asked whether it ought to
in full detail the practices of magic, sorcery

as late as 1539, Ciruelo

when he replied that it
proper duties and must leave such
offenders to their regular judges, unless there was manifest heresy

take cognizance of divination and sorcer}^,

must not be diverted from

'

Pragindticas y altres

its

Urets do Catluilunya, Lib.

i,

Tit.

viii,

cap.

i,

§

31;

cap. 2.
*
'

*
*

Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 918, fol. 382.
Libre Verde de Aragon (Ilevi.sta de Espana, C^'I, pp. 575, 582).
Llnrente, Hist.

crit.

cap. xv, Art.

1,

n. 21.

Keprovacioii de las Suporsticiones, P.

This Ijook

is

the Spanisli classic on

tlie

i,

cap.

i,

subject.

as iiKiuisitor in Saragossa for tliirty years and

n. 14.

Maestro Pedro Ciruelo served
His

was professor at Aleala.
was rt^printed in 15}{)and

155(5
work appeared in Salamanca, in 1539, where it
and again in Barcelona in 1028, with notes by llie learned Doctor Pedro Antonio

Jofreu, at the instance of Miguel Santos, Bishop of Solsona.
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involved, a docision which was ivi)eatcd more than once and was

canon law b)^ ]ioniface Mil/ There
however, as to what constituted heresy in these
matters, until the sweeping declaration of John XXII that all were
heretical, but in this there was a clear inference that his bulls were
directed solely to malignant magic working through the invocation
and adoration of demons. This, however, comprised but a small
portion of the vast array of superstitious observances, on which
Many of these were
theological subtilty exhausted its dialectics.
perfectly harmless, such as the simple charms of the wise-women
for the cure of disease.
Others were pseudo-scientific, like the
Cabala, the Ars Notoria and the Ars Paulina, by which universal
knowledge was attained through certain formulas. Others again
taught spells, innocent in themselves, to protect harvests from
There were infinite
insect plagues and cattle from murrain.
finally

embodied

was no

definition,

in the

gradations, leading

up

to the invocation

and adoration

resources of the

besides the multiplied

hydromancy, crystallomancy and the

rest

diviner in

of

demons,

palmistry,

— oneiroscopy, or dream-

expounding, being a special stumbling-block, in view of its scriptural warrant.
To define where heresy began and ended in these,
to decide between presumable knowledge of the secrets of nature
and resort to evil spirits, was no easy matter, and by common
consent the decision turned upon v.hether there was a pact, express
or implied, with the demon. This only created the necessity of a
new definition as to what constituted pact and, in 1398, the University of Paris sought to settle this by declaring that there was
an imphed pact in all superstitious observances, of which the
result could not reasonably be expected from God or from nature.^
This marked a distinct advance in the conception of heretical
sorcery, but it still left open the question as to what might or might
not be reasonable expectation, and it was merely an opinion,
albeit of the most authoritative theological body in Europe.
Discussion continued as Uvely as ever. In 1492, Bernardo
Basin, a learned canon of Saragossa, considered it necessary to
prove by logic that all pact with the demon, im])licit or explicit,
not heresy was yet to be treated as heresy.^ In 1494, the
if
Repertorium Inquisitorum in quoting the canon law, that sorcery
»

Raynald. Annal., ann.

Lib. v'in Sexto, Tit.

ii,

c.

12.58, n.

8

23.— Potthast, Regesta,

§ 4.

de novis Erroribus,

*

D'Argentr*'', Collect, judic.

'

Bemardi Basin Tract, de Artibus magicis, Concl.

I, ii,

154.

i-x.

n.

17,74.5,

1S,39G.—
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of heresy to give jurisdiction of the Inquisition,

admits that there

is

no

little

difhculty in defining

what

is

still

meant

by savoring of heresj'', while even at the close of the sixteenth century Pena tells us that no question excited more frequent debate/
It is true that, in 1451, Nicholas V had conferred on Hugucs le
Noir, Inquisitor of France, cognizance of divination, even when
not heretical, but this had been a special provision, long since
forgotten.^

The tendency, however, was

irresistible to

extend the definition

and to bring everything under the Inquisition.
argues that the demon introduces
Simancas
In 1552 Bishop
practices and charms, even without
superstitious
all
himself into
of heretical sorcery,

man; he admits that many jurists argue that
divinations and sorceries savor of maniwhether
it is uncertain
inquisitors have not cognizance of them,
therefore
and
fest heresy,

the intention of the

but the contrary is accepted by law, reason and custom, for it is
a well-known rule that, when there is a doubt whether a judge
has jurisdiction, the jurisdiction is his, and this matter is not
exceptional; inquisitors can proceed against all guilty of these
offences as suspect of heresy and this is received in practice.^ Yet

were reached tentatively. In 1537
the results of a visitation of
reporting
Loaysa,
Giron
de
Doctor
examined many processes
has
that
he
tribunal,
says
the Toledo
for
there are a number which
instructions,
desires
and
for sorcery
and even as late as 15G8
heretical;
than
filthy
foul
and
are more
visitation of de Soto
Barcelona
the
acting
on
in
Suprema,
the
inflicting
a fine of ten ducats
Mexia
for
Inquisitor
reproves
Salazar,
having
for
used cliarms
Nat,
Perebona
on
penances
spiritual
and
it says,
such
woman
cases,
sick
words
over
a
certain
and uttered
all
future
he
must
leave
in
and
Inquisition,
the
pertain
to
do not
in practice these conclusions

;

such matters to the Ordinary, to
The tribunals evidently were

Among

as to their powers.

'

Reporter. Inquisit.

s. v.

whom
less

thoy belong.^
doubtful than the

the practitioners

Sapcre haresim post

v.

who

Haresiarclia

ment. Lxvii in Eynierici Director. P. ii.
* RipoU, BuUar. Ord. Pnrdic., Ill, 301.— Cf. Alph. de Castro de
Punitione, Lib.
'

lor. cil.,

liihl. pilljlica

— Pegna?

jn-'^ta

Com-

H:rreticor.

cap. 13.

Siinanca- de Catli. Inslitt., Tit. xxx,

de Castro,
*

I,

Suprema

speculated on

ii.

20, 21

;

Tit. lxiii,

i\.

12.— Cf. Alphons.

cap. 14, 15.

de Toledo, Sala

Inq., A'isitas de Barcelona, Leg.

!S,

If),

Es(aiit(> 11, Tal). 3.
fol.

20.

— .\rcliivo de Siniancjxs,
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popular credulity there were some called zahories, who claimed
a special gift of being able to see beneath the surface when it was
not covered with blue cloth, and who were emj)loyed to discover
springs of water, veins of metal, buried treasure and corpses, as
well as aposthumes and other internal diseases.
There was no pretence of magic in tliis but, in 1567, Juan de Mateba, a boy of 14,
who claimed among other gifts to be a zahori, was sentenced by
the Saragossa tribunal to

fifty

lashes in the prison, to six years'

reclusion in a convent under instruction,

and subsequently to a
year's exile, together with prohibition, under pain of two hundred
lashes through the streets, to cure by conjurations, or to claim
that he has grace to effect cures, to divine the future, or to see
corpses and other things under the earth/

Whatever doubts existed rapidly disappeared. It would be
where the heresy lay which earned, from the Sara-

difficult to see

gossa tribunal, in 1585, a public scourging for Gracia Melero,
because she kept the finger of a man who had been hanged, together

with a piece of the halter, thinking that they would bring her
luck.^
In fact, by this time the omnipresent demon was

good

held accountable for everything.
attention in 1588

was that

A

case exciting considerable

de Cespedes, tried by the tribunal of Toledo, who, as a slave-girl at the age of 16, was married
to Cristoval Lombardo of Jaen and bore to him a son, still living
at vSeville.
Subsequently at San Lucar she fell in love with her
mistress and seduced her, as well as many other women.
Running away, she assumed male attire and, during the rebellion of
Granada served as a soldier in the company of Don Luis Ponce.
In j\Iadrid she worked in a hospital, obtained a certificate as a
surgeon and practised the profession. At Yepes she offered
marriage to a girl, but the absence of beard and her effeminate
appearance caused her sex to be questioned; she was medically
examined, pronounced to be a man and the Vicar of Madrid
granted a licence under which the marriage was solemnized.
Doubts, however, still continued; she was denounced to the magistrates of Ocafia, who arrested her and handed her over to the Inquisition.
In the course of her trial she was duly examined by physicians, who declared her to be a woman and that her career could
only be explained by the arts of the demon. This explanation
'

*

of Elvira

Archive de Siinancas, Inq., Lib. 726.
Bibl. nacional, MSS., PV, 3, n. 20.
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doubts; she was sentenced to appear in an auto, to
to receive two hundred lashes and to serve in a

levi,

In this the tribunal was merhermaphrodites customarily had a harsher measure of

hospital ten years without pay.
ciful,

for

justice.^
It is thus easy to understand how the definition of pact by the
University of Paris came to be so extended as to cover every
all the old
possible act that might be classed as superstitious

—

women's cures and

all

the traditional usages and beliefs that had

accumulated through credulous generations trained to place confidence in unintelligible phrases and meaningless actions for any
result greater than could naturally be produced, if not attributable

—

God was perforce ascribed to pact with the demon,
blanca thus assures us that, in the cure of disease, pact

Torre-

to

inferred

when

nothing, either natural or supernatural,

is

to be
employed,
is

but only words, secretly or openly uttered, a touch, a l^ireathing,
itself.
So it is with prayers

or a simple cloth which has no virtue in

and verbal formulas approved by the Church, but used

for pur-

poses other than those for wliich they were framed, or even
exorcisms or conjurations against disease and tempests and cater-

and drought, employed without the rites prescribed by the
Church, or by those who have not the Order of Exorcists. There
is pact in the use of idle prayers, as to stop bleeding with In sanguine Adcc orta est mors, or Sanguis mane in te ut sanguis Christi
mansit in se; or of false ones, as for head-ache Virgo Maria Jordaman transivit et time S. Stcphanus ei obviavit; or of absurd ones
as the old Danatadarics, or the more modern Ahrach Haymon etc.,
or that inscribed on bread Irivni Teherioni etc.; or that against
pillars

the bite of

mad

dogs, Hax, Pax,

Max.

Suspect of pact are pious

which some extraneous or unknown sign is
introduced, written and hung on the neck, or anythino; by the
wearing of which protection is expected from sudden death or
imprisonment or the gallows: also the use of natural objects which,
by their nature are not fitted for the expected results, or which
arc inefficient of themselves and are supposed to derive virtue
from words employed, or are applied with prayers and observances

and holy prayers,

in

—

Univ of Hallo, Yc, 20, T. I. Catdlopo de lascausas soguide Toledo, pp. S4, 32() (Madrid. lOO.'?).
Mendo tells us (Ki)itoine Opiiiioiium Monilium, Appeiul. de Matriiiionio, ii. l)
of similar cases iu which the unfortunates were bunit.
*

MSS. of

das ante

Lilirarj' of

el tril)unal
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not prescribed by the Church and, finally, all cures of disease
which physicians cannot explain.* Moreover, theolof2;ians decided
that in sorcery there was no parvitas matericv, or triviality, which
redeemed it from being a mortal sin.^

Thus

wise-women and charlatans became sul)ject to the
and no richer field for the folklorist can be found than in their numerous trials, where all the
details of their petty devices and spells and charms are rc])orted
at length.
There was the corresponding duty imposed on it to
exterminate all popular superstitions throughout the land, and
possibly it might have had a measure of success in this if it could
have treated these practitioners as impostors. Unfortunately its
jurisdiction over them was based on the reality of their exercising
demonic powers, and their persecution only tended to confirm
all

jurisdiction of the Inquisition,

popular belief in the efficacy of their ministrations, while the
public reading of their sentences con meritos spread abroad the
knowledge of their powers and formulas.
If aught was lacking to strengthen belief in sorcery and divination it was furnished, in 1585, by Sixtus V, in his solemn bull
Cceli et Terrcr.
In this he denounced astrology and all other species

magic incantations, the invocation and consuldemons, the abuse of the sacraments, the pretended
imprisonment of demons in rings, mirrors and vials, the obtaining
of responses from demoniacs or lymphatic or fanatic women;
he commanded all prelates and bishops and inquisitors diligently
to prosecute and punish all who M'ere guilty of these illicit divinations, sorceries, superstitions, magic, incantations and other
detestable wickedness, even though hitherto they had no faculty'
to do so, and the rules of the Tridentine Index, prohibiting all
works on divination and magic were to be strictly enforced.' The
Spanish Inquisition, as we have seen, had long before exercised
all the faculties conferred by the bull, and it is difficult to understand why, in 1595, it obtained for the first time, in the commission
issued to Inquisitor-general Manrique de Lara, a clause covering
all who practised these diaboHcal arts, and all who believed and
of divination, all

tation of

'

Torroblanca, Epitnmo Dolictomm sivo de Magia, Lib

The

first

edition of this

work appeared

ii,

Lyons, 1678.
'

'

Th. Sanchez in Prsecepta Decalogi Lib.
Pegna; Append, in Eymerici Director.,

cap. ix.

in Seville, in 1G18.

ii,

cap. xl, n. 13.

p. 142.

My

copy

is

of
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—

employed them a clause retained in all subsequent commissions.*
The Inquisition, in fact, had not welcomed the bull, possibly in
fear of claims based on

did not allow

It

some

reason, a

it

to

it of cumulative episcopal jurisdiction.
be published in Spain until 1612 when, for

Romance

tribunals with orders for

version was printed and sent to
its

all

the

publication and enforcement, leading

subsequent writers to attribute to

the cognizance of these mat-

it

by the Inquisition.^
Not only had the Inquisition, as we have

ters

and warned

off all trespassers.

that non-heretical sorcery

it

was mixti

the secular or spiritual court which
non-heretical sorcery had
tion

was as

in all else.

become

mattered

little

fori

first

— was

its

subject to either

commenced

non-existent,

resolute in maintaining
It

seen, exercised juris-

claimed this to be exclusive
As a matter of form it conceded

diction over sorcery, but as usual

action'

—but

and the Inquisi-

exclusive claims in this as

that, in 1598, the Cortes petitioned

for the total abolition of all kinds of sorcery, divination, auguries

and enchantments, and that Philip II responded by ordering the
revival and enforcement of the ferocious law of 1414 inflicting
severe penalties on secular judges who did not put sorcerers to
death. ^ If this produced any effect, which is doubtful, it was but
temporary. Already, in 1594, we find the Toledo tribunal compelling the corregidor to surrender Isabel de Soto, after he had
pronounced sentence. Her offences had been the giving of lovepowders, which she asserted were holy and need not be confessed
curing a child with a parchment inscribed with crosses, and using
all harmless
certain divinations to bring a man from the Indies
enough frauds, for which she was sentenced to abjure de levi,

—

'
Bulario dc la Ordcn do Santiago, Lib. IV, fol. 118, 124, 137; Lil). Y, passim.—
Archivo de Simancas, CJracia y Justicia, Leg. G2!).
The clause reads "necnon dc lurresi sen apostasia de fide suspectos, sortilegia

—

manifestam lueresim sapientia, divinationes et incantationes aliaque iliaboliea
maleficia ct prestigia commit tentes, aut magicas et necromanticas artes exercentes, illorumque credentes, sequaces, defensores, fautores et receptatores.

.

.

.

per te vel alium seu alio.^ prout juris fuerit inquirondi, procedendi et cxequi
seu inquiri, procedi et exequi faciendi."
^ Torreblanca,
.Vrchivo
Lib. iii, cap. ix, Append.; Dcfensa, cap. ii, p. r^M.

—

liist.

nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 209,

The

fol.

SO.

however, wa.s not received in Valencia until

l)ull,

Uilt).

— Il)idem,

Leg.

G,

n. 2, fol. 50.
'

Torreblanca, cap. ix, n.

*

Nucva Recop.,

2r)-2().

Lil). viii. Tit.

iii,

ley 8.

— Novfs. Rccop., Lib.

xii. Tit. v, ley 2.
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audience-chamber and to undergo six 3Tars
itself in comparison
with the corregidor's sentence, which had been scourging and perin the

This severity, however, was mercy

of exile.

petual exile.*

This assertion of exclusive cognizance continued.

In 1648,

Ana Andres was undergoing prosecution in both the secular and
episcopal courts, when the Valladolid tribunal claimed her, took
her and tried and sentenced her.^ In 1659, Pedro Martinez Ruvio,
Archbishop of Palermo, issued an edict in which he proposed
to enforce a brief of Gregory XV, in 1623, directed against sorcerers.
The Suprema promptly presented to Phihp IV a consulta, representing that simple superstitions were justiciable by bishops but,

where there was even

light suspicion of heresy, the Inquisition

exclusive cognizance.

could inhibit

It

him with censures

it

had

said,

but a royal order prohibiting him from proceeding with so prean innovation was preferable as less demonstrative, and
there can be no doubt that Philip signed whatever letters the
judicial

Suprema

When
enforced

laid before him.^

dealing with the
its

claims with

common

its

run of officials, the Inquisition
customary peremptory aggressiveness.

In 1701, the Valencia tribunal learned that the paheres, or local
Tortosa, were trying for sorcery Jusepa Zorita, Francisca
Caset and a girl.
On November 30th they were ordered to cease
proceedings under pain of exconmiunication and five hundred
ducats for each official concerned, while Pedro Martin Aycart,
archdeacon of the cathedral, was commissioned, in case of disobedience, to post them on the church doors as excommunicated,
and to take possession of the accused in the royal prison and hold
them until further orders. There was some delay and, on January
4, 1702, the authorities of Tortosa were served with a demand,
under the same penalties, to surrender the prisoners and the
papers to Aycart, with notification that prosecution would follow
This was effectual; the prisoners were surrendered and
refusal.
were duly tried by the tribunal.^
officials of

Perhaps the most emphatic assertion of the authority of the
is to be seen in its treatment of astrology.
All divi-

Inquisition
»

^
»
*

MSS.

of Library of Univ. of HaUe, Yc, 20, T. I.
Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Leg. 552, fol. 37.
Ibidem, Lib. 52, fol. 48.
Arcliivo hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 1,

n. 3, fol. 14-15.
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nation which pretended to reveal the future had long been regarded
on account of its denial of human free-will and its

as heretical,

This applied especially to astrology, with its
its assumption that the destinies of men
were ruled by tlie stars. It was on this ground that Pietro d'Abano,
the greatest physician of his time, was prosecuted and only escaped
condemnation by opportunely dying, in 1316, in Padua, and Cecco
d'Ascoli, the foremost astrologer of the age, was burnt alive in
In spite of these examples, the profession of
Florence, in 1327.
astrology continued to flourish unchecked, and astrologers were
assertion of fate.

array of horoscopes and

indispensable officials in the courts of princes and prelates.
logians

and canonists persevered

in its

condenmation.

TheoCiruelo,

while admitting that the study of the influence of the stars on the
weather and on persons is lawful, like the practice of medicine,

holds that foretelling from them what they cannot foreshadow can
only be done by the aid of the demon, and all who practise this

Simancas classes
half-necromancers.^
methods of divination, which he attributes to the operation of the demon, and those who make everything depend upon the stars are perfected heretics." These condemnations however were piuvly academical the old prohibitions
had become obsolete; belief in the science was almost universal;
it was not only openly practised but openly taught, and there is
significance in the fact that, in the Index of 1559, while there are
general prohibitions of all books on necromancy and divination
by lots, there is none of those on astrology, which nuist have been
numerous, and only two obscure works on nativities are forbidden.^
Indeed, one of the petitions of the Cortes of 1570 represents that
should

be

punished

astrology with

all

as

othcn-

;

in conse(pience of physicians not studying astrology
in their cures, wherefore the king

universities

was asked

many

failed

to order that in the

no one should be graduated as a physician who was

not a bachiller in astrology, to which the royal reply was that the
Council would consult the universities and determine what was
fitting.'

It therefore

manifests no httle determination of })uri)ose that.

'

Reprovacion de

*

De

Cath.

la.s

Suporsticioncs, P.

In.stitt. Tit.

ii,

Cap.

xxi, n. 9; Tit. lxiii, n.

iii.

7.

Reusch, Die Indices, pp. 217, 225, 227, 230, 230.—The two prohibited hooks
are Aramdnm dc natii'itdtibus nch falalis dirn and Johannes Schoncrus dc nalivi'

latibus.
*

C6rtes dc Cordova del afio de seteiita, Piticioii 71 (Aleahi, 1575).
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before Sixtus V, in his bull of 1585, had ordered the suppression

by the Inquisition, the Suprcma, in 1582, attacked it
stronghold, the University of Salamanca, sending thither

of astrology
in

its

March the \'alladolid inciuisitor, Juan de Arrese, with an edict
condemning all the practices of the so-called science. In a letter
of the 10th, Arrese says that ho had been there for eight days,
without having had an opportunity of publishing the edict, l)ut he
expects to do so the next day. Then, on the 20th, he reports that
he is obtaining the first results and is overwhelmed with them;
in

there are

many who

casting nativities,

teach judicial astrology, both genetliliacal, in
in answering all questions put to them,

and

and they excuse themselves by saying that they only teach what
is in the books that are permitted.
Those inculpated under the
edict are so numerous that it would be an infinite affair to punish
them, and to overlook them would be worse, for they expect to
be allowed to continue. Meanwhile he has taken testimony as to
some and has suspended others till he receives orders, to which the
reply was to go on taking testimony and report the results.
Then,
on March 31st he writes that he is still gathering evidence against
the teachers of astrology, among whom are some who treat of
invocation of demons and necromancy, especially Diego Perez
de Messa, who had been banished for other offences by the maesire
escuela and is in hiding, but Arrese had ordered his arrest.
Then,
on April 24th, Arrese forwards a declaration drawn up by ]\Iaestre
Muiioz, professor of astrology, for such action as the

may

please to take.

pied in

making

ground

that,

At the same time he says that

all

Suprema

those occu-

astrological predictions excuse themselves on the
under the statutes of the university, this is ordered
to be taught he suggests that the Suj^rema shall prohibit teaching
from such books, and also judicial astrology, except as regards
weather, but there are also indications of magic, about which he
promises further information.^ The documents before me fail
to state what action the Suprema took with the professors and
teachers, but that this was the condition in the foremost Spanish
seat of learning indicates the magnitude of the task of eradicating
That it forthbeliefs so widely spread and so firmly estal)lished.
;

with suppressed the public teaching of astrology is indicated by
the Prohibitory Index, which appeared the following year, 1583.
This proscribed

'

all

books and writings that treat

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Leg. 1157,
13

fol.

of the science of

17-20.
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predicting the future by the stars, and it forbade all persons from
forming forecasts as to matters dependent on free-will or fortune.
Yet it conceded the influence of the stars by permitting the astrology which pertained to the weather and the general events of the

world, agriculture, navigation and medicine, and also that which
indicated at birth the inclinations and bodily qualities of the
infant/

This half-hearted condemnation was not calculated to overthrow
the belief of ages, and astrology maintained its hold on popular
credulity.
It is said that, on the birth of Philip IV, in 1605,
Philip III consulted the celebrated Argoli, master of astrology in

Padua, as to his son's horoscope, and was told that the stars threatened the child with so many disasters that he would certainly
die in misery if he had not for his inheritance the wide dominions
a prophecy which seems to have been suggested by
of Spain
However this may be, the Inquisition maintained
the event.^

—

and was active in prosecuting the practitioners of the
means of divination. An experienced writer, about
1640, states that, since 1612, astrologers had been rigorously
Judicial astrology was permitted only in so far as it
punished.
The casting of
related to commerce, agriculture and medicine.

its

position

science as a

horoscopes to predict the future, especially with regard to the
death of individuals a frequent practice, productive of much
evil
was punishable by appearance in a public auto, abjuration
de levi, exile and fine proportioned to the means of the delincjuent,

—

—

while even further severity was due to
detection of thieves

and finding things

its

lost.^

employment for the
A clause was intro-

duced, in the Edicts of Faith, requiring the denunciation of all
engaged in such practices, with a careful accumulation of details
that reveals how wide was the sphere of influence ascribed to the
stars.*

The

upon astrologers shows the determination
and its estimate of the difficulty of the task.
as we have seen, except when relaxed, were spared

severity visited

of the Inquisition,

Ecclesiastics,

appearance

in public autos in order to avert scandal,

was made an exception and

tlic

but astrology
Thus,

penalties were extreme.

Mic 'I'olcdo auto of October 7, 1663,'there appeared

ill

'

Index of Quiropa, Rule IX (Madriti,

\r,H:i,

'

Zanctornato, Relatione della

Spap;na, pp.

3

Rihl. nacional,

*

Ibidem, D, 118,

('ort<> di

MSS., V, 377, cap. xiv,
p. 148.

§

1.

fol.

Don

P(>(h-o

1).
fi,

7 (Cosmopoli, l(i7S).

—
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Zacome Pramosellas,
to abjure de levi

arch-priost of Brimano (Cremona) sentenced
and perpetual banishment from Spain, after three

years of galley-service, besides prohibition to practice astrology
So, in the Toledo auto of October

or to read books on the subject.

16G7, the Licentiate Pedro Lopez Camarena Montesinos, a
beneficed priest of San Lorenzo of Valencia, for judicial astrology
and searching for treasures, was condemned to abjure de levi, to
30,

four years in an African presidio, followed by six years' exile from

Madrid and Toledo, suspension from Orders and deprivation

of

This severity, doubtless, did much
to aid advancing intelligence in outgrowing the ancient beliefs
but, as late as 1796, we find Fray Miguel Alberola, a lay-brother
of San Pedro de Alcantara, prosecuted in Valencia for using the
all

ecclesiastical revenues.^

"wheel

of

Bcda"

motions of the

complex

— evidently the Petosiris,

moon were used

details of the stars

a device by which the

in place of the multitudinous

and

Procedure in cases of sorcery had

little

to distinguish

that in ordinary heresy, except that, as a rule, torture

One
was used

employed.

and

planets,^

it from
was net

authority, indeed, tells that, although in Italy

was never used in
it was at the
discretion of the tribunal.^
That this discretion was used is seen
in the Mexican case of Isabel de Montoya, a wretched old woman,
in 1652, who freely confessed to numerous devices for procuring
money charms and philtres and conjurations. In addition to
this was the evidence of her dupes, as to her stories of her relations
with the demon, which required elucidation. She was tortured
without extracting further confessions and then was sentenced to
a hundred lashes, three years' service in a hospital and perpetual
exile from Puebla.^
As pact with the demon was the basis of inquisitorial jurisdiction
over sorcery, it was important to obtain from the accused admission
torture

in cases of heretical sorcery,

it

Spain, but another assumes that in certain cases

—

of its existence.

To

this end, in 1655, the

instructions as to examination in
instructions

which reveal implicit

all

Suprema

issued special

cases dependent on pact

belief in the reality of the

powers

Archive hist, nacional, Inq. de Toledo, Leg. 1.
Ibidem, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 100.— Cf. Bedic Opera, Ed. Migne, I, 9G3-G6.
' Praxis procedendi, cap. xviii, n. 3 (Archivo hist nacional, Inq. de 'S'alencia).
Bibl. nacional, MSS., S, 294, fol. 116.
* Proceso contra Isabel de Montoya (MS. penes me).
*

'
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claimed for sorcery. The accused was to be asked if the prayers,
remedies and other things employed produced the expected results,
wholly or partially, and as they had not the natural virtues to
When, in the prayers
effect this, what was the cause of the result.
or conjurations, certain demons were invoked, was it to make
them appear and speak and in what mode or form. Whether
the invocation was in virtue of a pact, express or tacit, with the

demon and, if so, in what way had it been made. Whether the
demon sometimes appeared in consequence of the prayers or conif so, in what figure or guise, and what he said or
With what faith or belief they did these things and framed
the remedies, and whether it was with the intention and hope that
the desired effect should be produced, and with the belief that they
would attain it, and whether they held this for certain with other

jurations and,
did.

—

similar interrogatories, suited for particular cases.*

Based on these instructions a curious

drawn up, adapted
a sample of these
of Zahories,

who

series of

formulas was

to all the different classes of offenders.

As

we may

take the one used in the examination
assumed to have a natural gift to see under the

surface of the earth, involving no heresy, so that they were subject
to the Inquisition only

through an arbitrary assumption that their

work must necessarily require the aid of the demon, in which there
was no parvitas inaterice, and that it was a mortal sin to employ
them. The Zahori is to be asked whether it is true that he can
see clearly and distinctly what is hidden under the earth and to
what distance his vision penetrates whether this pow^r is confined
to buried treasure, or extends to other things; at what age and on
what occasion he first recognized the possession of this power;
,

whether it is continuous, or stronger at times than at others;
whether he has exerted this power and has found it effective;
whether he has thus obtained treasures and, if so, of what kind
or amount; who assisted him and whether the treasures were
divided and what then happened whether to reach the treasure,
either in preparation or at the time of raising it, anything else was
done, such as masses, prayers, conjurations, fumigations, invocations of saints or of other unknown names, or use was made of holy
water, blessed palms, lights, genuflections, reading from a book
or paper or other similar means; whether some treasures are more
difficult to obtain than others and, if so, from what cause, such as
;

•

Praxis procedendi, cap.

viii, n.

5 (Archivo

hist, nacional.

Inq. do Valencia).
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enchantment; whether Zahories have any sign by which tliis power
recognized, and whether they recognize each other; in what
principally does this power consist; whether money has been paid
to him for pointing out a place where treasure was hidden and,
if so, where he received it and what was the spot designated.^
We
can readily see how apt would be such an interrogatory, followed
up by a trained examiner, to lead to admissions justifying implied
pact, especially as there was a craze for finding buried treasure,
and a wide-spread belief that stores of it were hidden underground,
awaiting the coming of Antichrist, and guarded by demons, who
must be placated or subdued before the gold could be secured.
In all this it is evident that the inquisitor, if conscientious, must
himself have been firmly convinced of the truth that all the arts
of sorcery, simple as many of them were, were based on demonic
aid.
Yet the occasional use of the term embustero shows that it
was sometimes recognized that there was imposture as well as
Thus, in the Cordova auto of December 21, 1627, three
pact.
women appeared. Ana de Jodar, sentenced to two hundred lashes
in Cordova and one hundred in Villanueva del Arzobispo, with
six years of exile Maria de San Leon, to a hundred lashes and four
is

;

years of exile and Francisca Mendez to vergiienza and exile. Now
all these were declared to be sorceresses, invokers of demons with

whom they had pacts, and their feats, as detailed in the sentences,
showed them to be adepts and yet they were all stigmatized in
addition as emhiisteras.^ So, in the Saragossa auto of June 6,
Gomez

is described as supersticioso y embustero,
two hundred lashes and perpetual service
in a hospital with shackles on his feet shows that his offence was
not regarded as mere imposture.^

1723, Sebastian

though

his sentence of

Severe as

may seem some

of the sentences alluded to, there is

no question that, in most cases, the delinquents were fortunate in
having the Inquisition as a judge rather than the secular courts,
which everywhere showed themselves merciless where sorcery was
concerned. We have seen the demand, in 1598, for the revival
of the savage law of 1414, and this rigor had the support not only
Ciruelo taught that all
of popular opinion but of the learned.
vain superstitions and sorcery were inventions of the devil, where'

'

MSS. of Royal Lil^rary of Copenhagen, 21Sb, p. 3S2.
' Royal Librarj'
Matute y Luquin, pp. 84-105.

of Berlin, Qt. 9548.
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them were disciples of the
no distinction between
There
was
devil and enemies of God.
with misparing rigor.
persecuted
all
be
were to
classes of offenders
beheaded, because
hanged
or
properly
Thieves, he argued were
much more should
and
homicide,
every thief is presumed to be a
directed rather
were
efforts
his
it thus be with every sorcerer, as
tells
us that Huss
Torreblanca
against persons than property.^
against
contend
all
heretics
almost
and Wickliffe and Luther and
detestable
and
heretical,
is
this
the punishment of sorcerers, but
should
they
that
teach
authorities
scandalous, and all orthodox
be unsparingly put to death and be persecuted by both the spirIt is well to bear in mind this conitual and temporal swords.^

fore those

who

learned and practised

;

sensus of opinion when considering the practice of the Inquisition.
In the tribunals there was nothing to control the discretion of the
judges save the Suprema, and that discretion showed itself in a
leniency difficult to understand, more often than in undue harsh-

and even their harshness was less to be dreaded than the
mercy of the secular law. The systematic writers lay down the
rule that, if the culprit confesses to pact with the demon, he is
presumably an apostate; if he begs mercy he is to be admitted
to reconciliation in an auto, with confiscation and a hundred
lashes or vergiienza; if he is not an apostate, the reconciliation is
modified to abjuration de levi and the scourging to vergiienza.^
These rules, however, were not observed reconcihation was exceedingly rare, abjuration de veheinenti was unusual, abjuration de
levi almost universal, and the tribunals exercised wide discretion
in the infliction of the most diverse penalties.
A few cases will illustrate how completely the temper of the tribunal influenced the sentences. In 1G04, ^\alencia seems to have

ness,

;

had exceptionally lenient inquisitors. Alonso ^'erlango, desiring
to compromise a suit, hired a woman to perform the conjuration of
the a77i])oUetas or vials, placing in them wine, sulj^hur and other
things, and throwing them into the fire, with the adjuration that
as they burnt so might the hearts of men come to an agreement.
There was also the conjuration of the oranges, cutting nine of
them and placing in them oil, soap, salt and other things, with
the formula that, as oil gives flavor, so might it be with the men;
las Suporsticiones, P.

i,

cap.

n.

1-6

P.

cap.

'

Rcprovacion de

'

Epitome Dclictorum,

'

Miguel Calvo (Arcliivo de Alcala, Hacienda, Leg. 544', Lib.
Officii, §§ 40, 43 (Ibidem).

Sancti

Lib. in, cap.

i,

ii;

ii,

i;

4).

V. in, cap. v.

— Elucidatioiics

Cjiap.
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and saying that the nails were driven
In both of these conjurations were invoked

also driving a nail into each
into their hearts.

Bersabu, Satanas and other demons, the great and the crippled,
along with St. Peter, St. Paul and other saints. There was also a
long conjuration with a virgin child by which one could learn whatever was desired. Verlango himself, moreover, used conjurations

and possessed the Dream-book of Solomon,
"Vaquerio" and Cardan de Proprietatibiis Reriini. For all this
he escaped with a reprimand and hearing mass in the audience
chamber, abjuration de levi and two years of exile. Another case
was that of Fray Miguel Rexaque, a priest of the Order of Montesa,
who denounced himself for going with an Italian fraile, a virgin
girl and some others, to discover treasure.
They dug a hole;
the Italian with an olive wand made a circle, in which was lighted
a blessed candle incense was burnt and the angels were summoned
to drive away the demons guarding the treasure for the coming of
Antichrist, and there was also a response from a demon obtained
by the girl looking into a mirror. When the papers were submitted to the Suprema it ordered Rexaque to be reprimanded and
the case to be suspended, while the girls who officiated had only
a year's exile and some spiritual penances. More serious was the
case of Francois Difor, a French priest, and Francisco Juseria, a
student, for it involved sacrilege.
The}^ sought the advice of an
to discover treasures

;

who told them to baptize three coins with certain names
and the coins when paid out would return to their purses. Difor
solemnly baptized three pesos; Juseria spent them for fritters and
pastry, but they did not come back.
Under instructions of a
confessor, they denounced themselves; they were duly tried and
sentenced to abjure de levi, to be severely reprimanded and to
perform some slight spiritual penances.^
Valladolid furnishes similar examples of leniency.
In 1629,
Isabel Garcia, a married woman, under trial confessed that to
regain a lover she had invoked the demon, who appeared in human
shape, when she entered into explicit pact with him and performed
various other sorceries, yet she was sentenced only to abjure de
levi and to four years' exile from Valladolid and Astudilla.
The
next year Gabriel de Arroya, under pressure from a confessor,
denounced himself and stated that, carried away by the passion
adept,

of gambling, he had, during the last seven years,

'

Archive

hist, iiacional.,

Inq. de Valencia, Leg.

gone

five

2, n. 7, fol. 4, 7; n. 10, fol.

times

10-13.
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into the

open

and invoked the demon

fields,

to give

for stakes, promising in return to devote his

demon and
It is
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first

him money
child to the

offering to sign with his blood a pact to that effect.

true that the

demon never appeared, nor

did he get

money

In the consulta de fe,
that seemed to come from such a source.
vehemently suspect,
him
to
be
pronounced
members
some of the
suspend
the case without
finally
voted
to
lightly,
it
was
but
others
audience-chamber.^
in
the
reprimand
him
and
to
sentence
There is contrast between these and some cases, in 1641, gathered
Eight
in by a Valladolid inquisitor during a visitation in Astorga.
offences
consisted
in
superwhose
curanderos,
women
old men and
stitious cures of the most harmless character, were arrested and
brought to Valladolid, where they were confined for months in
the secret prison, to be finally sentenced to more or less prolonged
exile,

their simple ministrations being characterized as implicit

pact with the demon.

Ravanal,

On the other hand,
who charged

cura of Anicio,

the Licentiate Pelayo de

twenty-three reales for

ineffectually sprinkling with holy water a herd of

and
and who failed in a superstitious cure of a husband and
wife, was not arrested but was privately summoned and reprimanded in the apartments of the senior inquisitor. There were
practitioners whose speciality consisted
also two cases of loberos
One was Macias Perez, a shepwolves.
in preserving sheep from
herd of Medina del Campo, accused by ten witnesses of having
the wolves at his command, and using them to injure whom he
pleased five testified that he had threatened them with the wolves
and that consc(|U(nitly many of their sheep had been destroyed.
The other, Juan Gutierrez of Baradilla, speculated on his neighbors,
who gave him grain, kids, sheej) etc., to preserve their flocks. The
blessing

sick cattle,

—

;

calificadores held this to be implicit pact but, although both were
arrested,

both escaped with reprimands.^

The same moderation

was exhibited by the tribunal of Toledo, in a curious case, in 1659.
Juan Sevcrino de San Pablo, of Wilna in Lithuania, was living as
a hermit in the Sierra Morena. He had a skull which he had
laboriously inlaid with silver images; this he exhil)ited and gave
After liis trial had been
certificates as cures for tertian fevers.

was suspended; he was severely reprimanded and threatened with a hundred lashes for relapse; the

carried to the accusation,

it

Sinmncas,

'

Arcliivo

(Ic

'

IhklcMi,

fol. 2(),

Iix].,

2S, 20.

Log.

5.52, fol.

11,

1.?.
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was buried in consecrated ground, but not until the silver
had been carcfullj' removed and given to the receiver in part
settlement for the culprit's maintenance in prison/
There are two colonial cases which illustrate the capricious
character of these judgements.
In 1760, at Lima, a Guinea negro
slave named Manuel Galiano, aged 70, was tried as a curandero.
Several cases were in evidence in which he had cured swellings
that had baffled the faculty, by making a small incision, inserting
a hollow cane and sucking out blood, which would be accompanied
with maggots, scorpions, lizards, snakes and the like, after which
he would apply certain crushed herbs. It was decided that this
inferred pact with the demon he was arrested and freely admitted
the cures, explaining that he hid the animals in the cane and
blew them forth as though they had been drawn from the swelling;
he had pronounced the patients to be bewitched and received four
or five pesos for the cure; he had also pretended to give a charm
to another slave.
The case was simple enough but the trial was
prolonged for three years, during which he lay in prison, to be
finally sentenced to appear in an auto, with the insignia of sorcery
and a halter, to vergiienza and to five years (counted from the
skull

;

time of his arrest) of service in a hospital.^
In wholesome contrast to this was a similar case in Mexico, in
1794.
Juana Martinez was an Indian aged 40, married to a
mulatto. She made her livelihood as a curandera, using a decoction of the root of a plant known as polo de Texer or Peyote, which
she gathered with invocation of the Trinity and three signs of the
ceremonies which she repeated when administering the
cross

—

remedy

— and

nose, insects,

she said that her patients ejected, from mouth and
which was a sign that they had been be-

flies etc.,

which she kept in
performed miracles. In
short, she was an accomplished emhustera, and she richly earned
witched.

a

little

She

also

had an image

of the Virgin,

reliquary and declared that

it

the designation in the accusation of a simulator of miracles.

Piedra Palacio, cura and ecclesiastical judge of
Temasunchalc, arrested the pair and sequestrated
By active threats of scourging he elicited
their little property.
a confession that she had invoked the devil who api)eared and

Mariano de

la

their village,

taught her the

art,

and that she operated by

'

Archivo

'

MSS.

hist, nacional,

his power.

Inq. de Toledo, Log. 2.

of Bibl. nacional de Lima.

It

was
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a clear case of sorcery and he handed them over to the Inquisition.
to Mexico was performed handcuffed and they
were consigned to the secret prison, July 22. A little skilful

The long journey

pressure brought Juana to admit that both the miracles of the
Mrgin and the insects voided by her patients were impostures.

The

fiscal

chanced to be somewhat

of a rationalist and,

on August

4th he presented a report of a character not usual in the Inquisition.
He pointed out that the consummate ignorance of Cura i\Iariano

had already caused these poor creatures sufficient suffering in
them from their home, defaming them, arresting them
obstreperously and sending them to the prison of the tril:)unal
without reason or justice. It was he who was to blame, for their
ignorance was attributable to him, whose duty it was to instruct
them. Assuming then that there was no legal basis for prosecution
and that their lies were sufficiently punished by what they had
tearing

endured, the

fiscal

suggested their discharge, with orders to abstain

from cures and miracles, under pain of rigorous punishment, while the cura was to be warned to avoid future meddling
with what pertained to the Inquisition. He should also be told
to restore to them the mare and colt which he had unlawfully
embargoed, to send at his own cost proper persons to conduct the
prisoners comfortably home, and moreover that he and his vicars
must see to the proper instruction of his flock. The tribunal was
in future

not prepared to rise to this height of justice, but it discharged the
prisoners and notified Mariano to return to them the mare and
colt

and whatever

else

he had seized, without charging for their

keep, and further to present himself to the tribunal on his
visit to

first

the capital.^

Yet, notwithstanding the sanity of the conclusions reached in
was no surrender of belief in the reality of sorcery

this case, there

demonic influence. Far more effective for the suppression
was the position assumed, in 1774, by the Inquisition
In its reformoil reguof Portugal under the guidance of Pombal.
lations it takes the ground that malignant spirits cannot, through
pacts with sorcerers and magicians, change the immutal^le laws
of Nature established by God for the preservation of the world;
that the theological argument of cases in which God permits such

and

of

of sorcerers

spirits to torment men lias no api)lication to legislature or law.
Those who believe that there are arts which teach how, by invo-

*

MSS.

of

David Fcrgusson Esq.

—
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cations of demons, or imprecations, or signs, to

ascribed to sorcerers,

demon

fall into

and

exjilicit,

Thus the two pacts,
and there is no proof
two centuries have been conducted
God.

arc e(|ually incredil^le

them in the trials which for
by the Inquisition, save the unsupported
of

From

this

it is

work the wonders

the absurdity of ascribing to the

attributes belonging solely to

implicit
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deduced that

craft are manifest impostures,

confessions of the accused.

all sorceries,

and the

divinations and witch-

practical instructions, based

on these premises, are that offenders are not to be convicted
heresy but of imposture, deceit and superstition, all of which

of
is

to be pointed out in the sentence, without giving the details as

The

—

imposed are severe scourging, the
any one defends himself by asserting
that these practices are legitimate, that a pact can be made with
the demon, and that his operations are effective, he is to be confined, without more ado, in the Hospital Real de Todo os Santos
formerly.
galleys

and

penalties

presidio, while

if

the insane hospital.^

The Spanish

Inquisition was too orthodox to accept so rationala view of sorcery, and continued to prosecute it as a reality.
In 1787, Madrid was excited by an auto in which an impostor
named Coxo was sentenced to two hundred lashes and ten years
istic

He had thrived by selling philtres to provoke love,
formed indecently of the bones and skin of a man and a woman,
for which he had numerous customers, including ladies of quality.
The affair abounded in lascivious details, which, when inscribed
on the insignia hung in the church caused no little scandal.^ In
1800, Diego Garrigo, a boy of 13, was prosecuted by the Seville
tribunal for superstitious cures when, probably on account of his
tender years, he escaped with a warning.^ In 1807 the trial in
Valencia of Rosa Conejos shows how the insatiable credulity of the
vulgar was fed by the inexhaustible ingenuity of the impostor.
She had been giving instructions as to charms by which supernatural powers could be gained, for the character of which a single
example will suffice. After 11 o'clock at night, place on the fire
a vessel full of oil when it boils, throw in a living cat and put on
the lid; at the stroke of midnight remove it and inside the skull
of the cat will be found a little bone, which will render the person
of presidio.

;

^

Rcgiinento do Santo Officio da Inquisi9ao pelo Cardeal da Cunha, pp. 118-20,

123-7.
2

Llorente, Anales, II, 270.

'

Archivo

hist, nacional,

Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 100.
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do whatever he pleases;

"What do you want?"

but

if

carried across

will lose its virtue.^

cases become less numerous than of old,
no change in the attitude of the Inquisition. In 1818,
for instance, the Suprema on Fel^ruary 12th, ordered the arrest
and imprisonment, by the Seville tribunal, of Ana Barbero, for

Under the Restoration,

but there

is

blasphemy and pact with the demon and, for these
was sentenced, October 15th, to abjuration de levi,
spiritual exercises, six years of exile and two hundred lashos
the latter being humanely commuted by the Suprema to eight
The same
years' reclusion in a reformatory for loose women.
tribunal ordered, June 17th, Francisca Romero to be thrown in
the secret prison, with embargo of property, as a superstitious
curandera and a year later, June 18, 1819, we find her sentenced
to the ordinary penalties of exile and two hundred lashes, the latter
Belief in the
of which were mercifully omitted by the Suprema.^
virtues of the consecrated wafer was as lively as ever and prosecutions were frequent for retaining it, as that of Dona Antonia de
la Torre, in 1815, by the Granada tribunal, for taking repeated
communions in a day, r(;taining the forms and converting them to
an evil use.' Treasure-seeking was not forgotten. In 1816 the
Santiago tribunal discovered a book of conjurations for the ])urpose, which was promptly prohibited by edict, all copies were to
be seized, investigation was ordered into popular beliefs and Fray
Juan Cuntin y Duran was prosecuted for using the conjurations.
This probal)ly led to tlie discovery, in 1817, at Tudela of a similar
MS. work which the Suprema ordered to be suppressed/
superstition,

offences, she

It is easy to understand that the prosecution of sorcery constituted a not inconsiderable portion of the duties of the Inquisition,
Cases were comi)araat least during the latter stages of its career.
tively few as long as only serious matters were held to fall within
its

jurisdiction but, with the extended definition of pact, they

increased consid(>rably and, as the business of prosecuting IMoriscos
and Judaizers declined, its energies w(M'e more largely directed to
the wise-women and the sharpers
'

a precarious

Proceso contra Rosa Conejos (MS. paies mc).
Sinuincus, Inq., Lib. 890.

'

Arcliivo

'

Archivo liist. iiacional,
Archivo dv Siinaiicas,

*

who kniml

d(;

Iiiq., <U>
Iiiq.,

Vuloncia, Leg. 100.

Lib. SDO; Lib. .^.W.

liveli-
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vulgar superstitions pervading the community. Thus,
Toledo record, from 1575 to 1610, out of a total of 1172
cases, ther^ are only eighteen of sorceiy, or a trifle over one and
a half per cent., while, in the same tribunal from 1648 to 1794
there are a hundred out of a total of 1205, or about eight and onethird per cent.^
Occasionally they furnish the chief part of the
In the Valencia auto of July 1, 1725,
business of a tribunal.
fifteen of the eighteen penitents were sorcerers and, in that of
Cordova, December 5, 1745, there were five out of cight.^ A
record of the business of all the tribunals, from 1780 to the suppression in 1820, furnishes a total of four hundred and sixty-nine
cases of which a hundred and sixteen may be classed as maleficent
and three hundred and fifty-three as merely superstitious.^
Belief in the powers of sorcery had been too strongly inculcated
A modern writer
to disappear with the cessation of persecution.
in the

in the

assures us that

ever

all

the old superstitions flourish as vigorously as

— conjurations and formulas to

cure or to

future, to create love or hatred, to render

kill,

to foretell the

men impotent and women

barren, to des-troy the flocks and herds and harvests, to bring
The wise-woman is as potent as of
tempests and hail-storms.
yore in her control of the forces of nature and the passions of man,
and the profession is as well filled and as well paid as in the six-

teenth century.^

We

can readily beheve

this

when Padre Cappa,

defence of the Inquisition, gravely assures us that
communications and compacts with the demon are incontestable

S. J., in his

and are as frequent as formerly.^

We

still to consider a further development of the belief
malignant power of the demon working through human
instruments, in which the Inquisition of Spain rendered a service
of no little magnitude.

have

in the

*

MSS.

of Library of Univ. of Halle, Yc, 20, T.

Inq. de Toledo, Leg.
'

Royal Librarj^ of

'

Archivo

^

Amador de

Berlin, Qt.

hist, nacional,

los

I.

—Archivo

hist,

nacional,

1.

9548.— Matute y Luquin,

pp. 278-92.

Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 100.

Rios (Revista de Espana, X^^III, 338-40).

y Pclayo, Heterodoxos Espanoles, I, 237.
' P. Ricardo Cappa, La Inquisicion espanola,
Father Cappa only enunciates the

belief still

See also Men^ndez

242 (Madrid, 1888).
taught by the Church.

p.

See S.
Alph. Liguori, Theol. Moralis, Lib. in. Dub. v, and Marc, Institutiones Morales
Alphonsianoe, I, 396-7 (Roma>, 1893).

CHAPTER

IX.

WITCHCRAFT.

The

culmination of sorcery was witchcraft and yet it was not
In it there is no longer talk of pact with the demon,
express or tacit, to obtain certain results, with the expectation
of washing out the sin in the confessional and thus cheating the

the same.

The witch has abandoned Christianity, has renounced
her baptism, has worshipped Satan as her God, has surrendered
herself to him, body and soul, and exists only to be his instrument
devil.

working the

which he cannot accomThat such a being should excite
universal detestation was inevitable, and that no effort should
be spared for her extermination was the plainest duty of legislator
and judge. There are no pages of European history more filled
vnth horror than those which record the witch-madness of three
centuries, from the fifteenth to the eighteenth.
No land was
more exposed to the contagion of this insanity than Spain where,
for more than a hundred years, it was constantly threatening to
break forth. That it was repressed and rendered comparatively
harmless was due to the wisdom and firmness of the Inquisition.
This witch-madness was essentially a disease of the imagination,
created and stimulated by the persecution of witchcraft.
AMiereever the inquisitor or civil magistrate went to destroy it b}' fire,
a harvest of witches sprang up around his footsteps. If some
old crone repaid ill-treatment with a curse, and the cow of the
offender chanced to die or his cliild to fall sick, she was marked
as a witch; the judge had no dilHculty in compelling such confession as he desired and in ol:)taining a goodly list of accomplices;
everyone who had met with ill-luck liurried forward with his suspicions and accusations.
Evor}^ j)rosocution widened the circle,
until nearly the whole population might become involved, to be
followed liy executions numbered, not by the score but by the
hundred, in blind obedience to the scriptural injunction "Thou
in

evil to her fellow-creatures,

plish without a

human

agent.

shalt not suffer a witch to live."
(
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— droughts or flood, tempests or hail-storms, famine or
— were ascribed to witchcraft, and victims were sought,

as though to offer propitiatory holocausts to the infernal gods or
expiatory sacrifices to the Creator.
Belief in witchcraft was of comparatively recent origin, dating
from the middle of the fourteenth century. Malignant sorcery had been known before, but the distinctive feature of the
Sabbat first makes its appearance at this period the midnight
gathering to which the devotees of Satan were carried through the
air, where they renounced Christ and worshipped their master,
in the shape usually of a goat, but sometimes in that of a handsome or hideous man where they feasted and danced and indulged
in promiscuous intercourse, accommodating demons serving as
incubi or succubi, and were conveyed back home, where other
demons, assuming their shape, had protected their absence from

—

;

observation.^

The development

of this

myth would seem

ascribable to the

increasing rigor of persecution towards the end of the fourteenth
century, when, as

we have

seen, the University of Paris

lated the theory that pact with Satan

was inherent

formu-

in all

magic,

leading judges, in their eager exploration of cases brought before

them, to connect this assumed pact with an old belief of nightriders through the air, who swept along in gathering hosts.
AMth
the methods in use, the judge or the inquisitor would have little
difficulty in finding what he sought.
When once such a belief
was disseminated by trials and executions, the accused would
seek to escape endless torture by framing confessions in accordance
with leading questions and thus a tolerably coherent, though sometimes discordant, formula was developed, to which witches in every
land were expected to conform. That this was a new development is shown by the demonologists of the fifteenth century
Nider and Jaquerius, Sprenger and Bernardo da Como treating
witches as a new sect, unknown before that age, and to this Innocent VIII impliedly gave the sanction of the Holy See in his wellknown bull, Summis desiderantes, in 1484. This rapidly growing

—

'
The earliest appearance of the Sabbat in inquisitorial records would seem lo
be in some trials, between 1330 and 1340 in Carcassonne and Toulouse, where it
connects itself curiously with remnants of the Dualism of the Cathari. Hansen,
Zauberwahn, Inquisition und Hexenprozess im Mittelalter, p. 315 (Miinchen,

—

1900).
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power of witchcraft and the duty of its extermination
were stimulated by nearly every pope for almost a hundred years
by Eugenius IV in 1437 and 1445, by Calixtus III in 1457, by
Pius II in 1459, and, after the special utterance of Innocent \lll,
by Alexander \1 in 1494, by Julius II, by Leo X in 1521, by
Adrian VI, in 1523 and by Clement VII in 1524/
While, for the most part, the so-called confessions of witches
under trial were the result of the torture so unsparingly employed,
there can be little doubt that at least a portion were truthful
belief in the

Even

as the trances and
and the Venerable
Maria de Agreda, are attributable to auto-hypnotism and autosuggestion so, when the details of the Sabbat were thoroughly
established and became as much a part of popular belief as the

accounts of illusions really entertained.

visions of the mystics, such as Santa Teresa

it is easy to understand how certain
temperaments, seeking escape from the sordid miseries of laborious
poverty, might acquire the power of inducing trances in which

glories seen in mystic ecstasy,

the transport to the meeting-place, the devil-vv^orship and the

sensual delights that followed, were impressed upon the imagi-

The demonographers give us ample accounts
which the suspected witch was thrown into
a trance by the inunction of her ointment and, on awaking,
gave a detailed account of her attendance on the Sabbat and of
what she did and saw there. This should be borne in mind when
following the long debate between those who upheld the reality
of the Sabbat and those who argued that it was generally or always
nation as

realities.

of experiments in

a delusion.

To appreciate the attitude of the Spanish Inquisition in this
debate the origin of the myth must be understood. The flying
by night of female sorcerers to places of assemblage was an ancient
This
belief, entertained by Hindus, Jews and the classical nations.
was handed down through the middle ages, but was regarded by
the Church as a relic of paganism to be suppressed. There was
an utterance, not later than the ninth century, which denounced
as an error, induced by the devil, the popular belief that wicked

women ride throughthe air at night under the leadership of Diana
and Herodias, wherefore priests everywhere wim'o commanckHJ to
Raynakl. Annal., ami. 1437, n. 27;ann. Uf)?, n. 90; ann. 1 1.")9, n. 30. -Hipoll,
Ord. Pnrdic. Ill, 193.— Bullar. Roman. I, 429.— Sept imi Decretal. Lib.
Bart. Spina^i de Stripihus, j). 14 (Konur, 1576).
Tit. xii, cap. 1, 3, 0.

«

Biillar.

V,

—
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disabuse the faithful and to teach that those who professed to take
part in these nocturnal excursions were deluded by dreams inspired

by the demon,

so that he

who

believed in their reality entertained

the faith of the devil and not that of God.

ascribed to an otherwise

unknown Council

—

of

This utterance was
Anquira; it passed

through all the collections of canons Regino, Burchard and Ivo
found a place finally in the authoritative Decretum of Gratian,
where it became known to canonists as the canon E-piscojyi}
When, therefore, in the fifteenth century, there was formulated
the perfected theory of the witches' Sab1)at, it had to struggle for
No theologian stood higher than St. Antonino, Archexistence.
bishop of Florence, yet in his instructions to confessors, he requires
them to ascertain from penitents whether they believe that women
can be transformed into cats, can fly by night and suck the blood
of children, all of which he says is impossible, and to believe it is
Nor was he alone in this, for similar instructions are given
folly.
by Angelo da Chivasso and Bartolonmieo de Chaimis in their
The new school could only meet the defiauthoritative manuals.^
nitions of the can. Episcopi by asserting that witchcraft was the
product of a new sect, more pernicious than all former inventions
This brought on a warm discussion between lawof the demon.
yers like Ponzinibio on the one side and papal theologians on the
other, such as Silvester Prierias, Master of the Sacred Palace and
his successor

Bartolommeo Spina, and the authority

of the

Holy

See triumphed over scepticism.

somewhat out of the currents
European thought, and the new doctrine as to the Sabbat found

Spain, in the fifteenth century, lay
of

only gradual acceptance there. Alfonso Tostado, Bishop of Avila,
the most learned Spanish theologian of the time, in 1436, treats
the Sabbat as a delusion caused by the inunction of drugs, but
subsequently he argues away the can. Episcopi and says that the

proved by innumerable cases and by the judicial penalties
Even so bigoted and credulous a writer as Alonso
de Espina treats it as a delusion wrought by the demon to whom

truth

is

inflicted.^

>

Frag. Capitular, cap. 13 (Baluze, II, 365).— Reginon. de Eccles. Discip. ii,
Burchard. Decret. xi, i; xix, 5.— Ivon. Dccrct., xi, 30. Gratian. Decret.'
XXVI, V, 12

364.
II,

—

—

—

Antonini Confessionale. Angeli de Clavasio Summa Angelica, s. v. IntcrBart, de Chaimis Interrogatorium, fol. 22 (Venetiis, 1480).
^ Hansen, Quellen und Untersuchungen, zur
Geschichte des Hexenwahns und
der Hexenverfolgung ira Mittelaltcr, pp. 105-9 (Bonn, 1901).
'
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the witch has given herself and so does Cardinal Torquemada, in
Martin do Aries, Canon of
his Commentary on the Decretum/
Pampeluna, speaks of the Broxce who flourished principally in

the Basque provinces, north of the Pyrenees; the belief in them
he treats as a false opinion and quotes the can. Episcopi as authoriAt the same time he admits
tatively proving it to be a delusion.
that sorcerers can ligature married folk, can injure men and
devastate their fields and harvests, which are works of the demon

operating through them.^ Bernardo Basin, of Saragossa, who had
studied in Paris, took a middle ground; the Council of Anquira
is not authoritative, in some cases there may be illusions sent by
the demon, in others the Sabbat is a reality.^ In 1494, the Repertorium Inquisitorum recognizes the existence of witches, who were

popularly

known

as Xorguinas;

it

quotes the essential portion

answer to the question whether they are
justiciable by the Inquisition, adding that such a belief is an illusion
wrought by the demon but, although it is folly, it is infidelity worse
than paganism, and can be prosecuted as heresy.^ The Inquisition itself could have no doul3t as to its powers; if the Sabbat was
true, the witch was an apostate; if a delusion, she was a heretic
of the can. Episcopi in

and

in either case subject to its jurisdiction.

This reference to Xorguinas shows that witches were already
well known in Spain, and we can assume from subsequent develop-

ments that

their principal seat

was

in the

mountainous

districts

along the Pyrenees, penetrating perhaps from France and favored
by the ignorance of the population, its sparseness and poverty.^
The earliest case, however, that I have met of prosecution by the
Inquisition was in 1498, when Gracia la Valle was burnt in SaraThis was followed in 1499 by the burning of Maria, wife
gossa.

'

2

Fortalicium Fidei, Lib. v, Consid. x.— Hansen, op. cil., pp. 113-17.
Martini de Aries, Tractatus de Superstilionibus, pp. 3G2-5, 413-15 (Franco-

ad Moenam, 1581).
Hansen {np. cit., p. 308) says that Martin

furti

is known only through this
Martin cites no authority kter than
.John Xider, who died in 1438, and makes no aUusion to the Inquisition, which
he could scarce have faile'd to do had it been in existence when he wrote. His
work may probably Ije assigned to the third quarter of tlie fifteenth century.

tract, of

'
*

which the

first

edition

is

of .\rlcs

of 1517.

Bernardi Basin, Tract, de Magicis Artibus, IVop.
s. v. Xorguimv.

i\.

Report. Inquisitor,

the Sal)l)at
° Alonso de Spina, however {,loc. f(7.), knows of no gatherings at
nearer than Dauphiny and Gascony, and these he learned from paintings of tliem
in the Iiuiuisitiou at Toulouse, which had l)urnt many of those concerned.
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January 1500, by that of three women,
Nanavina, Estefabrita and Marieta, wife of Aznar Perez. There
was an interval then until 1512, when there were two victims,
Martina Gen and Maria de Arbues. There was no other in Saragossa until 1522, when Sancha de Arbues suffered, and the last
one in the record is Catalina de Joan Diez, in 1535.^ Persecution
would seem to be more active in Biscay, for Llorente quotes from
a contemporary MS. a statement that in 1507 there were burnt
there more than thirty witches, leading Martin de Aries y Andosilla
to write a learned treatise on the subject, printed in Paris in 1517.^
of Garcia Bicsa and, in

It would seem that, in 1517, there was a persecution on foot in
Catalonia, for the Barcelona inquisitors were ordered to visit the
mountainous districts, especially in the diocese of Urgel, to publish

and to prosecute them with all rigor.^
Doubtless there were other developments of which no trace has
reached us, and there was every prospect that Spain would be the
seat of an epidemic of witchcraft which, if fostered by persecution,
would rival the devastation commencing throughout the rest of
Europe.
The time had scarce come for a change of pohcy, but there is
a manifestation of a spirit of doubt and inquiry, very different
from the unreasoning ferocity prevalent elsewhere. Arnaldo
edicts against the witches

tells that, in 1521, at Saragossa, by command of Cardinal
Adrian, he was called in consultation by the Suprema, over two
cases, when he pronounced the Sabbat to be a delusion.^
Possibly

Albertino

one of these cases may have been the woman who, we have seen,
at Saragossa in 1522, but the effect of such a discussion
is visible, in this same year 1522, in an Edict of Grace addressed
to the witches of Jaca and Ribagorza, granting them six months
in which to come forward and confess their offences.^
Considering that, about this time, Leo X and Adrian \T were vigorously
promoting the massacre by wholesale of witches in the Lombardo-

was burnt

Venitian valleys, and resenting any interference with the operation
on the part of the Suprema is of

of the inquisitors, such action

marked
'

-

'

*

fol.
*

significance.

Libro Verde de Aragon (Revista de Espana, C^'I, 573-6, 581-3).
Llorente, Afiales, I, 340; Hist, crit., cap. xxxvii, art. ii, n. 41.
Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 72, P. i, fol. 120; P. ii, fol. 50.

Am.

Albertini de agnoscendis A.s.scrtionibus, Q. xxiv, n. 13 (Roma?, 1572,

114).

Archivo de Simancas, Laq., Lib. 73,

fol.

215.
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matter to be one requiring the most careful

consideration and, on the outbreak of a witch-craze in Navarre,

stimulated by the secular authorities, it assembled, in 1526, a
" congregation" in Granada, laid the papers before it and asked its
examination of the whole subject, which was condensed into six
1. Whether witches
questions, going to the root of the matter:
really commit the crimes confessed, or whether they are deluded.
2. Whether, if these crimes are really committed, the culprits are
to be reconciled and imprisoned, or to be delivered to the secular
arm. 3. Whether, if they deceive and do not commit these things,

they are to be similarly i^unishcd, or otherwise. 4. "Wlicther the
cognizance of these crimes pertains to the Incjuisition and if so,
whether this is fitting. 5. Whether the accused are to be judged
on their confessions without further evidence and to be condemned
6. What will be a wholesome
to the ordinary punishment.
remedy to extirpate the pest of these witches.^ The mere submission to rational discussion of such a series of questions shows a
desire to reach a just method of treatment, wholly at variance with
practice elsewhere, when legislators and judges were solely occupied with devising schemes to fight the devil with his own weapons
and to convict, ]}er fas et nefas, the unfortunates who chanced to
incur suspicion.^

The
ation

ten

members

of the congregation

and included the Licentiate

were

A"ald(,'s,-in

nize the future inquisitor-general.

On

the

all

men

of consider-

whom we may
first

recog-

question, as to

reality or delusion, the vote stood six to four in favor of reality,

Valdes being one of the minority and explaining that he regarded
the proofs of the accusations as insufficient, and desired inquisitors
The
to be instructed to make greater efforts at verification.
second question was of the highest importance. For ordinary
heresy, confession

and repentance ensured exemption from the

punish witchcraft, when a witch
confessed it was customary to abandon her, either formally or
informally, to be punished by the secular authorities for the crimes
assumed to be i)roved against her— usually sucking the blood of
stake

iDut,

in the eagerness to

MSS. of Bodleian Librarj-, Arch Sold. 130.
For the inhuman methods employed to secure confession and conviction, on
the flimsiest evidence, see the very instructive essiiy "The Fate of Dietrich Flatle"
by Professor George I^urr (New York, 1S91), reprinted from the Transactions of
»

'

the American Historical Association.
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Obedience

Scriptural injunction of not suffering a witch to live

On

was wide variety

to the

was general/

but the majority
they
were not to be remitted to the secular judges, to be punished for
homicides, for such homicides might be illusory, and there was no
proof beyond their confessions; after they had completed the
penance assigned to them, if the secular judges chose to try them
for homicide, the Inquisition could not interfere.
This decision
this point there

decided that,

was adopted

when

of opinion,

were admitted

culprits

to reconciliation,

some years later, was cited in justifrom the secular courts.
question, votes were too much divided for any
On the fourth there was substantial affirmative

in practice and,

fication of protecting convicted witches

On

the third

definite result.

agreement. On the fifth, five voted that confession sufficed, but
Valdes hmited its sufficiency to the minor inflictions of exile,
vergiienza and scourging.
to remedial measures,

it is

With regard to the final question, as
of remark that only three sug-

worthy

gested greater activity and severity of the Inquisition; nearly

all

favored sending preachers to instruct and enlighten the ignorant
population; two proposed reforming the regular clergy, and one
the secular beneficed clergy; several thought well of building
churches or monasteries on the spots where the vSabbats were
held; one

recommended an edict promising release from confiscawho w^ould come forward within a specified time, and

tion for those

two voted that the Inquisition should give material aid to the
poorer suspects, in order to relieve them from temptation. Valdes
further presented detailed instructions for inquisitors, the most
important of which were that the statements of witches implicating
other parties were not to be accepted as satisfactory evidence, and
that,

'

when accused

Mallei Malificar. P.

Lib.

Ill,

i,

to the Inquisition,
Q. xiv; P.

ii,

Q.

i,

it

C. 3, 16.

should be ascertained

—Prieriat. de Strigimagarum

cap. 3.

The rule that the heretic or apostate who confessed and recanted was to be
admitted to reconcihation was at the bottom of the anxiety of the secular magistrates to maintain their jurisdiction over witchcraft, and the relations between
them and the Inquisition were the subject of much debate. Am. Albertino argues
that the Inquisition can make no distinction between witches who have and who
have not committed murder; they must all be reconciled, but can again be accused
of homicide before a competent judge; yet the inquisitor, to escape irregularity,

must not transmit to the secular court the confessions and evidence, nor must he,
in the sentences, mention these crimes, as that would lie setting the judge on the
track.

—De agnosc. Assertionibus, Q. xxiv,

n. 28, 66, 67, 68, 70, 72, 75.
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whether they had already been tortured by the secular judges.^
Halting as these deliberations may seem, they manifest gleams
of wholesome scepticism and an honest desire to reach the truth,
when elsewhere throughout Christendom such questions were
regarded as beyond discussion. Yet for awhile the Suprema
was not prepared to allow these opinions to influence action. In
1527 there was an outbreak of witchcraft in Navarre, the treatment
of which by Inquisitor Avellaneda he reports in a letter written, in
response to an inquiry from Ifiigo de A'elasco, Constable of Castile.
Witchcraft, he declared, was the worst evil of the time; he had
written to the king and twice to the Suprema urging a remedy,
but neither at court nor on the spot was there any one who understood its cure.
For six months he had been laboring in the mountains, where, by the help of God, he had discovered many witches.
In a raid on the valley of Salazar he had captured a number and
brought them to Pampeluna where, with the regefit and members
of the Royal Council and other doctors and lawyers, the whole
subject was discussed; it was agreed that witches could be carried
through the air to the Sabbat, and that they committed the crimes
ascribed to them principally, it would seem, on the strength of
an experiment which he had tried with one of his prisoners. On
a Friday at midnight he allowed her to anoint herself with the
magic unguent which they used; she opened a window overhanging a precipice, where a cat would be dashed to pieces, and
invoked the demon who came and deposited her safely on the
ground to be recaptured on Monday with seven others, three
leagues away. These were all executed, after which he prosecuted
his researches and discovered three places of assemblage
one
in the valley of Salazar, with two hundred and fifty members, of
whom he had captured sixty, another with eighty members in
another valley and a third near Roncesvalles with over two
hundred. Fifty had been executed and he hoped, with the favor
of God to despatch twenty more.
He had discovered that which,
if proper assistance were given to him, would redound to the great
service of God and l)enefit to the Republic for, without God's
mercy, the evil would grow and the life of no one would be safe.
To gratify the curiosity of the constable, Avellaneda proceeded to
give a detailed account of the wonders and wickedness of the
Sabbat and the evils wrought by witches. In spite of all his

—

—

—

'

78,

MSS.
fol.

of Bodleian Librarj',

216.

Arch

Seld. 130.

— Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib.
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efforts the demon urged them on to still greater crimes by showing
them phantoms of those who had been executed, pretending that
he had resuscitated them and would resuscitate all who might be

put to death.
world.

If

This

evil,

he concludes,

is

general throughout the

the constable wishes to ascertain whether there are

he has only to observe whether the grain
fail in the mountains, or
there are children smothered, for wherever these things occur,
Altogether, Avellaneda affords a typical illusthere are witches/
tration of the manner in which witchcraft was created and spread
witches in his

is

district,

withered while in bloom, or the acorns

by the

witch-finders.

There is no reason to suppose that Avellaneda was reproved for
the exuberance of his zeal, for his policy was continued in 1528,
when the witch epidemic was extending to Biscay, and the civil
More eager to
authorities were arresting and trying offenders.
the concluthan
adopt
to
assert the jurisdiction of the Inquisition
Inquisitor-general
sions of the congregation, on February 22, 1528,
Manrique ordered Sancho de Carranza de Miranda, Inquisitor of
Calahorra, to go thither with full powers to investigate, try and
sentence, even to relaxation, the witches who are reported to have
abandoned the faith, offered themselves to the devil and wrought
much evil in killing infants and ruining the harvests. He is to
demand from the civil authorities all who have been arrested and
the papers concerning their cases, for this is a matter pertaining to
A thorough inquest is to be made in all infected
the Inquisition.
places, and edicts are to be published summoning within a given
time and under such penalties as he sees fit, all culprits to come
forward and all cognizant of such offences to denounce them.^
> Bibl. nacional, M.SS., II, 88.— MSS. of Bodleian Library, Arch Seld.
130.
This document may safely be assumed as the source from which Prudencio de
Sandoval, himself Bishop of Pampoluna and historiographer of Charles V, drew
his account of the per.secution of 1527 (Hist, del Emp. Carlos V, Lib. xvi, § 15)
copied by Llorente (Hist, cn't., cap. xv, art. 1, n. 6-9).
^ Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 76, fol. 51, 53.
There seems to have been a somewhat earlier persecution of the witches of

Biscay by Fray Juan de Zumarraga, a native of Durango. At the suggestion of
Charles V, who greatly admired him, he was sent there for that purpose as commissioner of the Inquisition, being specially qualified by his knowledge of the
language. After discharging this duty with much aliility, Charles, in 1528, sent
him to Mexico as its first bishop. He took with him Fray Andres de Olmos,
In 1548, at the age of 80 he died in the
his assistant in Biscay.
odor of sanctity and his death was miraculously known the same day over all
Mexico.— Mendieta, Hist, ecles. Indiana, pp. 629, 636, 644 (Mexico, 1870)

who had been
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no injunction of prudence and caution, no requirement that the cases are to be submitted for confirmation to the
Calahorra tribunal; Carranza is provided with a fiscal and a
notary, so that he can execute speedy justice and the Edict of
Grace is replaced by an Edict of Faith.
It is not until 1530 that we find evidence that the discussion of
1526 was producing a change in the view taken of witchcraft and
A carta acordada, addressed to
of the methods of its repression.
There

in this

the tribunals, enjoined special caution in

all

as

is

witchcraft cases,

and this was followed
another manifesting a healthy scepticism and desire to repress

it

b}^

all

was a very

delicate matter to handle,

popular superstition, for it stated that the ensalmadores, who
cured diseases by charms, asserted that all sickness was caused by
witches, w^herefore they were to be asked what they meant and

why

they said

The

so.^

assumed by this time may be gathered
December 11, 1530, from the Suprema to the

practical position

from a letter of
Royal Council of Navarre, when a fresh outbreak of the witchcraze had, as usual, brought dissension between the tribunal and
the secular courts, for the latter refused to acknowledge the exclusive jurisdiction of the Incpiisition, and complained of its delays
and the leniency of its sentences, in comparison with the speedy
and unsparing action demanded l:)y popular clamor. The Suprema
now, in reply to the complaints of the Royal Council against the
Calahorra tribunal, replied that this matter of the witches w^as not
new; on a previous occasion there had been the same altercation;
some of the cases which had caused the most complaint had been
brought to the court and had, by order of the emperor, been
examined by learned men when, after nuich debate, it was ordered
that the prisoners should be delivered to the inquisitors who, after
examining them, should try those pertaining to their jurisdiction
and surrender the others. There was nmch doubt felt as to the
verification of the crimes alleged, and the Sui)rema deplored the
executions by the secular courts, for the cases were not so clear
In view of all this, inquisitors were enjoined
as had l)een sujiposed.
moderation,
for there is so nuich ambiguity
to use caution and
impossible
for human reason to reach
in these cases that it seems
tJie

truth.

When

the

Suprema had ordered

same questions had

arisen elsewhere, the

the in(iuisitors to act with the greatest

Archivo de SimancaH,

Iiu].,

Lil). 03!), fol.

lOS.

cir-
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ciimspection, for these matters were most delicate and perilous,
and some inexperienced judges had been deceived in treating them.

The Suprema

therefore deprecated a competencia;

hand

the Royal Council to

all

it

entreated

cases over to the tribunal, which

would return those not subject to its jurisdiction, and the incjuiswould be ordered to remove the censures and fines which
shows that the quarrel had been pushed to extremes/ There
was equal determination in resisting the claims of the episcopal

—

itors

In 1531 the Saragossa tribunal complains
San Angelo, who had refused to

courts to jurisdiction.

of the intrusion of the Bisho}) of

surrender a prisoner and had invited the tril)unal to join him in
prosecuting witches in places under his jurisdiction. To him the
Suprema accordingly wrote, asserting the exclusive cognizance
of the Inquisition

prisoners

whom

and requiring him

to deliver to the tril^unal

any

he had arrested,^

The cautious and sceptical attitude assumed by the Suprema
was all the more creditable because the leading authorities of
the period were firm in their conviction of the reality of witchcraft.
Arnaldo Albeiiino, himself an inquisitor who, in 1521, had deemed
vSal3l)at an illusion, writing about 1535, says that since then,
on mature consideration, he had reached the opposite opinion;
he now accepts all the horrors and crimes ascribed to witches
and argues away the can. Episcopi. Alfonso de Castro, another

the

writer of the highest distinction at this time, gives full credence
to the

most extravagant

stories of the

by

asserting that

of the can. Episcopi

Sabbat, and he disposes
it

referred to

an entirely

different sect.^

Notwithstanding

this,

all

the

Suprema pursued its course in
The craze was spreading

restraining the cruel zeal of the tribunals.
in Catalonia,
to

it

where

required the Barcelona tribunal to submit

it

In 1537,

for confirmation all sentences in these cases.

returned, July 11th, a

number

it

of sentences, with its decisions as to

The

was chafing
was scandalized
at the solicitude displayed for the friendless wretches who, everywhere but in Spain, were deprived of the most ordinary safeguards

each, and instructions as to the future.

under the unaccustomed

restriction,

and the

against injustice, but the imperturbable
*

2

^

Suprema maintained

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 7G, fol. 369.
Bjidem, fol. 3S8.
Am. Albertini de agnosc. Assert ionibus, Q. xxiv.

hajreticor. Punitione, Lib.

i,

cap. xvi.

tribunal

fiscal

—Alph. de

its

Castro de justa
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temperate wisdom. The utmost care, it said, was to be exercised
to verify all testimony and to avoid conviction when this was
Arrests had been made on the mere reputation of
insufficient.
being witches, for which the inquisitors were reproved and told
that they must arrest no one on such grounds, nor on the testimony
of accomplices, nor nmst those who denied their guilt be condemned
When any one confessed to being present at the
as negativos.
killing of children or damage to harvests, verification must be
sought as to the death of the children at that time, and of what
When such
disease, and whether the crops had been injured.
verification was made, arrests could follow and, if the character
of the case and of the accused requu'ed it, torture could be
employed.^ It will be noted how much more scrupulous was the
care enjoined in these cases than in those of Moriscos and Judaizers,

and the limitation on the use of torture is especially observable,
was the universal resort in witchcraft throughout Europe.
The result
It was difficult to enforce these rules in Barcelona.
of the visitation of Francisco Vaca was a long series of rebukes,
in 1550, largely concerning the procedure in witch cases and event-

as that

ually leading to the dismissal of Inquisitor Sarmiento, although
his offences

were simply what was regarded, everywhere but in

Spain, as the plain duty of those engaged in a direct contest with
Satan, represented by his instrument the witch. Sarmiento is
told that he made arrests without sufficient proofs and accepted
the evidence taken by secular officials without verifying it, as
required by the practice of the Inquisition, and, whereas the
Suprema ordered certain precautions taken before concluding cases,

he concluded them without doing so, and subjected parties to reconciliation and scourging that were not included in the sentence.
Although the Suprema had ordered all sentences of relaxation to
be submitted to it, he had relaxed seven persons as witches, in
disregard of this, and

when repeatedly commanded

to present

had never done so. Then the fiscal was taken to task
because he had been present at the examination of witches, con-

himself, he

ducting the interrogation himself, putting leading questions, telling
them what to confess and assuring them that this was not like a
In the
secular court, where those who confessed were executed.
case of Juana, daughter of Benedita de Burgosera, he told her that
she was a witch, that her mother had

'

Archivo

(Ic

made

her a witch and had

Siniiuicas, Iik]., Lib. 78, fol. 144.
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taken her to the Bach de Viterna, and he detailed to her the murders coniniitted b}^ her niotlier.
In Avitch eases lie caused arrests
without presenting clamosas or submitting evidence, but when he
learned that a visitor was coming he fabricated and inserted tliem
in the papers.
In this the notary del secreto was his accomplice
besides taking part in the examinations, bullying the accused and

making them confess what was wanted by threats and suggestions.
The alcaide of the prison had allowed one of the prisoners, who
endeavored to save himself by accusing others, to enter the cells
and persuade the prisoners to confess and not to revoke the alcaide
had also urged the women to confess, telling them that they were
guilty and promising them release if they would confess and,
when taking back to his cell a man who had revoked his confession, he so threatened the poor wretch that he returned and withdrew his revocation.^ Elsewhere than in Spain such methods of
securing confession were the veriest commonplaces in witch trials.
Meanwhile the chronic Avitchcraft troubles in Navarre had called
;

a series of enlightened instructions to Inc^uisitor
sent with a special commission.
He was
told to pay no attention to the popular demand that all witches
should be burnt, but to exercise the utmost discretion, for it was
a most delicate matter, in which deception was easy. He was not
He was to
to confiscate but could impose fines to pay salaries.
explain to the more intelligent of the people that the destruction
of harvests was due to the weather or to a visitation of God, for
it happened where there were no witches, while the accusations
The Malleus
of homicide required the most careful verification.
Maleficarum that Bible of the witch-finder was not to be believed in everything, for the writer was liable to be deceived like
forth, in 1538,

Valdeolitas,

who was

—

—

every one

else.

The demands of the corregidores

of penitents, to be subsecpiently

for the surrender
punished for their crimes, were

not to be granted, under the decision of the congregation of 1526.
Then, a year later, October 27, 1539, the Calahorra tribunal was

Navarre had agreed to surrender
was to go to Pampeluna
to examine the cases; those pertaining to the Inquisition were to
be tried in strict conformity with the instructions and the rest were
notified that the

Royal Coimcil

of

thirty-four prisoners; one of the inquisitors

to be left with the civil authorities.^

^

^

Archivo dc Simaiicas, Inq., Sala 40. Lib.
Ibidem, Lib. 78, fol. 215-17, 220, 258.

4, fol.

191-5.
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In the instructions to Valdeolitas there is a phrase of peculiar
with regard to the dreams of
the witches when they sally forth to the Sabbat, as these are very
deceitful.
This, so far as I have observed, is the earliest official
admission of the view taken in the can. Episcopi that the midnight
flights were illusions.
We have seen how this was denied by
Albertino and de Castro.
Ciruelo admits that there are two ways
in which the Xorguina attends the Sabbat, one by personally
flying, and the other by anointing herself and falling into a stupor,
when she is spiritually conveyed, but both are the work of the
demon and he admits of no distinction in the punishment.^ Bishop
Simancas, also an incjuisitor, has no doubt as to the bodily transportation of the witch to the Sabbat; he admits that most jurists
hold to the theory of illusion, as expressed in the can. Episcopi,
but theologians, he says, are unanimous in maintaining the reality
interest, prescribing special caution

he argues that the can. Episcopi does not refer to witches, and
that stupor with illusions

is

much more

difficult to

comprehend

than the truth of the Sabbat.^
With such a consensus of opinion as to the truth of the Sabbat, or
Aquelarre as it came to be called (from a Biscayan word signifying
"field of the goaf) it is not surprising that the Suprema advanced
slowly in designating it as an illusion, although practically its
instructions assumed that no reliance was to be placed on the
multitudinous testimony of its existence, of the foul horrors enacted
there and of the presence there of other votaries of Satan.

A

curious case, occurring at a somewhat later period, may be alluded
to here as showing the conclusion reached on the subject, and as

throwing

light

on the auto-suggestion and hypnotic

state

which

lay at the bottom of the Sabbat, although its connection is merely
with the carnal indulgence that formed a })rominent feature of the

In 1584 Anastasia Soriana, aged 28, wife
herself to the Murcia tribunal for having
The tribunal
long maintained carnal relations with a demon.
nocturnal assemblies.

of a peasant,

*

denounced

Reprovacion de

las Supersticiones, P.

i,

cap.

ii,

n. 6; P.

ii,

cap.

i,

n. 5-7.

xxxvii, n. 6-12.
On the otiicr hand Azpilciicta adheres to tlie theory of iUusion and asserts it
to Vjc a mortal sin to believe that witches are transported to the Sabbat.— Manuale
*

De Cath.

Institt., Tit.

Confessariorum, Cap. xi,

n. 38.

Cardinal Tolctus asserts the bodily transport of witches and all the horrors
Demons have power
of the Sabbat, Init adds that sometimes it is imaginary.
to introduce witches into houses tlirough closed doors, where they slay infants.

Sunnnie Casuum Conscientiie, Lib.

iv, cap.

xv.
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wisely regarded the matter as an illusion and dismissed the ease
without action. Twelve years later, in 1596, she presented herself

same self-accusation and again,
due deliberation, she was discharged, although in any other
land it would have gone hard with her/
Meanwhile the Suprema continued the good work of protecting
so-called witches from the cruelty of the secular courts and of
to the tribunal of Toledo, with the
after

restraining the intemperate zeal of

had extended

its

own

tribunals.

The

craze,

where at the time there w^as no
Inquisition.
Many arrests had been made and trials were in
progress by the magistrates, when a cedula of August 27th, evi-

in 1551,

to Galicia,

dently drawn up by the

Suprema

for the signature of Prince
informed them that the matter of
witchcraft was a very delicate one in which many judges had been
deceived, wherefore, by the advice of the inquisitor-general, he
ordered that all the testimony should be sent to the Suprema for
its action, pending wliich the accused were to be kept under guard
without proceeding further with their cases or with others of the
same nature.^ Then, in September, 1555, the Suprema forwarded
to the Logroiio tribunal two memorials from some towns in Guipiizcoa, with an expression of its sorrow that so many persons should
Philip, addressed to all officials,

'

MSS.

of Librarj' of Univ. of Hallo, Yc, 20, T.

I.

—This case

is

not unexampled.

In 1686, Sor Teresa Gabriel de Vargas, a Bemardine Recollect, charged herself
with the same crime before the Madrid tribunal, but, as she added the denial of
the power of God, she was reconciled for the heresy.
Inq., Lib. 1024,

fol.

—Archivo

de Simancas,

31.

is the ca.se of Sor Rosa de San Joseph Barrios, a Clare
San Diego, Garachico, Canaries, a woman of 25 who, in July
1773, in sacramental confession to Fray Nicolds Pcraza, related how, through
desire to gratify her lust, she had given herself to Satan, in a writing which disappeared from her hand, and at his conunand had renounced God and the Virgin
and had treated the consecrated host and a crucifix with the foulest indignities.
In reward for this during four years he had served her as an incubus, coming at
her call about twice a month. Fray Peraza applied to the tril)unal for a commission to al)solve her which was granted and, on August 15th, he reported having
done so, with fuller details as to her aposta.sy. The tribvmal then decided that

Even more

significant

of the convent of

he had exceeded his powers; it evidently did not regard the ca.sc as hallucination
for it required her to be fonnally reconciled and prescriljed a course of life-long
An incident not readily exspiritual penance, which she gratefully accepted.
plicable is that the bishop deprived Fray Peraza of the faculty of hearing confes.sions.

p. 21
'

;

— Birch,

II,

Catalogue of MSS. of the Inquisition

pp. 922-30.
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have been so suddenly arrested, for, from the testimony at hand
and former experience, it thought that there was Httle basis for
such action, and that wrong might be inflicted on many innocent
The evidence must ])e rigidly examined and, if it proved
persons.
false, the prisoners must be discharged and the witnesses punished
if there was ground for prosecution, the trials might proceed, but
the sentences must be sul^mittcd for confirmation and no more
arrests be made without forwarding the testimony and awaiting
Six months later, in March, 1556, the Suprcma concluded
orders.
that the cases had not been substantiated more careful ])reliminary
;

investigations were essential for, in so doubtful a matter, greater

caution was needed than in other cases.^

The

secular authorities were restive under the deprivation of

imputed to the witches; they
continued to assert their claims, and the question came up for
formal decision in 1575. The high court of Navarre had caused
the arrest of a number of women and was trying them, when the
Logrono tribunal, in the customary dictatorial fashion with threats
their jurisdiction over the crimes

of penalties, issued a

summons to deliver all the prisoners and
November 24th, to the alcaldes,

This was duly read,

papers.

while sitting in court, to which they replied that the parties had
been arrested under information that they had killed children and

women had had carnal intercourse with goats,
and had killed cattle and injured harvests and vineyards with
poisons and powders, and had carried off many children at night
from their beds, while stupefying the adults with powders, of all
Therefore they
of which as alcaldes they were the lawful judges.
infants, that the

appealed to the inquisitor-general against the })enalties threatened
and promised that, if the prisoners had connnitted heresy, they
would be remitted to the inquisitors after undergoing punishment
according to law. Finally they complained of the disrespect
shown them and asked for a competencia.

The

alcaldes further sent a memorial to the king, setting foith

their claims to jurisdiction for crimes other than heresy, protesting

against the assumption of the inciuisitors to be sole judges of what

pertained to them, to inhibit proceedings in the interim, and to
interfere with the death-penalty whicli the alcaldes

The
'

royal court also i)etitioncd the king in the

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lih.

Leg.
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fol.
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that the prisoners spoke a dialect unintelligible to the inquisitors

and

that,

if

the cases were transferred, the king would lose the

confiscations,

A

which promised

letter of the

Suprema

to be large.

All this

proved vain.

to the tribunal, in 1570, informs

the alcaldes had been ordered to surrender

it

that

and
While this matter was in progress, a
similar controversy arose about numerous witches in Santander,
for a letter of January 10, 157G, instructs the Logrono tribunal
that it can proceed against them for anything savoring of heresy,
requiring the secular judges meanwhile to suspend proceedings;
the facts are to be carefully verified and everything is to be submitted to the Suprema.^
all

the prisoners

the papers in the cases.*

The use made by

the tribunals of the jurisdiction thus secured

under the cautions so sedulously inculcated, may be
gathered from a case in the Toledo tribunal, in 1591, which further
shows that witchcraft was not wholly confined to the mountainous
districts of the east and north.
The vicar of Alcala had arrested
three women of Cazar, Catalina Mathco, Joana Izquierda, and
Olalla Sobrina.
During the previous four years there had been
for them,

four or five deaths of children;

women had

among

the villagers, the three

the reputation of witches, and sixteen witnesses testi-

The

them and obtained from
some four or five years before, Olalla
asked her whether she would like to become a witch and have
carnal intercourse with the demon.
Then Joana one night invited
her to her house where she found Olalla; the demon came in the
shape of a goat, they danced together and after some details unnecessary to repeat, Olalla anointed the joints of her fingers and
toes, they stripped themselves and flew through the air to a house
which they entered by a window; placing somniferous herbs
fied to that effect.

vicar tortured

Catalina a confession that,

under the pillows of the parents, they choked to death a female
burning its back and breaking its arms. The noise aroused
the parents and they flew with the goat back to Olalla's house.
All
this she ratified after due interval and repeated when confronted
with Olalla, who had been tortured without confessing and who
denied Catalina's story. As for Joana, she had likewise overcome
the torture, but she had told the wife of the gaoler that one night
infant,

*

Archive de Simancas, Patronato Real, Leg.
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some fifteen witches, male and female, had forcibly anointed her
and carried her to a field where they danced, Catalina being one
This she repeated to the
of the leaders and Olalla a follower.
adding stories of being present when the children were
but taking no part in it, after which she duly ratified the
whole.
At this stage the vicar transferred his prisoners to the
tribunal.
Catalina, at her first audience, begged mercy for the
false witness which, through torture, "she had borne against herself
vicar,

killed,

and the

others.

Sixteen witnesses testified to the deaths of the

and she was sentenced to torture, when, before being
stripped, her resolution gave way and she repeated and ratified
the confession made to the vicar. Joana asserted that her confession to the vicar had been made through fear of torture and she
overcame torture without confessing, as likewise did Olalla. The
outcome was tliat Catalina was sentenced to appear in an auto
children,

with the insignia of a witch, to abjure de levi, to be scourged with
lashes, and to be recluded at the discretion of the
tribunal.
The other two were merely to appear in the auto and

two hundred

This was not strictly
but anywhere else than in Spain, all three would have
been tortured until they satisfied their judges, and would then have
been burnt after denouncing numerous accomplices and starting
a witchcraft panic. As it was, tlie Toledo tribunal had no more

to abjure de levi, without further penance.
logical,

up to the end of the record in ICIO.'
The tribunal of Barcelona was more rational in 1597. In a
report to the Suprema of a visitation made by Inquisitor Diego
witchcraft cases

Fernandez de Heredia, there occur the entries of Ana Ferrera,
Gilabcnta, widow, both of Villafranca, accused by
many witnesses of being reputed as witches and of kilhng many
animals and infants, in revenge for little annoyances. Also,
Francisco Cicar, of Bellney, near Villafranca, numerously accused
as a wizard using incantations, telling where lost animals could
be found, enchanting them so that wolves could not harm them,
and killing the cattle of those wlio offended him. Here was the
nucleus of a whole aquelarre for Villafranca, but all these cases are
marked on the margin of the report as suspended, and notliing
came of thcm.^ The Logroiio tribunal also showed its good sense,

widow and

MSS.
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'
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named Francisca Buytran,
detail, before Don Juan

Ramirez, of witchcraft, including attendance at the aquelarre.
tribunal, which dropped the whole
matter as being destitute of truth; again the magistrates sent it
back, asking that it be revived and prosecuted and, when this
was refused, they scourged her in Alegria as an impostor who
defamed her neighbors/
Yet it was reserved for this same tribunal to give occasion to
an agitation resulting in a clearer understanding than had hitherto
been reached of the nature of the witch-craze, and rendering it
impossible for the future that Spain should be disgraced by the
judicial murders, or rather massacres, which elsewhere blacken
the annals of the seventeenth century.
One of the customary
panics arose in Navarre. The secular authorities were prompt
and zealous; they made many arrests, they extorted confessions
and hastily executed their victims, apparently to forestall the
Inquisition.
The tribunal reported to the Suprema, which ordered
one of the inquisitors to make a visitation of the infected district.
Juan Valle de Alvarado accordingly spent several months in
Cigarramundi and its vicinity, where he gathered evidence inculpating more than two hundred and eighty persons of having
apostatized to the demon, besides multitudes of children, who were
becoming witches, but who were yet too young for prosecution.
The leaders and those who had wrought the most evil, to the
number of forty, were seized and brought before the tribunal.
By June 8, 1610, it was ready to hold the consulta de fe, consisting
of the three inquisitors, Alonso Becerra, Juan Valle de Alvarado
and Alonso de Salazar Frias, with the episcopal Ordinary and
four consultors. In his vote, Salazar analyzed the testimony and
showed its flimsy and inconclusive character; he seems to have
had no scruples as to the reality of witchcraft, but he desired
more competent proof, while his colleagues apparently had no

She was brought before the

misgivings.^

This was not the only retrograde step.

For seventy-five years

Suprema had consistently repressed the ardor of persecution
and had favored, without absolutely asserting, the theory of illusion, but its membership was constantly changing and it now
the

*

*
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of blind believers.

On August 3d

presented to Philip III a consulta relating, with profound grief,
the conditions in the mountains of Navarre and the steps already
it

Since then further reports showed that the demon was
busier than ever in misleading these poor ignorant folk, and the

taken.

had increased so that there now were more than twenty
aquelarres to which they gather, and the evil was still spreading;
the people were greatly afflicted with the damages endured, and
evil

parents who saw their children misled were so desperate that
they wanted to put them to death. .\n Edict of Grace was published, but the demon so blinded them that few took advantage of
it,

and these speedily relapsed.

The progress

of the infection

was

such that the powerful hand of the king was absolutely required
for its rigorous repression, and the popular ignorance was so
dense that orders should be issued to the Archbishop of Burgos
and the Bishops of Calahorra, Pampeluna and Tarazona, whose
dioceses were concerned, and to the Pro^^lncials of the Rehgious
Orders, to send pious and learned men to instruct the people,
while the vigilance would not be lacking of the inquisitors, who
would shrink from no labor.^ The Suprema evidently regarded
the emergency as most serious, calling for united effort to withstand
the victorious onslaught of the demon. It had wholly forgotten
the wholesome caution wliich it had inculcated so sedulously since

1530 and there was imminent danger that Spain would be swept

European current of witch-extermination.
"Whether the pleasure-loving king organized the projected preaching crusade we do not know, but he was sufficiently impressed to
promise that he would honor with his presence the coming auto
de fe, which was fixed for November 7th. Sometliing distracted
into the

his attention and, at the last

moment,

it

was announced

that im-

portant affairs would prevent his attendence. The disappointed
inquisitors, on November 1st, wrote to the Suprema expressing
their regret

and reporting that there would be thirty-one persons
a large number of prisoners whose trials were

in the auto, besides

under way.

Tims far twenty-two aquelarres had been discovered, and
the accused were so numerous that the special favor of heaven
would be necessar}' to overcome the evil. Accompanying this
was a letter to the king, enclosing two of the sentences con Jiicritos,
'
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tlic ravages of the devil among his subjects.
they said, was of old date in the Pyrenees,
and had of late si)read over the whole region; the inquisitors were
devoting their lives to its suppression they were fighting the devil

as to

;

at close quarters,

and they hoped

the In(|uisition efficient support.

to excite the royal zeal to lend

These

letters

bore the signature

of Salazar as well as those of his colleagues.^

Great preparations had been made to render the auto impresCrowds assembled from a distance, and it was reckoned
that in the processions there were a thousand familiars and officials.
Two days were required for the solenmities and on the second
day, to finish the work between dawn and sunset, many of the
sive.

sentences had to be curtailed for, as usual, they were con meritos,
with full details of the abominations of the atiuelarres and the
crimes of the culprits. All the grotesque obscenities, which the
foul imaginations of the accused could invent to satisfy their prosecutors, were given at length, and dou])tless impressed the gaping

multitudes with the horror and detestation desired.

One novelty
was that the feast was
which the witches dug up

in the sensual delights of the aquelarre

usually composed of decaying corpses,
and conveyed there especially those of their kindred, so that
the father sometimes ate the son and the son the father and it
was stated that male flesh had a higher flavor than female. There
were also the usual stories of the destruction of han^ests by means

—

—

of powders, of sucking the blood of infants, of bringing sickness

and death Ijy poisons so suljtile that a single touch, in a pretended
A\ hen the demon reproached them
caress, would work its end.
with slackness in evil-doing, two sisters, Maria Presona and Maria
Joanto, agreed to kill the son and the daughter of the other, aged
8 and 9, and they did so with the powders. It was natural that
a population, placing

full

credence in the existence of malignity

armed with
its

these powers, should be merciless in the resolve for
extermination. Yet the auto, in its absolute outcome, could

scarce be classed with the murderous exhibitions to which the
Spaniard had grown accustomed. In all there were fifty-three

whom

but twenty-nine were witches of either sex. Of
five, who had died in prison, in
effigy with their bones, and five negativofi who had not been induced
There was but one relaxation of a buen confitente,
to confess.
culprits, of

these there were eleven relaxed

'

—
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Maria Zozaya, whose terrible confession overshot the mark, as it
Even under this excitement the
to be a dogmatizer.
Inquisition maintained its rule not to execute those who confessed
and repented; under any other jurisdiction the eighteen who were
reconciled would have been burnt, and of these apparently only
five were scourged.^
Merciful as was this, the effect of the auto was to cause a revulWhen the local magission of feeling among the more intelligent.
trates were proceeding as usual to arrest suspects, the alcaldes of
the Royal Court of Navarre, early in 1611, interposed by arresting
them in turn for exceeding their powers and prosecuted them to
punishment. This incensed the Logrofio tribunal which, on ]\Iay
17th, addressed an energetic protest to the viceroy; the action of
the local authorities had been of the utmost service, not only in
sending culprits to the Inquisition, but in leading to many spontaneous self -accusations; this had now all ceased, and those who had
confessed were beginning to retract; the tribunal had relied upon

showed her

the court for aid in exterminating this accursed race and

now

it

was protecting them. Possibly the tribunal may also have invoked the authority of the Suprema but, if so, it can have found
no sympathy, for there also had there been a change of heart and
a return to the old policy. On March 26th it had ordered the
publication of an Edict of Grace, which Salazar was deputed to
carry with him on a visitation to the infected districts and, after
some delay, he started with it. May 22d, on a mission destined to
open his eyes and put a permanent end to the danger of witchcraft
epidemics in Spain.^

A narrative, not an official report, of this auto was printed in Logrofio in 101 1,
a copy of which is in the Bibl. nacional, 1), 118, p. 271. It was reprinted in
Cddiz in 1S12 and again in Madrid, in 1S20, with notes by Moral in el hijo vuider
the pseudonym of the Bacliiller Gines de PosadiUa (Menif'ndez y Pelayo, III, 2S1).
There is another abstract of tlie auto, compiled from various relations I)y Petlro
of Valencia, in the MSS. of the Bodleian Library, Arch Seld. A, Subt. 10.
Pierre de Lancrc of Bordeaux, in his contemporary book on witchcraft, assumes
that the outbreak in Navarre was caused by the flight of witches from the Pays
de Labour, which he ami his colleague had purified with merciless severity.
He comments on the difference shown, in the auto of Logrofio, between inquisitorial practic(! in Spain, when; tlie offence was treated as spiritual and those who
confessed and professed repentance were admitted to reconciliation, and that
of
ranee where it was a crime and those who confessed were burnt l)y the secular
autliorities.
Pierre de Lancre, Tableau de rincoiistaiiee ilcs mauvais Angela
ct Demons, pp. 391, 5G1-2 (Paris, Kil;}).
' Archivo de Simancas, Inq. dc Logrofio, Leg.
1, Procesos de fe, n. S.
'
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though by no means so
been reckoned, was made by Pedro de Valencia,
a tlisciple of Arias Montano, and one of tlic most learned men of
his time.
At the request of Inquisitor-general Sandoval y Rojas,
he composed an elaborate "discourse" on witchcraft, addressed
In this, after ])remising
to Sandoval under date of April 20th.
the great grief and compassion with which he had read the relations
of the auto of the previous November, he proceeds to discuss
The first is rationalistic; there is no demon,
three hypotheses.
the aquelarres are assemblages for sensual indulgence, to which
the members go on foot, and the presiding demon is a man disguised.
The second is illusion, produced by a pact with the demon,
who gives to the witch an ointment throwing her into a stupor
during which she imagines all that is related of the aquelarres,
this a contribution of sonic weight,

influential as has

whence

it

follows that the evidence of the witch as to those

she has seen there

is

not to be accepted.

The destruction

whom

of cattle

and harvests is the work of the demon, or may be accomplished
by poisons. The third supposition, believed by the vulgar, in
conformity with the evidence and confessions, is the most prodigand horrible of all, and against this he brings his strongest
arguments in full detail. Pedro does not express any ])ositive
conclusion of his own, but his reasoning all tends to supj)ort the
ious

second hypothesis

— of stupor and illusion produced by the demonic

ointment, and from this he deduces the result that witches are by

no means innocent. They delight in the crimes which they believe
themselves to commit, and desire to persevere in their apostasy
from God and their servitude to the devil. Men sometimes
become heretics through ignorance and mistaken zeal, but these
seek the devil in all his hideousness for the purpose of partaking
They merit any punishment
in foul and unhallowed ])leasures.
that can be inflicted on them, for sucli rotten limbs should be
lopped off, and the cancer be extirpated with fire and blood. Their
conspiracies to kill and the crimes which they commit and the
injuries inflicted

on their neighbors, before and

after these

dreams

deserve all this and greater rigor.
This virtual efjualization of criminality in illusive and actual
witchcraft was not likely to be of benefit to so-called witches,
but there was wisdom in the caution which Pedro urged on judges,
to assure themselves of the reality of alleged crimes and not,

through preconceived views, to so direct their interrogatories as
to lead ignorant,

foolish,

crazy or demoniac persons, like the
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witnesses and the accused in these cases, to testify or to confess
it is expected and hope to
gain the favor of those holding the power of Ufe or death. Similar

to extravagances, because they see that

were told of the early Christians and, in view of all this,
utter legal insufficiency of the witnesses, the whole tissue
of evidence and confessions vanishes into smoke.
Amid all these
deceits, the prudence of the judge should seek the true and the
probable, rather than monstrous fictions for, if he desires to find
the latter, he will be fully satisfied by the miserable lying women
stories

and the

before

him

— disciples,

by

their

own

confession, of the father of

Hes.^

The inconsistencies in this discourse suggest that probably
Pedro had stronger convictions than he deemed it wise to express.
It is possible that Inquisitor Salazar may have read the paper
and have been somewhat influenced by it, when he started in
May on the visitation which proved to be the turning-point in
the history of Spanish witchcraft, but we have seen that, in the
consulta de fe of the previous June 10th, his attention had already
been aroused by the contradictions and unsatisfactory character
of the evidence on which the tribunal was accustomed to act and,
when once his mind was directed to investigating the problems
thus suggested, the close acquaintance with facts afforded by the
visitation enabled him to reach conclusions vastly more definite
than any which his predecessors ventured to form.
He started, as we have seen, on May 22, 1611, with the Edict
of Grace; his work was thoroughly conscientious and he did not
return until January 10, 1612, after which he employed himself,
until March 24th, in drawing U}) his report to the Suprema, which

was accompanied with the

original papers,

amounting

to

more

than five thousand folios. It will be remembered that an Edict
In conof Grace was i)ublished in 1610 with little or no result.
trast with this, showing the effect of a different spirit in its adminis-

hundred and two applicants,
hundred and eighty-four were children of from
twelve to fourteen years of age and, besides these, there were
eighty-one who revoked confessions previously made. All applitration, Salazar received eighteen

of

whom

thirteen

cants for reconciliation

made

full

confessions of misdeeds, after

kindly warning of the obligation to

toll

the truth and the danger

This discoursi' was not printed but was circulated in MS. Nicholas Antonio
had two copies (Bib. nova, II, 244). There is one in the Siniancas archives,
Lib. 939, fol. G08, and another in the Bodleian Library, Arch Seld. A, Subt. 10.
'
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committing perjuiy, and were promised secrecy to relieve them
The enormous mass of evidence thus collected Salazar
carefully analyzed and presented under four heads
I, the manner
in which witches go to the aquelarro, remain and return; II, the
things they do and endure; III, the external proofs of these things;
IV, the evidence resulting for the punishment of the guilty. The
first two of these present a curious medley of marvels, such as
holding aquelarres in the sea without being wet, and the testimony
of three women that, after intercourse with the demon, in a few
hours they gave birth to large toads; but we need not dwell on
The importance of the report
these feats of imaginative invention.
lies in the last two sections.
Many instances are given to prove the illusory character of
cases in which the penitent truthfully believed what she confessed.
Maria de Echaverria, aged 80, one of the relapsed, made copious
confessions, with abundant tears and heart-felt grief, seeking to
save her soul through the Inquisition. AMthout her consent, she
even the preceding one carried to
said, she was every night
the aquelarre, awaking during the transit and returning awake.
No one saw her in going and coming, even her daughter, a witch
of

of fear.

—

—

—

of the

same

aquelarre, sleeping in the

same bed.

All the frailes

present at her confession had a long discussion with her and the

conviction was unanimous that what this good

woman

said of her

was a dream. Catalina de Sastrearena declared that,
while she was waiting to be reconciled, she was suddenly carried
to the aquelarre, but her companions said that they were talking
The mother
to her during the time when she claimed to be absent.
of Maria de Tamborin testified to the girl telling her of going to
the aquelarre, so she maintained close watch on her and kept a
hand on her but was unaware of her absence. Physical examination, in several instances, showed that girls were virgins who
had confessed to intercourse with demons. Many boys testified
that, when Salazar went to San Esteban, there was a great aquelarre held, but his two secretaries happened that night to l)e on
Thirty-six persons were
the spot indicated and they saw nothing.
examined as to the localities of nine aquelarres, but some said
they did not know and others contradicted what they had conAs for the
fessed, so that none of the nine could be identified.
broths and unguents and powders so often described as used for
flying to the aquelarres and working evil, iiotliing whatever could
be learned. Twenty ollas had been brought forward during the
witchcraft
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but investigation showed them all to be frauds, for
physicians and apothecaries used the materials on animals without
producing the slightest injury. From all this Salazar concludes

visitation,

that the matters confessed were delusions of the demon,
accusations against accomplices were likewise induced

and the
by the

demon. No testimony could be had from those not accomplices
and he holds it a great marvel that, in a thing reputed to be of so
wide an extent, there should be no external evidence accessible.^
Equally destructive to crediljility, he says, were the threats and
One stated that he was
violence employed to extort confessions.
burned with blazing coals and it inspires horror even to imagine
how they were thus forced to pervert the truth. Sometimes the
father or husband or brother would combine with the magistrate
Thus all were forced to
or the commissioner of the Inciuisition.
confess and to bear witness against their neighbors, so that it
seems marvellous that any one escaped. The groundlessness of
the whole was further exemplified by the fact that many who
applied importunately to be admitted as witches to reconciliation
were unable to confess anything requiring it. The belief was
general that no one was safe who did not come forward and take

the benefit of the edict, so that some invented confessions, while
others admitted that they had nothing to confess, but all wanted
certificates, for one of the violences committed had been to deny
all reputed to be witches or testified against, and
applied to Salazar their greatest anxiety was to obtain
certificates entitling them to the sacraments.
As for the eighty-one who revoked their confessions, Salazar

the sacraments to

when they

At first he
sure that they did so to relieve their consciences.
refused to receive their revocations in compliance with the views
of his colleagues, but he had subsequently orders from the Su{)rema

is

admit them.

to

There would have been

many more had

it

been

generally understood that they could do so with safety; it was
individual action on the part of each, for every care was taken
not to let it be known who revoked, and some of them said that

they must revoke
'

The most

if

they had to burn for

prolific source of

requiring those

who

it,

as they

had wrong-

cvidonco ajiainst individuals was that obtained by
whom they had s(H>n in

confessed to enumerate the persons

This explains the enormous
the aquelarres.
epidemics of the witchcraft craze. The value
question, as it was argued that the demon
making spectres appear in the guise of absent

numbers

of the accused during

of sucli evidence

was a disputed
by

frequently caused deception
persons.
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especially distressing; case Avas that

Marquita dc Jaurri, an old woman who had been reconciled
at Logrono.
She returned home with her conscience heavily
burthenod about those whom she had unjustly inculpated and,
of

He
at her daughter's instance, she applied to her confessor.
ordered her to revoke her confession before Phelipe Diaz, the
commissioner of IMaeztu, but he rejected her with insult, telling
her that she would have to be burnt for maliciously revoking
what she had truthfully confessed, whereupon in a few days
It will be remembered (A'ol. II, p. 582)
she drow^ned herself.
that revocation of confession was held to prove impenitence,
punishable by relaxation.
Salazar adds that the value of the evidence was still further
diminished by the command of the demon to accuse the innocent
and exonerate the guilty, and by the fact that bribes were given
In Vera, each of several
in order to have enemies prosecuted.
boys accused about two hundred accomplices and, in Fuenterrabia
a beggar boy of 12 accused a hundred and forty-seven. Besides
those who revoked there w^re many who asked to have stricken
out the names of those whom they had falsely accused so that, in
all, there were sixteen hundred and seventy-two persons known
as having had false witness borne against them, so that, when
there were this many acknowledged perjuries, there could be little
faith placed in the other accusations.

The cause

of the wide-

extended and profound popular
he ascribes solely to the auto de fe of Logroiio, the Edict of Faith
and the sending of an inquisitor through the district, which had
caused such apprehension that there was no fainting-fit, no death
and no accident that was not attributed to witchcraft. Fray
Domingo de Velasco of San Sebastian, after preaching the Edict,
told Salazar that for four months there had not been a natural
tempest or hailstorm, but all had been the w^ork of witches, yet
when questioned he had no evidence save the gossip of the streets.
Sailors exaggerated these reports and they were fomented by the
knaves known as santigueadore^, who professed to know* the
witches and sold charms and spells to counteract them.
In summing up the results of his experience Salazar declares
that "Considering the above with all the Christian attention in
my power, I have not found even indications from which to infer
that a single act of witchcraft has really occurred, whether as to
going to aquelarres, being present at them, inflicting injuries,

belief in the reality of witchcraft
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This enlightenment has greatly
or other of the asserted facts.
strengthened my former suspicions that the evidence of accompHces, without external proof from other parties,

is

insufficient to

Moreover, my experience leads to the conviction that, of those availing themselves of the Edict of Grace,
three-quarters and more have accused themselves and their
accompHces falsely. I further believe that they would freely
come to the Inquisition to revoke their confessions, if they thought
that they would be received kindly without punishment, for I
fear that my efforts to induce this have not been properly made
known, and I further fear that, in my absence, the commissioners
whom, b}' your command, I have ordered to do the same, do not
act with due fidelity, but, with increasing zeal are discovering
justify

even

arrest.

every hour more witches and aquelarres, in the same

way

as

before.

"I
need

also feel certain that,

under present conditions, there

is

no

of fresh edicts or the ])rolongation of those existing, but rather

pubhc mind, every agitation of
harmful and increases the evil. I deduce the importance of silence and reserve from the experience that there were
neither witches nor bewitched until they were talked and written
This impressed me recently at Olague, "near Pampeluna,
about.
where those who confessed stated that the matter started there
after Fray Domingo de Sardo came there to preach about these
things.
So, when I went to ^'aldcrro, near Roncesvalles, to reconcile some who had confessed, when about to return the alcaldes
begged me to go to the A'alle de Ahescoa, two leagues distant, not
that any witchcraft had been discovered there, but only that it
might ])c honored equally with the other. I only sent there the
Edict of Grace and, eight days after its publication, I learned that
already there were boys confessing. After receiving the report of
a commissioner whom I dcinited, I sent from Azpeitia to the
that, in the diseased state of the

the matter

is

of Urdax to al)S()lvc them with Secretary
This quieted them but, since my return to Logroiio
the tri])unal has lieen asked to remedy tlie affliction of new evils

Prior of

San Sebastian

Peralta.

and witchcrafts,

all

originating from the aliove."

Salazar's colleagues did not agree with liim ami attempted to

answer his reasoning, l)ut tlie Sujirema was convinced. It followed
his advice in imposing silence on the past, while the Court of
Navarre continued to prosecute and ixuiish the local officials whose
A second
superserviceable zeal had occasioned so much misery.
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visitation was made in 1613 and we find Salazar urging a third
one to cover the remaining portion of the infected region, and
pointing out the peace which reigned in the district that he had
visited.
His next step was to draw up a scries of suggestions

covering the policy of the Inquisition with regard to witchcraft,
covering both amends for the past and future action. It would
scarce seem that he would venture to do this without orders, but
the paper purports to be volunteered in view of the urgent necessity

Be this as it may, the suggestions were the basis
an elaborate instruction, issued by the Suprema August 31,
1614, which remained the permanent policy of the Inquisition.
It adopted nearly every suggestion of Salazar's, often in his very
words, and is an enduring monument to his calm good sense,
which saved his country from the devastation of the witch-madof the matter.
of

ness then ravaging the rest of Europe.

These instructions consist of thirty-two articles and commence
stating that the Suprema, after careful consideration of all
the documents, fully recognized the grave wrong committed in
obscuring the truth in a matter so difficult of proof, and it sent the
following articles, both for the verification of future cases and in

by

reparation of the past.

This is followed by a series of regulations pointing out in detail
the external evidence which must be sought in every case, both
as to attendance on the aquelarres and the murder of children, the
killing of cattle,

and the damage

be arrested Avithout

strict

of harvests, and no one was to
observance of these precautions. There

careful abstention from denial of the powers attributed to witches,
but the whole tenor is that of scepticism, and preachers were
ordered to make the people understand that the destruction of
is

is sent for our sins, or is caused by the weather, and that
a grievous error to imagine that such things and sickness,
which are customary throughout the world, are caused by witches.
The powers of commissioners were strictly limited to taking depositions and ascertaining whether these could l)e verified by external
evidence.
When witnesses or accused came to make revocations, whether before or after sentence, they were to be kindly
received and permitted to discharge their consciences, free from
the fear so connnonly entertained, that they would be punished
for revoking [as we have seen was the case in other crimes], and
this was to be communicated to the commissioners, who were to
forward all revocations received. Those who spontaneously de-

harvests
it

is
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nounced themselves were to be asked whether, in the day-time,
they liad persevered in the renunciation of God and adoration of
the

demon

;

if

ciled but, in

they admitted liaving done

view

this reconciliation

of the

so, they were to be recondoubt and deceit surrounding the matter,

was not

to entail confiscation or liability to

the penalties of relapse, the latter being discretional with the tribunal after consulting the Suprema,

and further the Suprema was

to

be consulted before action taken against those confessing to relapse.
Those who denied perseverance in apostasy were to be al^solved
ad cautelam and reconciled by commissioners, in the same way
In view^ of the doubts
as foreign heretics applying for conversion.
and difficulties concerning witchcraft, no action was to be taken
save by unanimous vote of all the inquisitors, followed by conAll pending cases were to be sussultation with the Suprema.
pended, without disqualification for office. On all evidence, the
violence or torture used in procuring it was to be noted, so that its
credibility could be estimated; w^hen a vote was taken, unless it
was for suspension, the case was to be submitted to the Suprema.
All cases were to be dropped of those dying during their pendency,
without disability of their descendants. As regarded the auto de
fe of 1610, the sanbenitos of those relaxed or reconciled were never
to be hung in the churches, their property was not to be confiscated
an itemized statement of it and of the fines levied, with an account

was to be submitted to the Suprema, and this
in
the records of their cases, so that they should
noted
to be
not be liable in case of relapse, nor should their descendants be
disabled for office, nor should those be disqualified who had since
then been penanced with abjuration.
Having thus provided reparation for the past and caution for
the future, the Suprema sought to protect reputed witches from
of the expenses,

was

the inordinate zeal of the local authorities and to vindicate
exclusive jurisdiction.

The commissioners were

one by one, and made to understand the

to be

its

summoned,

and just resentment
and others towards
those reported to be witches. They were to publish this and let
it be known that, as the High Court of Navarre had undertaken
to punish these intcrmeddlers, it would be permitted to do so, but
that in future the Inquisition w^ould adopt rigorous measures to
chastise all who intruded on its jurisdiction, as perturbers and
impeders of the Holy Office. Confessors were instructed to require
all who were guilty of defaming others to denounce themselves
of the

Holy

grief

Office at the violence of the alcaldes

DELUSION RECOGNIZED
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to the tribunal, for the discharge of their conscience

ration to honor of the injured,

and

and the

resto-

were notified not to refuse
the sacraments to those reputed as witches, while commissioners
were warned to confine themselves to their instructions and to
act with all moderation/
In this admirable paper we cannot help applauding especially
the moral courage evinced in making reparation for the Logrono
auto, which must have had the sanction of the vSuprcma.
The
whole witch epidemic of Navarre and the Provinces of Biscay
was evidently regarded as a delusion but, in view of the attitude
of the Church for the last two centuries, this could not be openly
proclaimed and the wisest course was adopted to repress, as far
as possible, popular fanaticism, and to protect its victims for the
future.
The superstition was too inveterate to be easily eradicated,
but the effort to protect its victims was not abandoned. There
is the formula of an edict, dated 1G2- (the year left blank to be
filled

in) issued

by

Salazar,

now

priests

senior inc(uisitor,

leagues, reciting that the prosecutions for

many

and

his col-

years had given

of the grave evils and obscuration of the
from the threats and violence offered to those who
confessed or were suspected of witchcraft, as many persons, under

them ample experience
truth, resulting

pretext of kinship to the suspect, or to the persons said to be
them to confess publicly as to them-

injured, endeavor to force

selves and others, wherefore all persons were ordered to abstain
from threats or inducements, so that every one might have free
access to the tribunal and its commissioners, under penalty of
rigorous punishment according to the circumstances of the offence.^
It is inferable from this, that the people, distrusting the leniency
of the Inquisition, discouraged application to it, and sought rather
to obtain satisfaction extra-judicially.

The

assumed by the Suprema over all cases
was exercised with a moderation which must have

virtual supervision

of witchcraft

Archive de Simancas, Inq. dc Logrono, Leg. 1, Procesos de fe, n. 8.
In the Royal Library of Copenhagen (M.S. 21Sb, p. 379) there is a printed
four-page set of instnictions to commissioners on receiving confession and testimony as to witchcraft. It is in confomiity with the above, but goes into much
detail as to the interrogatories to be put, after carefully writing down the cona kind of cros.s-cxamination evidently suggestive of comfession or deposition
plete incredulity.
It is without date, but the typography seems to be that of
'

—

the seventeenth centur>-.
'

Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 30,

fol.

1.
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discouraging to beiieTcrs, Under this impulacai,
bocamc cxooodingly lenient, frequently exercisi!^

One

to thoni of suspending cases.

ingly signifie^ant ocenrred at V:illadolid, in l(v22.
of her confessor, Oasilda

de Pnlmnes, a

near Burgos, presented herself

girl of

that is exceedAt the instance

1% from

Villamiel,

and confessed that, at Clirist.mas

1615 (when she was 1*2 or IS years old) slie was sick in Ixvi with
a fever, and her parents had gone to mass, lea^^ng the house locked
up. Suddenly a neighbor, a widow n.amed Marina Wla, apjvanxi
at her bed-side and, with threats of killing her, forced her t-o rise
and dress and acconipany her to a hennitage in the Aicinage,
where they found a tall, naked man, dark and with horns like a
bull,

who welcomed them and made them

strip to tJ>eir shifts,

Tlien they dressed and

with an exchange
returned although the house doors were locked they e:nteTed, and
she was again in bed before her ixarejits came back. Then, followed
of indecent kisses.

;

long details of other similar adventures, in which the }">reading
demon usually wore the fonn of a goat^ He made her renounce

God and wrote with her blood her nan^e on a j'lajx'T: site was provided T^ith an incubus demon whom she could summon by breakv^-itli Marina she entered houses at night, killing childreji
or by sucking their fingers. Thei^ is no allusion
powders
with

ing a stick

;

to the aquelarre, but all other fe.atures of witchcraft are

minutely

By

Marina's advice, she preteiided to be possessed, and
was taken to San Toril:>io de Liebara to be exorcised by Fray
Gonzalo de San Millan, to whom she confessed. The inquisitors
examined and cross-examined her cXisely, 'without hex var\~ing
in her story; they sought, without success, for evidence of iUu^i-in
or fantasj% but, on investigation it was found that she was really
detailed.

sick of a fever at Christmas, 1615, and that sul-»sequently she
seemed to tremble and be as oine possessed, drnfirmatoTy statenients were procured froni the frailes, and evidently in aecordsiK*

ynih the inst.ructions, all means T^'cre exhausted i^f testing her
In any other land this victim of hysteric auto-^igconfession.

would have been, if not burnt., at least made an exhihitSon
would have s|->read the craze, but the tribunal, after carryiiaj

gestion
that

the case through the prHLiniinary stages, vot-ed to sufav^nd

rendering sentence and to reconcile and

chamber

x^^thout confiscation,*

it

wTtbout

al^ist"^"!-

The same

pv...v,

Arehix'o dr ^^iIn&ncas. iTjq., IjOf JK2, fol
.

.

U

.-.-

..^
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the few othor cases ])roup;ht l)oforo
of Osorno,

who

1637; in 1640,

whom

it

died during

Marfa do Molj^ar

tribunal.

tlio

was

trial,
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p;ivcn Christian burial in

suspontled the case of Maria Sanz of Trigueros,

was testimony of witclicraft and, in 1641, it
discharged with a reprimand Maria Alfonsa de la Torre, accused
of killing cattle, although a witness swore to seeing her jit midnight
riding on a stick over a rye-field, with a noise as though accomap;ainst

there

panied by a multitude of demons,*

When we compare

these cases with

tlu^

penalties inflicted at

the jKM'iod on vulgar sorceresses and poor old curanderas^

implied pact,
conclusion

it

that

is

for

evident that the Inquisition had r{>ached the

witchcraft

was

a delusion, or that
This could not be openly

virtually

incriminating testimony was perjured.

published; the belief was of too long standing and too firmly

be pronounced false; witchcraft was
proved but, under the regulations,
proof was becoming impossible and confessions were regarded
asserted

by the Church

to

a crime to be punished

still

wlieii

as illusions.

was difficult for the conservatives to abandon their cherished
and the can. Episcopi remained a bone of contention.
Torreblanca has no inklings of doubt; to him the aquelarre and
It

beliefs,

all its

obscene horrors arc a reality;

for illusions but for acts, as the

tlie

witch

is

to be burnt, not

Church has decreed

in so

many

His book was duly licensed by the Council of
Castile in 1613, but some censor presented a learned criticism of
it, calling especial attention to this point, citing the can. Episcopi
and the experience of the Inquisition, and arguing that the feats
attributed to witches transcendetl the powers of the demon.
This
was so effective that the licence was withdrawn. Then Torreblanca produced a verbose and discursive "Defensa," in which
he argued tliat the can. Episcopi v;as ai)ocryphal; he showed
that the Cliurch had always punished such malefactors with death,
constitutions.^

Church must err, and the Church
by God.^ This was successful, his
1615 and his work saw the light in 1618.

so that either his critic or the

cannot, for
licence

it

is

illuminated

was restored

in

Jofreu in his notes on Ciruelo's "Reprovacion," defends the
can. Episcopi, but finds in it three kinds of witches those who

—

•

Archivo dc Simancas, Inq., Leg. 552,

'

Epitome Dclictoruni,

'

Ibidem, Defensa,

p.

Lib.

ii,

fol.

26, 28.

cap. xxviii, xxxix, xl; Lil). in, cap.

517; cap.

ii,

n. 4, 7.

xiii.
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who are superilhisions
are
the
work
of the evil
their
that
know
stitious and
them
and
the
witches of
deceived
by
are
who
those
spirit, and
renounce God and seek the aid of the devil, those

—

today are the same, whence he argues in favor of caution and
a policy of clemency/ Alborcjhini, about 1640, admits that the
aquelarre is a phantasm, but he holds that none the less are witches
apostates from God and devil-worshippers, and he seems to think
it still an open question whether those who kill by sorcery arc to
be relaxed, even

same

the

there

time,

is illusion

if

all

About

they truly repent and are converted.^

that an old inquisitor will grant

even if
that is done

is that,

in the aquelarre, the witch ratifies all

there, when awake, dwelling on it with pleasure and anointing
herself for the purpose, but he concedes that the deceits of the
devil render necessary stronger evidence than in other crimes

he represents in the aquelarre phantoms of innocent
of accomplices must be fortified with other
testimony
persons, the
ground was taken, in 1650, by Padre
same
the
Nearly
proofs.^
in the case of an unlucky monocalificador
as
J.,
Diego Tello, S.
tribunal,
whom he sought to prove
Granada
the
trial
by
maniac on
witches
who fly with Diana and
the
that
showing
responsible by
free-will,
rendering them
Episcopi,
had
can,
in
the
Herodias, as
the
demon/
]^ven
with
as late as
commerce
their
for
culpable

and

that, as

towards the close
holds

it

of the seventeenth century, a systematic writer

as certain that witches renounce the faith, adore the

enter into a pact with him and, if this can be proved
or witnesses, they are to be punished as heretics
confession
by
penalties/
regular
the
with

demon and

Yet the Incjuisition imperturbably pursued its way. It did not
deny the existence of witchcraft, or modify the penalties of tlie
crime but, as we have seen, it practically rendered proof impossithus discouraging formal accusations, while its prohibition of
preliminary proceedings by its commissioners and by the local
officials, secular and ecclesiastical, was effectual in preventing
ble,

the outbreak of witchcraft epidemics.

So

far as the records before

me

show, cases became very few after the Logrono (^xjioriencc^ of
Scattering ones occur occasionally, such as those alluded
1610.
'

'
•'

»

Rcprovacion do las Suporsticionos, pp. 251-G3 (Ed. 1628).
Manualc Qxialificatorum, cap. xviii, Sect 3, § 9.
Iiil)l. nacional, MSS., V, 377, cap. xiii, §§ 1, 2.
MSS. of Library of Univ. of Ilallc, Yc. 17.
Elucidatioiu's S. OHicii, § 12 (Archivo do Alcala. IIaci<'nda, Log. 54

P, Lib. 4).
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above but, in the \'allaclolicl record from which they are derived,
embracing in all six hundred and sixty-seven cases between 1G22
and 1662, there are but five of witchcraft, of which the latest is in
1641/ In Toledo, from 1648 to 1794, there is not a single one,
nor is there one among the nine hundred and sixty-two cases in
the sixty-four autos celebrated by all the tril^unals of Spain between
1721 and 1727.^ It was not that popular belief was eradicated, for
this is ineradicable and still exists among all nations, but its deadly
effects were prevented.
Some fragmentary papers show that,
from 1728 to 1735, there was a tolerably active investigation, in
Valencia and Castellon de la Plana, into cases of mingled sorcery
and witchcraft. There was evidence as to the use of ointments
by which persons could transport themselves through the air and
pass through walls, and as to people being bewitched and rendered
sick, showing that the superstition had as firm a hold as ever on
the lower classes.^ In 1765, at Callosa de Ensarria (.\licante)
when some young children disappeared, it was attributed to Angela
Piera w^ho had the reputation of a witch, able to fly to Tortosa and
back, and who was supposed to have killed them for her incanThese scattering cases become rarer with time. In a
tations.''
record of all the operations of the Spanish tribunals, from 17S0
In 1781, Isabel Cascar of I\Ialpica
to 1820, there are but four.
was accused as a witch to the tribunal of Saragossa. In 1791,
at Barcelona, Maria Mdal y Decardo of Tamarit, a widow aged 45,
accused herself of express pact with the demon, of carnal intercourse with him, of presence four times a week at the aquelarres,
where she adored him as a God, and of having trampled on a
consecrated host and flung it on a dung-hill a case which forcibly
recalls that of Casilda de Pabanes, in 1622, as an illustration of
the hypnotic illusions which aided so greatly in the dissemination
The latest cases are two, occurring in 1815, of which
of the belief.
details are lacking except that they were not brought to trial.^
to

—

'

^

Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Leg. 552.
Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. de Toledo, Leg.

1.

— Royal

Library of Beriin,

Qt. 95-lS.

Archivo liist. nacional, Inq. de ^'aIencia, Leg. 390.
Ibidem, Leg. 365, n. 45, fol. 34.
5
Ibidem, Leg. 100.
It is asserted by some writers that a woman was burnt as a witch at Seville
in 1780, but this is an erroneous reference to Maria de Dolores, relaxed there in
1780 for Molinism {supra, p. 89).
^
*
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Thus the belief, so persistently affirmed by the Church, continued to exist among theologians. Even one so learned as Fray
Maestro Alvurado, in 1813, when defending the Inquisition against
the Cortes of Cadiz, told the deputies that Cerwantes

authority in favor of the belief than they were against

instanced a recent case in Llerena, where two

and

women

was better
it, and he

in a church,

were carried through the air by
demons.^ Still, so long as the belief was academical and did not
lead to the stake, it was comparatively harmless, and the Incjuisiin sight of all the i:)cople,

tion deserves full credit for depriving

In

it

of its

power

for evil.

a remarkable coincidence between the Holy
Offices of Spain and of Rome, although the latter was somewhat
tardy in the good work. After the organization of the Congregation, in 1542, by Paul III., there was a considerable interval
before it asserted exclusive jurisdiction over witchcraft.
It is
this,

there

is

true that, in 1582, in the papal city of Avignon,

it

relaxed to the

arm eighteen witches in a single sentence,^ but the next
year, 1583, when the people of the ^'al Mesolcina found themselves
ruined by the numerous witches among them, they applied for
secular

not to the Inquisition but to their archbishop, San Carlo
Borromeo. After a preliminary investigation he came with a
group of learned theologians and so worked on the consciences of
the culprits that he won nearly all to repentance more than a
hundred and fifty are said to have confessed and abjured at one
time.
There were, however, twelve pertinacious ones, including
the Provost of Roveredo; he was degraded from Orders and all
were duly burnt they of course being negativos who refused to
admit their guilt.^ The Inquisition, in fact, was willing to share
relief

—

—

jurisdiction with the bishops, but not with the secular courts,
with which, in 1588 and 1589 we find it in controversy. It contended that, as witchcraft infers apostasy, its cognizance is eccleits

siastical, residing either in

that,

when a

civil

the bishop or the Inquisition, and further

court has

commenced a

prosecution, the inquisi-

and decide as to wliether
Various decisions and in.st ructions

tor has the right to inspect tlie proceedings

or not the case belongs to him.

from

'

'

1003 indicate the line of action. The jurisonly spiritual, for the heresy and apostasy, antl takes no

this time until

diction

is

Cartas del

I''il6sofo raiicio, II,

The sentence

is

193.

printed by Fr6re Micliaelis, at the end of his Pncumaiotogie

(Paris, 1587).
'

Ragguaglio su

la

Sentcnza

di

Morte

in

Saleshurgo, p. 173 (Venczia, 1751).
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count of alleged murders or other crimes, the penalty is therefore
merely penance, usually scourging, and inquisitors are told not
to exile witches to i)laces where they were not known, but to settle
them where they could be kept under watch. That this leniency
did not satisfy the people was shown at Gubbio, in 1633, where a
woman undergoing the scourge was set upon by the populace and

Nor was

stoned to death.

the Inciuisition

itself

1641, the tribunal of Milan relaxed

always consistent

Anna

Mari'a Pamolea
and homicide/
A\'hen murders were charged, the rule was that, if a secular
court had commenced prosecution, the culprit was returned to it
for due punishment, after the spiritual offence had been penanced
but, if the Incjuisition had been the first to act, it was not to
abandon its penitent to the secular arm, except in case of relapse.
The practical working of this is seen in a case at Padua, in 1629,
where three witches, imprisoned in the public gaol, were handed
over to the tribunal, which made them abjure formally, and then
returned them, when the magistrates burnt them. That there
was considerable scepticism as to the truth of the Sabbat may be
assumed from the rule that the evidence of witches about persons
seen in these assemblies was not to be received to the prejudice
of such persons, as it is all hold to be an illusion.^
This scepticism increased and there was a desire to train the
people to disbelief, as appears from a highly creditable act in 1631.
The Inquisitor of Novara reported that his vicar in "^'allis Vigelli"
had conmienced proceedings for witchcraft against a woman, when
she hanged herself in prison, and he asked instructions whether
to continue the prosecution against the corpse or whether she had
been strangled by the demon or other witches; also whether he
for, in

to the secular

'

arm

for witchcraft

Collect. Decrct. S. Congr. St' Inqui.sit., p.

333 (MS. penes mc).— Decret. S.

Congr. S. Inquisit. pp. 385-88 (Bibl. del R. .\rchivio di Stato in
Camerale, Congr. del S. Officio, Vol. 3).

The

inqui.sitor of

Milan took no part in the

trials of

by the use

Roma, Fondo

those accused of causing

unguents and powders
demon. His only act was to return a negative answer to the
question whether it was licit to employ diabolic arts to save the city. The
reckless prosecutions and savage puni.shments wore wholly the work of the civil

and spreading the

terrible pestilence of 1630,

of

furni-shed b}' the

magistracy.

The

— Processo originale degli

extravagant precautions against
Seld. A, Subt. 11.
'

I'ntori (Milano, 1S39).

pestilence did not extend to Spain, but the panic did, leading to the mo.st
all foreigners.

Decret. S. Congr. S. Inquis., ubi sup.

— MSS. of

Bodleian Library, Arch
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should proceed against a

girl
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and her accomplices who had con-

fessed extra-judicially to have been at the Sabbat.

In reply the

Congregation ordered him to send the proceedings

in the case of

the suicide and also the deposition of the

girl; meanwhile he was
remove the vicar and replace him with a proper person and
take pains liimself, by means of the parish priests, to instruct
the people as to the fallacies of witchcraft. The same spirit was
manifested, in 1641, when an affirmative answer was given to

to

who asked whether he should prosecute
beat and insulted witches on the pretext of their being

the Inquisitor of Mantua,

those

who

The Congregation, however, did not place on the Index
Compendhim Maleflcarum of Fray Francesco Maria Guaccio

witches.^

the

Edition, Milan, 1626) which taught all the beliefs concerning
witches and was adorned with wood cuts representing them as
(2*^

riding on

demons through

the air and worshipping Satan in the

Sabbat.

What renders the leniency of the Congregation especially remarkis that it was in contravention of a decree of Gregory XV, in

able

1623, sharpening the penalties of those entering into compacts

with the demon;

if

they caused death by sorcery they were to be

relaxed to the secular arm, even for a first offence, while, for causing
impotence, or infirmity, or injury to harvests or cattle, they were

be imprisoned for life.^ Without, of course, venturing formally
to mitigate the harshness of these penalties, the Congregation
could at least elude them practically, by interposing difficulties
to

in the

way

of conviction,

and

instructions to inquisitors.

this

it

did, in 1657, in a series of

Full belief in the reality of witchcraft

was assumed, but there was a hideous enumeration

•

Decret. S. Congr. S. Inquis., uhi sup.

'

Gregor. PP.

XV,

of the

Const. Omnipolentis Dei, 20 Mart. 1023 (Bullar.

abuses

Roman.,

Ill, 498).

Urban VIII was equally savage

in 1031, in ordering relaxation for

any one who

should consult diviners or astrologers about the state of the Christian Keinii)lic,
or the life of the pope or of any of his kindred to the third degree (Hullar. IV, 1S4).
It

was proI)ably under

this that the

Centini and two of his accomplices and

Inquisition, in

1031, relaxed Giacinto

condenmed four others to the galleys.
He was nephew of the Cardinal of .\scoli, and jirocured from a diviner a forecast
that Urban would die in a few years and would be svicceeded by his imcle.
To
hasten accomplishment, figurines of wax were made representing Url)an and were
melted. Centini, as a noble, was beheaded and his two most guilty accomplices
were hanged, before being l^urnt. Royal Library of Munich, Cod. Ital. 29, fol.

—

101-18.
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through which so many innocent women were condemned. The
mode of procedure prescribed was based largely on the Spanish

and special stress was laid upon moderation
which was never to be employed until all
the papers in the case had been submitted to the Congregation
and its assent had been obtained, while common fame was not to
be considered an indication justifying arrest.
The injunction
of 1593, which prohibited accepting testimony as to those seen in
the Sabbat, was renewed for the reason that these assemblages were
mostly an illusion and justice did not demand prosecution of
instructions of 1614,

in the use of torture,

those recognized through illusion,^

While thus there was no concession

in principle, in practice the

less deadly.
A manual,
dating about 1700, states that in these cases the Inquisition is
accustomed to move slowly and with the greatest circumspection,
for the indications are generally indirect and the corjms delicti

persecution of witchcraft

became much

most

difficult to prove.
If the evidence is strong, torture is employed both for the fact and the intention if apostasy is confessed,
formal abjuration is required; if it or evil belief is denied, the
;

abjuration

is

de vchemeiiti; the accomplices are prosecuted, but

named

as seen in the Sabbat, on account of the illusions
Relaxation is the penalty for heretical sorcery
causing death, but the difficulty of proving this is very great.^
Thus gradually tlie worst features of witch persecution disappeared in Italy, while yet belief in the reality of witclicraft was
untouched. As late as 1743, Benedict XIV manifests complete
acceptance of it, when discussing the nice question whether a witch,
terrified by threats and blows, commits a fresh sin by transferring
to an ox the deadly spell which she has cast upon the son of the
man who beat her. He concludes that she is guilty of a fresh sin,
while the father is excusable, for he presumably docs not know

not those
of the

demon.

that she has to

and

have recourse

to the

demon

his only object is to save his son.

to effect the transfer,

Moreover Benedict,

great work on canonization, not only admits the
'

Instructio pro formandis processibus in causis Strygum,

common
cum

in his

opinion

Carcna; Annota-

Tract, de Off. SS. Inquisit., Lugduni, 1GG9, pp. 487 sqq).
Carena's comments show how differently these cases were treated in Italy from

tionibus (Carena?

the practice beyond the Alps.

See also Masini's rule forbidding action on the denunciation of those seen in
Sacro Arsenalo, Decinia Parte, n. 141.
' Ristretto circa li Delitti piu frequent
nel S. Offizio, pp. 57-9 (ilS. penes mc).

the Sabbat.

—

i
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and succubi, but he does not deny that

such unions

may

result

in

In

offspring/

authority of the modern CathoHc Church,

St.

in

fact, the

some way
supreme

Alphonso Liguori,

common

opinion of the doctors,
that witches are transported through the air and that the theory
of illusion is very pernicious to the Church, as it relieves them
from the punishment prescribed for them.^
repeats without disapproval the

Thus the two lands in Christendom, in which the Inquisition
was thoroughly organized, escaped the worst horrors of the witchcraze.
The service rendered, especially by the Spanish Holy
Office, in arresting the

development of the epidemics so constantly

reappearing, can only be estimated
other lands where Protestants,

by considering the ravages

who had

in

not the excuse of obedience

to papal authority, were as ruthless as Catholics in the deadly

Did space permit, it would be interesting to trace the
development and decline of the madness throughout Europe, but
it must suffice to allude to Nicholas Remy, a witch-judge in Lorraine, who boasts that his work on the subject is based on about
nine hundred cases executed within fifteen years,' and to the estimate that the total number in Germany, during the seventeenth
century, was a hundred thousand.* In these, burning alive was
often considered an insufficient penalty, and the victims were
France was less
torn with hot pincers or roasted over slow fires.
a prey to the delusion than Germany, but, in 1609, Henry I\'
sent a connnission to cleanse the Pays de Labour of witches, which,
in the hurried work of four months, burnt nearly a hundred,
including several priests, and was obliged to leave its task uncompleted, for the land was full of them; two thousand children
were transported to the aquellares almost every night and the
assemblages consisted of a hundred thousand, though some of
For Great Britain the total estimate
these were phantoms.^
work.

'

Casus ConscicntisD Bcncdicti XIV, Dec. 1743, Cas. iii (Forraria', 1704,
Dei Bcatificationc, Lib. iv, P. i, cap. 3, n. 3.
S. Alphonsi Liguori Thcol. Moralis, Lib. iii, n. 26.

p.

15.")).

— De Sorvorum
'
*

Nic. Roinigii Dcinniiolatrpia^ Libri Tros. Colon. Agrip. 1.590.

'

G. Plitt

'

Pierre de Lanerc, Talileau de I'inconsiance des niavivais .Vnges, pp. 114. 119

Honko

in IJcaloncyclop-idio,

\l, 07,

(Paris, 1013).

De Lancre was

a learned conseiller of the Parleinent of Bordeaux and his col-

league on the commission

was (he President

d'

Espaignet.

It is instructive

to
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credited to

is

thirty thousancl, of

When,

Scothmd/

in

whom
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about a fourth may be
Blackstone

1775, Sir ^^'illiam

could deHl)eratcly write "To deny the possibiHty, nay, actual
existence, of witchcraft and sorcery is at once flatly to contradict
the revealed word of God .... and the thing itself is a truth to
which every nation in the world hath in its turn borne testimony,"^
the Inquisition harshly for maintaining to the
existence in theory, while refusing to reduce that theory to

we cannot judge
last its

practice.
observe that while he was drawing up his terrific relation of the manner in which
they had intensified the witchcraft craze, until the churches at night would be
filled with children brought there by their mothers to prevent their being carried
off

to

the aquellares (p.

193),

Pyrenees, was extinguishing

Inquisitor Salazar, on the other side of

by simple rational treatment.
and Domestic, p. 302. (London,

the

it

*

Rogers, Scotland, Social

»

Commentaries, lY, 60 (Oxford, 1775).

1S69).

—

Note. Since this chapter was in type, the indefatigable Don Manuel Serrano
y Sanz has printed in the Revisla de Archivos (Nov, -Die. de 1906) the second
In this he states
discourse by Pedro de ^^ilencia on the Auto de fe of Logrono.
that in the previous one he had only had opportunity for a cursory glance at
the proceedings of the auto, and had taken into consideration exceptional cases
which God may have pemiitted of old. Now that he had thoroughly examined
the confessions of the culprits he proceeds to give in
ties

which they

relate

and concludes with a

much

detail the monstrosi-

brief expression of the convictions

This is that the aquelarre has nothing supernatural about
such as flying through the air and the presidency of the demon in the shape
It is merely a nocturnal assemblage on foot of men and women to
of a goat.
gratify disorderly appetites, inflamed perhaps by the instigation of the devil,
and that their confessions are fictions invented to cover their wickedness. From
resulting therefrom.

it,

this

he concludes that they should be held not as confessing but as denying—

which, under the inquisitorial code, would expose them to the fiery death of
He is careful, moreover, not to discredit the poisonings
the negatiro impenitente.

Unfortunately the paper is
and the inunctions to cause sleep and dreams.
not dated; it may have been seen by Salazar Frias, but if so it e.xerci.scd no
influence on him, as appears from the different conclusion reached in his report.
Senor Serrano y Sanz states that in 1900 he printed the first discourse of
Pedro de Valencia in the Revista de Extrcmadura.

CHAPTER

X.

POLITICAL ACTIVITY.

Joseph de Maistre,
sition,

in his

profound ignorance of the Inqui-

it was a mere political agency.*
Gams, Hergenrother and others, have
idea in order to relieve the Church from

started the theory that

Apologists,

like

Hefclo,

eagerly elaborated this

responsibility for its misdeeds, wholly overlooking the deeper disgrace involved in the assumption that for three centuries the
Holy See assented to such misuse of delegated papal authority,

and stimulated it with appropriations from ecclesiastical revenues.^
They base their arguments on the difference between the Old and

New

the

Inquisition

— the former consisting of inquisitors selected

by Dominican or Franciscan Provincials, and the latter organized
with its inquisitor-general and supreme council, appointed by or
with consent of the sovereign, so that its whole corps was virtually
composed of state oflficials^ forgetting that their authority consisted of apostolical faculties, delegated by the popes and exercised without restraint through their recognition by the State.
Ranke falls into the same error and so do Maurenbrecher and
some other Protestant historians, apparently in an overstrained

—

*

Lettres k

un Gentilhomme Russc,

purement royal;
par
'

la faute

it

est tout enticr en la

Let.

i.

— "L'Inquisition est un instrument

main du

roi, ct

jamais

il

ne peut nuire que

des ministres du princr."

institut, thcilweise mit kirch(Gams, Die Kirchengoscluchtc von Spanien, Huch xiii, Kap. 1,
"Das ncue Herrschfrpaar. .gostaltotc dio Inquisition zu finom wiclUi-

"Sie

ist

kcin kirchjiches, sondcrn cin Staats

lichcn Fornien."
§ 3.)

.

.

gcn Staatsinstitut." (Hergenrother, Handbuch der Kirchengeschichto,

II, 7G5.

Freiburg, 1885).
Hefelc, Der Cardinal Ximenes, xviii, p. 2G5 (Tiibingen, 1851).
The most recent apologist, who assures us that the Cluirch never used other
'

than moral force, displays his accuracy l)y telling us that, in 1521, Leo X excommunicated Torquemada on accoimt of his cruelty, against the protests of Cliarles
V, and also that in England Henry \'III executed 70,000 victims and Queen
Elizabeth '13,000. G. Romain, L'Infinisition, son role religieux, politiijue et

—

social, pp. 10, 11, 2e Edition, Paris, IDOO.
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of the facts.'

In

the Catliohc reaction since the time of Hefele, the most advanced
writers of that faith no longer seek to apologize for the Inquisition,

and

to put forward royal

sibility.

They

predominance

rightly represent

it

to relieve

it

from respon-

as an ecclesiastical tribunal

which discharged the duty of preserving the religious purity for
which it was created.^
The synchronism of the development of the Incjuisition and of
absolutism in Spain renders seductive the theory tiiat the one was
the product of the other, but this

is

wholly fallacious.

in the transformation of the State does the Inquisition

Nowhere
appear as

a factor. Isabella, as we have seen, laid the foundations of monarchism when she subdued the anarchy pervading Castile by
the vigorous assertion and extension of the royal jurisdiction.
Ferdinand eliminated some of the most troublesome elements
of feudal power when he incorporated in the crown the masterships
The restiveness of the nobles under
of the great Military Orders.
the unaccustomed restraint manifested itself when, in 1506, they
flocked to Philip and Juana, had the Inquisition been a political
force, Ferdinand would have used it, for Inquisitor-general Deza
was devoted to him, in place of which he suspended it. After
the death of Philip I, during the retirement of Juana and the
absence of Ferdinand, the nobles attempted to reassert themselves
but, when he returned, the severe punishment of the ]\Iarquis of
Priego, the great Duke of Medina Sidonia, Don Pedro Giron and

was a severe blow to feudalism, redoubled, after Ferdinand's death, when Ximenes as governor raised a standing army
and crushed the rebellion of the Girons and their allies, punishing
them with the destruction of the town of "\'illadefrades. AVhat
remained of feudalism disappeared under the steady polic}' of
Charles V and Philip II, in keeping the great nobles aloof from
others,

the higher offices of state, and employing

them

in military service

abroad or in vice-royalties, until they became mere courtiers,
wasting their substance in adding to the splendor of the throne.
In all this there is no trace of the Inquisition, nor is there in the
'

Ranke, Die Osmanen unci die Spanische Monarcliie, pp. 195-8 (Leipzig,
Maurenbrecher, Gcschichte der Katholischcn Reformation, I, 45 (Xord-

1877).

—

lingen, 1880).
'

Rodrigo, Historia vcrdadera,

I,

2G4;

— Cappa,

II,

87; III,

La

363.— Ortf y Lara, La Inqui-

Inquisicion espanola, p. 28 (Madrid,
1888).— Pastor, Gcschichte der Piipste, II, 584.

sicion, p.

2 (Madrid, 1877).

S. J.,
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and suppression of the Comunidados, whicli destroyed the
communes, and left the crown supreme. The
comuneros had no grievance against the Inquisition, nor had it
any share in their defeat and punishment, although Charles V
applied to Leo X for special briefs empowering it to act and one
was granted, conmiissioning Cardinal Adrian to try and punish
rise

privileges of the

ecclesiastics

Bishop

of

concerned in the movement/

Even when

Acufia,

Zamora, was prosecuted, as we have seen, the Inqui-

was not charged with the work, as Ranke mistakenly asserts.
from the coercive measures applied by Charles
to the Cortes of 1518 and 1520, by which he reduced to impotence
the only representative and deliberative body of the nation. Thus
the last obstacle to autocracy was swept away, and thenceforth
royalty was supreme. The process was a normal development,
such as accompanied the downfall of feudalism throughout Europe
and, from first to last, it accomplished itself without aid or opposition on the part of the Inquisition.
sition

The

revolt arose

Much has been made of the saying attributed to Philip II, that
he kept his dominions in peace with four old ecclesiastics, and
the Suprema was fond of referring to this, when putting forth
claims for its services, but it meant nothing except that the Inquisition maintained religious unity, w4iich, in that age and in view
of the troujjles in France, the Netherlands and Germany, was not
unnaturally regarded as the sole guarantee of internal quiet in
fact, the Suprema, when quoting the remark, in 1704, says expressly that Philip uttered it in reference to the turbulence of the

—

Huguenots.' That Philip himself did not regard the Inquisition
as a political instrument sufficiently appears in his private and
confidential instructions of May 7, 1595, to Geronimo Manricjue

de Lara, when appointing him inquisitor-general; his anxiety
is solely for the faith and there is not the slightest intimation that
political service would be expected.'
229.— Dormer, Afialcs de Aragon, Lib. I, cap. 27
Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 43, fol. 297. Criticos Docunientos que
sirven como de sogunda Parte al Proccso de Fr. Froilan Diaz, pp. 7-S (Madrid,
'

Llorcntc, Anales, II, 209,

'

—

17SS).

Archivo de Siinancus, Inq., Lib. 939, fol. 270.
tlie same time tliere is no doubt tliat contemporary statesmen, disposed
to rejrard with cynical incredulity tlie fervor of Piiili|)'s fanaticism, wen^ apt to
look upon the Inquisition as an artful iiislruin(>ntality to keep tlie pc^ople in subjection.
Sec the remarks of Giovanni Soranzo in Vol. I, p. 4 12.
'

At
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Yet the average statesman lias few scruples in em])loying any
agency at hand to effect his purposes, and to this the Spanish
monarchs were no exception, ^^'hen it suited them to use the
Inquisition they did so but, in view of their control over it, their
employment of it was singularly infrequent, prior to the advent
of the Bourbon dynasty.
In the Old Inquisition, with which
writers like Ilefele endeavor to establish a contrast in this
matter, Philip the Fair used it to destroy the Templars, the
Regent Bedford to ])urn Joan of Arc, and Alexander VI to rid
himself of Savonarola three cases to which no parallels exist in
The nearest aj^proach to
the annals of the Spanish Holy Office.
them is to be found in the trials of Carranza, Antonio Perez and
Villanueva.
In the first and last of these, as we have seen,
inquisitors-general instituted action for their own purposes and the
monarchs were brought in to their support. The case of Antonio
Perez will be discussed presently and need not be further referred

—

to here.
Still,

fitted

it

a tribunal, whose undefined powers and secrecy of action
so perfectly for use as a political agent, could scarce exist

for centuries without occasionally being called upon,

legitimate source of surprise

is

that

it

was

and the only
employed

so rarely

and that the objects for its intervention were usually so trivial.
Ferdinand occasionally found it a convenience in settling cjuestions
outside of its regular functions, as when Marco Pellegrin appealed
to him in a dispute with the authorities of his city and Ferdinand
WTote, August 31, 1501, to the inquisitor of the place, charging
him to examine the question and do justice, for wdiich he gave him
full royal power.
So when, in 1500, complaints reached him from
Valencia of injustice in the assessments for a servicio, he ordered
the papers to be submitted to the inquisitor who was to report to
him, and, in 1501, he called for a report from the inquisitor of

L6rida as to the necessity of certain repairs to the castle.^ When,
in 1498, he was endeavoring to carry out in Aragon the reform of
the Conventual Franciscans, which Ximenes had undertaken in
Castile, and they had obtained papal briefs restraining him, he
applied to the pope to revoke the letters and meanwhile obtained
others from the nuncio, which he transmitted to the tribunal of
Saragossa with instructions to act promptly. The inquisitors
carried on the reform much to his satisfaction and, when the frailes

*

Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib.

1.
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got the public authorities to protect them, he instructed the inquisi-

were acting under apostoHc authority,
was no violation of the liberties of the kingdom, that
they were salaried by the king, not only for the Inquisition but
for whatever duties he might assign to them they were therefore
tors to represent that they

that there

;

public officers and,

if

the Saragossa authorities should endeavor

would be duly punished. This distinction
and non-inquisitorial functions, however
did not prevent him, when occasion required, from enforcing

to create scandal, they

between

inquisitorial

In 1502, when
in Sardinia
and the Bishop of Ocafia, in virtue of a surreptitious papal letter,
released from the castle of Fasar the Franciscan vicar, Ferdinand
wrote with much indignation to him and to the governor of Cabo
de Lugador; it was great audacity to intervene, in a matter concerning the Inquisition, Vvdthout consulting him or the inquisitorgeneral; the prisoner must be recaptured forthwith and be held
until the inquisitor and rejormador aposiolico comes.^
This indicates the dangerous tendency to extend inquisitorial
activity beyond its original limits, and it is remarkable that a
monarch entertaining these conceptions and engaged in the struggle
with feudalism should not have frequently sought the assistance
The only definite case that I have met with
of the Holy Office.
of its political use occurred in 1507, when Caesar Borgia escaped
from the castle of Medina del Campo to Navarre, and was made
commander of his army l:)y Jean d'Albret, whose sister Charlotte
he had married. Ferdinand vainly endeavored to obtain his
surrender and then caused a prosecution to be brought against
outside operations with inquisitorial authority.
prosecuting, in the

him

same way, the Franciscan reform

in the Inquisition for heretical

blasphemy and suspicion

of

atheism and materialism. As Caesar came to his death, March 12,
1507, while besieging the castle of Viana, which held out for Luis
de Beaumont, and the prosecution was abandoned, we can only
conjecture what the outcome might have been.^ Navarre was also
the scene of a trivial political use of the Inquisition in 1516, when,
as we have seen (Vol. I, p. 227) it was instructed to ascertain the
names of those friendly to Jean d'All)ret.
There was evidently a purpose to use the Inquisition against
the revolt of the Germanfa of Valencia, when a brief of October 11,

'

Archivo do Simancas, Inq., Lib.

'

IJoronte, Hist,

crft.,

1; Lib. 2, fol. 4.

cap. xxvii, art.

iii.
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Leo X, granting

to Cardinal

Adrian

faculties to proceed against all persons conspiring against public

No

peace.

use seems to have been

tribunal had an opportunity of

individual,

killed

known

in a tumult,

as

el

of this, but the Valencia

itself felt

After \'icentc Peris,

of the disturbances.

manados was

made

making

March

tlie

3,

towards the end

leader of the Acjer1522, a mysterious

Encvbierto, and variously described as

a hermit from Castile and as a Jew from Gibraltar, presented himself as the avenger of Peris and became the spiritual chief of those
who kept up the revolt in Jativa and Alcira. He assumed to be
a prophet and the envoy of God, which brought him under the
ordinary jurisdiction of the Holy Office, and it made record of
the heresies uttered by him in a sermon preached at Jativa,
March 23d. He organized a conspiracy in Valencia, but one of
Martin, was betrayed and was seized,
El Encubierto was assassinated, May 18th,
at Burjasot, and his head was cut off; the corpse was brought to
Valencia, where the inquisitors had it dragged through the streets

the accomplices,

by the

named Juan

Inquisition.

on the way to the tribunal. He was condemned as a heretic, the
headless body was relaxed and burnt and the head was set over
one of the gateways.^ The action of the Inquisition had no
influence on the course of affairs, liut it manifests the readiness of
the tribunal to assert

The

fable that

the death of
to call for

Don

itself

as a political force.

the Inquisition

no attention here.

accomplish
disproved
probably, however, more

was invoked

Carlos, in 1568, has

There

been

is

truth in the statement that, about the

to

sufficiently

same

time, Philip II, in

promotion of his designs on the remnants of Navarre, caused
Inquisitor-general Espinosa to collect testimony as to the notorious
heresy of Jeanne d'Albret and her children, and formed with the
Guises a plot to abduct and deliver her to the tribunal of Saragossa,
but the secret was not kept and the attempt was abandoned.^

we may class with political service the utilization
by Philip of the Inquisition to supply him with galley-slaves.
The most prominent instance of the employment of the InquisiIts
tion in a matter of State was in the case of Antonio Perez.
Perhaps, also,

dramatic character attracted the attention of all Europe; the
mystery underlying it has never been completely dispelled, and
'

Danvila y Collado, La Gonnanfa de Valencia, pp. 178, 492.

*

Llorente, Hist,

cn't.,

cap. xxvii, art. iv, n. 5-10.
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resultant effect upon the institutions of Aragon invests it with
an importance justifying examination in some detail.
Antonio Perez was the brilliant and able favorite of Philip II,
who in 1571 succeeded his patron, Ruy Gomez, Prince of Eboli,
in acquiring his master's fullest confidence and becoming the
most powerful subject in Spain. In 1573, the Venitian envoy
Badoero describes him as a most accomplished man, whose
courtesy and attractive manners soothed the sensibilities of those
provoked by the delays and penuriousness of the king, while his
dexterity and ability promised soon to make him the principal
At the same time, he was a man of pleasure and the
minister.
magnificence of his daily life was the admiration of his countrymen.^ He found his fate in the widow of his patron, the Princess
Sprung from the noble house of ]\Iendoza, she was
of Eboli.
proud, vindictive and passionate, unflinching in the gratification
Whether Phihp II
of her desires and reckless as to the means.
had been her lover, and if so whether he was favored or rejected,
is a disputed question, which we need not discuss; it suffices that
Perez, who had a devoted wife in Juana Coello, became enamoured
of her mature charms and a slave to her imperious will.
Don John of Austria had been sent to the Netherlands on the
desperate task of pacifying them, and had been left without
Much to the king's displeasure, he sent, in July, 1577,
resources.
his secretary, Juan de Escobedo, to Madrid to urge the necessity
Escobedo was thoroughly honest, but rugof supplying funds.
ged and uncourtly, and the vigor of his representations increased
Perez had for some time been secretly fanthe royal ill-humor.
ning the king's suspicions of his half-brother's designs, even to the
He reprepoint, it is said, of mistranslating cypher dcs]3atches.
sented Escobedo as an emissary sent to perfect Don Juan's plans,
including a descent upon Santander and raising Castile in revolt.
Convinced that Escobedo must l)e ])ut out of the way, Philip
If Perez felt any scruple as
ordered P6rez to procure his death.
the
I*]8col)e(lo, who Avas a
removed
fact
that
by
to this, it was
of
Mendoza,
discovered
the relations between
retainer of the house
favorite;
the princess and the
he remonstrated with freedom and
threatened to inform the king. His doom was sealed and, after
two ineffectual attempts at poison, bravos were hired who assassiits

•

Kcla/.ioni VcneU*, Soric

espafiol,

XI, 244).

I,

T. \, p. 279.

— Miscelanca

de Zapata (Mem.

liist.
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natcd him in the street on the night of March 31, 157S, and were
rewarded with commissions in the army of Italy.
Suspicion fell on Perez, whose fellow-secretary and bitter enemy,
Mateo ^'azquez, reported the rumors to the king. The ])rincess
in her wrath threatened that Vazquez should share the fate of
Escobedo; the court was divided into factions which Phili{) vainly
sought to pacify. He was bound in honor to protect his instrument, and repeatedly assured him that he was in no danger, but,
whether he was beginning to realize that he had been unpardonably
deceived, or was prompted by jealousy of the relations between
Perez and the princess, he at length was willing to sacrifice his
secretary as an escape from a situation that was becoming impossible.
Some one to replace him was required; Cardinal Granvelle,
then living in retirement in Rome, was sent for; he arrived at the
Escorial, July 29, 1579, and, on the preceding night Perez and the

She was carried to the castle
and was kept in strict confinement until February 1581,
when she was allowed to return to her palace at Pastrana, when her
princess were arrested in ^Madrid.

of Pinto

extravagant freaks caused her affairs to be placed in charge of a
commission, leading to her virtual imprisonment until her death,

February

2,

1592.

Perez, meanwhile,

had undergone various vicissitudes of imIn May, 1582, Philip ordered an

prisonment, more or less harsh.

investigation into the different branches of administration, directed
principally against Perez.

This resulted in showing that he had

habitually sold the royal favor and, in January, 1585, he was
condemned to two years' imprisonment in the castle of Turruegano,

from the court, and to refund 12,224,739 marawhich 7,371,098 went to the fisc and the balance to the
heirs of Ruy Gomez, in restitution of presents given to him by
the princess.
The family of the murdered Escobedo had been
Philip had shrunk from being comvainly clamoring for justice.
promised in the affair, but now that Perez was thoroughly disgraced, if the documents proving his own complicity could be
His wife,
secured, Perez could safely be sacrificed to justice.
Juana Coello, was imprisoned and threatened with starvation
unless she would surrender his papers; she resisted heroically
until a note from Perez, which he says was written with his blood,
permitted her to do so, but he had, with his usual foresight,
abstracted from them in advance and placed in safety what he
to ten years' exile

vedis, of

deemed necessary

for his justification.
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summer of 1^85, Philip permitted the Escobedo kindred
commence the prosecution. Antonio Enriquez, the page of
Perez, who had arranged the assassination, gave full testimony,
In the

to

but the

The

contcste, or

affair

corroboration by another witness was lacking.

dragged on,

until,

September

son of the victim, abandoned

it

28, 1589,

for the

sum

of

Pedro Escobedo,
twenty thousand

ducats and pardoned his father's murderers. Philip's rancor, howhad deepened with time, and the prosecution was continued.
Perez was tortured, February 22, 1590, when, at the eighth turn
of the cordeles, his resolution gave way he confessed the crime at
the royal command and stated the reasons which had moved the
ever,

;

king to order the murder. Soon after this he took to his bed and
was reported to be dangerously sick his wife, early in April, was
admitted to attend him and, on the 20th, by a side-door, of which
he had procured a false key and from which the bolts had been
Friends with horses were in
removed, he escaped at night.
;

He was

waiting and he took the road to Aragon.

of

Aragonese

and the court of the
judgement betw^een the

descent, so that he could claim the fueros
Justicia, which, as

we have

seen, sat in

sovereign and his subjects.

Aragon, at the moment, was especially excited in defence of its
among which was the claim that none but an Aragonese

privileges,

was contesting this and had sent
on the question before the
Almenara earned general ill-will by assumPhilip

could serve as viceroy.
the Count of

Almenara

court of the Justicia.

ing superiority over

to conduct a suit

all

the local officials; the Count of Sastago,

pretensions and was removed and
by Andr6s Ximeno, Bishop of Teruel, a timid and irresolute man; so great became Almcnara's unpopularity that a nearly
successful attempt was made to burn at night the house w^hich he
occupied; there was a spirit of turbulence abroad, peculiarly
favorable to Perez, who came to claim the protection of the fueros
as a faithful servant, whom his king was endeavoring to destroy,

then viceroy,

resisted

his

replaced

in

reward

of his fidelity.

was boundless. His first impulse was to wreak
vengeance on the heljoless wife and children, who were thrown into
prison, where they lay for nine years until after their persecutor
had gone to his last account. Orders were at once despatched to
seize the fugitive, d(^ad or alive, before he should cross the lObro,
and .so swift were the pursuers that they reached Calatayud, where
he made his first halt, only ten hours after him. He threw himPhilip's wrath
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Dominican convent for asylum, wliile his faithful
who had accompanied him, hurried forward
to Saragossa and claimed for him the manifestacion which secured
for him the jurisdiction of the Justicia.
Alonso Celdran, lieutenant of the governor, rushed to Calatayud and, after some difficulty, forcibly removed Perez from the convent, but the veguero
of the Justicia came with letters of manifestacion and obliged him
to surrender his prey.
Nobles and gentlemen flocked to Calatayud,
and Perez was conducted to Saragossa in a veritable triumphal
procession, where he was received by the populace as though he
were a king and was safely lodged in the cdrccl de los manijestados.
Then commenced the curious spectacle of a duel to the death
between the disgraced fugitive and the Avhole power of the greatest
monarch of Christendom, giving us an enlarged respect for the
fueros of Aragon to see that the monarch was helpless until he
invoked the overriding powers of the Inquisition, under the pretext
that his thirst for vengeance was a matter of faith.
Had the political utility of the Inquisition been the customary
expedient that has been asserted, recourse would have been had to
As soon as the flight of Perez became known, a special
it at once.
junta had been formed in Madrid to manage the affair, and there
Juan de Gurrea, Governor of Aragon, familiar with the instituself

into the

friend, Gil dc Mesa,

tions of his native land, advised that the Intpiisition be at once

invoked, but there was repugnance to do this and it was resolved
on the regular process of law. Philip presented a formal
accusation to the court of the Justicia alleging that Perez had had
Escobedo killed, falsely using the king's name; that he had betrayed

to rely

the king

he had

by divulging state secrets and altering despatches, and that
The documents were sent to Almenara, who pushed

fled.

the prosecution, while Perez endeavored to convince the king that

would be better

matter to drop and permit him to
than to bring the compromising documents
to light, as there was no secrecy in Aragonese procedure.
He
wrote in this sense to Fray Diego de Chaves, the royal confessor,
and he sent, by the Prior of Gotor, copies of the papers to Philip,
who gave the prior two or three audiences, read the papers and
then, on July 1st, published a sentence condemning Perez to be
hanged and beheaded, with confiscation. At the same time
instructions were sent to Almenara to push the prosecution and to
find some means to seize Perez and convey him to Castile.
Perez had already drawn up a memorial replying to the charges,
it

to allow the

live in obscurity rather

A'OL.
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which he observed considerable reticence. Now he threw off
reserve and prepared aHother, fortified with documents exposing Philip's share in the tragedy, and representing himself as
undergoing ten years of persecution in reward for faithful sersdce.
Philip asked Batista de Lanuza, a lieutenant of the Justicia, to
send him a copy of the memorial with his opinion as to the result.
Lanuza in reply said he expected an acquittal, whereupon Philip
withdrew the prosecution on the grounds that it would reveal
matters not proper for publication, declaring at the same time
that Perez had committed crimes as great as any subject could and
he reserved the right to prosecute him elsewhere. The Justicia,
however, continued the case which resulted in acquittal. Then
an accusation was brought that Perez had poisoned his astrologer,
Pedro de la Hera, and his servant Rodrigo de Morgado, but these
charges were easily refuted and again he was acquitted. Then
an attempt was made under an Aragonese law permitting inquisitio or inquest, in accusations of officials by the king, and he was
prosecuted for misfeasance in office, but he proved that he had
served Philip as King of Castile, not of Aragon, and that he had
already been tried and punished for the alleged offences, so this
The principal object of these successive actions was
also failed.
to prevent his discharge from prison, but they had the effect of
heightening the popular enthusiasm for Perez, whose cause became
in

all

identified with the preservation of the fueros.

As a last resort, when all legal processes were exhausted, recourse
was had to the Inquisition, For this some charge involving the
faith was necessary and the first suggestion was an assumed
attempted flight to the heretics of Beam. A safer base of operahowever, was devised by Almenara, who won over by
bribery an old servant, Diego Bustamente and a teacher named
Juan de Basante in whom Perez had the fullest confidence. In
explosions of despairing wrath, they said, he had uttered exprestions,

God and blasphemous rebellion against
have seen how much of inquisitorial activity was
directed against more or less trivial ejaculations of the kind, and it
was strictly in rule to act upon such denunciations. It mattered
little on what grounds the Holy Office might obtain possession of
him; once in its hands, he would be conveyed, openly or secretly,
to Castile, where his fate was certain and, before the dreaded
words "a matter of faith" all barriers were vain.
Incjuisitor Mcdrano put the testimony in proper shape and forsions indicating disbelief in

His

will.

We

—
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warded it to the Suprema. Philip ordered that Fray Diego de
Chaves should be the sole calificador and he, within twenty-four
hours, pronounced the expressions to be heretical.
On the
strength of this, Inquisitor-general Quiroga and the Suprema,
on May 21, 1591, issued orders for the arrest of Perez and his
confinement in the secret prison for trial.
This was hurried to Saragossa, where

was received on the
Mendoza
and Morejon, issued a warrant of arrest, which was presented at
the prison of Manifestacion and was refused obedience. The tribunal then sent, between 9 and 10 a.m., to the lieutenants of the
it

23d, and on the 24th, the three inquisitors, Mcdrano,

Justicia a mandate,

under the customary penalties, requiring the

surrender in spite of the pretended right of manifestacion, which
was abolished in matters of faith. This could not be evaded and
the officials of the Justicia were sent to the prison with orders to
deliver Perez to the alguazil of the tribunal.
He was put in a

coach and driven to the Aljaferia, a short distance beyond the
gates,

where the Inquisition had

Two

its seat.

servants of Perez carried the news to Diego de Heredia and

Gil de Mesa,

who assembled their friends and sallied into the

streets,

—

with the cry, Contrafiiero! Viva la lihertad y ayuda a la lihertad!
the cry which, under the law, could only be raised by order of
the Justicia and which, as we have seen, summoned every citizen

come

arms and defend the liberty of the land. The tocsin
was tolled and the city rose. Under the leadership
of nobles and gentlemen, a part of the mob rushed to the dwelling
The Justicia, Juan de Lanuza, with his
of the hated Almenara.
two sons and his officials, endeavored to protect him, but the door
was battered in; he refused to fly, but allowed himself to be conducted to prison, on the promise of the mob to spare his life, but
he was attacked on the way and, when the prison was reached, it
was with injuries of which he died within a fortnight.
The other section of the populace hastened to the Aljaferia
and demanded the restoration of Perez and of his friend Francisco
Majorini, who had been included in the prosecution and surrender.
Don Pedro de Sesc is said to have brought four hundred loads of
wood with which to burn the castle in case of refusal, and the
situation was menacing in the extreme.
The Viceroy Bishop of
Teruel came and urged the inquisitors to compliance. The Arch-

to

in

of the cathedral

bishop Bobadilla wrote three notes, in increasing desperation
his palace and that of the Justicia would be burnt that night

if
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P^rez were not given up. For five hours the inquisitors resisted
this pressure, but finally they yielded, though even then they
safeguarded their authority with an order that Perez's place of
confinement should be changed from the secret prison to that of

At 5 p.m. the prisoners were delivered to the
Counts of Aranda and Morata, with a protest that the trial would
be continued. Perez was conveyed back in a coach to his former
prison; the people could not see him and were not satisfied until
the viceroy made him stand up and show himself, when they
shouted that he must appear at a window thrice daily to prove
that no wrong was done him in violation of their liberties and

the manifestados.

fueros.

There was a tradition that Queen Isabella had once expressed
a wish that Aragon would revolt, so that an end could be put to
the fueros which limited the royal power. Such an opportunity
had now come and Philip was not a sovereign to neglect it.
Cabrera relates that, when he lay sick at Ateca and the Count of
Chinchon brought him the news, he rose at once from bed, had
himself dressed and commenced sending despatches in all direcHe also wrote to the towns of
tions, ordering the levy of troops.
Aragon and to the nobles, protesting that he meant' no violation
of their privileges, and the answers encouraged him greatly, for
they condenmed the troubles at Saragossa and proffered their
services.

The

Inquisition,

moreover had opened

to

it

an en-

larged field of operations, for which it had abundant justification.
Already, on June 4th, the Council of Aragon presented a consulta,

impeding of its action, in the threatening
and the killing of a servant of one of them;
they should therefore commence to take testimony and arrest the
culprits, one by one, who should be relaxed; in such a matter of
faith the nobles could not plead privilege and there could be no
manifestaciones and firmas.
Work to this end was commenced at once in Madrid. Anton de
Almunia, who had testified against Perez, had fled thither with a
tale of the threats uttered against him to force him to revoke his
This was a crime against the Inquisition and Petlro
evidence.
Pacheco, Infiuisitor of Aragon, was deputed to take his deposition the investigation widened all the refugees from Aragon and
enemies of P6rez were heard and it was shown that the instigators
of the troubles aimed at transferring Aragon to France or to found
a republic, and in this were implicated the Diputados of the kingcalling attention to the
of the inquisitors

;

;
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and the gentlemen who favored
who was the head of
Aragonese nobility and the Count of Aranda, the richest and most
powerful noble. Even Inquisitor More] on, who had not been as
As a preparazealous as his colleagues, was laid under suspicion.
tion for the impending struggle, the Saragossa tribunal, under
orders from Madrid, published, on June 29th, in all the churches,
an edict embodying the savage bull Si de Protegendis of Pius V,
concerning impeders of the Inquisition, in virtue of which all persons w^ere called upon to aid it, not only in the matter of Perez
but of all others. This created intense excitement; an armed mob
assembled in the plaza of the cathedral and discussed whether they
were included in the papal censures and if so what remedies should

dom, the jurados

of Saragossa

Perez, including the

Duke

of Villaherniosa,

be tried to preserve their hberties, while multitudes sought their
confessors and asked to be absolved from the ipso facto excommunication incurred. The Diputados complained to the king and
to Quiroga of this stirring up of trouble, when every effort was
required to maintain quiet, but they only received from the king
a reply thanking them for their zeal for peace,
Perez and his friends meanwhile were busy in provoking excitement by addresses and pasquinades in prose and verse, stigmatizing their opponents and urging vigilance in defence of the fueros.
He also petitioned the Zalmedina to investigate the methods by
which Almenara and Medrano had gathered evidence against him,
and the testimony thus obtained as to bribes, promises and threats
had large influence on public opinion. When the results, however,
were sent to Philip by the Diputados, he merely replied that he
had not read them, for the whole was invalid because witnesses
before the Inquisition could only be impugned in it; Perez must
be returned to the tribunal before anything else could have attention.
The papers however were carefully preserved, for the mere
investigation was a grave offence against the Inquisition, which
was subsecjuently charged against its authors. The Inquisition
judged all men and was to be judged by none and, in the sacredness
which shielded it, any attempt to examine its methods was a crime.
As the summer drew to a close, the cooler-headed citizens
became anxious for an accommodation. Conferences were held
it was recognized that the position was untenable,
must be surrendered and an understanding was reached
with the inquisitors as to certain unimportant conditions which
The aspect
avoided the appearance of complete abandonment.

with jurists and
that Perez
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threatening, and the nobles brought

Phihp had no objection
which enabled him to collect his forces at Agreda,
on the Castilian border, and September 24th was named for the
He was fully alive to
delivery of Perez as a solemn public act.
the danger and resolved on escape a file was furnished to him with
which during three nights he worked at his window bars. A few
hours more would have set him free when he was betrayed by
his false friend Juan Basante, who still retained his confidence
and was to share his flight. He was transferred to a stronger
cell, where he was kept incomunicado, with a guard of thirty arquebusiers, watching him day and night.
On September 22d died the Justicia, Juan de Lanuza, an old
and experienced man, succeeded by his son of the same name,
who was but 27 years of age, universally beloved on account of
his many good qualities, but untried and lacking in influence.
Great preparations were made for the surrender on the 24th. The
gates were closed, troops were posted, the streets from the prison
to the Aljaferia were patrolled by cavalry, and death was threatened for the slightest disturbance. Complicated formalities were
observed when the mandate for the delivery of Perez and Majorini
their retainers to the city to enforce order.

to the delays

;

was presented

by Lanceman de Sola,
Under guard of arquebusiers a procesofficials and dignitaries, who on reaching the

to the court of the Justicia

secretary of the tribunal.
sion

was formed

of

market-place bestowed themselves in the overlooking windows.
The prison was entered, Perez and Majorini were produced,
shackles were placed on them and they were formally surrendered to Lanceman de Sola. The coaches to convey them were
brought up and they were descending the stairs when the roar of
a multitude outside brought a pause.
The friends of Perez had not been idle. The gentlemen who
still adhered to him had brought their retainers to the city; propagandism had been active and a majority of the arquebusiers
The
declared themselves ready to die in defence of the fueros.
streets were filled with clamorous crowds; already during the
march of the procession, stones had been thrown and now, under
the leadership of Diego de Heredia and Gil de Mesa, the marketSome of the guards were
place was attacked on several sides.
The plaza was
slain, others fled and others joined the assailants.
strewn with some thirty dead and numerous wcnmded the governor's horse was shot and he escaped to a house which was promptly
;
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windows broke out a way to escape
amid the insults of the people. Inside
the prison the officials saved themselves by flight over the roof,
except a lieutenant of the Justicia who made Perez show himself
at a window to calm the mob, which sent up shouts of joy and
commenced to break in the doors, when he was delivered to them
through a postern. He was carried in triumph to the house of
Diego de Heredia and then Majorini was remembered. He was
sent for; the prison was found abandoned and he was set free.
Perez mounted a horse and, accompanied by Gil de INIesa and
set

on

fire

by the

;

rear

the notables at the

and hurried

off

Francisco de Ayerbc, with a couple of servitors, fled to the mounAlagon that night and Tauste the next day, where
he rested five days in the house of Francisco de Ayerbe. The
agents of the Incjuisition tracked him and came near seizing him;

tains, reaching

when, finding escape
Saragossa,

to

France blocked, he returned secretly to
of Martin de Lanuza, in whose house

by the advice

he was secreted, while directing the course of affairs. The city
had been in a state of chaos, the magistrates not daring to show
themselves, but through his counsels comparative tranquility was
restored under Diego de Heredia.
He set to work to organize
Aragon, Catalonia and Valencia in opposition to Castile, with a

view

of

forming a republic under the protection of France, but his

met with no practical response.
Aragon itself was lukewarm. The assembling of an army at
Agreda under Alonso Vargas, a distinguished captain, with the
pretext of an expedition to France, gave warning that revolt would
be crushed with a heavy hand and both sides sought the support
of the kingdom at large.
In Saragossa the fuero prohibiting the
introduction of foreign troops was invoked, and the new Justicia,
Juan de Lanuza, was summoned by the Diputados to call the kingdom to arms to resist the contrafuero. He did so with a proclamation, October 31st, ordering the towns and nobles to send their
quotas to Saragossa on November 5th, but the course of affairs
at Saragossa had been watched with disfavor.
Jaca responded
with protestations and not with men; Daroca sent thirty musketeers; Bielsa, Puertolas and Gistain furnished two hundred men
who turned back after reaching Barbastro. There were disturbances at Teruel which only resulted in the punishment subsequently inflicted on the leaders. The other towns united in a
efforts

letter to the Justicia, declaring Philip to

fueros

and those who

resisted

him

be the defender of the

to be the violators,

and the same
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ground was taken by the nobles and gentry outside of Saragossa.
\'illaliermosa and Aranda had remained in the city by Phihp's
orders, and were forced to serve on the council of war which was
formed, but they were regarded with suspicion and were insulted
and menaced.
This practical abandonment produced profound discouragement and the gates were locked to prevent desertions, but all who
could left the city. The leaders, however were too deeply compromised to withdraw and, in their irritation, they provoked
quarrels and discord.
To give an air of legality to resistance the
leadership of the Justicia was essential, and they summoned Juan
de Lanuza to take the field with the municipal forces. He and
the Diputado Juan de Luna established relations with Villahermosa and Aranda and all four agreed to escape on the occasion of
a review to be held on November 7th, but when Lanuza ordered
a gate to be opened and the review to be held outside the walls,
Villahermosa and Aranda succeeded
there was a cry of treason.
Epila, a fortified town belonging to
in
refuge
in escaping and took
Luna
were pulled from their horses and
Aranda, but Lanuza and
alive.
were with difficulty rescued
Bruised as he was, however, Lanuza was forced, the next day,
to take the field at the head of four hundred men, the rest of the
forces following the next day, and with a so-called army of two
thousand he advanced to Utebo, to contest the advance of Vargas,
who had crossed the border November 7th with a well-equipped
force of twelve thousand foot and two thousand horse, supported
by sufficient artillery. A messenger from Vargas offering terms
gave him an opportunity of escape and, accompanied by Luna,
he sought the refuge of Epila. When the news of this spread
through the camp the little army disbanded and Vargas, on November 12th, presented himself before the Aljaferia, to the great joy
The viceroy and officials came forth to welcome
of the inquisitors.
made
a triumphal entry into the city. The plaza of
him, and he

made a ]iilace d'armes, heavy guards were posted,
the streets and the soldiers were billeted on
commanded
cannon

the cathedral was

The working classes had abandoned the town and
than fifteen hundred vacant houses.
more
there were
Perez had been watcliing the wreck of his schemes of vengeance,

the citizens.

and, not caring to share in the ruin that he had wrought, he sought
Martin de Lanuza escorted him to a gate and
him
and, on the 10th, two days before the arrival
had it opened for

to save himself.
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he took the road to Salient, on the French frontier.
offered to the Diputados to die for the
city if they proposed to defend it, but, as they did not, he suggested
that the gates be opened and that all who desired be allowed to
depart.
This was done and, in the exodus that followed, he betook
himself to the mountains in order to save Perez,
Resistance had ceased, but there was still some apprehension
as to what was known as the Junta of Epila, where Lanuza had
invited a conference to consult as to the best means of preserving the f ueros.
Such fears were superfluous. Villahermosa and
Aranda, at the earnest request of \^argas, returned to Saragossa;
Luna went into hiding and Lanuza retired to his lands at Badalkir,
subsequently coming to Saragossa and resuming his functions
as Justicia.
Vargas conducted himself with great adroitness,
receiving most graciously deputations from the towns, inviting
absentees to return and assuring every one that the fueros would
be respected. Then, on November 28th came the Marquis of
Lombay, as special royal commissioner, with letters assuring the
preservation of the fueros and clemency for culprits.
He was
received with great distinction and was hailed as an Angel de Paz;
all was thought to be settled peacefully and the refugees returned.
Vai'gas and Lombay urged Philip to issue a general pardon with
specified exceptions, to limit the Inquisition to matters absolutely
its own, to assemble the Cortes under his own presidency and they
even suggested Aranda as the new viceroy.
of ^'argas,

The next day Don Martin

Suddenly this dream of pacification was dispelled. Without
communicating his resolve to any one, Philip sent, by a secret
messenger, an order waitten in his own hand and not countersigned,
to arrest the Justicia at once " and let me know of his death as soon
He was to be beheaded, his estates confiscated
as of his arrest."
and his castles and houses razed to the ground. Villahermosa
and Aranda were likewise to be arrested and to be sent to Castile.
Vargas felt acutely his position in being thus forced to belie his
promises of clemency, but he was a soldier, trained to obey orders.
Lombay was indignant at the use made of him and asked to be
relieved, a request promptly granted for the court had no further
need of him. \'argas lost no time in executing the royal commands. The next morning, December 19th, at 11 o'clock, Lanuza
was arrested as he and his lieutenant were on their way to mass,
prior to opening their court,
^'illahermosa and Aranda were
enticed to Vargas's quarters on a pretext; he detained them in
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word was brought of Lanuza's arrest,
them
and
they were arrested as they left him.
dismissed
he
when
placed
were
in coaches, each with two captains
they
hours
three
In
Four companies of horse and
them.
sight
of
lose
to
not
charged
them
to
the border, after which two
guarded
infantry
thousand
a
\'illahermosa
to the castle of
them,
conducted
of
foot
companies
friendly conversation until

Burgos and Aranda

to the

Mota

of

Medina

del

Campo.

Both

died in prison.

The

early light of the next

dawn showed a

black scaffold erected

in the market-place; the troops were under arms and cannon
guarded the approaches. The citizens shut themselves up in their
houses and there were none present but the soldiery who, we are

although Castilians, shed tears over the fate of Lanuza,
whose brief three months of office had brought him to such end.
The executioner struck off his head while he was reciting a hymn
told,

to the Virgin

and he was honorably buried, in the tomb of his
church of San Felipe, the bier being borne on the

ancestors in the

shoulders of high officers of the Castihan army.
This unexpected blow aroused indescribable terror throughout
Aragon, and the impression caused by the revelation of the hidden

purposes of the king was intensified by his granting to the Governor
a commission authorizing him to punish the notoriously guilty
without regard to the fueros. Under this there followed arrests
and executions of those compromised in the troubles, especially
of those concerned in the death of Almenara, including many men
of rank, who were generally regarded as innocent, or at most as
No one felt himself safe, and the sense of inseculightly culpable.
rity was heightened by the razing of the houses of the victims— the
palace of the Lanuzas, one of the most conspicuous in Saragossa,

and those of Diego de Heredia, Martin de Lanuza, Pedro de Bolea,
Manuel Don Lope and others— the ruins made in the principal
streets

symbolizing to the people the destruction of their

liberties.

Nor was the Liquisition remiss in vindicating its insulted dignity.
The inciuisitors had been changed and the tribunal now consisted
of Pedro Zamora, Velarde de la Concha and Juan Moriz de SalaThey filled
zar, who fully realized the work expected of them.
the prisons of the Aljaferia with men of all classes, who had taken
part in obstructing the action of the Holy Office, though they subs(!(iuently,

under orders from Philip, delivered to Vargas certain
who were marked for execution for offences

of their prisoners

outside of inquisitorial jurisdiction.
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with the impression thus made,

Philip

now took

calm the agitation. He withdrew the special commission of the Governor of Aragon and promised to the accused
a regular trial by an impartial Aragonese judge. Then, on January 17, 1592, there was solemnly proclaimed in Saragossa a
general pardon, in which the king dwelt on his love for Aragon
and on his clemency, but also on his duty to enforce justice and
uphold the Inciuisition. There were certain classes excepted from
the benefit of the amnesty, which, when subsequently applied to
individuals, amounted to 196, whom every one was ordered by
proclamation to capture wherever found. The promised impartial
judge was appointed in the person of Doctor Miguel Lanz, whose
ignorance and cruelty were the cause of bitter complaints.
It was part of Philip's tranquilizing poHcy that the Inquisition
should issue simultaneously an edict of pardon, with exceptions
The two classes of culprits were largely distinct,
like his own.
and the tension of the public mind could not be relieved until the
With this view, when drawing
extent of both should be known.
the Sujjrema to do the same,
ordered
up his own proclamation, he
Inquisition was playing for
The
resistance.
but he encountered
insults endured but it
avenge
to
only
its own hand.
It had not
to break down
opportunity
the
of
was resolved to make the most
proceedings.
arbitrary
its
Aragon
to
in
the obstinate resistance
measures

to

The Suprema was

therefore indisposed to accede to Philip's
wishes and, in a consulta of January 2d, it asked for delay. To
this Philip replied, in his own handwriting, that the postponement
would prevent the desired restoration of confidence and, where
there were so many involved, it sufficed to punish those most

about to publish his own pardon and he charged
the Suprema to do the same on its part with all despatch.
Considerations such as these had no weight with the Suprema,
which calmly disregarded the king's wishes. The silence of the
Inquisition kept alive popular anxiety and, on March 3d, Philip
renewed his urgency. The pardon should be such as to give satisguilty.

He was

faction to the people, relieving
in

it

who should come and

from infamy those comprehended
Proceedings

confess spontaneously.

could be taken against those arrested and fugitives, who could
be summoned by edicts, and the pardon could be general, excepting
the prisoners and those cited and to be cited in contumacy, without
giving names, but

deemed

all this

he

left to

best for the authority of the

the

Holy

Suprema
Office.

to

do what

it
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Philip evidently shrank from too positive insistence, and the
Suprcnia on various pretexts continued to postpone the pardon.
In answer to renewed urgency, it presented a consulta, April 29th,
reporting its operations, according to which the tribunal of Saragossa had recently voted the arrest of a hundred and seventysix persons;

it

had already seventy-four

in its prisons,

and

con-

it

—

templated the prosecution of three hundred which explains the
This was so contrary to the
reluctance to issue a general pardon.
policy of the king that he replied by suggesting the liberation on
bail of those whose offences admitted of it, and suspending arrest
He made no alluin cases that might reasonably be condoned.
a general pardon and the Inciuisition carried
Without issuing a pardon, on October 20th it celebrated
an auto de fe with more than eighty culprits, of whom all were
impeders of its free action, except a few Moriscos and a bigamist.
Six were relaxed, ostensibly as guilty of homicide in the disturbances of September 24, 1591, and the rest were penanced, mostly
by exile from Aragon, although some were sent to the galleys,
among whom was ]\Iiguel Don Lope. The procession at the auto
sion, this time, to
its

point.

was closed with the

effigy of Perez,

a sentence which, we are

condemned

to the flames in

told, recited a million of arrogant

ill-sounding propositions against

God and

and

the king, his affection

\^andoma (Henry 1\), treasons committed in his office of
Secretary, strong indications of sodomy, his flight to France, his
for

and taking communion with Huguenots,
prove him a Huguenot, with presumption that all
his actions had been directed to that end and to destroy the Inquisition, as he was a descendant of Jews and great-grandson of Aubon
Perez, a Jew who relapsed after conversion, was burnt and his
sanbenito was hanging in the church of Calatayud. The sentence
was relaxation, with disabilities of descendants.
On the day of the auto Philip was at Rioja, on his way to Tarazona, where the Cortes which had been called had been sitting and

listening to preachers
sufficient to

had nearly finished

its

labors.

As the

Inquisition

had

still

with-

shape
held its general ])ardon, he again insisted that it
concluded
and sent to him, in order that everything might be
Still unsatiated and procrastibefore he reached Tarazona.
nating, the Suprema rei)lied with the names of eleven persons,
whom it characterized as principal leaders of the tumults and
asked him to give such instructions as he pleased. He responded
tiiat he would delay nnswering till he reached Tarazona and could
survey the aspect of matters there. Some days later he wrote
be put into
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asking that the propriety of issuing the pardon should be discussed, as also the form which it should have.
Thereupon the
Suprema sent him a form, with a letter to the inquisitors which he
could forward, at the same time stating that

The

tliere

were

ol)jections.

was unconditional and took effect of itself, but
the Inquisition was not so easily satisfied and required that all
who availed themselves of its mercy should make personal application and submission.
The papal decree Si de protegendis
inflicted an ipso facto anathema on all who obstructed in any way
the action of the Holy Office, and this censure had to be removed,
royal pardon

wherefore the proposed formula required that all applicants for
pardon should seek relief from the censures, those present within
two months, and the absent within four, but the Suprema added
that publication should be preceded

by

edicts against seven speci-

who could not be named
without violating the secrecy of the Inquisition. Even tliis the
fied

persons and others notoriously guilty

Suprema

felt to be too great a concession, and the next day it
forwarded another consulta, saying that it had received from the
Saragossa tribunal the names of some parties notoriously and
deeply inculpated there was evidence of their guilt in the tribunal
arid it had commenced action against them with edicts.
This
was submitted to the king so that he could order the inquisitors
to commence before publishing the pardon, in order that the
Philip disregarded this last effort of
parties might be excepted.
the Inquisition to maintain its hold on those who had offended
"Without further correspondence he sent the pardon to Sarait.
gossa with orders for its publication, which was done with great
solemnity, November 23d, when more than five hundred penitents
;

presented themselves.

^leanwhile the Cortes had been employed in modifying the
institutions of

Aragon

to

meet the wishes

of the king.

AMiile

was
must
overawed

resolved thus to take full advantage of the opportunity, he

shrewd enough

to see that such a settlement to be enduring

be in conformity with the fueros.

While his army

still

the land he therefore convoked the Cortes, which met at Tarazona,

According to rule, he should have presided over
15, 1592.
but he desired not to enter Aragon until the trials and executions under Dr. Miguel Lanz should be completed, and, though
he left Madrid May 30th, he took the circuitous route by way of

June
it,

journey was interrupted by attacks
accepted the presidency
of Archbishop Bobadilla, and modified the immemorial rule requir-

Valladolid,
of gout.

ana

After

his leisurely

some

difficulty, tlie Cortes
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ing unanimity in each of the four hrazos or chambers.

being thus cleared, and

still

further smoothed

by a

VIH

The way

lavish distri-

bution of "graces," it was merely a work of time to obtain the
adoption of a carefully devised series of fueros which, without
changing the form of Aragonesc institutions, removed the limitations on the royal power which had so long been the peculiar boast
of the

kingdom.

lation here in full

;

The changes were too numerous for recapitusome of them were beneficial in facilitating the

punishment of crime, but the most important from the monarch's
stand-point were those which estal:)lished his right to appoint
viceroys who were not Aragoncse; which placed in his hands the
nomination and dismissal of the Justicia and the nomination of
his lieutenants, with preponderance in the machinery for hearing
complaints against the latter; which took from the Diputados the
power of convoking the cities and citizens, which limited the amount
that they could spend, and which transferred from them to the
crown control over the rural police; which prohibited raising the
cry of "libertad" under penalties extending even to death; which
provided punishment for offences against royal officials; which
established extradition for crime between Castile and x4ragon;
which required the royal licence for the printing of books, and
which deprived the lands of the nobles, secular and ecclesiastical,
Thus the Justicia and his
of the right of asylum for criminals.
court, which had been the pride of the land, became in fact, if not
in name a royal court; the Diputados, who had been the executive
of the popular will, were deprived of all dangerous exercise of
authority, the barriers against the encroachments of arbitrary
power were removed, and all this had been accomplished through
the representatives of the people, apparently of their own volition.
When, early in December, Philip at Tarazona held the solio in

which he confirmed the acts

of the Cortes, he followed

it

with a

by Dr. Lanz, except
general pardon, liberating
had counselled
Justicia,
who
lieutenants
of
the
the jurists and
exile.
Cosmo
Pariente,
punished
with
were
resistance and who
galleys
as
the
author
of
the passent
to
the
an unlucky poet, was
there
revolt,
and
was
another
had
stimulated
quinades which
all

significant

excei)ti()n.

those prosecuted

Philip's

iuextinguishal)le

hatred

of

his

Juana Coello and her seven children,
favorite
born in captivity. Thus they lanwhom
was
the youngest of
Philij)
guished f(ir nine years until their gaoler had jmssed away.
still

kept in prison

111 signalized the

excepted

first

year of his reign with pardoning those

in his father's edicts and, in April 1599,

Juana was

set
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She hesitated to leave her children, the eldest of whom was in
her twentieth year, but she finally did so to labor for their release,
which she accomplished in the following August. The friends of
free.

Perez sought to have him included in the royal mercy, but were told
was a matter of the Inquisition Avith which the
king could not interfere.
Before relieving Aragon of his army, Philip caused the Aljaferfa
that his offence

be fortified and lodged there a garrison of two hundred men to
keep the turbulent city in check. To this the inquisitors objected
strongly, and asked to be transferred to some other habitation,
but he refused, as their protection served as an excuse for the
garrison.
They never grew reconciled to their unwelcome guests
and, in 1617 and again in 1618, we find them complaining that
the soldiers exercised control over the castle and that their audacious pretensions diminished greatly the popular respect due to
the Holy Office.^
Their remonstrances were unheeded until, in
1626, Philip IV, as a special favor transferred the garrison to Jaca.
Perez and his friends had succeeded in reaching Beam, where
they w^ere welcomed by the governess, Catherine, sister of Henry
Imagining that a small force would raise the Aragonese in
IV.
defence of their liberties, they persuaded Henry to try the experiment, to be followed, in case of success, by an army of fifteen or
twenty thousand men, to wrench from Spain Aragon, Catalonia
and Valencia, and form a republic under French protection. In
February, 1592, therefore, some fifteen hundred or two thousand
Bearnese, under the leadership of Martin Lanuza, Gil de Mesa,
Manuel Don Lope, and Diego de Heredia attempted an invasion,
but the Aragonese rose against them. Embarrassed by the deep
snows in the mountains, they attempted to retreat but were
vigorously attacked and most of them were taken prisoners,
including Dionisio Perez, Francisco de Ayerbe and Diego de
Heredia. Vargas liberated the Bearnese, but the refugees were
sent to Saragossa, where they expiated their treason on the
to

scaffold.

In spite of this misadventure, Perez was warmly welcomed and
was pensioned by Henry IV, as a personage of importance, a statesman versed in all the arts of Spanish diplomacy. The peace of
^>rvins, however, in 1598 reduced him to insignificance.
Age
and infirmities overtook him and his adventurous existence ter-

'

Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib.

19, fol. 48.
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when

minated in misery, November

3,

sign of fervent Catholicism.

After his death, Jiiana Coello and

his children

IGll,

undertook the vindication

of his

lie

manifested every

memory and

solicited

however, until January 22,
Philip
III a consulta recomSuprema
presented
to
1613 that the
children
be heard by the
should
mending that the widow and
absentia,
in
as we have
rendered
Saragossa tribunal. Sentences
tribunal
was
the
conclusive,
but
regarded
as
seen, were never
March
IG,
then,
on
delays
and
1015,
unforgiving.
It interposed
This the Suprema refused to
it rendered an adverse judgement.
the tribunal, on June
oljstinate
resistance,
after
an
confirm and,

to be heard in his defence.

It

was

not,

19th was forced to utter a sentence absolving the memory and
fame of Antonio Perez, declaring the limpieza of his blood and

pronouncing that his descendants were under no disabilities.
Nothing, however, was said about removing the confiscation of
his property, probably because this had been decreed both by
the secular sentence of July 17, 1590 and by the inquisitorial one
of October 20, 1592.^
1

Few

than
its

episodes in Spanish history have been more exhaustively investigated

tlie

career of Antonio Perez

and

its

Ample materials

consequences.

for

elucidation exist in the Spanish archives, in the Llorente collections preserved

The Hague and in the British Museum,
by modern 'UTiters. Tlie contemporary'

in the Bibliotheque nationale of France, at

and these have been industriously

utilized

sources are

Las Obras y Relaciones de Antonio Pdrez, Paris, 1654.
Proceso crimincl ciue se fulmino contra Antonio P«?rez, Madrid, 1788.
Argensola, Informacion de los sucesos del Reino de Aragon en los anos de 1590
Madrid, 1808.

y 1591.

Documentos in^ditos, \o\s. XII, X"\', L"\'I.
Giambattista Confalonieri, in Spicilegio Vaticano, \o\. I, P. ii, pp. 226 sqq.
Tommaso Contarini, in Kelazioni 'N'enetc, Serie I, T. V, p. 401.
Coleccion de

Cabrera, Historia de Felipe

II, T. II,

pp. 448, 540; T. Ill, pp. 529 sqq (Ed.

1876-77).

Lanuza, Historias cclesiasticas y sccularcs de Aragon, T.

II, Lib.

ii,

in.

(Zara-

goza, 1022).

The

principal

modem

authorities are

Llorente, Historia crftica, cap.

xxxv, xxxvi.

Mignet, Antonio Pif-rez et Philippe II, Paris, 1854.
Pidal, Historia de las .Vlteracioncs de Aragon en
3 vols, Madrid, 1802-3.
Muro, Vida de la Princesa de El)oli, Madrid, 1877.
Philippson (Ein Ministerium unter Pliilipp
(Espafioles
events.

(5

Ingleses, Madrid,

el

II, Berlin,

Reinado de Felipe

1895) and .Majt)r

II,

Hume

1903) give interesting details as to the earlier
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most prominent instance of inquisitorial politiHoly Office was invoked only as a last resort,
other methods had failed, and, when it was called in, so

in this, the

cal intervention, the

when
far

all

from

l)ein^ the

the policy of

obsequious instrument of the royal will, it resointerests with little regard for

advance its own
the monarch.

lutely sought to

Yet the impression made

at the

time

is

reflected in the report

when he says that
the king can be termed the head of the Inquisition, for he appoints
of the Venetian envoy, Agostino

Nano,

in 1598,

officials.
He uses it to hold in check his subpunish them with the secrecy and severity of its procedure, when he cannot do so with the ordinary secular authority

the inquisitors and
jects

and

to

Royal Council. The Inquisition and the Royal Council
mutually help each other in matters of state for the king's service.^
This was a not unnatural conclusion to draw from a case of this
nature, but the royal power, by this time, was too securely intrenched to require such aid. It was only the peculiar features of
the Aragonese fueros that called for the invention of a charge of
heresy in a political matter. The Inquisition, as a rule, considered
it no part of its duties to uphold the royal power for, in 1604, we
find it sentencing Bartolomc Perez to a severe reprimand, a fine
of ten thousand maravedis and a year's exile for saying that obedience to the king came before that due to the pope and to the
of the

Thus the mere denial of the superiority of the spiritual
power over the temporal was a crime.
Sporadic cases occurred in which special considerations called
for the aid of the Inquisition, but they were not numerous and
were apt to be directed against ecclesiastics, whose privilege
exempted them from the secular courts. Such was that of the
Jesuit, Juan de Mariana, distinguished in many ways, but especially by his classical History of Spain.
He had served the
Church.^

Inquisition well as a censor of books,

l:)ut in his Tractatus septem,
published anonymously at Cologne, in 1609, in an essay on the
debased Spanish coinage, the freedom with which he reprobated
its evils and spoke of the malfeasance of officials gave great offence

to the royal favorite

'

Lerma and

Relazioni Venete, Soric

The assertion

I,

his creatnres.

MSS.

little

of Library of Univ. of Halle, Yc, 20, T.

VOL. IV

been

T. V, p. 485.

of the co-operation of the Inquisition

which were habitually antagonistic, shows how
working of Spanish administration.
'

Had Mariana

18

I.

and the Royal Council,

the envoy

knew

of the inner
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a layman there would have been no trouble in punishing him
severely, but to reach the Jesuit Philip invoked the papal nuncio

Caraffa and the Toledo tribunal took a hand.

The whole

pro-

ceeding was irregular and the pope was asked to render sentence,
but, after a year's imprisonment, Mariana was liberated, without

an imputation on his character, and he died, in 1624, full of years
and honor, at the age of 87.*
It is true that, when the Barcelona tribunal was battling to
maintain

its

pretensions against the Cortes of Catalonia,

sented, in 1632, in a

memorial

of Philip IV,

among

its

it

repre-

other claims

to consideration, the secret services often rendered in obtaining

information and in the arrest of powerful persons, which could
Its thorough organization,
not otherwise be so well accomplished.
no doubt, occasionally enabled it to be of use in this manner, and
there

was no scruple

in calling

when Don Pedro de
Seville,

to be

upon

absconded with a large sum

making

and doubtless

his

it

for such work, as in 1666,

Sossa, the farmer of the tax of millones, in

way

money and was understood
Suprema wrote to Barcelona

of

to France, the

to other tribunals at the ports

and

frontier districts,

with a description of his person and an order to arrest him and

embargo his property.^
The prosecutions of the two fallen favorites, Rodrigo Calderon,
in 1621 and Olivares, in 1645, were not state affairs but intrigues,
to prevent their return to favor and were rendered unnecessary,
in the one case by the decapitation of Calderon and in the other by
the death of Olivares.^ The secrecy of the Inquisition and its
methods of procedure rendered it a peculiarly favorable instrumentality for such manoeuvres, as was seen in the Villanueva case,
as well as for the gratification of private malice, and it was
doubtless frequently so abused, but this has no bearing on its
use as a political agency.
'

Vida y Eseritos

Valencia, 1783, T.

del P.
I).

Juan de Mariana, pp.

— Aleganibe,

Ixix-Ixxviii (Historia de Espana,

Scriptt. Soc. Jesu, p. 25S.

— De

Backer, V,

518.

The "Tratado y Discurso sobre la Moncdade ^'cllon" of course was suppressed
and became scarce. My copy is in MS., transcribed in 1799.
Mariana did not conceal from himself the danger to be incurred. In his address
to the Reader he says
"Bien veo que algunos mo tendrian por atrevido, otros
por inconsiderado, pues no advierto el ri(>sgo que corro."
' Archive de Simancas, Inq. de I^arcelona, Cortes, Leg.
Libro XIII
17, fol. 9.

—

—

de Cartas,
'

fol.

Llorente,

195 (MSS. of

liist. critica,

Am.

cap.

Pliilos. Society).

xxxvm,

n. 17, 19.
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"With the advent of the Bourbon dynasty there was a change.
In the governmental theory of Louis XIV the Church was part of

the State and subject to the dictation of the monarch.

In the
desperate struggle of the ^^'ar of Succession, the advisers of the
young Philip V had no hesitation in employing all the resources
within reach and the Inquisition was expected to play its part.
At an early period of the conflict, the Suprenia sent orders to the
tribunals to enjoin earnestly, on all their officials, fidelity to the
king, who thus had the benefit of a well-distributed army of missionaries in every cjuarter of the land.^
It was easy, as we have
seen, for inquisitorial logic to stretch the elastic definition of heresy

any desired direction, and lack of loyalty to Philip was made to
come within its boundaries. In an edict of October 9, 1706, the
Suprema pointed out that Clement XI had threatened punishment
in

who faltered in their devotion to the king, yet notwithstanding this there were some who in the confessional urged
penitents to disobedience and relieved them from the obligation of
their oath of allegiance.
This was a manifest abuse of the sacrafor all priests

ment and,

as

it

was the duty

maintain

of the Inquisition to

tl:e

purity of the faith and prevent the evil resulting from a doctrine so
pernicious, all penitents so solicited were ordered, within nine

days, to denounce their confessors, under pain of excommunication

and other discretional

The

penalties."

was

Inquisition, during the war,

dealing with ecclesiastics,

and military

by the

and

Allies

occasioned a

especially serviceable in

bej'ond the reach of secular

where there was no pretence
capture and loss of Madrid
and the revolutions in Valencia and Catalonia-

courts,

The events

of heresy.

who were

number

this in cases

of

1706

— the

of trials for high treason.

The Suprema

Burgos when Philip V informed Inquisitor-general
Vidal Marin that he had ordered the arrest of Juan Fernando
Frias, a cleric, who was to be delivered to the Inquisition at Bur-

was

still

gos, to

in

be tried for high treason, with

all

speed.

The Suprema

August 13th, that it had placed Frias in safe custody,
incomwiicado ; the inquisitor-general had commissioned the Prior
of Santa Maria de Palacio of Logrono to serve on the tribunal,
and there should be the least possible delay in the verification and
punishment of the offence. It assured the king that he could
replied,

*

2

Archive

hist,

nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 10, n. 2,

Bibl. nacional,

MSS., H, 177,

fol.

251.

fol.

1.53.
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and

of the vindida

Suprema extended

to

In its loyal zeal it took no
the infliction of the death-penalty/
thought of irregularity. Indeed, the Suprema seems to have
In 1707,
issued commissions to tribunals to act in such cases.
Isidro de Balmascda, Inquisitor of Valencia, signs himself as

"Inquisidor y Juez Apostolico contra los eclesiasticos difidentes,"

Fray Peregrin Gueralt, lay-brother of the Ser\'ite
convent of Quarto, whom the testimony showed to be an adherent
of the Archduke Charles, industriously carrying intelligence to
the Allies and, on his return, spreading false reports, to the disturbance of men's minds. In this trial the formality of a clanwm
by the fiscal was omitted the inquisitors had the testimony taken
and on receiving it ordered the arrest of Gueralt without submitting
in the case of

;

it

to calificadores.^

From this

time forward the Inquisition was at the service of the
State whenever it was required to suppress opinions that were
regarded as dangerous though, when its interests clashed with
those of the crown, the cases of Macanaz and Belando show that
As the century
it could still assert its aggressive independence.
wore on, however, it became more and more subservient. A
writer about 1750, while regretting that it did not repress the
Probabilism of the fashionable i\Ioral Theology, gives it hearty
praise for its political utility; it is not only, he says, engaged in
preserving the purity of the faith, but, in an ingenious way, it
maintains the peace of the State and the subordination due to
In his wars Philip Y made use
the king and the magistracy.
tribunals
in
of
its
difficult
conjunctures with happy
occasionally
honored
distinguished
therefore
he
and
it throughout
and
results
his reign.

Thus, as

We

its

original functions declined, a

have seen

how

its

new

career

was opened.

censorship was utilized to prevent the in-

cursion of modern liberalism, and its procedure was similarly
employed against individuals. AVith the outbreak of the French
Revolution, its vigilance was directed especially against the propagation of the dangerous doctrines of popular liberty, and any
expression of sympathy with events beyond the Pyrenees was
sufficient to justify prosecution.
As early as 1700, Jacques
'

Arcliivo do Simancas, Inq., Lib. 5G,

Archive

>

Bibl. nacional,

hist,

fol.

G05.

nacional, Inq. dc Valencia, Leg. 383.

'

MSS.,

Mm,

130.
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Jorda, a Frenchman, was tried by the Barcelona tribunal for
propositions antagonistic to the spiritual and temporal authorities,

and prosecutions
1794, during the

a personage as

for such offences continued to be frequent.

war with the French Republic, even

Don Antonio

In

so important

Ricardo, general-in-chief of the

army

was on trial by the tribunal of Madrid for utterances in sympathy with occurrences in France and, at the same
time, his secretary, Don Josef del Borque, was undergoing a similar experience in the Logrono tribunal.'
War carried on in such
in Roussillon,

fashion could not

fail to be disastrous.
This prostitution of an ecclesiastical tribunal to temporal purposes was one of the reasons given by the Cortes of Cadiz for its

Even its chief defender, Fray ^laestro Alvarado, could
not deny the accusation, but, he turned the tables by ascribing
the fault to the Jansenists, to whom the orthodox attributed all
the evils of the time.
It was they, he argued who mingled religion
abolition.

and
to

politics,

the

see

and

set the State

refutation

triumphed

of

above the Church .^

his

He

did not live

when Fltramontanism

dialectics,

and the political functions of the
more prominent. In 1814, a copy of
July 30th with Louis XVIII was sent to the tribunals

in the Restoration,

became

Inquisition

the treaty of

still

might enforce the clauses appertaining to them,
and when, in 1815, the news of Napoleon's return from Elba was
received, King Fernando, by an order of April 8th, included the

in order that they

tribunals of the Inquisition in the instructions given to the militar}'-

and

ecclesiastical authorities to

surprises,

and

to

guard

keep watch on the frontier against

in the interior against the artifices

In

seductions of the disaffected.^

work expected
which

of the Inc[uisition

organization rendered

fact,

we may

was that

and

say, the chief

of the haute police, for

especially fitted.

April 8, 1817
Renovales and Colonel
Peon, accomplices in the attempted rising of Juan Diaz Porlier in
Galicia, were hovering on the Portuguese border.
The tribimal

we

its

find

it

it

notified that the refugees. General

of Santiago (Galicia)

was therefore

to put itself in

communication

with that of Coimbra, it was to devise means for their capture and,
through its commissioners and familiars, find out what was on
foot, for the security of the

throne and of the altar required of the

'

Archive

'

Cartas del Filosofo rancio,

II, 496.

'

Archive de Simancas,

Lib. 5.59.

hist, nacional,

Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 100.
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Holy

Office

[Book VIII

The

extreme vigilance under existing circumstances.

inquisitor-general forwarded this to Galicia with orders to execute
it

"at once,

at once, at

once" and, not content with

this, instruc-

tions were sent to the tribunals of Murcia, Cordova, Saragossa

which responded with promises

and

utmost
activity and of watchfulness over reactionaries.^
So, in 1818 the
Logrono tribunal reported that its commissioner at Hernani
(Guipiizcoa) reported that he had heard a person utter the proposition '^La nacion es sohercma."
To this the Suprema replied
that this was a matter of high importance and might lead to great
results.
Llano must make a formal denunciation with all details;
also he must declare why he suspected Don Joseph Joaquin de
Mariategui, and how he knows of his journey to France and England and his relations with the refugees there all of which must
be done with the utmost caution and speed and the results be
Barcelona,

all of

of the

—

rejDorted.'

It is scarce

indicate

worth while to multiply trivial details like these to
a political agency the Inquisition had become

how efficient

under the Restoration.
end and when,

continued
Revolution of 1820 at Seville, on
March 10th, the doors of the secret prison were thrown open, the
three prisoners liberated were political.^
until the

Its activity in this direction

in the

Besides these direct political services, the Inquisition was sometimes called upon by the State to aid in enforcing secular laws,
when the civil organization found itself unequal to the duty. The
of this is found in the somewhat
incongruous matter of preventing the export of horses.
From a very early period this was regarded with great jealousy.
From the twelfth century onward, the Cortes of Leon and Castile,
in their petitions, constantly asked that the prohibition should
be enforced and, at those of Burgos in 1338, Alfonso XI decreed
death and confiscation for it, even if tlie offenders wore hidalgos,
a ferocious provision which was renewed by Ferdinand and Isabella in 1499.'*
Aragon, which lay between Castile and France,
suffered from this embargo.
The Cortes of Monzon, in 1528,
petitioned Charles V for the pardon of certain citizens who had

most conspicuous instance

*

MS. penes me.

'

Relacion historica dc

*

la .luderfa

Cortes de Leon y de Castilla,

I,

* Archive de Simancas, Inq.,
de Sevilla, p. 49 (Sevilla, 1S49).

450.

— Nucva Ilecop., Lib.

Lil).

vi, Tit. xviii,

559.

Ky
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and were condemned

to

death and

other penalties, to which Charles replied that he would not pardon

who had carried horses to France; as for those who had
merely taken them to Aragon, if they could be pointed out, he
would grant them pardon. Another complaint of the Cortes
indicates the rigid methods adopted to prevent evasions.
If an
Aragonese went to Castile on business, he was allowed to remain
ninety days; if he exceeded the limit, on his return his horse was
seized at the frontier, even though at the same place by which
he had entered.^ Severe as were these measures, they were
ineffective.
Contraband trade of all kinds flourished in the wild
mountain districts along the French frontier, and the prohibition
respecting a beast of burden, which transported itself, was notorithose

ously difficult of enforcement.

In 1552, we find the Suprema ordering the Saragossa tribunal
to prosecute and punish one of its commissioners in the mountains
of Jaca, accused of passing horses to France, but this was evidently

due

to the fact that the offender

was

entitled to the fuero of the

There was as yet no ingenious attribution of suspicion of heresy to this contraband trade and, w^hen in 1564, the
Cortes of Monzon prohibited the exportation of horses and mares
from Aragon, the only reason alleged was their scarcity in the
kingdom.^ The third Lateran Council, however, in 1179, had
denounced excommunication and severe penalties on all who
furnished the infidel with warlike material, and this had been
carried into the Corpus Juris; Nicholas IV had specifically included
horses and had sharpened the penalties; Boniface ATII, in 1299,
had placed the offence under the jurisdiction of the Holy Office,
and had ordered all inquisitors to make vigilant inquest in their
districts, and the prohibition was repeated in the annual bulls In
ccina Domini}
The south of France, and especially the conInquisition.^

tiguous territory of

Beam, had become

interpenetrated

with

heresy and a colorable pretext was afforded of invoking the aid
of the Inquisition to suppress the

This was
'

'
'

first

confided,

.in

contraband

traffic.

1573, to the tribunal of Saragossa,

Donner, Aiiales de Aragon, Lib. ii, cap. xli.
Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 79, fol. 75.
Fueros y Obsen-ancias del RejTio de Aragon,

fol.

215.

Cf. fol.

194 (Zara-

goza, 1624).
*

Lib.

V

in Sexto, Tit. vi, cap. 6.

3354.— Bullar. Roman.

I,

— Digard,

507, 718; II, 496.

Registres de Boniface VIII, n.
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by a commission empowering

[Book VIII

to act in the premises.

it

It accord-

ingly inserted in the Edict of Faith a clause requiring the denunciation of all

who

arms or horses

sold

to infidels, heretics, or

Lutherans, or Avho passed, or assisted to pass, them to Lutheran
This brought in numerous denunciations but, as there
lands.

were no means of knowing what became of the horses after they
})assed the border, tlie tribunal

so reported to the

further provision
ited

by

heretics

Suprema.

was necessary
under heretic

was

i)owerless to prosecute

It replied,
;

August

assuming that

Beam was inhab-

rulers, the tribunal

against and punish, as fautors of heretics, those
sold or passed horses to

Beam, even when

it

and

25, 1573, that

could proceed

who bought

or

did not appear that

it was urged to be active in the
was therefore modified to include, as fautors
of heretics, all concerned in passing horses to Beam; it was sent,
with a secretary, to all the principal fairs where horses were sold,

they had been sold to heretics, and
matter.

to

The

edict

be published in the church, with notice that the commissioner

would receive any one who desired to unburden his conscience.
Exportation was forbidden, unless the owner was known and
would give security that the horses were not to be taken to Beam,
or else would present himself with his horses before the mc^uisitors within a designated time, so that note could be taken of the

animals and an account be required as to their destination.
Another device, which proved effective, was to register all the
horses at the fairs, with descriptions and the names of the owners,
who were required to keep an account of all sales and purchasers.
This however, applied only to natives; as for Frenchmen and
Bearnais, any horses that they had were seized witliout ceremony
if the owner was a Frenchman, the horses would be kept, awaiting
instructions from the Suprema; if a Bearnais, he was seized with
S])anhis horses and prosecuted, as being included in the Edict.
iards found with horses going towards France or Beam, were
treated like Frenchmen the horses were sold to pay expenses and,
Pains,
if any balance was left, it was hantled to the receiver.
moreover were taken to find who made a trade of passing horses
to France; they were awested on some pretext and thrown into
prison; if evidence were found against them, they were prosecuted if not, after detention they were released under bail, because,
as the incjuisitors said, there was no penalty expressed in the
Edict or in the laws of the kingdom.
In view of the risk (hat (he
parties might apj^ly for a lirnia or manifestacion, the Suprema

—

;
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was asked for further instructions, wlien it replied, July 1, 1574,
that the prosecutions were to be conducted as in cases of heresy,
the accused be required to give their genealogies and then, if
recourse was had to nianifestacion, it was to be met with an asser-

was a matter

of faith.
Yet the fraudulent
revealed in the admission that the
secular magistrates could prosecute for the offence/

tion that the case

character of this assumption

Thus the

and

is

working through
methods of procedure, virtually
placed under its control the whole trade of tlie kingdom in horseflesh.
Encouraged by this, the Saragossa tribunal sought a still
its

zeal

disregard of

all

activity of the Inquisition,

laws,

and

its

further extension of jurisdiction and, in 1576,

Suprema
Gascony

it

reported to the

great activity in the exportation to France,

Beam and

and other
suggested an edict concerning that trade
similar to that respecting horses.
To this the Suprema assented,
with the caution that it must be understood that these arms and
of arquebuses, powder, sheet iron for cuirasses

warlike material, and

it

munitions were intended for heretics.^ The difficulty inherent
in this probably prevented action, for I have met with no case
of its enforcement.
It will be observed that the Saragossa tribunal pointed out that
there was no penalty defined by law for the offence.
This omission
was rectified in the Cortes of Tarazona, in 1592, which deprived
of what was known as the via jprivilegiata a long list of crimes,
including that of passing horses and munitions of war to Beam
and France, with the addition that it could be punished with the
death-penalty.^

A

decision of the Suprema, rendered to the Barcelona tribunal

was to the effect that, if horses were taken to France, it
must be ascertained whether they were for heretics in order to
justify prosecution by the Inquisition, but, if to Beam, that alone
sufficed.^
In time this nice distinction was abandoned, although
the fiction was maintained that it was a matter of faith.
About
1640, an inquisitor informs us that it was customary to punish
those who exported horses or warlike material to France, even
though there were no evidence that they w^re for heretics, for the
in 1582,

Archive hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 2,
Simancas, Inq., Lib. 82, fol. 130; Lib. 939, fol. 11.5.
^ Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib.
83, fol. 2G.
'

'

Argensola, op.

*

Archive de Simancas, Inq.,

cit.,

n. IG, fol. 272.

p. 199.

Vi.sitas

do Barcelona, Leg.

L"), fol. 8.

—Archive de
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act

was very

projiidicial.

[Book VIII

The accused was generally confined
was conducted as one of faith, and

in the secret prison, the trial

was voted upon

in a regular consulta de fe, including the episcopal
Unless the case was light, the culprit appeared in a
If he belonged to the lower classes, he was sometimes
public auto.
scourged if of higher estate, he suffered exile and a fine, together
with forfeiture of the horse or, if it had been passed successfully,

Ordinary.

;

he paid double its value. In the case of a Benedictine abbot, who
had passed one or two horses to France, the Suprema fined him in
six hundred ducats and suspended him from his functions for a
Sometimes the sentence included disability for public
year.
office for both the culprit and his descendants.^
Oddly enough, in the case of Antonio Perez this matter emerges
for a moment in a manner significant of the uses to which it could
be put. In the Spring of 1591, when it was desirable to suppress
Diego de Heredia, Incj^uisitor-general Quiroga wrote, March 20th
to the Saragossa tribunal, that he was suspected of passing horses
By April 4th, the tribunal was taking testimony to
to France.
show that, a year or two before, he had sold two horses to a Frenchman for three hundred and sixty hbras and that they were to be
taken to France. There had been no secrecy in the transaction
and further evidence was obtained that Heredia brought horses
from Castile to Saragossa, whence they were taken to the mountains
and were seen no more.^ The events of May 24th, however,
rendered further researches in this direction superfluous.

When

was abandoned, does
In 1667 the Barcelona tribunal prosecuted
Eudaldo Penstevan Bonguero for exporting horses to France.
Already it would seem that the cognizance of the offence had
become obsolete for, in 1664 the Suprema had called in question
the competence of the tribunal to deal with it, when it replied,
this peculiar inquisitorial function

not clearly appear.

July 23d, that it held a papal brief conferring the faculty. The
Suprema asked for an authentic copy of this or of the instructions
empowering it to act, but neither was forthcoming and, on November 11, 1C67, the Suprema again asked for them in order to decide
AVe should j^robably not err in considering

the case of Bonguero.^
this to

mark

tlie last

attem])t to enforce a jurisdiction so foreign

to the real objects of the

Holy OfHce.

MSS., V, 377, cap. xxv, xxvi.

'

Bibl. nacional,

'

Bihl. nationalo do Franco, fonds espagnol, T.

'

Libre XIII de Cartas (MSS. of

Am.

S.'>,

fol. 7.

Philos. Society).
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eccentric invocation of the terror

felt

for the Inqui-

when the secular machinciy failed to accomplish its purpose,
occurred when the debasement of the coinage threw Spanish
finance into inextrical)le confusion.
The miserable vcllon tokens
sition,

were forced into circulation
intrinsic value,

at rates enormously beyond their
and statesmen exhausted their ingenuity in devising

clumsy expedients
ments of all kinds

to arrest their inevitable depreciation

keep down the premium on

— punish-

and laws
from shirts to house-rent. The
rude coinage, mostly battered and worn, was easily counterfeited,
and there was large profit in manufacturing it abroad and flooding

maximum

of

to

silver,

to regulate prices,

Spain with it at its fictitious valuation. Sanguinar}^ laws were
enacted to counteract this temptation, and the offence was punishable, like heresy, with burning, confiscation and the disabilities
of descendants.
To render this more effective, it was declared
to be a case for the Inquisition and, like the exportation of horses,
there was an attempt to disguise it as a matter of faith.
A carta
acordada of February 6, 1627, informed the tribunals that it fell
within their jurisdiction if any heretic or f autor of heretics imported
vellon m.oney for the purpose of exporting gold or silver or other
munitions of war, thus weakening the forces of the king, and all
such offences belonged exclusively to the Inquisition. But when
this was done by Catholics, for the sake of gain, the jurisdiction
belonged exclusively to the king and as such he granted it cumulatively to the Inquisition, with the caution that, in competencias,
censures were not to be employed. A papal brief confirming
this was expected and meanwhile such prosecutions were to be
conducted as matters of faith. It is not likely that Urban VIII
condescended to authorize such misuse of the power delegated to
the Inquisition for, in little more than a year, Philip IV revoked
this action and confined the cognizance of the offence to the secular
courts/

we have seen, the Inquisition was not a political machine
importance that has been imagined, this was not through
any lack of willingness on its part to be so employed. When its
services were wanted, they were at the command of the State and
if this rarely occurred under the Hapsburg princes, it was because
they were not needed.
If,

as

of the

^

MSS.

of the

Lib. IX, Tit.

xii,

Royal Library
ley 11.

of

Copenhagen, 218b,

p. 259.

— Novls.

Recop.,

CHAPTER XL
JANSENISM.

Jansenism

is

heresy whatever

Church or

State,

a convenient term wherewith to stigmatize as
displeasing to Ultramontanism, whether in

is

and

it

served as a pretext for the continued

existence of the Inquisition, after the older aberrations were exter-

As a concrete

heresy, however, it defies accurate theotook
its rise in the, interminable disputes
logical definition.
questions
of predestination, grace and free
over the insoluble
Augustin
and the Second Council of Orange,
will, as settled by St.

minated.

It

and accepted by the Church, till the use made
by Calvin forced a modification by the Council

of predestination
of Trent,

and the

daring Jesuit, Luis de Molina, revived the problem. Then the
discussion became a trial of strength between the rising Company
of Jesus and its elder rivals, the Augustinians and Dominicans,

when Clement VIII vainly imposed

silence

on the disputants.

Cornelis Jansen, Bishop of Ypres, sought to vindicate St. Augustin
in his work entitled "Augustinus," around which the controversy

raged, until the Jesuits

won a

victory, in 1653,

by procuring the

famous Five Propositions, drawn from the
condemnation
to which the followers of Jansen assented,
condenmation
work a
taught them.^
that
he
had
while denying
which
of
we shall see the results, was waged
contest,
Another
Henry Noris, in which the Jesuits
Cardinal
of
writings
over the
also
an Augustinian and professor of
He
was
defeat.
suffered
of the

—

ecclesiastical history at Pisa,

who

Augustin.

busied himself in vindicating

Two

of his works, the Iliatoria
Pelagiana and the Dissertaiio de Quinta Synodo (Ecumenica, were
accused, before publication, of Baianismand Jansenism; the MSS.

the doctrines of

>

St.

Urbani PP. VIII BuU. In cminenli, G Mart. 1611.— Innocent PP. X.

Cum occasione, 31 Mail, 1053
A precursor of Jansen was

(liullar.

Bull.

V, 309, 4SG).

Michel de Bay or Baius, a theologian of Louvain,
whose seventy-nine propositions were condemned by Pius V and Gregory XIII
and were publicl}- abjured by hini before the University, May 24, 1580. His
name docs not occur in the Spanish Iiulexes before that of 10.32, (p. 701) where
he is spoken of as a man of high reputation who abandoned liis errors.
( 2.S 1 )
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were ordered to

Rome and

were carefully examined

who pronounced them orthodox and

When
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published, interpolations in

b^''

revisers,

was granted.
the press were charged and
licence to print

Noris was called to Rome as chief of the Vatican
Library by Innocent XI and, as this was regarded as a step to the
cardinalate, fresh accusations of Jansenism were brought against
him. His promotion was deferred; eight theologians were set
disproved.

work upon his books; their favorable report was confirmed
by the Congregation of the Inquisition, and Innocent appointed
him one of its consultors. Attacks on him continued, which he
answered in five dissertations, printed in 1685, when Innocent
gave him a cardinal's hat and made him member of several important congregations, including that of the Inquisition, in which
to

he served with distinction, until his death in 1704.^
France, however, was the principal seat of Jansenism, where
the impalpable doctrinal points involved, after the decision of
The Jansenists
1653, were obscured by more living issues.
represented the

more

austere

and puritanical portion

of the clergy,

as opposed to the supporters of the relaxed morality of Probabilism, of which the Jesuits were the foremost advocates
of the

controversy which has been immortalized

Besides, as

Rome had

— an aspect
by Pascal.
who had

decided against Jansen, those

defended him were naturally led to minimize the authority of

condemnatory utterances as subsupremacy of general councils, and to
exalt the independence and privileges of the Galilean Church,
w^hich, since the time of St. Louis, in the thirteenth century, had
There was a
steadily resisted the encroachments of the papacy.
the

Holy

See, to disregard its

reptitious, to

assert the

reinfusion of theology in the quarrel,

when

the Jesuits procured

the condemnation, in the Bull Unigenitus, of Quesnel's views on

was only another
and laxism.
While Jansenism thus was denounced as a heresy, it really
was concerned much less with faith than with discipline and
morals, and every one hostile to Probabilism, Jesuitism and
Ultramontanism was stigmatized as a Jansenist. Louis XIV
and Madame de Maintenon, who had persecuted the original
sufficing contrition

and inchoate

charity, but this

incident in the struggle between rigorism

Jansenists, were of the sect, because of their enforcement of the

•

Letter of Benedict

enidito,

XXX,

53).

XIV

to Inquisitor-general

Prado y Cuesta (Semandrio
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royal prerogative; Bossuet

[Book VIII

was suspected

Jansenism

of

for his

defence of the Declaration of the Gallican clergy, in 1682, against
the Ultramontane doctrines of the papal power; Cardinal Aguirre

was a Jansenist, because he opposed the laxity of Probabilism,
and so was even the Jesuit General, Tirso Gonzalez, because he
wrote a book to prove that the Jesuits were not all laxists. "When,
under the protection
Scipione de'Ricci,

of Leopold,

Grand-duke

in his Council

of

of

Pistoja,

Tuscany, Bishop
in

1786,

sought,

an internal reformation of his
Jansenist
and,
after his protector had been
Church, he was a
Pius VI, in 1794, had the
imperial
throne,
transferred to the
in
the
bull
Aiidorem fidei, no less than
condemning,
satisfaction of
Council,
mostly
Jansenistic.
In France
errors
of
the
eighty-five
part,
attached
to
Gallicanism
and
the clergy were, for the most
practically
Jansenism
flourished
rigorist,
and
made
were largely
so
The
itself felt in such measures as the expulsion of the Jesuits.
writing
a
book
prove
Bolgeni
his
revenge
by
to
ex-Jcsuit
took
that the Jacobinism of the Revolution was merely Jansenism in
In fact, the Civil Constitution of the Clergy of 1790 was
action.
Jansenistic
because, without meddling with dogma, it
clearly
embodied the democratic development of Gallicanism.
Spain paid little attention to the theological controversy over
Jansen, though his works and those of his followers were duly
condemned by the Inquisition.^ It is a curious illustration of this
without papal authority, to effect

when the great bibliographer, Nicolas Antonio,
Prudentius
against the attack of Ilincmar of Reims,
in defending
doctrine the assertion of Prudentius
Catholic
pronounced as good
shed only for believers and not for
Christ
was
that the blood of
indifference that

unbelievers, this, which

condenmed
was printed

is

virtually the

same

as the fifth of the

propositions of Jansen, escaped attention.
in

Rome

The book

at the expense of Cardinal Aguirre; the

Spanish Inquisition took no note of it in the Indexes of 1707 and
1747 and the passage is retained in the edition of 1788, produced
under the auspices of Carlos III,^ Yet Spain could not keep
wholly out of the quarrel, for its Flemish provinces were a hot-bed
of Jansenism which could not be eradicated from the University
In 1649 Doctor Rescht, as the representative of
of Louvain.
the University and of its great protector Engelbert Dubois,
19, 28, 231-2, 478.

•

Indicc dc 1707,

'

Nic. Anton. Biblioth. Vet. Lib. vi, cap. xi, n. 208.
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Archbishop of Malines, came to Madrid, where he printed and
circulated a memorial against the bull of Urban VIII and the
Archduke Leopold so insulting to both that the Inquisition suppressed it, by a decree of September 13, 1650.^ This did not cool
the ardor of the Flemish followers of Jansen and, in 1656, Alexander VII felt obliged to address Don John of Austria, then
Governor of the Low Countries, with an urgent exhortation to
suppress the propagation of the condenmed errors.^
The struggle continued and, soon after 1690, Carlos II was
induced to issue an order that all Jansenists and Rigorists and
other innovators should be dismissed and excluded from all offices
and preferment, secular and ecclesiastical. Under this decree
some of the prominent Jansenists were deprived and exiled, among
them five doctors of Louvain Gummare Huygens, E. van Geet,
G. Baerts, R. Backz and Willem van den Enden. The persecuted
sect appealed to Rome and procured from Innocent XII a brief
of February 6, 1694, addressed to the bishops, forbidding that
any one should be defamed for Jansenism on vague charges, or be
excluded from any spiritual function or office unless convicted,
in the regular order of justice, of having merited a punishment
This trammelled episcopal action, for it was represented
so severe.
bishops
could not be expected to undergo the expense
that the

—

and the labor

of regular trials requiring absolute proof

ject to legal cavils, but

did not affect the secular

and sub-

arm and

the
Bavaria, then Governor of Flanders, reiterated in
October and November 1695, to the Councils of the Provinces
and the University, the repeated royal orders to exclude from all
it

Elector of

Memorial espagnol presente d sa ^lajeste Catholique centre Ics pretendus
du Pays-Bas, p. 45 ( s. 1. 1699).
This is a memorial drawn up by Juan de Palazol, S. J., in the name and by
*

Jansenistes

order of Tirso Gonzdlez, the Jesuit General.

To

it

I

am

indebted for the details

that follow.

In January 1691 a congregation of the Flemish bishops addressed to the
Inquisition an urgent appeal for help in their struggle with the Janseni.sts,

Roman

whose missionary and controversial

efforts

were incessant and successful.

It

illustrates the elusory character of the theological subtUties involved that the

bishops sent, as a specially successful exposure of Jansenist devices, a little book
under the name of Comehs van Cranebergh, but Rome thought differently of
it

and condemned

Jacques de
Jansenism.

it

by decree

—Collectio

March

19, 1692.

645.— De Backer, JX, 230.
Le Tellier, Recueil des BuUes et Constitutions

Index,
^

of

Its real

author was the Jesuit

who was one of the most zealous champions against
Synodorum Archiep. Mechliniensis, I, 575. Reusch, Per

la Fontaine,

—

II,

etc. p.

125 (Mons, 1697).
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and secular employment those suspected
Jansenism and Rigorism. Then, on March 1, 1696, Carlos
modified his decrees in a manner to embolden the schismatics,
who seem to have had abundant popular and official support.
We hear of a writing in defence of the Catholic party being publicly
ecclesiastical dignities

of

burnt by the executioner in Brussels, in front of the palace and,
on January 29, 1698, the people of Brussels went tumultuously
to the Archbishop of Malincs, Ferdinand de Berlo de Brus,
demanding that he should withdraw his opposition to N. van
Eesbeke, who had been appointed by the chapter of the church of
Sainte Guduie as their parish priest. This condition of affairs
led the Jesuit General Gonzalez to address a memorial to Carlos
warning him that this spirit unless suppressed would lead to the
ruin of religion and the destruction of his dominions, and supplicating, in terms much less respectful than Spanish custom required,
that he should represent to the pope the dangerous consequences
of the papal brief, that he should punish those who procured it as
well as the authors of a memorial presented to Carlos in 1696 and
that he should order the Flemish bishops to disregard the pretexts
put forward as to vague accusations. The Jesuits overshot the
mark in this insolent interference, and the memorial was suppressed by the Spanish Inquisition, in a decree of September 28,
1698, as insulting to the authorities, secular

and

ecclesiastical,

of Flanders.^

Spain, though with less success than France, had long been
to emancipate itself from papal control, and it is
a curious paradox that its most resolute assertion of political
Jansenism arose from an attempt to discredit doctrinal Jansenism.
Jesuit influence had gradually dominated the Inquisition and, as
we have seen. Cardinal Noris was the special object of Jesuit
hatred.
When, in 1721, the Augustinian Manso published at

struggling

Valladolid his "S. Augustinus de Viitutilnis Infulelium," the work
was condemned and su])pressed in 1723, while virulent attacks
on him by Jesuits, in both Latin and the vernacular, were allowed
The culmination came when the Jesuit Padre
free circulation.^
'

These details arc not without interest as indicating the causes whicli

the establishment of the

still

led to

existing schismatic sec of Utrecht.

—

' Suplemcnto d el Indice,
Manuel F. MigiK^lez, Jansenismo y
1739, p. 36.
Regalismo en Espafla, pp. 9S sqq. (Valladolid, 1895). Fray Migui'lez is an
Augu.stinian, seeking to vindicate Rt. .Augustin an<4 his Order from Jesuit attacks.

His work

i.'j

based on inedited dociuncntarv material.
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Fernando VI, controlled the weak and irresode Prado y Cuesta, bringing about
an anomalous condition in which the Inquisition defied the HolySee, the so-called Jansenists became the warmest defenders of
papal authority, and the Jesuits asserted the supremacy of the
of

lute inquisitor-general Perez

regalias.

"When Prado y Cuesta assumed his office, in September, 1747, it
was announced that the Suprema had a new Index Expurgatorius
in an advanced state of preparation by the Jesuits Casani and
Carrasco.
The printing was nearly finislied, when the 1744
edition of the Bibliotheque Janseniste of the Jesuit Dominique
de Colonia reached ]\Iadrid. This was substantially a polemical
work, a catalogue of writers and books opposed to Jesuitism,
and the Jesuits conceived the brilliant idea of printing it as an
appendix to the Index, and thus suppressing at one blow all

Some

antagonistic literature.

when
and

the Index appeared,

Dissertatio.

trifling

omissions were

made

but,

contained Noris's Historia Pelagiana
There were many other equally orthodox books,
it

but these became the storm-centre as they had been repeatedly
and formally approved by the Holy See, after special examination.

Appeal was made to Benedict XIV, who addressed, July 31, 1748,
Prado y Cuesta a brief in which he recited the investigations
into Noris's books and pointed out that all questions concerning
them had been finally settled by the solemn judgement of Rome,
so that it was not lawful for the Spanish Inquisition to reopen the
question, and much less to condemn the books.
He could not
patiently endure the injury thus without reason inflicted on Noris
and he admonished Prado y Cuesta to find means to avert discord
between Spain and Rome.^
The inquisitor-general adopted the favorite inquisitorial device
of evasion.
He replied that he had found the Index nearly printed
when he assumed office he had endeavored to have it issued without his name, but this was impossible; he had not kno\\Ti that
Noris's name was in it until the Augustinians complained, and he
dwelt on the difficulty of making a change, especialh' in view of
the grave reasons for which the books had been included.
This
correspondence was strictly secret, but the brief had been shown
in Rome to the Augustinian procurador-general, who sent a copy
to Madrid, where it was busily transcribed and circulated throughto

;

'

Migu^lez, op. ciL, pp. 90-5.

VOL. IV

—Semandrio enidito, XXX,
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out the land, creating a tremendous sensation. Prado y Cucsta,
addressed, September 16, 1748, a bitter complaint to Benedict,
dwelling on the indiscretion of allowing such matters to be gossiped

on the

streets,

and

of affording

such comfort to the heretics.

The

Jesuit party openly proclaimed the independence of the Spanish

Inquisition in such matters, and asserted that

its

honor was

at

Padre Rabago undertook to manage the king and induced
stake.
him to inform the pope that he would not permit any invasion of
the privileges of the Inquisition.
The affair dragged on, Portocarrero, the ambassador to Rome,
hurried to Spain and camo to a compromise with Prado y Cuesta,
but Rabago, who would agree to nothing but the submission of

Holy See, persuaded Fernando to hold firm and the affair
became a struggle between the regalias and the papal supremacy,
Fernando wrote, July 1,
in which Noris was merely an incident.
1749, to Benedict, stating plainly that he would not permit his
It was of
rights and those of the Inquisition to be impaired.
the

no importance whether the faithful in Spain could or could not
read the works of Noris, but it was of supreme importance to him

remove the discord excited among his subjects. Benedict
replied moderately and the king relented in so far as to offer a
compromise, which would have closed the matter had it not become doubly embroiled by a papal decree of September 24th
condemning Colonia's Bihliotheque Jansciristc, thus putting on the
Roman Index a considerable section of the Spanish. In a letter
to the Spanish agent in Rome, Rabago threatened in retaliation
that the king would not only prohibit the works of Noris but the
Roman Index itself. Still more audacious were the instructions
which he sent to Portocarrero. Of these there were two sets,
one long and argumentative, the other briefer, to be used only in
to

case of necessity.

It insolently asserted that the

papal eagerness

in defence of Noris was a new argument against infallibility;
that Popes Liberius and Honorius, for suspicions no graver, had
been anathematized by a synod, and it would be humiliating to
Portocarrero
his Holiness if the same should happen to him.
November
of
dijilomatist
but,
in
audience
was a trained
an
26,
1749, he handed to Benedict a copy of this portentous document,
translated into choice Italian, and the next day he wrote cheerfully
to Rabago that he thought it would end the affair; the pope was
displeas(Hl but, knowing his character, this need cause no alarm.
Benedict seems to have passed over in dignified silence this
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indecent threat that he might be anathematized for heresy, but
In the Spring of 1750 the affair
was taken out of the hands of Portocarrero and v»-as confided to

the breach was wider than ever.

Manuel Ventura Figueroa, an auditor of the Rota, who .skilfully
induced Benedict to drop the matter, while with equal skill and
unlimited bribery he negotiated the Concordat of 1753, which
virtually gave to the crown the patronage of the Spanish Church.
Then, in 1755, came the dismissal of Rabago, for his share in
exciting the resistance of the Jesuits of Paraguay to the treaty of
1750 transferring that colony to Portugal. He was succeeded as
confessor by Manuel Quintano Bonifaz who, in that same year,
had become inciuisitor-general on the death of Prado y Cuesta.
Benedict had never ceased to claim the fulfilment of an offer once
made by Fernando to remove Noris's name from the Index and,
in 1757 he urged the king to afford him that satisfaction, before
his death, in return for the

Jesuit influence

an investigation.

many

favors bestowed.

was no longer supreme, and Fernando ordered
The documents were collected and were sub-

mitted to Bonifaz who, in December, presented a consulta, dwelling upon the care habitually bestowed by the Inquisition before

condemning the most insignificant book while, in this case, Casani
and Carrasco had included in the Index the works of Noris, without
any preliminary examination and without the knowledge of the
inquisitor-general, which was a foul abuse of the confidence reposed in them. Noris's book had been printed in Spain in 1698,
dedicated to Inquisitor-general Rocaberti, and had undisputed
circulation until these two padres discovered in it traces of Jansenism.
Bonifaz therefore concluded that the pope had just cause
of complaint and that the royal promise should -be fulfilled.
Accordingly, on January 28, 1758, an edict was issued, reciting
the prohibition and ending with ''But, having since considered
the matter with the mature and serious reflection befitting its
importance, we order the removal of the said work from the Index,
and declare that both it and its most eminent author remain in the
same repute and honor as before." For this the good old pope
expressed his gratification in
*

Migu61ez, op.

that, in 1747,

cit.

— In

warm

terms to Fernando.^

connection with Padre Rdbago

when already

royal confessor, he

it

may

was denounced

be mentioned

to the Santiago

tribunal for solicitation, but escaped trial under the rule requiring
ciations.

Archivo

The Indice

two denunde Toledo, Leg. 233, n. 108, fol. CO.
192) records the removal of Noris's books and

hist, nacional, Inq.

I'ltimo of 1790 (p.

prohibits all writings on both sides of the affair.
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may

be assumed as the
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last struggle

over what were con-

ceived to be the doctrinal errors of Jansenism, and suljsequent
persecution was directed against it as the opponent of Ultramontanism and Jesuitism, and as the supporter of the royal prerogaThere had been, under Philip II, a strong tendency in the
tive.
Spanish Church to the Gallicanism which became knovvTi as
Jansenism. In 1598 Agostino Zani, the Venetian envoy, says
that the Spanish clergy depend on the king first and then on the
pope there was talk of separation from the Holy See and forming
;

under Toledo a national Church in imitation of the Galilean.^
The Concordat of 1753, which concentrated patronage in the crown,
could only strengthen this dependence of the clergy, wliile the second half of the eighteenth century witnessed an ominous tendency
throughout Europe to throw off subjection to Rome. The celebrated work of " Febronius,"^ in 1763, boldly attacked the papal
autocracy, and encouraged the assertion of the regalias; the claims
of the Holy See, in both spiritual and temporal matters, were
called in question with a freedom unknown since the great councils
of the fifteenth century, while the reforms of Joseph II and of his
brother Leopold of Tuscany and the "Punctation" of the Congress
of

Ems

It

was convenient

name

were disquieting manifestations of the

spirit

of revolt.

to stigmatize this spirit as heresy

under the

of Jansenism,

which thenceforth became the object

of the

papal animadversion.
Fray Miguelez informs us that Bonifaz, for his share in the
vindication of Noris, was reproached with Jansenism, and that
thenceforth the Inquisition became a mere instrument in the hands
bitterest

of a court bitterly hostile to

repressor of heresy,

it

Rome;

that instead of being a terrible

was the defender

cutor of Ultramontanism

and persewas Jansenist

of the regalias

— in other words, that

it

and that it was used in an attempt to lay the foundations in Spain
This was not the
of a schismatic Church like that of I'trecht.^
doctrinal
misnomer
merely
now^
a
was
Jansenism
as
but
case,
for a principle, partly political and partly disciplinary, the InquiCnrlos TIT was
sition had a narrow and diflicult path to tread.
fully convinced of the extent of the regalias; he was involved in

»

'

Relazioni Venete, Scrie I, T. V, p. 4S4.
Jo. Nic. von HonthcMin, Dc Statu Ecclcsia» ct logilima Potcstato Roinani

Pontificis.
«

BuUioni,

17(i.'3.

Miguelez, op. ciL, pp. 27

1,

3G4, 3GG, 3S0.
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and had

little

hesitation

did not dare to interfere with

the royal prerogatives but, in so far as

it could, it favored Ultramontanisni by persecuting those against whom it could formulate
charges under the guise of Jansenism.
The ministers of Carlos III, who survived into the earlier years
of Carlos IV, were animated with this spirit of revolt and there
was an active propaganda. The book of Febronius was secretly
printed in Madrid and was largely circulated for, although condemned, the Inquisition was compelled prudently to close its
eyes.^
The acts of the Synod of Pistoja were translated into
Spanish and persistent efforts were made to obtain licence for
their pubhcation, until Pius VI intervened with a letter to the
king and frustrated the attempt.^ When the bull Aiictorem fidei,
condemning, hi 1794, the errors of the synod, reached Spain the
Council of Castile reported against its admission.^ The Univer-

sity of

Salamanca was regarded as a Jansenist hot-bed.

llanos tells us that all

who were trained

Jove-

there were Port-Royalists

works of Opstraet, Zuola and Tamburini
were in everybody's hands; more than three thousand copies
were in circulation before the edict of prohibition appeared, and
then only a single volume was surrendered/ We hear of the
Marquis of Roda, one of the most influential ministers of Carlos
III, uttering warm praises of Port-Royal and of the great men
connected with it.^ Naturally episcopal vacancies were filled
with bishops of the same persuasion and one of them, Joseph
Climent of Barcelona, had trouble with the Inquisition for lauding
the schismatic Church of Utrecht. In 1792, Agustin Abad y la
Sierra, Bishop of Barbastro, was denounced to the Saragossa
of the Pistoja sect; the

*
Rafael de V^lez, Apologfa del Altar y del Trono, I, 442 (Madrid, 1825).— Clement, Journal de Correspondances et de Voyages pour la Paix de I'Eglise, II, 31

(Paris, 1802).

Clement, then canon and treasurer of Auxerre, and subsequently Bishop of
was a self-appointed negotiator in 1768 to prevent the schism, which
he thought was impending, and to unite all the courts in opposition to Fltra-

Versailles,

His candid self-complacency and belief in his own importance
to his otherwise formless account of his mission, while his dread
lest the Inquisition should obtain knowledge of what he was doing shows how
thoroughly it was on the Ultramontane side.

montanism.

give a certain

life

'

Cartas del Filosofo rancio,

II, 32.

3

Muriel, Historia de Carlos

IV (Mem.

•

Mendndez y Pelayo,

III, 245.

hist, espafiol,

XXXIV,
*

119).

Clement,

II, 102.
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who favored the French Revolution, but
his
brother
Manuel was appointed inquisitorafterwards
soon
general and the prosecution was suspended, but, when the latter,

tribunal as a Jansenist

was ordered by Carlos IV
denounced in his turn.^
in 1794,

to resign, he

was immediately

Inquisition, in fact, could not but be opposed to Jansenism,
one of the objects of the Jansenistic movement was the restora-

The
for

tion of episcopal rights

and

by
was
The

privileges, so seriously curtailed

the Holy Office, and the remodelling of

its

organization

regarded as essential to the overthrow of Ultramontanism.^

Jesuits were therefore inevitably the allies of the Inquisition;

they had conceived a strong hostility to Carlos III who, since his
accession in 1759, had diminished their influence by dismissing

Their disaffection
office those who were devoted to them.
culminated in the tumults and disturbances of April 1766, which
spread through the kingdom from Guipiizcoa to Andalusia, and
humiliated Carlos to the last degree. These were evidently the
result of concerted action, intelligently directed and supported by
ample funds, working on popular discontent caused by scarcity
and high prices. Prolonged investigation convinced the king
that the Company of Jesus was responsible for the troubles, thus
explaining the rigor with which the expulsion was executed in
1767, and the implacable determination of Carlos in demanding
of Clement XIII and Clement XIV the suppression of the Order.^
The elimination of the Jesuits was a triumph for so-called JanIt left the educational system of Spain in confusion, and
senism.
advantage was taken of this to reconstruct it on lines which should

from

train the rising generation in Galilean ideas as to the relations of

Church and

State,

and should replace medievalism by modern

cap. xxix, art.

n. 1, 2; cap. xLiir, art.

n. 1.

'

Llorcnte, Hist,

2

Clement, op.

'

Ferrer del Rio, Hi.storfa dc Carlos III, Lib. ii, cap. ii, iv.
trial of Dr. Benito Navarro, a Jesuit Tertiary, was printed at the time and

crft.,

cit.,

II, 44,

iii,

iii,

83-5, 29G-7.

The

indicates the participation of the Jesuits in the troubles, with the object of forcing
the restoration to power of the Marquis of la Ensenada. Incidentally the evidence

shows the enormous influence wielded by the Jesuits through having their creatures
governmental positions, where they could mislead and betray their superiors.
To state.smen like Aranda, Campomanes, Roda and I'loridablanca, the continued
existence of the Jesuits in Spain was a manifest impossibility.
The documents connected with the expulsion are jirinted by Miraflores in his
" Documentos d los c\u6 se hace referencia en los apuntes historico-crfticos sobre
in

la

Rcvolucion dc Espaila,"

II,

38-71 (Londres, 1S34).

—

^
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Yet the Inquisition continued the struggle, and its
is indicated when, in 1773, some chance

science.*

jealous watchfulness

expressions of a student led to the denunciation, to the Barcelona
tribunal, of the teaching of the great Catalan University of Cervera,

and Jansenism, in conformity to the
book condemned in Rome for its Galhcan
principles
a denunciation which was duly followed by the prosecution of one of the professors, a Dominican named Pier.^
A reaction in the policy of the court came with the rise to power
of the infamous royal favorite Godoy.
By a decree of October 19,
as infected with Baianisni

Theologie de Lyon, a

—

IV permitted

among
The occupation of the papal states
by Napoleon had deprived them of their Bolognese refuge, and
1797, Carlos

the repatriation of the survivors

the Jesuits expelled in 1767.

they found themselves
w'hich they had gone.

ill

at ease in the

They were

Ligurian Republic to
compassionately

therefore

allowed to return, under precautions that should scatter them where
they should not trouble the public peace, but they speedily made
their influence felt, and were busy in denouncing to the Inquisition
as Jansenists all who did not share their blind devotion to the

Holy

See.^

the bull

of

Still

more threatening was the

Audorem

fidei,

Godoy, and enforced by a royal decree
the bishops to punish

reception, in 1800,

brought about by the influence of
of

December

10th, charging

opinions contrary to the definitions of
the bull, while the Inquisition was ordered to suppress all writings
in support of the condemned propositions, and the king promised
all

employ all the power given to him by God to enforce these
commands. The triumph of Tltramontanism was complete, and
Godoy richly earned the grotesquely incongruous title bestowed
on liim, by Pius VI, of Pillar of the Faith.
to

No^is. Eecop., Lib.

'

viii, Tit. i-ix.

— Carta de

Josef Climent, Obispo de Bar-

celona, 26 de Junio, 1767.
2

MSS

Am.

of

Philos. Society.

Dates depuis I'annde 1770, III, 358. A subsequent decree
permitted the ex-Jesuits to live with their kindred or in
convents, provided that this was not in anj- royal residence (Original penes me).
* Muriel, Hist, de Carlos IV, loc. cit.
Cartas del Filosofo rancio, II, 34. V^lez,
'

of

Art de

March

V(5rifier les

11, 1798,

—

Apologia,

I,

—

44-6.

Yet the Ada et Decreta Synodi Dioecesamc Pistoricnsis anni 1786, against which
the bull Avctorem fidei was directed, were not prohibited until ]\Iarch 18, 1801.
Suplemento al Indice Expurgatorio, p. 1 (Madrid, 1805).
IS, 1801, the Commissioners of the Canaiy tribunal at Orotava report
that the edict has been duly read and afTixed to the doors of the parish
Birch, Catalogue of the MSS. of the Inq. in the Canarj' Islands, II,
churches.

On May

to

it

—

1008.

-
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The charge was one easy to bring, and the intelhgent classes in
Spain were kept in a state of unrest and apprehension. An illustrative case was that of two brothers, Geronimo and Antonio de
la Cuesta, one penitentiary and the other archdeacon in the church
They incurred the enmity of their bishop, Rafael de
of Avila.
Muzquiz, confessor of Queen Maria Luisa de Parma: he organized
a formidable conspiracy against them and they were denounced
Muzquiz
was promoted to the archiepiscopal see of Compostcla, but there
was no slackening in the energy of the prosecution. Antonio
escaped to Paris but Geronimo was thrown into the secret prison,
where he lay for five years. In spite of the mass of testimony
accumulated against him, he was accjuitted by the tribunal, but
the Suprema refused to accept the decision and removed the inquiThe brothers had powerful friends at court, who prevailed
sitors.
on Carlos to intervene, when he had all the papers submitted to
him and decided the case himself an assumption of royal jurisBy
diction for which it would be difficult to find a precedent.
as Jansenists, in 1801, to the tribunal of Valladolid.

—

royal decrees of

May

7,

1806, he ordered that the Valladolid inqui-

should be in no way prejudiced by their removal but should
be capable of promotion. Geronimo was restored to his dignity
in the church of Avila, with ceremonies galling to his adversaries;
he was to receive all the arrears of his prebend; his trial and
imprisonment were not to inflict any disability on him or his
kindred, and his name was to be erased from the record so that
sitors

The papers in the case against
should remain.
the fugitive brother Antonio were to be sealed up and delivered
Heavy fines moreover
to the Secretaria de Gracia y Justicia.
were levied on all concerned in the prosecution, to defray the
expenses of the trial, and any excess was to be paid to Geronno trace

of

it

They amounted

imo.

twenty-one persons,

in

all

all clerics

to

11,455

ducats, assessed

except one or two

officials

upon

and, in

—

Carmelites, Benedicwere
banished for thirty
who
tines, Franciscans and Dominicans
Two of them were
leagues around Madrid and royal residences.
calificadores and one a notary of a commissioner, who were

addition to these, there were nine regulars

—

incapacitated for their functions.'

Geronimo's deand, in his
calumniator
fence placed him in the position of a

Archbishop Muzquiz did not wholly escape.

*

Archivo

hist, nacional,

Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 17, n.

3, fol. 16.
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he accused the inquisitors of Valladohd and

the Inquisitor-general Arce y Reynoso of partiahty. This exposed
him to prosecution under the bull S>i de protegendis: his episcopal
dignity protected him from arrest, but he was fined in eight thousand ducats and the Bishop of Valladolid who, when canon of
Avila, had joined in the conspiracy, was fined in four thousand.
They would not have escaped so easily but for the influence with
Godoy of a lady w^ho was popularly reputed to have received a
million of reales for her services/

As we have

Jansenism the doctrinal points involved
sublimated theologian and they were
virtually lost to view at an early period.
Being thus incapable
of precise theological definition, it was a favorite weapon for the
gratification of enmity, as it could be charged against all opponents
of whatever character.
Even as the French Jacobins were stigmatized as Jansenists, so those Spaniards who submitted to the
"intrusive" government of Joseph Bonapart were classed as Jansenists, and so were their most active antagonists, the liberal
members of the Cortes of Cadiz. ^ The fact is that the French
Revolution, which orthodox writers represent as the triumph of
Jansenism, was, in reality, its death-blow, for in that cataclysm
disappeared the powerful and well-organized hierarchy which
alone could struggle within the Church against the advance of
Ultramontanism and its attendant Probabilism.
We hear little of Jansenism under the Restoration, though it is
sometimes included subordinately in the charges of anti-political
opinions.
The bitterness still felt towards it, however, is well
expressed by Velez, Archbishop of Santiago, as late as 1825, when
he ignorantly declares that Jansen caused the rebellion of the
Low Countries against Spain in the Assembly of 1633, while his
disciples, uniting in Bourg-Fontaine and Portugal, conspired
Jansen supported the doctrines
against the lives of all princes.
of the Calvinists and Lutherans against the faith and his followers promulgated the greatest errors against the Church and
were

seen, in

of interest only to the

its discipline.^
*

art.

Llorente, Hist,
iii,

crft.,

cap. xxv, n. 33, 34; cap. xxix, art.

iii,

n. 5; cap. xliii,

n. 5.

* Se vio d, todos los jansenistas, impios }' hombres dcsmoralizados ponerse del
lado de los invasores. Vic. de la Fuente, Hist, eclesiastica, III, 463. Cf. Cartas
del Filosofo rancio, passim.

—

3

V61ez, Apologia del Altar y del Trono,

—

I,

391-2.

CHAPTER

XII.

FREE-MASONRY.

Few subjects have been so

fertile as Free-Masonry in thegrowi:h
and myth. If we may believe some of its over-enthusiastic members, the Archangel Michael was the Grand Master
of the earliest Masonic lodge; the builders of the Tower of Babel
were wicked Masons and those who held aloof from the im]:)ious
work were Free-Masons. Others trace its origin to Lanicch and
others again tell us that the first Grand Lodge m England was
founded by St. Alban in 287. Its adversaries are equally extravagant; if we may trust them it is the precursor of Antichrist and a
survival of Manicheism; it is supreme in European cabinets and

of legend

directs the policy of the civilized world in oi)position to the Church.

Every pope
against

it.

in the nineteenth century fulnunated his

The Abbe Davin

anathema

assures us that Jansenism

is

the

masterpiece of the powers of evil and that it has become, in the
form of Masonry, the most formidable of secret societies, organized
for the destruction of the Christian Monarchy.^
There are zealous
Spanish Masons who assure us that the Comunidades of Castile

and the Germanfa of \'alencia were the work of Masons; that
Agustin and Pedro Cazalla and the other victims of the auto of
May 21, 1559 were Masons, and that the unfortunate Don Carlos
was a victim to Masonry.^
Descending to the sobriety of fact, Masonry emerges mto the
light of history in 1717,

when Dr.

Desaguliers,

Anthony Saver,

George Payne and a few others formed, in London, an organization based on toleration, benevolence and good-fellowshij).
Its
G. de Castro, II Monde Segreto, IV, 59 (Milauo, 1S64).— Prfcis historique
de rOrdre de la Frunc-Mayonnerio, par J. C. B.
(Paris, 1829).— Luigi
Parascandalo, La Franiniassoneria figlia e CR'de del .Manicheismo, 1 vols, Svo
*

.

.

.

(Napoli, 1865).— Ch. Van Dusen, S. J., Rome ct la Franc-Mayonnerie (189G).—
L'Abb6 V. Davin, Lcs Jansd'nistes politiqucs et la Franc-Mayonnerie, p. 5 (Paris,
8. d.).
*

Mariano Tirado y Rojas, La Masonerfa en Espafia,

(Madrid, 1893).
(
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)

I,

241-3, 252, 255-6
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appearance in Spain was in 1726,
charter for one in Gibraltar.
Lord AMiarton is said to have founded one in Madrid, in 1727,
and soon afterwards another was organized in Cadiz. These
were primarily for the benefit of English residents, although doubtAs yet it was not
less natives were eligil)le to nicnibcrship.
under the ban of the Church, but its introduction in Tuscany led
His speedy death
the Grand-duke Gian Gastone to prohibit it.
(July 9, 1737), caused his edict to be neglected; the clergy represented the matter to Clement XII, wlio sent to Florence an inquisitor; he made a number of arrests, but the parties were set at liberty
by the new Grand-duke, Francis of Lorraine, who declared himself the patron of the Order and participated in the organization
Clement sustained his inquisitor and issued,
of several lodges.^
grow-th

when

was slow and

the

its first

London lodge granted a

April 28, 1738, his bull In eminenti, calling attention to the oathbound secrecy of the lodges, which was just cause for suspicion,

as their object would not be concealed
to their prohibition in

many

states.

if it were not evil, leading
Wherefore, in view of the

grave consequences threatened to public tranciuility and the
salvation of souls, he forbade the faithful to favor them or to join
them under pain of ij)so facto excommunication, removable only

by the Holy

See.

Prelates, superiors. Ordinaries

and

inquisitors

were ordered to inquire against and prosecute all transgressors
and to punish them condignly as vehemently suspect of heresy,
Thus the only accusation
for all of which he granted full powers.^
brought against Masonry was its secrecy, but this sufficed for the
creation of a new heresy, furnishing to the Inquisition a fresh
subject for

its activity.

The nature

of the condign

punishment thus threatened was

to the discretion of the local tribunals,

left

but a standard was furnished

edict of the Cardinal Secretary of State, January 14, 1739,
pronouncing irremissible pain of death, not only on all members
but on all who should tempt others to join the Order, or should
The only victim
rent a house to it or favor it in any other way.
of this savage decree is said to have been a Frenchman who
wrote a book on Masonry; it is true that, in this same year, 1739,

by an

the Inquisition in Florence tortured a

and kept him
»

'

Mason named

Crudeli,

in prison for a considerable time, but the death[Thory] Acta Latomorum,
BuUar. Roman., XV, 184.

I,

35 (Paris, 1815).
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penalty was a matter for the secular authorities and in Florence
Indeed, when the Inquisition offered
these were not under control.

pardon for self-denunciation, and a hundred cro^\iis for information, and made several arrests, the Grand-duke interposed and
liberated the prisoners.*

Even when

the arch-impostor Cagliostro,

ventured to foimd a lodge in Rome and was tried by
the Inquisition, the sentence, rendered April 7, 1791, recited that,
although he had incurred the death-penalty, it was mercifully
commuted to imprisonment for life.^ He was accordingly imprisoned in the castle of San Leone where he is supposed to have died
in 17S9,

in 1795.

The Parlement

of Paris refused to register the bull of

1738 and

Rome,

when, in 1750, the jubilee attracted crowds of pilgrims to

from the excommunication incurred
so many had to seek
under it that Benedict XIV was led to revive it. May 18, 1751,
in liis constitution Providas, pointing out moreover the injury to
the purity of the faith arising from the association of men of
different beliefs, and invoking the aid of all Catholic princes to
enforce the decrees of the Holy See.^ When thus, without provorelief

war to the knife against the new organization, it naturally became hostile to Rome, and when its membership was forbidden to the faithful, it was necessarily confuied to
cation,

those

Rome

declared

who were

either indifferent or antagonistic to the

Roman

faith.

While the papal commands were ignored in France, they had
been eagerly welcomed in Spain. The bull In eminenti received
the royal exequatur and the Inquisitor-general Orbe y Larreategui
published it in an edict, October 11, 1738, pointing out that the
He promised
Inquisition had exclusive jurisdiction in the matter.
disobedience
to the bull,
all
severity
to prosecute with the utmost

and called for denmiciations, withm six days, of all infractions,
under pain of excommunication and of two hmidred ducats. The
edict was to be read in the churches and to be affixed to their
'

'

che

Acta Latomorum, I, 43—44.
Compcndio dclla vita di Giuseppe Ralsamo, denominato
si

6 estratto dal Proa-sso contra di lui ft)rinatoin

Roma

il

Conte Cagliostro,

raiino 1790

(Roma,

1791).

The importance attached to the case is indicated by the formal removal of
the seal of secrecy and the semi-official publication of the volume. The edict
imposing the death-penalty is quoted on p. 80.
» BuUar. Boned. PP. XIV, III, 167 (Roma;, 1761).
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an effective advertisement to the new instituof its existence to a population thus

by conveying a knowledge

far happily ignorant/

The Inquisition, however, was not allowed long to enjoy the
exclusive jurisdiction claimed, for Philip V, in 1740, issued an
under which, we are

a number of IMasons were sent to
its rights by breaking
up a lodge in Madrid and punishing its members.- There was
thus established a cumidative jurisdiction which continued, for
State autocracy and Church autocracy were alike jealous of a
secret organization of unknowTi strength which, in troublous
times, might become dangerous.
Fernando VI manifested this
by a pragmatica of July 2, 1751, in which he forbade the formation of lodges under pain of the royal indignation and punishment at the royal discretion; all judges were required to report
delinquents, and all commanders of armies and fleets to dismiss
with dishonor any culprits discovered in the service. That, in
edict

told,

the galleys, while the Inquisition vindicated

spite of these repressive measures, Free-]\Iasonry

was spreading,

may

be assumed from the publication, about this time, of two
editions of a little book against it, in which this decree is embodied.^
Padre Feyjoo assisted in advertising the Order by devoting to it
a letter in which, with gentle satire, he treated it as a hobgoblin,
imposing on public credulity with false pretences, although there
might be evil spirits among the harmless ones.*
The Inquisition meanwhile was not idle, though it did not
imitate the severity of the papal government or of the royal edicts.
In 1744 the Madrid tribunal sentenced, to abjuration de levi and
banishment from Spain, Don Francisco Aurion de Roscobel,
canon of Quintanar, for Free-Masonry; in 1756 the same tribunal
prescribed reconcihation for Domingo de Otas and, in 1757, a
Frenchman named Tournon escaped with a year's detention and
banishment from Spain, although, by endeavoring to induce his
Bulario de la Orden de Santiago, Lib. V, fol. 280.
Acta Latomorum, I, 47.
' Fray Joseph Tomibia, Centinela contra Francs Massones, Segunda Edicion,
Madrid, 1754. From the dates of the approbations it would appear that the first
*

'

edition
*

was issued

in 1751 or 1752.

Feyjoo, Cartas, T. IV, Cart. xvi.

1751 and 1754, as

it

alludes to the letter.

Fray Juan de

la

This letter must have been written between

alludes to the Centinela, while the second edition of the latter

Feyjoo refers to another recent book on the subject by
Dios, which I have not seen.

Madre de
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employees to join the Order, he was reckoned as a dogmatizcr.^
Another case about the same time reveals a strange indifference,
possibly attributable to hesitation in attacking a dependent of
a powerful minister. A priest named Joachin Pareja presented
himself, April 19, 1746, to the Toledo trilnmal and related that
when, in 1742, he accompanied the Infante Phclipe to Italy, he
lay for some months in Antibes, where he made the acquaintance
of Antonio de Rosellon, gentleman of the chamber to the Marquis
of la Enscnada, who talked freely to him a])Out Free-Masonry, of
which he was a member. He had but recently learned that FreeMasons were an infernal sect, condemned by a papal bull, and he
had made haste to denounce Rosellon. No action was taken for
eighteen months when, on October 13, 1747, the tribunal asked
the Madrid incpiisitors to examine Rosellon, after consulting the
Suprcma. The Suprema promptly scolded it for its remissness
and ordered it to make inquiry of other tribunals; the customary
interrogations were sent around Avith negative results and, on
January 8, 1748, the fiscal reported accordingly; there was but
one witness and therefore he recommended suspension, which
was duly voted. Some twenty months passed away when suddenly, Septeml)er 7, 1751, the Suprema recurred to the matter and
wrote to Toledo demanding a report. Toledo waited for more
than a month and then, on October 16th, replied that it referred
the whole affair to the ]\Iadrid tribunal as Pareja and Rosellon
were both in that city.~ This probably ended the case.
Free-Masonry was growing and extending itself th'-oughout
influential circles.
In 1760 the Gran Logia c.'fpartola was organized
and independence of London was established; in 1780 this was
changed to a Grand Orient, symbolical Masonry being subordinated to the Scottish Rite. In this we are told that such men as
Aranda, Campomanes, Rodriguez, Nava del Rio, Salazar y A'alle,
Jovellanos, the

Count
•

of Alva, the IMarquis of \'aldelirias, the

and others were

Archive dc Simancas, Inq., Lib. 879,

Hist,
'

Duke

of Montijo

crit.,

cap. xli, art

ii,

n.

fol.

active; that the ministers of

301 B; Lih. 1024,

-Vrchivo hist, nacional, Inq. dc Toledo, Log. 108, n.

The

was

as

John Cou-stos for
the refonns of Pombal, as appears from "A Narrative of
Hippolyto Jo.seph da Costa Percira Furtado de Mcndoza.
crime of Frce-masonrv," 2 vols., London, 1811.
ings of

10.— Llorcntc,

1.

prompt ivs the Spanish.
Frec-ma.sonry," London, 1740, and

Borl uguesc Inquisition

fol

10-lG.

.

See
it

tlie
.

'"

The

Suffer-

continued after
Persecution of

.for tlie

pretended

—
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them was

attributable

the energetic action against Jesuitism and I'ltramontanism/

what extent

To

would be impossible to speak positively,
but unquestionably Masonry afforded a refuge for the modern
spirit in which to develop itself against the oppressive Obscuthis is true,

it

rantism of the Inquisition.

A

was furnished by Cagliostro who, in his
founded the lodge Espana, in competition with
the Grand Orient.
This attracted the more adventurous spirits
and grew to be revolutionary in character. It was the centre of
two

disturbing clement

visits to Spain,

the foolish republican conspiracy of 1796,
of

San

Bias,

from the day selected

known

as the conspiracy

for the outbreak.

Arms were

was betrayed to the police;
three of the leaders were condenmed to death but, at the intercession of the French ambassador, the sentence was commuted
The cliiefs were deported to Laguayra
to imprisonment for life.
where the}^ captured the sympathies of their guards and were
collected in the lodge, but the plot

enabled to escape. In 1797 they organized a fresh conspiracy in
Caraccas, but it was discovered and six of those implicated were
executed."

In the troubled times that followed, the revolutionary section
Masonry naturally developed, at the expense of the consen-aThere is probably truth in the assertion that the French
tive.
occupation was assisted by the organization of the independent
lodges under Miguel de Azanza, one of the ministers of Carlos TV,
who was grand master. The ensuing war was favorable to the
growth of the Order. The French armies sought to establish lodges
in order to popularize the "intrusive" government, while the
English forces on their side did the same, and the Spanish troops
were honeycombed with the trincheras, or intrenchments, as these
military lodges were called.
With the downfall of Napoleon and liberation of the papacy,
Pius VII made haste to repeat the denunciation of Masonry. He
issued, August 15, 1814, a decree against its infernal conventicles,
subversive of thrones and religion. He lamented that, in the disturbances of recent years, the salutary edicts of his predecessors
had been forgotten and that ^lasonry had spread everywhere.
To their spiritual penalties he added temporal punishments
sharp corporal affliction, with heavy fines and confiscation, and
of

*

Tirado y Rojas,

I,

269-73, 354.

'

Ibidem,

I,

274-8, 289-99, 355.
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he offered rewards for informers. This decree was approved by
Fernando VII and was embodied in an edict of the Inquisition,
Januar}- 2, 1S15, offering a Term of Grace of fifteen days, during
which penitents would be received and after which the fuU rigor
Apparof the laws, secular and canonical, would be enforced.
ently the result was inconsiderable for, on February' 10th, the term
was extended until Pentecost (May 14th) and in\iolable secrec}*

was promised.^

Fernando had not waited

had already

for this but

prohibited Masonr}- under the penalties attaching to crimes of

the

first

order against the State and, in pursuance of

tember 14, 1814, twenty-five
of membership.

arrests

had been made

this,

on Sep-

for suspicion

Thus, as before, there was cumulative jurisdiction over Masonry.
for competencias between the Inquisition
it was too closely identified with the State

The time had passed
and the royal courts;

was jealous susceptibihty and
showed itself in the prosecution of Diego Dilicado, parish priest of San Jorje in Coruna,
because he had reported the existence there of a lodge to the pubHc
authorities and not to the Inquisition,' Several cases, in 1817,
show that when a culprit was tried and sentenced by the royal
courts, the Inquisition insisted on superadding a prosecution and
punishment of its own. Thus when Je^m Rost, a Frenchman,
was sent to the presidio of Ceuta by the chancellery- of Granada,
the Seville tribunal also tried him and ordered his confinement
in the prison of the presidio, at the same time demanding from the
chancellery the Masonic title and insignia of the prisoner and
to indulge in quarrels, but
self-assertion.

whatever

else

As

still

there

early as 1815 this

appertained to the jurisdiction of the Inquisition.*

The Madrid tribunal. May 8, 1817, sentenced .\lbert Leclerc, a
Frenchman, for Free-Masonn^-; he had already been tried and con^^cted by the royal court and a courteous note was addressed, as
in other similar cases, to the -\lcalde de Casa y Corte, to have him
brought to the secret prison, for the performance of spiritual exercises under a confessor commissioned to instruct him in the errors
of Masonry-, and to absolve him from the censures incurred, after
which he would be returned to the alcalde for the execution of his

'

'
'
•

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Leg. 1473; Lib. 559.
Acta Latomonim, 1, 2G5.
.\rchvio de Simancas. Inq., Lib. 890.
Ibidem, Lib. 435': Lib. 890.
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So, in July 1S17, the Santiago tribunal

Manuel Llorente, sergeant of Grenaand the Suprema directed that, as soon as the secular trial
was finished, he was to be imprisoned again and tried by the
collected evidence against

diers,

tribunal.^

For this punctiliousness there was the excuse that the ])a])al
decrees rendered IVIasonry an ecclesiastical crime involving excommunication, of which the temporal courts could take no cognizance.
This duplication of punishment may possibly explain the extreme
variation in the severity of the penalties inflicted.

In 1818 the

Madrid tribunal sentenced Antonio Catahi, captain in the volunteer
regiment of Barbastro, to a very moderate punishment, alleging
as a reason his prolonged imprisonment and ill-health.
The
Suprema sent back the sentence for revision, when the abjuration
was changed from de Icvi to de vchementi. Then the Suprema
took the matter into its own hands and condemned him to be
reduced to the ranks for four years' service in the regiment of
was nearly equivalent to four years of presidio. On
the other hand, in 1819, the sentence was confirmed of Martin de
Bernardo, which was merely to abjuration de levi, absolution ad
cautelam, a month's reclusion and spiritual penances.
Greater
severity might surely have been shown in the case of the jiriest,
Vicente Perdiguera, conmiissioner of the Toledo tribunal, when,
in 1817, the Madrid tribunal suggested that, in view of his notorious
Free-Masonry and irregular conduct, he should be de])rivcd of his
Ceuta, which

and insignia and of the fuero of the Inquisition. To this
Suprema assented and with this he escaped.^
It casts doubt upon the reported extent of Free-Masonry that,
in spite of the vigilance of the Inquisition, the number of cases
was so small. From 1780 to 1815 they amount in all only to
office

the

Then, in 1810, there is a sudden increase to twenty1817 there are fourteen, in 1818 nine and in 1819 seven.^

nineteen.
five;

m

' Ibidem.
Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 890.
Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 100.
In this li.st is not included the curious case of the Bishop of Havana, Juan Jo.s6
Diaz de la Espada }• Landa, accused of Free-Masonry in Cuba by the zealous
inquisitor Elo.sua in 1815.
The matter was transferred to Spain and was su.spcnded November 11, 1819 (J. T. Medina, La Inquisicion de Cartagena de las
It does not seem to have interfered with the position of l!u!
Indias, p. 416).
good bishop, who retained his see until his death, Sept. 12, 1832 (Gams, Series
'

'

EpLscopp.,

p. 152).
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may have been others tried by the civil or military
which escaped inquisitorial action, but, in view of its jealous
care of its jurisdiction, these cannot have been numerous.
Yet all authorities of the period agree that, under the Restoration, Masonry flourished and spread, especially in the army;
that it was the efficient source of the many plots which disturbed
Femando's equanimity, and that the revolution of 1820 was its
work, backed by the widespread popular discontent aroused by the
oppression and inefficiency of his rule. AVhen, in January, 1820,
the movement was started by the troops destined for America,
in their cantonments near Cadiz, there was a lodge in every
regiment.
Riego, who led the revolt, was a Mason, and so was
the Count of la Bisbal who ensured its success when, at Ocafia,
whither he had been sent to command the troops gathered for its
suppression, he caused them to proclaim the Constitution.
At
Possibly there
courts,

Santiago, the
sition

and

first

act of the revolutionaries

to liberate the

Count of

was

]\Iontijo,

to sack the Inquigrand master of the

Masonic organizations, who lay in the secret prison.^
We shall have occasion hereafter to see the ruinous part played
by Free-Masonry, and its ofTshoot the Comuneros, during the brief
constitutional epoch from 1820 to 1823.
With the restoration of
absolutism the Comuneros disappeared and Masons became the
object of persecution far severer than that of the Inquisition.
They were subjected to the miUtary commissions set up everywhere
throughout Spain, and those who would not come forward and
denounce themselves were declared, by an order of October 9,
1824, to be punishable with death and confiscation.*

p.

Tirado y Rojas,

II, 4G,

72-3, 81-88.

—Miraflores,

Apuntcs

liistorico-crfticos,

28.— Modesto Lafuente, Hist, de Espafia, XXIX, 213-15, 333-4.
The "Memoirs of Don Juan van Halen" (London, 1830) which had an exten-

many languages, are of no historical value He was a real
personage however, whose dextrous treachery in deserting the French, in 1814,
is described by Toreno (Historfa del Llevamiento etc., Ill, 323).
In 1822 he
was on the staff of Gen. Mina in Catalonia (Meniorias del Gen. Espoz y Mina,

sive circulation in

III, 7) and, in 1838, was in high command in ^'al('ncia (Manifestacion del Gen.
Cordova, p. 13).
In 1818 his name occurs" a.s on trial in Toledo (not in Madrid, as he represents)

and the charge was imiwding the

Imiuisition, not

Masonry and conspiracy

Catiilogo de las causas etc., p. 131 (Madrid, 1903).
'

[Martinez de la Rosa]

(Paris, 1837).

Examen

crftico

de las Revoluciones de EspaCa,

I,

417-18

;

CHAPTER

XIII.

PHILOSOPHISM.
Ix the

Spanish orthodoxy seems to have been
when this was encountered,
does it seem to have been visited with the same vindictiveness as
Protestantism.
From a temporal point of view, it was less dangerous, and the denial of God was an offence less than the denial
of papal supremacy.
In an auto at Toledo, November 8, 1654,
there appeared Don Francisco do Vega Vinero, characterized as
"herege apostata, ateista," who escaped with reconciliation, confiscation, ten years of prison and three years of exile from Toledo,
Madrid and Renedo.^ The intellectual movement of the eighteenth
century in France, however, could not but awake an echo in
little

earlier period,

troubled with free-thinking, nor,

Spain, despite the severity of censorship, and the quarantine at
the ports.
There was a steady infiltration of liberalism, political

Spaniards of culture who travelled, or who were
abroad on missions, returned with enlarged horizons of
thought, and could not but compare the backAvardness of their
native land with the activity, for good or for evil, of the other

and

spiritual;

sent

nations.
The more the writings of the fashionable
philosophers of France were denounced, the greater became the
curiosity to examine them.
A reactionary writer tells us that

European

the works of Filangieri,

Rousseau, Mably, Condillac, Pereira,
Febronius (Hontheim) and Scipione de'Ricci had full circulation
the universities and colleges.
Some professors taught many of
their principles, the students were infected and this moral pestilence
extended rapidly without attracting due attention.^ The Abbe
Clement found, in 1768, that one of the obstacles to the success of

m

his Jansenizing mission
it

was

was the

difficult to believe

how

secret tolerance

and indifferentism

great were the evidences of incred-

ulity, united with all the externals of devotion, even under the
oppression of habitual dread of the severity of the Inquisition.^

'
'

Archive hist, nacional, Inq. de Toledo, Leg.
Velez, Apologia del Altar y del Trono, I, 41.
Clement, Journal, II, 89.

1.

(
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decadent
combat, which

latter half of the eighteenth century, the

activity of the

Holy

Office

found a new heresy

to

styled Philosophisni or Naturalism.

it

The leading ministers of Carlos III, such as Aranda, Campomanes, Roda and Floridablanca, were shrewdly suspected of
sympathy with these dangerous speculations, but the time had
passed when the Marquis of Villanueva could be arrested and
prosecuted without the assent of the king. It was safer to make
examples of men not thus protected but yet sufficiently conspicuous to serv'e as warnings. Such a case was that of Dr. Luis Castellanos, health-officer of the port of Cadiz

himself a philosopher, an agnostic
of

On

God and who probably was

who

—a

free-thinker calling

professed to

know nothing

indiscreet in airing his opinions.

his trial b}^ the Seville tribunal he at

first

denied, but subse-

quently he confessed and begged for mercy. On June 30, 1776,
an auto with open doors was held in the chapel of the castle of
Triana, at which were present, doubtless by invitation that could
not be declined, the Duke of Medina Cell, the Count of Torrejon
and innumerable other distinguished personages, at which Castellanos was sentenced to abjuration and confiscation, to wear a
sanhenito de dos aspas and to serve for ten years in the hospital

—

Oran a severity which emphasizes the dread
by this negation of opinion.^
Contemporary with this was a case of more far-reaching influPablo Olavide, a young lawyer of Lima and judge in the
ence.

of the presidio of

inspired

Audiencia, distinguished himself in the terrible earthquake of
1746 and was made custodian of the treasures dug from the ruins.
After satisfying those

who

could prove their claims, he employed

the remainder in building a church and a theatre.

There were

who carried their complaints to
Olavide was summoned thither, disbarred, condemned
disappointed claimants

I\Iadrid.

to

pay

various sums and imprisoned. His health failing, he was allowed
to go to Leganes, where he contracted marriage with Isabel de
los Rios,

tunes.

whose two successive husbands had

He was remarkably

left

her large for-

intelligent, brilliant in society,

and,

with the aid of his wife's money, he speedily acquired prominent
He travelled and in France he formed relations
social position.
with Voltaire

'

and Rousseau, with

whom

he

maintained corro-

Archive municipal de Sevilla, Seccion especial, Siglo X\'III, Letra

4, n. 55.

.\,

Tomo
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spondence. Aranda, who secretly sympathized with him in this,
was then at the licight of his power and became his warm friend,
seeking to use his abilities in the projects on foot to elevate Spain

from

its

condition of povcity and misery.

Practical statesmen
haldios, or extensive

useless for

all

had long recognized as a serious evil the
and numerous tracts of uncultivated land,

i)urposes excejjt as pasturage for the migratory

flocks of the Mesta, that powerful combination of sheep-owners

who had

secured legislation restricting

fered with their privileges.

As

all

cultivation that inter-

early as 1749 the Marcjuis of la

Ensenada had entertained projects of introducing colonics of
occupy these idle lands; in 1766 the idea was revived
and Nuevas Pohlaciones, as they were called, were established in
various places. A contract was made to bring six thousand German and Swiss Catholics and establish them on the southern
slope of the Sierra Morena, along the main road from IMadrid
a wild and rugged country, the haunt of highway
to Cadiz
Campomanes drew up the plan, under which establishrobbers.
ments of the religious Orders were absolutely prohibited; the settlers were to have pastors of their own race; all spiritual affairs
were to be in the hands of the parish priests, subject to episcopal
jurisdiction, and the dreaded Mesta was not allowed to intrude.
Olavide was appointed superintendent of the colony, and was also
foreigners to

—

made

assistente, or

He threw

governor of

Seville.

himself into the project with enthusiasm, labored with

intelligent activity,

overcame the

years success seemed assured.

initial difficulties

and

for

some

Gradually however trouble arose

who had accompanied the colonists as
Ronmald of Freiburg, the prefect of the group,

wdth the Capuchin friars
their priests.

Friar

was a disturbing element, involved in quarrels with the episcopal
friction sprang up between him and Olavide, which
developed into hatred, and the Inquisition furnished ready means
officials;

for gratifying malevolence.

In September, 1775, Romuald pre-

sented a formal denunciation of the Superintendent as an atheist
and materialist, who was in correspondence w^ith Voltaire and

Rousseau, who read prohibited books, denied the miracles, and
held that non-Catholics could be saved. Ample details were
furnished of his irreligious walk and conversation, some of which

—

on which quarrels had arisen not resorting
to prayer and good works to avert calamities, forbidding the
ringing of bells in tempests, wanting corpses buried in cemeteries
indicate the points
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rather than in churches, and defending the Copernican system

condemned by the Church. Olavide's protector, Aranda, had
fallen from power in 1773 and the opportunity was not to be lost
by the Inquisition of striking at a man, conspicuous enough to
serve as a terrifying example, and yet who, as a "kinless loon,"
had no influential family behind him. Besides, the whole scheme
of the Po1)laciones

classes

—the

friars

had aroused the hostility of two influential
whose establishments were excluded and the

Mesta whose flocks were not allowed to ravage the fields.
It shows the decadence of the Inquisition that the royal permisOlavide was sumsion to prosecute was sought and obtained.
after some
pretext;
moned to court, towards the end of 1775, on a
protection
of Manuel
delay he realized the situation and sought the
was
too
vulnerable
who
de Roda, then minister of Gracia y Justicia,
himself to compromise his own safety, and who merely wrote to
Inquisitor-general Beltran a note speaking favorably of Olavide.
The Madrid tribunal moved with deliberation, for it was not
For two
until November 14, 1776, that Olavide was arrested.
witnesses
Seventy-two
years he disappeared from human sight.
were examined, and the fiscal accumulated a formidable array of
a hundred and sixty-six heretical propositions. He admitted
imprudent talk, while denying all lapse from the faith, but he confessed enough for the inquisitors to assume that he secretly cherished
the opinions of the fashionable philosophy, and his condenniation
was inevitable. We are told that a public auto was desired, in
order to emphasize the warning, but it was felt that the occasion
scarce justified such a solemnity, and the Roman Inquisition
was consulted which suggested that the purpose would be answered
by a private auto with a large number of spectators. It was held,
November 24, 1778, in the audience-chamber, after invitingCami)omanes and numerinvitations eciuivalent to commands
others
who had been conand
statesmen
nobles,
ous prominent

—

nected with Olavide, or were suspected of jihilosophism, so that
when he was brought in he found himself surrounded by his
For three hours
friends assembled to witness his humiliation.

he

list(Mied to the

long-drawn

recital of all tlu^ heretical propositions

him by the witnesses, to which he respontled by
ejaculating "I never have lost the faith although the fiscal says
so."
Then followed the sentence, pronouncing him a convicted
heretic, a rotten member of the Church, and condenming him to
reconciliation, confiscation, and banishment for ever for forty
l)rov(!d against
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from Madrid and all royal rosidoncos, the kiiif!;doins of
Lima, Andalusia and the colonies of the Sierra Morena, to reelusion
for eight years in a convent and to the customary disabilities for
himself and his descendants to the fifth generation.
This tremendous severity so overcame him that he fell senseless to the
floor.
A distant convent at Gerona was selected for his confinement; in 1780, on the plea of ill-health, he was allowed to visit
a watering-place, from which he escaped to France, not without,
it is said, the secret connivance of the court, although, when his
extradition was demanded, he sought safety in Geneva.
With
the outl^reak of the Revolution he returned to France, where he
narrowly escaped the guillotine; adversity brought a change of
heart and, in 1798, he published anonymously at Valencia his
" El Evangelio en Triunfo, 6 Historia dc un Filosofo disenganado,"
which had an enormous circulation and so impressed Inquisitorgeneral Lorenzana that he was allowed to return to Spain.
He
was offered restoration to his positions, but he was disillusioned
with the world; he retired to Baeza, devoting himself to good
works and dying in 1804.^
leagiios

The

had not miscalculated the salutary influence
Felipe Samaniego, Archdeacon of Pampeluna. Knight of Santiago and member of the Royal Council,
was one of those constrained to be present, and was so frightened
that the next day he denounced himself to the tribunal as a reader
This, he
of prohibited books, of which he presented a long list.
said, had led him to rehgious doubt but, on serious reflection, he
Inquisition

of the example.

Don

*
In this celebrated case I have relied chiefly on Ferrer del Rio, Hist, del
Reinado dc Carlos III, Lib. iv, cap. i, and on IMen^ndez y Pelayo, Ileterodoxos^
See also Llorente, Hist, crit., cap. xxvi, art. iii, n. 13, 35, and
III, 205 sqq.
Puigblanch, La Inquisicion sin Mascara, p. 295.
Frequent reference was made to Olavide in the debates of the Cortes of Cddiz
on the suppression of the Inquisition. Senor Mexia stated that he had visited
him at Baeza; that the Triunfo was merely a translation of the Abb6 Lamourettes Delices de la Religion (Paris, 1788) somewhat enlarged, with the addition
of a politico-economical portion, derived from the Ami des Homines of the MarDiscusion del Proyecto sobre la Inquisicion, pp. 254-5.
quis of Mirabeau,

—

(Cddiz, 1813).

In 1831 De Custine says that there was little remaining of the prosperous
colony founded by Olavide (L'Espagne .sous Ferdinand VII, II, 93-107), but
The district
I^a Carolina, the principal town, had, in 1877, 6474 inhabitants.
has historical interest as the scene of the victory of Las Navas de Tolosa, in
1212, and of the surrender of Bailen in 1808.
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to adhere firmly to the Catholic faith and he asked
ad cautelam. He was turned to account by being
absolved
to be
required to submit a sworn statement as to where and how he had
procured the books, how long he had held these views, who had

had resolved

taught him, with whom had he discussed these matters, and who
had refuted or accepted his opinions. This brought out a detailed
confession compromising almost

men

of the court

all

the learned and enlightened

— Aranda, Floridablanca,

Campomanes,

O'Reilly,

Lacy, the Duke of- Almodovar and many others of high position.
Prosecutions were instituted against them all, but the testimony
of a single witness

cated

was

remain

was

insufficient

and the power
was content

so great tluit the tribunal

of those implito let the cases

in suspense.^

Offenders less conspicuous were less fortunate, and numerous
cases attested the resolve of the Inquisition to crush out the
ideas.

It

was merciful

to Benito Bails, a professor of

new

mathe-

matics and author of a series of text-books long in use, for a neice
was allowed to enter with him the secret prison and take care of

him, as he was aged and crippled in all his limbs. Before the
pul:)lication of evidence he confessed to having entertained doubts
as to the existence of God and as to immortality, but that solitude

and reflection had removed them, and that he was ready to abjure
and accept penance. As reclusion in a convent would have deprived him of the care of his neice, his house was charitably
assigned to him as a prison, with various spiritual penances.^ A
more suggestive case was that of Doctor Gregorio de Mcente,
professor of philosophy in the University of Valladolid, for certain
theses in which were discovered twenty ])ropositions savoring of

"naturalism," and for a sermon in which he argued that true

and not in external
For eight years he lay in the secret j^rison, but it
chanced that he had an uncle who was an inquisit(n" of Santiago,
whose influence induced the Valladolid tribunal at length, in 1801,
On
to pronounce him insane, while condemning his propositions.
his release, however, he gave such evidence of sanity that the
religion consisted in the practice of virtue

observance.

felt obliged to arrest him again antl r(»j)eat his trial.
This time a year of incarceration sufficed; he abjured his errors
publicly and accepted certain penances.^

tribunal

'

'

Llorcntc, Hist,

crft.,

cap. xxvi, art.

Ilndoin, cap. xxv, art.

i,

n. 112.

iii,

'

n. 42.

— Mcn6ndcz y

IVlayo, III,

Ibidoin, n. 10.
2.").5.
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was that of D. Ramon de
prominent man of letters and professor in Salamanca,
imprisoned in 1796, on the charge of entertaining the errors of
Voltaire, Rousseau and other exponents of the new philosophy.
He admitted that he had read their works, but only for the purpose
of confuting them, which he had done publicly and in writing.
The accounts which have reached us of his trial differ irreconcileably, but it appears that the prosecution was the result of \)y\vate enmity on the part of men high in office, and that Salas had
powerful protectors who induced Carlos IV to evoke the case,
after he had been condemned.
This invasion of inciuisitorial
jurisdiction led to resistance on the part of Inquisitor-general
Lorenzana, which caused Queen Maria Luisa to exclaim to him
" It is you, hypocrite, and the like of you who cause the revolutions
case which excited mucli attention

Salas, a

Europe."

of

Not only was the sentence annulled and Salas was
was obtained that in future no arrest

liberated, but a royal order

should be made without previously consulting the king. This
was duly drawn up, but Valfejo, Archbishop of Santiago and
President of the Council of Castile, one of the enemies of Salas,
had sufficient influence with Godoy to procure its withdrawal.'

This case illustrates the struggle on foot between the forces of
conservatism and progress, in which the Inquisition, as the pro-

The propagaEven under Carlos

tagonist of the former, Avas not always successful.
tors of the

new

ideas w^ere difficult to silence.

III, we are told that in 1785-6 there appeared in Saragossa essays
scandalizing to the faithful, for they sought to establish that celi-

bacy is prejudicial to the State, that vows of religion should be
postponed to the age of 24, that the Church had customs detrimental to the State and that its abuses and superstitions should
be suppressed. Apparently the Inquisition took no steps to vindicate the faith, and when Fray Diego de Cadiz, at the request of

many

ecclesiastics,

he was obliged to

preached against these subversive propositions,
and even then he was pursued by the wrath

fly

of the innovators.^

Under the anomalous government

of Carlos

IV, constant changes in the ministry and the fluctuating
of his favorite

*

Godoy, who liked

Llorente, cap. xxv, art.

i,

n. 89.

—Art. de

verifier les

1770, III, 3.55.— Modesto Lafuente, Hist. Gen.

verdadera. III, 365.
'

— Discusion del Proyecto,

^clez, Apologia,

I,

whims

to pose as the patron of letters

p.

Dates depuis I'ann^e

XXII, 127.— Cf. Rodrigo,
4G4 (Cadiz, 1813).

40.— Cf. Mencudez y Pelayo,

III, 227.

Hist,
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and enlightenment, in turns repressed the Inquisition and gave it
A prominent personage of the time was the Count
rein.
Francisco Cabarrus, a French adventurer who founded the Bank
of San Carlos and alternated, like other statesmen of the period,
between guiding the destinies of the nation and a dungeon. After
his imprisonment in the castle of Batres, he relieved his mind in
1792 and 1793 of the thoughts which had accumulated there, in

free

three letters to Jovellanos, developing in verbose rhetoric the
ideas of Rousseau

and the contrat social. Education, he argued,
should be universal, but it should be purel}- secular, and the clergy
should not be allowed to meddle with it, religious training being
In colleges the studies should
left to parents and parish priests.
be directed to fitting youth for actual lif(^; the existing universities
were sewers of humanity, whose scholastic theology and teaching
The
of jurisprudence were equally destructive to the human race.
numbers of the clergy were enormously excessive, constituting a
running sore and a body subversive of all the principles of morals
and statesmanship. There should be stimulated a holy and
virtuous indignation against all the absurd and apocryphal devotions which pervert reason, destroy virtue and cause heathendom
For much less than this many a man, like
to ridicule Christianity.^
Olavide, had suffered bitterly but, in 1795, Cabarrus prefaced
these letters with one addressed to

Godoy

himself as

"mi amigo"

and, secure in the protection of the all-powerful favorite, he was
beyond the reach of the Inquisition, showing how uncertain w^re
its

functions during the disastrous period

hands

when absolutism was

a frivolous courtier.
The feelings of the orthodox towards these innovators are comprehensively expressed by Fray Francisco Alvarado, the leading
champion of conservatism against the Cortes of 1810. "These
philosophers" he says, "have come to disrupt our union, to disturb our peace, to embarrass our defence, to distract our attention,
to corrupt our fidelity, to overturn our State, to seize our fortunes,
what shall I
to degrade our reason, to abolish our n^ligion, to
?
say
to make our free cities a hell where nothing but blasi)hemies
are heard and where there is little lacking to replace order with
sempiternal horror."^ \'irulent as is this objurgation, it is but
in the

of

—

—

the natural expression of the passions excited by the struggle in

Condc de Cabarrus, pp.

'

Cartas oscritas jmr

'

Cartas del Filusofo rancio,

el

I,

299.

SI, S3,

S7-9 (Vitoria, 1S08).
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A
prop;ivss, which each side felt to 1)0 a combat to the death.
moderated philosophism, as we shall see, triumphed in the Cortes
of 1810-13 and, although there has followed nearly a century of
them sanguinary, it has, at least established
The Inquisition was not mistaken in recognizing it, from the first, as its most dangerous enemy the
embodiment of the modern spirit, destined, for better or worse,
vicissitudes,
its

some

of

right to existence.

finally to

supplant medievalism.

—

CHAPTER

XIV.

BIGAMY.

From an

Church assumed

early period the

jurisdiction over

marriage, derived from the function of the priest for its due celebration, and when, in the twelfth century, matrimony was erected
into a sacrament, its control

became

absolute.

Monogamy was

a distinguishing feature of Christianity, and marriage was declared
The sacrament could be enjoyed but once during
to be insoluble.
the

life

of

naturally

both spouses, and

its

was

invalid, all of

which

of the episcopal courts.

The

repetition

came within the province

the ecclesiastical law, however, considered as an

infraction of

offence against society,

was subject

to secular penal statutes and,

under the Partidas, it was punishable with relegation to an island
for five years and confiscation for the benefit of children, to Avhich
penalties Juan I, in the Cortes of Briviesca, in 1387, added brandIn 1532, the Cortes of Segovia petitioned to have
ing in the face.^
it made a capital offence, which Charles ^' refused, but added half
confiscation and, in 1548, the Cortes of Valladolid substituted the
galleys, the

term for which Philip

II, in

1566, defined as ten years,

with public vergiienza.^

Thus there was ample provision for the trial and punishment of
the offence by the spiritual and secular authorities, and there was
no necessity for the assumption of jurisdiction by the Inquisition.
Presumably it obtained a foothold through the laxity of the marriage tie among Moors and Jews, so that bigamy, like abstinence
from pork and wine and change of linen on Saturday, created
This showed itself first in Aragon. As early
suspicion of heresy.
as 1486, the Saragossa tribunal burnt in effigy the fugitive Dionis

Ginot, a notary, for marrying a second wife during the lifetime of

'

Partidas, P. vii, Tit. xvii, ley IG.

— Cortes de Loon y do Castilla,

In the middle of the sixteenth century, branding witii the letter
in force in Castile.
'

Tit.

— Pojas de Ha-ret., P.

Colnieiro, Cortes de
i,

leyes G, 7.

(31G)

Leon y de

— Novfs.

i,

II,

378.

" ij"

was

still

n. !Ml.

Castilla, II, IGO, 211).

— Xueva

Keeop., Lib. xii, Tit. x.wiii, leycs

8, 9.

Keeop., Lib. v,
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and a number

of other cases followed in wliicli jjigamy
Judaic practices. For simple bigamy the
penalty seems to have been perpetual prison, the punishment
indicated for two culprits in the auto of February 10, 1488/
It
also involved confiscation, for a letter of Ferdinand, October 22,
1502, to his receiver at Saragossa, orders him to deliver to certain

the
is

first,

conjoined

with

parties ninety-four

Dornan
for, in

head

of

In some

Morrell."

cattle

confiscated on the bigamist

way bigamy was

the Barcelona auto of February

3,

construed as heresy

1503, Pcre de Scntillana

was required to abjure for marrying two wives, and in that of July
2, of the same year, Pere Ubach abjured for marrying in Rhodes
and in Barcelona.'
This was one of the grievances of the Catalans, which they
thought to remove in the Concordia of 1512, where it was agreed
that bigamists, male and female, should be tried l)y the Ordinaries
and not by the Inquisition, but they unwarily allowed the insertion of a provision "unless they believe erroneously as to the

sacrament of matrimony or are suspect
practically left

it

in the faith. "^

As

this

to the discretion of the inquisitors. Inquisitor-

general Mercader, in his Instructions of 1514,

was

the tribunals that they were not to try cases of

safe in telling

bigamy unless

was presumption of erroneous belief as to the sacrament,
was the answer sent, in 1515, to the Sicilians, when they
made complaint of inquisitorial abuses.^ Leo X, when, in 1516,

there

and

this

confirming the Concordia of 1512, in the bull Pastoralis offlcii,
careful to make the same resers'ation," but in this, as in eveiything else ostensibly gained by the Concordia, the subjects of the

was

crown of Aragon found themselves deceived and when the Cortes,
about 1530, complained that the inquisitors assumed jurisdiction
over bigamy, the curt answer was that they observed the provisions of the law.^

A

case occurring in 1513 suggests ample justification for this

struggle to prevent the Inquisition

bigamy.

'

'
'
*

^
'
'

In 1477,

Don

from acquiring cognizance

Jorje de Bardaxi betrothed himself

Mcmoria dc diverso.s Autos (See Appendix to Vol. I).
Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 2, fol. 21.
CarboncU de Gcstis Ha?ret. (Doc. de la C. dc Aragon, XXVIII, 154).
Pragmaticas y altres Drcts de Cathalunya, Lib. i, Tit. viii, cap. 1, §
Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 933; Lib. 918, fol. 381.
Pragmaticas etc. de Cathalunya, Lib. i. Tit. viii, cap. 2.
Archivo de Simancas, Patronato Pical, Inq., kg. unico, fol. 38.

4.

of

by
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proesenti to Leonor Olzina but, learning that she was
pregnant or had borne a child, he never married her in the face
of the Church or consummated the marriage.
He remained single,
but she, in 1497, married Antonio Ferrer. In some way the
Saragossa tribunal got wind of the betrothal twenty years jirevious
and prosecuted her in 1513. In her defence she alleged that
Bardaxi had previously been married to Dona Juana de Luna,
whereupon the tribunal commcnc(xl proceedings against him for

words de

the betrothal in 1477 and would have thrown
prison

had he not been too

and appealed

infirm.

him

into the secret

He was a man of

for protection to Ferdinand,

consideration

who ordered

that he

should not be arrested, that every care be taken to eliminate
perjured testimony and that, on conclusion of the case, the papers
be sent to Inquisitor-general Mercader.^ The result is unknown,

but Bardaxi was at least exposed to the terrors of an inquisitorial
trial

on a vague assertion

of

an indiscretion committed

thirty-six

years before.

Whether there was any formal opposition in Castile it would be
There was a decided assertion of episcopal
jurisdiction in the Council of Seville, hold in 1512 by Archbishop
impossible to say.

Deza, the former inquisitor-general, which imposed a fine of two
thousand maravedis on bigamists, in addition to the penalties
provided by law; long absence of a missing spouse was not to be
accepted as an excuse, and the death nuist be notorious or be duly
proved before the Ordinary, before he could permit a second
Still, there was no special reclamation on the subject
marriage.^
by the Cortes of Valladolid in 1518, nor any provision in the
reform attempted through the Chancellor Jean le Sauvage. As
in Aragon, the question turned theoretically upon the presumable
heresy of the bigamist. About 1534, Arnaldo Albcrtino devoted
an elaborate discussion to the matter,^ but all this was academical
In 1537, Dr. Giron de Loaysa, in his
rather than practical.
inspection of Toledo, reported that he had found everywhere
many bigamists; they were so numerous that the inquisitors
prosecuted them without distinction as to belief, and he suggested
'

Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib.

3, fol.

241.

ann. 1512, cap. xxxvii (Aguirro, V, 371).
' In the 1531 edition of Iiis Rcpctilioncm novavi (Col. 3G3) Albertino says that
he has treated the question extensively in his "Specuhim Inquisitorum" subsequently embodied in his "Tractatus de agnoscendis Assertion ibus" as Q.
'

Coiicil. Hispalens.,

—

XXIII (Roma>, 1572).
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that special orders should be aecordinsly issued as the offence

was so evil and so frequent.* This would have been superfluous.
Simancas admits that, if the culprit says that he knew that he
could not have two wives and thus did not err in the faith, it would
seem that the Inquisition was estopped from proceeding, but custom has prevailed, though it would appear wiser to leave them to
the episcopal coiuts.
Inquisition prosecutes

and impiously abusing

In a later work, however, he says that the
as thinking wrongly of the sacrament

them

Thus

it.^

became

it

settled,

and otherwise

the Inquisition v/ould have been obliged to abandon

its

jurisdic-

about 1G40 an experienced inquisitor tells us that the
accused never admitted heresy, but always professed consciousness
of guilt.
He was always asked whether he regarded a bigamous
marriage as lawful and, if he answered in the afhrmative, he was
tion, for

to be punished as a heretic.^

To keep up

this fiction, the formal accusation

asserted heresy or at least suspicion, at

subsequently with

much

by the

fiscal

a simple form but

first in

amplification, stigmatizing the accused

as an apostate heretic, or at least gravely suspect in the faith, for
ill of the holy sacrament of matrimony and its instituand adopting the error of the heretics against the prohibition
polygamy."* With the same view he was always required to

"thinking
tion
of

abjure for suspicion of heresy, in the earlier time de vchcmenti,
but later de levi.^ The flimsiness of the pretext, however, is
exposed by the fact that, in the Suprema, bigamy cases were
always considered in the afternoon sessions, at which assisted
the two lay members of the Council of Castile, and where public
Still, when the
pleas and other secular matters were discussed."

was acquired, it was asserted to be exclusive and
was defended with customary aggressiveness. The civil magis-

jurisdiction once

trates

were unwilling to surrender their inmiemorial cognizance

of the crime,

and assumed that
de Toledo, Sala

1

Bibl. piiblica

*

SimanciT. de Cath. Instt., Tit.

'

Bibl. nacional,

it

was mixti

v, Est. 11,
xi., n.

MSS., V, 377, cap.

Tab.

leading to fre-

3.

3; Enchirid., Tit. xii, n. 4-6.

xvii.

—Elucidatioues

de Alcald, Hacienda, Leg. 544', Lib. 4).
Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 361,
Librar}^ of Copenhagen, 21.Sb, p. 4 IS.
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quent collisions. The tenacity with which these contests were
conducted is illustrated in a Sardinia case, in 1658, where the
royal court arrested Miquel Fiori for bigamy,
^^'hen the inquisitors heard of this, they demanded the accused and the papers but,
three hours after the demand was made, Fiori was paraded through
the streets of Cagliari, receiving two hundred lashes, and was

The indignant

sent to the galleys.

tribunal refused conference

and competencia, and promptly excommunicated the veguer and
his assessor.
Then the quarrel was transferred to Madrid, where
the Suprema and the Council of Aragon alternately for two years
pelted the king with consultas, the former assuming that the
crime was purely one of faith and that the jurisdiction of the
Inquisition was exclusive; there could be no competencia, because
the inquisitor-general was the sole judge of what constituted cases
of faith.
In October, 1659, the king ordered the excommunication
of his judges to be lifted; the Suprema replied that it had commanded this in the previous Fcl^ruary, but the inquisitors had
given reasons for not obeying; it had repeated the order in August
and presumed that it had been complied with, but it had not been
He decided,
and, in November the king reiterated his commands.
however, us usual, in favor of the Incjuisition, and the judges were
summoned to surrender the prisoner and the papers, but they
replied that Fiori had escaped from the galleys and that the papers
had been sent to Spain. The Suprema regarded this as an evasion
and the utmost it would do was to suspend the excommunications
for six months at a time, especially as the offending judges refused
to present themselves before the tribunal and ])cg Uw absolution.*
The time-honored episcopal jurisdiction over bigamy was treated
In 1650 the Suprema ordered the
the Ordinary the case of Joana
Arais, charged with bigamy, because it was a matter of faith,
with similar imperiousness.

demand from

\'alencia tribunal to

pertaining exclusively to the Inquisition.

So, in 165S,

when

the

Bishop of Salamanca arrested Domingo Moreno on the same
charge, as soon as the Valladolid inquisitors heard of it, they
claimed and obtained and tried him.^ Yet, notwithstanding this,
II

MSS.,

Mm, X,

'

Bihl. nacional,

^

Archive) hist, nacional, Inq. do Valencia, Los;. 0, n.

Siniancas, Inq., Leg.

r->i')2,

fol.

If)?, p.

100.
.'5,

fol. :U;5.

— Arcliivo

do

12.

The question
It was tho .same in Portugal, where tlie Inshops liad to yield.
was carried to Home and, in lfil2, the Archbishop of Lisbon was commanded to
hand bigami.sts over to the Inquisition. Collect. Decrct. S. Congr. S. Inquis.,
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p.
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matrimony

^Yas

acknowledged and, in all sentences, there was a clause referring
to the Ordinary the question as to the validity of the marriages.
The Roman Inquisition was less aggressive than the Spanish
for, while it claimed jurisdiction, it was w'illing that bigamy should
be regarded as mixti fori between the secular, the spiritual and

the inquisitorial tribunals.

If the civil magistrate

was the

first

to take action he could carry

a case to its conclusion, and punish
the delinquent according to the municipal law, but the episcopal
Ordinary, or the inquisitor, ought to demand the culprit for examination as to his belief in the sacrament and then, after making
him abjure and imposing appropriate penance, return him to
the secular court.^
Offenders w^cre treated with somewhat greater
severity than in Spain.
The abjuration was always de vclicmenti

and torture was

employed for intention. The penalty was
years in ordinary cases and seven or more when
justified by circumstances.^
the galleys

—

freely

five

In Spain, as we have seen, the secular laws provided penalties,
but these were disregarded by the Inquisition, w^ien it secured
exclusive jurisdiction, and in practice the tribunals exercised a
wide discretion. Ordinarily men w^efe punished with one or two

hundred lashes and from three to five years of galleys at the oar,
though those of gentle blood w^ere exempt from scourging and
were sent to presidios or to military service in the galleys.^ The
Seville auto of May 13, 1565, may be taken as an example, where
there w'ere fourteen bigamists.
Ten of them were scourged with
an aggregate of seventeen hundred lashes, and five, in addition,
were sent to the galloys, wdth an aggregate of twenty-nine years.
A woman had two hundred lashes, with prohibition to leave Seville
for ten years, and two others were paraded in vergiienza.
The
heaviest punishment w'as that of the Bachiller Cristobal de Ordaz,
a physician, who was fined in tw'o hundred ducats, provided that
this did not exceed half his property, he suffered two hundred
lashes and was sent to the galleys for six years irremissibly, after

'Decreta S.Congr.

S. Officii, pp. 4G1,

Roma, Fondo Camerale, Congr.
'

4GG (Bibl. dol R. Archivio

di

Rtato in
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— Ristretto ccrca Dclitti
Miguel Calvo (Archivo de Alcald, Hacienda, Leg. 544,' Lib.
—Archivo
Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 54,

fol.

117.

li

piii

frequenti, pp. 113-141 (MS. penes me).
'
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with a threat of perpetual galleys

in case of infraction/

Full allowance was made for extenuating circumstances.
If
husband or wife had been absent for years and reasonable effort
had been made to ascertain their fate, or false news of death had
been received, the accused was acquitted or the penalty reduced.^
This is illustrated in the case of Anton de Cueba, a peasant of
Cienpozuelos, before the Toledo tribunal in 1G06. Both his
wives were of his native place. He left it for awhile and on his
return found his first wife absent. Then news came of her death
in the hospital of Anton Martin in Madrid.
He went there and
verified it, returning with a certificate, on the strength of which
and of public notoriety, four years afterwards, a licence for a
second marriage was granted. Then the first wife returned and
he was placed on trial. All this was carefully verified and the
case was suspended.^ There can, indeed, be little doubt that
honestly misguided bigamists fared better at the hands of the
Inquisition than they would have done in the secular courts,

while the thorough organization of the tribunals enabled

it

to

evidence throughout the land, whether for severity or mercy,
in a manner impossible to either the civil or episcopal authorities.
Its unwearied perseverance was sometimes severely taxed in the
collect

case of soldiers,

removed from post

to post,

and

is

fairly illus-

trated in that of Joseph Antonio Ferro, a private in the regiment
of Castile, accused, in 1763, to the Barcelona tribunal.

His corps

and he was transferred to the regiment del
Rey his movements were followed up for years, the tribunals of
Barcelona, Seville and Valladolid were successively employed on
the case and, in 1769, that of Madrid was charged with its conduct.*
Discretion could be used to sharpen as well as to mitigate
penalties, as may be seen in the case of the most accomplished
shifted its quarters
;

bigamist in the records, Antonio
dolid auto of October 4, 1579.

,

He

who appeared

in the ^^alla-

confessed promptly and freely

that within ten years he had married fifteen wives.

It

was the

he wandered
through the land marrying and running away with whatever he
profession

by which he earned a

livelihood,

for

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Leg. 787.
Ofiicii, § 33 (Archivo do Alcald, Hacienda, Leg. 544', Lib.
Bil)l. nacional, MSS., V, 377, cap. xvii, § 1.
' MSS. of Library of l^niv. of Hallo, Yc, 20, T. 1.
'

^

Elucidutioncs S.

*

Proceso contra Jos. Ant. Fcrro (MSS. of

Am.

Phil. Society).
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must have been a most plausible scamp, for
was to personate some one who had disappeared,
after gathering information sufficient to enable him to maintain
the deception.
This plan he repeated eleven times, in some cases
establishing claims to considerable property.
His sentence was
could secure.

lie

his favorite device

appear in the auto with a mitre bearing the insignia of all the
marriages (usually the figure of a woman for each), two
hundred lashes and the galleys for life. In view of the latter
clause it seemed slightly superfluous to remit to the Ordinary,
as usual, the c^uestion as to which of the w^omen he should live

to

fifteen

with.*

As

the eighteenth century advanced, the inquisitorial claim

In the New
de Bogota, the
alcalde resisted the interference of the Inquisition with his prosecution of the culprit; the matter was brought before the royal
Audiencia, which decided in favor of the tribunal, on grounds
of expediency.
Appeal was made to the home government,
resulting in a decree, February 18, 1754, to the effect that bigamy
was mixti fori and that cognizance belonged to the jurisdiction
taking first action. Against this the Suprema presented a conThe decree was enclosed
sulta, March 18th, but to no purpose.
to all viceroys in a royal c^'dula, commanding that, in no case,
should a competencia be admitted, for no custom could prevail
If the Inquisition
against the regalias, without the royal consent.
desired to take action for the suspicion of heresy involved, it could
do so after the culprit had served out the punishment imposed
to exclusive jurisdiction

Granadan case

of Alberto

was

called in question.

Maldonado,

of vSantafe

by the royal courts.^
The Inquisition was irrepressil^le and, in spite of these positive
commands, a competencia arose in New Granada, which induced
Consultas were called for

Carlos III to reconsider the questions.

and were presented, by the Suprema

in April, 1765,

and by the

Council of Indies in April, 1766, resulting in a decree of July 21,
1766, by which Carlos restored the exclusive jurisdiction of the

This was sent to the viceroys, September 8th and
ordered to be duly obeyed in Mexico by the Marquis de

Inquisition.

we
'

'

find

it

Biblioth&que nationale, fonds espagnol, No. 354,

Memorias de

Lib. 28,

fol.

115.

los

Vireyes del Peru, III, 3S.

fol.

242.
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Carlos soon saw reason to change
26, 1767.^
The Auditor de la Guerra had tried and sentenced
an invalid soldier, when the Inquisition interposed and demanded
This aroused him to a sense of the incongruity of the
the papers.
position, and he ordered the Royal Council to consider the matter.
It presented a unanimous report, January 10, 1770, in conformity
Croix,

February

his views.

with which he decreed, February 5th, that the case belonged exclusively to the Auditoria de la Guerra.

He

utilized the occasion,

moreover, by adding that he had ordered the inquisitor-general
to instruct inquisitors that, in cases of this kind, they must observe
the laws of the kingdom and not embarrass the royal judges in
matters appertaining to them, but must limit the use of their
faculties strictly to heresy and apostasy and not dishonor the
royal vassals by arrests without manifest preliminary proof. All
the royal tribunals were ordered to try and punish bigamists,
according to the laws and to be zealous in preventing any contravention of the decree.^
This was a bitter rebuke, sullenly resented by the Inquisition.
There were many pending cases in the tribunals and they forthwith suspended proceedings. This led'to a royal letter of September
30, 1771, in which authority was granted to proceed with all cases
not on

the royal courts, and

trial in

all

that might be denounced

to the Inquisition, but subject to the condition that,

when

the

through belief that bigamy is lawful,
sentence should not be rendered or punishment be inflicted but
that the case should then be handed over to the courts having
culprit

was not

reo de

fe,

jurisdiction.^
this conceded only the power of trying without conwas an entering wedge, which the Suprema lost no time
turning to advantage, by stinmlating denunciations and making

Although
victing,
in

it

the people believe that

it still

held jurisdiction.

In the Edict of

Faith for 1772, therefore, bigamy was included, with the cautious
formula "so that the Holy Oflfice may prevent the offences against
God committed in this crime. "^ The royal decree was sent around
to the tribunals, with instructions that,

received, care
trial

was

elsewhere.

when denunciations were
was not on

to be taken to see that the accused

In that case he was to be regularly tried and

'

MS. penes me.

'

liibl.

*
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an auto particular, with the

insig-

bigamy and double-knotted halter indicating scourging;
he was to be made to abjure and be remanded to prison for two
or three weeks of penance and then be handed over to the secular
court, so that his subsequent punishment might have the appearance of being merely the execution of a sentence by the tribunal.*
While these devices doubtless had the effect designed, tlic
offensive decree of 1770 remained in force and was a standing
humiliation which the Suproma strove earnestly to remove.
In
1777 it presented a memorial representing that the decree was
printed and sold and published in the journals, causing infinite
prejudice to religion and giving immense impulse to profligacy
and infidelity. It debarred the Inquisition from acting in any
cases save those of heresy and apostasy, and even in these it could
make no arrests unless guilt w^as conclusively proved. Since that
year, it says, how many have abandoned themselves to solicitation, sorcery and other crimes, believing themselves secure from
the Inquisition! How^ many have allowed themselves to utter
nia of

propositions impious or heretical, believing that, even when
denounced, they could not be arrested until their offences were
fully proved
a thing which could rarely or never happen! It
is in vain that the Inquisition publishes its yearly Edict of Faith
the impression produced by the cedula is uneffaced and it ought
to be called in and suppressed.^
This appeal led to a royal declaration of September G, 1777, to
the effect that the cedula of 1770 did not impede the jurisdiction
of the Inquisition in cases of which cognizance was reserved to it.
As to bigamy, the offence was partitioned between three jurisdictions; the deceit of the woman and the injury of offspring were

—

subjected to the secular courts; the validity or invalidity of the

marriage, to the episcopal courts; and heresy as to the sacrament,
w^hen

it

existed, to the Inquisition.

co(")porate,

by each imposing the

The

three jurisdiction^ should

penalties belonging to

it

and

delivering the culprit from one to another in order that his offences

might be

verified.^

This subdivision of a crime into three was too
In appearance it

clumsily scientific to be reduced to practice.
'

Archivo

Leg.
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only defined the existing method, but in a shape which enabled
the Inquisition to encroach on the secular jurisdiction.

As early
was handed over to
the royal court with a certificate designating him not merely as
a convict but expressing the punishment of exile and presidio,
thus showing that the tribunal presumed to sentence him to temas 1781,

we

find that the bigamist, after trial,

poral as well as to spiritual penance.

In 1791 a case indicates
even went further, for the Toledo tribunal held an auto
particular for Gabriel Delgado, in wliich his sentence was read,
prescribing not only abjuration dc levi and spiritual penance, but
exile for eight years from Toledo, Madrid and royal residences.
The only difference between this and the practice of a century
earlier, was a clause that his person was to be delivered to the

that

it

secular justice.^

Under the Restoration the Inquisition assumed full jurisdiction
over bigamy; the tribunal sentenced the culprit as of old, usually
to scourging and presidio or exile, and the Suprema, in confirming
the sentence, ordered the scourging omitted on some pretext.
Nothing was said about handing the culprit over to the secular
courts.
They might, if they saw fit, exercise cumulative jurisdiction, and entertain cases that came to them, but, after they
rendered judgement, the Inquisition tried the culprits over again
and modified the sentence at its pleasure, either to increase or
diminish the penalties. Thus, in 1818, the Granada criminal
court sentenced Eusebio Reulin to six years of presidio of which
one was to be in Africa. Then the tribunal took hold of him,
adding spiritual penances and perpetual exile from certain places,
and increasing the presidio to ten years, but, when this went for
confirmation to the Suprema, it cut down the exile to eight years
and the presidio to two. The sentence of the criminal court was
An exception to this seems
treated with the utmost contempt.
to have been made when the army was concerned.
In 1817,
Eladio de Aragon was tried by the Madrid tribunal and convicted
having three wives; his sentence comprised only abjuration

of

and spiritual penances, after the performance of which he was to
be handed over to the captain-general with a co]\v of his sentence
and a reconnncndation to mercy, in view of his long imprisonment, his confession and the hopes entertained of his amend'

Archivo

Leg.

1, fol.
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Evidently, in dealing with the army, the Inquisition

felt

constrained to obey the laws.

Bigamy formed a

portion

by no means

inconsiderable of the

In the Toledo record, from
1575 to 1610, the number of cases is fifty-four, ranking next to
those of Moriscos.
In the same tribunal, from 1648 to 1794,
there were sixty-two cases, being next in number to solicitation.
In the sixty-four autos held in Spain from 1721 to 1727, there
were thirty-four cases, the only crimes exceeding this being
Judaism and sorcery. In the later period, owing doubtless to the
interference of the secular jurisdiction and the decadence of the
current business of the Inquisition.

Inquisition, the

number

falls off,

the total in

1780 to 1820 being one hundred and

*

all

tribunals from

five."

Arcliivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 890.

MSS.

—
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of Library of Univ. of Halle, Yc, 20, T. I.
de Toledo, Leg. 1 Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 100. Royal Library of Berlin, Qt. 9548.
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CHAPTER

XV.

BLASPHEMY.

Blasphemy

is a somewhat elastic term but, for our purpose, it
a general way, be defined as imprecation derogatory or
insulting to the Divinity.
Punished with lapidation under the
Levitical law, it was, during the Middle Ages, the subject of

may,

in

infinite legislation,

both on the part of secular and ecclesiastical

lawgivers, and savage punishments, such as boring the tongue

with a hot wire, were frequently imposed. Enrique TV, in 1462,
prescribed cutting out the tongue, together with scourging or
banishment and, in 1476, Ferdinand and Isabella confirmed tliis/
Jurisdiction over blasphemy was cumulative, belonging both to
the secular and spiritual courts, and was also within the cognizance

Old Inquisition, provided it was heretical, but the distinction
between non-heretical and heretical was not easy. Eymerich
of the

tells

us that imprecations reviling

God

or the Virgin, or expressing

ingratitude to him, are simple blasphemy with which the Inquisition has no concern; to give it cognizance there must be a denial
of

some

article of faith,

Repertorium

in

and the

repetition of this definition

1494 shows that

this

by the

continued to be accepted as

the rule in practice.^

The Si)anish Inquisition, at its incejition, thus found
possessed of jurisdiction and, in Aragon at least, where the

itself

insti-

tradition of centuries, there was no hesitation in
immediately after the reorganization. In the Saragossa auto of December 17, 1486, there appeared a Christian
punished for blasphemy, his tongue being pierced with a stick,
and a Jew with a bridle in his mouth, a mitre and a straw

tution

had the

exercising

it,

espuerta.
In this fi(^ld, as in so many others, incjuisitorial zeal
outran discretion there was little attention paid to the distinction
between luM-ctical and non-heretical and, in the Instructions of
1500, in(|uisitors were told that they made arrests for trilHng
;

'

^

Nuovii Rocop.,

Lil). viii, Tit. iv.

Eymorici Director, P.

(328)

II, i^. xli.

— Repertor.
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matters, not directly heretical, as for words uttered in anger that

were blasphemy and not heresy

in future, no one was to be arrested
was doubt, the inquisitor-general was
to be consulted,*
This warning was all the more needed, as the
secular courts were not ready to abandon their jurisdiction, for
a pragmatica of Ferdinand and Isabella, in 1502, provides lashes,
prison and other penalties for blasphemies so evidently heretical
The bishops likewise
as descreo de Dios (I disbelieve in God).^

for such things and,

if

;

there

continued to assert control, for the Council of Seville, in 1512,

under ex-Inquisitor-general Deza, imposed a fine of three gold
florins and imprisonment at discretion on clerics, while for laymen,
in addition to the legal penalties, the ecclesiastical judge was
directed to prosecute for swearing, blasphemy, or insults to God,

and the saints.^
The caution enjoined in the

the \'irgin

Instructions of 1500

was

lost

on

the incjuisitors and their abuse of powder, in this respect, suggested

one of the complaints of the Cortes of Monzon, in 1510. In the
Concordia of 1512 it was provided that they should not have cognizance of blasphemy, unless it manifestly savored of heresy, such
Inquisitoras denying the existence of God or his omnipotence.
general Mercader embodied this in his Instructions of 1514, and
confirmed it, in 1516, in his bull Pastoralis officii.* The
Leo
Aragonese Suprema accepted this and, in the Edict of Faith of

X

1515,

it

was

specially stated that denunciation of

blasphemy was

.^
not required, except when it was contrary to articles of faith
As we have seen in bigamy, however, no attention was paid to

among the grievances of the Cortes about 1530, there is
complaint that the Inquisition threw into prison orthodox persons for
blasphemy and for words merely uttered in the heat of passion,

this and,

which the imperturbable inquisitor-general replied that the
law and, if parties
had been aggrieved, let their names be given, when due provision
would be made."
These troubles were by no means confined to Aragon. In
Castile a royal pragmatica of 1515 recites a supplication to the

to

inquisitors acted only in accordance with the

'

Llorente, Anales,

»

Arguello,

'

C. Hispalens. ann. 1512, cap. xxxviii (Aguirrc, V, 374).

fol.

14.

* Pragmdticas
y altres Drets de Cathalunya, Lib. i, Tit.
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king asking that inquisitors should not have cognizance of blasphemy, wherefore it was ordered that they should only hear cases
which they could and ought to hear, and a special charge was
given to the inquisitor-general not to permit them to do othenvise,
and to provide that abuses, if such there were, should cease/ This
ambiguous utterance naturally produced no effect and, in 1534,
the Cortes of Madrid represented forcibly the hardship that a
blasphemy, uttered in the excitement of gambling or in the passion
of a quarrel, should expose a man, noble and of pure blood, to
arrest by the Inquisition, when, as the cause was not known, the

They asked, therefore, that the
remanded exclusively to the secular courts,

whole lineage suffered infamy.
offence should be

which should punish

it

rigorously.

To

this Charles evasively

would execute the laws and the inquisitors
would not exceed their powers, and he contented himself with

replied that the judges

reissuing the pragmdtica of 1515.^

easy to appreciate the feelings underlying these remonfor there was no function of the Incjuisition which
brought it more fully in contact with the mass of the Old Christian
population, thoroughly orthodox at heart, strict in observance,
proud of purity of blood, and dreading nothing so much as the
It is

strances,

by the slightest suspicion of heresy. The Spaniard
and not especially nice in his choice of words when
moved by wrath; gambling was an almost universal passion and,
in all lands and ages, nothing has been more provocative of
ejaculations and expletives than the vicissitudes of cards and dice.
What, to women in the humbler walks of life, were the prosecutions for sorcery, those for blasphemy were to men of all ranks.
Trivial as this portion of incjuisitorial activity may seem to us, we
may feel sure that in no other way was the influence of the Holy
Office more keenly felt or more dreaded ]:)y that great body of
the nation which zealously welcomed its persecution of the Jewish
and Moorish New Christians.
It is true that, in theory, the jurisdiction of the Inquisition was
confined to heretical blasphemy and, if the older definitions were
observed, only a moderate self-restraint was required for the most
inveterate gambler or hot-headed rufllcr to keep on the safe side,
nota incurred

was

'

del
'

choleric,

Andres do

Campo,

JJurgos, llcportorio dc todas his I^rcmaticas,

1551).

Curtes do los Heinos dc Leon y de Castilla, H', 589.

fi)l.

xxxix (.Medina
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but definitions were malleable and could be moulded to suit the
temper or the aggressiveness of a tribunal anxious for business
and for fines. The doctors found it no easier to agree upon the
delimitation of heretical blasphemy than upon the thousand other
It was easy to say in
questions suggested by Moral Theology.
general terms that heretical blasphemy consisted in affirming or
denying of God that which the faith reciuires to be denied or
affirmed, or in attributing to the creature that which pertains

when

came to applying these abstract
was apt to be discordance, and it
is easy to imagine how ample a field for casuistr}^ was afforded by
the variety, vigor and picturesqueness of the blasphemy of the
solely to the Creator, but

it

principles in the concrete, there

southern races.

As a rule, the Suprema was inclined to check the readiness of
the tribunals to discover heresy in expletives which were, it is
blasphemous, irreverent and indecent, but not indicative of
There was a class of these, which seem to have been
in the mouth of every one, ineradicable by the most severe legislation, such as ''Mai grado aya Dios" (May it spite God), "Pese
a Dios" (May God regret) ''Reniego a Dios" (I renounce God),
"Descreo de Dios" (I disbelieve in God) etc., for which Ferdinand
and Isabella, in their laws of 1492 and 1502, provided penalties
ranging from a month's imprisonment for a first offence, to piercing
the tongue for a third and, in 1525, Charles V added " Por vida de
Dios" (By God's hfe) to the list. In 1566, Phihp II in his desire
true,

lack of faith.

for naval recruits,

blasphemy and
third

offence,

added ten years

of galleys to the penalties for

six years of galleys to the tongue-piercing for the

as provided

ofTences were so fully covered

by
by

his

When

predecessors.^

secular law, the

these

Suprema deemed

unnecessary that the tribunals should be diverted from their
In 1537, Dr.
Giron de Loaysa, in his visitation of Toledo, writes for instructions
concerning these expletives. He regards them as heretical, but
it

legitimate functions to take cognizance of them.

he understands that the Suprema does not w-ish the tribunals to
common and there are already

take action on them, as they are so

judges enough for them.^ It was probably in response to this
same year 1537, the Suprema decided that utterances
such as these were not within its jurisdiction, because they were

that, in the

'

Nueva Kecop.,

'

Bibl. publica dc Toledo, iSala v, Est. xi,

Lib. viii, Tit. iv.

Tab.
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conditional, being merely explosions of wrath or disappointment,

a decision which it repeated in 1547 it had already, in 1535, construed the Instructions of 1500 as implying that sudden ejaculations of anger were to be handed over to the episcopal courts and,
;

1560, it included "por vida de Dios" among non-heretical
In 1567, however, among the charges against
blasphemies.
Estevan Pueyo, in Valencia, is included his exclaiming "pese a
Dios" and the tendency of inquisitors to widen the definition is

in

seen in the rebuke

by the Suprema

of Inquisitor

Moral because,

in

"God cannot
see me suffer,"

San Sebastian, he had punished for sayings such as
do

me more harm" and "in

unless, indeed,

it

this

world you

will

not

sagely observes, the last expression

disbelief in the final

is

used with

Judgement.^

This latter remark illustrates the ingenious casuistry with which
heresy could be discovered whenever desirable, of which we have
already seen an example in the case of Antonio Perez, for one of
the charges against him was his swearing that, if God the Father
interfered with his defence, he would cut off his nose, in which
Fray Diego de Chaves found savor of the heresy of the \'audois
who attributed human members to God. It is possible that the
successful employment against Perez of the jurisdiction over
blasphemy may have led to a more liberal definition of heresy
for, in the seventeenth century, we find a consensus of opinion that

such expletives as "reniego de Dios" or "de la fee" or "de la
crisma" or " de Nuestra Seiiora" or " descreo de Dios" were heretical.
Whether this applied to renouncing St. Peter, St. Paul and
other saints was a more doubtful question on which the doctors
There were even strict constructionists who held that to
differed.
or all-beautiful, as a lover might address his
all-wise
call God
In Sicily, the exclamation "Sanctus
blasphemy.
mistress, was
admitted
to be heretical, but it was not
usually
Diabolus" was
prosecuted because

convenient to class

it

it

was

so universally used that

as simple blasphemy.^

it

was more

It will readily

be seen

from the variegated ingehow elusive were
there
was for the indulgence
nuity of blasphemers, and what scope
inquisitors.
amang
of temperamental idiosyncracies
In the region so full of doubt, where there were three claimants
the questions arising

'

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 930,

fol.

106; Lib. SI,

nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 31.
* Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 299,
Qualificat., cap. xvi.

fol.

fol.

27.— Archivo

hist,

80.— .\lbcrghiui, Man.
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and the

inquisitorial

much

clashing might naturally be expected, but I have not met
with any conipetencias with the royal courts arising from this

In his anxiety to suppress blasphemy, Philip IV in 1639
assembled a junta to consider whether the jurisdiction of the Inquisition could not be enlarged, so that it could punish the utterance
of a single " por vida," when the outcome of its deliberations was a
comprehensive decree punishing all swearing, save in judicial
procedures, with a graduated scale of penalties, and those addicted
to the habit were incapacitated for holding office under the State.
Of course this was ineffective and, in 1655 and 1656 he ordered the
rigid infliction of the punishment in order to disarm the divine
indignation manifested in the public misfortunes.^
source,'

Neither did the episcopal courts surrender their jurisdiction, and
proves the ineradicable character of the offence that it continued

it

to flourish in spite of persecution

of their cumulative action,

was that

and

by

A

all three.

case illustrative

of the susceptibility of Spanish

Diego Cabeza, of Manzanal de la Puente who,
about
a man, said that he did not know
what God was about when he made him. The local magistrate,
Francisco Prieto, exacted of him a fine of forty ducats, by threatening to denounce him to the Inquisition, but the episcopal court
heard of the matter, arrested, tried and punished him. Then,
some ten years later, in 1630, he was denounced to the A'alladolid
tribunal; the calificadores duly pondered over his utterance and
pronounced it to be an heretical blasphemy, but, when the inquisitors learned that it was ten years old, and that he had already been
punished by the episcopal Ordinary, they wisely suspended the
piety,

of

1620, in quarrelling with

case.^

This was not the case in Italy where, in 1555, the Inquisition assumed jurisThere were occasional conflicts with the secular authorities, especially in the Venetian territories, as when, in 1595, the podcst^ of Brescia
'

diction over blasphemy.

by the inquisitor. The Roman
Congregation protested, but the podest^ prevailed and punished the ofi'ender,
probably with greater severity than the Inquisition would have done. There
refused to allow a l)lasphemer to be imprisoned

was the same difficulty of distinction between heretical and non-heretical blasphemy. In 1606 the Congregation decided that puttana de Dio was not heretical
although outside of Rome it was held to be so. Decret. S. Cong. S. OfEcii, p.
29 (MSS. of Bibl. del Reale Archivio di Stato in Roma, Fondo Camerale,

—

Congr. del. S.

Officii,

Vol. 3).

—

Cartas de Jesuitas (Mem. hist, espanol, XV, 191).
Nueva Recop., Lib.
Tit. i, ley 10.
Autos Acordados, Lib. viii, Tit. ii, Auto 1.
^

—

'

Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Leg. 552,

fol. 13.
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was the worst cases of blasphemy that came before

the Inquisition and, as a rule,

its

moderation

offers a favorable

contrast to the savage ferocity of secular legislation.

was

It is true

accused was thrown
in the secret prison which, in itself, was a severe infliction, but
torture was not employed.
The penalties prescribed were abjuration de levi, appearance in an auto, gagging, scourging and galleys,
according to the gravity of the offence, while frailes were recluded
in convents of their own Orders.^
These, however, were reserved
for aggravated cases of habitual blasphemy by offenders of low
degree; nobles and gentlemen had their sentences read in the
audience-chamber, were excused from abjuration, and were
recluded in a monastery for some months.
Outbreaks of passion,
in quarrels or gambling and even drunkenness, were held to
entitle the accused to acquittal, or to merely nominal penalties.
A writer of about 1640, indeed, assumes as a rule that the culprit
was only reprimanded in the audience-chamber, without abjuration, except in very scandalous cases, deserving of scourging and
the galleys, but even in these such punishments were no longer
inflicted.
There was no sequestration of property, and repetition
of the offence was not regarded as relapse.^
A later writer, however, holds that such heretical blasphemies as "reniego de Dios,"
"descreo de Dios" and the like are punishable with vergiienza
that, as suspicion of heresy

inferred, the

or a hundred lashes.^

may

be assumed, in

fact, that there was a wide discretion
have seen the severity with which the wild
outbursts of rage of Antonio Perez were treated, yet, in 1624, a
j^oung soldier who, when put in the stocks, exclaimed "I renounce
God and the saints; devils why don't you come and carry me off?''

It

in these matters.

We

when duly tried with all formality by the ^'alladolid tribunal,
was discharged with a reprimand and without a sentence. So,
in 1630, two girls in the Dominican convent of Valladolid, on being
confine^ in a room by the prioress, in a burst of rage repeatedly
renounced God and the saints. Naturally on trial they expressed
extreme repentance and were discharged with a reprimand.^ This
wise moderation did not exclude severity, when the case seemed
tic Alcalii, Hacienda, Log. 544,' Lib. 4.
Ibidem. Archive hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 209,
nacional, MSS., V, .377, cap. 1.
'

'

Arcliivo

—

'

Eliicidationes S. Officii, § 37 (Archive de Alcald,

*

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Leg. 552,

fol. 3,

i//;i

13.

sup).

fol.

SO.

— Bibl.
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In 1669, Antonio del Horn, for

"en grado superlativo" was sentenced
auto of April 7th, to abjure de
to receive a

hundred lashes and

levi,
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liorotical

blasphemy

Toledo to appear in the
to hear mass as a penitent,
in

to serve three years in the galleys.'

Considering the prevalence of the vice and the energetic efforts
its suppression, the number of cases in the Inquisition is less

for

than might be expected. In the Toledo record, from 1575 to
In that of the same tribunal from
1610, there are only forty-six.
1648 to 1794, the number is but thirty-seven. In all the tribunals,
from 1780 to 1820 the total is one hundred and forty-seven.
It
evident that, in this matter, the activity of the Inquisition
diminished greatly as time wore on, whether from an increase in
popular reverence or from a growing disinclination to denounce
is

the offence.
*

Archive

hist, nacional, Inq.

de Toledo, Leg.

1.
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MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS.
In the undefined and widely extending jurisdiction of the

number of matters, more or less connected
with the faith, of which it assumed cognizance. Their cursory
consideration is indispensable and they can more conveniently

Inquisition there were a

be grouped together.

Marriage in Orders.
celibacy enjoined on the Catholic clergy includes the secufrom the subdiaconate upwards, and the regulars who are
bound by the three vows of chastity, poverty and obedience.
Even degradation from orders does not remove the disability, as

The

lars,

Strict
the indelible character impressed in ordination remains.'
as has been the enforcement of the canons, since the twelfth century, the weakness of the flesh has, at all times, led to occasional

infractions of the rule, punishable with degradation, reclusion in
a monastery and other penalties. AVhether the offence was justiciable

by the Inquisition was, in the earlier period, the subject
some authors holding that, if the marriage was public,

of debate,

implied heretical error, bringing

it

it

under

inquisitorial juris-

was secret; this showed that ihcro was no
intellectual misbelief, making the offender guilty only of violating
the law and subjecting him, if secular, to the spiritual courts, and
diction,

if

but that,

if

it

regular, to the prelates of his Order.^

The Reformation, which sanctioned clerical marriage, introduced
a new and controlling factor that in time altered the situation.
»

Reportorium

Inquisit. s.v. Degradatio, §

an

dericus.

Simanctc dc Cath. Instt., Tit.XL,n. 8-13; Ejusd. Enchirid., Tit. xii,n. 1-3.—
Arnaldi Albertin. Repotilioncm novam, Q. xiii, n. 47 (Ed. 1534, col. 331).
no alhision to the
It i.s perhaps worth noting that the Repcrtorium of 1494 has
At tliat time
Malrimonium.
Clcricus,
and
Cai^litas,
titles
the
subject under
»

it

was evidently considered
(
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to be outside of the sphere of the Inquisition.
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Yet, for a considerahle period there was a powerful movement,
especially

among German

Catholics, to relax the prohibition in

The question was regarded

the hope of effecting a reunion.

as

open for discussion, as a matter merely of discipline; Arnaldo
Albertino argues that the pope can dispense for marriage in orders,
and instances the dispensation granted by Alexander ^'I to his
son Ca'sar Borgia, then a cardinal-deacon, to marry the heiress
of Valentinois/
The reactionary influences which controlled the
Council of Trent changed all this when, in 1563, it made clerical
celibacy a matter of faith, rendering priestly marriage unques-

tionably thenceforth herctical."

The

assume juristhough it seems not to have acted until after the outbreak
of the Reformation had rendered clerical celibacy a subject of
discussion.
The earliest case that I have met is that of IVIiguel
Gomez, a priest of Saragossa, sentenced, for marrying in orders,
by the Toledo tribunal in 1529, when the peculiar punishment
would seem to show that it was a novelty for which no precedent
existed.
He was exhibited for three days on a ladder at the
portal of the cathedral, in his shirt and drawers, Avith his hands
tied, his feet chained and a mitre on his head, after which he w^as
deprived for life of sacerdotal functions and banished forever from
Toledo had no other case until 1562, when it had
the province.
to deal with the somewhat complicated offence of Fray Juan
Inquisition, however, did not wait for this to

diction,

Rann'rez,

who

entered a religious order while married, but twice

and returned again, during which performances he married
two wives.^ That jurisdiction depended wholly on the sacrament
is seen in the case of Juan Carrillo, alias Fray Juan Ortiz, a Franciscan denounced, in 1596, to the Toledo tribunal by his prelate.
Fray Juan de Ovando, for apostasy and living with a woman
reputed to be his wife. Investigation showed that she was merely
his concubine, so the case was suspended, and he was remanded
to Ovando to be dealt with under the rules of the Order.^
left it

*

Amaldi Albertini de agnoscendis Assertionibus, Q.

In Germany,

many

xxiri,

By

Catholic priests took wives.

ii.

41.

the Interim of Charles V,

they were allowed to remain vmdisturbed until the Council of Trent
should decide the question. Interim, cap. xxvi, § 17.
Yet tlic council recogC. Trident. Sess. xxiv, De Sacr. Matrimonii, can. ix.
in 1548,

—

nized the papal power of dispensation.
* Catdlogo de las causas seguidas ante
*

MSS.

el trilaunal

of Library of Univ. of Halle, Yc, 20, T.

VOL. IV

22

I.

de Toledo, pp. 306, 307.
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After the offence had clearly been made heresy by the Council
formula of accusation by the fiscal describes

of Trent, the terrif3dng

the offender as unworthy of mercy, to be deprived of all ecclesiastical privilege, to be degraded from his orders and to be relaxed

arm, to which w^as added the otrosi demanding the
In practice, however, there was the widest
It is true that writers speak of appearance in public
discretion.
auto or degradation and reclusion in a monastery for a few years,
or a similar term of galley service, but there seems to have been
no rule.^ Indeed, it is not easy to understand how an offence so
uniform in its nature should have been visited with penalties so
In 1597, Francisco Agustin, an Augustinian of Barcediverse.
lona, married in Toledo, sought to defend himself on the plea that
he had entered the Order under compulsion in order to escape his
debts: his sentence was appearance in an auto, abjuration de levi
and imprisonment for life in the convent where he had made
In 1629, Fray Lorenzo de Avalle, a Benedictine
profession.^
priest, accused himself to the Valladolid tribunal of having marNotwithried and lived for eight years as a musician in Aragon.
standing his self-denunciation, he was sentenced to verbal degradation and to four years' detention in a monastery, where he was

to the secular

free use of torture/

undergo a circular

to

was

discipline, while the

marry

woman was

notified

In strong contrast with this
was the case of Juan Alonso Palacios, a married Jesuit, before the
Toledo tribunal in 1659, who, though not an espontaneado, escaped
with a reprimand and four years of reclusion. Then, in 1664,
Fray Juan de Ayala, a i\Iercenarian priest, was, by the same tribunal, suspended perpetually from liis functions and recluded for
three years in a convent with one year's Friday fasting and some

that she

free to

again.*

Again, in 1675, the same tribunal condemned
Morales,
a married subdeacon, to five years in the
Geronimo de

spiritual penance.

galleys, three

more

of exile

and

disqualification for orders.^

Five

years of galleys, with three more of exile and dojirivntion of functions and benefices, was the portion of Don Cristoval do Zabiati,

»

MSS.

of Ro}-al Librars- of

Copenhagen, 21Sb,

p. 420.

Archive hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 299, fol. 80.
Officii, § 34 (.\rchivo de Alcald, Hacienda, Leg. 544,' Lib. 4).
3 MSS. of Library of Univ. of Halle, Yc, 20, T. I.
* Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Leg. 552, fol. H.
' Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. dc Toledo, Leg. 1.
^
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Talavora dc la
1680/ In 1700

the Toledo tribunal had to deal with a case characterized as

"con
we may regard the sentence
punishment for the offence. The

circonstancias gravisinias," so that

as representing the extremity of

culprit was not required to appear in an auto, but his sentence
was read in the audience-chamber, in the presence of twenty-four
ecclesiastics.

It

prescribed abjuration de

levi,

perpetual dejjri-

vation of functions, perpetual confinement in a convent cell, to
be left only for choir and refectory, in which he was to have the
four years, on ])read and water on Fridays
a circular discipline when taken to the convent.
The details of his career are not given, but there is a suggestion of material for a picaresque novel, as tlic culprit was a
last place, to fasting for

and

vigils,

and

to

Dominican, Fray Tomas Juster, who had been a calificador of
who enjoyed the
multifarious aliases of Don Juan de San Feliu Cisneros, Don
Vicente de Ochaita and Don Juan de Ibarrola.' It is somewhat
remarkable that degradation appears so rarely to ha resorted to.
The offence seems to have been by no means frequent. In the
Toledo reports from 1575 to 1610, there are only the two cases
referred to above, and, in the record of the same tribunal from
1648 to 1794 the numl^er is only ten. From 1780 to 1820 the
combined records of all the tribunals show only six cases.'
the Inquisition and a preacher of the king, and

Personation of Priesthood.

The veneration with which

the sacraments are regarded,

the supreme importance ascribed to

them

as a

means

and

of salvation,

render

it indispensable that they should
be guarded with the
utmost solicitude. Not only is their validity essential to those
who seek them, but any fraud in their dispensation is sacrilege,
which, in the case of the mass, may plunge all worshippers present

into the sin of idolatry.

"With the cxcei)tion of baptism, they can
be administered only by those in full i)riest's orders, and the
pretence to do so by men unqualified is a wrong, not only to the

'

Olmo, Relacion

*

Archive

'

Ibidem, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 100.

del Auto, p. 204.

hist, nacional,

Inq. de Toledo, Leg,

1.
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who has estabhshed

them for the solace and salvation of His creatures.^
The fees attaching to the confection and bestowal

of the sacra-

ments are a valuable privilege of the priesthood, and the temptation was great for graceless laymen or clerics in the lower orders to
simulate the possession of the requisite faculties, and to betray
the unsuspecting into accepting from their hands the worthless
In the venality of the fourteenth century this would
simulacra.
seem not to have been regarded as an especially grave offence
for, in the tax-roll of Benedict XII, the official fee for absolution
for pretending to be a priest, hearing confessions and granting
absolution, is only six grossi or about three-quarters of a florin.^
After the outbreak of the Reformation it was regarded as a more
Paul IV, in briefs of May 20, 1557, and February
serious matter.
17, 1559, defined the offence as subject to the Inquisition, and to
be punished by relaxation, even when there was not relapse.'
Sixtus V felt compelled to reissue the brief of Paul, and Clement
VIII, in 1601, confirmed the acts of his predecessors, authorizing
by either the Inquisition or the episcopal Ordinary.

prosecution

This was applicable only to culprits who had reached the age of
25, but Urban VIII, in 1627, reduced the limit to 20.'
This repetition of legislation shows the stubbornness of the evil
and the papal determination to suppress it. Even complicity
was sternly punished for, in 1619, a layman assisting a celebrant,

whom

he knew to be unqualified, was tortured for intention, made

to abjure de vehementi, to serve five years in the galleys, and was
perpetually suspended from assisting at mass.^ Cardinal Scaglia,
however, states that when the ofTence was committed through
thoughtlessness, relaxation was commuted to ten years of galleys,^

but there was no hesitation in inflicting the full penalty in approAs late as July 18, 1711, Domenico Spallacino,
priate cases.

'

"

Conscntancum visum

est de sanctissimis ccclcsiip sacramcntis appro, per

qiKC oninis vera justitiavel incipit, vel C(rpta augetur, vol ainissa roparatur."
C. Trident. Sess. vii,
*

De

Sacrainentis, Procrm.

P. Dcnifle, Die iiltcstC Tax-rolle der Apost. Ponitentiarie (Archiv

K.-Gescliichte, IV, 224-r)).
'

Locati

Opus

judiciale Inquisitor., pp. 475,

Hiercsi, Q. cxciii, §

Roman.

1,

476 (Ronur, 1570).

f.

Litt. u.

— Farinacii de

n. 39.

Ill, 142; IV, 144.

'

Bullar.

*

Collect. Deer. S. Congr. S. Officii, p.

'

Ristretto circa

li

50 (MS. penes mc).

Delitti piil frtHjucnti
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S. OfTizio, p.

104-5 (MS.
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a hardened offender, who had Hved for five years by celebrating
mass in Rome, Loreto and other places, was relaxed and condemned to be hanged and burned; he was duly hanged in the
Piazza di Campo de'Fiori, the body was fastened to an iron
stake on a pile of wood and was reduced to ashes, which were
gathered up and buried/
In Si)ain the matter was treated less seriously. The Inquisition
at first did not regard itself as having jurisdiction unless there were
misbelief as to the sacraments.
A carta acordada of January 31,
1533, instructs the tribunals that, in these cases, the culprit

is

to

be asked w-hether he thought himself possessed of the power, or
whether he had anywhere heard it so asserted as an opinion,' and
what was his intention; if he acknowledges no erroneous belief, the
matter does not concern the Inquisition and, he is to be handed
over to the magistrate. The briefs of Paul IV were not admitted
in Spain, and the matter slumbered until 1574 when, on January
13th, the Suprema addressed to the tribunals a circular inquiry,
asking whether there had been any prosecutions for this offence;
if so, on what grounds w'as the jurisdiction based, w^hat form of
procedure was followed, and w^hat penalty was inflicted; also
opinions were asked as to how such cases should be treated.^
Evidently no attention had as yet been paid to the question; the
replies showed that there was no general policy, and a brief of
August 17th, of the same year, was obtained from Gregory XIII
reciting that in Spain there were conflicting opinions whether the
Inquisition had or had not jurisdiction, wherefore he granted to
it exclusive cognizance, and forbade the episcopal courts from

entertaining such cases.^
to

all

This the Suprema sent,

November

26th,

the tribunals with orders to prosecute in such cases, and to

introduce a corresponding clause in the Edict of Faith,
It is

evident that the Spanish Inquisition did not share the

Rome for such offences, and this is manifested in the
moderation
comparative
of the penalties inflicted.
About 1650, a
Spaniard in Rome, writing to a friend at home, and comparing
the severity of the Italian Inquisition with the mildness of the
horror

*

Royal Library of ^funich, Cod.

Roma,
'

felt in

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lil>. 939, fol.
Rod. a Cunlia pro PP. Pauli

Constit. Pauli V, p. 57.
'
*

— Bibl. del R. Archivio Stato
107. — Ant. dc
Opu.sc. circa

Ital. 185.

Miscellanea MS., p. 729.

Bullar.

Roman.

—

di

Sou.sa.

V

Statute, p. 65.

II, 415.

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 939,

fol.

lOS; Lib. 942,

fol.

39.
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Spanish, instances the Roman torture of bigamists and soHciting
confessors, the longer terms of galleys for the former, and the

implacable relaxation of those who celebrate mass without ordiThere was no such ferocity in Spain. No time had been
nation/

assuming the jurisdiction and already, in 1575, there was
Fray Alonso Garcia, a Franciscan
who had celebrated mass and heard confessions, and whose sentence was merely abjuration de levi and four years' galley service.
The most complete discretion w^as exercised and the penalties
lost in

a culprit in a Toledo auto

—

varied in the same tribunal according to the circumstances of the
Thus in Toledo, in 1578,
case and the temper of the inquisitors.

who carried forged certificates and
had confessed many persons, absolving them and imposing
penance, appeared in an auto, with halter and candle, abjured
de levi, and had two hundred lashes and three years of galleys.
In
the same year a Frenchman named Pierre Saletas, accused of
having for twenty years heard confessions and celebrated mass
on forged certificates, was tortured without confessing and was
banished the kingdom for four years and forbidden to administer
Pero Joan Qucito, a student,

sacraments without genuine certificates. In 1600, Balthasar
Rodriguez, a deacon, appeared in an auto, abjured de levi, was
suspended for ten years from the exercise of his orders, with perIn
petual disability for promotion, and had six years of galleys.
the same year the Mcrccnarian, Fra}^ Gregorio de Palacios, was
spared appearance in an auto, but abjured de levi, had fifty lashes
and was recludcd for three years in a monastery of his Order.^
In 1622, at Valladolid, the Franciscan deacon. Fray Juan Tapia,
for celebrating mass, was merely ordered to keep his convent as
a prison and to present himself when sunnnoned. Somewhat
greater severity was shown to Fray Antonio Frcchado, a Trinitarian subdeacon, who for puljlicly hearing confessions was relevi, was susi^ondod from his functions for
two years, during which he was rcx'luded in his convent, was
disabled for promotion and had some spiritual penance.^
It would be useless to nuiltiply examples of this diversified
moderation. I have met with but one case in which the papal
prescription of relaxation was obeyed and this occurred in Mexico,
in 1606, when Fernando Rodrfguez de Castro, a nmlatto, was

fjuircd to al)jure de
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relaxed for administering sacraments without ordination, but this

was no precedent for, in the great auto of 1648, Caspar de los
Reyes was sentenced to two hundred lashes and the galleys for
life and Martin de Villavicencio Salazar to the same scourging
and five years of galleys/
The systematic writers assure us that the papal decrees were
not received in Spain, and that the punishment varied with the
nature of the case, consisting usually of scourging, unless the offender was a fraile, the galleys, exile, rcclusion, degradation, suspension of functions,

etc.,

varied at the discretion of the tribunal and

minor culpability, it could be commuted for
Relaxation was kept in view only for some error in
faith persistently held
a purely academical supposition, although
the culprit was exhaustively examined as to his belief in the
that,

in cases of

money.

—

That
between themselves in reality attached but little
importance to the offence may be inferred from the case of the
Mercenarian Fray Pedro de la Presentacion, who celebrated mass
when only in subdeacon's orders. The Toledo tribmial condemned
him, June 16, 1662, to three years of galleys. The superior of his
Order at once interceded for him and, in September, the Suprema
necessity of priestly orders to the validity of sacraments.^
ecclesiastics

commuted

the penalty to three years' reclusion in a convent, with

three years' subsequent exile from Daimiel, Toledo

and Madrid.
only ten months of the term had expired the Provincial of
Castile applied for the remission of the remainder, but in vain and,
when two years had passed the effort was renewed.^ Evidently
the good frailes recked little of the idolatry into which he had

When

plunged

all

who were

present at his ministration.

As the eighteenth century advanced a still more lenient view
seems to have obtained. In 1749 the case of Fray Juan de Santa
Rosa, a Franciscan deacon, was an aggravated one, for he had
administered the sacraments of baptism, the Eucharist, penitence
and matrimony, but the Toledo tril^unal only declared him 'irregular" for promotion, suspended him from the diaconate for two
'

years and imposed fifteen days of spiritual penance.
>
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amendment earned this benignit}^, for his Provincial
to send him to a convent, from which he was not
to go out alone, so as not to expose him to relapse.^
Under the Restoration there was leniency difficult to understand.
The sentence of the Dominican Fray Tomas Garcia by the Cuenca
tribunal, November 14, 1816, for celebrating mass without priests'
orders, was that the commissioner of MUaescusa was to reprimand
him in presence of the superior of his convent, pointing out the
severe penalties provided by the papal decrees and prescribing
expectation of

was instructed

penances for a year, besides informing the prelate that
he could not ascend to full orders. This was confirmed by the
Suprema, with the addition that he be transferred to a house of
December 11th of the same year. Angel
stricter observance.
Sampayo, a married layman of Campo Ramiro (Lugo) was conspiritual

victed of celebrating mass.

The Suprema

alludes to his ateniato

but merely orders him to be reprimanded and sent back
to his home, where the parish priest and his father are to keep
watch over him.^
horrible,

In connection with this subject

it

may

be mentioned that the

Inquisition also took cognizance of a class of cases, alluded to

above under

which laymen managed

to hear consacrament of
penitence, but through jealousy, or for the opportunity of asking
indecent questions, or in the hope of listening to prurient details.
These cases were by no means infrequent. In 17S5, there were
three before the tribunal of Valencia; in 1793, one in Murcia; in
1796, Joseph Herranz was prosecuted in Madrid for doing this in
order to hear his wife's confession. The same year there was a
case in Seville; in 1797, one in Barcelona and, in 1807, Miguel
Dominguez, sacristan of San Miguel de Niebla, pretended to be a
Capuchin with the object to listening to the confession of a woman.
With what severity such cases were treated, I have not been able

fessions of

Solicitation, in

women, not with a view

to administer the

to ascertain.

'

'
'
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Personation' of Officials.
In the universal dread inspired by the Holy Office, the temptawas great to personate its agents, and to extort money as the
price of forbearance, for no one ventured to question the authority or acts of any stranger who presented himself as an official.
The opportunities thus afforded were speedily recognized and
utilized.
As early as 14S7, at Saragossa, a special auto was held,
April 1st, at which appeared a cleric who had pretended to be
an inquisitor and as such had made an arrest. The penalty
inflicted is not recorded, but evidently the opportunity was
taken to make an impressive warning.^
The systematic writers assume that in these cases there should
be careful consideration of the injury inflicted, for the pretender
may deserve exemplary punishment. The usual offence is asserting that there are accusations and that he will save the accused
from prosecution; for this he must refund the money received,
appear in an auto and suffer two hundred lashes and five years of
galley service.
If the imposture is assumed only to escape from
some trouble and causing no damage, there is some penalty of
fine or exile; if there has been only an assertion of official position,
the penalty is very light and secret.^
Other authorities tell us
culprit
that, if the
is of a low class, he has two hundred lashes and
of
galleys,
more or less according to the gravity of the
four years
is
offence; if he
a noble or rich, he is fined one or two thousantl
ducats and serves for two or three years, without pay, as a gentleman in the galleys, or against the j\Ioors or heretics.^ Evidently
in an offence which varied so much in motive and result, much was
necessarily left to the discretion of the tribunal and a few cases
will serve to indicate the different methods of operating and the
tion

deterrent penalties inflicted.

In the Seville auto of September 24, 1559, there were three
Alonso de Hontiveros, for pretending to
familiar
endeavoring
a
and
to make arrests for the purpose of
be
extortion, appeared with halter and gag and was sent to Xeres his
cases of personation.

^

—

MS. Memoria de diversos Autos

(see

Appendix

to Vol.

I).

MSS., V, 377, cap. xvi.
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place of residence to receive a hundred lashes; Juan de Aragon,

same offence, was spared the gag, but wore a
mitre and had a scourging at IMalaga and another where his offence
was committed, besides two years of exile, while his accompUce,

of Malaga, for the

Francisco Prieto, received the same sentence, with the substitution
verguenza for scourging/ On the other hand, at Toledo, in
1581, Francisco de la Bastida was visited with the utmost rigor.
He represented himself as an alguazil, carrying a vara de justicia
and using the name of the inquisitor-general. He would summon

of

the alcades and other officials to render assistance, which was

would make arrests, carry his
money, leave them in charge
of some local familiar and disappear.
In this way he moved from
Fuente de Enzina to Almaden and I\Iadrid, and thence to Saragossa where he was arrested. He confessed freely at once and
was condemned to relaxation, by virtue of a special brief obtained
from Gregory XIH, but the Suprema, with doubtful mercy, commuted this to six hundred lashes— two hundred each in Toledo,
Almaden and Fuente de Enzina and the galleys irremissibly for
life.^
Zapata relates what is evidently the exploit which brought
to a close the promising career of this enterprising knave.
At
Almagro, he says, the agent of the Fuggers of Augsburg was Juan
Xelder, a man highly esteemed and reputed to be of great wealth.
Suddenly a stranger appeared, with the vara of an alguazil of
the Inquisition, who sought out two familiars and connnanded
them to assist him in making an arrest. Proceeding to Xelder 's
house he made the arrest, locked him up in a room and consoled
the frightened family by assuring them of the customary mercy
of the Inquisition.
He then summoned a notary and placed all
the property of the prisoner under sequestration, except two
thousand ducats which he said he had orders to take for the
expenses of the trial. The whole town was thrown into conunotion,
but no one dared to ask for papers, or authority, or identification.
Xelder was placed in a carriage, with strict orders that no one
should exchange a word with him; the familiars were nHjuirod to
accompany it to the next halting place, where they and the carriage
freely given without question; he

prisoners to

some

distance, take their

—
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were dismissed with handsome gratuities and the stranger confided
Xeldcr to the care of a famihar of high standing, with orders to
guard him carefully, incomunicado, while he would proceed to
Toledo and send instructions. Ten days passed when the familiar,
growing tired of the expense, made inquiries and ascertaining

Meanwhile the impostor, fearing
with a banker and took a bill of
exchange on Saragossa, so that he was readily tracked and arrested

the facts released the prisoner.
to carry the gold, deposited

when he presented

the

bill

it

for

payment.

The

secular court

—

claimed him, but the Inquisition asserted its jurisdiction fortunately, Zapata says, for the culprit, for the offence was capital
and he escaped with scourging and the galleys/

Another method of speculation on the fears and hopes of tlie
Geronimo Roche, son of the
secretary of the University of Lerida.
He pretended to be an
official, to have much influence with the tribunal, and to hold
faculties to remit four sanbenitos and to appoint four familiars.
He approached a Morisca who, with her three daughters, had been
reconciled, and offered to relieve her of her sanbenito for two
hundred ducats, and those of her three daughters if one of them
would abandon herself to him. He was forbidden the house but
he persisted in writing letters of mingled tlireats and love. For
this he appeared in the Saragossa auto of June 6, 1585, where he
was sentenced to vergiienza and eight years in the galleys, being
defenceless appears in the case of

spared the scourging in consideration of his father.^
There appears to have been a very lenient view taken, in 1582,
by the Toledo tribunal, of the case of Pedro Moreno, a sacristan,
who pretended to be a familiar and as such visited the hospital
and asked the inmates whether they had confessed, when he

and carried off those who had not. It was in evidence
on seeing two men quarrelling in a church, he arrested
one in the name of the Inquisition. There does not seem to have
been a pecuniaiy motive in these eccentricities, and he escaped
with a reprimand and banishment for a year.^ Another motive,
which was regarded with a lenient eye, was assuming official
position in order to enjoy the exemptions and privileges of the
arrested

also that,

^ Miscelanea de Zapata (Mem. hist, cspanol, XI,
60).
There is here evidently confusion between Ahnagro and Ahnaden.
^ Danvila
y CoUado, Expulsion de los Moriscos, p. 208. Bibl. nacional, MSS.,
PV, 3, n. 20.
3 MSS. of Libran,- of Univ. of HaUe, Yc, 20, T. I.
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Thus when Jayme Corvcllana of Barcelona in this
manner bluffed off the officers of justice who came to his house to
seize some salt, Inquisitor Padilla imposed on him a fine of fiftyducats and some spiritual penance, and was rebuked by the
Suprema for inflicting so heavy a penalty for so trifling a cause
"en causas tan livianas."^
Personation was by no means uncommon, but I am convinced
that Llorente is mistaken when he says that there rarely was an
auto in which some one was not punished for this offence. In the
Toledo record from 1575 to 1610, the number of cases is only
thirteen and, in the same tribunal, from 1648 to 1794, they amount
Inquisition.

only to four.^

The

principal interest in these cases

afford of the terror inspired

which seemed

by the

is

the evidence which they

Inquisition, the very

name

of

no one, whether magistrate or
individual, dared to question the authority of any impostor who
assumed to represent it, and this same terror doubtless is the
reason why this apparently facile method of trading on popular
fear was not more frequently exploited.
It required more than
to paralyze, so that

common

nerve to incur the risk of inquisitorial vengeance.
to this was the levying of blackmail by threats
of denunciation.
No doubt there was a good deal of this, in which
the victims prudently suffered in silence, rather than to draw
upon themselves the attention of the dreaded tribunal. It was a
matter of which the Inquisition took cognizance, but the only case

Somewhat akin

which

I

have happened

to

meet

is

that of Pedro

Jacome Pramo-

who was

sentenced by the Toledo tribunal, in 1666, to three
years of galley-service for astrology and had his term extended to
five for attempts at extortion in this manner.'
seltes,

Demoniacal Possession.
can take possession of a human being, deprive
and subject him to extreme bodily and mental
suffering, is a belief handed down from ancient times and still
largely held as a matter of faith.
That relief can be had by the

That

him

evil spirits

of his free-will

'
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ministrations of an exorcist, duly authorized by admission into
one of the lower orders of the priesthood, is a corresponding beHcf,
and formulas without number have been prepared to enable him
There is no heresy involved
to exercise his power over the demon.
in either the possession or the exorcism and, under normal conditions, there was no call for interference by the Inquisition, ))ut
when, for any reason, such interference was desired, there was little
trouble in finding pretext for its jurisdiction.
We have seen
(^'ol. II, p. 135) the active measures taken, in 162S, with the nuns
of San Placido, whose demoniacally inspired revelations were

somewhat revolutionary.

Greater self-denial was exhibited by

when a Jesuit
Doila Aiia de Mercado, Bernardine nuns in Santo Espiritu of Olmeda, made gestures
and other irreverent acts in confession and conmiunion, which
the "Walladolid tribunal in a contemporaneous case,

confessor reported to

it

that

Dona Felippa and

caused scandal, and he thought proceeded from demoniacal possesThe tribunal felt doubts as to its jurisdiction and consulted
the Suprema, which submitted the matter to a calificador of high
attainments.
Prolonged investigations were made, other nuns
were examined, and it was in evidence that the two inculpated
were women of exceptional virtue and piety who had prayed to
sion.

God to test them with afflictions. The case dragged on for more
than ten years, resulting in the conviction that it was undoubtedly
one of possession, for which the nuns were free from blame, and
finally, April 16, 1G30, the Suprema ordered its suspension.^
Wherever there was the

faintest suspicion of heresy, the Inquisi-

tion could assert jurisdiction.

This involved the (jucstion of the responsibility of the demoniac
which was somewhat intricate. In the case of
one under trial by the Granada tribunal, in 1650, the learned

for his utterances,

Jesuit,

Padre Diego

reported, with an

Tello,

who

w^as called in as a calificador,

immense array

of authorities,

and

after three

accused in the secret prison, that there could be no
doubt as to the possession, for he was able to discuss points of
theology and other matters far beyond his capacity; he could also
speak Latin intelligibly and he quoted Scripture while, as he uttered
many heresies, it was evident that the spirit was evil. At the

visits to the

same time he was

rational on so

many

points that he could not be

regarded as irresponsible for his heresies.
*
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he added, were notoriously possessed by demons, but they were

none the

less held responsible for their teachings

and

it

was the

uniform practice of the Inquisition so to decide in these cases/
In the hysterical epidemics which form so notable a feature of
possession, the Inquisition was apt to be called in and was ready
to act, althoujT;h it would be difficult to determine on what grounds.
In 1638 there was such an epidemic in one of the Pyrcncan valleys
and, on September 24th, Jacinto de Robles, secretary of the Governor of Aragon, reported to the Saragossa tribunal that, on a recent
visit to Jaca, he had found, in the ^'alle de Tena, that there were
about sixty endevioniadas and that the malady was spreading.
It was attributed to Pedro de Arrecibo and his friend ]\Iiguel
Guillen, who had been seized by the secular authorities; Guillen
had been executed, while Arrecibo's trial was nearly concluded.
He had confessed that a Frenchman had given him a paper and
some conjurations through which to win women, but it only
rendered them possessed a statement evidently fabricated to
satisfy his torturers.
It was the demons who had accused these
two men, adding that their death would not sta}'' the infection, for
there were other accomplices. The women affected were of the
best families, their ages ranging from 7 to 18
some were pregnant
and others were suckling their infants, for demons were able to
produce these results in the virtuous. The Bishop of Jaca and
some Jesuits were exhausting their exorcisms, and an inquisitor
was badly needed. What function was expected of an inquisitor
is not stated, but the Suprema was consulted and, after some delay
it appealed to the king.
It was ready to send an inquisitor and
four frailes, but it had no funds for the expenses of the latter,
which would have to be defrayed from some other source. The
king gave orders accordingly, ])ut tliey were not obeyed, and the
last we hear of the matter is another consulta of March 28, 1G40,
in which he was urged to speedy action in view of the great impor-

—

—

tance of the

affair.-

The intei"vention of the Inquisition might well be welcometl if
it was always as rational and as effective as in an epidemic of the
kind which troubled Quen'taro (Mexico) in 1091. Two young
girls who had suffered themselves to be seduced pretended to be
possessed.
The Franciscans and Padres Apostdlicos took them in
'

*
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the ohurclu's with tho most

impressive ceremonies, which spread the contagion, until there
were fourteen patients, and the community was tlioroughly excited.
It would doul)tless have extended much further, but fortunately
the Dominicans, the Jesuits and the Carmelites, jealous of the
rival Orders, pronounced the whole to be an imi)osture.
Tlie two

denounced each other from the pulpits, tlic people took
and passions grew so hot that severe disturbances were
impending. Both factions appealed to the Inquisition, which
submitted the matter to calificadores. These decided that the
demoniacal possession was fraudulent, and that the blasphemies
and sacrilegious acts of the energumens and the violent sermons of
the frailcs were justiciable ])y the Inquisition.
\\"\i\\ great good
sense the tribunal issued a decree, January 9, 1692, ordering the
cessation of all exorcism and of all discussion, whether in the pulpit
or in private.
The excitement forthwith died away and the
energumens, left to themselves, for the most part recovered their
senses.
Prosecutions were commenced against four of them and
against the Franciscan Fray Mateo de Bonilla, which seem to
have been suspended after a few years. One of the girls, however,
who had caught the infection, had her nervous system too profoundly impressed for recovery; she continued under the inspecfactions

sides,

of the Inquisition, gradually sinking into a condition of
confirmed hjqoochondria, until we lose sight of her in 1704.^
Cases of imposture were not infrequent. Whether this in itself
rendered the impostor liable to prosecution by the Inquisition
may be doubted but, in the deception, she was very apt to commit
acts or to utter blasphemies which brought her under its jurisdiction.
Thus, in 1796, we find the Valencia tribunal prosecuting
Benita Gargori, a pretended demoniac, and Francisca Signcs,
an accomplice, for irreligious actions and utterances.'
The exorciser also occasionahy laid himself open to inquisitorial
animadversion. Thus, in 1749, Fray Jaime Sans, a lay-brother
of the Order of San Francisco de Assis, used to visit the sick and

tion

pronounce them to be possessed, when he would make the sign
of the cross

and sprinkle them with holy water.

'
Proccsos contra Francisca Mexia y P>anci.sca do
Fergusson Plsq.).
Fuller details of this instructive case will be found
Religious Historj' of Spain," pp. 428-35.
^ Archive hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 100.
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nounced to the Barcelona tribunal, which warned him to desist,
for he had no power to exorcise, and threatened to proceed against
him, whereupon he promised to obey/ Exorcists also sometimes
abused their opportunities by committing indecencies upon their
I have not met with such cases in the Spanish Inquisipatients.
tion, but in this it would doubtless follow the example of the Roman
Congregation, which, in 1639, ordered the prosecution of a most
flagrant one, reported by the Inquisitor of Bergamo.^
Considered as a whole, the influence of the Inquisition must
have been decidedly beneficial in restraining the development of
experienced inquisitors recognized that the
methods usually adopted only aggravated it. Cardinal Scaglia
epidemics among nuns, remarks
(f 1639), in treating of these

this

for

disease,

that the superiors, not content with exorcisms, commence prosecutions, examine witnesses and interrogate the pretended crimi-

and absurdly and threaten them with torture,
thus extracting whatever confessions they desire and creating still
greater disturbance in the convent and the city.^
nals suggestively

Insults to Images.
Allusion has already been made to the invasion of episcopal
jurisdiction by the assumption of the Inquisition that outrages or
For
insults offered to sacred images fell under its cognizance.
this there

was more

justification

than for some other inferential

was
and
crypto-Judaism and of

heresies, for wilful irreverence to the objects of universal cult

as causing suspicion of erroneous belief,

reasonably regarded
during the period of active persecution of
Protestantism such offences were readily ascribable to heretical
fanaticism.

In one instance, at least, the secular magistrates exercised
In December, 1643, Madrid was much excited by
jurisdiction.
a robbery committed on a miracle-working image of Nucstra
Seiiora de la Gracia, when all its jewels, ornaments and vestments

were taken, and worst of

Am.

'

MSS.

'

Decrct. S. Congr. S.

of

Trattica per

le

the image

was

left

lying face

down-

Philos. Society.

Fondo Camerale, Congr.
'

all,

Officii, p.

388 (Bibl. del R. Archivio

del S. Officio, Vol.
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Great efforts were made to detect the perand it was accounted miraculous when
they were identified while investigating another robber3^ They
must have been tried by the criminal judges, for no mention is
made of the Inquisition and all three were hanged in March, 1G44,
in presence of an inmiense crowd.^
This was exceptional, and the jurisdiction of the Inquisition was
generally admitted.
We are told, loy a writer of the period, that,
when images of the saints are outraged by word or act, if the
accused belongs to a nation infected with iconoclastic heresy, and
the evidence is sufficient and he denies intention, he must be tortured.
Overcoming the torture, without having sufficiently purged
the evidence, he can be sentenced to an extraordinary penalty and
to abjuration, either de levi or de vehementi: if he confesses both fact
and intention and begs for mercy, he is to be reconciled, but if

wards on the ground.

petrators of the sacrilege,

pertinacious he

must be relaxed.^
which the

of absolute heretics, in

This however applies to cases
was apt to be merely

sacrilege

an aggravating incident, while the great majority of cases consisted
of more or less reckless Catholics, whose punishment varied with
In the Toledo trithe circumstances and was rarely vindictive.
bunal, from 1575 to 1610, there were but four cases, which illustrate the general principles of treatment and the extreme susceptibilit}^ felt with regard to any irreverence towards sacred objects.

The first of these occurs in 1579, when Francisco del Espinar,
a boy of 13, was tried for pulling up a way-side cross, playing with
it until he broke it and cast the fragments into a vineyard, and
then alleging that it was no sin because the cross w^as not a blessed
one.
He confessed freely and pleaded that it was not through
irreverence, because he was drunk, but he w^as punished with
The second was in 1595„
sixty lashes and two years of exile.
when Fernando Rodriguez was accused by three witnesses of
throwing a stick at a paper image of the Virgin on an altar, tearing
it and uttering a filthy jest, but he proved an alibi and the case was
suspended. The next was in 1600, when Anton Ruiznieto was
punished with abjuration de levi and three years' exile, for malThe fourth,
treating a crucifix and using offensive words to it.
in 1606, illustrates the circumspection reciuisite to avoid even the
appearance of irreverence, and the danger of denunciation which
Avisos hist6ricos (Semanario erudito,
MSS., V, 377, cap. vii, § 1.
23
VOL. IV

'

Pellicer,

'

Bibl. nacional,

XXXIII,

116, 124, 149).
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constantly impended over every one. Isabel de Espinosa was
denounced by three witnesses because she had placed on a closestool,

which she kept

in her living-room, a painted

board on which

were representations of Christ and some saints. A neighbor
removed it and she replaced it, when the neighbor spoke to her

and she changed its place. She was brought from Ocana to
Toledo and a house was assigned to her as a prison. In defence
she explained that her mother-in-law had left her some old furniture, which her husband had just brought to the house; among
it was this board, black and indistinguishable with age and,
without examination, she had put it on the objectionable article,
but when this was pointed out to her she had removed it. As she
was a simple woman and there was no apparent malice, the case
was suspended.*
In contrast with the severity of the secular courts, as manifested
by the Madrid case of 1644 above referred to, and the French
case of the Chevalier de La Barre, the Inquisition was singularly
In 1661, Francisco de Abiles, chief auditor of the
merciful.
Priors of St. John, for insults to an image of Christ, was only exiled

two years by the Toledo tribunal, which likewise, in 1689
merely exiled for one year Juan ]\Iartin Salvador for stabbing a
Perhaps the instance of greatest rigor that I have met was
cross.^
in 1720, by the Madrid tribunal on a youth named
visited,
that
AYhile confined in the royal prison he became
la
Sarria.
Joseph de
gambling
and, in his wrath, he threw in the dirt a
in
enraged
picture of the Virgin and tore up another, for which he was sentenced to two hundred lashes, five years in the galleys and eight
years of exile from Madrid and his native province of Galicia.^
During the active period of the Inquisition, cases of this offence
In all the sixty-four autos held in S])ain, from
are singularly few.
1721 to 1727, there is not a single specific instance serious enough
to require appearance in an auto, indicating how universal and
deep-seated was the popular reverence for sacred symbols. It
is therefore significant of the s]iiritual and intellectual unrest
characterizing the close of the century, that outrages on images
became comparatively fro(|uent. In the decade, 17S0-17S9 inclusive, there were sixteen cases; in that of 1790-1799, thirty-three
and, from 1800 to 1810, nineteen, some of them, such as trampling
for

•

MSS.

of Library of Univ. of Hallo, Yc, 20, T.

I.

*

Archi\-o hist, nacional, Inq. do Toledo, Log.

1.

»

Bibl. nacional,

MSS.,

BI), 122.
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tion, there are
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Under the Restora-

but three cases on record.'

this period the spirit of revolt manifested itself in other

In 1797, 1798, 1799, 1800 and 1802 there were
throwing down and trampling on consecrated wafers.
In 1797, in A'alencia, Bernardo Amengayl, Ignacio Sanchez,
Miguel Escriba and A'alentin Duza were prosecuted for exhibitions
burlesquing th.e saints and sacred objects. In 1799, at Seville,
Manuel Mirasol was tried for a sacrilegious assault on a priest
carrying the sacrament to a sick man. In 1807, Dr. Vicente Pefia,
priest of Cifuentes was prosecuted in Cuenca for celebrating a
burlesque mass and Don Eusebio de la Mota for assisting him.^
These were surface indications of the hidden currents which were
bearing Spain to new destinies, and it is worthy of note that they
almost ceased during the brief years of the Inquisition under the

kindred ways.

trials for

Restoration.

Akin to the function of preserving images from insult, was the
reverent care with which the Inquisition sought to protect the
cross from accidental pollution.
A carta acordada of September
20, 1629, instructs the tribunals to suppress the

custom

of painting

or placing crosses in recesses of streets or where two walls fonn

an angle, or other unclean places, where they are exposed to filth,
all existing ones are to be removed or erased under discretional penalties.
Another carta of April 19, 1089, recites that
not only has this not been done, but that the custom of placing
while

crosses in these objectionable places

is extending, w^herefore the
previous orders are reissued, with notice that six days after publication will be allowed, subsequently to wliich the penalties will

be enforced.'

Uncanonized Saints.
In the exuberant cult offered to saints, there must be some cenand absolute authority to determine claims to sainthood and
to preserve the faithful from the superstition of wasting devotion
on those who have no power of suffrage. St. Ulric of Augsburg
is said to be the first saint whose sanctity was deliberately passed
tral

'

'

Archivo

hist, iiacional,

Ibidem, Leg.

p. 167.

1,

n. 4, fol.

Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 100.

179.—MSS.

of

Royal Library

'

of

Ibidem.

Copenhagen, 218b,
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upon by Rome, in 993, and Alexander III, in 1181 definitely
forbade the adoration of those who had not been canonized by
The assumption of such authority was essential,
the Holy See/

was profitable to a shrine fortunate
enough to possess his remains, and popular enthusiasm was ready
at any moment to ascribe sainthood to any devotee who had

for the cult of a local saint

earned the reputation of especial holiness.
How difficult it was for even the Inquisition to crush this eagerness for

new

intercessors between

God and man,

is

seen in the

disturbances which troubled Valencia for seven years, between
1612 and 1619. After the death of Mosen Francisco Simon, a
there developed a fixed belief that he was a
Chapels and altars were dedicated to him, books
were printed filled with the miracles wrought by his intercession,
his images were adorned with the nimbus of sanctity, processions
and illuminations were organized in his honor, and the question
of his right to a place in the calendar became a political as well as
a religious one. It was in vain that the Holy See asserted its
unquestioned right of decision and ordered the Inquisition to
suppress the superstition. Popular excitement reached such
priest of

holy

life,

saint in heaven.

was made to murder in the pulpit a secretary
when he endeavored to read the edict; a priest

height that an attempt
of the tribunal,

named Ozar was

slain for opposing the popular frenzy, and Archbishop Aliaga, for six years after his election in 1612, was unable
to perform the visitation of his see, because he would everywhere
have met with the unauthorized cult which he could not sanction

by partaking.

The Suprcma did

its

best

to Philip III, asking the aid of the secular

by continual consultas
arm in suppressing this

it to publish its condemnatory
were neutralized by the Council of Aragon,
backed by the all-powerful favorite Lerma, whose marquisate of
Denia led him to favor the Valencians. It was doubtless his
disgrace, in 161.S, which enabled the Suprema to attain its purpose,
when an energetic consulta of January 10, 1619, was returned with
a decree in the royal autograph to the efTect that, if certain five
points that had been agreed upon were not executed within a
month, the tribunal could be ordered to publish the edicts without

schismatic devotion, and enable
Its efforts

edicts.

further delay
'

Cap.

1,

.^

Extra, Uh. in, Tit. xlv.

Archive dc Simancas, Inq., Lib. 10, fol. 70-76,
cional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 6, n. 2, fol. 158 sqq.
»

lOS-UG.— Arcliivo

hist,

na-
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In this case the Inquisition acted under special papal commands,
but the growing abuse of the unauthorized cult of supposititious
saints led Urban VIII, in 1634, to issue a general decree empowering bishops and inquisitors to repress, with penalties proportioned

worship of saints and nuutyrs not pronounced
by the Holy See, or relating their miracles in books, or
representing them with the nimbus/
Under this the Index of
Sotomayor, in 1C40, and the subsequent ones, ordered the suppresto the offence, all

as such

images or portraits adorned with the insignia of sanctity,
had been duly beatified or canonized by Rome.'
Yet they did not condemn a work issued, in 1G36, by a pious
priest of Salamanca and Toledo, Francisco Miranda y Paz, urging
sion of

all

unless the persons represented

Adam, the father of the human race, and
audaciously asking whether this could not be done without the
licence of the Roman pontiff.^
In fact, what the Inquisition did
in discharge of this duty is less significant than what it left undone.
the cult as a saint of

We have seen (Vol. I, p. 134) that the assumed martyrdom of
El Santo Nino de la Guardia was followed by a popular cult of
the unknown victim.
That cult proved exceedingly lucrative to
those \\\\o exploited it and has continued to the present day,
although Rome could never be induced to sanction it, yet the
Inquisition prudently forbore to interfere with

it

in

any

way.'*

Similar abstention was observed in the celebrated case of the for-

—

known

as the Plomos del Sacromonte
inscribed leaden
accompanied by bones assumed to be those of the earliest
Christian martyrs, exhumed in 1595, on a mountain near Granada.
The forgeries were clumsy enough, but they favored the two points
dearest to the Spanish heart the Lnmaculate Conception of the
Virgin and the Spanish apostolate of St. James. They were welcomed with the intensest fervor, a house of secular canons was
erected on the spot, which grcAV wealthy through the offerings of
pilgrims, and innumerable miracles attested the sanctity of the
geries

plates,

—

>

^

'

Urbani PP. VIII Const. Coelesiis (Bullar. Roman. IV, 85, Append, p. 33).
Index of 1640, Regula xvi. Indice Ultimo, p. xxvi.
Discurso sobre si so le pucde hacer fiesta al Premier Padre del Gcnero Humano

—

Adan y

darle culto y veneracion publica

como d Santo,

sin licencia del

Romano

Por D. Francisco iliranda y Paz. Madrid, 1636. The book was
thought worthy of a refutation, which appeared in 1639 (Nic. Anton. Bihl. nova
Pontifice.

s.

V.

Franciscus de Miranda).

—

Padre Fidel Fita, in Bolctin, 1887. Martinez Moreno Historia del Martirio
del Santo Nifio de la Guardia (Madrid, 1866).
*
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relics.
Rome refused to admit the authenticity of the plomos
without examining them; after a long struggle they were sent there
in 1641, and after another protracted contest they were condemned
as fabrications, May 6, 1682, by Innocent XI in a special brief.

The bones

of the so-called martyrs

were not specifically condemned

as spurious, but they were not accepted as genuine, yet the Index
of Vidal Marin, while printing the

and

books written

of the

condemnation

in their defence,

was

of the

plomos

careful to assert

that the prohibition did not include the relics or the veneration

paid to them the Sacromonte
;

is still

a place of pilgrimage and, in

the Plaza del Triunfo of Granada, there stands a pillar bearing

the

names and martyrdoms

of the saints as recorded in the

Yet, so long as the claims of the martyrs were not allowed

plomos/

by Rome

and the only evidence in their favor was condemned as fabricated,
this was superstition, and its suppression was the duty of the
Inquisition.

While

it

was empowered

to

do

this

by the decree

of

Urban VIII,

not easy to see whence Inquisitor-general Arce y Reynoso
obtained faculties to authorize the cult of supposititious saints
is

it

The success of the plomos led a
Higuera, and his imitators, to fabricate
chronicles of early Christian times, principally designed to stimulate Mariolatry and belief in the Christianization of Spain by St.
not accepted by the Holy See.
learned Jesuit,

Roman de

la

They were long accepted

James.

y Reynoso ordered the
in them to be included

as genuine and, in 1650, Arce

fictitious saints

and martyrs who

figure

in litanies as objects of veneration

and

worship.^
its authority under the
So recently as 1818, when Josef de Herrera, an apothecary of Xeres de la Frontera, desired to establish
the cult of an engraving of the Trinity, copied from a picture vene-

Still,

the Inquisition asserted to the last

decree of

Urban VIII.

rated in the cathedral of Mexico, the tribunal of Seville prohibited

the
'

effort.""'

The

best account of those aiul kindred forgeries

his Ilisloria crilica dc

in

las }<ilsos

is

by Jos6 Godoy Alci'uilara,
The modern

Croniconca (Madrid, 1868).

President of the Canons of Sacromonte has given the other side in his El Sacro
Monlc dc Granada (Madrid, 1SS.3).
The influence of the Infjuisition at first was adverse to the plomos. See Archivo
dc Simancas, Inq., Lib. 20, fol. 127, 18S, 23(), .319. A whole volume of (he archives
(Lib. 41')

is

occupied with papers connected with the affair from 1001 to

*

Barrantes, Aparato para la Historfa de Extremadura,

'

Archivo dc Simancas, Inq., Lib. 435^.

II,

392.

1(536.

—
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The Immaculate Conception.
The dogma of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin had a
struggle for recognition through six centuries, before it was defined
as an article of faith by Pius IX in 1854.^
In Spain, where popular
devotion to the Virgin was especially ardent, it had, in the seventeenth century, become almost universally accepted, except by
the Dominicans, whose reverence for their great doctor, St. Thomas

Aquinas, bound them to follow him in its denial. In this they had
long been fighting a losing battle with their great rivals, the Franciscans, and of late with their still more bitter foes, the Jesuits,
Successive popes

— Sixtus IV, Paul l\, Paul V and Gregory XV

in vain sought to suppress the disputatious scandals

by forbidding
public discussion of the subject under severe penalties, and the
two latter extended these penalties to those who should publicly
assert the

Mrgin

to

have been conceived

in original sin

— but

still

the Holy See cautiously abstained from declaring the conception

The enforcement of these penalties
and inquisitors.
From 1617 to 1656, Philip III and Philip IV made the Immaculate Conception a matter of state policy, by long and earnest
efforts with the papacy to decide it afhrmatively, and negotiations
for combined acticm were carried on with France, but the Galilean
court responded only with pious phrases.^ That in this the crown
was but voicing the wishes of the people was manifested when, in
to

have been immaculate.

was confided

1636, a

to all bishops

man who

was conceived

ventured, in Madrid, to assert that the \'irgin

in original sin,

was promptly cut down by some

passing soldiers, was arrested by the Inquisition, and as soon
as his wounds were healed, was thrown into the secret prison for

due prosecution under the papal decrees.^
The Dominicans and their followers found it hard to observe
the discreet silence prescribed by the popes and, in 1661, the
Spanish bishops united in earnest request to Alexander VII,
representing that persons were still found who publicly denied the
*

I

have considered

torj' of
'

in

some

detail the

this belief, in the " His-

(Bil)l. del

camerale, Congr. del S. Officio,

Cartas de Jesuitas (Mem.

^'ol.

—

(MS. penes me). Collect.
R. Archivio di Stato in Roma, Fondo

Collect. Decretor. S. Congr. S. Officii, s.v. Conceplio

Decret. S. Congr. S. Inquisit.
*

development of

the Inquisition of the Middle Ages," III, 59G sqq.

3).

hist, espauol,

XIII,

4.^0).
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sent the Bishop of Plasencia

as a special envoy, to convey this memorial, resulting

in the brief SoUicitudo, of

December

expressly abstained from defiining

8,

1661, in which Alexander

dogma, but forbade the
teaching of the opposite, as well as stigmatizing the opposite as
heresy, thus continuing the non-committal policy of his predeit

as a

and quarrels without deciding the
end he empowered all prelates and inquisitors
to prosecute and punish transgressors severely, no matter what
exemptions they might claim, and including even Jesuits. He
also placed on the Index all books impugning the Immaculate
Conception and likewise those wliich should tax unbelievers with
cessors, to prevent discussions

To

question.

this

heresy.^

This brief was received with great rejoicings by the upholders
who regarded it as a triumph. In A'alencia it was
made the occasion of a splendid festival, in which pasquinades
of the doctrine,

plentiful.
One, which was greatly applauded, represented a Dominican stretched on a sick-bed and

on the opponents were

watched by a Jesuit. A Franciscan opening the door enquires
is the good brother?" to which the Jesuit replies "He is
speechless, but he still lives."
It was doubtless to the temper

"How

thus evinced that

we may

attribute the suppression

by the Suprema

of the city's official report of the celebration, the proliibition of

one paper and the correction of another.^
The brief was promptly transmitted to the tribunals by the
Suprema, with orders for its enforcement which show how deliThey were
cately such explosive material had to be handled.
cautioned that, when they or their commissioners were j)resent
at sermons preached by Dominicans, they must be careful that
any action taken was such as not to create scandal. They were
not trusted with prosecuting transgressors, but were ordered,
beforehand, to transmit to the Suprema the sumarias with the
opinions of the calificadores, and to await instructions. Apparently the customary jealousy arose between the episcopal and
inquisitorial jurisdictions, for a carta acordada of 1667 calls for
information as to whether the Ordinaries concurred in hearing

'

Le

Tcllier,

Kecuiil des Bulles conccrnans les errcurs

etc., p. 29(3

(Mons [Rouen]

1G97).
'

Bil)l. ii;icioiKil,

Leg. 11, n.

1,

fol.

MSS., Cc, 99,
111-10.

f()1.23().

— Archive

hist. nacit)iiul, Iiiq.

do

\'aleiicia,
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whether they were treated as belonging exclusively to

the Inquisition.'
It was impossible to make the angry disputants keep the peace,
and the Suprenia was busy in condemning and suppressing writings
on both sides. In 1663 we find it ordering the seizure at the ports
of two books printed in Italy.
An edict of January 4, 1664, suppressed fifteen books and tracts, issued in 1662 and 1663, as indecent and irreverent to the Holy See, the Religion of St. Dominic
and tlie Angelic Doctor Aquinas. Another decree, of December 7,
1671, suppressed two books indecently attacking the Dominicans
and another of prayers and exercises for the devotion of the Inmiaculate Conception by the Franciscan Provincial Bonaqua.
Books
of devotion thus assumed a controversial character, and we can
safely assume this to be the cause of an order, in 1679, to seize
at Alicante and transmit to the Suprema a box of Dominican

breviaries.^
I have chanced to meet with but few cases of prosecutions for
impugning the Immaculate Conception, but they occurred occaThus, in 1782, Don Antonio Fornes, a pilot's mate of
sionally.
a naval vessel, was tried in Seville for obstinately denying it and,
in 1785, Don Isidro Moreno, a physician, and his son Joaquin,
were brought before the Saragossa tribunal for the same offence.^

Unnatural Crime.
Inherited from classical antiquity, unnatural crime

was

persist-

ent throughout the Middle Ages, in spite of the combined efforts

Church and

of

clerical

State.

It is

true that, with the leniency

offenders, the Council of Lateran, in

1179,

shown

to

prescribed

them only degradation or penitential confinement in a monaswhich was carried into the canon law, but secular legislation
In
was more severe and the usual penalty was burning alive.

for

tery,

^

'

fol.

Archive

hist, nacional,

Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 10, n.

2, fol. 58,

90; Leg. 11, n. 2,

217.

114; Leg. 11, n. 3,

'

Ibidem, Leg.

'

Ibidem, Leg. 100.

*

C. Lateran., ann. 1179, cap. xi (Cap. 4,

1, n. 4, fol.

Contume de Bretagne,
(Bergomi, 1594).

-\rt.

112,

142.

fol.

02.

Extra, Lib. v. Tit. xxxi).

—Statuta

—Home, Myrror of Justice, cap.

—Trds ancien

criininalia Mediolani, cap.
iv, § 14.

51
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Spain, in the thirteenth century, the punishment prescribed was
and lapidation, but, in 1497, Ferdinand and Isabella
decreed burning alive and confiscation, irrespective of the station
castration

—

The crime was mixti fori the law treated it as
it was also ecclesiastical and, in
1451, Nicholas V empowered the Inquisition to deal with it/
When the institution was founded in Spain it seems to have
assumed cognizance, for we are told that, in 1506, the Seville
of the culprit.

subject to the secular courts, but

tribunal
arrests

made

the subject of a special inquest there were

it

;

and many

Possibly this

fugitives,

may have

and twelve convicts were duly

many

burnt.^

called attention to the incongruity of

diverting the Inquisition from

its

legitimate duties with the

New

Suprema, October 18, 1509, assumes
that this had already been recognized, and it informs the tribunals
that they are not to deal with the crime, as it was not within their
Christians, for a decree of the

jurisdiction.^

This apparently settled the matter as far as the

kingdoms were concerned.
In Aragon it does not appear that the early Inquisition took
cognizance of the matter, as is shown by the curious connection
Castilian

crime with the rising of the Germania. In 1519, the city
of Valencia was suffering from a pestilence which had driven away
most of the nobles and higher officials when, on St. Magdalen's
day (June 14th), Fray Luis Castelloli preached an eloquent sermon in which he attributed the pest to the wrath of God excited
by the prevalence of the offence. The populace were excited and
hunted up four culprits, who confessed and were duly burnt by
the justiciary, Hieronimo Farragud, on July 29th. There was
of the

a

fifth,

a baker

who wore

the tonsure and was delivered to the

episcopal court, which sentenced

him

to vergiienza.

This dis-

satisfied the people who tore him from the spiritual authorities,
garroted and burnt him. The governor was summoned, and the
There had been a scare
leaders of the mob feared punishment.
Moors,
which had led the
concerning a rumored attack by the

'

Fuero Real de Espana, Lib.

xxxi, ley

1.— Ripoll,

Cap. Quod nuper
*

his,

Llorente, Afialcs,

Extra, Lib.
I,

327.

iii,

—

Nueva Recop., Lib. viii, Tit.
301.— Innocent. PP. IV, Gloss in

iv, Tit. ix, leg. 2.

Bullar. Ord. Prajdic, III,
Tit. xxxiv.

—

Archivo dc Simancas, Inq., Lib. 933. "En lo que toca al crimen nefando,
cosas no liay con ello que abiertamente sepan lien-gia, contra las tales
personas ya sabeis que por esto no debeis vosotros proceiler, ni es de vuestra
'

si

otra.s

jurisdicciou."
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trades to form military companies; these were further organized,
elected a chief

and swore confraternity, when, recognizing

their

strength, they utilized the opportunity of gratifying their hatred

and the rebellion broke out.*
In all this the Inquisition was evidently not thought of as
having jurisdiction, but possibly it may have drawn attention to
the crime and led to an application to Clement VII for a special
brief placing it under inquisitorial jurisdiction.
Bleda, however,
of the nobles

Rome, made
had been introduced into Spain by the Moors.^ Be this as it may, the brief of
Clement, February 24, 1524, recites that Sessa had represented
the increasing prevalence of the crime and had asked for an appropriate remedy, which the pope proceeded to grant.
The form in
which it is drawn shows that the matter w^as regarded as wholly
foreign to the regular duties of the Holy Office, for it is addressed,
tells

us that,

when

the

Duke

of Sessa,

ambassador

request for such a brief, he gave as a reason that

at

it

not to the inquisitor-general as usual, but to the individual inquisiAragon, Catalonia and Valencia, and it authorizes them to

tors of

sub-delegate their powers to

powered

to

proceed against

all

whom

they please.

They

are

em-

persons, lay or clerical, of whatever

by accusation, denunciation, inquisition, or of their
motion, and to compel the testimony of unwilling witnesses.
That the offence was not ecclesiastical or heretical was admitted
rank, either

own

limitation that the trial was to be conducted in accordance
with local municipal law, but yet, with singular inconsistency,
the episcopal Ordinary w^as to be called in when rendering sen-

by the

The Barcelona tribunal seems to have questioned, in 1537,
whether the brief continued in force, for the Suprema wrote to it
July 11th, that there had not been time to decide this positively,
but that it might continue to act.^ Whatever doubts existed were
settled in favor of the Inquisition, and the Aragonese tribunals
enjoyed the jurisdiction to the end. The Archbishop of Saragossa
had complained of being thus deprived of cognizance of these
cases, and it was restored to him by a brief of January 16, 1525,
but, at the request of Charles V, Pope Clement, July 15, 1530,
tence.^

Escolano, Hist, de Valencia, II, 1449-70.— Boix, Hist, de la Ciudad y Reino
de Valencia, I, 347.
^ Bledce Defensio Fidei,
Cf. Pdramo, p. 184.
pp. 423-4.
^ Bulario de la Orden de Santiago, Lib. TV, fol. 6.
Archive de Simancas, Inq.,
Lib. 927, fol. 40S.— Archive hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 2, n. 16, fol. 259.
* Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 78, fol. 145.
'

—
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evoked

all

pending cases

inquisitors, with full

to himself

power
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and committed them

to the

to decide them, in conjunction with

the Ordinary/

was never included within the special grant. In answer
Suprema replied, November G,
1534, that the matter did not pertain to the Inquisition, nor was
it deemed advisable to procure a brief conferring such power.
This was adhered to. In 1575, the Logroiio tribunal was informed
that it could not prosecute such cases as it had no faculty and,
about 1580, the tribunal of Peru was told not to meddle with it
in any way, except hi cases of soHcitation.^
The Consulta Magna
Castile

to

some

inciuiring tribunal, the

towards the close of his reign, applied
Clement VIII for a brief conferring the power on the Castilian
Inquisition, but the pope dechned for the reason that the whole
attention of the inquisitors should be concentrated on matters of
of 1696 states that Philip II,

to

faith.^

Majorca, although belonging to the crowTi of Aragon, was not
included in the brief of Clement VII, and never
assumed the power. When, in 1644, the commissioner in Iviza
reported to Incjuisitor Francisco Gregorio about Jaime Gallesspecifically

tria,

a

cleric

had no

denounced for

jurisdiction;

still

this offence, Gregorio replied that

he

the tribunal was accustomed to arrest

hand them over for trial to the secular judges, so
he sent a warrant for the arrest of GaUestria, even though he had
taken asylum in a church.^ It is symptomatic that arrest by the
Inquisition, for a crime over which it had no jurisdiction, was
considered a matter of course.
Sicily also belonged to Aragon, but was not included.
In 1569
Philip II ordered the death-i)enalty to be rigidly enforced, without
exceptions, and that the informer should receive twenty ounces
from the estate of the convict, but this was slackly obeyed by
the secular courts and, in the Concordia of 1597, he reserved
the crime exclusively to the Inquisition, with the understanding
that a papal brief should be applied for, relieving inquisitors from
offenders and

irregularity for relaxing culprits.

made

to

Clement VIII, but,

after

was accordingly
Phihp's death, the A'iceroy

A])plication

— Llorente, Analcs,

'

Archive do Siniancas, Inq., Lib. 927,

fol.

429.

2

Arcliivo de Siinaiicas, Inq., Lib. 939,

fol.

107; Lib. S2,

fol.

nacional do Lima, Protocolo 223, Expcdioiitc, 5270.
'
*

Bibl. nacional,

MSS., Q,

1.

Arcliivo hist, nacional, Inq. do A'ak'ucia, Log. 2, n. IG,

fol.

II,

373.

1()3.— .MSS. of Bibl.

259.
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Duke of Maqueda and tho amliassador, tlio Duke of Sessa, at the
instance of influential Sicilians, urged Clement to refuse, which
he not only did but forbade the Inquisition to take cognizance
of such cases.
The tribunal complained that this deprived it of
its
it

jurisdiction over

its

own

officials, to

was not the pope's intention

which the reply was that
them from it. The

to exonerate

tribunal therefore continued to punish

its

own

guilty ministers,

and the number of cases cited would seem to indicate that the
crime was by no means uncommon. The punishments inflicted
were comparatively moderate occasionally imprisonment for life
or banishment, perpetual or temporary, from the place of offending, or deprivation of office with heavy fines.^

—

Dr. Martin Real, who tells us this, writing in 1638, further
informs us that, throughout Italy, the crime was everywhere
treated with a leniency wholly inadequate to its atrocity.
The
Roman Inquisition, moreover, took no cognizance of it. When,
in 1644, some Conventual Franciscans rendered themselves conspicuous by sounding the praises of the practice, the Congregation
contented itself with ordering their superiors to proceed against
them with severity.^
In Portugal, Joao III had no sooner got his Inquisition into
working order than he was seized with the desire to obtain for it
jurisdiction over the pecado maao.
This he pursued with characteristic obstinacy, while the papacy manifested its customary
repugnance. It was not until after his death that Pius IV, in a

committed the decision to the conwhat he might
do but trials were to be conducted according to municipal law.
Henrique had no scruples, but, in 1574, he applied to Gregory
XIII for confirmation and for using the process for heresy in these
ca-ses, when again the pope committed t(j him the decision and
brief of

February

20, 1562,

science of Cardinal Henrique, confirming in advance

—

In 1640, the Regulations prescribe that
and the punishment is to be
relaxation
In a case occurring
or
scourging
and
the
galleys.
either

ratified

it

in advance.^

the offence

Argument
'

is

to

be tried

like heresy,

of Dr. Martin Real

(M8S. of Bodleian Library, Arch. Sold. 130).
39G (.MS. penes me). Deer. S. Congr. 8.

—

Collect. Deer. S. Congr. 8. Officii, p.

Inquisit., pp. 503,

539 (Bib. del R. Archivio

Congr. del S. Officio, Vol.

di

Stato in

Roma, Fondo camcrale,

3).

Corpo Diplomatico Portugues, VI, 379; VII, 211, 235, 439; VIII, 227, 296;
IX, 477; XI, GOO, 656.
3
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Lisbon auto of 1723, the sentence was scourging and ten

years of galley-service/

In their general hostihty to the Inquisition, the Aragonese

kingdoms objected to this extension of its jurisdiction. There
were complaints by the Cortes and, in the various Concordias
and settlements, there were concessions secured which gave to the
Into the details
secular judges some participation in the trials.
of these more or less temporary arrangements it is scarce worth
while to enter, except to mention that, in the struggle which
resulted in the Concordia of 1646, Aragon gained the point that
the crime was recognized as mixti fori, to be tried by either the
secular court or the Inquisition, according to priority in commencing action, and that famihars were included in this.^
The current practice may be gathered from the answers of
Valencia and Saragossa, in response to inquiries by the Suprema,
In Valencia arrest was accompanied by sequestration,
in 1573.
but not in Aragon, where the crime did not entail confiscation.
In Aragon, when a new inquisitor was inducted, the papal briefs
were presented to him and he accepted them, and all sentences
commenced by qualifying the inquisitors as jiiezes comisarios
apostolicos para conocer en el crimen de sodomia, showing that this
was a special jurisdiction. The routine of procedure in the two
tribunals did not vary much; the process was somewhat simpler
than in heresy trials, the accused was allowed ample means of
defence in counsel, advocates and procurators, witnesses' names
were not suppressed, except in Valencia when the accused was of
high rank, in which case the Suprema was consulted. After
the publication of evidence, the procurator had the right to examThe Concordia of 1568 had provided that
ine the witnesses.
convicts should not appear in autos, but in Aragon this was left
to the discretion of the tribunal, which generally exhibited them
there.^

These reports make no allusion to the concurrence of secular
may be gathered from a letter of Philip
II, March 17, 1575, to' the Captain-general of Catalonia, where it

judges, but the practice

Rc'giinicnto do Siuito Officio da Inqiiisi<;ao, Liv. Ill,
Koyal Library of Berlin, Qt. 9548.
^ Fucros
y Actos de CortP, p. 10 (Zarapoza, 1647).
^ Archive hist, nacional, Inq. de ^^alencia, Leg. 2, n. 10,
'

Tit.

fol.

x\v, §§

270.

1,

12.
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appears that, when a convict was relaxed, the royal court deto see the papers of the case before pronouncing sentence.
This the king pronouncd to be wholly wrong and ordered the
custom of Valencia and Aragon to be followed that, when a case
was ready for decision, the inquisitors notified the captain-general,
who delegated judges to take part in the consulta, after which
the sentence was to be executed without further examination.^
Torture was freely employed, even on the testimony of a single
accomplice. This raised a question in Aragon, where the use of
torture was forbidden, as the trials were to l^e conducted in accordance with municipal law, but the Inquisition replied that the brief
of Clement VII had been applied for at the request of the secular
judges, who had found themselves unable to convict for lack of

manded

—

and

torture,

—

desired, for that reason, the Inquisition to

the truth of which assertion

may

have

juris-

well be doubted.

In
1636 there was raised a question as to torturing witnesses who
revoked, but it was decided in the negative.^
Punishment varied with time and place. In Aragon, spontaneous confession was encouraged by simply reprimanding the
diction

warning him and ordering him to confess sacramentally,
was confirmed by the Suprema, in a decree of August 6,
1600.
In Valencia, however, self-denunciation was visited with
scourging and gallej's and, if testimony of accomplices supervened,
with relaxation.^ For those accused and regularly convicted, the
statutory and ordinary punishment was burning.
When, in 1577,
the Captain-general of ^'alencia had some hesitation as to his duty,
in the case of two culprits relaxed to him by the Inquisition,
Philip II ordered him to execute them promptly and, as late as
1647, in an auto at Barcelona, one was garroted and burnt. ^ Yet,
on the whole, there seems to have been a disinclination to relax
culprit,

and

this

these offenders,
fession

who

could not escape, as heretics could, by con-

and conversion.

Valencia tribunal

why

In 1616
it

we

find the

Suprema asking

had not confiscated the

the

estate of Dr.

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 927, fol. 414.
Archive hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 299, fol. 80; Leg. 61. ElucidaBibl.
tiones S. Officii, § 55 (Archive de Alcald, Hacienda, Leg. 544', Lib. 4).
nacional, MSS., V, 377, cap. xxiv, § 1.
' Archive hist, nacional,
Bibl. nacional,
Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 299, fol. 80.
MSS., V, 377, cap. xxiv, § 6.
* Archive hist,
Parets,
nacional, Inq. do Valencia, Leg. 2, n. 16, fol. 2.59.
Sucesos de Cataluna (Mem. hist, espanol, XXIV, 297).
'

—

'

—

—

—
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Perez, convicted of this crime and, in 1634,

it enquires whether
pc?m ordinaria, when guilt has
been fully proved and the offender is of full age/ About 1640,
an experienced inquisitor informs us that, in Saragossa, the penalty
for those over 25 was relaxation; for minors, scourging and the
galleys, but he adds that this is not observed; he had seen many
thus convicted and condemned to relaxation, but the Suprema
always commuted the penalty.^

there

is

any

fiiero prohibiting the

seem to have been regarded as entitled to especial
In 1684, the Suprema called to account the A'alencia
tribunal for its benignity, in a case of this kind, when it replied
in much detail.
Two decrees of Pius V in 1568, it said, had
prescribed relaxation, with preliminary degradation, in the case
Ecclesiastics

leniency.

of priests and, in 1574, the tribunal

Many

subdeacon.

to be subjected to the rigor of the

the

common

had

so treated the case of a

were not
and it was

authorities, however, held that clerics

law for

this offence,

opinion that incorrigibility was required to justify

This had been the practice in A'alencia,
priest was convicted of a single act
and, by order of the Suprema, was sentenced to an extraordinary
This had since been followed in various cases, so that
penalty.

the ordinary penalty.
especially since 1615,

clerics

when a

were not relaxed unless incorrigible, and

when repeated punishment showed

to be

this

was defined

that the Church could

not reform them.

This argument, moreover, precluded the use
be used only
when the penalty was worse than torture.^
The case which called forth this explanation affords a veiy
of torture whicli, as the tribunal pointed out, could

instructive

example

of the

advantage to

with opportunity of cross-examination.
'

Archivo

hist, nacional,

Inq. de Valencia, Leg.

justice of

an open

trial,

The accused was Fray
0, n. 2, fol.

52; Leg. 8, n.

2, fol.

497.

MSS., V, 377, cap. xxiv, § 2.
was more humane than the Castilian courts. Jan. 27, 1637,
two culprit.s were burnt in ^Madrid. Oct. 14, 1639, two more were bunit and a
third was l)rought out to share the same fate, when the episcopal vicar claimed
him, as he had been decoyed from the asylum of a church. Nine more were in
'

Bibl. nacional,

The

Inquisition

prison at the time.

(Mem.

eri'idito,

XXXI,

the Inquisition.

Archivo

XIY,

26;

man and

XV,

a boy were burnt.

— Cartas de

.le.suitas

3 1.1).— Pellicer, .\visos hi.st6rieos (Seman:lrio

87, 228).

In .Mexico there

'

Oct. 10, 1010, a

hist, espanol,

was a

.special

qucmadero

— Obregon, Mexico

hist, nacional,

for such cases, distinct

viejo, II, 391.

Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 61.

from that of
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Manuel Sanchez

del Castellar

ber of the Order of
three years,

y

Arl)iistan, a distinguished

The

IMerced.

trial

had

the papers were submitted to the Suprema, in
There were two accomplice witnesses to consum-

and
Under the

acts, others to solicitation, others to lascivious

actions,

mem-

lasted for nearl}-

when

August, 1684.

mated

La

309

and others

to general foul reputation.

filthy

ordi-

condemnation would have been inevitable, but repeated examinations and cross-examinations revealed
discrepancies and contradictions and variations, and a knowledge
nar}'- inquisitorial

process,

of the witnesses enabled the accused to present evidence of enmities.

The conclusion reached by the

tril^unal Avas that nearly

the whole mass of evidence was the result of a conspiracy, em-

bracing a number of frailes of the convent, incited by jealousy
vStill, there was
of the honors and position obtained by Sanchez.

some testimony as to indiscretions, which was not rebutted and,
as there had been a great scandal requiring a victim, with customary inquisitorial logic, he was sentenced to four years' exile
from Valencia, Orihuela and Madrid, for the first two of which he
was deprived of active and passive voice, of confessing and preachIn this, consideration was
ing and of all honors in his Order.
given to three years spent in prison, so that, if innocent, he had
suffered severely and was sent forth branded with an ineffaceable
stigma while, if guilty, he had a penalty far less than his deserts.
When the Suprema asked why the two witnesses to complicity were not prosecuted, the tribunal replied that they were
regarded as spontaneously confessing, and it was not customary
to prosecute in such cases; besides, although their enmity and
contradictions invalidated their testimony, these were insufficient
Altogether it was an
to justify prosecution for false-witness.^

unpleasant business, which the tribunal evidently desired to
despatch with as little damage as possible to the Church.
The tendency towards leniency increased with time, and was
shown to laymen as well as to ecclesiastics. In 1717, the Barcelona
tribunal sentenced Guillaume Amiel, a Frenchman, to four years

The Suprema
when the sentence

of presidio

and perpetual banishment from Spain.

commuted

the presidio to a hundred lashes but,

was
that

read, Amiel protested that his father

he

held a patent as "teniente del

was a gentleman and

Key

Christianisimo,"

thus claiming exemption from degrading corporal punishment.
*

Archive

hist, nacional,

Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 61.

24
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The proceedings were suspended, and the Suprema was consulted,
which omitted the lashes and, on the same account, the boy
Ramon Gils, who was the accomplice, was spared the vergiicnza
to which he had been condemned/
The most conspicuous case of this nature in the annals of the
Inquisition was that of Don Pedro Luis Galceran de Borja, Grandmaster of the Order of Montesa. He was not only a grandee of
Spain, but was allied to the royal house, he was half-brother to
Francisco de Borja, Duke of Grandia and subseciuently General
of the Jesuits, and was of kin to nearly all the noblest lineages of
the land.
For his arrest, in 1571, the assent of Phihp II was
necessary; he was not confined in the secret prison, but had commodious apartments from which, during his trial, he conducted
the affairs of the Order.
He claimed exemption on the ground
of the privileges of the Order, and more than two years were
spent in debating the question, though it was pointed out that,
while the Trinitarians had even greater privileges, two members
professed of that Order had recently been relaxed for the same
crime, and Borja was not even a cleric, but a married man with
children.
The claim was finally disallowed and the trial went
slowly on. The evidence reduced itself to two "singular" witnesses, who testified to solicitation and attempt, and to one,
Martin de Castro, who testified to consummation and then revoked.
Powerful influence from all quarters was brought to bear to save
the accused, and in the final consulta de fe there was discordia.
Two inquisitors and the Ordinary voted for acquittal. The other
inquisitor, who was Juan de Rojas, in a written opinion, called
for four years of exile and a heavy fine.
The Suprema, after
prolonged correspondence with the tribunal, accepted this, but
changed the exile to six years of reclusion in his convent of Montesa.

Llorente intimates that the inquisitors expected to gain

bishoprics, or at least places in the

made through which, on

Suprema, and that a bargain was

Borja's death, the Order of IMontesa was

incorporated with the crown, as the military Orders of Castile

had been under Ferdinand;

to this latter

some

color

Philip's appointment) of Borja's natural son to the

was lent by
grand com-

mandcrship of the Order, from which he rose to the cardinalate.
There is an evident allusion to this case in the remark of an Italian
traveller in 1593, who, when speaking of the severity of the Inqui*

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Sala 39, Leg.

4, fol. 71.
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it by
arm around

sition in these matters, illustrates

for merely throwing his

ten years in prison

and

371
the story of a grandee who,

the neck of a page, spent
thousand ducats/
frequent to give the Aragonesc tribunals

fifty

Cases were sufficiently

it was included in the
Edict of Faith in 1574, as a crime to be denounced.^ I have
but a few scattering data, but they are suggestive. Thus, in
Saragossa, at the auto of June 6, 1585, there were four culprits

considerable occupation, especially after

In Catalonia, in 1597, the report, by Inquisitor Heredia,
Tarragona and parts of those of
Barcelona, Vich and Urgol, contains sixty-eight cases of all kinds
relaxed.^

of a visitation through the see of

and of these fifteen were for this class of offences, though most of
them were subsequently suspended/ In Valencia, there appeared
in the autos from January 1598 to December 1602, twenty-seven
As it was custoof these culprits, of whom seven were frailest
maiy to read the sentences con meritos, the populace had an
edifying education.
From 1780 to 1820, the total number of
cases coming before the three tribunals was exactly one hundred.^

Usury.

The

ecclesiastical definition of

usury

is

we understand

not, as

the term, an exorbitant charge for the use of money, beyond the

but any interest or other advantage, however small
from a loan of money or other article. Forbidden by the Old Law, between the Chosen People, and extended
under the New to the brotherhood of man, it has been the subject
legal rate,

or indirect, derived

of denunciation continuously from the primitive Church to the
most recent times. Ingenuity has been exhausted in devising
methods of repression and punishment, only to show how impossible has been the task of warring against human nature and

human

necessities.

—

'
Bulario dc la Ordcn dc Santiago, Lil). iv, fol. 6. Archive hist, nacional, Inq.
de Valencia, Leg. 61; Cartas del Conscjo, Leg. 5, n. 1, fol. 5. Llorente, Hist,
Giambattista Confalonicri (Spicilegio Vaticano,
crft., cap. XXIV, art. 4, n. 2.

—

—

I,

461).
'
=•

*

"

Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 82, fol. 91.
Bibl. nacional, MSS., PV, 3, n. 20.
Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Visitas de Barcelona, Leg.
Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 99.

15, fol. 5.
'

Ibidem, Leg. 100.
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From an

early period, usury was regarded as an ecclesiastical
and crime, subject to spiritual jurisdiction in both the jorum
internum and jorum externum. In 1258 Alexander IV rendered
it justiciable by the Inquisition and, at the Council of Vienne, in
1312, the assertion that the taking of interest is not a sin was
defined to be a heresy, which the Inquisition was in duty required
During the later Middle Ages, when the greater
to prosecute/
heresies had been largely suppressed, the prosecution of usurers
formed a considerable, and the most profitable, portion of inquisitorial activity.
It is true that the heresy consisted in denying
that usury is a sin, but, as the Repertorium of 1494 explains, the
usurer or simonist, who does not affirm or deny but is silent and
tacitly believes it not to be a sin to commit usury or simony, is
sin

a pertinacious heretic mentally.^
In Spain, the usurious practices of Jews and Converses were
the principal source of popular hostility, but Jews were not subject to the Inquisition and, in its earlier years, it appears not to
have recognized its jurisdiction in this matter over the Converses,
for I have met with no trace, at this period, of action by it against
As regards the latter,
usury, whether in Castile or in Aragon.
indeed, it was impeded by a fuero of the Cortes of Calatayud, in
1461, prohibiting the prosecution of usurers, by both the secular
and spiritual courts, and the procuring of faculties for the purpose
by the Inquisition. To ensure the observance of this, Juan II
was required to swear that he would not obtain any papal rescript
or commission authorizing inquisition into usury and that, if
such rescript were had, it should not be used but be delivered
within a month to the Diputados.' It may be assumed that the
Inquisition sought relief from this restriction, for Julius II issued
*

Raynald. Annal., ann. 1258,

Cap.
'

it

1,

n.

23.— Potthast, Regesta,

n. 17745,

Repcrtor. Inquisit.

s.

v. Hccreticus, § Pertinnx.

Although simony was the universally corroding vice of the Church, and although
was reckoned as a heresy, it was too profitable to the hierarchy ever to be

Rul)jected to the Inquisition.

In a project of inst met ions for the Spanish dele-

gates to the Lateran Council in 1512, simoniacal heresy

is

denounced as the

universal destruction of the Church, owing to the openness with which
tised in
it

18396.—

Clement., Lib. v, Tit. v.

Home and

it is

prac-

throughout Chri.stendom, and they are told to labor to have

prosecuted as heresy by the Inquisition

—Dollinger,

und Cultur-Geschichte, III, 20-1).
Fueros de Aragon, fol. 110. For earlier

Beitriige zur politischen

kirclilichen
'

49 (Zaragoza, 1C24),

legislation of .similar import see fol.

—
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a vmtu propria, January 14, 1504, reciting the fucro of Calatayud
and stating that the iisuraria pravilas had so increased that a
measure of wheat would be niultipHed to twenty-five within three
years,
fuero,

chiefly because the

Inquisition,

was precluded from the exercise

in

consequence of

this

of its lawful jurisdiction.

Deza to prosecute all
and compel them to desist, by inflicting the
penalties prescribed by the general council, while Ferdinand was
summoned to aid the inquisitors, and he and his successors were
released from any oaths to observe the fuero/
As all commercial and financial transactions at the time were
based on interest payment and, as the agriculturist habitually
borrowed seed-corn before sowing, to be repaid with increase
after harvest, the Inquisition thus had an ample field opened for
That it did not neglect the opportunity is fairly
its operations.
It was the subject of one
inferable from the opposition excited.
of the most energetic remonstrances of the Cortes of ]\Ionzon in
1510, and the Concordia of 1512 bore an article in which Ferdinand
promised to obtain from the pope the revocation of the faculties
granted to the inquisitors; that he would allow no other grant to
be obtained, and that meanwhile he would arrange that no prosecutions should be brought except for open assertion that usury
was no sin. For this, as for the other articles, he swore to procure
the papal confirmation. Inquisitors were likewise sworn to obey
the Concordia and, when Ferdinand was released from his oath
by Leo X, in the brief of April 30, 1513, a motu propria followed,
September 2d, to the effect that, as heresy and usury are the most

He

therefore ordered Inquisitor-general

Christian usurers

heinous of crimes, to be prosecuted with the sharpest rigor, the
inquisitors were released from their oaths and directed to employ
.^
the faculties granted by Julius II for the suppression of usury
This serves to explain why, in the compromise embodied in Inquisitor-general Mercader's Instructions of 1514, there is no allusion
the inquisitors were not to be disturbed in the exercise
to usury
When, however, Leo, in 1516,
of their functions in this respect.^

—

'

Bulario de la Ordcn de Santiago, Lib.

alluded to was that of Lyons, in 1273.

i,

fol.

109.

See cap.

1, 2,

The general

council here

in Sexto, Lib. v, Tit. v.

This refers back to Concil. Lateranens. Ill, ann. 1179, cap. xxv.
^ Pragmaticas
y altres Drets de Cathalunya, Lib. i. Tit. viii, cap. 1, § 20.
Archive de Simancas, Inq. de Barcelona, Cortes, Leg. 17, fol. 32. Pdramo,

—

185.
'

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 933.

p.
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confirmed the Concordia of 1512, he removed usury from inquisitorial jurisdiction

should hold
It

and prohibited

prosecution unless the culprit

its

not to be a sin/

it

has already been seen

how

completely the Inquisition ignored

all

these agreements, in spite of royal and papal confirmations.

So,

when Charles V was

to take the specific

proved equally
diction, but, in

a

brief of

fine

obliged, in 1518, at the Cortes of Saragossa,

and elaborate oath imposed on Juan

futile.^

Aragon proper, they were impeded

Clement VII, January

themselves in future to heresy

own

it

court. ^

by
them to conprocured by Juan of
for a time

16, 1525, ordering

— a brief

who claimed

Austria, Archbishop of Saragossa,

usury for his

II,

Inquisitors continued to exercise juris-

jurisdiction over

This afforded slender

relief,

for he

and the Cortes of Saragossa,
in 1528, adopted a fuero, confirmed by Charles V, reciting that
the laws provide for the punishment of usurers by the secular
employed the

inquisitorial process

courts, but that the ecclesiastical judges

were prosecuting them,

wherefore, at the desire of the four brazos, his majesty ordered

kingdom to be enforced without exception.*
So long as the Inquisition was not involved, Charles was indifferent as to how usurcre were treated, but, when the Catalans,
at the Cortes of ]\Ionzon, in the same year, complained of the prosecution of usury by inquisitors and petitioned that it be prevented,
he drily answered that the laws should be observed and justice
should be done."^ No greater satisfaction than this could be had
when, a few j^ears later, the Cortes of the three kingdoms reiterated
the complaint of the prosecutions for usury by the Inquisition,
inflicting an ineffaceable stain upon parties and their descendants,
even though they were discharged without penance. The reply
the ancient laws of the

of the inquisitor-general to this Avas a simple denial, coupled with

demand that the names of injured parties should be produced.®
In the absence of documents, it is not easy to understand why
the Inquisition suddenly abandoned a jurisdiction for which it
had contended so strenuously, but so it was. In 1552, Simancas
asserts that inquisitors have no cognizance of questions arising

the

from usury, but must leave them

to the Ordinaries, for usurers

'

Pragnmticas

'

.\rgensola, Anales dc Aragon, Lib.

'

* Fucros de .\ragon,
Dormer, Afiales de Aragon, Lib. ii, cap. xli, p. 384.
Archivo dc Simancas, Patronato Real, Imi., Leg. unico, fol. 37,

*
'

etc.

de Cathalunya, Lib.

Llorcntc, Afialcs, II, 298.

i,

i,

Tit. viii, cap. 2, §§ 20, 35.

cap.

liv.
fol.

38.
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moved by erroneous

belief, but by the desire for sordid
In this Siniancas evidently spoke by authority, for the

gains/

Suprema,

March 17, 1554, forbade the
and the subject disappears
from infiuisitorial records.^ The secular and spiritual courts were
left to fight the losing battle with industrial and commercial proin a carta

acordada

of

tribunals to take cognizance of usury,

gress,

which eventually compelled the recognition

payment

for the usance of

money

is

of the fact that

customarily profitable to

both parties.

Morals
The
its

was the preservation of the purity
and not the improvement of morals. The view taken of

object of the Inquisition

of faith

duties as to the latter

is set

forth in the

comments of the Suprema

on the report by de Soto Salazar of his visitation, in 1566, of the
Barcelona tribunal. Clement, Abbot of RipoU, was prosecuted
for saying that so great was the mercy of God that he would pardon
a sinner who confessed, even though he had not a firm intention
to abstain in future, and also for keeping a nun as a mistress.
He was fined in four hundred ducats, and was ordered to break
off relations with the nun under pain of a thousand ducats.
The
Suprema sharply reprimanded Inquisitor Padilla for inflicting so
heavy a penalty and for exceeding his jurisdiction in prohibiting
the unlawful connection. So, when the inquisitors fined Jaime
Bocca, an unmarried familiar, in twelve ducats for keeping a
married woman as mistress, the Suprema told them that it was
none of their business. It is true that in two other cases of
familiars, fined in twenty ducats each for keeping mistresses, the
comment is simply that the rigor was excessive.^
The same principle, as we have seen, was observed in the treatment of solicitation. The question of morals was studiously
excluded, as a matter entirely beyond the purview of the Inquisition, and the only point considered was the technical one whether
cases came within papal definitions drawn up to safeguard the
sacrament of penitence. The same remark applies to the vigorous
prosecution of those who held simple fornication to be no sin.
*

'
'

Simancae de Cath. Instt., Tit. lxvi, n.
Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 939,
Ibidem, Visitas de Barcelona, Leg.

3.
fol.

106.

15, fol. 20.
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to repress the sin itself, for this

was beyond

the faculties conferred on the Inquisition, but merely to ascertain

and punish the mental

As time passed

attitude of the accused.

and as the heretics who were the
grew scarce, there arose a
sphere of action and to assume the position

on, however,

legitimate objects of the

tendency to enlarge

its

Holy

Office

morum.

This has been seen in the censorship, which,
during the later period, came to be applied not only to obscene
books but to all manner of works of art that did not accord with
the censor's standard of decency.
From this it was an easy step to intervene in the private lives
of individuals, in matters wholly apart from its legitimate jurisof acMs^os

which we find occasional examples in the later period
Thus, in 1784, Josef Mas was prosecuted in Valencia for singing an improper song at a dance, and in 1791, there is
a prosecution of Manuel de Pino for "indecent and irreligious
acts."
In 1792 the Barcelona tribunal takes the testimony of
diction, of

of decadence.

Ramon

Serolcs of Lloc, with respect to the scandalous

parish priest of that place and his abuse of the holy

oils.

life

of the

In 1810

is investigating Rosa Avinent, keeper of a
tobacco-shop, for suspicion of maltreating some children in her

the Valencia tribunal

In 1816 the Santiago tribunal sentences Don Miguel
Quereyzacta, a post-office official, to leave the city where he has
led a disorderly and scandalous life, and charges him to reconcile
himself to his wife and to live with her. In 1819, Don Antonio
house.

Clemente de Polar
sitions

and

is

prosecuted by the Madrid tribunal for proposuch wise as to satisfy the passions and

for dressing in

for other excesses.^

In these and similar cases,

it

may

be assumed that the parties

inculpated richly deserved correction, but this sporadic defence
of virtue

and punishment

of vice

was much more

likely to en-

courage the gratification of malice than to elevate the standard
of pul)lic morals, and the emi)loyment of the tremendous machinery of the Incjuisition in such matters marks the doi)th of its fall
from its former height. Had its object from the beginning been
the purification of morals as well as of religion, possibly the awe
which it inspired in all classes might have resulted in some ethical
improvement but, during the time of its power, the impression
that

'

it

produced was that morals were

Archivo

hist. naciun:il, Iikj.

of slender

do Valcucia, Leg. 100.

account in com-

— MSS. of Am.

I'liil.

Society.
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parisoii with faith and, in the day of its decline, these occasional
attempts to extend its jurisdiction could only produce exasperation without amendment.

The Seal of Confession.
When,

in 1216, the fourth Council of

confession imperative,

it

was

Lateran rendered auricular

essential that the father confessor

should be bound to preserve absolute silence as to the sins revealed
For a time there were some exceptions admitted, as
heresy for instance, but eventually the obligation became univer-

to him.

and the schoolmen exhausted their ingenuity in devising the
most extreme cases by which to illustrate the inviolability of what

sal

has become known as the seal of confession. Human nature
it is, and priestly nature being subject to human
infirmities, the violation of the seal has, at all times, been a source
of anxiety and tlie object of rigorous punishment, administered
being what

by the spiritual courts, and to the regulars
The Roman Inquisition, in the first halfcentury of its existence, assumed exclusive cognizance of the
ofTence, and demanded that all offenders, whether secular or regular, should be tried by its tribunals, but, in 1G09, it abandoned
its jurisdiction and left them to their bishops and prelates.^
As the heresy involved in betraying the confidence of the
penitent was only an inferential error as to the sacrament an
to the secular clergy

by

their superiors.

artificial

pretext like that devised with regard to solicitation

—
—the

Spanish Inc^uisition did not hold it to be comprised in the general
delegation of faculties, but that a special papal commission was
requisite.
No attempt seems to have been made to obtain this
until 1639, when, on October 11th, the Suprema addressed PhiHp
IV a consulta setting forth that numerous denunciations were

by the tribunals against confessors who revealed conand that inquisitors were asking urgently for permission
to prosecute such cases as violations of divine, natural and political
law, rendering culprits suspect in the faith, this being even more
It was notorious that
derisory of the sacrament than solicitation.
received

fessions,

the Ordinaries did not check
*

it

among

Collect. Dccret. S. Congr. 8. Offi«ii, p. 125

S. Inquisit., pp. 66,

515 (Bibl. del

Congr. del S. Officio, Vol.

3).

R

the secular clergy, nor

(MS. penes me).

— Uecrcta

S.

Congr.

Archivio di Stato in Roma?, Fondo camerale,
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the regulars, nor could, in such hands, any

remedy be

efficacious,

be bought

off or

because in

frightened

off,

])ublic trials the witnesses

and there were no

to assure the necessary segregation of the accused.

was therefore asked

to procure

would

secret prisons

The king

from the pope, for the Inquisition,

exclusive jurisdiction over the offence/

The Suprema probably

did not exaggerate as to the denunciations received by the tribunals, for, in the minor one of the Canaries, we find it, in 1G37,
receiving testimony against Diego Artiaga, priest of Hierro, for

Diego Salgado, priest of la Palma and,
1644 against Fray Matias Pinto of Teneriffe.^
There can be no doubt that Philip, as usual, acceded to the
request of the Suprema, but Urban VIII seems not to have been
He had a plausible reason for declining, in the fact
responsive.
that the Roman Inquisition had abandoned its jurisdiction over
the matter and, at the moment, he was at odds with the Spanish
over the question of censorship and of the Plomos del Sacromonte.
The offence was never included in the Edict of Faith, but occasionally it is enumerated among the charges against confessors on
trial for solicitation, as in the cases of the Franciscan Fray Juan
Pachon de Salas, in Mexico in 1712, of the Carmelite Ventura de
It
San Joaquin in 1794, and of Fray Antonio Ortuho in 1807.^
Inquisition
belief
in
the
competence
of
the
to
eradicate
was difficult
and, as lately as 1808, Jose Antonio Alvarez, priest of Horcajo
de los Montes, was denounced for this offence to the Toledo tribunal, but the trial was suspended, probably through doubt as to
When the question was brought up squarely, in
jurisdiction.'*
Doctor
Don Francisco Torneo, before the Valencia
the case of
this offence, in 1643, against

in

tribunal, after

had no

due discussion it decided, March 28, 1816, that
and the case was accordingly dismissed.^

it

jurisdiction,

General Utility.
The
it

efficient

organization of the Inquisition and the dread which

inspired caused

most diverse
'

2

'
*

'

it

to

be invoked in numberless contingencies,
and wholly foreign to the objects of its

in character

Archive de Simancas Inq., Lib. 21, fol. 198.
Birch, Catalogue of MSS. of Inq. of Canaries, II, 541, 542, 559, 560.
MSS. of David Fergusson Esq. .Vrchivo do Simancas, Inq., Lib. 1002.
Catdlogo de las causiia seguidas ante el Tribunal de Toledo, p. 325.
Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 100.

—
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A brief enumeration of a few of these will serve to
complete our survey of its activity and, trivial as they may seem,
to illustrate how powerful was the influence which it exercised
over the social life of Spain.
The value of its services, arising from the indefinite extent of
In 1499, a Benedictine monasits powers, was recognized early.
tery complained to Ferdinand that it had pledged a cross to a
certain Pedro de Santa Cruz and could not recover it, as he had
placed himself under protection of Dominicans, who claimed
exemption from legal processes. Ferdinand thereupon ordered
the inquisitors of the city to settle the matter; they neglected it
and he wrote again peremptorily, instructing them to seize the
In April, 1500, the king
cross and do justice between the parties.
instructs the Valencia tribunal to recover for Don Ramon Lopez,
of the royal guard, two runaway slaves and some plate which
they had stolen.^ Evidently there was no little variety of duties
institution.

expected of the Holy Office.
In 1518 a nunnery of Clares, in Calatayud, complained that,
within ten paces of their house, there had been built a Mcrcenarian
convent of which the inmates were disorderly; the nuns could not
walk in their garden without being seen and great scandals were
apprehended. Oiarles V applied to Leo
to have the Mercenarians replaced by Benedictines or Gcronimites and the InquisiParties sometimes obtained papal
tion was invoked to assist.^
briefs to have their suits transferred to the tribunals.
In 1548
Doiia Aldonza Cerdan did this in a litigation with Don Hernando
de la Caballcria and, in 1561, Doila Isabel de Francia in a suit
with Don Juan de Heredia. In both cases the inquisitors of Saragossa refused to act until Incjuisitor-general A^aldes ordered them
All inquisitors were not thus self-restrained, for when,
to do so.^
about this time, a general command was issued forbidding them
to prosecute for perjury committed in other courts, it shows that
they had been asked to do so and that some of them, at least, were
ready to undertake such business.^ In 1647, when the prevalence

X

some effective means of repression, among
was that sending a challenge should be
the Inquisition, on the ground that the infamy

of duelling called for

the remedies proposed

made a matter
'

'
'

for

Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 1.
Ibidem, Lib. 9, fol. G.
Ibidem, Sala 40, Lib. 4, fol. 1G4, 2CG.

*

Ibidem, Lib. 939,

fol.

106.
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accruing to the offender and his descendants would be the most
discouragement to punctihous gentlemen/ The suggestion apparently was not adopted, but it illustrates the readiness
effective

have recourse to the elastic jurisdiction of the Holy Office.
Jesuits found the Inquisition of much serv^ice when, through
favor
of Olivarcs, they were enabled to invoke its intervention
the
in one of their quarrels with the Dominicans.
In 1634, Fray
Francisco Roales issued a pamphlet against the Society and
Dr. Espino, an ex-Carmelite, published two others. They were
answered by Padre Salazar and there the matter might have ended,
but the Jesuits appealed to Philip IV and to Olivarcs, who promised
satisfaction and ordered the In({uisitor-general Sotomayor (himself a Dominican) to take action, with the significant hint that he
would be watched. A royal decree of January 29, 1C35, rebuked
the Suprema for lack of zeal, and ordered it to act with all diligence
and to inflict severe punishment. It responded promptly on
February 1st with an edict suppressing the pamphlet of Roales
under heavy penalties, but this did not suffice and, on June 30th,
it prohibited every one, layman or ecclesiastic, from saying anything in private or in public, derogatory to any religious Order
or the members thereof, under exemplary penalties, to be rigorously executed a decree which had to be repeated in 1643.
On June 27, 1635 the three obnoxious pamphlets were burned
with unprecedented ceremony. There was a solemn procession
of the officials and familiars, with the standards of the Inquisition,
while a mule with carmine velvet trappings bore a chest painted
with flames in which were the condemned writings. It traversed
the principal streets to the plaza, where a fire was lighted a herald,
with sound of trumpet, proclaimed that the Com})any of Jesus
was relieved of all that had been said against it and that these
papers were false, calumnious, impious and scandalous they were
cast by the executioner into the flames and then the box and the
procession wended their way solemnly back to the Dominican
College of San Tomas.
The effect of the demonstration, however,
was somewhat marred by the populace believing that the box
contained the bones of a mislx'lieving Jew, and accompanying
the procession with shouts of "Death to the dogs!" and other
to

The

—

;

;

pious ejaculations.

Espino was arrested and incarcerated

•
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had been imprisoned fifteen times for
Roales was more fortunate; he was
a chaphiin of Phihbert of Savoy; his ])amphlet had been printed
in Milan and he was safe in Rome, but a printer who had issued
an edition in Saragossa was arrested and presumably sent to the
galleys, and a Dominican Fray Canamero, who had circulated
the three pamphlets, was ordered to be arrested but seems to have
saved himself by flight. Still the irrepressibk conflict continued
and the Inquisition was kept busy in prosecuting offenders and
suppressing obnoxious utterances. It even construed its duty
so rigidly that it condemned a memorial of the unfortunate creditors who suffered by the bankruptcy, in 1645, of the Jesuit College
of San Hermengildo in Seville, when some three hundred depositors
lost four hundred and fifty thousand ducats, and were struggling
to rescue the remaining assets from the hands of the Jesuits.^
The Granada tribunal did net pause to enquire as to its jurisdiction when, in May 1646, owing to the scarcity of wheat, there
were bread-riots and the mob had control of the city. It summoned all the grain-measurers and porters, under pain of excommunication, to appear before it on a matter of importance. By
examining them, considerable stores of hidden corn were revealed;
the corregidores registered it and the price was fixed at fortytwo reales.^ This was volunteer action but, in 1648, when a pestilence was raging in Valencia, the tribunal was called upon to
maintain the quarantine at one of the city gates. The king, on
February 1, 1649, notified the Suprema that the pest had ceased
in Valencia, but that it was violent at Cadiz, San Lucar and other
places, and urged continued vigilance, to which the Suprenia
replied that it had, since April, done its full duty, but that the
municipal officials were very negligent, and it asked him to order
them to do their share.^ Apparently the Inquisition was relied
upon for quarantine work. As lately as July 2, 1818, the Suprema
wrote to all the tribunals that the plague had appeared at Tangier
and threatened Spain with the most terrible of calamities. The
king had ordered energetic precautions, in which all branches of
in 1643, he boasted that ho

his attacks

'

on the

Jesuits.

Cartas de Jesuitas (Mem.

73, 78-9, 119, 181, 185, 230;

hist, cspafiol,

XIII,

9, 11,

13-17, 19,24,27, 67-71,

XIV, 395; XVII, 218; XVIII,

— Juan do Palafox, Epist. in ad Innoc. X,
375. — Morale pratique dcs

n.

.52,

12G (Obras, XI, 107).

59, 81, 105-17).

—Thcatro Jcsui-

.Icsuitcs (Cologne, 1684).
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XIX,
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Government must cooperate, and it was no time for hesitation
The tribunals were therefore instructed to keep
watch on the ofhcials of all departments and see that they did
their duty and, if they could devise more efTective measures, they
the

or scruples.

were invited to make suggestions/

The unlimited

interference of the Inquisition with matters per-

taining to episcopal supervision

by the Madrid

May

tribunal.

is

5,

seen in two or three cases tried
1656,

it

sentenced the priest,

Francisco Perez Lozano, to exile for a j^ear from various places
for his share in founding a confraternity with what were called
1688, Juan IMoreno de PieSan Salvador, who proposed
to establish a congregation, in the rules of which the tribunal
discovered censurable propositions, was ordered to surrender all
the papers and not to discuss it in word or writing and was exiled
until he should have permission to return, with warning that
otherwise he would be prosecuted with the full rigor of the law.
As he was not required to abjure even de Icvi, it shows that there
was no suspicion of heresy involved. Then, in 1697, Fray Juan
Maldonado, of the Order of San Juan de Dios, had three years of
exile for preaching, in the church of his convent at Ciudad Real,
a sermon characterized as burlesque and scandalous, though there
is no hint of its being in any way heretical.^

"statutos execrables."

February

6,

drola, a priest of the Congregation of

This perpetual intrusion into all manner of
towards the last.

affairs, irrespective

In 1788, Antonio
bones
made of clay as relics. In 1789, Andre's Joanez, a coachman,
In 1791, the Carfor a conversation on a superstitious subject.
melite Fray Bonifacio de San Pablo, for attemi:)ting to print a
satirical paper; Josef de la Rosa, in Cordova, for carrying a con-

of heresy rather increased

Lopez was prosecuted

in Valencia for selling rosaries with

secrated wafer in a relic-bag; Vicente Felerit, in Valencia, for a
"vain observance." In 1795, Don Miguel Catala, fiscal in Bunol
and Josef Sanchez Mascjuifa, a scrivener, were prosecuted for
using, in drafting testaments, the words "diversos atributos,"
when alluding to the Trinity. In 1799, Juan Rodri'guez, a priest
in Santiago, for assisting and performing ceremonies in a mockmarriage.
In 1808, Josef Varquez de la Torre, a scrivener of
In
Valencia, for drawing a deed of separation between spouses.

'

'

Arcliivo do Simancas,

Iiiq.,

\Ah.

5.50.
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1818, in Valencia, Vicente Maicas, priest of Cediillos, for not

wanting his parishioners to die in the Franciscan habit/ As all
these cases presuppose denunciation, they illustrate the popular
estimate of the all-embracing powers of the Inquisition and the
espionage under which every Spaniard lived.
In fact, there was scarce anything in which the Inquisition did
not feel itself authorized to intervene. The latitude with which
inquisitors construed their own powers is manifest in their assuming to issue Ucences to hunt in prohibited places, sometimes for
their own benefit and sometimes for that of others.
This was an
abuse which the Suprema strove to correct by forbidding it in
1527, but it was so persistent that the prohibition had to be repeated
in 1530 and again in 1566.^

As the Inquisition was supreme within its jurisdiction and
claimed the right to define the extent of its powers, there was
no one to call it to account for their arbitrary exercise. If any
other body in the State felt that its rights were invaded, the only

we have seen how, under the
Hapsburgs, the crown, with scarce an exception, decided in its

recourse was to the sovereign and
favor.
'

'

Archive hist, nacional, Inq. de "\'alencia, Leg. 100.
Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 939, fol. 64.
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CHAPTER

I.

DECADENCE AND EXTINCTION.

The
pious

may be said to have reached
have had ample opportunity

Inquisition

Phihp IV.

We

monarch yielded

its

apogee under

to see

to its aggressiveness, until

it

how

that

became a

virtually independent organization within the State, obeying the

royal mandates or not, as best suited

its convenience, and engaged
almost perpetual controversi(^s with the other branches of the
government, while the king, with rare exceptions, submitted to its

in

exigencies.

It is true that, in his financial distress,

he compelled

the restitution of a small part of the confiscations and that he

making and unmaking inquisitorsmembers of the Suprema but, when once

asserted the royal prerogative of

general and of appointing

he had exercised the power, his appointees acted in indei)endence.
It would not be easy to imagine a more complete assertion of
irresponsible authority than the sudden arrest of Villanueva
of a leading minister in the ahsence of the sovereign, at a time of
the utmost confusion, when nothing would have been risked by
delay, save perhaps that the sovereign might have refused assent.
Yet not only did Philip condone this but he threw himself into the
persecution of his favorite with such ardor that he could scarce
restrain himself from risking a rupture with the Holy See in defence
Under the disastrous regency of Maria Ana
of the Holy Office.

and the reign of Carlos II, the royal authority almost
disappeared and, although this gave such men as Nithard and
V^alladares opportunity to assort still further the independence of
the Inquisition, it also enabled Don John of Austria to banish
of Austria
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Nithard and the other governmental departments to emulate its
There was an omen of the future
when they united, in 1696, in the Junta ^lagna, to protest against
the encroachments of the Inquisition and to demand its withdrawal into its proper limits, although by dextrous management
disregard of the royal allthorit3^

the attempt was baffled.

The Bourbons.
With the advent of the Bourbon d^-nasty a new element entered
The absolutism of Louis
into the political organization of Spain.
XIV had embraced the Church as well as the State, and the
Galilean theories as to the power of the

Holy See were encouraged
It was inevital^le

in order to assure the headship of the crown.

that Philip

\ and his French

advisers should entertain very differ-

ent views as to the relations between the king

from those which had been current
height of the "War of Succession,

and the Inquisition

Even

for a century.

we have

seen

how

at the

Philip, in the

master and regulated the
between the inquisitor-general and the Suprema, how
he undertook to reform the Inquisition and how, in many ways
he curbed its audacity. But for a court intrigue, working through
Philip's uxoriousness, Macanaz might have succeeded in his
project of rendering the Inquisition wholly subordinate to the
crown, and though the vindictiveness of the Holy Office inflicted
on him life-long punishment for the attempt, this did not prevent the continued assertion of the royal supremacy, as we have
had occasion to see in repeated instances and in many different

affair of Froilan Diaz, intervened as

relations

directions.

Philip's assertion

of the

means implied any lack

royal prerogative, howe\-er,

of zeal for the faith and, as

hmg

by no
as the

Inc^uisition confined itself to its duties of exterminating heresy,

Frequent allusions have been made
it had his cordial support.
above to its renewed activity during the i)eri(Kl following the close
of the

War

of Succession.

Full statistics are lacking, but in sixty-

four autos, between 1721 and 1728, there appeared nine hundred
and sixty-two culprits and efFigios, of whom one liundrcd and
fifty-one

were relaxed.'
'

That

Royal Lil)rary

this

met

his hearty apj^robation

of Horlin, Qt. 9548.

is
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manifested by the letter which he addressed, January 14, 1724, to
In this the exhorhis son Luis, when abdicating in his favor.
tations breathing a lofty morality are accompanied with earnest
injunctions to maintain and protect the Inquisition, as the bulwark of the faith, for to it is attributable the preservation of
religion in all its purity in the states of Spain, so that the heresies

which have afflicted the other lands of Christendom, causing in
them ravages so deplorable and horrible, have never gained a
Small-pox cut short the reign of Luis to seven
months, after which Philip was obliged to resume the weary
burden, till death released him, July 9, 1746, and if, during this
later portion of his government, the Inciuisition was less busy,
this may safely be attributed to flagging energies and lack of
material and not to any restraint on the part of the sovereign.
The punishment which he allowed it to inflict on Belando, for
the history of his reign of which he and his queen, after careful
scrutiny, had accepted the dedication, shows how untrammelled
foothold there/

was

its

exercise of

its

recognized functions.

Yet Philip unwittingly started the movement that M'as ultimately to undermine the foundations on which the Inquisition
rested.
He brought with him from France the conviction that the
king should be the patron of letters and learning, and he had the
ambition to rule over a people of culture. He aroused the slumbering intellect of Spain by founding the Academies of Language and
of History and of Medicine, the Seminary of the Nobles, and the
National Library, and he replaced for Catalonia the University
Notwithstanding the vigilance of
of Lerida by that of Cervera.
the censorship, it was impossible that the awakening intelligence
of the nation, thus stimulated, should

not eagerly grasp at the

forbidden fruit of modern philosophism, all the more attractive in
Fernando \1, from 1746 to
that it had to be enjoyed in secret.
1759, followed his father's example, in encouraging the spread of
culture.

ment

Carlos III

was even more energetic in urging the enlightenand thus there was gradually formed a public,

of his subjects,

few in numbers, it is true, but including the statesmen in power,
which had lost the old Spanish conception that purity of faith
was the first essential, and regarded the Inquisition as an incumThe
brance, save in so far as it might be used for political ends.
Inquisition still inspired fear, and the case of Olavide shows that
*

Semandrio

cn'idito,

XI, 274.
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these opinions had to be cherished in secret, but the number who
entertained them was indicated when the bonds of society were

loosened and the national institutions crumbled in the earthquake

Napoleonic invasion.

of the

modern

Possibly the diffusion of this
sibly affecting

even those opposed to

rationalistic spirit, insen-

it,

may

rapidly diminishing activity of the Inquisition.

partly explain the

The

great tribu-

from 1740 to 1794 inclusive,
despatched but fifty-seven cases, or an average of but one a j'car.^
This cannot be attributed to a lack of culprits, for bigamy, blasphemy, solicitation, sorcery and similar offences, which furnished
so large a portion of the penitents of old, were as rife as ever.
The fact is, that the officials were becoming indifferent and care"When, on
less, except in the matter of drawing their salaries.
May 22, 1753, the priest Miguel de Alonso Garcia was to be sentenced in the audience-chamber with closed doors and in the
presence of the officials, it happened that there were no witnesses
of the solemnity because none of the officials were to be found in
nal of Toledo, in the fifty-five j^ears,

the secreto.^

The personnel of the Inquisition was visibly deteriorating and
consequently forfeiting the respect of the community. There
had long been complaint of the insufficiency of the salaries, which
had remained stationary while the purchasing power of money had
greatly diminished, and there had been no reduction in the official
Thus, in spite
staffs to correspond with the dwindling business.
of the empleomania cliaract eristic of the nation, and of the privileges

and exemptions attached

increasingly difficult to

fill

to

official

it
became
As early as 1719,
the Suprema of the

position,

the offices properly.

the inquisitors of Barcelona complained to

trouble they experienced getting people to serve, on account of
lack of desire for the offices and the absence of advantage accruing

from them.^ In 1737 we find that the Toledo tribunal had neither
a commissioner nor a notary in Guadalajara, the capital of a
province which, in 1787, numbered 112,750 souls.* In 1750,
a writer deplores that the stipend of eight hundred ducats is insufficient to support the dignity of an incjuisitor, so that the inquisitorgeneral

'

'
*

is

not always able to

make

fitting

nominations.

Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. do Tolodo, Log. 1.
Archivo do Simancas, Inq., Sala XO, Lor. 4, fol. SO.
Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. do Tolodo, Log. Ill, n. 19.
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examine the docunder review, resulting in the indefinite prolongation of cases, and also in lack of vigilance to suppress the errors
perpetually propagated in books; when the calificadores are not
paid, they are slow in their work and, to escape paying them, many
That
things which ought to be referred to them are passed over/
the respect felt for the Inquisition should diminish under these
necessitates the appointment of calificadores to

trines brought

circumstances was inevitable and altogether, at this period,

it

presents the aspect of an institution which had survived the

causes of

its

creation

and was hastening

to its end.

Yet

it

had

exercised too powerful an influence in moulding the Spanish

character for

and

it

Ave shall see

to disappear

how

when

its

mission was accomplished,

violent were the struggles attendant

upon

its

dissolution.

dragged on its existence under constantly increasFernando \l, it is true, gave it obstinate support
in its quarrel with Benedict XI\' over the works of Cardinal Noris,
but he dealt a severe blow when, in 1751, he deprived of the
Carlos III, who sucfiicro the officials of the tribunal of Lima.
ceeded in 1759, came from Naples with the highest ideals of royal
supremacy, coupled with less respect for ecclesiastical claims than
was current in Spain he surrounded himself with advisers such as
Roda, Campomanes, Aranda and Floridablanca, who were more
than suspected of leanings to modern philosophism, and his reign
of benevolent despotism was marked with a series of measures

Meanwhile

it

ing hmitations.

;

designed to diminish or abolish the privileges of inquisitorial
The complete
officials, to repress abuses and to tame arrogance.

assumed over its functions is exhibited in the
on its censorship and, in 1770 and 1777,
on its jurisdiction over bigam^^, when he ordered it in future to
limit its operations to the suppression of heresy and not to embarcontrol which he

rules imposed, in 17C8,

The theory thus developed of the relations
between the crown and the Holy Office is fornmlated in a consulta
"The king as
of the Council of Castile, Xoveml^er 30, 1768:
over it
Inquisition,
possesses
patron, founder and endower of the
As
father
and
patronage
the rights inherent in all royal
prevent
the
conmiisought
to
and
protector of his vassals, he can
sion of violence and extortion on their persons, property and reputation, indicating to ecclesiastical judges, even in their exercise of
rass the royal courts.

>
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spiritual jurisdiction, the path pointed out

these

may be

observed.
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by the canons,
and

regah'as of protection

so that
of this

indubitable patronage have established solidly the authority of

the prince, in issuing the instructions which he has deigned to
give to the Holy Office acting as an ecclesiastical tribunal."^

Under such conditions, he was quite content with its existence
when Roda suggested its suppression and presented various
documents to show that this had been discussed under Charles V,
Philip II and Phihp V, he merely replied *' The Spaniards want
In fact, the time had not arrived
it and it gives me no trouble."^
for such drastic measures.
The Abb6 Clement reports a conversation with Aranda, October 29, 1768, in which the count warned
him that it was necessary to speak of the Inquisition with great
and,

all religion depended on it; it
improvement, but time would be
and he advised Clement to allude to it

reserve, for people imagined that

was, in truth, an obstacle to

all

required to deal with it,
only to Roda and Campomanes.^

With the accession, in 1788, of Carlos IV, there opened for Spain
a new and disastrous epoch. Timid, irresolute, indolent, he had
fallen completely under the influence of his wife Maria Luisa, an
Until 1792 he kept in office
energetic and self-willed woman.
Floridablanca, who was succeeded for a short time by Aranda,
and then power was grasped by Manuel Godoy, subsequently
known as Prince of Peace. Cadet of an obscure family of Badajoz, he had entered the royal body-guard, where he attractetl the
attention of the queen, whose favored lover he was universally
He speedily
believed to be, as well as the favorite of her husband.
rose to the highest dignities and became omnipotent; although a
court intrigue occasioned his dismissal in 1798, he was restored
in 1800, remaining arbiter of the destinies of Spain, until the
"Tumult of Lackeys," at Aranjuez, in 1808, directed against him,
caused the abdication of Carlos in favor of his son Fernando \\1.
Light-headed, selfish, vain and unscrupulous, he was mainly
responsible for the misfortunes which overwhelmed his countiy
and from which it may be said not to have as yet recovered.
The outbreak of the French Revolution gave a new importance
to the Inquisition.
When the seductive theories of the French
'

'

.loriquin

Lorenzo ^'illanueva, in " Discusioii del I'rovecto sobre
432 (CAdiz, 1813).

cl

Tribunal de

la Iiuniisicion," p.
'

\. dc la rucutc, Hist, cclcs., Ill, 381.

'

Clement, Journal,

II, 121.
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philosophers were preached as the foundation of practical politics,
overturning thrones and threatening monarchical institutions
with the doctrines of the social compact, the sovereignty of the

people and the universal brotherhood of man, the Holy Office
might claim that, as the foundations of social order were based on
religion, its labors were essential for the safety of the State, while
the State recognized that it was the most available instrumentality
for the suppression and exclusion of the heresies of hbeity and
equality.

In this tumultuous breaking down of the standards of thought
belief, in this emergence of a new order on the ruins of the
old, the functions of the Inquisition adapted themselves to the

and

exigencies of the times, in other

ness and vigilance of

its

ways besides the increased sharpI have frequently had

censorship.

occasion above to refer to an alphabetical

list

of all the persons

denounced to the various tribunals, from 1780 to 1820, some
five thousand in all, and this, taken as a whole, affords us an insight
Judaism
into the change in the objects of inquisitorial activity.
and Islam and Protestantism no more claim its attention. The
Church is no longer threatened by enemies from without; w^hat it
has to dread is revolt among its own children. Three-fifths of
denunciations arc for "propositions," largely among the
Their
cultured classes, including a fair proportion of ecclesiastics.
precise errors are not stated, but doubtless many were Jansenistic
and more were hostile to the claims of the Church Militant and to
the absolutism of the monarchy. There is also a large class of
cases, virtually unknown a century earlier, significant of a vital
change in the intellectual tendencies of the nation, calling for the
Popular indiffercntism is
special vigilance of the Inquisition.
the

revealed in the numerous prosecutions for inobsei'vance or conEven more noteworthy are those
of church observances.
for outrages on images of Christ, the Virgin and the saints, and

tempt

even for sacrilegious treatment of the Venerable Sacrament. In
other ways was manifested the weakening of the profound
and unquestioning veneration which, for three centuries, had been
the peculiar boast of the Spanish race. On the other hand it is
not a little remarkable that there are very few cases of offences
against the Inquisition, for, in all these forty years, there are but
nine that can in any way be included in this class.^

many

Archive
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At the same time, when we recall the old-time punctilious
enforcement of profound respect, it argues no little decline in
popular awe when, in 1791, a simple parish priest, Dr. Joseph
Gines of Polop (Alicante) dared to address the Valencia tribunal
in terms of violent indignation at the conduct of its secretary. Dr.
Pasqual Perez, when on a mission to collect testimony. He tells
the tribunal that, if it does not dismiss Perez it will sink greatly
in his estimation, and his whole epistle breathes a spirit of independence and equality wholly impossible at an earlier time.^ It
was not without reason that, in 1793, the tribunal, in appealing
for increase of salaries, complained of the decline in popular respect
for its officials, which it attributed to their meagre pay and the
curtailment of their privileges.^ How completely the tribunals
had lost their former energy is indicated by the abandonment,
about this time, as we have seen (Vol. II, p. 98) of the publication
of the Edict of Faith, which of old had been so impressively
solemnized and had proved at once so fruitful a source of denunciations and so powerful a means of maintaining popular awe.
Coincident with this, and as though the Inquisition felt that it
was on trial before the people, there was a marked tendency
towards amelioration of procedure, coupled with benignity in
treatment of culprits. Allusion has been made above to the introduction of the audiencia de cargos, through which the accused was
afforded an opportunity of knowing what was alleged against
him, and frequently of clearing himself without the disgrace of
There is a very suggestive instance of merciful
arrest and trial.
consideration, in 1791, in the case of Josef Casals, a weaver,
charged before the Barcelona tribunal with the utterance of
shocking blasphemies in the church of Santa Catalina. A century
earlier he would have been arrested and, on proof of the offence,
he would have been sentenced to scourging or the galleys. In
place of this Padre Miguel Alberch was instructed to report secretly
as to the character of the accused, which he did to the effect that
Casals had regular certificates of confession, but was of quick
temper and occasionally broke out in curses. Then a commission

was issued to Alberch to sunnnon Casals and to represent to him
the gravity of his offence and of the punishment incurred, and the
mercy shown by the tribunal, which would keep a watch on him.

'

'

Archivo liist.
Ibidem, Leg.

niicioiial,

lii<|.

4, n. 3, fol. 58.

dv N'aleucia, Leg. 305,
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In pursuance of this the good priost reported that Casals was
deeply repentant and desired to be heard in confession, which he
had permitted.' The case is trivial, but of such was the bulk of

and the temper in which it was conducted
import to the people at large.
Partly this may be attributable to the modern softening of
manners, partly to a growing sense of insecurity, and partly to the
inertia which led the ofhcials to shun all avoidable labor.
It
inquisitorial business,

was

of

no

little

was becoming more and more a

political machine and neglectful
During the inquisitor-generalsliip
of ^lanuel Abad y la Sierra, from 1792 to 1794, we are told that,
in all Spain, there were but sixteen condenmations to public
penance. Abad was an enlightened man; he thought of assimi-

of the objects of

its

creation.

lating the inquisitorial procedure to that of other courts of justice,

and consulted with Llorente as to the formula for such a reform,
but conservatism, however relaxed in practice, was not ready for
total abandonment of the old methods.
His design became
known: he was forced to resign and was relegated to the Benedictine monastery of Sopetran, under a charge, as we have seen
of Jansenism.^

In fact, an absolute renunciation of the old procedure would
have largely deprived the Inquisition of its usefulness in its new
political functions, to which its estaijlished methods were peculiarly adapted.
When, in 1796, a powerful intrigue was formed
for the overthrow of Godoy, the Inquisition was naturally selected
Three
as the only weapon with which to strike at the favorite.
friars were found to denomice him, because for eight years he had
avoided confession and communion, and because of his scandalous
Had Inquisitor-general Lorenzana been
relations with women.
resolute, Godoy's fate might have been that of Olavide, but he was
timid.
Archbishop Despuig of Seville and Bishop Muzquiz, then
of Avila, who were the leaders of the plot, vainly assured him that
Godoy's arrest would insure success; he refused to act except
under orders from Pius \l. Despuig then prevailed upon his

'

*

MSS.

of

Am.

Philos. Society.

Llorente, Hist, cnt., cap. xxix, art.

Carlos rV'

(Mem.

hi.st.

cspanol,

XXXIII,

iii,

n. 2; cap. xlvi.

— Muriel,

Hist, de

154).

Llorente tells us that he pursued the ta.sk confided to him by Abad and in 1797
produced his " Discursos sobre el orden de procesar del Santo Oficio" which, in
Memoria liist6rica, p. 11 (Madrid,
1801, exposed him to a smart persecution.

—

1812).
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friend Cardinal Vincenti to induce the pope to write to Lorenzana
reproaching him with his indifference to a scandal so hurtful to
religion.

It

chanced that Vincenti's

letter, inclosing

that of Pius,

was intercepted at Genoa by Napoleon who, to ingratiate himGodoy
self with Godoy, forwarded to him the correspondence.
assured his position and took a mild revenge, which does credit to
his sense of humor, by sending Lorenzana, Despuig and Muzquiz
into honorable exile as special envoys to condole with the pope on
the occupation of his territories by the French.^ In fact, Cap-

many

describes the Inquisition of the period as devoted to the
unholy work of an Inquisition of State, in order to preserv^e its
imperilled existence, and its ministers as trembling at the sight
of the infamous favorite, when they had the honor of joining the
crowd of his flatterers.^
Inquisitors might reasonably feel anxious as to their position,
Caspar Melchor de Jovefor projects of reform were in the air.
llanos, the most conspicuous Spaniard of his time for intellectual
ability and rectitude, had been exiled from the court, in 1790,
and had betaken himself to his native Gijon, where for years he
labored in founding the Instituto Asturiense. Desiring to endow
it with a library of scientific works, he apphed, in 1795, to Lorenzana for licence to import them, but Lorenzana refused on the
ground that there were good Spanish writers, rendering recourse to
foreigners unnecessary, especially as foreign books had corrupted
the professors and students in various universities a process of
reasoning applied to works on physics and mineralogy, which

—

Jovellanos characterized as a monumento de barharie. The attendrawn to his library aroused the suspicions of the com-

tion thus

missioner of the Inquisition, Francisco Lopez Gil, priest of Somio,
who secretly entered it one day while the owner was taking his

brought to him and he hastened thither,
volume of Locke. Jovellanos turned him
out, telling him that his office rendered him an object of suspicion
and forbidding him to enter the building without permission. Gil
became a spy and was probably the author of a denunciation which
siesta.

Word was

finding Gil examining a

cost Jovellanos years of captivity.'

»

Muriel (he.

V. de
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cit.,

XXXI, 190).—Lafuente,
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XXII, 124.—

ccles., Ill, 400.
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exile,

the position of minister of Gracia

November

23, 1797,

y

where he

Justicia,

speedily gave the Inquisition abundant cause to dread him.

A

competencia had arisen between the Seville tribunal and the
episcopal authorities over a confessional which it had ordered to
be closed. The matter came before Carlos, who in.structed Jovellanos to obtain the opinion of Tavira, Bishop of Osma, which he
duly transmitted to the king, February 15, 1798, with a Representation arguing that the time had come to restore to the bishops
their old jurisdiction in matters of faith; the object for which the
Inciuisition was established had been attained its processes were
cumbrous and inefhcient, and its members were ignorant. The
jurisdiction of the bishops could alone furnish an effective remedy
;

for existing evils

— a jurisdiction more natural, more authoritative,

humanity and gentleness,
them by the Holy Ghost,
wherefore the authority that had been usurped from them should
be restored. Moreover he took into consideration the condition of
the Holy See, deprived of its temporalities by the French Repub-

more

grateful to the people,

and

fuller of

as emanating from the power granted to

Everj-thing, he said, pointed to a fearful schism at the death

lic.

of Pius VI, in

own

pastors.

which case each nation must gather itself under its
The papacy would endeavor to retain the cum-

brous and costly organization of the curia, by increasing its exand it would have to be reduced to the functions exercised
during the first eight centuries.^
Jovellanos was a sincere Catholic, but after utterances so hardy
it was not difficult for his enemies to convince the king that he
actions,

and atheism. Godoy had grown alarmed
ascendancy which he was acquiring over Carlos; his fellowminister Caballero conspired with the Inciuisition, and on August
was

inclined to heresy

at the

15th the king signed the dismissal of his minister, whose

A

had endured but eight months.

life

official

fortnight later a royal

it to be his unalterable will that the Holy
permanently enjoy its jurisdiction and prerogatives
without modification.^ Jovellanos returned to Gijon where he
His
lived in dignified retirement for two years and a half.

carta orden declared
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•
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pardon and his influence

denunciation of the flimsiest

him as having abanhead of a highly dangerous
party, engaged in schemes for the overthrow of Catholicism and
The pusillanimous king adopted the course
the monarchy.
Before day-break of
suggested to him by the secret accuser.
March 13, 1801, the house of Jovollanos was surrounded by a
troop of horse; he was aroused from sleep, his papers were seized
and transmitted to the ministry of State; he was kept in his house
incomiinicado for twenty-four hours, then thrust into a coach and
carried, still incomunicado, across Spain to Barcelona and thence
to Majorca, where he lay in prison until the abdication of Carlos,
in 1808, and the consequent troubles effected his release.^
A case nearly parallel was that of Mariano Luis de Urquijo, who
character was laid before Carlos, describing

doned

all

religion

and as being

at the

followed Jovellanos in the ministry of Gracia y Justicia. He had
no cause to love the Inquisition. Among his youthful indiscretions

was a

translation of ^'oltairc's

Inquisition to

make

Mort de Cesar, which

led the

secret investigations, resulting in the convic-

was dangerously infected with philosophism. He
was about to be arrested when Aranda, who recognized his merit,
recommended him to the king and, in 1792, he was appointed
to a position in Aranda's office.
The Inquisition had learned
respect for royal officials and substituted for a decree of arrest a
tion that he

summons

to

an audiencia de

cargos,

ending in a sentence of light

suspicion of sharing philosophic errors, a1:)Solution ad cautelam,

some

secret penances

name was
official

and the suppression

of his book,

though

his

His
he found

considerately omitted in the edict of prohibition.

promotion was rapid and, at the age of

thirt}^,

himself a minister, employing his power, possibly with

more

zeal

than discretion, in encouraging enlightenment and all humanizing
influences.
On the death of Pius \T he incurred Ultramontane
hostility by inducing the king to sign the decree of September 5,
1799, restoring to the bishops the right of issuing dispensations
a measure which provoked long and bitter discussion. This was
followed, as we have seen above (^'ol. III, p. 504) October 11th
by a sharp rebuke to the Inquisition, ordering it to confine itself
to its proper duties and, soon afterwards, he presented to Carlos

*

cit., pp. 77-84, SG-90, 141-2, 312-20.— C<>an Horim'uU>z, Memorias
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and applying
purposes of charity and pul)Hc utihty. This
was too bold a measure; the king shrank from the responsibility
and Urquijo only succeeded in concentrating upon himself clerical
hostility, which was reinforced by the enmity of First Consul
Bonaparte, whose policy he had opposed. Godoy, who comfor signature, a decree suppressing the institution
its

proi)erty

menced

to

him

to fear

imprudent

jests,

as a rival,

withdrcAv

and who was
support.

his

A

irritated
triple

by some

prosecution

was commenced against him by three inquisitors and he fell in
December, 1801. He was sent to Pampeluna, to the cell which
had been occupied by Floridablanca, and there he lay for a year
or two, deprived of fire, lights, books and writing materials.
He
was liberated under surveillance; in 1808 he refused to accompany
Carlos and Fernando to Bayonne, but he attended the so-called
Junta of Notables there, accejited the French domination, served
tlie other Afrancesados, sought
refuge in France in 1813, dying in Paris in 1817.^

as secretary of State and, with
It is

evident from

all this tliat

the opposition to the Inquisition

was gathering strength and boldness, but that its foundations were
too deep and solid to be overthrown without an upheaval that
should shatter the social fabric. A well-intentioned, but somewhat absurd, attempt was made by Gregoire, Constitutional
Bishop of Blois, whose fervent Catholicism, combined with
equally fervent liberalism, was of service so essential in piloting
In
the Church of France through the storms of the Revolution.
1798, he addressed a letter to the Spanish inquisitor-general,
urging the su]:»pression of the Inquisition and universal toleration,
as a preliminary to the redemption of Spain from despotism,
and to enabling it to take its place among the nations which had
recovered their rights. This was translated into Spanish and
some thousands of copies were circulated it may have made some
secret converts but the only visible result was to elicit several
replies.
One of these, by Pedro Luis Blanco, told Gregoire, with
;

mind his own business assured him that,
suppressed,
Spain would remain as intolwas
if
Spaniard had ever imagined
ever,
and
asserted
that
no
as
erant
employed
to
obtain conversion.
It was
could
be
coercion
that
probably this, mingled with some skilful adulation of the king
more or

less courtesy, to

;

the Inquisition

'
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his ministers, that procured for the author, in 1800, the episco-

and

There was also an anonymous " Discurso hisby a well-informed inquisitor, probably
Riesco of Llerena. It was the most rational history of the
Inquisition that had as yet appeared, although it assures us that
experience showed that penitents were most grateful for the
benevolence shown to them, and that it was a tribunal full of
gentleness, the centre of benignity, compassion and mercy, but
pate of

Leon/

torico-legal," evidently

also of justice.^

A

was by Lorenzo Villanueva, a calificador of the Valenwhose defence of the reading of Scripture has been
It was published under the transparent pseualluded to above.
donym of Lorenzo Astengo, his maternal name. In view of his
third

cia tribunal,

subsequent career

it is

not without interest to see his indignation

and his dithyrambic denunciation
which philosophism has led in the assertion of
human liberty. The first portion of his work is an impassioned
and rhetorical defence of persecution, supported by ample learning.
at the

advocacy

of toleration

of the horrors to

Vigorous

is

his denunciation of the

phism and the

rights of

man — since

modern

theories of philoso-

original sin, he asks,

what

man

save to slavery, to punishment, to ruin? So
he combats at length the doctrine of the sovereignty of the people,
which he stigmatizes as a delirium, a dream and a deception.
Yet he admits that the Inquisition is not perfect that it has committed errors through imprudence, through ignorance, through
rights has

—

human frailty, and that it has prevented the development of some things which would aid the
prosperity of the nation.^ If, as has been asserted, he expected
a bishopric in reward for this, he was disappointed.
Thus, at this period the Inquisition was inert and its very existence seemed to be threatened, but its potentiality of evil was
undiminished. It was still an object of terror to all inclined to
liberal opinions, and it was regarded by the Conservatives as the
bulwark protecting the land from the deluge of modern thought.
excessive zeal, and through

*

que
'

Rcppuosta paoffica do un Espafiol A la Carta sodiciosa del Frances Gr(?goire,
sc dice Obispo de Blois, pp. 3, 31, 03, 74, 75, 70, 87 (Madrid, 1798).
Discurso liistorico-legal sobre el Origen etc. del S. Oficio, pp. 120, 185, 187

(Valladolid, 1803).
«

Cartas de un Presbitero cspunol, pp.

1798).

3, 7, 98,

121, 123, 129, 152-4 (Madrid,
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Feeble though it might be in appearance we shall see how prolonged
and stubborn was the contest required for its final suppression.

The Cortes.
The

treaty of Fontainebleau, October 27, 1807,

Portugal, of which

Godoy was

to

dismembered
have the southern portion, as

an independent kingdom, and the King of Etruria (Ferdinand of
Parma) the northern portion. Napoleon sent Junot with an army
which, accompanied by Spanish troops, speedily overran the land,
when Junot issued a decree declaring Portugal annexed to the empire.
Simultaneously French armies, under Dupont and Moncey,
entered Spain and occupied the strongholds of Pampeluna,
Barcelona, Figucras and other places.
Murat was sent as commander in chief and took possession of Madrid. The Tumult
of Aranjuez drove Godoy from power and, on March 19, 1808,
Carlos abdicated in favor of his son, Fernando VII, whose accession
was received with enthusiasm by the nation. Beauharnais, the
French ambassador at I\Iadrid, and Murat, however, refused to
recognize him; Carlos protested to Napoleon that his abdication
had been coerced; by various devices, Carlos and his queen,
Fernando and his younger brother Don Carlos, were induced to go
to Bayonne to lay their respective pretensions before the emperor.
There, on May 5, Fernando was obliged to renounce the crown
Carlos and
to his father and the latter to transfer it to Napoleon.
Maria Luisa were sent to Compicgne and Fernando to ^'alen9ay,
where he remained until 1814. Meanwhile in Madrid, Murat,
under instructions, ordered the Infantes Antonio and Francisco,
the remaining members of the royal family, to depart for Bayonne on May 2d. The indignant populace rose, with the aid of a
few officers and soldiers and, after a gallant struggle against the
veterans of Napoleon, the insurrection was repressed with heavy
slaughter, followed

by numerous executions.

The

heroic

"Dos

de Mayo" was the signal of resistance to the invader and, in a few
weeks, Spain was aflame the desperate six years' "\\' ar of Libera;

was commenced, and the nation showed what a people could
do when abandoned by its incapable and cowardly rulers. With
a soldier's contempt for an unorganized militia, Napoleon pursued
his plans.
Joseph was called from Naples to occupy the vacant
throne and was acknowledged as king by an Assembly of Notables,

tion
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convoked at Bayonne in June, which transformed itself into Cortes
and adopted a Constitution.
This summary of the situation is necessary to an understanding
Whatever may have been the
of the position of the Inquisition.
views of some of the local tribunals, the central body accepted
the intrusive domination and was afrancesado a term which, to
The Constituthe patriots, became one of the bitterest contempt.
tion of Bayonne provided that, in Spanish territories, no religion

—

save Roman Catholicism should be tolerated. Raimundo Ethenard. Dean of the Suprema, was a member of the Cortes and, when
he took the oath of allegiance to Joseph, the latter assured him
that Spain

was fortunate

When

honored.

in that the true faith alone

was there

the Constitution was under consideration, two

members, Pablo Arribas and Jose Gomez Hermosilla, advocated
and his colleagues
of the Inquisition, Galarza, Hevia Noriega and Amarillas, successfully opposed it, although they admitted that, in conformity with
public opinion, its procedure should be made to conform to that

the suppression of the Inquisition, but Ethenard

of the spiritual courts in criminal cases.^

The

Inquisition thus

deemed

the Napoleonic government.

itself

safe

and earnestly supported

After the sanguinary suppression

Madrid rising on May 2d, it made haste to counteract the
impression produced and, on the Gth, the Suprema addressed a

of the

circular letter to the tribunals, describing the affair as a scandalous

by the lowest mob on the troops of a friendly nation, who
had given no offence and had observed the strictest order and
discipline.
Such demonstrations, it said, could only result in
turbulence and in destroying the confidence due to the government, which was the only one that could advantageously direct
attack

patriotic energies.
The tribunals were therefore instructed to
impress on their subordinates, and the commissioners and familiars
in their districts, the urgent necessity of unanimously contributing
to the preservation of public tranquillity.
This connnunication

was received by the Valencia triliunal on May 9th and, on the 11th,
was read to the assemliled ofhcials, calificadores, notaries and
familiars of the city, with exhortations to comply strictly with
it

'

Jos6 Clementc Carnicoro, La Iiiquisicion justanionto rostablccida,

1810).

—Torciio,

xMv,

art.

III, 417.

i,

n.

I, 8 (Madrid,
Hovolucion etc dc Kspafia, I, KiO. Llori'uto, Hist, cn't., cap.
19.
Rodrigo, Hist, vcrdadcra, III, 480.— Mcncudcz y Pelayo,

—

—

—
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doubtless taken

by the other

tribunals/

The

Inquisition tluis remained in Madrid under the protection
French arms, but its freedom of action was curtailed. The
Abate Marchena, a fine classical scholar, but revolutionary and
tinctured with atheism, had abandoned Spain early in the French
Revolution and had barely escaped the guillotine during the Terror.
of the

He

returned, in ISOS, as Murat's secretary,

when

the Incjuisition

Murat sent a file of grenadiers and
When Napoleon reached Madrid, Decemforcibly released hini.^
ber 4, 1808, the cai)itulation granted to the city provided that no
religion but Catholicism should be tolerated but, on the same day,
he issued a decree which suppressed the Inquisition, as contrary to
sovereignty and to civil authority, and confiscated its property to

thought

to arrest him, but

fit

The Inquisitor Francisco Riesco stated, during the
debate in the Cortes of Cadiz, that this sudden decree was motived
by the refusal of the members of the Suprema to take the oath of
allegiance to the new dynasty, but this is evidently incorrect,
as most of them had already done so at Bayonne, and Arce y

the crown. ^

Reynoso, who resigned his inquisitor-generalship, adhered to the
French and accompanied them on the final evacuation. Riesco
further asserts that Napoleon ordered them to be imprisoned, but
they escaped and scattered to places of safet}'.'' The Inquisition
was thus left in an anomalous position and without a head, for
correspondence with Pius ^TI was cut off, and neither his acceptance of Arce's resignation nor his delegation of powers to a successor could be had.
The Junta Central, which was striving to govern
the country, attempted to fill the vacancy with Pedro de Quevedo
y Quintano, Bishop of Orense, but he could obtain no papal authorIt was argued that during a
ization and made no attempt to act.
vacancy the jurisdiction continued with the Suprema, but this
was denied and it remained an open c{uestion.*
'

by

—

On January 9, 1S13, this letter was produced in the Cortes,
during the discus.sion on the .suppression of the Inquisition.

See Appendix.
Sr. Arguelles,

Discusion del Proyecto, p. 143.
* Men6ndez
y Pelayo, III, 386-7.
of

Marchena

see

Antoine de Latour,

"

For a vivid .sketch of the adventurous life
Espagno, Traditions, Mneurs el Litt6rature,

p. 51 (Paris, 1S69).
'

Camicero, op.

cit., I, 9.

— Codigo

d(> Jos^'-

Nap. Bonaparte,

Tit. xiii, § 5 (Madrid,

1845).
*

Discusion del Proyecto,

*

Toreno, Historia de la Revolucion,
VOL. IV

p.

148.
III,

26

106 (Paris, 1838).
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During the period which followed, the tribunals maintained
organization and exercised their functions after a fashion,

their

when not

prevented by the French occupation. Thus when the invaders
reached Seville, February 1, 1810, the Inquisition was suppressed,
but its members took refuge in Ceuta. Valencia remained in
operation until the city was captured by Suchet, in 1811, while BarActivity was
celona at one time transferred itself to Tarragona.
intermittent and, in the excitement of that stirring time, there was
little energy for the prosecution of heresy while, even when the
enemy had withdrawn, in many cases the buildings had been
The Valencia record shows that the total number of cases
ruined.
brought before all the tribunals in 1808 was G7; in 1809, 22; in
Probably few of
1810, 17; in 1811, 25; in 1812, 1; in 1813, 6.
these cases were regularly heard, if we may judge from that of
Don Vicente Valdes, captain of volunteers who, in 1810, was
denounced to the Valencia tribunal for blasphemous propositions.
October 27th it was ordered that, in view of the circumstances,
a fitting occasion should be awaited for the audiencia de cargos
demanded by the fiscal a postponement which proved to be
Still, where
protracted for it was not until 1816 that he was tried.^
the Inquisition itself was concerned it could act swiftly and effect-

—

ively.
In 1809 the French took possession of Santiago. Felipe
Sobrino Taboada, professor of civil law in the university, was
acting as police-magistrate and, by order of the director-general
of police, he issued a proclamation exhorting the people to lay
down their arms and praising the suppression of the Inquisition.
When the French retired, the university refused to readmit him to
his chair.
He obtained a decision of the tribunal of Public Safety
of Coruna re-establishing him and then the Inquisition arrested
him, without the prescribed preliminary formalities, and kept him
Afterwards he was allowed to
for five months in the secret prison.
keep his house as a prison and, when finally the bounds were
enlarged to the province of Galicia, it was with the condition that

he would accept no public

The Junta

much

Central,

office.^

which had endeavored

to govern,

amid

opposition from the particularist tendencies of the provincial

juntas, retired to Cadiz

'

^

Archivo

liist.

Puigblanch,

when

the

French occupied Andalusia.

nacional, Iiu]. do Valoiicia, Loc;- 100.

La

Inquisicioii sin Mascara, p.

129.
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issued a convocation for the assembling

and on the 31st it dissolved, after appointing a Regency
and imposing on it the duty of convoking the Cortes by March 1st.
The Regency delayed until, forced by the ])ressure of public opinion, on June ISth it published a decree ordering elections where
they had not been held, and summoning the deputies to meet in
August in Lsla de Leon, now San Fernando, near Cadiz. Suffrage
was virtually universal and, in the letters of convocation, the
nation was called upon to assemble in general Cortes 'Ho establish
and improve the fundamental constitution of the monarchy,"
while the commissions of the delegates empow^ered them to decide
all points contained in the letters and all others, without exception or limitation.^
The Cortes accordingl}' assumed the title of
Majesty, as embodying the will of the people and occupying the
throne of the absent sovereign. When they were opened, September 24th, about a hundred deputies were present, two-thirds of
whom were elected by the provinces not occupied by the French
armies, and the rest selected in Cadiz from among natives of the
unrepresented districts, including the colonies, then more or less
in open revolt, while, as the vicissitudes of the war permitted,
deputies came straggling in from districts unrepresented at first.
As a whole, the body fairly reflected existing public opinion. The
Liberals numbered forty-five, and the majority consisted of ecclesiastics, men of the privileged classes and government employees.^
It was an unavoidably hazardous experiment, this sudden wrenching of Spain from the old moorings and launching it on the tempestuous waters of modern ideas, under the conduct of men without
Grave mistakes were
training or experience in self-government.
inevital3le and their constructive work was idealistic and doomed
At the
a failure bound to result in blood and misery.
to failure
moment, however, there were no misgivings and the Cortes were
of Cortes,

—

regarded as the salvation of the nation.^

197-202.

*

Toreno, op.

'

Marliani, Histoire dc I'Espagne

'

Even Evaristo San

cit., II,

modcme,

I,

171.

Miguel, one of the exaltados of 1822 who, as secretary of

larpiely responsible for the follies which invited the French intervention
admits the errors of the Cortes of Cddiz. The Constitution of 1812, he
says, was an exotic that took no root in the soil; the mass of the people, plunged
in ignorance and miser}-, knew of it only by hearing from their spiritual guides
De la Guerra Civil de Espana, p. 88 (Madrid,
that it was a tissue of impieties.

State,

was

of 1823,

—

1836).
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The oath administered to the members bound them to maintain
Catholicism as the exchisivo religion of Spain and to preserve
Their
for their beloved monarch Fernando VII all his dominions.
to adopt a series of five resolutions, offered by an
Diego Muiioz Torrero, rector of the University of
Salamanca, of which one provided that the Regency should be
continued as the executive power, on taking an oath recognizing
first

act

was

ecclesiastic,

the sovereignty of the nation as embodied in the Cortes and

promising obedience to their enactments. Rather than do this,
Regency proposed to break up the Cortes, but the threatening
aspect of the people and the army caused a change of heart, and
that same night they took the oath, except the implacable conservative Quevedo Bishop of Orense, who resigned both from the
Regency and the Cortes. His resignations were accepted but he
was forced to take the oath required of all prelates and officials
It was evident that
before he was allowed to retire to his diocese.
the Cortes and the Regency could not pull together; on October
28th, the latter was dismissed, its membership was reduced from
five to three and a new Regency was installed with which the

the

Cortes could

work

in

harmony.^

After settling relations with the other departments of the State,

was given to the freedom of the
opening session the subject was introduced and referred to a committee no time was lost, a decree was
reported October 8th, and on the ISth, in spite of the reclamations
This was
of the opposition, it was passed by a vote of 68 to 32.
regarded as a preliminary attack on the Inquisition, which was

the

attention of the Cortes

first

press.

Two days

after the

;

thus deprived

members

by

implication of the function of censorship.

desired this to

1)C

Some

explicitly stated, giving rise to a hot

debate in wliich Inquisitor Riesco, a member of the Cortes, ])leaded
There
in vain for some honorable mention of the Holy Office.
was also indignation excited by the provision sul)jecting prohibition by the bishops to revision by the secular power, which was
subversive of the imprescri])til)le rights of the Church, whose
judgements are final .^ If this was really the first move in a camit was not unskilful, for it set at
which had hitherto been restrained. At once

paign against the Inquisition,
liberty the pens

—Coleccion de

los Decretos y Ordencs que
1-3 (Madrid, 1820).
» V^jIoz, Apolopfa del Altar
y del Trono, I, 107-10, 113-19, 211-12 (Madrid,
1825).— Coleccion de Decretos, I, 16.
•

Torono,

II, 208, 211, 223, 249.

han oxpodido

las
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there arose a crowd of pamplilctocrs

and journalists, not only in
throughout ^^pain, who attacked the institution unsparhigly, raising a clamor which showed how severe had been the
repression.
Sturdy defenders were not lacking and the wordy
war was vigorously waged. The two most prominent champions
on either side were Antonio Puigblanch, who, under the pseudonym of Natanael Jomtob, issued a series of pamphlets, collected
under the title of "La Inquisicion sin Mascara" or "The Inquisition unmasked/' and Padre INIaestro Fray Francisco Alvarado, a
Dominican of high repute for learning and eloc^uence, whose
letters under the name of El Filoaofo Rancio or Antitiuated Philosopher, continued for two years to keep up the struggle against
all the innovations of the Lil^erals.^
Puigblanch was no exception to the general rule that those who
attacked the Inquisition were careful to profess the highest veneCadiz

l)ut

and in no way to advocate toleration. His
work commences with an eloquent description of religion as the
foundation of all civil constitutions and Catholicism as the noblest
adornment of enlightenment and liberty, the only question being
ration for the faith

whether the Inquisition is the fitting institution for its protection.
He is careful to maintain to the last his abhorrence of heresy and
his desire for its suppression, which he proposes to effect by
reviving episcopal jurisdiction under certain limitations."
With
all this his denunciation of the Inquisition was unsparing, and he
had ample store of atrocities witli which to justify his attacks,
although there was unfairness in attributing to it, in the nineteenth
century, the cruelties which iiad stained its previous career.
Alvarado was a man of extensive learning, but of little claim to
the title of philosopher, whether antiquated or modern.
Though
his methods were not such as to make converts, they were well
adapted to stimulate those of his own side, for he was an effective
partizan writer, fluent, sarcastic, often coarse, vulgar and vituperative,

using assertion for argument and indifferent as to truth. The
is the flood of light which they shed on

chief value of his letters

the conservative attitude of the time, which explains

nmch

in the

have been repcatedh' reprinted. My edition is of Madrid, 1824-5
Under the Restoration, Alvarado was appointed a member of
the Suprcma, but he can scarce have acted as he died, August 31, 1S14.
2 La Inquisicion sin Mdscara,
pp. 5-12, 2S, 299, 480-3 (Cddiz, 1811).— An
English translation by William Walton appeared in London, in 1816, with a
^

These

letters

in five volumes.

valuable Introduction.
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subsequent vicissitudes of Spain. Philosophers, he says, are wolves,
robbers and devils, monsters who cannot be regarded without
horror, cnlighteners who are nothing but ignoramuses and cheats
and emissaries sent by hell. To seek to undermine popular confidence in the priesthood he holds to be a crime greater than the

The ferocity of his intolerance shows how
little Spanish churchmen had changed since the days of Torquemada. As to the relations of religion and the State, he assumes
that the only function of the civil power is to punish him who
crucifixion of Christ.

offends the faith the Catholic religion
;

is

as intolerant as light

is

of

and this intolerance distindarkness, or as truth
religions
invented
all
by man. Repeatedly and
guishes it from
burning
is
the proper remedy for unsavagely he proclaims that
if they wish free thought,
that,
his
adversaries
behef, and he tells
States, but in Spain what
the
United
England
or
to
they may go to
Such
advocacy could only
quemadero}
the
they had to expect was
their work.
accomplish
eager
to
render the Liberals more
is

While

this controversy

of falsehood,

was contributing

to the greater enlighten-

ment or obscuration of public opinion, the Cortes were engaged
The committee entrusted with this
in framing a Constitution.
task had a majority of conservatives, including several ecclesiastics, but these were quite willing to circumscribe the royal

power, while seeking to extend the privileges of the Church, and
It commenced
all the members signed the project as presented.^
the exclusive
which
had
the
nation,
the
sovereignty
of
by asserting
right to establish its fundamental laws, and could never be the

patrimony of any person or family, and it affirmed that the religion
of the nation was, and always forever would be the Catholic,
Apostolic, Roman, the only true one, which the nation protects by
wise and just laws, and prohibits the exercise of any other.' This
apparent concession to intolerance was denounced, when too late,
as a trap, for it placed in the hands of the representatives of the
nation the power of deciding what the wise and just laws should
be for the protection of religion. Be this as it may, the Cortes were
resolved that there should be no refusal to accept the new framc'

Cartas del Filosofo Rancio,

I,

86, 87, 96, 98, 262, 265, 268, 297; II, 21, -157,

461.
'

Marliani, op.

*

Tit.

98, 100).
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cap.

i,

cit., I,

175.

art. 2, 3; Tit.

ii,

cap.

ii,

art.

12 (Colcccion do Decri'tos,

II,
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In secret session of March 16, 1812, it was deit should be declared

creed that whosoever should refuse to swear to

"

an unworthy Spaniard and be driven from Spain, and measures
were taken to have it read in every parish church, where the assembled people should swear to obey it and to be faithful to the king.
As the French armies were driven back, the Spanish conmianders
made it their first duty to see this ceremony performed, and where
there was opposition, chiefly arising from the priests, force was
employed. A priest of the Cadiz cathedral who alluded to it
book, was prosecuted, and the irrewho refused to take the oath, was
exiled and declared to be an unworthy Spaniard.
As a whole,
however, it was enthusiastically accepted as the dawn of a new
era, though we may well question how many of those who took
the oath comprehended the purport of its three hundred and
slightingly as a lihelo, or

little

concileable Bishop of Orcnse,

eighty-four

articles,

covering

all

the

complicated minutiae of

based on an
new
between the Government and the governed.^
It

was

conception of the relations

entirely

institutions

inevitable that, in the effort to create a

new Spain,

of the Inquisition should be involved, especially as

its

the fate

disabled

That a struggle was impending had long
and that this was felt to be decisive as
to the character of the future institutions of Spain is seen in the
tenacity with which it was fought.
The Inquisition was the concondition invited attack.

been evident to

all parties,

servative stronghold, to be defended to the

last, after all

the outer

defences had been abandoned, and the deep roots which

it had
by the tactics required for its overthrow,
and by the fact that the contest was the bitterest and the most prolonged in the career of the Cortes, which had so unceremoniously
converted Spain from absolutism to liberal constitutionalism.
Some preparation had been made for the struggle by the conservatives.
The first Regency had endeavored to reconstitute all
the old Councils of the monarchy and, on June 10, 1810, Ethenard,
the Dean of the Suprema, addressed to it a memorial requesting it
to order the reassembling of the Suprema, to which it responded,
August 1st, by issuing such an order. The scattering of the mem-

established are manifested

bers precluded this, but,

shadowed what was
•

to

Velez, Apologia, II, llG-27.

lucion, III, 160,

when

the early acts of the Cortes fore-

come, on December 18th, Ethenard and

— Marliaui,

184.— Coleccion de

I,

179.

— Carniccro,

Decroto.s, II, 1G6; III, GO.

Hist, de la Revo-
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Amarillas asked the new Regency to appoint as a member the
fiscal Ibar Navarro and as fiscal the Madrid inquisitor, Galarza,
thus enabling the body to resume its functions. As no attention
was paid to this, an old member, Alejo Jimenez de Castro, who had

been exiled to Murcia by Godoy, was brought from his retreat
sion to utilize this offered itself in January, 1811.
tlie

The occaThe freedom of

have material for a quorum present.

to Cadiz, so as to

press enabled

Don Manuel

"La

Alzaibar to start

za," a frankly irreligious journal, in the second

Triple Alian-

number

of

which

there appeared an article ridiculing the immortality of the soul

and suffrages

On January 28th advantage was taken

for the dead.

of this to ask the Cortes to refer

it

to the Inquisition for censure,

which was carried in spite of opposition. The next day the
editors asked that the action be rescinded, leading to a three days'
debate in which the Inquisition was denounced as a mysterious,
cruel and antichristian tribunal and, for the first time, its supPresident Dou ruled that the
pression was openly advocated.
inculpated journal must be passed to the Junta de Censura, for
he understood that the Inquisition was not organized, when he was
told that there were three members of the Suprema in Cadiz, and
This raised larger questions
that the Seville tribunal was in Ceuta.
and the whole matter was referred to a committee so composed that
it was expected to report against re-establishment, but it withheld
its report for a long time and meanwhile there were other moves
in the game.^

On May

16th, the

members

of the

Suprema

notified the

Regency

that they were prepared to act, in response to which the minister
of Gracia y Justicia expressed his surprise that they should meet
as a tribunal, without awaiting the decision of the questions
submitted to the Cortes, and forbade them from forming a Council
The matter was
until they should have express authorization."
brought before the Cortes and Inquisitor Riesco vainly argued in
favor of the Inquisition his motion was referred to the committee,
;

»

*

V(:-lcz,

Apologfa,

Apologfa de

I,

126-34, 212-13.— Rodrigo, III,

la Inqviisicioo, pp.

370.— Torciio,

16-18 (Cadiz, 1811).

— Riesco,

III, 106-7.

in a speech

Suprema were suspended on the
members had not been "purified" (I)iscusion del Proyecto, p.
officials who had in any way been concerned with the French were

before the Cortes, said that the functions of (he

pretext that
148).

All

its

required to be purified
purification
politics.

— that

came repeatedly

is,

to give proofs of patriotism.

in play in

tiie

This so-called

kaleitloscopic changes of Spanish
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whore

it lay buried in spite of repeated rails for a report.
The
Liberals insisted that a National Council would be a more suitable

body for the mature consideration of such questions; their object
was solely to gain time, which was fighting on their side, but the
idea was seriously entertained, even by the clericals.
The committee on the external discipline of the clergy reported, August
22d, in favor of the project, with a

list

of matters to be submitted

on August 2Sth the Cortes ordered it to be convoked,
but postponed consideration of the details. Other matters supervened and no further action was taken, which Archbishop "W'lez
assures us saved Spain from a schism, or at least from a scandal
for, under the proposed program, it would have proved a second
to the Council;

Synod
interest

of Pistoja,
in

In

fact,

the journals naturally took a lively

the matter; thousands of pamphlets,

we

are told,

appeared everywhere, pointing out the abuses and relaxed morals
of the clergy and demanding a reform that was assumed to be
necessary.
It is easy to imagine that the ecclesiastical authorities
were willing to let the project drop.^

The position of the Liberals was greatly strengthened by the
adoption of the Constitution, in March 1S12, as was abundantly
shown in the next debate on the Inquisition. This was provoked
by the publication, in April 1812, of the "Diccionario criticoburlesco" of Gallardo, librarian of the Cortes, in which

all

that the

was treated with ridicule,
neither refined nor witty.
It created an immense sensation and
was brought before the Cortes, which enabled Riesco, on April
22d, to call for the immediate presentation of the report of the committee on the Inquisition, for which the Cortes had been waiting
for more than a year.
The committee, in fact, had reached a
decision, in July 1811, in favor of the Inquisition, and we are not
told why it had been held ])ack, for four members had concurred
The report was
in it and only Munoz Torrero had dissented.
accordingly presented, re-establishing the Suprema in its functions,
with certain limitations as to political action the debate was hot,
but the Liberals had taken precautions to avoid a direct vote on
the question.
In a decree of March 25th, creating a supreme
court of justice, they had introduced an article suppressing the
tribunals known by the name of councils, and they pointed out
that this embraced the Suprema, which gave abundant opportunity
mass

of the population held sacred

;

V^lez, Apologia,

I,

214, 384-5, 399-418.
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adroitly planned for this especial purpose,
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decision of the Cortes,

December

13,

1811,

during the discussion on the Constitution, that no propositions
bearing on the fundamental law should be admitted to debate
without previous examination by the committee on the Constitution, to see that it was not in opposition to the articles thereof.
It was notorious that inquisitorial procedure was in direct contravention of the constitutional provisions to secure justice in criminal
prosecutions and, after an exciting struggle and a postponement,
the report was referred to the committee on the Constitution.
The Conservatives were so exasperated that they proposed to

and have a new election under the Constitution,
which the Liberals agreed, except that the new body should
meet October 1, 1813, and the existing one should remain in sesArchbishop Velez tells us that the policy of the
sion until then.
Liberals was to gain time, for their personal safety was at stake
if the Inc^uisition was re-established, nor does he recognize how
monstrous was the admission involved in this, for an institution
that could prosecute and punish legislators for their official acts
was virtually the despot of the land. Doubtless the deputies felt
this, and that the struggle was one for life or death.^
The flank of the enemy was thus skilfully turned. The committee on the Constitution was in no haste to report and occupied
itself with collecting documentary material from the archives
wherever accessible. Its conclusion was that the Inquisition was
incompatible wath the fundamental law and, on November 13th,
it voted on a project for establishing ''Tribunales protectores de la
Finally,
fe" in compliance with the constitutional requirements.
on December 8th two reports were presented. That of the minority by Antonio Joaquin Perez, who had been an inquisitor in
Mexico, argued that the abuses of the Inquisition were not inherent;
that its procedure conflicted with the Constitution and should theredissolve the Cortes,

to

fore be modified accordingly.^

The majority report was a very elaborate document, tracing the
treatment of heresy from the earliest times, and pointing out the
irreconcileable incompatil)ility of the Inquisition with the constituopen trial and
concluded with the draft of a decree
"Sobre Tribunales protectores de la fe," in which such caution
tional provisions securing to the citizen the right of

opportunities for defence.

It

219.—Toreno,

»

V^lez, Apologfa,

^

Discusion del Proyecto, pp. 10-1, 39S.

I,

134-52, 217.

III, 105-10.
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was deemed necessary that the Inquisition was nowhere menIt appealed to the national pride, by simply reviving a
law of the Partidas concerning the prosecution of heretics by
bishops, it prescribed the form and procedure of the episcopal tribunals, the punishment by lay judges of those pronounced guilty,
and it provided for appeals as well as for the suppression of writings
contrary to religion. The reports were duly received and January
4, 1813, was appointed for the opening of debate.'
Probably no measure before the Cortes provoked so bitter and
prolonged a debate. The Liberals liad secured the advantage
of position, and the Conservatives felt that the issue involved the
whole future relations of Church and State. There was a preliminary skirmish on December 29th, when Sdnchez de Ocafia asked
for a postponement until the bishops and chapters could be consulted, on the ground that the Church was an independent body.^
This was voted down and the debate was opened on the designated
day, January 4, 1813. The friends of the Inquisition had not been
idle; the Church organization was in good working order, and
the Cortes were bombarded with memorials from bishops, chapters,
ayuntamientos, military officers, towns and provinces, showing
how active the canvass had been during the two years in which
the subject had been mooted.
Yet the Conservatives could only
procure, out of the fifty-nine sees existing in Spain, protests from
two archbishops and twenty-four bishops, the authorities of three
vacant sees, and four chapters of those occupied by the French;
while the number from officers of the army was not large, those
from towns were but a small fraction of the municipalities, and
only two provinces Alava and Galicia spoke through their
authorities.
Munoz Torrero declared, January 10th, that every
mail brought him mountains of letters in favor of the Inquisition
and Toreno spoke of the reclamations that came in, showing how
the signers of protests had been coerced.^
tioned.

—

*

—

—

Discusion, pp. 38-40. The law of the Partidas thus revived was P. vii, Tit.
2, which says tliat heretics can be accused by any one before a bishop

xxvi, ley

who shall examine them on the articles of faith and sacraments. If
found he must labor to convert them b}' reason and persuasion when, if
If persistent
willing to be converted, they arc to be reconciled and pardoned.
they are to be handed over to the secular judge for punishment by fire or otherwise.
The revival of the law was only as regards the functions of the bishops.
' Ibidem,
pp. 42-7.
' Cartas del
Filosofo Rancio, II, 453.— Men6ndez y Pelayo, III, 473.— Disor his vicar,
error

is

cusion,

pp

215, 229, 397.
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The debate was vigorous and eloquent on both sides but, while
took the widest range, embracing the history of the Church from
apostolic times and the career of the Incjuisition from the thirteenth
it

century, the parliamentary ciuestion in reality turned

power

upon the

of the Cortes to intrude in the sphere of ecclesiastical juris-

diction.

After discussion lasting until January 22d on the pre-

itself was taken up, article by
and strenuously fought over; amendments were presented
and accepted or rejected, as they strengthened or weakened the
measure, and hot resistance was offered to the clauses allowing
appeals from the judgements of the bishops, which the Liberals
supported on the ground that all the members who opposed the
Inquisition had been denounced throughout Spain as heretics,
and the safety of the citizen demanded that episcopal definition
of heresy should not be final.
The debate was prolonged until
February 5th, when the last article was agreed to, and the decree
in its final shape did not differ essentially from that proposed by
the Committee.
There was no formal su})pression of the Inquisition it was simply declared to be incompatible with the Constitution and the law of the Partidas was revived.
This latter had been
agreed to on January 2Gth by a vote of 92 to 30, and that date was
assumed as determining the extinction of the Inquisition, regulating the disposition of its property.
It is not worth while to
recapitulate the details of the episcopal tribunals and the pro-

liminary propositions, the decree
article

;

visions for censorship, as the bishops took

interest in the

little

exercise of their restored jurisdiction, though there are traces of

—

one or two cases that of Joaquin Ranu'rcz, priest
Moscardon and of Doila Antonia de la Torre of Seville.^ During
the seventeen months that ela])sed until the re-establishment of
the Inquisition, we are told tliat, although the land was full of
Freemasons and other anticatholics, the bishops had no occasion
to arrest any one, for no informers or accusers came forward
doubtless because they realized that their names would be known."
their action in

of

' Discusion dv\ Proyccto,
pp. .50, 325, 4!).">, 564, 030-9, (583, GS7.— Coleccion de
Dccrctos, III, 215, 220.— Archive) hi.st. nacioiial, Iiki. de Valoncia, Li>g. 100.—
Arcliivo de Himancas, Iiiq., Lib. 890.

The decree concerning property continued the sahiries of all olHeials. A .subsequent decree of September 13th, regulating the national ilcbt applied the projv
,

erty of the extinguida inquisicion to that incurreil in the war with France.
Coleccion, IV, 257.
'

Carnicero,

La Inquisicion

ju.stainente restablecida, II, 115.
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several ecclesiastics distinp;uishe(l themselves by
advocacy of the measure, among whom were preeminent Munoz Torrero, who had borne a leading part in drafting
the decree; Lorenzo Mllanucva, who had defended the Inriuisition
against Bishop Gregoire, and Ruyz Padron, parish priest of
Valdeorras in Galicia and formerly of the Canaries. How they
On the other side one
fared in consequence we shall see hereafter.
of the most vehement was Pedro Inguanzo, who was rewarded
with the see of Zamora, and ultimately with the archbishopric

In tho

(lel);itc

their able

of Toledo.

The

won
how

by unexpectedly large
had been the advance in public
opinion.
No measure had created such intensity of feeling on
either side; the rejoicing of the Liberals was extravagant, and the
anger of the clerical party may be gauged by the declamation of
Archl)ishop Vclez, who is as vehement as though the whole fate
the abomination of desolation, he
of Christianity was at stake
declares, seemed to have established its throne in the very house
of God.^
The clergy liad already been alienated b}^ various meaLiberals had

majorities, indicating

their victory

great

—

—

the appropriation of a portion
armies, the escheating of the
support
of
the
of the tithes to the
destroyed
property of convents
by the invaders, or having less
sures adverse to their interests

than twelve inmates, and the abrogation of the Voto de vSantiago,
a tax on the agriculturists of some provinces based on a fraudulent tradition of a vow made by Ramiro I, when, by the aid of
The debate
St, James, he won the suppositious victory of Clavijo.^
reputation
of
the
heightened
the
Cortes as
Inquisition
had
on the
inflame
still
it
wise
to
further
irreligious
and
was
not
body,
an
the hostility of a class wielding such preponderating influence,
but the Liberals, intoxicated by their victory, proceeded to render
the measure as offensive as possible to the defeated clericals.

On February
Constitution

was

5th, after the final vote, the

committee on the

instructed to ]:)repare a manifesto setting forth

the reasons for the suppression of the Inquisition which, together
w4th the decree, should be read in all parish churches for three consecutive Sundays, before the offertory of the mass; that in

all

churches the insignia of those condenmed and penanced should
be removed, and that a report should be made as to the disposition
Apologfa,

252-4.

'

V(''loz,

'

Coleccion de Decretos, III, 26, 30, 66, 137, 211.
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The preparation

of the manifesto

of the archives of the tribunals.

delayed the publication of the decree until February 22d, for it
was a long and wordy document, in which the decadence of Spain
was attributed to the abuses of the Inquisition the ancient laws
had therefore been revived, restoring their jurisdiction to the
bishops, in whose hands the Catholic faith and its sublime morals
;

would be secure; Religion would flourish, prosperity would return,
and perchance this change might some day lead to the religious
brotherhood of all the nations/
It was not long before the imprudence of this step manifested
itself, for it gave the Church a battle-ground on which to contest,
not only the reading of the manifesto but the execution of the
decree itself and, if defeated, of occupying the advantageous
Opposition had for some time been in
position of martyrdom.
As early as December 12, 1812, the six bishops of
preparation.
Lerida, Tortosa, Barcelona, Urgel, Teruel and Pampeluna, in the
safe refuge of Majorca, had prepared a manifesto widely circulated
in private, representing the Church as outraged in its ministers,
oppressed in
the Jansenist

its

immunities, and combated in its doctrines, while
of the Cortes were described as adherents

members

No

sooner was the decisive vote of
of the vacant see of Cadiz
prepared for a contest over the reading of the decree and manifesto.
It had already appointed a committee of three with full
powers, and it now instructed the committee to communicate
secretly with refugee bishops in Cadiz, and with chapters elsewhere, with a view to common action. Letters were sent to the
of the Council of Pistoja.^

February 5th taken than the chapter

chapters of Seville, Malaga, Jaen and Cordova, representing that
the Cadiz chapter was ready to be the victim, but would be
strengthened by the union of others. Seville replied with promises

do the same; the rest more cautiously, for they felt that they
were treading on dangerous ground.
This dampened somewhat the ardor of the fiery Citdiz chapter
and it sought for other support. On February 23d the parish
priests and army chaplains of Cadiz were assembled and addressed

to

To read the decree and manifesto
would be a profanation and a degrading servility. The papal
constitutions creating the Inquisition were binding on the consciences of the faithful, until revoked by the same authority, and
the chapter at great length.

Discusion dol Proyccto, pp. GS3, 689-94.

»

Torcno,

ITT, 204.
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from this obligation the secular power could not relievo them.
To obey would be to incur the risk of a dreadful sacrilege, and the
penalties for impeding the Inquisition imposed by Julius III and
Sixtus V; it was better to fall into the hands of man than into those
of God, and they were ready to endure whatever fate might befall
them. This was rank rebellion, slightly moderated by the expression of a desire to learn the opinions of the holy prelates

were

in Cadiz.

The chapter duly transmitted

who

this address to the

—

prelates the Bishops of Calahorra, Plasencia, San Marcos de
Leon, Sigiienza and Albarracin (Calahorra and San Marcos were

deputies in the Cortes and had signed the Constitution)
that

it

— stating

same sentiments and repeated the request
The bishops replied cautiously, and in sub-

entertained the

for their opinion.

made to the Government,
which might be induced to modify its decrees/
Time was growing short, for March 7tli had been designated as
the first Sunday for reading the decree and manifesto.
On March
3d a capitular meeting was assembled, in which it was unanimously
resolved to obey, but to make use of the provisions which authorize
citizens to obey without executing and to represent reverentially
stance advised that representations be

the reasons for suspending action until further determination.^

This was the

first

able plot which

step in the development of a

was organizing.

On March

somewhat formid-

5th the papal nuncio,

Pedro Gravina, Archbishop of Nicsea, addressed to the Regency
a very significant protest against the decree itself. The abolition
of the Inquisition, he said, was contrary to the primacy of the
Holy See; he protested against this and he asked the Regency to
induce the Cortes to suspend its publication and execution until
happier times might secure the consent of the pope or of the
National Council. On the same day he was guilty of the indiscretion of writing to the Bishop of Jaen and to the chapters of
Malaga and Granada, under strict injunctions of secrecy, advising
them of the proposed resistance of the Cadiz chapter and inviting

The next day, March 6th, the chapter sent to
Regency the address of the priests and chaplains of Cadiz,
with a communication setting forth the reasons which not only

their cooperation.'

the

' Memoria interesante para la Historia de las Persecuciones de
la
y de sus Ministros en Espafia, Append., pp. 1-16 (Madrid, 1814).

'

Iglesia Catolica

Ibidem, pp. 17-20.

Manifesto istorico del Cardinale Pictro Gravina, pp. 63-68 (Roma, 1824).
E. Nunez de Taboada, Le dernier soupir de I'lnquisition, pp. 43-9 (Paris, 1814).
'
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prevented the execution of the mandate of the Cortes, but imperiously required the secular power to protect the Church and relieve
it

from an act

Chapter,

in contravention of its

honor and sanctity.

The

argued, could not be accused of disobedience for
insisting on the spiritual law which was more binding than the
it

temporal/

The Regency evidently was

participating in the plot to overthrow

The legisand executive branches of the Government had become
estranged.
There had been dissension in the matter of the suppression of the convents, and an investigation made by the Cortes
into the afTairs of the Regency had led to a damaging report on
February 7th. The Liberals were convinced that it was planning
a couj) d'etat when, on the night of Saturday, March 6th the rumor
spread that it had dismissed the Governor of Cadiz, D. Cayetano
Valdes, and had replaced him with D. Jose Maria Alos.
Sunday
passed without the reading of the decree and manifesto in the
churches and, on Monday, the minister of Gracia y Justicia sent
to the Cortes the communications of the chapter to the Regenc3\
A permanent session was at once declared; the Cortes dismissed
the regents and replaced them with the three senior members of
the Cortes for the purpose of saving the Inquisition.
lative

the Council of State, Cardinal Luis de Bourbon, Archbishop of

Toledo, D. Pedro Agar and D. Gabriel Ciscar,

who

the oaths and at 9 p.m. assumed possession of their

forthwith took
office,

the dis-

missed regents ofTering no resistance.^

Harmony between

the legislature and the executive being thus
on March 9th the Cortes ordered the Regency to compel
obedience.
Under threats of measures to be taken, the chapter
yielded at 10 p.m. and promised that the next morning, and on
the two following Sundays, the decree and manifesto should be
duly read. It was obliged to furnish authentic copies of all papers
and correspondence, on the basis of which a sharp reprimand was
addressed to the Seville chapter and, on April 24th, prosecution
was commenced against the Cadiz capitular vicar and the three
restored,

members

of the conunittee, for treasonable conspiracy.

Their

temporalities were seized and for six weeks they were imprisoned,

The trial dragged on until the restoration of
rendered acquittal a matter of course and enabled
them, in their defence, to declare that to destroy the Inquisition
incomunicado.

Fernando

Memoria

VH

interesante, Append., pp. 23-G.

'

Torcno,

III,

103-203.
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or to impede

its

action in matters of

Roman

ing the jurisdiction of the
foot a

dogma

faitli

was

tlie

Pontiff, thus

^17

same as proliihittrampHng under

established l^y Jesus Christ.'

The documents thus obtained showed
had been active in furthering the plot of
it had been crushed,
policy would have

that Nuncio
resistance.

Gravina

Now

that

dictated dropping the

matter but, on April 22d, the minister of Gracia y Justicia addressed
him a sharp letter, expressing the confidence of the Regency that
he would in future observe the limits of his office, as otherwise it

would be obliged

To

he of course
were concerned
he might find himself obliged to follow the same coiu'se, and the
Regency could do as it pleased. Some further correspondence
to exercise all its authority.

replied defiantly;

whenever

this

ecclesiastical matters

followed in the same vein and then, after an interval, his passports
w'ere sent to him, his temporalities were seized, and he was
informed that the frigate Sabina was at his disposal to transport
him whither he desired.^ He declined the proffered frigate and
established himself in Portugal, near the border, whence he continued busily to stir up disaffection, assuming that he still retained
his functions as nuncio.
On July 24th he addressed a protest to

the

Government and

sent a circular to the bishoi)S inviting

them

apply to him in cases requiring his aid. This led to a lively
controversy, in which the Government charged him with deceit
and he retorted by accusing it of falsehood and challenging it to
publish the documents.^
This was by no means the only trouble excited by the enforced
Recalcitrant priests were
reading of the decree and manifesto.
found in many places, whose cases caused infinite annoyance and
bad blood and the Bishop of Oviedo was recluded in a convent
for refusing obedience.^
The Government triumphed, but it was
a Pyrrhic victory, multiplying its enemies, heightening its reputa-

to

and weakening

tion for irreligion,

*

Memoria

its

influence.^

intcrcsante, pp. ix, x, 58; Append., pp. 27-30.

—Volcz, Apologia,

I,

262-87.

Taboada,

Velez, Apologia,

I,

*

Velez, Apologia,

I,

op.

—

Gravina, Manifesto istorico, pp. G8-106.
pp. 50-71.
303.
Gravina, Manifesto istorico, pp. 106-116, 1-41.

^

^

cit.,

—

260.

would seem as though some of the tribunals continued to act. There is
a case of a Dominican sub-deacon. Fray Tomas Garcia, who denounced himself
for saying mass to that of Valencia, whicli forwarded the sumarin to Cuenca,
August 15, 1813. Archive hist, nacional, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 100.
27
VOL. IV
''
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The result was seen in the elections for the new Cdrtes ordinarias,
when the deputies returned were largely reactionary, owing to
clerical influence.

were

filled

There were

by the old members

many

vacancies, however, which

for the corresponding places,

and

thus the parties were evenly balanced. The new Cortes met,
September 26th and, on November 29th adjourned to meet in
Madrid, January 15, 1814 the Regency transferred itself to Madrid,
January 5th,* By that time the French were virtually expelled
;

from Spain; Wellington was following Soult into France, and
Suchet was barely holding his own against Copons in Catalonia.

The return of Fernando el Deseado was evidently at hand and
was eagerly expected. The reaction following the prolonged
excitement of the war was beginning to be felt. There was widespread misery in the devastated provinces, the relief of which was
slow and difficult and was aggravated by a decree of the Cortes
requiring those which had been subjugated to pay the arrears
Dissatisfaction with the Cortes was
of the war contributions.
aroused by what were regarded as their sins both of commission
and omission the lowering of the value of French money caused
great suffering and trouble; all who had served under the intruso
were ejected from office; the parish priests were reinstated in their
old cures, which turned into the streets the new incumbents;
people began to grumble at the preponderance of the Liberals in
the Cortes in short, the^e was no lack of subjects of complaint.^
Exhaustion and poverty, the inevitable consequences of so prolonged and desperate a struggle, produced discontent, and it was
natural that those who had guided the nation through its tribu-

—

—

be held responsible, while their services should be
military also were dissatisfied at finding that,
at the close of a successful war, they had not the importance that
they considered to be their due, while the clergy were outspoken
in opposition and, through two widely circulated journals, "El
Procurador dc la Nacion y del Rey" and ''La Atalaya de la Manlations should

forgotten.

The

cha," attacked the Government furiously,'

During all this period, Fernando's existence at Valengay had
been as agreeable as was consistent with his safe-keeping. The
only restriction on his movements was a prohibition to ride on
'

'
'

Tonnio, III, 284-305.
Carnicoro, Historia dc la Rovolucion,
Miraflores,

1834).

Apuntes para

III,

1G9-7G.

cscribir la Historia

de Espafia, pp. 11-13 (Londrcs,
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have kept him supplicJ with women
developed sensuality, and he manifested
his characteristic baseness in letters to his captor congratulating
him on his victories and soliciting the honor of a matrimonial
After the battle of Licpzig, Napoleon,
alliance with his family.
striving to save what he could from the wreck, represented to
Fernando that the English were seeking to convert Spain into a
Jacobin republic Fernando was ready to agree to any terms and,
horseback Napoleon
;

is

said to

to satisfy his strongly

;

on December 11, 1813, there was signed what was known as the
Treaty of Yalen^ay, under which peace was declared between
France and Spain, the English and French troops were to be withdrawn, the Afrancesados, who had taken refuge in France, were
to be restored to their property and functions, and Fernando was

make a

to

yearly allowance of 30,000,000 reales to his father and

mother/
Fernando sent the Duke

San Carlos with the treaty to Madrid
him that, if he found the Cortes and
Regency infected with Jacobinism, he was to insist on ratification
pure and simple; if he found them loyal, he was to say that the
king desired ratification, with the understanding that he would
subsequently declare it invalid. The treaty excited general indignation.
As early as January 1, 1811, the Cortes had decreed that
they would recognize no treaty made by the king in captivity, and
that he should not be considered free until he was surrounded by
of

for ratification, instructing

subjects in Cortes.

his faithful

Now

the Cortes responded to

Fernando's message with a decree of February 2, 1814, reissuing
the former one and adding that obedience should not be rendered
to him until he should, in the Cortes, take an oath to the Constitution on his arrival at the frontier this decree was to be handed to
him, with a copy of the Constitution that he might read and
;

understand it; he was to follow a route prescribed by the Regency
and, on reaching the capital, he was to come directly to the Cortes,
take the oath, and the government would then be solemnly made
over to him. All this was agreed to with virtual unanimity; it
was signed by all the deputies and was published with a manifesto
denoimcing the treaty and expressing the warmest devotion to

The publication aroused general indignation
and the manifesto elicited universal applause.^

the king.
treaty
*

Miraflores,

*

Marliani,

43;V,

87.

at the

Documentos d los que se hace referenda en los Apuntes, I, 9-23.
195-200.—Toreno, III, 317, 395.—Coleccion de Decretos, I,
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trained in the traditions of absolutism, the Treaty

of Valengay was vastly preferable to the reception prepared for
him, but he uttered no word of dissent when, after Napoleon had
liberated him without conditions on March 7th, he was transferred
by Suchet, on the banks of the Fluviii, March 24th, to Co pons, the
Captain-general of Catalonia. He exercised volition however in
deviating from the route laid down by the Regency, and made a

detour to Saragossa on the road to Valencia, but he preserved
Everywhere he was received
absolute silence as to his intentions.
idealized him as the symbol
people
the
enthusiasm
with delirious
struggled
through five years
they
had
which
for
of the nationality
;

of pitiless war,

and there were no bounds

to their

exuberance of

loyalty.

The Restoration.
To few men has it been given, as to Fernando, to exercise so
profound and so lasting an influence on the destinies of a nation.
His ancestor, Henry IV, had a harder task when he undertook to
impose harmony on compatriots who, for a generation had been
savagely cutting each others' throats. Fernando came to a nation
which had been unitedly waging war against a foreign enemy.
grown up, as to the reception or rejecparties had been formed representing
the principles of conservatism and innovation; mistakes had been
made on both sides and bitterness of temper was rising, but a wise
and prudent ruler, coming uncommitted to either side and enthusiastically greeted by both, could have exorcised the demon of
faction, could have brought about compromise and conciliation,
and could have gradually so trained the nation that it could have
Differences of opinion had

tion of

modern

ideas,

and

This
traversed in peace the inevitable revolution awaiting it.
was not to be. Unfortunately Fernando was one of the basest

and most despicable beings that ever disgraced a tlirone. Cowardly, treacherous, deceitful, s(>lfish, abandoned to low debauchery, controlled by a camarilla of foul and immoral favorites,
his sole object was to secure for himself the untrammelled exercise
Cruel
of arbitrary power and to abuse it for sensual gratification.
he was not, in tlie sense of wanton shetlding of l)lood, but he was
callously indifferent to human suffering, and he earned tlu^ name
of Tigrekan, by which the Liberals came to designate him.'
Conscrvativos concur with Liberals in dcnonncinp; the moniory of I'rrnando.
See Mca^ndcz y Pchiyo, III, 195 and \'. dc hi Tucnlf, III, 472.
'

—
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Wlicn Fernando entered Spain he was naturally undecided as to
the immediate attitude to be assumed towards the changes

made

during his absence, but the enthusiasm of his reception and the
influence of the reactionaries who surrounded him emboldened

him

in the determination to assert his autocracy.
Several secret
conferences were held during the journey to decide whether he

should swear to the Constitution, and the negative opinion preIn fact, to a man of Fernando's character, voluntary
obedience to the Constitution was an impossibility. Not only did
vailed.

declare that sovereignty resided in the nation, with the corre-

it

sponding right to determine its fundamental laws, but the powers
of the crown were limited in many ways; the Cortes reserved the

unworthy aspirants to the succession, and to set
any cause rendering him incapable
clauses susceptible of most dangerous interpretation.
At this
very time, indeed, the Cortes were deliberating on the appropriation to be made to the king for the maintenance of his court, which
implied the right to subject him to the most galling conditions.^
If anything was needed to induce him to assert the full powers
enjoyed by his predecessors it was afforded by a manifesto knowTi
as the Representation of the Persians, from an absurd allusion to
This was signed
the ancient Persians in the opening sentence.
by sixty-nine deputies to the Cortes; at much length and with
turgid rhetoric it set forth the sufferings inflicted on Spain by the
right to exclude

aside the incumbent for

Liberals;
null

and

it

argued that

invalid;

it

all

the acts of the Cortes of Cadiz were

pointed out the limitations on the royal power

prescribed by the Constitution, and it asserted that absolute
monarchy was recognized as the perfection of government. It
did not omit to declare that the Inquisition was indispensable to
the maintenance of religion, without which no government could
exist; it dwelt on the disorders consequent upon its suppression
and it reminded Fernando that, from the time of the Gothic kingdom, intolerance of heresy was the permanent law of the nation.
Even if the king should think best to swear to the Constitution,
the manifesto protested that it was invalid and that its destructive
principles must be submitted to the action of Cortes assembled

according to the ancient fashion.

was drawn up and
*

Torcno, III, 355-9.

This paper, dated April 12th,

secretly circulated

—Miraflores,

by Bernardo Moza Reales,

Documentos,

I,

30.

—Constitucion,

144-9, 173, 181, 187 (Coleccion de los Decretos, V, 148, 153, 182, 185).

art. 3,
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who

carried it to Valencia and presented it to Fernando, receiving
the title of Marquis of Mataflorida/
reward
as
Fernando reached Valencia April 16th and paused there until
May 4th, while secret preparations were made to overthrow the
government. The Cortes, unaware of the contemplated treachery,
were amusing themselves in arranging the hall for the solemnity
of the king's oath and his acknowledgement as sovereign, and took
no measures for self-protection. Troops were secretly collected
in the vicinity of Madrid, under General Eguia, a violent reactionary,
of

who was made Captain-general of New Castile. On the night
10th, when Fernando was nearing the capital, Eguia

May

Joaquin Perez, President of the C6rtes, that they were
and the archives were
sealed, while police-agents were busy making arrests from a list
of thirty-eight marked for proscription, including two of the regents,
two ministers and all the more prominent liberal deputies.^ No
resistance was encountered and the precedent was established
which has proved so disastrous to Spain.
In the early dawn of the 11th, there was found posted everywhere a royal manifesto dated at Valencia on the 4th, In this,
after a rambling summary of antecedent events, Fernando promised to assemble as soon as possible Cortes of the old fashion and,
in conjunction with them, to establish solidly whatever was
necessary for the good of the kingdom. He hated despotism;
the enlightenment and culture of Europe would never permit it,
and his predecessors had never been despots. But the Cortes of
Cadiz and the existing body were illegal and all their acts were
invalid; he did not intend to swear to the Constitution or to the
decrees of the Cortes, but he pronounced them all void and of no
effect, and any one supporting them in any manner or endeavoring
to impede the execution of this manifesto was declared to be guilty
of high treason and subject to the death-penalty.^
It is perhaps
notified

closed; troops took possession of the hall

Rcprcsentacion y Manificsto que algunos Diputados d las C6rtcs ordinarias
Apuros de su Oprcsion en Madrid, pp. 12, 17, 59, 60
(Madrid, 1.S14).
' Toreno,
III, 359, 361— 1.^— Koska Vayo, Historia de la Vida y Ileinado de
Fernando VII, II, 26, 32-5, 377 (Madrid, 1S12).— Marliani, I, 206.
' Coleccion de las Rcalcs Cedillas etc. de Fernando ^^II,
p. 1 (Valencia, 1814).
*

finiiaron on los niayores

Toreno, III, 400.

than

thi.s

— It would be

celebrated

and

difficult to find

Juan lY-rcz \'ilianiil, tlie head
1813.— Toreno, III, 364.

of the

a more slovenly piece of writing

authorship was attributed to
Regency dismissed by the C6rtes in March,

fateful manifesto.

Its
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needless to say that the promised convocation of Cortes and the

modernized instiword, the old
organization of Government was restored, and Fernando was an
absolute despot, disposing at his pleasure of the lives and property
of his subjects who had fought so desperately for his restoration.
How he used this power was manifested in the case of the
fifty-two prisoners whq were arrested at the time of the cowp d'etat.
Nineteen months were spent in endeavoring to have them condemned by tribunals and commissions formed for the purpose,
but no crime could be proved that would not equally affect all
who had voted with them, many of whom stood in high favor at
court.
The last tribunal convened for their trial advised Fernando
to sentence them in the exercise of his royal omnipotence, and he
salutary legislation never took place.

All the

tutions framed since 1810 were swept

away

at a

December 17, 1815, sending them to distant fortresses,
African presidios and convents, with strict orders to allow them
As regards the
to see no one and to send or receive no letters.^
three specially obnoxious clerical deputies, Mllanueva was recluded
did so,

for six years in the convent of la Salccda, from which we shall see
him emerge and again play a brief part on the political stage.
Munoz Torrero was sent to the convent of Erbon, in GaUcia. He

Dom

^liguel of Portugal and
Ruiz de Padron was not
the proscribed; he had not been elected to the new

finally fell into the

savage hands of

perished, after severe torture, in 1829.^

on the

list

of

Cortes but was detained
in

May

by sickness

in

Cadiz.

to his parish of Valdeorras, his bishop,

of Astorga,

made a crime

of his

episcopal licence and prosecuted

On

his return

Manuel Mcente

absence from his cure without

him

and for sustaining
and the throne. On

for this

in the Cortes projects adverse to religion

November

2, 1815, he was sentenced to perpetual reclusion in the
desert convent of Cabeza de Alba and, to prevent appeal, the
bishop sent the process to the Inquisition of Valladolid. Ruiz

appealed to the metropolitan, but the bishop refused to allow the
Then a recurso de fuerza to the Chancellery of "\'allaappeal.

was tried, which thrice demanded the process before the
bishop, to escape exposure in a secular court, allowed the appeal.
Finally the metropolitan annulled the proceedings and Ruiz was
dolid

set at liberty, after four years'

imprisonment, broken in health and

:\rarliani, I, 208-17.— Koska Vayo,
Men^ndez y Pelayo, III, 545.

II,

48-52.—Toreno,

III, 405.
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ruined in fortune.
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for printing his speech in the Cortes against the Inqui-

a prosecution

commenced by

the Madrid tribunal and trans-

ferred to Valladolid/

It

was

dating

all

at first

thought that the manifesto of

the acts of the Cortes, in

itself

May

4th,

by

invali-

re-established the Inquisi-

had not waited for this and,
a popular tunuilt restored it. The next day its banner,
piously preserved by Don Juan Garcia de Negra, a familiar, was
solemnly conducted to the castle of Triana by a procession, at
the head of which marched Juan Acisla de Vera, coadministrator of
the diocese; the Te Deum was sung in the cathedral, the houses
were illuminated and splendidly adorned with tapestries.^ All this
was premature, as likewise were the attempts made by some tribunals to reorganize, for the absence of an inquisitor-general and
Suprema rendered irregular the transaction of business. Representations were made to the king by Seville and other towns, by
the chapter of Valencia, and by bishops, praying him to take action,

tion.

on

In

fact, Seville, its birth-place,

May Gth,

and the scruples as to the intervention of the civil power in sj^iritual
Fernando accordingly, by decree of July 21,
affairs vanished.^
1814, recited the appeals made to him and announced that he
deemed it fitting that the Holy Office should resume the exercise
of its powers, both the ecclesiastical granted by the popes and
In both of these the
the royal, bestowed by his predecessors.
rules in force in 1808 were to be followed, together with the laws
issued at sundry times to restrain abuses and curtail privileges.

—

Hervaz, Ruiz de Padron y su tiompo, pp. 101-5 (Madrid, 1S9S). Archive
de Simancas, Inq., Libro S90. His speech was issued in Coruua in 1S13, under
the title of " Dictamen del Dr. Antonio Jose Ruiz de Padron sobre hi Inquisicion."
Other clerical deputies who suffered reclusion in convents were OHveros, in \a
Cabrera; Gallego, in the Cartuja de Jerez; Ramos, in that of Valencia; Arispe, in
that of Seville; Lopez Cepcro, in the Capuchins of Novelda; Antonio Larrazabal,
wherever the Archbishop of Guatemala might designate, and Bernabeu, in one not
Besides these La Canal and Jaime Vilh\nueva were recluded for
ascertained.
V. dc hv Fucntc, III, -471.
editing a periodical.
^ Amador de los Rios, III, 555.
When the royal decree of July 21 wa.s received,
August loth, the cathedral was illuminated and the bells were rung, followed,
'

—

—

—

—

August 23d and 24th, by great solemnities. Uelacion historica de la Juderi'a
de Sevilla, pp. 46-S.
' Rodrigo, III, 480.
Archivo de Sevilla, Seccion vi, la Escribanfa del Cabildo,

—

Tomo

49, u, 14.
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But, as other reforms might be necessary, he ordered that, as soon
Suprema should assemble, two of its members, selected by
him, and two of the Royal Council should form a junta to investias the

gate the procedure and the methods of censorship and, if they
should find anythhig requiring reform, they should rejiort to him
that he might do what was requisite.'
Even the Cortes could not

more authoritative domination.
inquisitor-generalship was filled by the appointment of
Francisco Xavier de Mier y Campillo, Bishop of Almeria, and the
vacancies in the Suprema were supplied. The junta of reform
was organized and met and consulted. In 1816 we hear of their
assert

The

being

still

in session,

but we are told that they found nothing

requiring amendment.^

The Suprema

lost

no time

A

in getting to w'ork.

circular of

Au-

gust 8th, to the tribunals, enclosed the royal decree and announced
that, in virtue of it, the council was that day restored to its author-

and functions, which had been interrupted only by the invasion
and the so-called Cortes. The tribunals were ordered to proceed,
as in former times, with all business that might offer, and the officials w^ere to discharge their accustomed duties, until the Bishop
ity

of

Almeria should receive his

bulls.

Lists of all officials were to

with statements of their dates of service, and of popular
report as to their conduct during the troubles, and whether they

be

sent,

had publicly attacked the
Office.

A

rights of the sovereign

process of "purification"

ensued,

and

of the

Holy

investigating the

records of all officials, many of whom had bowed to the tempest
during the short-lived triumph of Liberalism. April 7, 1815, a
circular letter directed that any one who had petitioned the Cortes
for the abolition of the Inquisition, or had congratulated them on
their action, was no longer to be regarded as in office or entitled
to wear the insignia, but considerable tenderness was shown to
the erring.
Thus Don Manuel Palomino y Lozano, supernumerary secretary of the Madrid tribunal, had signed an address of
congratulation to the Cortes, but on his pleading coercion and
fear he was allowed to retain office.^
Allusion has already been made (Vol. II, p. 445) to the difficulties experienced in re-constituting an institution which, during

'

'
'

Coleccion de Cedillas de Fernando VII, p. 85.
Rodrigo, III, 485. Camiccro, La Inquisicion justamente restablecida,

—

Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 559; 890.

II, 51.
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had been exposed to spoliation and destruction,
some places, in the wrecking of its buildings, the
purloining of its movables and the scattering of its papers. Thus,
for instance, in September and October 1815, the Logrono tribunal, which had lost its habitation, was negotiating with the Marquis
of Monasterio for his house, which he offered rent-free, if it would
keep the premises in repair and make the necessary alterations;
the Suprema instructed it to secure better terms if it could, and
As late as 1817 we
to be very economical with the alterations.^
chance to learn that Santiago and Valladolid had no prisons and,
in 1819, that Llerena was in the same plight.^
The financial question was even more serious. We have seen
how, under Godoy, the tribunals had been obliged to convert all
their available securities into Government funds, which of course
had become worthless, and how the Cortes, by decree of December
1, 1810, had applied the suppressed prebends to the conduct of the
It must therefore have been well-nigh starved when supwar.
pressed by the Cortes, but there was no disposition to expose
individuals to suffering and, when its property was declared to
belong to the nation, elaborate provision was made for the payment of salaries and the customary gratifications, though we may
safely assume that in the majority of cases, these kindly intentions
five years of war,

resulting, in

failed of effect.^

When

re-establishment

from the wreck

came the task of gathering the salvage
was most disheartening. The

of the past six years

royal decree simply called on the Inquisition to resume its functions
and said nothing about its property, the restoration of which was

evidently taken for granted, under the manifesto invalidating the
There was no disposition, however, on the
acts of the Cortes.
part of the treasury officials to do this and, in response to a consulta of August 11th, the king, on the 18th, issued an order on

them

to

make over

to the tribunals all real estate of

every kind

had been absorbed by the treasury, the account of rents to
be made up to July 21st and apportioned on that basis. This left
personal property out of consideration and a further decree was
procured, September 3d, ordering the restoration of everything
that had passed into the Caja de Consolidacion, as well as the
fruits of tlie suppressed prebends, balancing the accounts up to

that

*

*

Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 559.
Colcccion dc los Dccrctos, III, 220.

'

Ibidoin, Lib. S90.
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July 21st/ This was slackly obeyed; the necessities of the tribunals were pressing, and the Suprenia presented consultas of
October 1st and 23d asking that they should be allowed to collect
the revenues, and that restitution should be
lections or, in default of this, that a

made

of all past col-

monthly allowance

of eighty

thousand reales be made to the Inquisition. To this Fernando
replied that the needs of the royal treasury did not permit the
repayment of back collections, nor could it meet the proposed
monthly allowance, but it was his will that such payments as the
General Treasury and the Junta del Credito Publico could spare
should be made as a payment on account for the most necessary
expenses of the Inquisition. This last was doubtless an empty
promise; the royal financiers were determined not to go back of
July 21st, and it appears, by a letter of December 16th, that the
The most that the
royal officials were still making collections.
Suprema could accomplish was to procure from the Junta del
Credito Publico an order of January 9, 1815, and from the chief
of the Treasury one of January 30th, to their subordinates to cease
collecting from the property of the Inquisition, under the rigid
condition that an account should be kept by the tribunals of their
collections, so that whatever they might obtain of arrears due prior
In
to July 21st should enure to the benefit of the Government.^
this, however, there was recognized the justice of a claim for the
unpaid back salaries of the officials, and elaborate arrangements
were made to ascertain and put these in shape, but it was labor
lost.
The treasury was at too low an ebb, and the claimants for
services rendered during the troubled years of war and revolution
were too numerous, for the Inquisition to obtain what it demanded.

The Suprema was also diligent in seeking to recover the amounts
which the tribunals had been obUged to invest in Government
securities, but this was as fruitless as other attempts to save fragments of the wreck. The last we hear of it is in 1819, when the
Suprema w^as still endeavoring to meet the exigencies of the
Treasury in framing lists of the dates and numbers of the bonds.'
It was difficult to evolve order out of the chaos of destruction,
especially where the papers had been scattered, so that evidences
of indebtedness and accounts were lost, interfering greatly with
In November, 1814, we find the
efforts to reclaim property.
'

2

Archive dc Siniancas, Inq., Lib. 559.
Ibidem, Lib. 559.

—See Appendix.
'

Ibidem.
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books
and papers and records within fifteen days, under pain of excommunication and two hundred ducats as to the furniture and other
effects, they were to be restored under threat of legal proceedings.
Although Valencia had been for two years under French occupation, it seems to have been more prompt than some others in getting
A^alencia tribunal issuing an edict requiring the return of all

;

its

finances into intelligible condition.

calls

upon

in the

it

In

November the Suprema

for a detailed schedule of resources

latter

it

is

and expenses and,

not to omit the contribution required by the

Suprema, amounting to 130,896 rcales, and meanwhile it is not to
pay out anything for salaries or other purposes without awaiting
permission.
Under this it was allowed, January 21, 1815, to pay
salaries up to the end of 1814, and in May to make further payments. Yet in 1816 we find it reduced to seeking a loan wherewith
to meet the salaries and a sum of thirteen thousand reales de-

manded by the Suprema.^
The Suprema itself, despite

the contributions which it sought to
levy from the tribunals, was in a condition of penury so absolute
that, on July 3, 1815, it announced that it had no funds wherewith

pay the salaries of its officials or the postage on the official communications from the tribunals, which must therefore in future
arrange with the Post-Office to prepay the postage and settle
monthly or quarterly. This, however, as it explained August 19th,
applied only to what was addressed to it as, under a decree of
May 19, 1799, letters to the inquisitor-general and other heads of
councils were carried free.^
There was gradual improvement, but it was slow. A carta
acordada of September 3, 1818, says that the Suprema cannot
view with indifference the deplorable financial condition of nearly
all the tribunals, whose diminished revenues force them to allow
the meagre salaries of their officials to fall into arrears, nor can it
close its ears to the clamors of these unfortunates, reduced as they
to

are to the deepest indigence.

must

insist

these

is

Seeking for partial remedies,

it

on the avoidance of all exjienses not absolutely indisOne (^f
pensable, and the suppression of all superfluous offices.
vacant

'

the notariate
it is

Archive

not to be

liist.

,of

the court of confiscations

filled,

and

its

nacionul, Inq. de Valencia, Leg. 17, n. 4,

88, 93.
*

Arcliivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 559.

;

when

it falls

duties are to be performed

fol. 9,

by

21, 30, 57, So,
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the secretary of sequestrations, Avhose salary will consequently

be raised by

fifty

ducats.

This was a somewhat exiguous con-

clusion of so solemn an exordium, seeing that the actual

the tribunals could readily have been performed
half the ofhcials

who

swelled their pay-rolls, but

by

it is

work

of

than
not without
less

showing how persistently the old inflated organization
was maintained, and was struggling to support itself on the remnants of its once prosperous fortunes. Under such a system,
interest as

poverty naturally continued to the last. When the Revolution of
1820 broke out, and the Seville tribunal contributed six thousand
reales to the committee organized to resist the rising, it had no

funds and was obliged to borrow the money on interest. As
almost the first act of the successful revolutionists was to suppress
the Inc^uisition, the lenders in tliis case doubtless found themselves
At this time the Seville tribunal
to be involuntary contributors.^
had a force of twenty-eight officials, with a pay-roll of 92,300- reales,
while the amount of its work may be gathered from the fact that
the revolutionists found only three prisoners to release.^
tribulations the tribunals one by one
In October, 1814, Seville was prosecuting
Lt. Colonel Lorenzo del Castillo for propositions; Saragossa was
receiving the self-denunciation of Mathias Pintado, priest of

Thus amid

resumed

difficulties

and

their functions.

Bujanuelo, for hcregia viista, and Valencia was suspending the
sumaria of the Capuchin Fray Pablo de Altea for mala doctrina,
while in December Murcia was prosecuting Don Josef de Za3-as, a
prominent lieutenant-general of the royal army, for Free-Masonry.^
In the book of secret
Business, however, at the first was scanty.
votes of the Suprema, there is an interval from December 22, 1814,
until February 16, 1815.
As the months of 1815 passed on, the
breaks grow shorter and, by the summer of 1815, the decrees
follow each other closely.
Valladolid seems to have been dilatory
in getting to work for, although it had three inquisitors drawing
salary, no case came up from it until January, 1817, and, from this
one it would seem that it had not been in operation until October,
1816.'

The prosecution
'

^

^
*

of

such a

man

as Zayas shows that the reorgan-

Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 559; Lib. 435^
Kc'lacion de la Judcn'a de Scvilla, pp. 19-51.
.\rchivo hist, nacional, Inq. do Valencia, Leg. 100.

Archive do Simancas, Inq., Lib. S90.
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ized Inquisition did not hesitate to grapple with those in high place,

and another early case

more

illustrates this still

forcibly.

During

the French occupation the Duke and Duchess of Sotomayor and
the Countess of ^lora had obtained possession of the books and

indecent pictures accumulated in the Madrid tribunal. Apparently
they refused to surrender them the tribunal prosecuted them and
rendered a sentence, subject to the royal permission, that these
objects should be seized, but in such a manner as not to attract
The Suprema confirmed the
attention or to provoke resentment.
sentence, ordering its execution by a single inquisitor, accom;

panied by a secretary, so as to reconcile the respect due to the
parties with the secrecy that was essential.*
A politic act was the issue of a general pardon for all that had
"impiously and scandalously" been uttered and done against the
Inquisition under the fatal circumstances of the recent troubles.^
It couH afford to assume this attitude of magnanimity, seeing
that the Government was pitilessly avenging it on its most prominent adversaries.
Inquisition

had no

Wlien the Government
hesitation in nullifying

failed in this duty, the

its

edict of pardon.

We

have seen its prosecution of Ruiz de Padron, until it found that
the Bishop of Astorga was rendering this superfluous, nor was this
by any means an isolated case. In August, 1815, we find the
Suprema acting on sumarias from Canaries, in the cases of Mariano
Romero, a priest, for a sonnet against the Inquisition, and of
Francisco Guerra for a sonnet and an epitaph of the same character.
So, in November, 1815, there is a prosecution of the Duke of Parque Castrillo for congratulating the Cortes on the abolition of the
Inquisition and for a general order to the troops, December 2, 1812.
His case dragged on until June 10, 1817, when its suspension was
ordered.^

Yet

it

was not easy to revive the old-time veneration for an
had been so buffeted and roughly handled by the

institution that

and the Cortes. A couple of cases in Madrid, in 1814, of
in whose shops scandalous pictures and objects were
exhibited, would seem to indicate that its commands were not
obeyed with alacrity.* It was doubtless with a view of overcoming this indifference that Fernando himself assumed the office
press

women

•

'

Arcliivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 890.

'

Ibidem, Sala 39, Leg. 1473,
Ibidem, Lib. 890.

'

fol.

29.
*

Ibidem.
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an inquisitor, February 3, 1815, when he visited the Suprema,
presided over its deliberations and participated in its decisions,

of

examined all the offices and expressed his royal satisfaction with
By royal permission the Suprema
the methods of procedure.
members
to return the visit and express
three
president
and
sent its
favor
such as Ferdinand the Cathoof
royal
mark
its gratitude for a
ever
made. A full report was
successors
had
his
lic nor any of
of which the Supre16th,
copies
February
of
Gaceta
printed in the
read
it
to the officials and
with
orders
to
tribunals
the
ma sent to
the
same
purpose,
he erected,
With
archives.^
the
place it in
Pedro
Martir
Congregation
of
San
to a
seen,
the
as we have
knightly Order, with a habit and badge and, on April 6th, the
feast of St. Peter Martyr,

he presided over the Congregation, with

and Antonio, wearing the insignia. In communicating this to the tribunals, the Suprema rendered it especially
impressive by ordering them to commence the payment of salaries
earned since July 21st and to continue it monthly.^ Noble courtiers doubtless found that assuming office in the Inquisition was an
avenue to royal favor, and we speedily see many of them submitting their genealogies for this purpose. The great Duke of
Berwick and Alva, Fitzjames Stuart Silva Stolberg y Palafox,
his brothers Carlos

mayor of the tribunal of Cordova;
same for the position of honorary
secretary in that of Madrid, and we happen to hear of the Count
of Mazeda, a grandee of the first class, serving as alguazil mayor

thus seeks the

office of alguazil

the Marquis of Altamira does the

of the tribunal of Santiago,

and the Marquis

of Iscar as

honorary

secretary to the Suprema.^
its former
dared not to enforce
Two Edicts of Grace for Free-Masons were issued,
respect.
January 2d and February 12, 1815, when the Valladolid tribunal
sent those for Medina del Campo and its district to its commissioner
Victor Gonzalez to be posted. The vicar-general and Ordinary,

In spite of

position.

all this,

the Inquisition could not regain

Not only was

it

not respected but

Doctor Josef Suarez Talavera, as

it

ecclesiastical judge,

that they should pass through his hands,

demanded

and when they were

posted they bore the MS. subscription ''Fixese, Doctor Sudrez,"

'

'
'

—

Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 559. Rodrigo, III, 4S9.
Archivo de Simancas, loc. cit.
Archivo de Simancas, Registro de Genealogias, n. 916, fol

435'; Lib. 559; Leg. 1473.

4, 12.

— Inq., Lib.
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thus assuming that

it

was by
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and arrogating to
AMicn

his permission,

himself a jurisdiction superior to that of the Inquisition.

was reported to the tribunal it ordered Gonzalez to take them
down and replace them with unsullifnl ones, which he did. Thereupon Suarez sent him word that, but for starting on a journey, he
would make him repent and that, had he known of his being in
Medina he would have cast him in prison and seen who could get
him out. The tribunal meekly swallowed this flagrant insult;
it was under instructions to perform no act indicating jurisdiction

this

superior to that of the Ordinaries, so it quietly gathered evidence
verifying the facts and sent the papers, September 15th, to the

Suprema.^

The

Inquisition recognized and

felt

acutely

its

altered position.

In a report to the king on the subject of visitos de navios, made
by the Suprema, in 1819, there are repeated confessions of powerlessness; the times are so imfortimate that its regulations fail to
of weakness is maniwhich still
competencias
fest in the conduct
of examopportunity
an
have
had
these
as
I
such
of
In
occurred.
desire
to avoid
evident
courtesy
and
ining there are a studied
effect their object.^

The same consciousness
of the occasional

giving offence, without wholly abandoning the claims of the

Holy Oflace.
To the same cause we may,
tendency

to mitigation of

at least partially, ascribe the

punishment

marked

— except in the case of

politi-

—

and to avoid all imnecessary hardship and humilcal offenders
AVhen, in March, 1819, the ]\Iadrid tribunal
iation of culprits.
pronounced a severe sentence on Teodoro Bachiller, for propositions, the Suprema moderated it greatly in every way, in ortler,
it said, to make him understand its benignity in taking care of
In January, 1817,
his honor and of the comfort of his family.
abusing
Seville
for
a priest wliile
tried
in
Lorenzo Ayllon was
celebrating

mass and endeavoring

to

snatch

away

the host

he could scarce have escaped the stake,
only
al)Solution
ad cauleJnm, a re]irimand, two
but now he had
of exile, and th(> Sui)rema
years
years of presidio followed by six
been inclutled. Even
which
had
relieved him of the vergiienza
postmaster of A'illaDiego
Bl;is(iuez,
case
of
more marked was the
the sacrilege
others
committed
nueba de la Serena, who with some
offences for which, of old,

burying a dog with funeral rites. The Llerena trilnmal commenced a prosecution and sent the sumaria to the Sujirema, wliich

of

'

Archive dc Siinancis,

Iiu]., L(>fr.

1

173.

'

Ibi(l(>in.
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contented itself with ordering; a courteous note to be addressed to
the secular and ecclesiastical judges, expressing a hope that they

would not permit a repetition of such scandals.^ It would be
easy to multiply similar instances, but these will suffice to show
how completely, in dealing with offences against the faith, the
spirit of

the Inquisition had been tamed, and

the claim that
religion,

when

its

existence

was

them

factitious

was

there were over half a hundred episcopal tribunals

perfectly competent to try such offences
treat

how

essential for the preservation of

and

perfectly ready to

Avith greater severity.

Meanwhile Fernando's reign had continued as it commenced.
Under the influence of a camarilla of low-caste and ignoble favorites, who pandered to his vices and enriched themselves by
trafficking in offices and in contracts and in justice, his government
was a compound of brutality and imbecility, and the affairs of
the nation fell into complete disorder.
All the abuses that had
flourished under Godoy were intensified and coupled with persistent cruel persecution of those designated as Liberals,

the gaols through constantly recurring

lists

who

filled

of proscriptions.

De

Martignac, who, as royal commissioner, accompanied the Duke
of AngoulOme in the invasion of 1823, was a thoroughly wellinformed and unprejudiced observer, who after a vigorous description of the misgovernment of Fernando sums up by saying

"AVe can conceive the influence of such a regime on the pr()S})erity
of the land, and yet it is difficult to realize the extent of disorder,
wretchedness and weakness to which it fell. It was necessary
which destroyed
was impossible to

to resort to arbitrary taxes, to exorbitant duties

commerce,

to loans raised without credit.

It

provide for the most pressing necessities of the State; everything
was neglected or abandoned; the army was unpaid; the nav}'',
destroyed at Trafalgar, remained in ruins; the administration,
destitute of all means of action, did nothing and could do nothing

improve conditions, or even

to

to preserve

what there was.

this arose the discontent of the people,"^

From

can scarce excite
surprise that the crazy enthusiasm of Fernando's welcome in IS 14
had evaporated.
'

Arcliivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 890.

'

L'Espagne

et ses Revolution.s,

p 148

It

— quoted by Marliaiii,

I,

2.3.'5.

Sec also

Miraflores (Aptintcs, pp. 23, 26) who, as an aristocrat, had no affiliation with the
Liberals.
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The Revolution of
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1820,

every year saw an attempt at
Pampeluna by General Mina,
1814
it
tried
at
was
revolution.
In
who escaped; in 1815 in Galicia by Porlier, who was executed;
in 1816 in Madrid by Richard, who shared the same fate; in 1817
in Catalonia by Lacy, who was shot; in 1818 in ^'alencia by Mdal,
who was put to death. Again in ^^alencia a plot was formed to
break out January 1, 1819, but it was betrayed and thirteen of
O'Donnell, Count of la Bisbal,
the conspirators were hanged.
intriguer, was privy to this, but
unscrupulous
an able soldier and
averted suspicion and was appointed to command an expedi-

During

this disastrous period,

tionary force collecting at Cadiz for Buenos Ayres, against the
With customary negligence, transports were not
revolted colony.

provided; the troops lay idle for months, discontent spread and
a formidable conspiracy was organized, which counted on la
Bisbal's support; he concluded that loyalty was safest and seized
the leading plotters, for which he was rewarded with the grand
cross of Carlos III., but suspicion arose; he was removed and
replaced by the incapable Count of Calderon.
The situation, however, was growing impossible, and revolution

A

portion of the troops were cantoned at las
Cabezas de San Juan, a town not far from Cadiz. There, on
January 1, 1820, Rafael de Riego, commander of the battalion

was

in the air.

assembled his men, made an inflammatory harangue,
and they all declared for the Constitution. He made a dash for
Arcos, where he captured Calderon and three of his generals,
effected a junction with the battalions Espana and Corona, under
Delay
Colonel Antonio Quiroga, and failed in an attack on Cadiz.

of Asturias,

and irresolution followed, until January 27th, when Riego, at the
head of fifteen hundred men, marched to Algeciras, where he
remained until Feljruary 7th. Defeated in an attempt on Malaga,
he reached Cordova on March 7th, with some five hundred desNo effort was made to capture thorn; the
pairing followers.
garrison and citizens looked on i)lacidly, while Riego refrosliod
his men and headed for the Sierra Morena; they dropped off during
the march and he was left with fifty followers; so far as he was
concerned, the movement was a failure.
Still, its preliminary success had aroused the slumbering elements of discontent. On Februarv 21st revolution broke out at
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Roman abandoned
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when the Count

Galicia without a struggle.

of

San

Saragossa

fol-

lowed on March 2d, the captain-general and garrison joining the
When the news reached Barcelona, on
magistrates and people.
March 10th the people rose and sacked the Inquisition, but did
no injur}- to the officials.' Within a few days Tarragona, Gcrona
and Mataro followed the example, the garrisons participating in
the movement.
In Navarre, Mina's account of the rising shows
that there was prearrangement, and that the municipal authorities
and military officials were fully in accord. When he reached Pampeluna with a large force, gathered on his way from the border,
he found that the revolution had already been peacefully accomMeanwhile la Bisbal, seeing that the
plished on ]\Iarch 11th.
movement promised success, spared no promises to obtain com-

mand

of the forces

Riego's rising.

He

concentrating in la

Mancha

to

put

down

received the appointment and, on reaching

Ocana, he induced the regiment Alejandro to cry "Viva la ConThe revolution w^as accomplished and was bloodless,
save a hideous massacre at Cddiz of the unarmed multitude,
perpetrated in cold blood by Don Manuel Freyre.^
During the two months of this desultory movement, which
stitucion."

prompt action could so readily have suppressed, the court was
and incapable. When the news came of the rising in
Galicia, Fernando issued, February 28th, a plaintive appeal,
promising amendment. His terror increased as evil tidings came
pouring in, and on March 3d he published a decree bewailing the
state of the kingdom, and announcing that he had ordered the
Council of State to prepare a comprehensive scheme of reform.
This was followed, March 6th, by another calling an immediate
nerveless

Many documents were gathered in the streets and sent to the United States,
which have mostly perished through neglect, but some which were secured by
Mr. Andrew Thomdike, then a resident of Barcelona, were presented, in 1840,
to the American Philosophical Society, through whose courtesy I have been
'

enabled to use them.

Some

cases,

from a similar source were translated and printed

in Boston, in

1828, under the title of "Records of the Spanish Inquisition, translated from the
original Manuscripts."

In Majorca the populace was more aggressive and destroyed the palace of the
Inquisition.
'

I,

— Miraflorcs, Apuntes, pp. 26-37; Documentos,
255-72. — Martinez de
E.spoz y Mina,

Koska Vayo, II, 133-54, 170.
Memorias de Franci.sco

73-81.

Rosa,

—

Examen

critico

II,

de las Revoluciones de Espana,

I,

la

14-22.
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convocation of Cortes. It was too late he found himself abandoned by all, even by his Royal Guard, which General Ballesteros
reported was planning to retire to Buen Retiro and send a depuThis was decisive
tation asking him to swear to the Constitution,
and, on the night of the 7th, he issued another decree annomicing
This was received, on the 8th, with popular
his intention to do so.
rejoicings, but, as no further action was taken, an impatient mob,
on the 9th, surrounded the palace with seditious cries and threats.
The guard was impassive; Fernando was deserted and was absolutely alone when the crowd began to mount the stairs to demand
that he should swear to the Constitution, but they were restrained
on learning that he had ordered the reassembling of the Ayuntamiento of I\Iadrid as it had existed under the Constitution. Its
members were got together and proceeded immediately to the
palace, where Fernando received them with warm expressions of
affection he took the required oath of his own free will, and ordered
A general illumination
Ballesteros to make the army do the same.
and bell-ringing for three nights were ordered, and the people
;

;

dispersed, not, however, without

and

first

visiting the

Inquisition,

Onh^ two or
Rodrigo
three prisoners were found and these were political.
tells us that the mob wanted them to pose as victims of persecution,
but they prudently refused, and a neighboring cobbler was persuaded to exhibit himself as the presiding figure of the celebration.*
On the same day, March 9th, Fernando issued a decree abolishThis bore that, as its existence was incoming the Inquisition.
patible with the Constitution of 1812, for which reason it had, after
mature deliberation, been suppressed by the Cortes, and in conformity with the opinion of the Junta this day established, he
ordered that, from this day, the Suprema and the Inquisition be
suppressed throughout the monarchy, setting at liberty all })risoners
confined for political or religious opinions, and transferring, to
releasing the prisoners

scattering the archives.

the bishops in their respective dioceses, their cases to be deter-

mined

accordance with the decree of the Cortes.^ This was
20tli, by a royal order providing for inventories
of all property pertaining to the Inquisition, and reviving the
decree of February 22, 1S13; tlie Bureau of Public Credit was to
in

followed,

'

March

Urquinaona, La EspaAa bajo
14 (Madrid, 1S3.5).

p.

Cappa, La
'

cl

Podcr arbitrario do

— Miraflores,

IiKiiiisicion espafiola, p.

See Appendi-x,

la Congrogacion Apostolica,
Apuntes, pp. 40-5; Documcntos, I, S7-91.
239.
Rodrigo, III, 495.
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take possession of and administer the property, until its destination
should be determined by the Cortes shortly to be assembled, while

When the Cortes
met, a decree of August 9th included this with other escheated
property, to be sold at auction by the Junta nacional de Credito.^

the salaries of officials were to be continued.

During the slow progress of the Revolution, the Inciuisition
seems to have been watching events with full consciousness of
the fate in store for it if the movement should prove successful.
A letter of Januar}- 19th, from the Seville trilmnal to the Suprema,
states that it had delayed the arrests of the Trinitarian, Fray
Juan Montes, and of Don Tomas Diaz in consequence, at first of
the epidemic, and then of the insurrection, to which the Suprema
replied, January 24th, that it left future action to the prudence
Considering how feeble at the time was the
of the tribunal.^
demonstration of Riego, this shows that its ultimate consec{uences
were fully apprehended. Still the Inquisition continued at work,
but the last case acted upon by the Suprema was its confirmation,
February 10th, of a sentence rendered January 28th, by the
Toledo tribunal, on Manuel de la Pefia Palacios, priest of Ontoba.
As the last act of the dreaded Holy Office, after a career of three
centuries and a half, it has an interest beyond its inherent trivial
character, and it will be found in the Appendix,
At least one liberated prisoner gave expression to his delight
Don Antonio Bernabeu, a priest, had been a
at his release.
of
meml)er
the Cortes of Cadiz and had been arrested with the
others in May, 1814, but seems to have been released in about six
months. He was a Jansenist of an extreme type and, in 1813, had
printed a pamphlet to prove that the State could seize all ecclesiastical property and reduce the overgrown numbers of the clergy,
The tract was
putting those who were left on moderate salaries.
its
greed
of
accumulation,
Church
for
terrible
indictment
of
the
a
its neglect of duty and its departure from the old standards in
concentrating all power in the pope, which he attributed to the
Isidorian Decretals.
On his release from prison, December 14,
himself for this to the Inquisition
denounce
he
hastened
to
1814,
and was placed in reclusion. In 1816 he denounced himself a
second time ior matters at

first

omitted.

The

fiscal i)resented

accusation, April 20, 1817, rather cleverly drawn, for
>

Archivo de

—Coleccion de
'

Sevilla, Seccion VII, 1820-3,
los Decretos, VI, 33.

Archivo de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 435'.

Tomo

xvii, n.

it

the

demanded

2.— Rodrigo,
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on the wide range of subjects,
which he charged the Church with deviation from primitive
times, and specific proofs of his somewhat vague declamation as
to abuses.
To satisfy this would require the resources of a large
library and years of research, while Bernabeu was confined in a
convent and was denied even a copy of his offending pamphlet,
besides being exposed to all manner of persecutions by his fellow
inmates.
His trial was still pending when the decree of March 9th
liberated him he was promptly returned as a deputy to the Cortes
of 1820, and he celebrated his release by reprinting his pamphlet,
with an account of his sufferings and his answers to the charges
precise definition of his opinions

in

;

of the fiscal.^
It would carry us too far from our subject to recount in detail
the extravagancies and follies with which the triumphant Liber-

als invited the cruel reaction that awaited them.
Moderation,
perhaps, was scarce to be expected of men, smarting under the
persecution of the last six years, and suddenly brought from

and presidios, or from exile, to take charge of the
Government, and to frame laws for the nation. That they should
in turn persecute their persecutors was natural but impolitic;
mutual hatreds were inflamed, and the land was divided into
factions between which harmony and forbearance became impossible.
The long centuries of despotism and the repression of
independent thought and action had rendered the people incapable
of the large measure of self-government provided by the Constitution.
So-called patriotic societies w^ere rapidly formed
de
Lorencini, de San Fernando, la Fontana de Oro, la Cruz de Malta,
la Landaburana and others
which in reality were Jacobinical
clubs, where the most radical measures were advocated, and the
most violent means of effecting them were urged. An unbridled
press was busy in adding fuel to the flames and in stimulating tlie
ardor which sought to realize anarchical dreams. Masonry had
fortresses

—

—

' Espafia vcnturosa per la vida de la Constitucion
y
Madrid, 1820.

la

mucrtc de

l:i

Inquii^icion.

Of course paniphlct('(!r,s did not allow the opportunily to escapo, Iml I liavc
met with only two of their productions "Memorial de la Santa Inquisicion 6.
los Scilores Ministros de Francia" and "Oracion funebre en las Exequias qvie se
hicieron &. la difunta Inquisicion en el Templo de Fanatismo de la Villa de Igno-

—

rancia, pnr

un Minist ro de

la niisma."

of the feelings of the period.

Their

onl}' interest lies in their expression

SUICIDE OF LIBERALISM
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been busy

in

preparing the revolution, and

became the avenue
were rapidly

filled.

and

\vitli its
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success Masonry-

lodges multiplied and
Then, with the progress of advanced ideas,

to {jo^ver

place;

its

Masonry became too conservative for the exallados, who left it
and established the Comuneros, whose statutes formed a state of
revolutionary character within the State.
They rivalled the
Masons in numbers and influence, and the virulent struggle for
supremacy between the two bodies at times paralyzed the Government and neutralized the forces of order. The disorderly element
existing in all communities was utilized whenever there was an
object to be gained, and mob rule became of frequent occurrence,
not only in Madrid but in nearly all the cities. The orders of the
Government were obeyed or disregarded as suited the temper of
the populace or of its instigators.
Officials commissioned as
captains-general or governors or magistrates were admitted or

was becoming impossible, and
everywhere tiu'bulence reigned supreme. Liberalism was comrejected; orderly administration

mitting suicide.

Yet Liberalism had need
itself

of its undivided strength to maintain

against the opposuig forces.

part of a constitutional king,

Fernando, while playing the

was constantly plotting to throw off

the yoke, and was entertaining secret relations with those
striving to overthrow the

Government.

who were

Successive Cortes seemed

whose
mass of the people was unbounded. Much of
this legislation was no doubt salutary in itself but, at the moment,
it was dangerous, and the blows succeeded each other so rapidly
to take pleasure in exacerbating the hostility of the clergy,

influence over the

that the sufferers might well regard

it

as systematic persecution.

August 31, 1820, a law organizing the national army exempted
from service only such clerics as were actually in holy Orders.
One of September 2r)th subjected all clerics, secular and regular,
to secular jurisdiction for offences incurring corporal punishment.
Within a week, another decree suppressed a large portion of the
monastic Orders, and the IMendicants who were left were subjected
to the bishops and consolidated into houses of not less than twelve
inmates, and this was followed by other special decrees of suppression.
The property of the suppressed houses was applied to
the Credito publico and, when Fernando refused his signature, a
popular tumult was organized which frightened him into acquiescence.
October 26th it was ordered that dispensations for marriage within prohibited degrees should be issued without charge
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forma pauperis, thus cutting
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off

a large source

When bands of insurgent royalists began to make their

appearance, and were joined or led by

priests, the

bishops were

ordered, April 20, 1821, to report what steps they had taken to

punish them and, within eight days, to issue edicts requiring
obey the law. Then, on June 29th, without papal
authority, a contribution of thirty million reales was levied on
the clergy and, on the same day, the tithes were reduced onehalf, while allowing some compensation in the removal of certain
imposts.
The clcrg}', not unnaturally, promoted disaffection, and
to check this, decrees of Novem])er 1, 1822, authorized the Government, at discretion, to transfer from one place to another all parish
priests and ecclesiastics, the cost of maintenance of those thus
deported being thrown upon the bishops.^
In fact, the irreconcileable claims of State and Church rendered
It was impossible for the latter to understand
hostility inevitable.
that, when it entered politics and became a political factor, it had
The theocracy of the
to be treated like other political bodies.
middle ages had so long enjoyed power without responsibility
Elsewhere
that its inmumity became part of Latin doctrine.
the impracticability of this had been demonstrated, but in Spain
the Church has never ceased to struggle for the maintenance of
medievalism, or has understood that sedition in the pulpit should
It refused
not be treated differently from sedition in the tribune.
to recognize that self-preservation is the first law of governments
as of individuals, and that they cannot allow artificial privileges
The theory of the Liberals was that
to work their destruction.
their flocks to

external ecclesiastical discipline

was subject

to the civil authority,

while internal discipline was reserved to the Church. The Chiu'ch
asserted that in all things it ruled itself, and that any secular
interference

was a laying of profane hands on the Ark, The gage
thrown by Verenuuido Arias, Archbishop

of battle Wiis virtually

of Valencia, who, on October 20, 1820, addressed to the Cortes a
long manifesto, upholding all the extreme claims of the Church,
and denying the distinction between external and internal discipline.
On Novemlx'r 10th he was arrestetl and, on tlu^ 24tli, was
Tliis was the commencewhich many bishops suflVred. Alvarez

put on board ship and sent to France.

ment
•

X,

of a persecution in

Colcccion dc Decretos, VI, CI,
16, 17, :n.

1

11,

155, 25S; VII, 57,
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215, 251; IX, 3S4;
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de Palina of Granada was

set aside

and replaced by the

44I
liberal

Uriz y Lafaga of Panipeluna was summoned
to Madrid but, on the road, was rescued by royalists and conveyed

Archpriest \'inegas.

Bias Belt ran of Coria was banished. The BishopSanta Marta (Colombia) received his sentence of exile on
Cienfuegos of Cadiz had to fly to
his death-bed in Plasencia.
save his life. Pablo de Sichar of Barcelona fled and remained
absent until 1823. Renteria y Reyes of Lerida was carried under
guard to Barcelona, narrowly escaped execution, and was detained
Ramon Strauch y Vidal of Vich was imin Malaga until 1823.
prisoned in Barcelona, then sent to Tarragona and on the road,
under a pretext, was made to descend and was shot with his attendant.
Others who were exiled were Jaime Creus of Tarragona,
Ceruelo de la Fuente of Oviedo, Rafael de Velez of Ceuta and
to France.
elect of

y Salas of Tarazona.^ It is true that the worst of these
were committed by mobs or irresponsible parties in the
growing disorders of the times, but they remained unrebuked and
unpunished.
A government which thus treated its clergy was not likel>- to
maintain friendly relations with the Holy See. One of the earliest
measures of the new government was an act of August 17, 1820,
suppressing the Jesuits.^ Pius
met this with a letter of
September 16th to Fernando, deploring the perils that threatened
religion and the Church and reciting the obnoxious measures
taken, for which he had ordered his nuncio to make reclamation,
but without effect.^ Relations were not improved when, April 21,
1821, a decree suppressed all payments, whether in money or
other equivalent, for papal bulls for archbishops, bishops, matrimonial dispensations and other rescripts, in lieu of which the paltry
annual sum of 9000 silver dollars was offered.^ This was unwise
but still more so was the sending to Rome as ambassador of
Joaquin Lorenzo Villanueva, towards the close of 1822, when
At Turin
the intervention of the Holy Alliance was impending.
further
and
he was met by a papal order forbidding him to come
San
Evaristo
asking the ministry to appoint some one else.
]\Iiguel, the Secretary of State, insisted; the papal foreign secretary
replied that the opinions expressed by Villanueva in the "Cartas
Castillon
acts

VH

*

H.

Briick, Die

geheimen Gesscllschaften

in Spanien, pp. 233-9, 2.50-00.

V. de la Fuente, III, 477-9.
*
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de Don Roque Leal" and in the Cortes were such that the HolySee could never receive him. To this the answer was to send to
the nuncio his passports with orders to leave Spain. The rupture
with Rome was complete and, in the eyes of pious Spaniards, the

government had

justified the clerical definition of the Constitution

as heresy.*

The clerical temper thus stimulated is fairly exhibited in a little
pamphlet by Padre ]\Iiguel Canto, parish priest of Callosa de
Segura,

celebrating the

downfall of Constitutionalism.

He

is

joy and consigns the Liberals to the bottomless
That the civil power should
pit for eternity with vigorous delight.

fairly

drunk

witli

dare to assume any control over the externals of the Church fills
him with astonishment and rage, all the greater in view of the
suffering which it inflicted, especially on the regulars.
Canto
tells us that the fabric of his church had enjoyed a revenue of
four thousand pesos, and that it was reduced to such poverty that

he had not wherewith to provide wafers and wine for the sacrament, or oil for the lamps.^ Yet the resources of the Spanish
Church were such that it still had ample funds for political uses.
When, in October, .1823, after his release by the French, Fernando
travelled from Cadiz to Madrid, he received in voluntary offerings
from the chapters of Toledo, Seville, Granada, Jaen and Cuenca,
11,970,000 reales in silver, although the land was in a condition
of complete exhaustion.^
It is not difficult to believe that the pulpit and the confessional
were energetically used to inflame and organize the disaffection
that rapidly succeeded to the enthusiasm for the Constitution.
The new administration was no more efficient than the old.
Ministries, hampered with the underhand intriguers of the king,
perpetually guarding against eager rivals, and speedily engrossed
with su]:)pressing the armed resistance springing up on every hand,
had little opportunity of rectifying the abuses which had made
Fernando unpopular. To the people at large the only visible

'

Koska

^'ayo, III,

-12.

In the reaction of 1823, Villanucva escaped to England

where, as Men(5ndez y Pelayo tells us (Hetcrodoxos, III, 527\ under (he pressure
of misery, he nearly or quite embraced Protestantism.
Puigblanch, who was

amused himself with writing violent diatribes against his fellows
misfortune and especially against A'illaiuieva, who retorted in kind. He died
in Dublin, reconciled to tlie Church, March 2.'), 1S3G, at the age of 80.
also a refugee,
in

'

Canto, El Coloso constitucional dcrrocado (Orihuela, 1S23).
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was that the Liberals in turn were persecuting the Seniles. The nobles, moreover were alienated by
the suppression of Maijorazgos and VinculacioneH, or entails and
result of the revolution

perpetual charges on lands, a reform which had long been urged
by statesmen such as Jovellanos/ ^^'illing and receptive listeners

were abundant, and movements to overthrow
Government speedily began taking shape. Before the year
1820 was out, in Galicia there was organized a Junta Apostolica
and in Burgos there was a crazy conspiracy of some frailes and a
general.^
Soon wandering bands of insurgents sprang up, among
members
of the clergy were conspicuous, as though it was
whom
to clerical invective

the

Suppressed in one place, they appeared in another,
waging a guerrilla warfare like that against Napoleon. The land
was torn with faction, and Liberals and Royalists seemed to emulate each other in contributing to its ruin.
Early in July, 1822,
the royal guards, with the secret connivance of the king, endeavored to gain possession of Madrid; after a sanguinary conflict
in the streets they were defeated, when Fernando, from a balcony
a holy war.

of his palace, stimulated the nationals in pursuit of the flying

be

Civil broils are apt to

wretches.

pitiless,

but in Spain they

assumed a ferocity not often witnessed elsewhere.

If the

Royalists

massacred in cold blood the garrison of the Seo de
Urgel, a Liberal noyade in Coruna despatched fifty-one political

in Catalonia

many

of them ecclesiastics and persons of distinction.'
was constantly assuming proportions more alarming,
especially in Catalonia, where it had the almost unanimous support
of the peasantry.
The insurrectionary bands coalesced into a
prisoners,

The

revolt

men styling itself the Army of the Faith
which, on June 21, 1822, captured the Seo de Urgel and made
it their stronghold.
There, on August 15th, was organized a
force of five thousand

royalist Regency, composed of Creus, the exiled Archbishop of
Tarragona, the Baron of Eroles, a soldier of some reputation, and
the Marquis of Mataflorida.
The Counter-revolution thus adopted

a public and

official

for the king, held in

character; the

Regency assumed

durance by the Jacobins

— in

to

speak

fact, as early as

he had authorized INLataflorida to organize it, and was
communication with it, through one of the officials
of the court.
It obtained quasi-recognition abroad; it negotiated

June

1st

in constant

'
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a loan of 8,000,000 with the Parisian capitalist Ouvrard and, with
it opened negotiations with Austria and

the support of Pius VII,

Russia, offering surrenders of territory in exchange for aid/

Spain was rapidly drifting into anarchy. The Government was
weak to suppress disorder, W'hether committed by friends or
foes.
Compromise between the factions was not to be hoped for,
and even patriots could see that the only path to order lay through
intervention from abroad.
That this was impending became more
and more evident. The example of Spain had been followed by
Naples and Portugal, and then by Piedmont, in forcing on their
sovereigns constitutions like that of 1812; the Holy Alliance took
the alarm the Congresses of Troppau in 1820 and of Lay bach in
1821 ordered armed intervention, and the new institutions of
Naples and Piedmont were readily overthrown. In May, 1821,
communications from Russia to Spain, and a Russian circular to
the courts of Europe, openly expressed dissatisfaction at the success
of armed rebellion, with scarcely veiled threats of action in case
the Cortes should prove disobedient to the monarch; and the conflict with the royal guard, in July 1822, gave the foreign ministers
in Madrid a pretext for warnhigs which were diplomatically veiled
Preparations for it were already on foot
threats of intervention.^
in France.
An epidemic of yellow fever in Barcelona served as
an excuse for establishing a cordon sanitaire on the border, gradually strengthened until it became an army of observation and in
reality a support for the Catalan insurgents, as ]\Iina found when
he conducted a successful canq^aign which in the beginning of 1823
forced the Regency to take refuge in France.^
The Congress of Verona met in the autunm of 1822. The Urgel
Regency sent there the Count de Espana as its representative to
urge that Spain should be restored to the condition prior to March
9, 1820; the Government sent no envoy, relying on the friendly
Without
aid of h^ngland, rcqjrcisented by the Duke of Wellington.
his knowledge the Allied Powers signed, on November 22d, a
secret treaty, in w^hich they declared against the sovereignty of
the people, representative government and the freedom of the
press, and in favor of the clergy as an instrument for enforcing
the passive obedience of the subject; and each signatory i)ledged
too

;

'
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a subsidy of tAvcnty millions of francs annually to France,

which was assigned the duty of suppressing these destructive
prhiciples in Spain and Portugal, and of restoring the Peninsula
to the conditions ])rior to 1820/
Even yet intervention was not
certain, for France was not eager for the task, and there were some
to

negotiations looking to modifications of the Constitution, but the

Liberals would not listen to such suggestions.

Chateaubriand,
however, that curious compound of idealism, bombast and vanity,
who, as French foreign minister and representative at ^"erona,
takes to himself

all

the credit for the enterprise,

is

especially careful

was the restoration of France to
the hegemony of the Continent, after the abasement of the Restoration by foreign bayonets
an object which he assumes was fully
to point out that its real object

—

accomplished.^

Early

January, 1823, four notes from the Allies were presented

in

collectively, offering, in

more or

less offensive fashion, the alter-

These portentous
communications were received with the utmost nonchalance. On
the night of their reception, Secretary of State San Miguel carried
them to the Grand Orient and drew up his replies, in which Fernando is said to have cunningly stimulated defiance to banded
Europe. Whatever might be the decision of France, San Miguel
said, Spain would tranquilly follow the path of duty and justice;
its rule of conduct would be firm adhesion to the Constitution of
1812 and refusal to recognize the right of intervention on any
native of a return to absolutism or invasion.^

side.'*

These would be dignified and resolute words

in

a united nation

facing a coalition but, under the circumstances, they were mere
idle

vaporing.

make head

The Government,

in

fact,

was barely able

against the insurrection, save in Catalonia.

to

Navarre,

Biscay and Aragon were in open civil war, with forces eciually
In Murcia, the famous robber Jaime Alfonso was
posing as the defender of the faith; in Castile, the Cura Merino and
el Rojo de Valderas were levying w\ar; in Andalusia, Zaldivar
held his own in spite of repeated defeats; in Toledo and Cuenca,
Joaquincillo and the Cura Atanasio were maintaining the rebellion;
balanced.

'
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Cuesta was organizing and was soon
In
short,
the
whole
of Spain was in convulsion.^
break
out.
to
The only explanation of the attitude of the Liberals is that they
in Sigiienza the insurrection of

were living in a fool's paradise, and seem to have welcomed intervention in the belief that it would kindle national feeling and
Hallucination was carried to the point
restore national unity.
popular
rising like that of 1808, that the
anticipated
a
they
that

arms would turn against the invader,
abandon their standards for
that
England,
which had calmly seen the
Spain,
and
of
those
Constitution overthrown in 1814, would provoke a war with all
Europe in its defence. They closed their eyes to the fact that, in
1808, the clergy aroused the masses against the French and were
now their warmest allies, eager to revenge systematic persecution;
that the throne was secretly undermining them, and that they were
without resources, for the treasury was exhausted, the army
scarce existed save on paper, the magazines were empty, and the
party in power was rent into bitterly opposing factions. A kind
of delirium seized the deputies when San Miguel on January 9th
laid the correspondence before the Cortes, and his replies were
.^
clamorously approved without distinction of party
Yet this effervescence soon subsided. A decisive victory
gained by the insurgents at Brihuega, not far from Madrid, on
January 24th, threw the capital into a tremor and, on February
forty thousand insurgents in

even that the French troops would

16th, the Cortes adopted a decree looking to the transfer of the

Government in case of necessity.^ New Cortes opened their
sessions March 1st and their first thought was to place themselves
in safety, carrying with them Fernando, both as a hostage and as
necessary to the assumption that the government of Spain travelled with them.

March

Resistance on his part postponed the

when

move

until

the exodus to Seville took place

There they
remained until June, when the approach of the French necessitated a further flight and, on the 9tli, Cadiz was selected as the
This time Fernando resolutely refused to fly
place of refuge.
from his lil^erators and, as coercion of tlie monarch was incompatil)le with the theory tlmt he was still governing, it was assumed
that he was incapacitated by reason of a temporary delirium;
he was deposed and a Regency was appointed which ordered
20th,

•
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the transfer to Cadiz; on the 12tli the king and royal family left
Seville; the Cortes adjourned to meet in Cadiz June 18th; in four

days Fernando was declared
dragging with

it

to be again in his right

The

the Regency resigned.

mind and
Government

spectacle of a flying

a captive king,

whom it

recognized as

still

actively

was worse than ludicrous; it gave to Fernando a claim
on the sympathy which he had forfeited, and served as an incentive
and an excuse for cruel reprisals/
Meanwhile the army of invasion had been gathering on the
border under the Duke of Angouleme, nephew of Louis XIV.
reigning,

From Bayonne, on

April 2d, he issued a manifesto to the effect

come to make war but to liberate a captive king,
to restore the Altar and the Throne, to release the priesthood from
exile, and the whole people from a domination that was preparing
the destruction of Spain.
On April 7th the army crossed the Bidasthat he did not

Its discipline

ists.

where

it

men,

whom

35,000 were Spanish royalconduct admirable. Everywas received as a liberator, with cries of ''Viva el Rey

soa, consisting of 91,000

was

of

perfect

and

its

absoluto, Viva la Religion

y la Inquisicion." Resistance was
impossible and, although five armies had been organized, none
worthy of mention was attempted, except in Catalonia, where the
indomitable Mina prolonged the useless struggle until November,
and at Cadiz, where the so-called Government was battling for
existence.
Siege was laid there on June 23d, and was prolonged

when Fernando was ceremoniously conveyed
French deliverers. Yet, if rhetoric could have
repelled the invaders, they would have been glad to escape from
the eloquence which accompanied a solemn declaration of war
on April 29th, when Florez Calderon boasted that the breasts of
the deputies w^ould make an impenetrable rampart around the
October

until

to the

camp

1st,

of his

constitutional

King and
came as

his family.^

they made a mistake in bringing
with them a Junta Provisional of four rabid royalists, formally
installed at Ozarzun, Ajjril 9th.
It assumed to be the Government and issued a manifesto rescinding all the acts of the RevoIf

the French

lution
•

pacifiers,

and restoring the conditions prior
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authority in such unsparing proscriptions that even the

its

became alarmed and apjjealed to de Martignac, the royal
commissioner accompanying Angoulemc, pointing out the evils to
be apprehended from such ferocity. Quarrels within the Junta
afforded an excuse for superseding it, and Angouleme, on reaching
^ladrid, empowered the Councils of Castile and Indias to nominate
a Regency, at the head of which was the Duke del Infantado.
This body, on June 4th, published a manifesto promising to use
its power to prevent persecutions and excesses, to maintain internal peace, execute the laws and make the royal power respected/
These were fair words, belied b}^ acts. The whole arrangement
had been dictated by secret instructions from Fernando, and
The
proscription and persecution continued as active as ever.
Regency confirmed a measure of the Junta organizing bodies of
royalists

so-called Royalist A'olunteers,

whose duties consisted

in arresting

whom

greed or malevolence might designate
as objects of suspicion, in which work they were aided by the
mob, always ready for violence and rapine. In Saragossa fifteen

and imprisoning

all

hundred persons were dragged to prison by the populace led by
priests and frailes.
In Navarre, the guerrilla chief known as el
Trapense committed revolting excesses. In ]\ladrid and Cordova
the gaols were crowded with prisoners. This work went on in
most of the towns, as the national forces retreated, the victims
being mostly citizens of wealth and position, while the pulpits
resounded with exhortations to persecution and extermination
and the French troops, in so far as they could, restrained the
outrages.^

Despite his reluctance to interfere, Angouleme felt called upon
an end to the cruelty and impolicy of these persecutions
and, on his way to Cadiz, he issued from Andujar, August Slh, a

to put

decree

forbidding arrests by the Spanish authorities without
commandants of the troops of the districts,

authorization from the

who were

instructed to liberate

arrest those

who contravened

were subjected

the

to

all

political

prisoners,

these orders, while

inspection

of

the

all

and

to

periodicals

commandants.

The

foreign ministers, however, protested against this as an invasion

Spanish independence, which eml)oldened the Regency to
remonstrate in a haughty and insolent manner. The Royalist

of

*
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Volunteers of Navarre, in a manifesto of August 20th, were prodiand menaces to the duke; a memorial addressed to
him, August 23d, signed by Eguia and a large number of military

gal of insults

chiefs

and

priests,

stigmatized his effort at pacification as an

attempt to perpetuate an impious faction, and demanded the restoration of the Incjuisition.
Wherever there were no French troops
the decree was ignored and finally Angouleme, whether instructed
by his court or afraid openly to oppose the Regency, issued an
explanatory order, which virtually annulled the decree. Evidently there was to be no peace for the distracted land.* Even
the Regency felt it necessary to disclaim responsibility for the
horrors enacting on every hand.
August 10th, it ordered the
prosecution of the rioters who, at Alcahi, Guadalajara and Torrejon had committed terrible excesses under pretext of avenging
the transfer of the king to Cadiz and, on August 13th,

it

commanded

making arrests but, while it
was powerless to enforce order.^

the people to restrain their zeal in

was powerful to excite passion it
When, in view of the hopelessness of further resistance at Cadiz,
Fernando was informed, September 28th, that he was at liberty
to seek the French camp, a tumult arose and a demand for guaranHe summoned the ministers, telling them that he desired
tees.
to give assurances and ordering Jose Maria Calatrava to draw
up a decree declaring of his own free will and, on the faith of his
royal word, that he ^vould adopt a form of government assuring
the happiness of the nation, the personal security, the property
and the civil liberty of Spaniards, with complete oblivion of the

The amnesty was rendcr(>d complete with elaborate details
when it was presented to him for signature on the 30th, he
said that, to remove all doubts, he would make some charges
with his ovm hand, which he accordingly did, rendering some of
the clauses clearer and more emphatic.^ AMien, on the next day,
he was received by Angouleme, he shut himself up with the Duke
del Infantado and Victor Damien Saez, his former confessor, whom
he appointed universal minister and, before the colloquy was over,
there was draxNTi up and signed a decree of two articles; the first
declared null and void all acts since March 7, 1820; the second
past.

and,
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confirmed the proscriptions of the Junta of Ozarzun and the
Regency. Printed copies of this, together witli tliat of the day
before, were circulated to the no small perplexity of all concerned.
Then General Bourmont, the French conmiander, learned that
Ferdinand had passed secret sentence of death on some prominent
liberals there present, whereupon they were conveyed on naval
vessels to Gibraltar and saved from his sanguinary vengeance.
This was but a foretaste of the wrath to come.^ Proscriptive
and oppressive measures followed each other and the persecution
inaugurated by the Regency was sharpened and systematized.

Ten Years of Reaction.
The French had already discovered

that they

had

raised a

demon whom they

could not exorcise. They had restored unconditionally to absolute power a prince who was utterly faithless,
whom no promises could bind, who cared only for the gratification
of his passions,

and who was surrounded by vindictive

counsellors,

eager for the blood and spoils of their countrymen.

The prisons

were crowded to repletion and the untamed ferocity

of the

titude, stimulated

by the

pulpit,

was

let

mul-

upon defenceless
Europe and was felt

loose

was a scandal in the face of all
was made to repair the mischief, but with scant
success.
Fernando, on leaving Cadiz, had written to Louis X^TII,
expressing his gratitude, and Louis seized the opportunit}', in his
reply, to impress on him his own example and that of their ancestor
Henry IV, as the only means of bringing peace to a distracted land,
warning him that a blind despotism weakened instead of strengthening royal power. Angouleme had manifested his disapprobation of the decree of October 1st, and a coolness arose between
him and Fernando, which went on increasing. They parted,
October 11th, Angouleme refusing all honors on his homeward
journey, and leaving Bourmont in connnand. The French army
was gradually reduced, l)ut the last detachments did not leave
Spain until November, 1827.
Secure in this protection, Fernando was deaf to remonstrances.
It is true that, when the ambassadors of the powers met him in
victims.

It

acutely.

Effort

Seville,

under their pressure, he issued a decree, October
'
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holding out expectations of what he would do on reaching Madrid,
but promises cost him nothing and these were as futile as these of

September 30tli. To emphasize the necessity of conciliation, the
French cabinet prevailed upon the Russian ambassador, Pozzo
He
di Borgo, to visit Madrid, in the name of the Holy Alliance.
arrived there October 2Sth and held long conferences with Fernando and Victor Saez, urging clemency and a general anmesty,
but he met, in reply, with nothing but vague generalizations/
If the welfare of a nation had not been at stake, the reflections
of Chateaubriand on the success of his enterprise, and his correspondence with Talaru, the French ambassador, might well raise
a smile. He was disgusted, he said, ^^ith having to do with a
monarch who would burn his kingdom in a cigar, and he declared
that the sovereigns of today seem si)ecially created to destroy a
In Spain, the political sore is the king and
society ready to perish.
At first he assumed
it is almost impossible to apply a remedy.
that he could dictate a policy, and asserted that he would not
tolerate the follies of the king nor allow France to appear as an
accomplice in stupidity and fanaticism. Talaru was to speak as
a master; if the ministry was not to his mind, he was to have
it changed, the threatened withdrawal of the troops being what
would force Fernando to listen to reason. He soon found, howthe real power
ever, that behind the ministry was the camarilla
that could not be dislodged
and that the clergy was also a body
to be reckoned with.
Chateaubriand's effervescence wore itself
out against the impenetrability to reason and argument of Fernando and his advisers, and his demands shrank to asking for
a decree of amnesty it would be badly framed, he knew, but at
After
least it would have the appearance of doing something.
months of urgency, at last Fernando agreed to it. A fairly liberal
scheme was drawn up but, after it had been submitted to the

—

—

—

revision of the friends of

Don

Carlos, of the bishops, of the secret

Junta de Estado and of the Council of Castile, its framers could
scarce recognize it.
While it offered pardon to all particiixuits
in the disturbances since 1820 in support of the Constitution,
there were fifteen excepted classes, some of them vague and comprehensive.
It ordered the discharge of all prisoners not comprised
It ordered the
within the exceptions, but this was not obeyed.
bishops to contribute to bring about union, but few of them did so.
1
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It was dated May 1, 1824, but was not published until the 20th,
and the interval was employed all over Spain in gathering evidence to bring individuals under the excepted classes, so that they

could be arrested simultaneously with the publication of the decree
the prisons were filled with new victims, and the courts were overwhelmed with prosecutions. The courts, moreover, were supple-

mented with military commissions, whose procedure was informal
and summary. The Gaceta de Madrid, between August 24th and
October 12, 1824, chronicled 112 executions by shooting or hanging.
Whatever scanty favor was shown to Liberals in the decree
was more than counterbalanced by another of July 1st, granting
pardon for all assaults and injuries committed on them or their
property except when murder had resulted.^ The Royalist
Volunteers thus had full licence, and the Liberals were virtually
outlawed.
Proscription and persecution were systematized in a

without precedent, by the compilation of

lists

manner

of all suspects.

During the constitutional period, Fernando had kept a Libro
Verde, noting

down

marking them

for future vengeance.

the

names

who displeased him, thus
On his restoration to power,

of all

a secret Junta do Estado, consisting chiefly of ecclesiastics, was
formed, whose business it was to gather information against all
who were opposed to absolutism. Denunciations were invited
from priests and frailcs, from enemies and from the lowest class
of informers, to

whom

inviolable secrecy

was promised, and

all

evidence thus accumulated was recorded
the scandal and
party, for use as occasion might require.
of
the
opposite the name
districts, and copies were sent to the
into
The list was divided
police,
of
who contributed such further
respective intendants
false

names and charges as they could gather from all sources however
Thus every man's liberty and property were at the mercy
vile.
It was a Libro "Wrde on a
of secret and irresponsible informers.
itself
never imagined, and the
Inquisition
had
scale which the
dangerous
to the innocent
thorough
and
more
system was more
condition
of Spain
Inquisition.^
Such
was
the
than that of the
known
as the
ten
from
1823
to
years,
during the terrible
1833,
El Congroso dc Verona,
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—

Epocha dc Chaperon Chaperon being the i)rcsidcnt of the niihtary
commission of Madrid and notorious for his cruelty.

One

a singularly outspoken
to Fernando, January 24, 1826. He had been sent to Paris to negotiate a loan, and
he ascribes his failure, not so much to the poverty of the land, as
to the absence of peace essential to prosperity, and this arose from
result of this is well set forth in

representation addressed

by Javier de Burgos

the successive proscriptions which had desolated Spain.

common

he says, simple police orders deprive of
classes,

and subject them

to

countries can be inflicted only

penalties

by

which

tribunals.

in

rights

Now,
whole

well-ordered

]\Iuch

is

said of

the league of European bankers against Spanish credit, but this

has only been made invincible by the efforts of the six or eight
thousand proscribed exiles in England, France and Belgium. A
few days ago the journal which represents commerce and industry
it continues to fall rapidly into barbarism.
a second Turkey, only more miseral3le and worse governed."
Mexico, Colombia, Peru and Chile obtain loans, even though
their independence is not recognized, but Spain cannot get a
maravedi.^ It is creditable to Fernando that he took this plainspeaking good-naturedly and subsequently gave the writer the
cross of Carlos III, but he vras impervious to the good advice.

said *'As for Spain,
It is

The decrees

Regency and of Fernando, restoring the
March 7, 1820, and invalidating all subsequent

of the

conditions prior to
acts,

seemed necessarily

to revive the Inquisition.

Its officials,

however, hesitated to resume their functions without positive
orders, and it was known that the French were opposed to its
restoration.
Numerous petitions for it were made to Angouleme,
but he evaded categorical replies, saying that he would procure
the liberation of the king and leave him to determine what would
After Femando's
best promote the happiness of the nation.^
release, felicitations came pouring in, warmly thanking him for
his prescriptive measures and among these were many urging

*

Javier de Burgos, Afiales del Rcinado de

A

Da

Isabel II,

I,

4G (Madrid, 1850).

Fernando was the establishment in Seville of a school
of bull-fighting, with Don Pedro Ramiro at its head, on a salary of 12,000 reales.
When Burgos became minister of Fomento, under Isabel II, he had the satisfaccharacteristic freak of

tion of suppressing this.

—

' Rodrigo,
^liraflores, Documentos,
III, 497.
para la Historia de Extremadura, III, 43.

II,
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— Barrantes,
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If, at the moment, he
was restrained by the earnest
opposition of the Alhes, who especially shrank from the responsibility of resuscitating an institution so universally abhorred.
As
Chateaubriand wrote to Talaru, December 1st, "\\'e will not
permit our victories to be dishonored by proscriptions or that the

that the Inquisition should be set to work.

desired to meet these wishes, he

fires of the Inquisition be raised as altars to our triumphs" and,
on December 11th, he declared it to be necessary that the royal
confessor should not be an inquisitor.^
Fernando, however, seems already to have questioned whether
the Inquisition would really be of service to him politically and, as
religion with him was merely a matter of policy, he preferred to
let the question slumber, without committing himself.
It is related
that once, when a bishop of extreme views was urging upon him
the utility which the Inquisition had always been to the crown,
he walked across the room to a balcony and, looking up at the
serene sky, exclaimed ''What a cloud! a great storm is coming.''^
His intentions, however, were indirectly manifested, by a decree
of January 1, 1824, which withdrew from the Credito publico
the administration of the property of the Inquisition and placed
it with the Colector-general de Espolios, who was charged to pay

the salaries of

all

the officials of the tribunals.^

This indicated

was no intention to restore the institution to activity,
this Fernando adhered, notwithstanding the urgency which

that there

and

to

continued.

In fact, as the reaction established itself, Fernando could not
but recognize that he had nothing to gain from the Inquisition
and might risk something. His one ol^ject was unlimited absolutism.
Circumstances had enabled him to attain this to a degree

which none of his predecessors had enjoyed. The defeat of the
Liberals was so complete, and the servility of the Royalists so
great, that he could disregard whatever remnants of the old
Spanish institutions had still placed some restraints on the crown.
There was no secret made of this. A royal order of October 17,
1824, destroyed at a blow all the municipal self-government of
Spain the Ayuntamientos of the towns were no longer to be elective; those in office were to choose their successors in thirds at a
time, and the appointees were subjected to revision by the royal
;

*

El Congrcso de Verona,

»

Koska Vayo,

III, 206.

II, 283, 302.
'

Rodrigo, III, 498.
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preamble, the object of this was openly-

stated to be that there should disappear for ever

from Spanish

the most remote idea that sovereignty resided elsewhere than
in the royal person, and the people should know that not the
soil

slightest alteration

of the

would ever be made

in the

fundamental laws

monarchy/

The only claim of the Inquisition to efficiency, greater than that
and royal tribunals, was in its delegated faculties
from the pope and, to a monarch thus resolved to concentrate in
his own hands all power, it was naturally distasteful to employ
of the police

for political ends foreign

was not under

own

authority which, nominally at least,

This objection he might have
he had reason to expect from the Inquisition any
special service, but such there was not.
While there still was
law in Spain the Inquisition might be useful as being above the
law, but now that law was merely the .sic volo, sic jubeo, the Inquisition was superfluous, while its secret procedure was more tardy
and cumbrous perhaps even less certain than that of the
military commissions; and the system described above of lists of
suspects with evidence gathered from every source by thousands
of informers was far more comprehensive in plan and in detail
than anything that the inquisitorial organization had ever
disregarded,

his

control.

if

—

—

attempted.

The

had nothing

Inquisition thus

Fernando

to offer and, careless as

was

Europe, even he could recognize
the wisdom of avoiding the odium of re-establishing an instituof the public opinion of

tion so generally

To

condemned.

the victims

made

it

little

dif-

ference whether their judges were called military commissioners
or inquisitors; their ofTences were justiciable
pulpits resounded

with the doctrine that

all

by

either,

for the

Constitutionalists

—

and Liberals were Jansenists and heretics a doctrine justified
by a royal order of May 2, 1824, to the bishops, requiring them to
celebrate, in their dioceses. Missions calling the Liberals to re-

pentance.^

Yet there was a lurking Jansenism

in this tacit

assumption that

the regalias enabled the king to prolong at his pleasure that suppression of the Holy Office which, in 1813, had been proved by

learned theologians to be in violation of the canons and of the

>

Martfnez de

»

Koska Vayo,

la

Rosa,

I,

III, 222.

422.— Koska Vayo,

III, 241.
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authority of the Holy See.
dissatisfied, the

more

The

clerical

[Book IX

party was restless and

so because, as Fernando's theor}^ of govern-

own power secure by promoting discord
he occasionally favored the moderate RoyalThe latter were not content even with
ists against the extremists.
the prevailing cruel persecution, and longed for one more searching
with the Inquisition as its instrument. The secret organization
known as the Junta Apostdlica, or Angel Exterminador, had cast
its eyes upon Don Carlos as a leader who could realize their
aspirations, for he was completely under priestly influence and
belonged to the extreme faction, besides being heir presumptive
Carlos,
in the probable case of Fernando dying without issue.
however, though not a man of strong character, was strictly
honorable and was bound to Fernando with ties of a mutual affecHe was quite content to await
tion which endured to the end.
the chances of succession, but his wife Francisca of Portugal and
her sister the Princess of Beira, widow of the Infante Pedro, were
ambitious. Ilis apartments in the royal palace were the centre
of intrigues, in which he did not personally participate, while
Fernando who, through his spies, was kept informed of them,
ment was

among

to render his

his followers,

did not interfere, confiding in his brother's loyalty and his

own

ability to crush attempts against himself.

In 1824 and 1825 there were movements and risings of the
extremists in various provinces, which indicated concerted action

and were suppressed with more or less

facility,

except in Catalonia.

There the hidden leaders of the conspiracy found a population
discontented with what they deemed the lukewarmness of the
Government, which they were told was now controlled by FreeMasons. The old members of the Army of the Faith, moreover,
deemed themselves insufficiently rewarded for their services, and
organized und(u* the name of Agraviados, forming the nucleus of
a " Fcdoracion de Rcalistas puros," more royalist than the king.
Towards the end of 182G there was circulated a manifesto from
the Federation urging the necessity of placing Don Carlos on the
throne; its organization rapidly extended, and A\m\ 1, 1827, was
appointed for the rising, which was readily supi)ressed and a free
pardon was granted to the insurgents. The pacification was but
teinporary.
In July, at Manresa, a Junta superior was formed,
and in August the tolling of the bells sunnnoncd the soinatctics
or levies en masse to arms, when a jiortion of the troops joined
the insurrection, which was soon supreme in Catalonia.
A report

Chap.

BISIIfG

I]

IN CATALONIA

made, August 27th, by Dehesa,
states that the

Inquisition!

fiscal of

the court of Barcelona,

war-cry of the insurgents was

Death

to the Constitution!
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"Long

Death

to

live the

the negros!

They were told that the rising was by order
pope and that the king was surrounded by Free-Masons;
the clergy, who desired the
it was supposed to be the work of
re-establishment of the Inquisition, and to make themselves allpowerful by working on the fanaticism of the ignorant mounDeath

to the police!"

of the

taineers.^

That the situation was becoming dangerous is manifested by
Fernando's record, for he resolved to
visit Catalonia himself, after sending the Count de Espana there
with full powers. He reached Tarragona September 28th, being
received everywhere with enthusiasm, though there was an
the only kingly act in

abortive project of abducting him by a large body of Royalist
Volunteers assembled as though to do him honor. From Tarragona he issued a proclamation to the effect that those who should
not lay down their arms within twenty-four hours must expect
no mercy, and that he would deal with their leaders as he saw fit.
The secret societies had already issued orders of pacification;
organized resistance was abandoned, nine of the chiefs were
hanged and the land was speedily at peace. Carlos took no part
in the rising,

but he knew of the plans and had not opposed them,
Carlists was thereafter used to designate the

and the name of
extreme royalists.^

It is significant that, when Fernando ordered the bishops to
exhort their subjects to peace, some of them obeyed, but Pablo
de Jesus de Corcuera y Cascrta, the prelate of Vich, refused in a

October 6th, on the ground that he could not consciFernando, he said, had not kept his promises;
he had assembled a junta to examine all books in circulation, yet
poisonous ones, like that of Thomas a Kempis, were allowed to
be read; he had ordered the restoration of everything to the conditions prior to March 7, 1820, yet the Inquisition had not been
re-established; other royal short-comings were pointed out and,
in the face of all this it was impossible for a bishop not to take
part in temporal matters to preach obedience as required would be
to compromise the episcopate and to become the instrument of
letter of

entiously do so.

;

'

'

Modesto Lafuente, XXVIII, 453-63;
Modesto Lafuente, XXVIII. 465-71

311.

XXIX, 393-5.— Urquinaona, pp. 141-2.
XXIX, 7-13.— Koska Vayo, III, 305,
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the enemies of God, nor would

impossible to

make

it

[Book IX

it would be
These outspoken

avail anything, for

the people think otherwise.

sentiments of the fiery bishop explain much that is saddest in
modern Spanish history; he was not punished for them but, when

Espana came to Vich he summoned the recalcitrant
him and reminded him of the fate of Acuna of
Zamora, which might be repeated if it so pleased the Catholic

the Count de

prelate before

king.^

After this there

was no further demand

for the restoration of

was recognized as
For awhile however it had not accepted its suppression as final, and it still sought to perform some of its functions
This is demonstrated by the
in hopes of being again revived.
Valencia register, laboriously and faithfully compiled and brought
up to the end of 1824, and the same seems to have been done in
Madrid for, in a document of 1817, there is an appended note
As the salreferring to the Madrid register of January 31, 1824.
aries were continued, an organization was kept up and a show was
made of performing some kind of w^ork. The Valencia register thus
contains several cases in which it acted in 1824, though it modestly
styles itself "este tribunal eclesiastico" and not "Santo Oficio."
Thus Valero Andreu was accused to it of a blasphemous propoThe criminal court of Valencia
sition and w^as duly sentenced.
the Inquisition, as Fernando's determination
unalterable.

regarded it as still functioning and, when in trials there came evidence of matters cognizable by the Inquisition, the proofs would
be sent to the tribunal which would summon the offender and
pass judgement on him, the penalty however being not more than
a reprimand. Three cases of this kind are recorded, the latest
being July 3, 1824.^ We may fairly assume that in some, at least,
of the other tribunals, trivial work of this kind was similarly

performed.
Some papers connected with a quarrel between the officials of
the Majorca tribunal give us an insight into its internal condition
in 1830.
Its business consisted in the collection of the censos

—

and other sources of revenue. There were many of these loans
towns and villages as well as to individuals throughout the
islands; payments were apt to be tardy and the labor of collection

to

'

'

Urquinaona,

p. 143.

— Modesto Lafuente, XXVIII, 475.
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was considerable, frequently involving legal proceedings. The
inquisitor had disappeared, although from another document
we learn that he was named Francisco Antonio Andraca and that
he was drawing his salary elsewhere. The existing head of the
tribunal was a jucz suhddcgado a representative of the old jvez
de hienes; there was a treasury and an auditing department with
an administrador tcsorero, Juan Antonio Togores, who was rlisabled and represented by his son, Jose Antonio Togores. The
secretary of the secreto was Bartolome Serra y Bennassar, acting
as auditor ad interim, whose clerk was Pedro Mascaro, notary of
sequestrations.
The only other official was the portero, Sebastian
,

Togores claims that, when the buildings were destroyed
he incurred many enmities by efforts to compel restitution
among others a Count of Ayamans was
of plundered materials
sued for purloining building stone. Togores constructed a wall
around the site, and the heaps of stone and tiles still lay scattered
Outside of the enclosure, a couple of small buildings were
there.
erected for offices, with a warehouse below for the storage of

Banza.

in 1820,

—

the rescued materials.

he had used the
raise vegetables

site of

One of the charges against him was that
the old garden of the senior hiquisitor to

and flowers

for himself.^

There

is

impressiveness

in this glimpse of the old officials clinging to the ruins of

what had

once been so formidable.

From

this quarrel

Inquisition

we

learn that the central authority of the

was the General Superintendent

the Inquisition

of the Property of

— apparently a subordinate of the Colector-gencral

de Espolios, to whom the assets were confided by the decree of
January 1, 1824. In 1830 this General Superintendent was an
old inquisitor, Valentin Zorilla, and he had as fiscal another
inquisitor, Vicente Alonso de Verdejo.
The Inquisitor-general,
Geronimo Cavillon y Salas, Bishop of Tarazona, was still drawing
his salary of 71,491 reales 24 mrs. and did not die until 1835.
Of the Suprema there were but two survivors, the Dean Ethenard
and Cristobal Bencomo, Archbishop of Heraclea, who by 1833
had disappeared, leaving Ethenard alone. There was still a
relator, a private secretary of the inquisitor-general, a keeper of
the archives, and four minor officials. All these, however, were

mere pensioners. The active organization consisted of the superintendent and his fiscal, with a treasurer and receiver-general
*

Archive
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ad interim, Don Aiigel Abad, whose accounts for 1830 show
that he

From

had received by

Valencia

.

.

.

.

60,000

.

.

.

.

Barcelona

Granada
America

35,000
26,000
28,000

.

.

C6rdova

.

.

drafts

.

drawn upon the

rs.

From

.

Murcia
^lajorca

Saragossa
Canaries

93,417.17

.

Santiago

several tribunals
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

52,000
60,000
50,000
84,000
112,035.17

Logroho, Madrid, Cuenca and Llerena apparently contributed
The sums credited to America and Canaries were
nothing.
probably old balances. The receipts from prebends must have

gone directly to the Superintendent, for the decree of final extinction in 1834 shows that they were still held for the benefit of
There were other sources of revenue, principally
the Inquisition.
the most notable was one of the Count of
which
from censos, of
collected, in 1830, the sum of 272,335
was
from
whom
Altamira,
that seem to run back to 1818.
arrearages
being
reales 25 mrs.,

He was

hereditary alguazil

still

in which capacity he

26 mrs.
tribunal,

was

mayor

of the Seville tribunal,

receiving a yearly salary of 4411 reales

The Duke of Mcdinaceli, as alguazil mayor of the Madrid
was still drawing his yearly stipend of a thousand reales

and personally signing monthly receipts. There are scattering
entries of payments to officials of various tribunals, showing that
they were gradually thinning out, and refugees from the American
Such was the moribund
Inquisitions were kept on the pay-roll.^
of
its extinction.
Office
on
the
eve
Holy
the
condition of
While the Inquisition was thus suspended, the more zealous
bishops replaced it with so-called Juntas de fc, based on the same
principles, with secrecy of procedure and exercising jurisdiction
No record of the proin the external as well as internal forum.
ceedings of these anomalous tribunals seems to have been preserved except in the case of Valencia, where the archbishopric
was held by Simon Lopez, in reward for his defence of the Holy
Office in the Cortes of Cadiz.
his

new

junta de

dignity, in 1824,
fe,

empowering

establishgd
it

by

was

Almost

his earliest act

on assuming

to issue a pastoral confirming the

his predecessor

to receive denunciations.

Veremundo

He

Arias,

and

took the presidency

with Dr. Migu(^l Toranza, the fornuu' inquisitor of \'aloncia as his
colleague. Dr. Juan Bautista Falc6 as fiscal and Dr. Jose Royo
as secretary.^
'

Archivo
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Leg. 64C2.

'
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was revived under another name, and it
more dangerous than those
as they were not subject to the supervision and

old tribunal

speedily proved that such juntas were
of the Inquisition,

control of the Sui)rema.

A

])oor

schoolmaster of Rizaffa,

named

Cayetano Ripoll, had served in the ^^'ar of Liberation and had
been carried as a prisoner to France, where he became a pervert.
He abandoned Christianity for Deism, while at the same time he
was a living embodiment of the teachings of C-hrist, sharing his
scanty pittance with the needy, and constantly repeating "Do
not unto others what you would not have done unto you." He
did not seek to propagate his beliefs, but he was denounced to
the Junta by a beata for not taking his scholars to mass, for not

making them kneel

to the passing viaticum,

in his school the ejaculation

Maria purissima."

He was

and

for substituting

"Praise be to God'' instead of
arrested September 29,

"Ave

and
two years. The testimony confirmed
the denunciation and showed that the only religious instruction
which he gave his pupils was the Ten Commandments. During
his prolonged trial he made no complaints; he shared his meagre
1824,

his trial lasted for nearly

avowed

his con-

the repeated efforts of the theologians to

convert

prison fare with his fellow-prisoners; he openly
victions,

him were

and

futile.

The

sentence bore that the tril^unal

had consulted

with the Junta de Fe and concluded that he be relaxed, as a formal
and contumacious heretic, which had been confirmed by the
archbishop. There was no hypocritical plea for mercy, and the
Sala del Crimen of the Audiencia, to which he was handed over,
gave him no hearing or opportunity for defence. Its function
was purely ministerial, and he knew nothing of its action until
the sentence was announced to him that, within twenty-four
hours, he was to be hanged and burnt, but the burning might be
figurative by painting flames on a barrel, in which his body should
be thrust into unconsecrated ground. He listened to this with the
patient resignation that he had exhibited throughout his trial,
and his last words on the gibbet, July 26, 1826, were "I die recon-

God and man."^
This barbarity scandalized all Europe and proved to be the last
execution for heresy in Spain. While it gratified the zealots,
who were clamoring for the resiu'rection of the Incjuisition, it
ciled to

>

Modesto Lafucnte, XXIV, 34G.— Men^ndez y Pclayo,
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displeased Fernando,

who caused

[Book IX

the Audieneia to be notified that

Government recognized no such

tribunals as the juntas de fe.^
In spite of this rebuke, the episcopal juntas continued to exercise
an irregular and irresponsible jurisdiction, until the sufferers sought

the

from the Holy See the protection denied to them at home. Pius
\'III listened to their prayer, whether from motives of humanity
or of establishing in Spain the jurisdiction which the Inc^uisition
had sought so sedulously to exclude, and, in a constitution of
October 5, 1829, he recited the numerous prayers reaching him
from those persecuted in Spain for matters of faith, asking that
they might have opportunity of appealing from sentences rendered
by archbishops and bishops, before being subjected to punishment. To save them from the expenses and delays of appeals
to Rome, he empowered the tribunal of the Rota, in the papal
nunciature, to hear all appeals in matters of faith, even twice,
thrice, four or five times in succession,

until three

concording

Fernando was less sensitive than
his predecessors as to papal encroachments, and he gave this the
force of law by a royal order of February G, 1830.
sentences should be rendered.^

Cristina.

The death of Queen Amalia, May 17, 1829, was an abundant
source of intrigue, for a fourth marriage of Fernando might prove
and thus destroy the prospects of Don Carlos. The efforts
it were vain and, on December 9th, Fernando married his ncice, the Neapolitan princess, Maria Cristina
de Bourbon, whose sister Carlotta was the wife of the Infante
Francisco de Paula, the second brother of Fernando. There Avas
soon prospect of an heir to the throne, and the uncertainty as to
sex rendered it advisable to determine in advance whether the
Salic law excluding females from the succession was in force or
fruitful

of the Carlists to prevent

The ancient Spanish law, as expressed in the Partidas,
provided for the succession of a daughter in the absence of sons
or of children of a son.' Under this, Spain had seen the glorious
roign of Isabella the Catholic and the unfortunate one of Juana
not.

'

'

IX,
'

—

Modesto Lafuentc, lor. cit. V. do la Fuento, /or. cU.
PP. VIII Const. Cogitntioncs Twstras, f) Oct. 1S29 (Bullar. Roman. Conlin.,

Pii
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male children, was

when
Savoy persuaded her husband Philip \ to effect
Much pressure was required to In-ing this about, but
a change.
a pragnuitica, agreed to by the Cortes, provided that only in the
firmly established in the tradition of the nation until 1713,

Maria Luisa

of

event of the total default of male representatives should the
daughters of the last reigning sovereign succeed, according to age,
and all laws to the contrary were annulled/

In 1784 there was talk of revoking this pragnuitica, but it was
postponed until after the accession of Carlos I\', when the Cortes
The
of 1789 petitioned for the revival of the law of the Partidas.
king assented but, to avoid giving offence to reigning houses whose
possible claims to the succession were thus cut off, it was kept
a profound secret, although filed away in the archives.^ This was
the position when Fernando, to assure the succession to a possiljle
daughter, by a pragmatica of !\larch 29, 1830, ordered that of

1789 to be published and

commanded

the

literal

observance of

The proceedings of 1789 were freely
fraudulent by the Carlists, they were confident in

the law of the Partidas,^

denounced as

the support of two hundred thousand Royalist ^'oluntee^s, and

they regarded the new pragmatica as a reason for more energetic
organization.

In due time, on October 10th, a girl was born, known to history
Carlos believed that his rights had been sacrificed
and, though he refused to snatch at the sceptre during his brother's
life-time, he assured his partizans that he would not permit his
as Isabel II.

mount the throne. Femando's health was rapidly giving
way under repeated attacks of gout and, on September 17, 1832,
his life was despaired of.
The prospect was most critical. Propositions were made to Carlos about sharing the government, but he

neice to

declared that conscience and honor would not permit

abandon

rights given to

him

at his birth

plexity of the situation, Calomarde,

who

by God.

for ten years

him

to

In the per-

had been the

king's most trusted minister, represented to Cristina the terrors of

the inevitable civil war, and the dangers to herself
for

she

had recently given

'

Autos Acordados, Lib.

*

Andr<:-s Muriel, Hist,
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Juan

Pf'roz

Lafuente,

and her children,
Maria

birth to a second daughter,

v, Tit. vii,

Auto

5.

de Carlos IV (Mem. hist, espanol, XXIX, 14-29).
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Luisa Fernanda. She yielded, Fernando assented and signed a
paper annulling the pragmatica of 1830, which was read to the
assembled mhiisters on the night of September 18th, under the
strictest injunctions of secrecy, but it was treacherously divulged,
and copies were posted about the court. Cristina's servants
commenced packing her effects for departure and Carlos, in his
apartments, was saluted as king.

Fernando however commenced to rally; many nobles offered
and formed an association to defend the
claims of Isabel.
Carlotta, who was in Andalusia, liastened to
Madrid, reaching it on the 22d and, lacing of a determined character
scolded Cristina and threatened Calomarde it is even said that she

their lives to Cristina

—

him in the face, when with ready wit he quoted Calderon
"White hands inflict no disgrace." Fernando agreed to recall
the decree, when she obtained the original and the copies and
cuffed

destroyed them.

This only led the followers of Carlos to prepare
by force, and there was no time to be lost in
organizing a party to resist them.^
This necessitated a reversal of the policy of the last ten years,

to assert his claims

identified w^ith

Calomarde

— in

fact the period

was often

desig-

nated as the Epocha de Calomarde. The ministry was dismissed
Calomarde was banished to his native' place, and then was ordered
to the citadel of Minorca, but he was concealed in a convent from
which he escaped to France. Fernando, on October 6th signed a
decree constituting Cristina regent during his illness; the next day
she issued a general pardon of all political prisoners and, on the
15th, a general amnesty, including the exiles who were allowed
to return, the only exceptions 1)eing those who at Seville had voted
to replace the king with a regency, and those who had connnanded
bodies of troops against him, all of whom Fernando obstinately
refused to pardon.
This complete reversal of policy led to some
premature insurrectionary movements by the Carlists, but they
were easily suppressed.^

The

declaration of September ISth had been destroyed, but

had not

l)een invalidated.

To

effect this in the

manner an assembly .was held on December
officers of the

Government,

it

most impressive

31st of

all

the great

rejiresentatives of the grandees,

and

deputations of the provinces, in which Fernando i)resented a

'

'

Koska Vayo,
Koska Vayo,

.^'52, S.^S-CS.— Modesto T.afvionto. XXIX. 191.
3G9-75, 3S7.— Modesto Lafuente, XXIX. 152.

III, .342,
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holograph paper setting forth that advantage had been taken of
his desperate ilhiess to threaten him with civil war and induce him
to sign a revocation of the pragmatic sanction of Marcli 29, 1830;
now, convniced of his inubihty to alter the immemorial customs
of the land, he pronounced the nullity of the declaration which had
been snatched from him by surprise. Then he signed and rubricated the paper, all present were asked whether they had understood its purport, and the next day, January 1, 1833, the proceedings of the Cortes of 1789 and their confirmation by Carlos IV
were published.^
The next step was the assembling of Cortes to take the oath of
allegiance to Isabel, and for this summons were issued April 4th
appointing June 20th. Carlos was got out of the way by inducing
Dom Miguel of Portugal to invite him, but, when Fernando desired

remove him still further to Italy, a long and very curious correspondence ensued between the brothers, couched in the most
alTectionate terms, in which Carlos evaded obedience.
He was the
only absent member of the royal family when the Cortes met,
to

where
»

including bishops, grandees, nobles and the procurators

all,

Koska Vayo,

That the

III, 380.

opportune resurrection of this long-buried
pragniatica as a fraud was not unnatural, but the records produced in its favor
bear ever}' evidence of genuineness. From them it appears that on May 31, 1789,
Carlos I\' simimoned the Cortes to assemble on September 23d to take the oath
of allegiance to his son Fernando and to transact other business.
The oath was
dul}'

Carlists should regard the

taken on that day; on the 30th a petition in the customary fonn was ad-

dressed to the king for the abrogation of the pragmdtica of Philip
ration of the ancient law of succession.

The

V and the

resto-

session continued with various acts

on October 7th Carlos obtained an approval of the measure from
who had joined in the oath of allegiance; on
October 30th he confimied the pragmdtica, but ordered absolute secrecy to be
maintained with respect to it and to this all concerned took a solemn oath. StiU
it did not remain wholh' unknown and, in December 1809, Dona Carlota, Princess of Brazil, applied to the supreme Junta Central, then ruling the kingdom,
to have her possible rights to the succession under it acknowledged.
The Junta
was sitting in Seville; the archives were in Madrid, then in posse.ssion of the
French, and inquiries were made of such survivors of the Cortes of 1789 as could
be reached, who confinned the fact of the adoption of the pragmdtica and of the
secrecy enjoined, whereupon the Consejo de Espana 6 Indias reported in favor
That these records, with their wealth
of the Portuguese princess's application.
of names and dates and elaborate details could be manufactured is simply incredTestimonio de las Actas de Cortes de 1789 sobre la Sucesion en la Corona
ible.
de Espana, y de los Dictdmenes dados sobre esta materia; publicado por real
decreto de S. M. la Reina Xra Sra. Ano de 1833, Madrid, en la Imprenta Real.
30
VOL. IV
of legislation

:

fourteen archbishops and bishops

—
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The whole kingdom
the
Biscayans,
mider
and
the historic Oak
followed the example,
of the cities duly took the oath of allegiance.

of Guarnica, spontaneously recognized Isabel as the heiress of

Yet sparks of rebellion manifested themselves in one
place after another, and there were symptoms of insubordination
in the army, showing that the Carlist organization was at work
and was awaiting only the death of Fernando.*
By the beginning of September he was scarce more than a living
The obsequies were held on
corpse and on the 29th the end came.
coffin
glass plate through which
leaden
having
a
October 3d, the
The Duke of Alagon, as
verified.
the face could be seen and
Biscay.

commanded silence and, in a loud
Sciior!
Schor! As there was no reply,
Senor!
voice exclaimed
his
majesty
does
not answer, he is truly dead."
"Since
he added
captain of the body-guard,

coffin, the stench was such that several persons
might
It
be said that his malignant influence lasted
fainted.^
him or, perhaps, the truth is more fully
covered
until the grave
Perez
Galdos: "That king, who deceived
Benito
expressed by

Despite the leaden

—

his parents, his masters, his friends, his ministers, his partizans,

world
thought
to
make
also
death,
who
us
deceived
happy
in
in fact,
for
left
such
devil,
he
us
his
from
brother
and
delivering us
a
his enemies, his four wives, his people, his allies, all the

his daughter,

and scandal
It is not

who
is

kindled a fearful war, and the legacy of misery

yet unexhausted."'

our province to enter into the horrors of the savage

Carlist war, which broke out forthwith and lasted until the Convenio
de Vergara in 1839. The rapid sketch which we have given of its

how Cristina, in order to make head
was perforce obliged to consolidate a party
composed of the moderate Royalists and the Liberals, while the
progress of events threw her more and more into the arms of the
The solemn proclamation of Isabel's succession, October
latter.
20th, was accompanied by measures restricting the oi)pressive
antecedents suffices to show
against the extremists,

powers of the Royalist Volunteers, restoring the laws respecting
mayorazgos and other reforms of the Constitutional period.
That this process, once begun, should continue with accelerated
momentum was inevitable, and also that it should sweep aside
»

'

K().sk:i Vayo, III, 393-J25.
Quoted by llcrvaz, l\\x\z do rjulron,

'

p.

IGO.

Ibiilcin, p. 437.
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This was so much a matter
comatose condition of the institution, was of

the poor remnants of the Inquisition.
of course and, in the

importance so slender, tliat the memoir writers and historians of
if they aUude to it at all, do so in the briefest and most
perfunctory manner. Yet the profound roots which it had struck
in the national life, and the hold which it had acquired on popular
veneration, are manifested in the fact that the struggle for its
extinction had extended over a period of more than twenty years,
and required for its consummation a change in the ideals of a
majority of the people. The time for this had at last come, and
the final dissolution was accomplished with only so much of disthe period,

cussion as to

show

that the opinions of those called

upon

to decide

were virtually unanimous in principle and only different as to the
opportuneness of the measure.
At a meeting of the Consejo de Gobierno, July 9, 1834, there was
submitted the project of a decree for the extinction of the Inquisition and the disposition of its property.
This was considered,
July 11th, when the majority, consisting of the Archbishop of
Mexico, the Duke of Bailen, the Marquis of las Amarillas and Don
Jose Maria Puig, approved of the decree, with some unessential
modifications.
The minority, consisting of the Marquis of Santa
Cruz, the Duke of Medinaceli and Don Francisco Xavier Caro,
opposed the article extinguishing the Inquisition, on the ground
that it was already extinguished, matters of faith were treated in
the episcopal tribunals, and it was inopportune to call public
attention to an affair which all the world regarded as settled,
while the application of the property ought to be submitted to the
approaching Cortes.
At the next meeting, held July 13th, a
dictamen was adopted, embodying the views of the majority and
suggesting certain amendments, of no special moment in principle,
which were virtually accepted by the Regency.^ No time was
lost in making the final draft, v/hich was published July 15th,
The preamble recited the desire of the Regency to strengthen
the public credit in all ways compatible with justice; that the late
king had considered the imprescriptil)le episcopal jurisdiction and
the laws of the land sufficient for the protection of religion

'

Archive de Alcald, Ministerio dc Estado, Leg. S97,

— (See Appendix.)
It will

Madrid

be remembered that the

tribunal,

and as such was

Duke

of Medinaceli

n. 30;

was

;

that

Leg. 903, n. S7, SS.

alguazil

drav.-ing a yearly stipend of a

mayor

thousand

of the
rcalcs.
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a decree of January 4, 1834, had committed to the bishops censorship over writings on religion, morals and discipline; that the
labors on the criminal code, now completed, established appropriate penalties for assaults on religion, and that the Junta eclesiastica, created by decree of April 22d, was occupied with proposing what was deemed necessary to this end. Therefore the
Regent, in order to provide a remedy, in so far as the Real Patronato
extended and with the concurrence of the Holy See, as far as this
was necessary, after consulting the Council of Government and
the ministers, decreed
The tribunal of the Inquisition
Art. I.

is

declared to be defi-

nitely suppressed.
Its

Art. II.

property

is

appropriated to the extinction of the

public debt.

The one hundred and one canonries annexed to the
same object, subject to the royal
March 9th last, and for the time expressed in the Apos-

Art. III.

Inquisition are applied to the

decree of

tolic bulls.

The employees who possess prebends or obtain salArt. IV.
aried civil offices will have no claim on the funds of the Tribunal.
The other employees will receive from the sinking
Art. V.
fund the exact salaries corresponding to the classification which
they will establish with the Junta eclesiastica.^
Such was the brief and decisive decree which terminated the
existence of the institution created

by the

piety of Isabella

and

the fanaticism of Torquemada.
There still remained the juntas de fe of the bishops, some, at

whom persisted in maintaining them, with the old inquisimethods, in spite of the constitution of Pius Mil and the
Their continuance was incomroyal decree of February 6, 1830.
patible with the rapidly increasing anticlerical spirit of the dominant party, and they were prohil)itod by a decree of July 1, 1835,
in which, after alluding to the disregartl of the papal and royal
utterances, Cristina ordered that they should cease immediately
wherever they had been establislied. The ordinary e})iscopal
courts were required' to observe the law of th(^ Partidas, the canons
and the common law in all cases of faith ami others, of which the

least, of

torial

* Sec Appendix.
Tho allusion to the conciirronce of the Holy See is a pure
assumption, seeing that, for political reasons, Isabel and the Regency were not

recognized by the papacy for

many

years.
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extinguished Inquisition had had cognizance, conforming their
procedure to that in other ecclesiastical matters and admitting

by

Cases of solicitation were provided
where scandal or offence to morals
might ensue, a prudent secrecy should be observed, the hearings to
be held with closed doors, in the presence of the accused and his
counsel, from whom nothing was to be withheld.^
Thus the last
trace of inquisitorial procedure was forbidden on Spanish soil.
the appeals allowed

law.

for l)y a clause providing that,

After so

many

centuries of conscientious intolerance, the lesson

to learn.
On August 14, 1836, the Motin
de la Granja forced Cristina to proclaim once more the Consti-

of toleration

was hard

its prohibition of any religion save Roman
This instrument, with all its crudities, was soon
found to be unworkable, and the Constitution of 1837 marked an
advance, in its simple declaration that the State obligated itself
to maintain the cult and ministers of the Catholic religion, which
was that of Spaniards. Then came a reaction and, when the

tution of 1812, with

Catholicism.

was revised in 1845, the principle of intolerance was
The European disturbances of 1848 strengthened
this spirit in the Church, and it found expression in the ])enal code
of 1851, of which Articles, 128, 129, 130 and 131 inflict imprisonment and exile for any attempt to change the religion of Spain,
for public worship in other faiths, for apostatizing from Catholicism, or for publishing doctrines in opposition to it.'
The Spanish
Constitution
reaffirmed.

bishops were even encouraged to

call for

the revival of the Inqui-

would have been superunder their management,
quite
sufficient
for the repression of
fluous.^
That the law was
in
1855 by the long imprisonProtestant propaganda was shown,
Francisco
Ruet
at
Barcelona.
ment and exile of
It is true that in
but this

sition

1856, during the brief return of the Liberals to power, a Constitu-

on a more tolerant basis was framed, but a speedy reaction
prevented this from going into effect, and the instrument of 1845
remained in force until the revolution of 1868. Ruet's chief
disciple was Manuel Matamoros, who made numerous converts
in Malaga, Granada and Seville, but, in 1860, prosecution caused
him to fly to Barcelona, where he was thrown in gaol and taken

tion

*
'

'

y Ayensa, Negociaciones con Roma, I, Append, p. 156 (Madrid, 1859).
Antequera, Historfa de la Legislacion espanola, p. 419 (Madrid, 1884).

Castillo

Soler,

Un

Milagro y una Mentira,

p.

5 (Valencia, 1858).
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Granada. Some twenty more were arrested, among
his two principal aids Jose Alhama and Trigo. Matamoros and Alhama were condemned to eight years of presidio and
Trigo to four, while similar sentences were pronounced in Seville on
Tomas Bordallo and Diego Mesa Santaello. The affair made a
sensation throughout Europe; the Evangelical Alliance bestirred
itself and a deputation representing nearly every nation assembled
The pressure was so
in Madrid to intercede for the convicts.
great that, on May 20, 1862, the sentence rendered three weeks
before was commuted to nine years' of exile, which enabled the
Evangelicals, from the safe refuge of Gibraltar, to maintain relaThat under this reaction the
tions with their secret converts.^
resuscitation of the Inquisition was seriously considered, may be
assumed from the publication, in 1859, of a pamphlet containing
the speech of Ostolaza, in the Cortes of Cadiz, in favor of the
Inquisition, and those of Muiioz Torrero and Toreno against it,
wdth the manifesto of the Cortes, thus contributing to the debate,
under the guise of impartiality, the weight of argument against

back

to

whom were

the

Holy

Office^

When came

the revolution of

after a vigorous debate, affirmed.

religious liberty

by the

Constitution, proclaimed

1868, the Constituent Cortes,

May

8,

1869, the principle of

decisive vote of 163 to 40.

June

In the

new

and
was guaranteed both to

6th, the free exercise, public

private, of faiths other than Catholicism

and Spaniards.^ Under this the Codigo penal reformado, which is still in force, provides penalties of fine and imprisonment for an)^ interference with religious belief, whether by
constraint to acts of worship or impeding those of the individual's
chosen faith.^ Finally, in 1876, still another Constitution, which
has endured to the present time, after declaring Roman Catholicism to be the religion of the State, prohibits the molestation of
any one for religious opinion or for the exercise of his cult, in so
far as Christian morals are respected, but it does not permit
public ceremonies other than those of the State religion.*
foreigners

*

—

Men^ndez y Pelayo, HI, 082-3, 686. Hcrmiinn Dalton, Die cvangclische
pp 40-5 (Wiesbaden, 1872).
A. Luque y Vicens, La Inquisicion, su Pro y su Contra, Segunda Edicion,

Beweguiiff in Spanicn,
*

"

Madrid, 1859.
'
*
^

Parcdes, Curso de Deroclio poUtico, p. 720 (Madrid, 1883).
Novfsimo Codigo penal, arts. 230-11 (\'alencia, 1872, pp. 126-7).
Parede.s,

op

cit., p.

GOG.
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This siimman' of the vicissitudes in the progress of toleration,
is not foreign to our sub-

since the suppression of the Inquisition,

One

were conmiitted before

that the main assaults
members and its tempotoleration was extended to the

heretic, for the secularization of

church property, the abrogation

ject, for it

on the

teaches two lessons.

ecclesiastical

ralities,

of tithes

and

system of Spain,

is

its

and the suppression of the regular Orders
by measures adopted between 1835 and

first fruits

were chiefly effected

1855.
The other is that the slender results of Protestant propagandism, from the days of George Borrow to those of Pastor
Fliedner, show how little Catholicism has to fear from such efforts
among a people who, if they abandon the faith of their fathers,
are much more apt to seek refuge in negation of religion than in
heresy.
Together they demonstrate that the terrors of the Inquisition were superfluous, and that the injuries which it inflicted
on Spain were not compensated by any corresponding benefits,
even from the stand-point of the Church.

CHAPTER

II.

RETROSPECT.

No modern European
good and

nation has endured such vicissitudes of

evil fortune as the

From

Spanish.

the virtual anarchy

kingdoms under Juan II and Enrique IV, the
resolute wills of Ferdinand and Isabella evoked order and, by
the union with Aragon, the conquest of Granada, Naples and
Navarre and the acquisition of the New World, they left Spain in
a most commanding position. When, under Charles V, to this
were added the Netherlands, the Austrian possessions, Milan and
the headship of the Holy Roman Empire, the hegemony of Europe
was secured, and the prospect of attaining the universal monarchy
seemed sufficiently possible to arouse the fears of Europe. The
loss of the Empire and of Austria, awarded to the younger branch
of the Hapsburgs, strengthened rather than weakened the inheritance of Philip II, by rendering it less cumbrous and unwieldy,
while the acquisition of Portugal unified the Peninsula and the
of the Castilian

increasing wealth of the Indies promised almost unlimited reYet this power, so colossal
sources for the extension of his power.

outward seeming, was already becoming a mere shell, covering
emptiness and poverty, for its rulers had exhausted the nation
in

enterprises beyond its strength and foreign to its interests.
Throughout the seventeenth century its downward progress was
rapid until, at the death of Carlos II, in 1700, it had reached a
depth of misery and helplessness in which it miglit almost despair
Yet its efforts, in the AVar of Succession, showed
of recuperation.
that it still possessed a virile nationality its decadence was arrested,
and a slow upward progress was begun, accelerated under the
enlightened rule of Carlos III, until, at his death in 1788, it had so
far regained its position that, if not yet a power of the first rank,
in

;

it

miglit not unhop(>fully look forward to attaining tliat position.

Then followed the weak and disastrous reign of Carlos I\', under
the guidance of Godoy, when impotence invited the intrusion of
Napoleon, resulting in the manifestation of national (Miergy, wliich
After tlio
surprised the world in the heroic \\'ar of Liberation.
(472)

—
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Restoration in 1814, the land was, for more than half a century
the scene of almost unintermittcnt conflict between antagonistic

apathy of exhaustion after attaining the
democratic constitutional monarchy. Yet we are told that
absolute monarchy has merely been replaced by absolute Caciquismo or, in American parlance, the rule of the political "boss."^
Government, it seems, is exploited purely for the private interest
of the office-holding class and the strength of the nation has been
wasted, its development has been neglected, until the unexpected
feebleness revealed in the war of 1898 led earnest patriots to declare
that, if the existing maladministration were to continue, it would
be better to seek shelter under England or France, and to put an
end to the history of Spain as an independent nation.^ This shock
to the national consciousness, and the skilful and vigorous agitation
to which it gave birth, bear promise of results in the political as
forces, resulting in the

form

of

and industrial development of the land,
and we may reasonably hope that a nation, which has suffered so
much with fortitude, is entering upon a new career that may make
amends for the miseries of the past.
Vicissitudes such as these have their causes, and we cannot
well as in the material

conclude this long history of the Inquisition without inquiring

what share it and the spirit, which at once created and was stimulated by it, contributed to the misfortunes endured, with few interThese
missions, by the Spanish people since its organization.
causes are numerous, many of them not directly connected with
our subject, but yet to be enumerated in order that undue importance

may

not be ascribed to the influence of the Inquisition.

To begin with, the Spanish monarchy developed into a pure
despotism, based on the maxim of the Institutes quod princijpi
the prince's pleasure has the force of
flacuit legis habd vigorem
All legislative and executive functions were concentrated
law.

—

See the very interesting collection of papers published by the Atenco Cieny Literario of Madrid under the title Oligarquia y Caciquismo corno la forma
actual de Gobierno en Espana; urgcncia y modo de camhiarla (Madrid, 1903).
This Caciqui.sm is described as "a despotism a hundred times worse than that
'

tifico

of the absolute kings" (p. 33).
'

Reconstitucion y Europeizacion de Espana, pp. 113, 123, 2S9 (Madrid, 1900).
p. 304 (Madrid, 1899).

— Ricardo Macias Picavea, El Problema nacional,
is

Another eloquent exposition of the deplorable condition of public affairs
Doctor Madrazo's El Pueblo cspaUol ha mucrto? (Santander, 1903).

in

Spain
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in the

crown; the

declared war,
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kinp; issued laws, levied taxes, raised troops,

made peace

at his will,

and the execution of the
shows that the lives of
was the same with their

Justicia Lanuza, in 1591, without a trial,

were at his disposal. It
by the imprisonment, without a hearing,

his subjects

liberties, as illustrated

and Urquijo.
For awhile the ancient fueros of the kingdoms of the crown of
Aragon served as some restraint in those territories, but Philip V,
in 1707 and 1714, took advantage of the "War of Succession to
of ministers like Cabarrus, Floridablanca, Jovellanos

declare

them

Under such concentration

forfeited.

of authority, the

depended on the character and capacity of the
Charles V had unquestioned ability, but his ambitious

fate of the nation

monarch.

enterprises, while flattering to the national vanity, not only ex-

hausted the resources of Spain, in quarrels foreign to its interests,
but crippled its prosperity by the reckless devices employed to
supply his needs. Philij) II was a man of very moderate talents,
irresolute and procrastinating to that degree that the A^enetian

envoy Vendramino,

in 1595, declared that what would cost
another prince ten ducats cost him a hundred, in consequence of
His enormous and disjointed empire was too
his dilatoriness.^

much

for his narrow intelligence, and his vast exj^enditures in
defence of Latin Christianity consumed all his resources and kept
him in perpetual financial straits. At his death, in 1598, he had

nothing to show for the ruin of his country but the gloomy pile

and the acquisition of Portugal. Holland was
Henry IV, was firmly seated on the
throne of a reunited France, and the papacy was alienated. The
internal condition of the land is depicted in the despairing complaints of the Cortes of 1594
"The truth, which cannot be questioned, is that the kingdom is totally exhausted.
Scarce any man
has money or credit, and those who have it do not employ it in
of the Escorial

hopelessly lost; his rival,

—

trade or for profit, but hoard

hope that

it

poverty of

may

last

them

all classes.

.

.

it

to live as sparingly as possible, in

to the end.

.There

lost largely in population, as is

and empty houses,

Thus comes the universal

not a city or a town but has
seen by the nmltitude of closed

is

aiKl the fall in the rents of the

few that are

inhabited."^'

With Philip III we commence the long
'

Relazioni Vcnctc, Soric

»

Clemcncin, Elogio dc

I,

la

T. V,
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p.
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403.
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dominated Spain durinp; the sovontoonth centur}-. Well meaning,
but weak and incapable, he left everything to the Duke of Lerma,
under whose guidance a reckless course of prodigality was followed
as though the only trouble was to get rid of surjjlus revenues.
Charles \ had cast aside the severe simplicity of the old Castihan
court for the stately magnificence of the Burgundian household;
his successors followed his example, in spite of the remonstrances
of the Cortes, but where Philip II spent on it four hundred thousand
ducats a year, Philip III lavished a million and three hundred
thousand, while he was begging money of his nobles and prelates
and seeking to seize all the plate in the kingdom in order to coin

He was not alone in this, for the nobility and gentry- were
consumed with usury and overwhelmed with debt, owing to their
extravagance. The Venetian envoy Contarini, in 1605 describes
the land as overspread with poverty and general discontent and
all the evils attendant upon a corrupt and vicious government,
under an indolent king and a rapacious and incapable minister.
The worst war, he concludes, that could be made on Spain was to
allow it to consume itself in peace under misgovernment, while to
attack it would be to arouse the dogged determination of the
people.
The reports of the Lucchese envoys tell the same story.^
Such was the condition when the expulsion of the Moriscos robbed
it.

its most productive class.
Matters grew worse when Philip IV ascended the throne, in
1621.
Good-natured, affable, indolent and pleasure-loving, his

the land of

thirty-one unacknowledged natural children, besides the acknowthe second Don John of Austria serve to explain

ledged one

—

why he abandoned
Duke

—

the cares of state to his favorite, the Count-

Olivares, after

whose

fall in

Haro, succeeded to the post.

The

1643 his nephew,

Don

Luis de

historiographer describes
Spain, at his accession, as being in extremity, and the people
official

crushed under their burdens; everything was in disorder, and
the condition of the nation so weakened that it could only be
deplored and not amended. Yet Philip's first act was to break
the truce with Holland and, from that time to the end of his long
reign, he was involved in almost continual war.
He called
together the Cortes and asked for supplies to M-hich they replied
by petitioning him to try to stop the general depopulation and

'

Cabrera, Rclaciones, passim; Append, pp. 582-3.

Lucchesi, pp. 29, 31 (Lucca, 1903).

— Relazioni di Ambasciadori
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who were wandering with

families over the country in vain search for work.*

Yet

their

Philip,

engrossed with his plebeian amours and the pleasures of his court,
continued his wars and his extravagance, without giving thought
to the misery of his people

The

exactions.
nificence
officially

whom

he was crushing with ever new

courtly festivities were conducted with a

mag-

then unexampled; the carnival festival of 1637 was
admitted to cost three hundred thousand ducats and was
till

popularly estimated at half a million.^ In 1658 the Venetian
envoy reports his giving to the son of Don Luis de Haro fifty
thousand pesos for skilfully arranging a ballet for the ladies of

Every

the court.

bull-fight cost

him

sixty thousand reales,

and

the celebration at the birth of Prince Prosper (who speedily died)

involved an expenditure of eight hundred thousand pesos. All
this, as the envoy remarks, was extracted from the blood of the
miserable people, who were poorer in Spain than anywhere else.
The immense resources of the kingdom were absorbed by the
rapacity of the ministers or were dissipated by the profuseness of
the king.^

In 1665, Carlos II, then but four years of age, succeeded to his
father, under the regency of the Queen-dowager Maria Ana of

We

have seen how she abandoned affairs to her confessor, the Jesuit Nithard, and when he was dismissed by the
efforts of Don John of Austria, in 1669, she replaced him with
Again Don John
the worthless favorite Fernando de ^^alenzuela.
Philippines
and Don
was called in; Valenzuela was exiled to the
abilities
His
limited
John assumed the reins of government.
power
died
soon
and
from
were unequal to the task he was driven
in
of
age
declared
1675;
afterwards in 1679. Carlos had been
he was utterly incapable and, though he can scarce be said to have
had favorites, under such ministers as tlie Duke of ]\Iodinaceli and
the Count of Oropesa, vSpain sank deeper in misery and degradation
until his death in 1700.
The kingdom was reduced to tlie last
extremity, without money, without industry, without means of
defence to resist the aggressive wars of Louis XIV, or to defend
the colonies from the ravages of buccaneers. The population is
said to have shrunk to 5,000,000; in 1586 it had been estimated
Austria.

;

*

Ccspcdcs

'

A. Rodrfgucz Villa,

'

Don

Felip>e Quarto, Lib. ii, cap. i, x.
Corto y Monarqufa de Espafia, p. 110 (Madrid, 1SS6).
Zanctomato, Rclaziono d(>Ila Corte de Pvspafia, pp. 70-82 (Cosmopoli, M'u'D.
}'

Mcnescs,
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envoy Gmdenigo.^ Such was the
two centuries of absokite government, under monarchs
not wilfully evil, who merely reigned according to the light vouchat 8,000,000 b}* the Venetian
result of

safed them.

Yet it was not so much the extravagance of the court, or the
perpetual wars of the Hapsburgs, or the emigration to the colonies,

and the power

The land
and vast opportunities had been wisely developed.
Lying between two seas and
holding Sicily and Naples, it commanded the Atlantic and the
that reduced the population

could have endured

all

these

if its

of Spain.

rich resources

Mediterranean with its wealthy colonies, the source of the precious
metals which revolutionized the finances of Europe and furnished
;

commerce that the world had
was invited to become the greatest of maritime states, with
a navy and a mercantile marine beyond rivalry, dominating the
seas as the Catalans had dominated the Mediterranean in the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
It was largely secured from
hostile aggression by the Pyrenees, and could work out its destinies
with little to fear from external enemies. It is true that much of
its surface is mountainous, and that large districts suffer from
insufficient precipitation, but the Moors had shown what wonders
could be wrought by irrigation, and how, b}^ patient labor, even
mountain sides could be made to yield their increase. No land
the basis for the most profitable
seen,

it

could boast a greater variety of agricultural products, including
those of semi-tropical and temperate zones which, combined with
mineral wealth, should have rendered it self-supporting. All
that

was needed was steady and

intelligent industry, fostered

by

wise legislation, encouraging production and commerce, and enabling every man to work out his own career with as few artificial

impediments as possible, and Spain might be today what she was
in the sixteenth century, the leader

This was not to be.

The

among

civilized nations.

Burgundian inheritance
from the true arena of her

fatal gift of the

distracted the attention of her rulers

expansion in Africa and on the ocean, to distant enterprises wholly
foreign to her true interests, while the undeviating determination

home, and to combat heresy elsewhere,
most useful population, and involved her

to enforce unity of faith at

led her to drive out her

ruinous expenditures abroad. To extort the means for the
furtherance of this policy, industry was strangled with the most
in

'

Relazioni Venete, Serie

I,

T. V, p. 396.
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burdensome and complicated system
weight of which

folly could devise, the

[Book IX
of

tfixation

that

human

almost exclusively on
the oppressed producing classes, who were least able to endure it,
while the nobles and gentry and clergy, who held by far the larger
As taxation was virportion of Spanish wealth, were exempt/
fell

tually at the discretion of the monarch, imposts were

added as

extravagance demanded, usually with little
thought as to their consequences, until the taxpayer was entangled
This moreover
in a network which crippled him at every step.
was accompanied with regulations to prevent evasions, and to
protect the consumer at the expense of the producer, which greatly
enhanced the deadly influence of the anomalous and incongruous
accumulation of exactions.
All this fell with peculiar weight on agriculture and on the
labradores or peasants, on whom ultimately the support and prosperity of the nation depended.
When, in 1619, the Royal Council,
in obedience to the commands of Philip III, presented an elaborate
consulta on the causes of depopulation, it commenced by ascribing
this to the grinding and insupportable taxation of the producing
taxables, and the exemption of the consuming classes the mules
and cart of the peasant were seized for taxes, he was driven from
the land and hid himself in the large cities, or sought a livelihood
abroad.^ The warning was unheeded and, ten years later. Fray
Benito de Pefialosa y Mondragon, while enthusiastically extolling
the power and wealth of Spain, describes the condition of the
labradores as the poorest, most completely miserable and depressed
exigencies

the

of

—

of all, as

though

all

the other classes had combined and conspired

The Cortes of 1570 complained of the sale of hidalgiiias, which wore bought
by the richer taxpayers, whose burden was thus thrown on the poor and miserTo this Philip II replied that his necessities compelled him to it, but that
able.
more consideration would be sho^\'n in future. Cortes de Cordova del ailo de
'

—

setenta,

By

fol.

5 (Alcald, 1575).

the censuses of 17G8 and 1787 the

exempt

classes

were—
1768.

Hidalgos
Clergy

"

17S7.

722,791

480,589

183,965

151,973

906,759
Floridablanca felicitated himself on the reduction thus shown

632,562
in tlie

exemp-

from greater strictness in admitting claims, while the population
had increased from 9,309,801 to 10, 109,879.— Censo cspaiiol en el aQo de 1787.
» Ddvila, Vida de Felipe III, p. 216.
tions, resulting
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and destroy them. Their cabins and huts of mud walls
and crumbling, they possess some badly cultivated
lands and lean cattle, always hungry for lack of the common
pasture, and they are burdened with tributes, mortgages, taxes,
censos and many impositions, demands and almsgivings that
cannot be escaped. In place of wondering at the depopulation
of villages and farms, the wonder is that any remain.
Probably
most of those who go to the Colonies are labradores and tliey also
to ruin

are decaying

flock to the cities, engaging in all kinds of service/

The

process went on without interruption.

experienced financial

oflicial tells

the

A

century later an

same story, in a report to
upon the poor; all that was

Philip V.
The burden of taxation fell
unpaid was added to the levy of the succeeding year; a horde of

blood-suckers lived by selling out delinquents,

amounted

more than the

when

the costs

Consequently the poor were
obliged to sell their property to meet the demands of the taxgatherer, or to let it be seized and sold, thus becoming beggars
and tramps, and every year saw their numbers increase. The
peasant, moreover, w^as su])ject to special and riunous restrictions.

The

to

taxes.

was officially determined every year,
he was forbidden to sell it moreover
it could not be exported, nor could it be transported by sea from
one province to another to prevent infractions of the prohibition.
a

at

The

tassa or price of his grain

maximum above which

;

was that if the hai-vest was deficient, grain was
and held at exorbitant prices and this infraction of the
law was winked at under necessity. The sufferer was the peasant,
who had not the means of storing his grain but had to sell it to the
wealthy who could withhold it, and tluis, whether the hai'vests were
abundant or scanty he fared ill. Thus production was discouraged
and diminishing; the producer realized little, while the consumer
paid extravagantly, checking both production and consumption.
Lands were left uncultivated and labor was unemployed; everything moved in a vicious circle, and the evil was constantly growing.
Trade was similarly strangled. The alcavala of 10 per cent,
and the cientos of 4 per cent, were levied on every transaction,
no matter how often an article changed hands. Manufactures,
under this system, had almost disappeared. Spaniards were
forced to sell their raw products to foreigners at low i)rices, for
result of this

secreted

'

Libro de las Cincas Excelencias del Espaiiol que despueblan d Espafia,

163, 170

(Pamplona, 1629).

fol.
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there were no other buyers,

and

to

finished state at the sellers' prices.
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purchase them back

The heavy

tariff

in their

increased

the cost to the consumer, while innumerable smugglers enabled
The foreigner,
the importers to realize the benefit of the duties.

moreover, secured all the precious metals of the Indies, for all
exports thither were of foreign goods, with which Spaniards could
not compete, owing to the excessive imposts and tributes, which
doubled the price of everything to the consumer. Yet of the
product of these crushing burdens but little reached the treasury,
owing to the system of collection, smuggling, and frauds.^
The disabilities thus imposed on agriculture, industry, and trade
were greatly aggravated by the absence of means of intercommunication, and it is symptomatic of Spanish policy that the
energies of the rulers were concentrated on the suppression of
heresy, foreign wars and court festivities to the exclusion of care
It is true that, under Charles V and
for internal development.
Philip II, considerable effort was spent on tlie water-ways; the
Canal Imperial de Aragon was built along the Ebro, as well as
the smaller canals of Jarama and Manzanares, and there were
improvements in the navigation of the Tagus and Guadalquivir,
but these ceased and no attention was paid to the roads which,
for the most part were mere camrnos dc herradura, or mule-tracks.

Even

was no comthe
contiguous
of Leon
wagon
between
provinces
munication by
Castile
could
wines
and
wheat
of
not
bear
Asturias,
that
the
and
so
as late as 1795, Jovellanos tells us that there

the expense of mule carriage to the seaboard.

In 1761 Carlos III

undertook to construct highways from Madrid to Andalusia, Valencia, Catalonia, Galicia, Old Castile, Asturias, Murcia and Extremadura, but in 1795 none of them had reached half-way, and no
attention was paid to interprovincial wagon-roads, to enable the

Representacion al Rev D. Felipe V dirigida al mas segiiro aiimento del Real
Hocha por 1). Miguel de Zavala y Aufion, pp. 7-3.5, 74-07 (Madriil, 1732).
It should be ob.served that in none of the descriptions of the burdens imposed
on the peasantry is any allusion made to what perhaps was the most grievous
*

Erario.

—

all, both in amount and method of collection
the tithe by which the enormous
church establishment was supported. This was wholly beyond control by the
secular power and was therefore left out of consideration.

of

In 1820, Dr. Sebastian dc Mifiano, in his Cartas del Pobrccilo IIoIga:an, gives
a graphic picture of the ecclesiastical burdens of the peasant the first fniits,
the tithes and the obligatory "almsgiving" to all the neighboring convents.
Ochoa, Epistolario cspaftol, II, 61 G.

—

—
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miserable peasant to get from village to village, or from market to
market, save at the cost of exhausting liis cattle and at the risk of
losing everything in a niudhole.^

Another intolerable burden on agriculture was the Mesia, or
combination of owners of the immense flocks of sheep, which
lowlands and summered in the mountains.
dating from the fourteenth century and
Through
gradually increased, the provinces, through which the trashumanlcs or migratory flocks passed, were subjected to serious
Pasturage could not be broken up for cultivation,
disabilities.
fixed by an unalterable tassa, and a mesteno tenant
was
rental
its
could not be evicted. All enclosures were forbidden in order that
the flocks when migrating might feed without payment on the
stubble in the autumn and on the fallow land in the spring, although this privilege was somewhat curtailed in 1788 by permitting
wintered

in

the

privileges

Thus the
the enclosure of orchards, vineyards and plantations.
husbandman was deprived of control over his property and the
and of stationar}^ herds of cattle and sheep
more important than the trashinnantes was effectually

raising of horses

vastly

—

discouraged within the range of the Mesta. Equally short-sighted
were the forestry laws, designed to foster the production of lumber,
which was greatly needed both for building and shipping. The
owner was obliged to get and pay for a permit before he could

a tree, to obey fixed rules as to pruning, to sell against his will
and at a fixed price, to admit inspections and official visits, and
to answer for the condition and number of his trees thus opening
fell

—

In short, the freedom of action
through which men seek their interests, and thus contribute to
the general welfare, was destroyed by the paternalism of an
absolute government, which blindly hampc^red all improvement
the door to unlimited extortion.

and checked

*

all

individual initiative and ambition.^

Ley Agraria (Obras, VII, 165-8).
Chamber of Agriculture of Upper Aragon

Jovellanos, Informe en b1 Expediente de

The

trouble

still

exists.

In 1898 the

states that notwithstanding large subventions to railroads

greater part of the population

is

as isolated as ever,

and

it

and highways the

urges the expenditure

400 or 500 millions of pesetas to convert 250,000 kilometres of mule-track
wagon roads. Reconstitucion de Espana, pp. 24, 89.
^ Cortes de Leon
y de Castilla, II, 344. Jovellanos, Infonne, pp. 48-80.
The exorbitant privileges of the Mesta were largely curtailed by the Cortes of
Cddiz, but were promptly restored by Fernando VII, in a decree of October 2,

of

into cheap

—

1514 (Coleccion de C6dulas
VOL. IV

—

etc., p.

170).
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—

This explains tho despohlados find haldios the depopulated
and uncultivated lands which were the despair of the
statesmen who discussed the possible regeneration of Spain.

—

villages

in the circumscription of Badajoz alone,
amounted to over three hundred scjuare leagues, mostly
good farm land, in which the remains of buildings could be traced,
but then grown up in copses and thickets, affording refuge to
In Andalusia, Jovellanos tells
wolves, smugglers and robbers.
us that these baldios were immense they were less in Extremadura,
La Mancha and the two Castiles, while, in the northern provinces,
from the Pyrenees to Portugal, the population was denser and the
"We have seen the
baldios less frequent and of inferior quality/
attempt made by Carlos III to reclaim these districts with the
nuevas pohlaciones, and how the promising experiment was checked
by the Inquisition.
As though these blind and irrational policies were insufficient
to destroy prosperity, an equally efficient factor was devised in
tampering with the coinage. This began tentatively in 1566 by

According to Zavala,

the haldios

;

Philip II, in diminishing the alloy of silver in the vellon or copper

In 1602, Phifip III, in his financial distress, was bolder
coinage.
and resolutely issued a pure copper coinage with a fictitious value
of seven to two, calling forth the protest of Padre j\Iariana which
In 1605 the Lucchese
cost him his prosecution by the Inquisition.
envoy informs us that the treasury had already reaped a profit
of 25,000,000 ducats by this fiat money, of wliich the marc cost
80 maravedis and had a forced circulation of 280. This was the
first of a long series of violent measures continued throughout
the seventeenth century, of alternate expansion and contraction.
Thus, in 1642 the fictitious legal-tender value was suddenly reduced
to one-sixth, followed in 1643 by raising it fourfold, and in 1651
by increasing it still further. In 1652 an attempt was made to
demonetize the vellon, June 25th, which was abandoned November
14th.
In 1659 the vellon gnieso was reduced in value one-half and,
Attempts were made to regulate prices by
in 1660 it was trebled.
decrees of maxima and to prevent or define the inevitable premium
on gold and silver, but the unwritten laws of trade were imperative, until at last, in 1718, the real de -plata was admitted to be worth
twice the real de vellon, a ratio which remained nearly permanent.
The largest vellon coin was the cuarliUo, or fouilh of a real, eciuiva'

Zavala y Aufton, pp. 104-30.

—Jovellanos,

p.

44.

—
Chap.
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about throe cents of American money, which became the
standard of value in Spanish trade; the coins were tied in bags
of definite amount and these passed from hand to hand, for the
precious metals necessarily disappeared, and were rarely seen
except in Seville, in spite of the most savage decrees against their
exportation.^
It would be impossible to exaggerate the disastrous
influence on industry and commerce of these perpetual fluctuations
lent to

medium. The relations between debtor and
between producer and consumer, were ever at the mercy
of some new decree that might upset all calculations.
All transactions, from the purchase of a day's supply of bread to a contract
for a cargo of merchandise were mere gambling speculations.
of the circulating
creditor,

These causes of decadence were accentuated by an aversion and
contempt for labor, which was recognized as a Spanish characteristic, attributable perhaps to the long war of the Reconquest and
the endless civil broils which rendered arms the only fitting career
for a Spaniard, and accustomed him to see all useful work performed by those whom he regarded as belonging to inferior races
Jews and Mudejares. Their expulsion was destructive to all
industrial pursuits, but the Old Christian still looked down on
the descendants of the Conversos who were to a large extent debarred, by the statutes of Limpieza, from the vSpanish resource of
living without labor by entering the Church or holding office.
The evil effects of this were intensified by constitutional indolence.
The Spanish Conquistadores gave memorable examples of indefatigable energy and hardihood, sparing no toil when their imaginations were inflamed with the lust of conquest or the hopes of
gold, but they would not work as colonists.
One of them, Bernardo de Vargas Machuca, who for thirty years was Governor
of Margarita, defends the enslavement of the Indians by candidly
saying that Spaniards would not settle on unoccupied land, no
matter how healthy or how rich in gold and silver, but would
go where there were Indians, even if the land were sterile and
unhealthy for, if they had not Indians to work for them, they
could not enjoy its products, and its possession would be no benefit.^
Nor were the Spaniards of whom he speaks gentlemen

'

Relazioni Lucchese, p. 29.

—For the multifarious laws respecting the coinage

see Autos Acordados, Lib. v, Tit. xxi.
'

Discorsos apoloxicos (Coll. de Doc. ined.,

LXXI,

220).
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drawn from the humbler classes.
was the same at home. Already, in 1512, Guicciardini, who
spent two years in Spain as envoy from Florence, describes Spain
as a land rich in natural resources, but sparsely populated and
largely undeveloped.
The peo])le, he says, are warlike and
skilled in arms, but they look upon industry and trade with disdain
artisans and husbandmen will work only under pressure of necessity and then rest in idleness until their earnings arc spent.^
The
adventurers, but were mostly
It

Cortes of A^alladolid, in 1548, complain that agricultural laborers

and mechanics would not come to work before 10 or 11 o'clock,
and would break off an hour or two before sunset. A century
later, Dormer, the historiographer of Aragon, reproves the indolence of the people, except in Catalonia, for they would not work
as was customary in other lands, but only a few hours a day, with
perhaps frequent intermissions, and they expected this to provide
for them as fully as the incessant labor of other lands.^
Spanish indolence was a frequent theme with the Venetian
envoys who describe Spain as abounding in resources, and aljle
to supply all its needs, but dependent upon foreign nations in
consequence of the rooted dislike for labor. As Gianfrancesco
Morosini writes, in 1581, the people have little ai)titudc for any
of the mechanic arts, and are most negligent in agriculture, while
in manual labor they are so slow and lazy that what anywhere
The Lucchese
else would be done in a month, here takes four.^
envoys, in the next century, tell the same story. There are few

who will work; the
who have made a new

Spaniards, they say, except ofRce-holders,
greater part of the

workmen

are foreigners,

Spain, to the great detriment of the old kingdoms.

This explains
only a port through which the i:)recious metals pass;
the Spaniards consume onl}^ foreign merchandise imported by
for(!ign merchants; among the contractors there is not a single
Castilian, and there are more pieces of eight in China than in

why Spain

Spain.'*

of the

is

So, in 1687, Luis de Salazar

monarchy

y Castro attributes the decline
through every pore,

to its substance flowing out

and the ultimate cause

of this

is

'

I

owe

this passage to Professor

European History,"

"

the lack of energy,

our indolence, ignorance and want of application

.

.

.

James Harv'ey Robinson's

II, 25.

Cortes dc los antiguos Reinos,

'

C'olnieiro,

'

Relazioni Vencte, Serie

*

Relazioni Lucchese, pp. 58, 70.

I,

II,

223.

T. Ill, p. 25G, 2S7; V, 18; VI,

I

say

it

is

.we attribute

3f>0.

"

Readings

in
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and sloth. Could our
Frenchmen to makes tiles,
grind knives, to carry water and to knead bread ?"^
A moralist
the period is excessively severe upon this indolence couj)led

to deficient

laziness

is

torpidity go further than our requiring
to
of

with reckless extravagance, which he compares with the tireless
industry and thrift of the Frenchman.- To this he attributes the
poverty of Spain, as we have seen (Vol. Ill, p. 390) had been done,
in 1594, by Francisco de Idiaquez, the secretary of Philip II.

One development of this indisposition
by the consulta of the Royal Council in

to labor is touched

1019,

when

it

upon

alludes to

the multiplication of granmiar-schools, to which the peasants send

and thus withdraw
The Cortes of the same year
and Navarrete, in his commentary on

their children for a smattering of education,

them from productive

industry.'

asked for restrictions on this
the consulta, dwells at

some length on the

evils

thence arising, for

the sons of peasants flock thither, to gain the exemptions of the

learned classes an infinite niuiiber of
;

them

fail to

reach the priest-

hood, becoming beggars and vagrants and criminals, while many
of those

who

enter orders are forced to dishonorable practices,

the public suffering in consec^uence from the lack of laborers and
artisans.*
Protests were in vain and, in 1753, Gregorio Mayans y
Siscar

still

called attention to the

who sponged on

the

community

crowds

of half -educated students

— drones

who sucked

the honey

while they might be of service in driving a plough or handling
a musket a complaint echoed with still greater vigor by Jove-

—

llanos in 1795.^

To this tendency may be attributed the frenzied rush for office, to
which the suggestive name of einpleomania has been given, burdening the State with a vast superfluity of employees and dej^riving
In 1674 the Lucchese
it of their services in useful production.
Discurso politico (Semanario enidito, II, 143).
wTiter attributes to the infusion of Saracen blood this charac"este cardcter indolente y apdtico, que nos impede Ilcgar d tiempo en
teristic
'

A modem

—

nuestras empresas, 6 que no nos consiente llcvarlas d termino bien cumplido."
Madrazo, El pueblo espanol ha muerto? p. 29 (Santander, 1903).

No Importe

de Espana, pp. 149, 203 (Madrid, 166S).

'

Francisco Santos, El

'

Ddvila, Vida de Felipe III, p. 216.
Pedro Femdndez Navarrete, Discursos politicos,

*

fol.

GG (Barcelona, 1621),

See also his later Conservacion de Monarqvias, Discurso xlvi (Madrid, 1G2G)
where he states that there were thirty-two vuiiversities and more than four thousand grammar-schools where Latin was taught.
* Semandrio enidito, XXVI, 108.
Jovellanos, Informe, p. 154.

—
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envoy wonders
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at the revenues, estimated at seventy-five millions,

which he ascribes partly to the waste in
employed numbering two hundred thousand a manifest exaggeration, but yet suggestive/ About 1740,
Macanaz ranks this as the first in his enumeration of the causes of
Spain's condition there are, he says, a thousand employees where
forty would suffice, if they were kept at work, and the rest could
be set at some useful labor.^ The evil still continues, if we may
without apparent

result,

collecting, the collectors

—

;

believe

ments

modern

writers

who

regard

it

as one of the serious impedi-

to prosperity.^

From

the depth of poverty, disorder and humiliation to wliich

Spain had fallen, the process of recuperation under the Bourbons
was slow and at first vacillating. Something was accomphshed
by Philip V, in spite of his continual wars and his melancholy
madness, when he had rid himself of such adventurers as
Alberoni and Ripperda and gave scope to the practical genius of
Patiiio.^
The upward impulse continued under Fernando MI,
while, under Carlos III and his enlightened ministers the progress
was rapid. A memorial addressed by Floridablanca to the king,
towards the close of his reign, enumerates the reforms and works
There were canals,
of utility undertaken during his ministry.
both for navigation and irrigation, the drainage of marsh lands,
the establishment of the nuevas jyoblaciones, the improvement of
The trade to the colonies was thrown open to all the
roads.
ports instead of being restricted to Seville, with the result that the
exports quickly trebled and the customs revenue doubled. The
Banco Nacional was founded and the public credit, which had
fallen very low, was speedily restored.
Insurance companies were
established and other trading associations, which gave life to
industry and commerce. The tariff on imports was rendered
uniform at all the ports, and its schedules were arranged so as to
foster internal development, being light on machinery and raw
materials and heav}^ on articles produced in Spain, not only
stimulating industry to the great prosperity of the land, but in'

Rclazioni Lucchcsc, p. 89.

Scnuinurio cnidito, VII, 167, 169.
' Juan do Viilcra, Disertacioiios } Judicios literdrios,
p. 201 (Madrid, 1S7S).
Reconstitucion de EspaAa, j). 29.
* Soc the
very instructive sketch by D. Antonio Rodriguez \'ina, " PatiAo y
Campillo," Madrid, 1S82.
'

—
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creasing the customs revenue to a hundred and

when

tliirty

milUons

had previously never exceeded thirty niilhons in the most
prosperous years. The comphcated and burdensome Rentas
it

Provinciales were regulated so as to fall equally on the various

provinces and to be easily borne; the Milloncs were reduced onehalf; the formalities of the alcavala

were simplified and

its

per-

centage greatly reduced, so as to bear lightly on industry, and with
the expectation of its abrogation.
The numbers of the exempts

were diminished.

All the

mechanic

arts

were "habilitated," so

them should not forfeit their nobihty,
thus taking away the excuse for idleness and vice of those who
called themselves noble and refused to work, however poor they
might be. Through this policy during the reign of Carlos III,
the population of Peninsular Spain increased by a million and a
that nobles engaging in

half and,

and began

under

his

guidance

emerged from the Middle Ages

it

to take position with

modern

nations.^

^luch as had thus been accomplished, much remained to do,
as set forth, in 1795, by Jovellanos in his celebrated "Informe."
Unfortunately progress was arrested by the indolent Carlos IV
and his favorite Godoy. Then came the Napoleonic wars, and
the course of events, as traced in the preceding chapter, was not

conducive to improvement. Yet, in all the vicissitudes which
Spain has endured since then, if we may trust the growth of population as an index of advancement, the substitution of liberal
institutions for absolutism has proved a success and, however real
may be the abuses of which the reforming element complains, the
The census of
present situation is vastly better than the past.

1768 showed a total of 9,309,804; that of 1787, 10,409,879; that
something over 12,000,000. Then there was a falling off
and, in 1822, it was 11,001,980. Yet, in spite of Carlist wars and

of 1799,

political troubles, in 1885,

now reckoned

it

had

risen to 17,228,776,

and

it

is

about double that of the period of
Spanish greatness. The fair inference from this is that Spain
has a future that, while much remains to do, much has been accomplished, and that there is progress which, if continued, will restore
in great measure her ancient strength, although the enormous
growth of modern nations precludes the expectation that she can
at 19,000,000 or

;

resume her commanding

position.

* Vida poHtica
y ministerial del Condc dc Horidablanca.
never been printed. My copy is in MS.

This, I believe, has
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In addition to these secular causes of Spanish decadence, there
remains to be considered another class of no less importance
those arising from clericalism, or the relations of the Church to
the State, and its influence on the popular character and tendencies.
The accumulation of lands and wealth by the Church, and
especially by the religious Orders, was, from an early time, a source
of concern to statesmen and of complaint by the people, for the
exemption from the royal jurisdiction, from military sen'ice and
from taxation, claimed as imprescriptible rights by the Church,
weakened the power of the State and threw increased burdens
upon the population. Almost all the European nations endeavored
to curb this acquisitiveness by laws of which the English Statutes
of Mortmain and the French droits d' amortissement may be taken
These acquisitions came from two sources, each
as examples.
abundantly ])roductive gifts or bequests and purchase. The
sinner, unable to redeem in money the canonical penance for his
sins impossible to perform, would make over a piece of land and
obtain absolution or, if on his death-bed, would bequeath a portion
perhaps foundof his estate to be expended in masses for his soul
ing a capeUania for that purpose, or as provision for a son who
would serve as chaplain. So audacious became the demands of
the Church on the estates of the dying that, in 1348, the Cortes of
Alcala complained that all the Orders obtained from the ro3^al

—

—

letters empowering them to examine all testaments,
whereupon they claimed all bequests made to uncertain places or
persons; also, if there was not a bequest for each Order, those
omitted demanded one equal to the largest in the will and they

chancery

further claimed the whole estates of those
these

demands were

who

died intestate.

contested, they wearied the heirs with

If
liti-

Alfonso promised to revoke all such
but the Black Death, which speedily followed, brought an
immense accretion of lands for the foundation of anniversaries

gation into a compromise.
letters

and chaplaincies, which led

to lively reclamations

by the Cortes

of Valladolid, in 1351.^

With wealth thus constantly accumulating, the church or
monastery would purchase lands from the laity, and as these
became exempt from taxation it could afford to pay more than
a secular purchaser. Whatever thus passed into ecclesiastical
possession was never alienated; it remained in the grip of the

'

C6rtes

tie

los

antiguos Reinos,

I,

005;

II, 55, 66, 134,

1 10,

1

13.
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Dead Hand which,

b}'' constant accretions, came to hold a large
portion of the most desirable lands and thus of the wealth of the

kingdom.
It would be tedious to recapitulate the complaints of the Cortes
and the devices attempted by legislation from the eleventh century
onward to check this gro\\'th, which was regarded as threatening
the most serious evils to the nation.^ Laws were adopted only
to be evaded or forgotten, and the process went on,
A new element, however, was injected into the struggle when, in 1438, the
Cortes of IMadrigal made a vigorous representation to Juan II
that, if no remedy were applied, all the best lands in the kingdom
would belong to the Church, resulting in manifold injury to the
people and the crown, to which the feeble king evasively replied
that he would apply to the pope.^
Hitherto Spanish independence
of the papacy had regarded all such questions as subject to national
regulation, but this utterance indicated that papal confirmation
was beginning to be recognized as necessary in everything that
affected the Church.
This was not at once admitted, for Juan, in
1447, in response to the Cortes of Valladolid, and
1452, imposed a tax of twenty per cent, on

and donations,^ but

it

all

gradually established

by a decree

of

purchases, bequests

itself

and furnished a

ready answer to the vigorous representations which, with growing
insistence, the Cortes of the sixteenth century made in 1515, 1518,
1523, 1528, 1532, 1534, 1537, 1538, 1542, 1544, 1551 and 1573.'
This put all remedy out of the question, for no pope could be
expected to set limits to ecclesiastical wealth and influence, from
which the curia derived its revenues; and the petitions of the
Cortes served only to emphasize the magnitude of the evil and its

by the people.
was not only the progressive absorption of wealth and land
that was detrimental but the corresponding increase in the numbers
of the clergy, regular and secular, who were released from all the
duties of the citizen, and whose vows of celibacy aided in accelerating the diminution of the population.
The process continued
with added vigor, especially after the commencement of the sevenuniversal recognition
It

'

Cortes de los antiguos Reinos,

470.— Fuero
'

viejo, Lib. v. Tit.

ii,

I, 2,

24, 42, 43, 51, 244, 246, 2S9, 291, 360-1,

ley

;

1

Lib.

I,

Tit.

i,

ley 3.

Cortes etc. Ill, 339-40.

—Autos acordados.

'

Ibidem, 516-18.

*

Colmeiro, Cortes,

Lib. v, Tit. x,

Auto

1.

II, 88, 98, 121, 147, 163, 168, 180, 192, 199,

de Madrid del ano de Setenta y

tres,

Peticion 57 (.Mcald. 1575).

207.—C6rtes
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wave of religious fervor which
and convents on a greater scale than
ever, and partly to the growing destitution forcing men to seek
conventual refuge, where they might at least escape starvation,
and inducing parents to give their sons such smattering of education as might enable them to take orders and have at least a chance
to secure a livelihood free from the crushing burdens of taxation.
The result of this is seen in Fray Bleda's boast, in 1618, that onefourth of the Christians of Spain were priests, f railes or nuns, and,
even though this is obviously an over-estimate, it indicates how
great was the task imposed on the producing classes to support
teenth century, owing partly to a

led to the founding of chapels

a portion of the population/ The increase
whose systematic begging,
that no one dared refuse, was a grievous addition to the tithes and
in idleness so large

was

largely in the Mendicant Orders,

first fruits.

A

single instance will illustrate this inordinate growth.

nal Mendoza,

Cardi-

Archbishop of Toledo, the "third king" under

Ferdinand and Isabella, stubbornly refused to allow convents to
be founded in his province, saying that there were already many
that were injurious to the people obliged to sustain them, but this
ceased with his death in 1495. His biographer. Doctor Pedro de
Salazar, penitentiary of the cathedral, tells us that the city of

X

Toledo held a privilege from Alfonso
prohibiting the erection
of convents there.
At that time there were six, but in 1G25, when
he wrote, these had been enlarged and numerous others had been
founded, so that they then occupied more than fift}^ royal and noble
houses and more than six hundred smaller ones. The disastrous
influence of this on the prosperity of the place is self-evident and
Salazar regards this portentous development of ecclesiasticism as

the chief cause of the decline in the population of Spain, which
he estimates at twenty-five per cent.^

The

consulta of the Council of Castile, in 1619, naturally included

enumeration of the causes of national distress the foundation
of so many religious houses, which were filled with those attracted,
not by vocation but by a hfe of idleness, while their lands were
exemjjt from taxation.^ In a similar mood, the Cortes, ass(>mblod
by PhiUp IV on his accession, made a forcible and somewhat
in its

'

*

Bleda, Coronica de los Moros, pp. 864, 1025.

Gran Cardcnal de Espaila, Lib.

'

Saluzar, Croiiica del

^

Ddvila, Vida dc Felipe III,

p. 21G.

i,

caji. GvS

(Madrid, 1G25).
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rlictorical representation, asking for measures to restrain the
multiplication of foundations and the purchases of land, Avhich

not only diminished the alcavalas but, in a few years, would exall real estate from the royal jurisdiction and accumulate all

empt

taxation on the miserable poor, thus destroying the population of
it was evident that, if the clergy continued to

the provinces, for

increase as it was doing, the villages would be without inhabitants,
the fields without laborers, the sea without mariners and the arts
without craftsmen; commerce would be extinct and, marriage

being despised, the world would not last for a century/
At the earnest request of the kingdom, which represented that
it could not support these idle multitudes or furnish soldiers for

Urban VIII, in 1634, granted a bull reforming the religious
Orders and suppressing some of the Barefooted ones, but the
opposing influences were too strong and it was ineffective/ In
1677 the matter was again debated, including the excessive numbers of the secular clergy, but action was postponed until there
was a better prospect of results. The recognized evils were too
serious to remain thus pigeon-holed, and an attempt was again
made in 1691, the feebleness of which demonstrates how coml^letely the Church dominated the State and could not be reformed
without its own consent. The king deplored the nmltiplication
of convents, and the consequent relaxation of discipline, and the
pope was to be asked for authority to appoint visitors with full
powers. The excessive increase of the secular priesthood, he said,
w^as the cause of numerous disorders, to cure which the pope was
to be applied to for faculties enabling bishops and abbots to reduce
their numbers, so that all incumbents could live decently.
The
clergy in minor orders were so numerous that their exemption from
the royal jurisdiction and the public burdens was a grievous injury
to the laity and the bishops were asked to limit their ordination.
war.

The absorption

of lands by the Church was an evil which had
puzzled the wisest heads in all ages; many states had adopted laws
regulating this, but he hesitated to have recourse to such measures
until statistics could be gathered, and it could be decided how to
reduce the numbers of the secular clergy.^ In short, the Church

was an Old Man of the Sea, strangling the
power to rid itself of its oppressor.
'

'
^

State,

which lacked

Ccspedes y Meneses, Don Felipe Quarto, Lib, 11, cap. 10.
Cartas de Jesuitas (Mem. hist, espailol, XIII, 86).
Autos Acordados, Lib. iv, Tit. i, Auto 4.
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With the advent of the Bourbons there was less tendency to this
hopelessness and, in 1713, the plain-spoken INIaeanaz, in a report
to the king, presented a terrible picture of the misery and impoverishment resulting from the overgrown numbers and wealth
of the clergy/

impossible,

and

Yet, short of revolution, effective remedy was
V contented himself with a decree express-

Philip

ing regret that, without papal assent or a concordat, he could not
afford general relief to his vassals.
While awaiting this, however,

he severely characterized the frauds of confessors in inducing the
dying to impoverish their heirs. Such testators were declared not
to be of free will, their bequests were invalid and scriveners drawing them were threatened with condign punishment.^
Much of this evil would have been averted had the salutary
reforms prescribed by the Council of Trent been enforced,^ but
they had been a dead letter, at least in Spain. In 1723, however,
Philip induced the Spanish bishops to supplicate Innocent XIII
on the subject, resulting in a constitution in which he embodied at
great length the Tridentine decrees as to restricting ordinations

and the number

It was a tribute to the
of religious in convents.^
capacious learning rather than to the consistency of Macanaz that
the Regular Orders employed him to draw up a memorial to the
king, protesting against the enforcement of the papal decree, in
which he lavished praises on them, and argued vigorously against

any restriction on numbers beyond the capacity of support.^ This,
however, was but a lawyer's argument for a client and did not
prevent him, in memorials to Philip V, about 1740 and to Fernando
VI, in 1746, from expressing his true opinions as to the evils which
were a main cause of Spanish distress more than half the land
held in mortmain and exempt from public burdens, and the immense number of those who, in place of being good laborers were
bad priests, wandering around as beggars to the scandal of religion,
while the overgrown religious Orders were useless consumers,
living on the rest of the nation.®

—

'

Llorente, Coleccion diplomdtica, p. 44.

^

Autos Acordados, Lib.

'

C. Trident. Scss. xxi,

7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14;
*

v, Tit. x, .Vuto 3.

De Reform, cap. 2; Sess. xxiii, De
Sess. xxv, De Reg. et Mon. cap. 3.

Refonii. cap.

Innocent. PP. XIII, Constit. Apostolici jninislcrii, 13 Mali, 1723.

by Benedict XIII, September

23, 1721 (Bullar.

*

Semandrio erudito, X, 149-5S.

"

Ibidem, VII, 172, 182-4; YIII, 231-33-.

Roman. XIII,

GO).

4, 5,

Confirmed
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In negotiating the Concordat of 1737, Philip obtained with
difficulty a concession subjecting to taxation future accjuisitions,

was impossible of enforcement and repeated decrees by him,
in 1745, by Fernando VII in 1756 and by Carlos III in 1760 and
1763, only attest the powcrlcssncss of the State when dealii.g with
In 1795 Godoy dallied with a project of secularizing
the Church.
property
Church
to meet the exi)enses of the disastrous war with
France, but was obliged to al^andon the project and only imposed
a tax of fifteen per cent, on new acquisitions.^ It was inevitable
that the Cortes of Cadiz and the constitutional Government of
1820-3 should partially carry out what Spanish publicists for
centuries had demanded, and should earn the bitterest clerical
but

it

hostility.

As a matter of course the wealth of so numerous, powerful and
worldly a Church w^as enormous. As early as 1563 Paolo Tiepolo
states that the clergy possessed little less than one half the total
revenues of Spain. He rates the income of the Archbishop of
Toledo at 150,000 ducats, and in addition the church of Toledo
had 300,000.^ Exemption from public burdens gave ample opportunity of increase and, at the end of the eighteenth century, the
archbishop was estimated as enjoying an income of half a million
dollars.^
Navarrete, in 1624 regards as one of the leading causes
of the hatred entertained for the Church by the laity, the contrast
between its affluence and the general poverty,^ nor is this unlikely
for, during the worst periods of national disaster, the Church seems
always to have enjoyed superabundant resources. As its income,
other than the produce of its lands, was largely derived from
*

Novfs. Recop., Lib.

Under Carlos

III the

i,

Tit. v, leyes 14, 15, 17, 18.

numbers

of the clergy were:
1768.

17S7.

Parish priests

15,639

16,689

Beneficed clergy, vicars etc

51,408

42,707

Regular clergy, males
Do.
Do! females

55,453

47,515

27,665

24,559

Servants, sacristans, acolytes, etc

25,248

16,376

8,552

4,127

183,965

151,973

Treasurers of religious houses

The

falling off in

1787

is

probably due to greater rigor in scrutinizing claims

to exemption.
'

'
*

Rclazioni Venete, Serie I, T. V, p. 19.
Ricordi sulla Spagna nell'anno 1853 (Ibidem, III, 469).

Conservacion de Monarqulas, Discurso XLV.
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it necessarily varied, from year to year, but was always
enormous. In 1653, we find Plasencia spoken of as one of the
four most lucrative bishoprics in Spain, with an income of 40,000
ducats, Init that there were years in which it had been worth
80,000 and this at a time when the State was virtually bankrupt,

tithes,

—

commerce and industry prosand the whole land steeped in poverty/ Against this, it
is true, must be set the habit of the monarch in calling upon the
bishops, as well as on the nobles, for contributions, as we have
seen in the case of Valdes; thus Cardinal Quiroga, when Archbishop
of Toledo, from 1577 to 1594, is said to have given to Philip II
an aggregate of a million and a half of ducats.^ There were also
certain papal grants to the crown on the revenues of the clergy
at large, known as the suhsidio and the excusado which, in 1573,
were reckoned at 575,000 crowns a year and in 1658 at something
over two million ducats.^
It betrays a consciousness of overgrown wealth that all knowIn 1741, Benedict
ledge of its amount was carefully concealed.
the currency in frightful disorder,
trate,

XIV

granted to Philip

V

eight per cent, of the revenues of the

and secular, for that year. The collection of this
in Granada was delegated, with full coercive powers, to the Archdeacon Juan Bautista Simoni who, after Easter 1742, issued an
edict requiring all incumbents, within ten days, to render sworn
statements of their property and income. This aroused intense
Under one pretext or another all, from the archexcitement.
bishop down, endeavored to escape the revelation of their wealth;
there were meetings held and open threats were made of a cessatioa divinis if the measure was insisted on. A compromise was
ofTered of payment of a double servicio, which was assumed to
clergy, regular

be equivalent to eight per cent., but they refused absolutely to
make a return of property and income. Simoni seems to have
been sincerely desirous of executing his unpleasant duty with as
little friction as possible but, in reporting this repugnance to make
sworn statements, he does not hesitate to say that its object was
MSS., D, 118,

'

Bihl. nacional,

'

Rclazioni ^'enotc, Sorio

'

Ibidem, T. VI,

The

suhsidio

p.

was a
in

146,

n

49.

from Paul IX to arm .''ixty p.nlleys, a purpose which
The rxcusndn was a, grant from Paid \' emnoweriiip the

praiit

wa.^ speedily forpotten.

king to claim

fol.

T. V, p. 450.
378.— Zanctvomato. p. SS.
I,

each parish the tithe of the largest tithe-payer,

difliculties in collecting

and was commuted.

Init it led to
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learninp; tliat al)oiit tlin^e fourths of all

the property in Spain was in the hands of the clergy, secular and
regular, and especially of the Carthusians, Jesuits, Geronimites
and Dominicans. It proved to be impossible to compel the archbishop to make the return, and finally it was C()mi)romised by

taking the average of a valuation made during five years of a
vacancy, 1728-32, which resulted in estimating the revenues of
the see at about 39,000 ducats evidently an undervaluation,
although Granada was reckoned as the poorest of the five Cas-

—

tilian archbishoprics.^

and splendor was drawn, in its ultimate source,
husbandman and the administration of the
sacraments, casting a grievous burden on the industry of the land
and counting for much in the general impoverishment. When
the little development of Protestantism in 1558 excited so much
dread, it was assumed as a matter of course that the people would
w^elcome a reform that would bring relief from the burdens of the
church establishment. Jovellanos asks what is left of the ancient
glory of Castile save the skeletons of its cities, once populous and
full of workshops and stores, and now filled with churches, convents and hospitals, which survive the misery that they have
caused.^
So, in 1820, the learned Canon Francisco Martinez
All this wealth

from the labor

of the

Marina, in indicating the measures necessary to restore prosperity,
first one is to reduce the wealth of the clergy for the
benefit of agriculture and the poor and oppressed peasant, and
to abolish forever the unjust and insupportable tribute of the tithe,
says that the

a tribute unknown to Spain before the twelfth century, a tribute
which directly prevents the progress of agriculture and one of
those which have inflicted the greatest misery on the husbandman.^
Archive de Simancas, Inquisicion de Granada, Expcdientes varies, Leg. 2,
.lovollanos, Informe, p. 88.
'
Marina, Tcori'a de las Cortes, P. i, cap. xiii, n. 24 (Madrid, 1820).
The burden of the tithe was the same in France under the ancie/i regime. As
a recent writer remarks " Les dimes 6taient une des plus lourdcs, peutetre nieme
celle qui pesait sur les campagnes de la fa9on la plus genC-ralc et la plus facheuse
.... on ne devrait pas oublier que le droit en lui-meme (5tait, le plus souvent,
bien moins odieux, moins fune,stc, que les abus aux quels il donnait lieu ou servait
de pretext e."—Edme Champion, La Separation de I'Eglise et de I'Etat en 1794
'

'

(Paris. 1903).

The tithes and first fniits were by no means the only occlosiastical exaction
which impoverished the husbandman. An anonymous PrrsbUero senilar who,
in 1828, vigorously defended the temporalities of the Church, candidly admits
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removed from

apostolic

an examA project, drawn up by a Spanish
ple of morality to its subjects.
bishop, of matters to be urged on the Council of Lateran in 1512,
affords a glimpse into the deplorable condition of the Church
which was so deeply concerned with the salvation of the Marranos and Moriscos. Few among the laity observed the prescribed
fasts and feasts, and even the Easter communion was neglected.
The priests were negligent and, even in cathedrals, it was sometimes difficult to have divine sendee performed. Among the
clergy, from bishops to the lower orders, concubinage was universal and shameless, while simony ruled everywhere.^
The propoverty,

was not apt

to be

devoted to

its

duties, or to set

and
and degraded character

visions of the Council of Seville in 1512,

of Coria in 1537,

indicate the vicious

of the priesthood

and the impossibility of restraining their habitual concubinage.^
Alphonso de Castro argues that if it were not for the protection
of God it would be difficult to preserve religion in view of the
unworthiness of the priests and their wickedness. It is known
to all, he says, that the contempt felt for them arises first from
their excessive numbers, secondly from their ignorance and lastly
from their flagitious lives.^
Archbishop Carranza is emphatic
in reproving the negligence of the clerics, who were so indifferent
to their duty that they abandoned tlieir churches and might as
well be non-existent, in addition to which were their evil and
scandalous lives and the abuse of their wealth.^
its revenues.
Among those enumerated was one
knowii as Luduosa—ihc right to the best head of cattle on the death of the
peasant. The hiy lords liad mostly commuted this for a small money payment,
but the clergy farmed it out and the farmers exacted it with the utmost rigor,
not only on the death of the head of a family but on that of every member, so

the oppressiveness of some of

that the survivors, in the hour of berea^•ement, were often stripped of the

means

In 1787 the people of the see of Lugo, after a long
stniggle, obtained from Carlos III a decree restricting it to the death of the head
of the family and commuting it to a money payment of sixty rcales when four
head of cattle were owned and lesser sums for a smaller number. Historia y
Origen de las Rcntas de la Iglesia de Espana, pp. 90-7 (Madriil, 1S2S).
of culti\ating their holdings.

—

s.

This exaction was by no means confined to Spain. See Burn's Law Dictionary
v. Heriot and I)u Cange" s. vv. Ilcrcotum, Luctttosn.
' Breve
Mcmoria (Dollinger, Beitriige zur pttlit. kirchl. u. Cultur-Gcschichte,

III, 203).
2

C. Hispalens. ann. 1512, cap. 13, 17, 23, 26, 27 (Aguirre, T.

Aparato para
'
*

de Extremadura, I, 109.
De justa Hirreticorum punitione, Lib. in, cap.
Comentarios, fol. 107, 200.
la Hist,

5.

V).— Barrantes,
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who

states that

of Seville, he

found

the clergy and the dignitaries of his cathedral thoroughly demoralized.
They liad no shame in their children and grandchildren;

women

their

lived with

accompanied them

them openly,
and many

to church,

as though married,
of

and
them kept public gam-

ing tables in their houses, which were resorts of disorderly characIf we may believe him, he resolutely undertook a reform

ters.

and

and expense, owing to appeals and
Granada and in the Royal Council and before
apostolic judges.
Then Francisco de Erasso, a favorite of Charles
V, obtained a canonry and joined those who desired to return to
effected

it

at great labor

Rome and

suits in

in

their former dissolute

against which, in 1556, he appeals to

life,

Philip II for protection.^

The lower ranks

of the clergy

were no

we may beHeve

the synod of Orihuela, in 1600, which
asserts that their concubinage was the cause of the animosity of
better,

if

the people against them,^ and
Solicitation,

how

we have

seen,

when

treating of

frequent was the advantage taken of the oppor-

tunities of the confessional.

There were few prelates as conscientious as Valdes represents
Alfonso de Castro attributes the existence of heresy to
their negligence they were so slothful that they paid no attention
himself.

;

who did otherwise w^ere so rare that they
were like jewels among pebbles.^ The Venitian envoy, Giovanni
Soranzo is less cautious in his utterance, for he describes them as
living luxuriously and squandering their revenues on splendid
establishments; few of them were without children, in whom they
took no shame and for whose advancement they employed every
means.^ At the other end of the scale were the clerks in the lower
to their duties; those

immersed in secular affairs, who took the tonsure in order
enjoy the protection from justice afforded by the Church.
These were the despair of those responsible for public order.
Fernando de Aragon, Viceroy of Valencia, complains, August 21,
orders,

to

1544, of the impossibility of enforcing justice owing to the zeal

with wliich the church authorities protected the tonsure, whether
right or wrong.
The officials of the archbishops, he says, have
been debased and ignorant men, whose sole aim has been to save
'

'

Archive do Simancas, Patronato Real, Inq., Log.

linico, fol. 7G.

S3'nod. Oriolan., aim. 1600, cap. xxviii (Aguirre, \\, 457).

'

Alphonsus a Castro adversus Ha^rcses, Lib.

*

Rclazioni Venete, Serie

VOL. xv

I,

T. V, p. 79.

32

i,

cap. xii.
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He is encouraged
hope for better things from the appointment as archbishop of
San Tomas de Vilanova, and the latter follows, September 8th,
with allusions to his own sufferings in consequence of his efforts
to remedy this condition, which is an offence to justice and to God
and a great damage to the people/
A Church composed of such elements was not fitted to exercise
for good the enormous influence which it enjoyed over public
criminals from the punishment of their crimes.

to

not only in shaping the policy of the kingdom but in
the national tendencies.
The theory was still the
medieval one that the ecclesiastical power is the sun and the
affairs,

directing

—

royal power the moon, which derives
its

influence, as represented

its light from the sun.^
To
by Torquemada, was due the expul-

by Ximenes, the enforced conversion of the
Moors; by Espinosa, the rebellion of Granada; by Juan de Ribera
and his fellows, the expulsion of the Moriscos, In the royal
councils, which formed a bureaucracy, prelates held leading and
often dominant positions, and their subordinates were largely
drawn from clerical ranks. In 1602 a proposition to increase
the schools of artillery was referred to a junta presided over by
the royal confessor, which reported that the expense could not be
afforded; the schools came to be under the charge of Jesuits and
frailes and speedily dwindled to nothing.^
The position of royal
confessor was one of the highest political importance.
Under
Charles V he participated in all deliberations and had a preponderating influence.'* Under Philip II, his confessor Fray Diego
de Chaves, played a leading part in the tragedy of Antonio Perez.
Fray Caspar de Toledo, confessor of Philip III boasted that, whenever he told the king that a thing must be done under pain of
mortal sin or that it was sinful, he was obeyed without discussion.^
The Regent Maria Ana of Austria was completely under
the domination of her confessor Nithard, and the letters to him of
Clement XI, on European politics, indicate that he was the real
ruler.®
The substitution of Froilan Diaz for Fray Pedro Matilla,
sion of the Jews;

de Doc. inM., V,

'

Col.

'

Bleda, Coronica dc

8.3, S.5.

lo.s

Moros, p. 910.

Sanctnm (Extrav. Commun., Lib.
Principum, Lib.

ill,

cap. x,

xiii,

i,

xix,

— Sec Bonifacii

Tit. viii, cap. 1).

which passes under the

La Grandeza y Decadencia de

'

Picatoste,

*

Rclazioni Venete, Berie

*

Ddvil.i, Hi.st.

de Felipe

'

Bulariu de

Urden de Santiago, Lib.

la

I,

T.

II, p.

III, Lib.

PP. \\l\.

ii,

Uiiam

EspafSa, III, 192 (Madrid, 1SS7).
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cap.

Bvill.

De Regimine
name of Aquinas.
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Ivii.

v, fol. 93, 95, 97.
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as confessor of Carlos II, was the only step necessary to effect a
revolution in the government and, when Diaz fled to Rome, he
as a fugitive chief minister of state.
We have seen
under Philip V the power wielded by his confessors Daubenton
and Robinet, and the part played by Riibago under Fernando VI.
What thus ruled the court was perpetually at work in every parish
and every family, where the pulpit and the confessional exercised
an incalculable influence. What the Spaniard became was what
the Church wished him to be.
Clericalism thus, for good or for
evil, was a leading factor in controlling the destinies of Spain, in
exhausting its resources, in moulding the character of its people,
and the Inquisition was its cro\Miing work.
Under such influences, the toleration which had been so marked
a feature of the medieval period gradually gave place to a fanaticism finding its expression in the Inquisition and inflamed into
greater fierceness by the existence and reaction of that institution.
There can be no question as to the sincere devoutness of Charles
V, according to the unanimous testimony of the Venetian envoys,
who describe his punctual discharge of all religious observances
and who state that the surest avenue to his favor was the mani-

was reclaimed

Shortly before his death,
expressed
regret
deep
that he had not executed Luther at
he
Worms, in spite of his pledged safe-conduct, for he ought to have
festation of earnest zeal for religion.^

word in order to avenge the offence to God. In his
executed in 1554 at Brussels, he charged Philip II in the most
earnest manner to favor in all ways the Inquisition, because of
the many and great offences to God which it prevents or punishes
forfeited his
will,

and, in the codicil of September

9, 1558, dictated on his deaththought is to repeat the injunction and to urge his son,
by the obedience due to a father, to prosecute heresy, rigorously,
unsparingly and relentlessly.^ Philip II needed no such exhortations.
From his earliest youth he had breathed an atmosphere
surcharged by the conflict with heresy; he had been taught that
a sovereign's highest duty to God and man was to enforce unity
of faith, not only as a paramount religious obligation, but because
it was an axiom of the statesmanship of the time that, in no other
way, could the peace of a kingdom be preserved. There is no
reason to doubt his perfect sincerity when, in 1568, the Archduke

bed, his

first

»

Relazioni Venete, Serie

'

Sandoval, Vida del

I,

Emp.

I, pp. 341-2; II, Gl, 213; III, 222-3.
Carlos V, II, 740, 777, 792 (Barcelona, 1625).
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representative of the

German

an accommodation with the Netherlands, and
Philip, besides his formal reply, gave the archduke secret instructions to tell the emperor that no human influence, or considerations
of state, or all that the whole world could say or do, would make
him vary a hair's breadth from the course which he had adopted
princes, to urge

and intended to pursue in this matter of religion, throughout
all his dominions that he would listen to no advice with regard to
At the same time
it, and would take ill any tliat might be offered.
he wrote to Chantonnay, his ambassador at Vienna, that what he
was doing in. the Netherlands was for their advantage and the
preservation of the Catholic faith, and that he would make no
change in his policy, if it involved risking all his possessions and
So, in 1574, the
if the whole world should fall upon his head.
instructions to the commissioners sent to Breda to confer with the
deputies of William the Silent, were to declare emphatically that
he would suffer no one to live under his throne who was not comPhilip was merely translating into practice
pletely a Cathohc.^
the teachings of the Church and won its unstinted admiration.
;

Cardinal Pallavicini contrasts the vacillating persecution in
France with his sanguinary rigor, which was not only grateful to
heaven but propitious to his kingdom, thus saved by salutaryblood-letting.^
It was natural that Phihp, in his will, executed March 7, 1594,
should reiterate to his son and successor the injunctions which
he had received from his father. The Inquisition was to be the
object of special favor, even greater than in the past, for the times

were perilous and full of so many errors in the faith.^ Philip III
had not energy enough to be an active persecutor and if, under
the guidance of Lerma, he expelled the Moriscos, under the same
tutelage he made peace with England in 1605 and a truce with
Holland in 1609, to the disgust of the pious who could not understand any dealings with heretics. Yet he was a most religious
Tom.

»

Gachard, Correspondailce de Philippe

'

Pallavicini, Hist. Cone. Trident., Lil). xiv, cap. xi, n. 2.

II,

II, 27, 44,

5S; III, 5SS.

Sec also the letter of St. Pius V, April 2G, 1561), to the Duke of Anjou (Henry
congratulating him on his victory over the Hupuenots at Jarnae, and

III)

urging him to show himself inexorable to those wlio sliould jilead for mercy
towards heretics and rebels. Pii Quinti Epistolar. Lib. v, p. lOS (.\ntverpia\

—

1G40).
'

Testamcnto y Codicilo del Hey Don Felipe

II, p. 14 (Madritl,

1882).
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day

set

in liis devotions and in examina shining example by the freciuency

with which he sought confession and communion/
It was a matter of course that he should, in his will, leave to his
successor the customary instructions to foster the Inquisition.
As to Philip IV, we have seen abundant instances of his subser-

vience to

during his half-century of reign, and of his readiness

it,

to subordinate to

it

all

He showed

other interests.

his consistency

when, at the dictation of the Suprema, he incurred a war
with England through his refusal to sign a treaty forbidding the
persecution of Englishmen in Spain on account of their religion^
and, in his will, executed in 1G65, he laid the customary injunctions
on his successor to aid and favor the Inquisition, adding an
exhortation to honor and defend the clergy in all their exemptions
in this

and immunities, and earnestly to labor

for the reformation of the

religious Orders.^

Carlos II was a nonentity who need not be considered and,
with the Bourbons, we enter on the dawn of a new era, in which
fanaticism no longer dominates the policy of the State.
It is true
that Philip V,

when

abdicating, in 1724, enjoined on his son Luis

the preservation of the faith through the instrumentality of the
Inquisition as ferv^ently as any of his predecessors and that, during
the

first

third of the century, there

inquisitorial acivity, but

gradually

made

heresy was

still

was a

fierce

we have seen how

recrudescence of

the spirit of the age

and, although the duty of exterminating
admitted in theory, in practice its enforcement

itself felt

was greatly mitigated.
It is difficult for us, in the indifferentism of the twentieth cen-

tury, to realize or to understand the violence of the passions excited

by questions

from all temporal interests, and
on a people so emotional as the Spaniards and so

of faith, dissociated

their influence

apt, as they tell us themselves, to be swayed by imagination rather
than by reason. We have seen (Vol. Ill, p. 284) the whole king-

'

Relazioni Lucchese, p. 16.

In his instructions to Colonel Lockhart, his envoy to France after the negotiation of the treaty of 165G, Cromwell tells him to explain to Cardinal Mazarin
*

"what

my

Spaine.

.

.

principles are
.viz.

which led

me

to a closure with I'ranco rather than with

that the one gives libertic of conscience to the profes.sors of the

Protestant religion and the other persecuteing
'

it

witli losse of life

H. Firth, in English Historical Review, Octoljer, 1906,
Coleccion dc Tratados dc Paz; Phelipc IV, 1'. Yll, p. 085.

Prof. C.

and estate."

p. 744.
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by

into excitement

tlie

theft of a

pyx

with a consecrated host and that only the opportune discovery
It
of the culprit saved all the New Christians from expulsion.
trivial
affair
of
Good
that, on the eve
might seem to us a very
Friday, 1640, there was posted, in the chapter-house of Granada,
a placard ridiculing the Christian religion, praising the Mosaic

Law, and blaspheming the purity

of the Virgin, but

it

produced

the greatest excitement throughout Spain. Special services were
held in all the churches to appease the insulted deity and to dis-

cover the malefactor. He was detected, in the person of a hermit
of the Santa Imagen del Triunfo, who was arrested, and Inquisitor
Rodezno deemed it advisable to break the inviolable secrecy of
the Inquisition in order to calm the public agitation, by letting the
people know that the culprit had been discovered and convicted.

Learned doctors improved the occasion by printing dissertations
in which it was proved that he must be burnt alive, if no death
more atrocious could be invented to suit the crime.^ The fanatical
hatred of heresy iier se, thus sedulously inculcated and engrained
in the moral fibre of every Spaniard is seen in the statutes of Limpieza, which closed the avenues to distinction to the descendants
of Conversos and of those who had been penanced by the Inquisition, so that even arrest and imprisonment for a trivial offence
inflicted, according to popular prejudice, an indelible stigma on
a family. We have seen to what insane extent this was carried
and what evil it wrought in the social organization, but more
prolific in evil was the habit of thought by which it was engendered
and which it intensified.
Yet practically the religion which was so sensitive as to purity
External observances
was ever on the watch
were strictly enforced, and
word,
or
yet Alfonso de Castro
to punish any irreverence in act
provinces,
such as Asturias,
tells us that, in the mountainous
rarely
preached to
Galicia and elsewhere, the word of God was so
of faith

was

of a very superficial character.

the Inquisition

the people that they observed

many pagan

rites

and many super-

on Sunday or feast-day was a serious offence,
involving suspicion of heresy, yet Carranza says tliat more offences
against God were committed on Sundays than in all the weekdays combined those who went to mass mostly spent the time in
stitions.^

To

la])or

;

»

'

MSS.

of Bodleian Library,

A. de Castro adv. Ilarcsos,

Arch
Lil).

Seld., 130.
i,

cap. xiii.
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business or in

talkiufi;

or ^i^leoping; those

who

their vanity or their appetites; the ancient

[,03

did not go, gratified

Jews used

to say that,

on their feast-days, the demons left the cities for refuge in the
mountain caves, but now it would seem tliat on week-days the
demons avoided the people who were busy witli their labors and,
on feast-days, came trooping joyfully from the deserts, for then
they find the doors open to all kinds of vices.^
Paolo Tiepolo, in 1563, obsen^es that, in all external signs of
Spaniards are exceedingly devout, but he doubts
whetlier the interior corresponds; the clergy live as they choose,
without any one reprehending them, and he is scandalized by the
buffooneries and burlesques performed in the churches on feasts
days.^
The churches, in fact, seem to have been places for everyAzpilcueta describes the profane obserthing save devotion.
religion, the

vances during divine service, the inattention of the priests, the
processions of masks and demons, the banquets and feastings,
and other disgraceful profanations, so that there are few of the
faithful who do not sin in church, and few who do not utter idle,
vain, foul, evil or profane words; in hot weather, the coolness of
the churches made them favorite lounging-places for both sexes,
including

monks and nuns, and much

that

was indecent occurred;

they were moreover places for the transaction of business, and
more bargaining took place there than in the markets.^ This
was not a mere passing custom. A century later Francisco Santos
pictures for us a church crowded with so-called worshippers,
w^here the sei^vices could scarce be heard for the noise; beggars
crying for alms and wrangling among themselves; two nien
quarrelling fiercely and on the point of drawing their swords; a
group of young gallants chattering and maltreating a poor man
' Comentarios, fol. 209.
Spain was not exceptional in this. In 1700, a pastoral of Archbishop Precipiano of Meclilin describes with equal energy this profanation of .saints' days.
Collectio Synodoruni Archiep. Mechliniensis, II, 434 (Mechlinia>, 1S29).
' Relazioni Venete, Seric I, T. V,
In 1565, Giovanni Soranzo makes
p. 18.
the same statement and both remark on the facility with which Spanish troops

—

—

—

passed over to the infidel. Ibid, p. 82.
^ Azpilcueta dc Oratione, cap. v, n. 25-35.
It was not until 1772 that Carlos III prohibited, in the churches of Madrid, the
dances and gigantones and tarascas, or great pasteboard figures of giants and serpents, in the processions, as causing disorder and interfering with devotion; and
Novfs. Recop., Lib. i, Tit.
in 1780 this was extended over the whole kingdom.

—

i,

ley 12.
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had clianood to touch thorn in passing: pooplo loavinc: one
mass that had ciunnioncod to follow a priost, ay1io had tlio ivpuNvho

tatiou of greater despatch in his sacred functions; in a cliapel a

bevy

of fair ladies drinking chocolate, discussing fashions

waited on by their adniirere— all
observance is the merest prt^tcxt/

A

and

worldly and the
This irreverence was shaivd
religious

is

Urban MTT, January oO, \C>V2, recites
complaints from the dean and chaj^ter of Seville concerning the
use of tobacco in the churches, both in smoking and snutling,
even by priests while celebrating mass, and of their profanatiim
of the sacred cloths by using them and staining them with tobacco,
wherefore he decrees excommunication lata' sentetitiw for the use
It is evident that the
of the weed within the sacred preci!\cts.'
Inquisition, while enforcing conformity as to dogma and outwaixl

by the

priests.

brief of

observance, failed to hispirc genuine respect for Religion.
It will

thus be seen

how

little

really

was gained

for religion

by

the spirit of fierce intolerance largely responsible for the material
causes of decadence which we have passed rapidly in review.

The

irrational resolve to enforce unity of faith at every cost spurred

Ferdinand and
their subjects

those

Istibella

to

burn and ]viuperize those among

who were most

who could

econi>mically valuable, to expel

not be reduced to conformity and to institute a

which we have seen the destructive inand on the creiiit on which conunerce and
industry depend, while the application of this to the condenmation
of the dead not only brought misery t>n innocent descendants
but unsettled titles and involved all transactions in insecurity.

system

i>f

confiscation of

fiuence on industry

This sanctified the ambition of Charles \' with the halo of religion.
This was the motive which underlay the suicidal ]iolicy of Philip II,
leading to the endless wars with the Netherlanils, to the rebellion
This was
of Cranada and to the wasteful t^upport of the l.igue.
the bottom of the Morisco disalTection, culminating in the

at

'

Sjvntos, El

—

no Tniiwrlo, pp. 107 -lU. For a similar description
di:» d« r>ost;i," Obras, p. UW O^J^^lrid. 17'JS\

Znlvdotn siv his "VA
Imp<n-tc
Tlu>s«^

was

l\v ,luan

Tho

f.7

do
ho

ri^priiUod in 17S7.

pn>fani(ios wore not confinod to Spain and woiv oondoiunod

l\v

tho

and by .\rohhishop IV^oipiano of Mool\lin. in l7lX1.
Collect. Symxl.
Concil. Tunmons., ann. irvS;<. Tif. xv (Hanhiin X. irJO.
Meddin.. 11. VM\).
' Bibliothe<ine nationalo de
rranoe, fonds Dupuy. no. 5S0, lol. 30.
(\nnicil of Tovirs in

l.^S,*^
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expulsion of UUO, just after Philip 111 had prarlieally accepted

The land was rohhed of
was drained of its bravest soldiei"s,
its trade and jiroductiveness were fatally cripphnl, aiul it was
reduced to the lowest term of financial exhaustion, all for the
greater glory of God, and in the belief that it was avenging t^lTences
To meet the exigencies arising from this, and from the
to God.
thoughtless extravagance of the monarchs, the labor, on which
rested the resources of the State, was crushed to earth and subthe loss of Ilollaiul by the truce of UiOO.
its

most

inilusti'ious classes,

it

own ends, for tliey drove the
producer in despair from the soil. Productive industry ami
connnerce, enfeebled by the expulsions, were so handicapped that
they dwindled almost to extinction anil passed virtually into the
jected to burdens that defeateil their

hands

of foreigners,

of Spaniards

who

who

dealt undtM* the

lent their

names

mask

of tcslas fcrrias—

to the real principals, for the

most part the very heretics whom Spain had exhausttnl herself t(^
Trade and credit were hamperetl, not only through the
vitiation of the currency but through the ever-impending risk of
seipiest ration and confiscation, and the impediments o{ the censorship as developed in the visilns dc uavios.
The blindness and
destroy.

Government inttMisiruHl in ev(My way [\\o evils
mistaken policy but, at the rool of all, lay the jirolonged ai\d relentless determination to enforce conformity, at a
time when the industrial and conunerical era was opening, which
was to bring wealth and power to the nations wise enough and
inefliciency of the

created

by

its

—

enough to avail thems«'lves of its opjjortunities opporwhich Spain was invited virtually to monoj^olize through
its control of the trade of the Indies and the production of the
precious metals.
There is melancholy truth in the boast of Doctor
Pedro Peralta Barnuevo, in his relation of the Lima auto of 171^;?,
that the determination to enforce unity of faith at all costs had
rendered Sj)ain rather a church than a monarchy, anil her kings

liberal

tunities

vShe was n temple,
and the oblations were men, anil
she despised the prosperity of the State in comparison with devo-

protectors of the faith rather than sovereigns.

which the

in

altars

were

cities

tion to religion.'

and her llapsburg descendants were but obeying the
and executing the laws of the Church, when
they sought to supj)r('ss heresy and apostasy by force, and they
Isabella

dictates of conscience

'

lli'lac-ioa dt-l

Auto de

fe

dc 1733.

Discurso isagogico,

§

2 (Lima,

IT;?;?).
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might well deem it both duty and good policy at a time when it
was universally taught that unity of faith was the surest guarantee
of the happiness and prosperity of nations.
Spain, with accustomed thoroughness, carried out this theory for three centuries to
a reduciio ad ahsiirdum, through the Inquisition, organized, armed
and equipped to the last point of possible perfection for its work.
The elaborate arguments of its latest defender only show that it
cannot be defended without also defending the whole policy of
House of Hapsburg, which WTOught such misery and degradation.*
It was the essential part of a system and, as such, it

the

contributed

its full

share to the ruin of Spain.

That occasionally even an inquisitor could have a glimmer of
the truth appears from a YQvy remarkable memorial addressed
to Philip IV by a member of the Suprema, with regard to the

He

Portuguese Jews.

states that

Inquisition as a blessing, since

it

they consider the rigor of the
them from Spain to other

drives

where they can enjoy their religion and acquire prosperity.
wishes to prevent this exodus, which is depriving Spain of
population and wealth and exposing it to peril, and to win back
those who have expatriated themselves, to which end he proposes
greatly to soften inquisitorial severity in regard to confiscation,
imprisonment and the wearing of the sanbenito, except in the case
lands,

He

hardened impenitents. He would welcome them back and, even
their Catholicism were merely external, he argues that their
children would become good Catholics, even as has proved to be
the case with the descendants of the Castilian Jews.
Indeed, he
goes so far as to urge that foreigners in general should be encouraged to bring their capital to Spain, to settle and be naturalized,
to marry Spanish wives and thus minister to the wealth and prosperity of the land.^
The worldly wisdom of this was too oppugnant
of

if

*

P. Ricardo Cappa, S.

J.,

La

Inquisicion ospafiola, INIadrid, ISSS.

Don

A. Rodriguez Villa has printed the essential portions of this memorial
September 190G, pp. 87-103. It is anonynious and within the Bolctin for July
*

—

out date, though he
attributes

it

tells

us that a note on the MS., in a contemporary hand,

Hernando do Salazar or to D. Diego Serrano de Silva, of the
unquestionably by a member of the Suprema, for no one else

to P.

Suprema. It is
would have such knowledge of the internal affairs of the Inquisition or discourse
of them so freely, even to the sovereign.
Allusion to the successes of the Dutch
in Brazil assign it to the time, between 1G20 and 1G30, when there was so much
discussion as to the Portugviese New Christians (see Vol. Ill, p. 27rt), to which
this paper was doubtless a contribution.
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to the prejudices of the time, wliich claiiioretl, as v/e

for extermination

and

and

isolation,

its

have seen,

sagacious counsels were

unheeded. The Judaizers were driven forth, to aid in building
up Holland with their wealth and hitclligence, and Spain, in ever
deepening poverty, continued to cherish the ideals which she had

embodied in the Inquisition.
Tliere was one service the performance of which it was never
tired of claiming for itself and is still claimed for it by its advocates
that in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries it preserved
Spain from the religious wars which desolated France and Germany, This service may well be called in question, for the temperament and training of the Spanish nation render ludicrous the
assumption that a couple of hundred heretics, among whom but
half a dozen had the spirit of martyrdom for their faith, could
cause such spread of dissidence as to endanger peace; yet even
should we admit this service, its method, in causing intellectual
torpor and segregating the nation from all influences from abroad,

—

only postponed the inevital^le, while intensifying the disturbance
when the change should come from medievalism to modernism.
The nineteenth century bore, in an aggravated form, the brunt

which should liavc fallen on the sixteenth. When the si)irit of
the Revolution broke in, it found a population sedulously trained
to passive obedience to the State and submissiveness to the Church.
It had been so long taught, by theocratic al^solutism, that it must
not think or reason for

itself,

on the great problems of
for

it

was accustomed

that

life.

it

It

had lost the power of reasoning
was without reverence for law,

to see the arl^itrary will of

an absolute

was without experience to
choose between the sober realities of responsible government and
the glittering promises of ardent idealists. Yet the Revolution
sovereign override the law, and

it

passed away leaving matters as they were before. Tlie habit of
unquestioning submission, inherited through generations, has
become so fixed a part of the national character that, as we are
fail to recognize that they are as completely under
Caciquism as erstwhile they were to monarchy that
in fact the nation is still in its infancy and is unfit to govern itself.^
As in temporal, so it has been in the spiritual field. In the
turmoil of the Revolution the Inquisition died a natural death,
but the Church filled the vacancy. It had grown so accustomed

told, the

people

bondage

to

Oligarquia y Caciquismo, pp. 22, 679 (Madrid, 1903).

—
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divine mission,

long enjoyed unassailable wealth and power, that

adapt

itself to

the necessities of the

new

it

it

situation and,

could not rely upon the brute force of the State,

it

had

so

could not

when

it

called into play

it had fostered.
As an irreconcileprovoked the attacks made on its overgrown wealth and
numbers; it was uncompromising and would listen to no adjustment, for it claimed the full benefit of the canon law under which
it was exempted from all interference by the State; its attitude was
of immovable hostility to the new order of things, and it suffered
the rough handling that inevitably resulted, courting martyrdom
rather than tamely to permit profane hands to be laid upon the
ark.
It has thus continued to be an unassimilable element in
the political situation, its policy directed from Rome and the vast
influence of its perfect organization employed to retard rather
than to stimulate progress in good government and material
prosperity.^
What may be the outcome of the pending struggle
between Church and State, aroused by the recognition of civil

the popular passions which
able,

it

marriage,

it is

too early to predict.

Thus the conclusion

that

may

be drax^Ti from our review of the

causes underlying the misfortunes of Spain

is

that

what may

fairly

be attributable to the Inquisition is its service as the official
instrument of the intolerance that led to such grave results, and
its influence on the Spanish character in intensifying that intolerance into a national characteristic, while benumbing the Spanish
intellect until it may be said for a time to have almost ceased to
think.
The objects for which it was so shrewdly and so carefully
organized were effectually attained and, in the eyes of experienced
statesmen, at the time of its fullest development, it was the bulwork of the faith. In 1573, Leonardo Donato reflects the prevail-

'

Doctor Madrazo, while deploring

tlie

antinational policy of the ecclesiastical

establishment, bears emphatic testimony to the individual virtues of the clergv,
regular and secular and their efforts to realize, each in his
of Christianity.

He

own

sphere, the ideal

attributes their influence on (Spanish policy to the power

possessed by the papacy of precipitating through

them

at

any moment a

Carlist

—El Pueblo espanol ha muerto? pp.

140-G (Santander, 1903).
In a very thoughtful paper, Profes.sor Rafael Altamira and his colleagues of
the University of Oviedo allude to the theocratic reaction which opposes all
revolt.

progress in the direction of toleration and culture and which threatens a civil

war

tliat

would be the end

of Spain.

— Oliganiuia

y Cacicjuismo,

p.

192.

—
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when he speaks

of its authority

and severity as absolutely necessary, for the number of the New
Christians was everywhere so great, recently baptized with God
knows what disposition, and with ancestral memories still vivid,
that, if it were not for the incessant watch kept over them by the
Inquisition, there would be great danger that Spain would lose
her religion. In 1581, Gioan Francesco Morosini declares that,
although the Spaniards were in appearance the most devout and
Catholic of nations, yet, what between the Jews, ]\Ioriscos and
heretics, Spain would be more infected than Germany or England
if it were not for the fear inspired by the severity of the Inquisition; and the same views are expressed by Giambattista Confalonieri in 1591, and by the Lucchese envoy Damiano Bernardini,
in 1602.^
Yet the faith, thus sedulously preserved at such fearful cost, was largely, as we have seen, one of exterior observance,
without corresponding internal piety, ready to burst into flame
dogma like the Immaculate Conception,
and to earn heaven by paying for masses and anniversaries and

for the maintenance of a

chaplaincies, but not to labor for

it

by purity

and

of life

self-

abnegation, or by obeying the divine command to earn its bread
by the sweat of its brow. The natural result of this, when brought
face to face with

modem

conditions,

is

that

Canovas del

Castillo,

in a debate in the Cortes of 1869, declared with sorrow that Spain,

was the one most indifferent to religion, and a recent
author asserts that there would be no hazard in affirming the
Spaniards to be the most irreligious, indifferent, and practically
atheist people in Europe.^
In fact, the dissociation of religion from morals the incongruous connection of ardent zeal for dogma with laxity of life
was stimulated by the Inquisition. As we have seen, it paid no
attention to morals and thus taught the lesson that they were
unimportant in comparison with accuracy of belief. No matter
how dissolute was the conduct of the confessor with his spiritual
daughters, he was safe so long as he did not commit a technical
transgression inferring suspicion of misbelief as to the sacrament,
and even when he neglected these precautions we have seen how
benignant was the treatment extended to him. It is true that.
of all nations,

—

*

I,

Relazioni Venete, Serie

461.
'

I,

— Relazioni Lucchese,

Orti

T. VI, p. 371; T. V. p. 288.

p. 21.

y Lara, La Inquisicion,

p. xiv.

—Spicilcgio Vaticano,

— Macias Picavea, El Problema,

p. 229.
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towards the end of the sixteenth century, the Inquisition showed
remarkable ardor in prosecuting those who gave utterance to
the common opinion that there was no sin in simple fornication
between the unmarried, and that in large measure it suppressed
the utterance, but, as it punished only the utterance and not the
The same may be
sin, this did nothing to advance morality.
said of its ignorant destruction of works of art which it regarded
as indecent and the occasional prohibition of a book or play that
evoked its disapprobation. In the absence of more serious work
a few cases may be found of its undertaking to vindicate morals,
but they arc too rare for us to attribute to them any motive save
a desire to intermeddle. The advancement of morality in fact
was no part of its functions as a bulwark of the faith; rather,
indeed, it aided in disseminating corruption by its custom of
reading at the autos de fe sentences con meritos of which the details
were an effective popular education in vice.^ The result is seen
in the seventeenth century, when the only heretics were the scattered and persecuted Portuguese, and yet there has probably
never existed a society more abandoned to corruption so abandoned, indeed, that even the sense of shame was lost. Padre
Corella was no rigorist but, towards the close of the century, he
draws a hideous picture of social conditions; everywhere, he says,
is vice and crime, lust and cruelty, fraud and rapine, in the seats

—

of trade, in the halls of justice, in the family, in the court, in the

churches, while the clergy,
Philip IV,

who

if

possible, are

worse than the

so religiously supported the Inquisition,

laity.

was not

only notorious for his licentiousness, but anmsed himself with
scandalously sacrilegious comedies and farces in his palace theatre,
where the scenes and ])ersons of Scripture were made subjects
of ridicule, and this style passed into popular literature and

rhymes which escaped the censure.^
Si:)anish theology, which was supreme

in the sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries, made only one real contribution the
invention of Probabilism by Bartohmie de Medina in his com-

—

mentaries on A(|uinas in 1577.

On

this

was founded the new

1, 1G51, in the sentence of Ana de Cervantes
a w holly superfluous account of how she had " tratado
torpemcnte con otras mugeres conio si esta fuese hombre, usando para ello im
Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. de Toledo, T.eg. 1.
instruniento que Hainan baldres."
' Oorella, Praxis f'onfessionis, P. n, Perorat. n. 3.
Picatoste, III, 113-23, 158,
'

In the Toledo auto of January

for sorcery,

there

is

—

1G2.

— Villa, La Cortc y Moiiarqufa,

—

p. xvi.
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science of Moral Theology, devoted to evading the penalties of
sin,

and

to applying to the decrees of

God

the favorite Spanish

device for eluding those of the king, by obeying and not executing.
Escobar, held up to an infamous immortality by Pascal, merely
comj)iled

and,

what he found

when

in theologians of the highest authorit)^

the laxity of the Jesuit

]\Io3'a's

Opuscuhnii called forth

a papal prohibition in 1666, repeated in 1680, the Spanish Inquisition asserted its inde}iendence by refusing to put the work on the

The practical influence of all this is described in a memonine Spanish bishops, in 1717, to Clement XI, against the

Indcx.^
rial of

Consnltas Morales of the Capuchin Martin de Torricella, in which
they state that Probabilism had undermined all morality and all
obedience to divine, municipal and canon law, and that multitudes
lived disorderl}^ lives under appeal to probabilistic casuistry, for
so-called

men

proj^able opinions could

be had to justify whatever

desired to do.^

If the power of the Incjuisition thus was withheld when it might
have been exerted with benefit to society, it was actively employed,
under the later Hapsburgs, to loosen the bonds of social order and
To it was largely attributable the
stimulate contempt for law.
virtual anarchy of Spain, during the seventeenth century, arising
from the numerous competing jurisdictions and the contempt
This found its origin in the insolent
felt for the royal officials.
audacity with which the Inquisition enforced its claims to jurisWhen the royal officials were excommunicated, arrested
diction.
and im])risoned without scruple, and the highest courts were
treated with contom})t and contumely, respect for law and its
That the other privileged jurisministers was fatally weakened.
should
dictions the Cruzada, the spiritual, and the military
follow the example was inevitable, and the social condition of
Spain became deplorable.^ In 1677, the Council of Castile represented to Carlos II the evils thus inflicted on the people by the two
chief offenders, the Incjuisition and the Cruzada, the most oppressive form of which was the abuse of excommunication for matters
purely secular. The Council had endeavored to remedy this,
iiut its authority had been suspended and it was powerless to

—

—

protect the vassals of the crown.

Carlos feebly replied that,

*

Chapters from the Religious History of Spain,

'

Dollingcr u. Retisch, Moral-StrcMtipkeitcn,

'

For

this social

anarchy sec Picatoste,

I,

p. 102.

319.

III, 86-9.
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although he could deprive them of the royal jurisdiction which
they abused, yet he deemed it better not to do so, and he contented
himself with prohibiting the use of censures in temporal matters
a prohibition which of course was disregarded.^ In the very next
year Carlos was made to feel his powerlessness in the face of the
arrogant superiority asserted by the Inciuisition.
When, in 1678, the raid on the whole trading community of
Majorca gave promise of immense confiscations, Carlos prudently
ordered, ]\Iay 30th, the viceroy to look after the safety of the
The viceroy thereupon asked for inventories or
sequestrations.

statements and, on their refusal, made threats of taking further
measures. The tribunal reported to the Suprema which instructed
the inquisitors to defend their jurisdiction by censures and, if
necessary, by a cessatio a cUvmis, when, if this did not suffice,
they were to entrust their prisoners to the bishop and sail for Spain,
After despatching this defiant and revoreporting to the pope.
lutionary missive, the Suprema, on August 8th, condescended to

form of a stinging rebuke. The request
was an unexampled assault on religion and
the Holy See, and also a profanation of the most venerable sacredness of the Inquisition; sequestrated property was ecclesiastical
property until confiscated, and to allow a layman to control it
would be subversive of all law, as well as a violation of the secrecy
Carlos humbly apologized; he had not meant
of the Inquisition.
to show distrust and would punish the viceroy if he had exceeded
inform the king

of the viceroy,

of

it

it

in the

said,

his instructions, but he

complained

that,

without notice to him,

the inquisitors should have been ordered to leave Majorca, and
thus cause irreparable evils. The Suprema, in reply, followed
up its advantage. The abandonment of Majorca by the inquisitors

would be a

less evil

than violating the secrecy of the Inquisition;

the viceroy should have positive orders to keep his hands off,
and the king ought to have consulted it before issuing such instructions; this would have prevented all trouble, for the operations
of the Inquisition

were so special and peculiar that even his superior

could not understand them without explanations.^
This insolence accomplished its purpose; Carlos was effectually
snubbed, and we have seen how small was the share of the spoils
intelligence

eventually doled out to him.

•

'

Roda, Dictamen A una Consulta (MS. penes me).
Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib. 09, fol. 2, 8.
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was virtually an independent power
which asserted itself after the vigorous personality
of Ferdinand had been forgotten.
Its aspiration to dominate
the land was revealed in the projected Order of Santa Maria de
la Espada hlanca which riiilip II was shnnvd enough to crush
while yet there was time, but the measure of independence which
it had already attained was seen when the Cortes of the kingdoms
of Aragon sought to get the signature of the inquisitor-general, as
well as of the king, to the concessions which they secured, and when
the Inquisition ignored the royal agreements, even to the point
Inquisition, in fact,

in the state,

of deliberately contravening

was manifested, in the
II was oJ)liged to call it to
It

them

matter of confiscations.
Antonio Perez, when Philip

in the

affair of

his assistance,

interests in disregard of the royal policy.

and

it

followed

its

own

So, in the long struggle

with Bilbao over the visitas de navios, it virtually set at defiance
both the Qvovm and all the authorities of Biscay. If it helped the
monarchy in the struggle with Rome over the regalias, when it
had thus secured its independence of the papal Inquisition it had

no scruple

powers of censorship against the royal
advent of the Bourbon dynasty, it
might reasonably have looked forward to becoming eventually
dominant, for it combined legislative and executive functions,
temporal and spiritual jurisdiction, and asserted, like the Church,
in turning its

prerogative.

But

for the

the right to define the limits of
indeed, shows

how

baseless

is

its

the

own

powers.

Its

whole career,
it was an

modern theory that

instrument of the State in establishing the autocracy of the monIf the fallacy of this requires further proof it is sufficiently
demonstrated, even under the first of the Bourbons, by the fate
of Macanaz, whom it dismissed from power and condemned to
a life of poverty and exile because, in the service of the king, he
endeavored to render it what Ranke and Gams fancy it to have
arch.

been.

It is true that, in its period of decadence, it joined forces
with the crown to withstand the inroad of free thought, which
was equally threatening to both, and that it employed its expiring

power
was
which
it

to suppress political as well as spiritual heresy,

fighting
it

its

own

battle as

much

as that of the

but in this

monarchy on

depended for existence.

Defenders of the Inquisition, in the controversy over its suppression and since then, have relied largely on the assertion that,
during

its

existence,

VOL. IV

no voice was raised against
33

it,

that

all

organs
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and all writers praised it, as the protector of
and as extremely careful to administer exact justice. So
far from this being the case, we have seen its own admissions
(Vol. I, p. 538) of the hearty hatred felt for it and its officials,
and we have heard the complaints of the Cortes of A'alladohd in
1518 and 1523, of Coruna in 1520 and of Madrid in 1575, besides
the ceaseless struggles of Aragon and Catalonia, whose Cortes
had not been reduced to servility. What was its reputation
throughout Europe may be gauged by the fact that, in 1535, when
Joao III was endeavoring to have an Inquisition of his own in
Portugal, and there was talk of referring the subject to the general
council then expected shortly to assemble, his ambassador at
Rome, ]\Iartinho, Archbishop of Funchal, warned him that, if
the matter was broached in the council, it would result in abolishof public opinion
religion,

ing the Inquisition of Spain.^ In Spain, its reputation is to be
gathered from the unbiased reports of the Venetian envoys, who
lauded its services in the suppression of heresy, and to whom,
as practical statesmen, it was an object of wonder and admiration,
as a machine perfectly devised to keep the people in abject subjection. In these reports it is observable that, while all are emphatic

The
as to its rigor, not one hazards approval of its justice.
envoys were profoundly impressed by the universal awe which it
inspired.
As early as 1525, Gasparo Contarini tells us that every
one trembled before it, for its severity and the dread entertained
for it were greater even than for the Coimcil of Ten.
In 1557,
Federico Badoero speaks of the terror caused by its pitiless procedure.
In 1563, Paolo Tiepolo, after dwelling on the secrecy
and unsparing rigor of its judgements, says that every one shudders
at its very name, as it has supreme authority over the property,
hfe, honor and even the souls of men.
Two years later Giovanni
Soranzo speaks of the great fear inspired by it, for its authority
transcends incomparably that of the king. In 1567, Antonio
Tiepolo echoes these assertions, and all agree in their comments
on the influence of the mysterious secrecy of its operation and
the relentless severity of its action.^
It scarce needs this testimony to explain

opinion of the Inquisition

is

'

Corpo Diploniatico Portugues,

^

Kelazioni Venete, Scrie

I,

T.

to

III, 247.

II, p.

288, 392, 485; T. VI, pp. 367, 412.

why no unfavorable
be expected of Spaniards during

40; T. lU, p. 252; T. V, pp. 22, S3, 144,

—
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existence, except

by those who spoke as mandatories

people in the Cortes or high

officials in contests

515
of the

over competencias.

Terror rendered silence imperative, and secrecy made ignorance
universal.
The discharged prisoner was sworn to reveal nothing
of what he had endured and any complaint of injustice subjected
him to prosecution. Criticism was held to be impeding its action
and was a crime subject to condign punishment. A\'riters had
ever to keep in view its censorship, with the certainty that any illjudged word would ensure the suppression of a book, and any

attempt at self-justification would lead to worse consequences, as
Belando found when a petition to be heard cost him life-long
imprisonment and prohibition to use the pen. "When, in the
yearly Edict of Faith, every one was required, under pain of
excommunication, to denounce any impeding, direct or indirect,

any criticism of the justice of its operation,
became universal and habitual and, in the instinct of
self-preservation, men would naturally seek to teach themselves
and their children not even to think ill of the Inquisition lest, in
some unguarded moment, a chance utterance might lead to proThe popular refran, Con el Rcy y la Inquisecution and infamy.
Silence as to the king and the Inquisition
sicion, chiton!
of the tribunal, or
restraint

—

reveals to us better than a world of argument, the result of this

and its efficiency is seen in the
from 1648 to 1794, there was but a single
trial for speaking ill of the Holy Office.
Such training bore its
fruits when autocracy broke dowTi under the Revolution and the
experiment of self-government was essayed.
The Spaniard was taught not alone to repress his opinions as
to the Inquisition but to keep a guard on his tongue under all
repression through generations,

fact that in Toledo,

circumstances, not only in public but in the sacred confidence of

own family, for the duty of denunciation applied to husband
and father, to wife and children. Even as early as 1534, the orthodox Juan Luis Vives complained to Erasmus that in those difficult
times it was dangerous either to speak or to keep silent.^ The
cautious ]\Iariana tells us that the most grievous oppression caused
by the introduction of the Inquisition was the deprivation of freedom of speech, which some persons regarded as a sorA-itude worse
than death.^ We have seen how seriously were treated even the
his

•

'

Erasmi Epistote, Auctarium, p. 114 (Londoni, 1642).
Mariana, Hist, de Espaua, Lib. xxiv, cap. xvii.
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and careless expressions, which could be tortured into
some theological tenet or disrespect for some church
observ^ance, and it behooved every one to be on his guard at all
times and in all places. The yearly Edict of Faith kept the terror
of the Inquisition constantly before every man and was perhaps
the most efficient device ever invented to subject a population
No other nation ever
to the fear of an ever-impending danger.
lived through centuries under a moral oppression so complete,
so minute and so all-pervading.
That the Inquisition inspired a dread greater than that felt for
the royal authority is illustrated by a curious instance, in which
it was utilized for good in subduing a lawless commimity.
In
most

trivial

disregard of

1588, liUpus Martin de Govilla, Inquisitor of Barcelona, in a
visitation

came

to IMontblanch,

where no inquisitor had been

for

He found it a populous toT\ii, torn by factions so
bitter that men were slain in the streets, battles were fought in
the plaza, and women at their windows were shot with arquebuses.
many

years.

After publishing the Edict of Faith he discovered that witnesses
were afraid to come to him through the streets and, regarding this
as a contempt of the Inquisition, he issued a proclamation forbidding the carrying of arquebuses and cross-bows, and his order
was obeyed. He made an example of one offender by requiring
him to hear mass as a penitent, banishing him and confiscating
his arquebus, which quieted the people, so that the Inquisition
could be carried on. Then a murder occurred, and the regidors
procured from the viceroy full powers for him to pacify the town;
by general agreement all placed themselves under the jurisdiction
of the Inquisition, as there was no safety under the royal, and they
gave thanks to God that peace was restored, and that men could
move around without arms. Govilla went to Poblct, when news
was brought him of another murder; he returned and imprisoned
and penanced those guilty, who complained to the viceroy, but the
Audiencia, after examination dismissed the complaint, and this
strange jurisdiction of the Inquisition seems to have continued
for

some ten

years.*

Before dismissing the impression produced by the severity of
it will not be amiss to attempt some conjecture
as to the totality of its oi)crations, especially as regards the burn-

the Inquisition

'

Archive do Siinancas, Inq.

<.U'

Harcflonii, C6rtos, Leg. 17,

fol.

74.
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ings, which natiimlly affected more profoundly the imagination.
There is no question that tlic number of these has been greatly
exaggerated in popular belief, an exaggeration to which Llorentc
has largely contributed by his absurd method of computation, on
an arbitrary assumption of a certain annual average for each

tribunal in successive periods.

It is

now

impossible

the statistics of the Inciuisition, especially during

its

to reconstruct

early activity,

but some general conclusions can be formed from the details

few tribunals.

accessible as to a

The burnings without doubt were numerous during the

first few
through the unregulated ardor of inquisitors, little versed
in the canon law, who seem to have condemned right and left,

years,

on flimsy evidence, and without allowing

their victims the benefit

of applying for reconciliation, for, while there

might be numerous
were few pertinacious impenitents. The
discretion allowed to them to judge as to the genuineness of conversion gave a dangerous power, which was doubtless abused
negativos, there certainly

by

and the

was conadded many to the list of victims, while
the wholesale reconciliations under the Edicts of Grace afforded
an abundant harvest to be garnered under the rule condemning
relapse.
In the early years, moreover, the absent and the dead
zealots,

principle that imperfect confession

clusive of impenitence

contributed with their

effigies largely to

quemadero.
Modern writers vary irreconcileably

the terrible solemnities

of the

more

largely

by

in their estimates, influenced

subjective considerations than

command. Rodrigo
who perished in Spain

by the imperfect

statistics at their

coolly asserts as a positive

fact that those

at the stake for heresy did

not amount to 400 and that these were voluntary victims,
refused to retract their errors.^

Father

Gams

who

reckons 2000 for

the period up to the death of Isabella, in 1504, and as

many

more from that date up to 1758.^ On the other hand, Llorente
calculates that, up to the end of Torquemada's activity, there
had been condemned 105,294 persons, of whom 8800 were
*

Historia verdadcra, III, 509.

'

Die Kirchengoschichtc von Spauicn, Bd.

Ill,

Cardinal Ximencs, pp. 327 sqq.
Father Gams exposes his ignorance

when he

ings for other crimes than heresy, as

if

unnatural crime in Aragon.
usurj-

and smuggling.

He

Abt

tells

ii,

p. 71.

—

Cf. Hefele,

Der

us that he excludes the burn-

there were such, except the rare cases of

even implies that the Inquisition burnt for
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burnt alive, 6500 in effigy and 90,004 exposed to public penance,
up to 1524, the grand totals amounted to 14,344, 9372 and
195,937/ Even these figures are exceeded by Amador de los
He assumes that,
Rios, who is not usually given to exaggeration.
up to 1525, when the Moriscos commenced to suffer as heretics, the
number of those burnt alive amounted to 28,540, of those burnt
while,

in effigy to 16,520

and those penanced

making a total
Melgares
Marin,
Don
incontestable, tells us

to 303,847,

of 348,907 condemnations for Judaism.^

documents is
more than 20,000 were reconciled
under Edicts of Grace, more than 3000 were penanced with the
sanbenito, and more than 4000 were burnt, but he adduces no

whose

familiarity with the

that, in Castile, during 1481,

authorities in support of the estimate.^

The only contemporary who gives us figures for the whole of
Spain is Hernando de Pulgar, secretary of Queen Isabella. His
official position gave him facilities for obtaining information, and
his scarcely veiled dislike for the Inquisition was not likely to
lead to underrating its activity.
He states at 15,000 those who
had come in under Edicts of Grace, and at 2000 those who were
burnt, besides the dead whose bones were exhumed in great quantities; the number of penitents he does not estimate.
Unluckily,
he gives no date but, as his Chronicle ends in 1490, we may

1

Hist,

The

crit.,

T. IX, pp. 209, 211, 213, 214 (Madrid, 1822).

total of Llorente's extravagant guesses,

from the foundation

of the Inqui-

sition to 1808, is:

Burnt
Burnt

in person

31,912

in efTigy

17,659

Heavil}- penanced

291,450
341,021
Hist, crft, IX, 233.

This

is

sUghtly modified by Gallois in his abridgement of Llorente's work (His-

toirc abregec

de

la Inquisition

d'Espagne, Ge Ed.,

p.

351-2, Paris, 1S2S).

He gives

the figures:

Burnt alive
Burnt in effigy
C!ondenmed to galleys or prison

34,658
18,049

288,214
340,921

be observed that Gallois unscnipulously classifies all personal relaxations as burnings alive and all penances as galleys or prison.
* Hist, de los Judfos do Espafia, III, 492-3.
' Proccdiniientos de la Inquisicion, I, 110-17 (Madrid, 1886).
It will
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"With some variations
to be the term comprised,*
were adopted by subsequent writers.^ Bernaldcz
only makes the general statement that throughout Spain an infinite number were burnt and condemned and reconciled and
imprisoned, and of those reconciled many relapsed and were

assume that
figures

his

burnt.^

Imperfect as are the records,

we may endeavor

to test these

hand respecting a few
of the tribunals.
In this we may commence with Seville, which
was unquestionably the most active. The Inquisition had started
there, as the centre of crypto-Judaism; it was the most populous
city of Castile, with nearly half a million of inhabitants, and its
various estimates by such evidence as

is

at

unrivalled commercial activity rendered
to the Conversos, while Isabella's

it

peculiarly attractive

Andalusian decree of expulsion

must have largely increased the number of pseudo-proselj'tes.
In 1524, there was placed over the gateway of the castle of Triana,
occupied by the tribunal, an inscription of which the purport is
not entirely clear, but signifying that, up to that time, it had caused
the abjuration of more than 20,000 heretics and had burnt nearly
This is probably an understatement, if
1000 obstinate ones."
we are to believe Bernaldez, who asserts that in eight years, from
the founding of the Seville tribunal up to 1488, it had burnt in
person more than 700 heretics, besides many effigies of fugitives
and an infinite number of bones; those reconciled during the same
period he estimates at 5000.^ Still its activity must soon have
greatly diminished for, in 1502,

Antome de

Lalaing, visiting the

more than twenty
which he evidently regards as a large number,
but which would argue a very moderate amount of persecution in
view of the leisurely procedure that was becoming usual.® There
is therefore an apparent tendency to exaggerate the achievements

Castle of Triana, describes

it

as containing

heretic prisoners

of the

Holy

Office in the statement of its secretary Zurita,
cap. Ixxvii.

•

Pulgar, Cronica, P.

'

L. Marinaji Siculi de Reb. Hispan., Lib. xrx.

II, Lib. VI, c. xix.

p. 139.
'
*

P.

ii,

— ^La^iana,

—Garibay, Comp.

Hist., Lib. xviii, cap. x\'ii.

Reyes Catolicos, cap. xliv.
Zuniga, Annales de Sevilla, afio 1524, n. 3
cap.

—Varflora, Compcndio de

Sevilla,

1.

*

Bemiildez, uhi sup.

•

Lalaing,

203).

— lUescas, Hist. Pontifical, P.
— Pdramo,

Hist, de Espaua, Lib. xxiv, cap. xvii.

Hist, de los

II,

some

Voyage de Philippe

le

Beau (Gachard, Voyages des Souverains,

I,
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more later, that in Seville alone, up to the year
1520, there were more than 4000 culprits burnt and more than
30,000 reconciled and penanced, besides the numerous fugitives,
and he adds that an author, very diligent in the matter, affirms these
figures to be exceedingly defective and that, in the archbishopric
of Seville alone, there were condemned as Judaizing heretics, more
than a hundred thousand persons, including those reconciled/
Cardinal Contarini, when Venetian envoy in 1525, was evidently
misled by this tendency to amplification, when he describes the
half-cciitury or

Inquisition as having

made a

slaughter of the

New

Christians

impossible to exaggerate.^

Unfortunately no authentic records have seen the light by which
to test the accuracy of these varying estimates of the activity of
It is otherthe most destructive tribunal during the early period.
wise with several of those that ranked next to it in importance.

For the province of Toledo, as we have seen, the first tribunal was
established at Ciudad Real where, in its two years of existence, it
relaxed in person 47 and in effigy 98.^ Transferred to Toledo, in
1485, its operations at first were energetic, but they diminished
greatly towards the end of the century until, in 1501, it had a
spasmodic period of activity through the discovery of "La Mo^a
de Herrera" (Vol. I, p. 186) a young Jewish prophetess, to whose
numerous believers no mercy was sho^^^l, for those who had been
reconciled thus incurred the penalty of relapse.
tions of the Toledo tribunal,

from

its

The

total opera-

origin in 1485 until 1501,

to 250 relaxed in person, over 500 in effigy, about 200
imprisoned and 5200 reconciled under Edicts of Grace. Of the
personally relaxed, nearly half, or 117, were followers of the
prophetess, leaving only 139 ordinary Judaizers and, of those

amount

*

Zurita, Afiales, Lib. XX, cap. xlix.

Zurita,

who sought everywhere

tistics to cite

for

The

fact that so careful

documentary evidence,

liad

an historian as
no official sta-

shows that none such existed in the Suprema relating to the early

years of the Inquisition.
'

Relazioni Venetc, Hcrie

'

Archivo

I,

T.

hist, nacional, Inq.

II, p. 40.

de Toledo, Leg. 262.

—

It is possible that these

be only of residents of Ciudad Real. Pdramo (p. 170) states the
numbers for the tribunal, during its two years of existence, at 52 relaxations in
The record just cited gives for
person, 220 in effigy and 183 reconciliations.
Ciudad Real, from 1 184 to 1531, 113 relaxed in person, 129 in efligy, 10 reconciled,
11 penanced, 10 absolved, 3 discharged on bail and 8 of which the sentence is not
figures

stated

may

—

all,

upi)arcntly, residents of the town.

2
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imprisoned, about 140 may be accounted for in the same way.*
Saragossa was reckoned as one of tlie most deadly tribunals in
Spain indeed, Llorentc remarks that if he had taken it and Toledo
as the basis of his calculations, he would have tripled the number

—

For

of victims.^

this

we have

the details of the sixty-five autos,

held from 1485 to 1502, furnished by the record printed in the

Summarized, this gives the totals of
to Volume I.
119 burnt alive, 5 (juaitered, beheaded or strangled prior to burning, 3 bodies burnt, 29 effigies burnt and 458 penanced, or an
aggregate of 614.^ The Libro Verde de Aragon, moreover, gives
us an official list of the residents of Saragossa burnt, from 1483
to 1574, in sunmiarizing which it appears that, during these

Appendix

ninety-two years, the total of relaxations in person was 125 and
in effigy 77, including seven witches, three sorcerers and four
Protestants.
Tabulation by years emphasizes the diminution of
activity after the close of the fifteenth century/

another important tribunal of which we have
its early years, furnished by the royal
From its foundation to the
archivist, Pere Miguel Carbonell.

Barcelona

is

accurate statistics during

*

Relacion de la Inquisicion Toledana (Boletin, XI, 292 sqq).

The Cordova tribunal also burned 90
by the prophetess of Hcrrera (Ibidem,
2

Hist,

crit.,

residents of Chillon,

who had been duped

p. 308).

IX, 210.

See Appendix of Vol. I. It must be borne in mind that, in the early years,
small autos were held elsewhere than in the centres. Thus, in the Libro Verde
there are allusions to them in Barbastro, Huesca, Monzon, Lerida and Tamarit
'

(Revista de Espaila, CVI, 250-1, 263-4, 266). The aggregate for these, however,
would make little difference in the totals.
* Libro Verde (Revista de Espafia, CVI, 570-83).
The relaxations by years
were:

1483— 1
1485— 4
1486—26
1487—25
1488—13
1489— 2
1490— 1
1491—10
1492—15
1493—11

1494—
The number
Arbu6s.

1

in

1495— 9
1496— 1
1497—18
1498— 2
1499—13
1500— 5
1502— 2
1505— 1
1506— 5
1510— 1
1511— 5
1486-7-8

is

1512—4
1520—1
1521—2
1522—1
1524—1
1526—1
1528—2
1534—1
1535—1
1537—1
1539—1

1542—1
1543—1
154(>—

1549—1

1561^
1563—1
1565—1
1506—1
1567—2
1574—2

attributable to the assassination of San Pedro
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end

of

Torquemada's

career, in 149S, there
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were thirty-one autos

celebrated in Barcelona, Tarragona, Lerida, Gerona, Perpignan,
In these the totals are only 10 strangled
Vich, Elne and Balaguer.

and burnt, 13 burnt

alive,

15 dead and 430 burnt in effigy, 1

reconciled in effigy, 116 penanced with prison

and 304 reconciled

for spontaneous confession.^

Valencia, of
its

all

the tribunals, was the one which best maintained
owing to the dense

activity throughout the sixteenth century,

Morisco population. We have a list of all persons imprisoned for
from the beginning in 1485 up to 1592 inclusive, amounting
in all to 3104, of whom 530 were contributed by the last four years,
1589-92, when the persecution of the Moriscos was particularly
There is also an alphabetical list of persons relaxed, from
active.
the beginning until 1593, unfortunately imperfect and ending with
heresy,

by adding twenty-five per cent, we can obtain
a reasonably close approximation to the total. The list as we
have it gives 515 relaxations in person and 383 in effigy, or, with
the addition of twenty-five per cent., 643 of the former and 479
of the latter, being nearly an average of six per annum of the former
the letter N, but,

and four and a half of the latter.^
Valladolid had the most extensive

territory of all the tribunals,

but it comprised the northern provinces, where the New Christians
were comparatively few. It was not organized for work until
1488, making its first arrest on September 29th of that year, and
holding its first auto on June 19, 1489, when, after nine months'
work on new ground, there were but eighteen relaxations in person

and four in effigy. The next auto recorded did not occur until
January 5, 1492, when the relaxations in person numbered thirtytwo and in effigy two.^ This, while sufficiently cruel, indicates
that the victims in the northern provinces bore but a small pro-

portion to those in the southern.

At the other extremity of Spain was the little tribunal of Mawhich acquired a sudden and sinister reputation by the
occurrences of 1678 and 1691. It started in 1488 and for some
jorca,

years was fairly active, lapsing in time into virtual torpor, as far
as persecution was cohcerned, so that, including its autos of 1678

and 1091, the whole aggregate

'
'
'

of

its

work

for over

Carbonell dc Gcstis Ha-ret. (Col. do Doc. de la C. do .Vrapon,

two centuries

XXVIT. XXVITI).

Archivo hi.st. nacional, Inq. dc Valencia, T>op;. OS, 30().
Cronicon dc Valladolid (Col. dc Doc. iiu'd., XIII. 176-9, 1S7).
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amounted

to

139 relaxations

reconciliations, in addition to
in
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in person, 482 in effigy and 637
338 reconciled under Edicts of Grace

1488 and 1491.'

In the later periods there are records which enable us to reach
a fairly accurate computation of the activity of some at least of
A few of these I have had the opportunity of conthe tribunals.
sulting

and the researches

of future students will doubtless in time

compile tolerably complete

for the second

statistics

centuries of the Inquisition, after the

and third

Suprema had compelled

the

tribunals to render periodical reports.

We

have those

plete, for the

of Toledo,

auto of 1595

commencement

is

from 1575 to 1610, not wholly comomitted, and the MS. breaks off at the

of that of 1610.

most important tribunal in Spain,

Toledo, at the time, was the
it included Madrid, yet during

for

amount to only eleven in
allowing for the omissions,

these thirty-five years the relaxations

person and fifteen in

effigy, so that,

may have

been one in person every three years and one in
every two years, while the various penances number in all
nine hundred and four.^ Small as are these results they continued
there

effigy

For the same tribunal we have a record extending
1794 and, during this century and a half, there were
only eight relaxations in person and sixty-three in effigy, the latest
execution occurring in 1738. This gives us an average of one of the
former every eighteen years and one of the latter every two years
and a quarter. In addition, there were a thousand and ninetyfour penanced in various ways.^ It is true that, about 1650, a
separate tribunal was erected in Madrid, but a list of relaxations
there, from its foundation up to 1754, when relaxation had virtually become obsolete, gives us only an aggregate of nineteen
in person and sixteen in. effigy, or one in every five years of the
former and in six years of the latter.^ During the height of the
renewed persecution of Judaizers in the eighteenth century, in
the whole of the sixty-four autos celebrated throughout Spain
from 1721 to 1727, the total number of relaxations was seventyseven in person and seventy-four in effigy, making an average
of about eleven a year of each class
a grim record enough, but
to diminish.

from 1648

to

—

'

2

'
*

Archive dc Simancas, Inq., Lib. 595.
MSS. of Library of Univ. of Halle, Yc, 20, T.
Archivo hist, nacional, Inq. de Toledo, Leg.
Archivo do Simancas, Inq., Lib. 1020.

I.
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vastly less than has been popularly accepted/ Nor must it be
forgotten that, in the vast majority of cases, the victim was mcrci-

1

Royal Library

of Berlin, Qt. 9548.

discrepancy between the facts as stated above and the reckless
computations of Llorcnte, which have been so largely accepted, it may not be
amiss to compare the facts with the corresponding figures resulting from his

To

illustrate the

system of calculation, for the tribunals and periods named:
Records.

1483-1501. Relaxed in person

Toledo,

Relaxed in

effigy

.

Imprisoned, about

Do.

15

120

904

1,396

8
63
1094
124

297
129

.

1488-98.

.

.

1485-1592.

.

Tried

.

.

.

.

Relaxed in person
Relaxed in effigy
Penanced
Majorca, 1488-1691. Relaxed in person
Relaxed in effigy
Penanced
All tribunals, 1721-27. Relaxed in person
Relaxed in effigy
Penanced

Valladolid,

6,200

Relaxed in effigy
Penanced
Relaxed in person
Relaxed in effigy
Penanced
Relaxed in person
Relaxed in effigy
Penanced
Relaxed in person
Relaxed in effigy
Imprisoned
Reconciled under edictss
Relaxed in person
Relaxed in effigy
.

Valencia,

•i33

5200

Saragossa, 1485-1502.

Barcelona,

666

600
2001

Reconciled under edictss
1575-1610. Relaxed in person

1648-1794.

Do.

Llorente.

297

be seen

how

252

11

1,188

304

.

entirely fallacious

to 1746.

7,004

432
316
5,122

i"

643
479
3104

1,538

869
16,677 penanced.

6

424
312

50

.

up

584
392

32
458
23
430
116)

1485-92.

It will thus

J

9

3,884

139

1,778

482
975
77

17,861

978

74

238
119

811

1,428

was the guess-work on which Llo-

rente based his system.

An

even more conclusive comparison

Canaries.

is

After 1524, Llorcnte includes

multiplies the

number

responsible, from

first

furnished
it

among

by the

little

tribunal of the

the tribunals by which he

of yearly victims assigned to each.

He

to last, for 1118 relaxations in person

thus makes

and 574

it

in effigy.

Millares (Historia de la Inquisicion en las Islas Canarias, III, 164-8) has printed

the

official list of

amount
number

in all to

the qitcmados during the whole career of the tribunal, and they
eleven burnt

of the latter

is

in

person and a hundred and seven in

accounted for by the fact that, to render

its

effigy.

The

autos intcR'st-
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fully strangled before the fire was set.
"\Vc have seen how very
small was the proportion of inipenitents who persevered to the

and refused

last

The material
even a guess

to earn the garrote
at

hand as

yet

is

at the ghastly total.

by professing conversion.

evidently insufficient to justify
Yet, after

all, it is

not a matter

much moment, as seems to have been imagined, to determine
how many human beings the Incpiisition consigned to the stake,
how many bones it exhumed, how many effigies it burnt, how
many penitents it threw into prison or sent to the galleys, how many
of as

confiscations cast penniless on the world.
The story
enough without reducing it to figures. Its awful significance lies in the fact that men were found who conscientiously

orphans

its

terrible

is

did

this, to

the utmost of their ability, in the

name

of the gospel

and of Him who came to teach the brotherhood of man.
It is enough to know that the inquisitors used their utmost efforts
to stamp out what they deemed heresy, and the tale of their victims is not the gauge of their cruelty but of the number of heretics
whom they could discover. Save when pride or cupidity or
ambition may have been the impelling motive, the men are not
to be blamed, but the teaching which gave them such a conception
of the duty so relentlessly performed, and framed a system of
procedure which shrouded their acts in darkness and deprived
the accused of his legitimate means of defence.
The good Cura
de los Palacios was evidently a kindly natured man, but he declares that the fires lighted l)y the Inquisition shall burn to the
very heart of the wood, until all Judaizcrs are slain and not one
remains, even to their children if infected with the same leprosy,^
In the hurried work of the early period there was no effort
made to induce the conversion that would save the accused from
the stake, but, in later times, the persistent labor bestowed on
the condemned, during the three days prior to the auto, is evidence
that the tribunals did not act through thirst of blood and that
they were sincerely desirous to save both the body and soul of
of peace

Moorish and negro slaves
baptism and who thus were constructively relapsed.
Dr. Schiifer (Beitriige, I, 157), after an exhaustive examination of the accessible
records, has collected references to 2100 persons tried for Protestantism during
Protestants were punished with special
the second half of the sixteenth centurj'.
severity, but in these cases the total of relaxations in person was about 220 and
in effigy about 120, and all these, as we have seen, were largely foreigners.
Benidldez, Hist, de los Reyes Catolicos, cap. xliv.

ing,

it

was often

who escaped

'

in the habit of prosecuting in absentia

to Africa after
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spirit that torture

was sometimes piously

administered in order to confirm the sufferer in the faith. Still,
at times, there was doubtless a certain pride in affording to the
populace the spectacle of a relaxation and thus demonstrating
the authority of the Holy Office.
That the public should relish

was natural, both from the
inherent attraction which the sight of suffering has for a certain

the entertainment thus provided

minds, and from the assiduous teaching that heresy was
and that the slaying of a heretic was an acceptable offering to God. The Inquisitor Lorenzo Flores relates that,
at the great Valladolid auto of 1609, where there were seventy
penitents, many of them reconciled or sentenced to abjuration
de vehemenii, the people murmured because the one condemned to
relaxation had professed conversion in time and had thus escaped
the stake, and there were many complaints that the auto was not
worth the expense of coming to see. He adds that, at Toledo,
where there was no one relaxed, the people declared that the auto
class of

to be exterminated

was a

failure.^

There is something terrible in the fierce exultation which fanaticism experienced in the agonies of the misbeliever. Padre Garau,
in his account of the Mallorquin auto of May 6, 1691, gloats with
an exuberance, which he knew would be shared by his readers, on
the agonies of the three impenitents who were burnt alive.
As
the flames reached them they struggled desperately to free themselves from the iron ring which clasped them to the stake.
Rafael
Benito Terongi succeeded in releasing himself but to no purpose,
His sister CathaHna, who had
for he fell sideways into the fire.
boasted that she would cast herself into the flames, when they
began to lick her, shrieked to be set free. Rafael Vails, who had
professed stoical insensibility, stood motionless as a statue so
long as only the

smoke reached him,

Init,

when

the flames attacked

him, he bent and twisted and writhed till he could no more; he
was as fat as a sucking-pig and burnt internally, so that, after the
flames left him, he continued burning like a hot coal and, bursting
open, his entrails fell out like those of Judas. Thus burning alive
they died, to burn forever in hell." Such were the lessons which
'

Archive) dc Siiiumcas, Inq., Lib. 979,

fol.

10.

Ganiu, La Fee triunfantc, pp. 8G, 91.
It should not be forgotten that it was only in 1790 that in England tlu- burning
of women for high and petty treason was commuted to drawing and hanging by
30 Geo. Ill, cap. 48 (Statutes at Large, XVI, 57).
*
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the Church incidcatcd and such was the training whicli
to Spain, so that the auto de fe

came

it

gave

be regarded as a spectacular religious entertainment on the occasion of a royal visit, or in
honor of the marriage of i)rinces. Incidental to this was the cruel
to

by the display of sanbenitos
churches, which Philip II rightly reckoned as the severest of
inflictions.
It intensified the terror inspired by the tribunal
which, with a word, could consign a wliolc lineage to infamy. It
perj^etuation of ancestral disgrace

in

-

kept alive and vigorous the horror of heresy and was aggravated
by the statutes of Limpicza.
I hesitate to

terrible

impugn the motives of those who were active in these

"triumphs

of the faith," as they

were fondly termed and,

as stated above, the efforts to induce conversion

was no absolute

thirst of blood, yet

it is

show

that there

impossible, in reviewing

how powerful an
adjunct to fanaticism was the profitableness of persecution. Had
the Holy Office been a source of expense instead of income, we
may reasonably doubt whether the ardor of Ferdinand and Isathe career of the Inquisition, not to recognize

bella would have sufficed for its introduction, and it certainly
would have had but a comparatively short and inactive career.
We have seen how closely Ferdinand watched its expenditures and
endeavored to keep down its cost, while enjoying the results of
its productiveness, and how grudgingly the crown ministered to
its necessities when aid was unavoidable.
AVe have seen moreover

how
how

eagerly the Inriuisition

itself

grasped at

all

sources of gain,

was stimulated to convict its victims by the prospect of
their confiscations, and how fines and penances were scaled, not
by the guilt of the culprits but by its necessities; how jealously
it guarded its receipts, and how little it recked of deception and
mendacity when there was attempt to investigate its finances.
After all is said, the Inquisition was an institution with a double
duty the destruction of heresy and the raising of money to encompass that destruction and there are not wanting indications that
it

—

—

the latter tended to supersede, or at least to obscure, the former.

We may well question the purity of zeal which provided punishments and disabilities for heresy and at the same time chaffered
over the market price of commutations and dispensations through
which those penalties could be evaded. Not only confiscation
but pecuniary penance and fines were a source of revenue provocative of continual abuse, and the rage for Limpieza provided
abundant opportunities for extortion. The filthy odor of gain
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pervades

the active period of the Inquisition, and

its comparaperhaps be attributed
to the absence of wealthy heretics as to the diminishing

all

tive inactivity during its later career

as

much

[Book IX

may

spirit of intolerance.

Various ingenious theories have been framed to relieve the
Inquisition of responsibility for the remarkable eclipse of Spanish
intellectual progress after the sixteenth century.^

It

is

one of

the interesting problems in the history of literature that Spain,
brilliant achievements throughout the Reformation period
promised to make her as dominant in the world of letters as in
military and naval enterprise, should, within the space of a couple
of generations, have become the most uncultured land in Christendom, without a public to encourage learning and genius, and
without learning and genius to stimulate a public. For this
there nmst have been a cause and no other adequate one than
the Inquisition has been discovered to account for this occultation.
Indeed, but for the effort to argue it away, it would seem superfluous to insist that a system of severe repression of thought, by
all the instrumentalities of Inquisition and State, is an ample
explanation of the decadence of Spanish learning and literature,
especially when coupled with the obstacles thrown around printing

whose

and publication by their combined censorship. The tribulations
Leon and Francisco Sanchez illustrate the dangers to
which independent thinkers were exposed; the great printinghouse of Portonares was ruined by the exigencies of the Inquisiof Luis de

tion in the matter of the Vatable Bible.

All a 'priori considerations

on the censorship of thought, whether printed
or expressed verbally in what were known as "propositions,"
and the burden of proof is thrown upon those who deny it. Their
reliance is on the fact that Isabella stinuilated the development of
Spanish culture and, at the same time, established the Inquisition,
which thus was in existence for more than a century before the
decadence became marked. This is quite easily explicable. The
Inquisition was founded to extirpate Jewish and Moorish apostasy;
in this it long had ample work without developing its evil capacity
cast the responsibility

in the direction of censorship,

'

Juan dc Valcra, Del

Infliijo

Mcn^'iidfz y Pclayo, II, 707.

—Ortf

Cappa, La Inquisicion cspanola,

save in such a sporadic instance as

de

la

In(|uisici()ii

(Disortacionos, p. 108).

y Lara, La luquisicion,

p. 146.

p. 270.

V. Kicardo
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Diego Deza's prosecution,

in 1504, of the
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foremost scholar of his

time, Eh'o Antonio do Nebrija, for venturing to correct the errors
of the Vulgate for the

Xinienez

him

to

who

resume

protected

Complutensian Polyglot, in the service of

him and, when

his labors/

inquisitor-general, allowed

AVith the advent of Lutheranism there

commenced the search for errors; crude Indexes of
condemned books were compiled, reading and investigation became restricted; the pragnuitica of 1559 forbade education at
foreign seats of learning and an elaborate system was gradually

gradually

organized for protecting Spain from intellectual intercoiu'se with
otlier lands, while at home every phrase that could be construed
For awhile the men
in an objectionable sense was condemned.

whose training had been free from these trammels persisted, in
spite of persecution more or less severe, but they gradually died
out and had no successors. In 1601 Mariana explained that he
translated his History from the original Latin })ecaiise there were
few who understood that language; such learning brought neither
honor nor profit and he feared the unskilf ulness of those who threatened to undertake the task.^ It is true, however, that Latin was
widely studied as essential to gahiing place in Cliurch or State,
but to the neglect of everything else. Fray Peilalosa y Mondragon, in 1629, while boasting of the thirty-two universities and
four thousand Latin schools and of Spanish pre-eminence in the
supreme science of theology, for which there were infinite rewards,

admits that there were none for the other sciences and arts, which
were not regarded with favor or estimated as formerly.^ The
intellectual energy of the nation, diverted from more serious
channels, continued through another period to exhibit itself in
the lighter fields of literature, where the

names

of Cervantes,

Lope

de Vega, Tirso de Molina, Calderon de la Barca, Quevedo de Villegas and others show of what Spanish intellect was still capable
Even these however passed away and
if it were allowed free play.
had no successors in the growing intellectual torpor created by
obscurantist censorship, and a dreary blank followed which even
the stimulation attempted

To produce and
intellectuality,

'

'
^

])y

Philip

V

could not relieve.

by repressing all dangerous
Spain was carefully kept out of the current of
preserve this torpor,

Estudio del Maestre Nebrija, pp. 53-7, 97 (Madrid, 1879).
Historfa de Espana, Prologo.
Las Cinco Exccleucias del Espanol, fol. 49, 52 (Pamplona, 1629).
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In other lands the debates of the Reforprogress.
mation forced Catholics as well as Protestants to investigations
and speculations shocking to Spanish conservatism. The human
mind was enabled to cast off the shackles of the Dark Ages, and
Avas led to investigate the laws of nature and the relations of man
From all this bustling intellectual
to the universe and to God.
movement Spain was carefully secluded. Short-sighted opportunism, seeing tlie turmoil which agitated France and England
and Germany, might bless the institution which preserved the
Peninsula in peaceful stagnation, but the price paid for torpidity
was fearfully extravagant, for Spain became an intellectual

European

nonentity.

Even

the great theologians and mystics disappeared

which they had made

their own, and were succeeded
by a race of prol^abilistic casuists, who sought only to promote
and to justify self-indulgence. How intellectual progress fared
under these influences may be estimated by a single instance.
When, in England, Halley was investigating the periodicity of

from the

field

the comet which bears his name, in Spain learned professors of
the universities of Salamanca and Saragossa were publishing
reassure the frightened people, by proving tliat the
dreadful portent boded evil only to the wicked to the Turk and
the heretic.^
The perfect success of the Inquisition in its work is
manifested in the contrast between the eighteenth and the early

tracts to

—

by the statement of Juan Antonio
Mayans y Siscar, that a cartload of the precious ]\ISS. bestowed
by Ximenes on his University of Alcala was sold to the fire-works
maker Torrecilla, for a display in honor of PhilipV, and that several
other similar collections had shared the same fate.^ Even after
half a century of Bourbon effort to revitalize the dormant intellect
of Spain, Father Riibago, the royal confessor, grudged the money
spent on historiographers and academies; it was a pure gift, he
sixteenth century, as illustrated

says, for

it

yields

lectual stupor

no

fruits.^

was slow,

for

In

fact, the

awakening from

Dom Clemencin

tells

intel-

us that there

was

Spain at the conmiencement of the nineteenth
century than there had been in the fifteenth under Isabella.*

less printing in

*

See tracts h\ Laurean P6rez of Salamanca and Geronimo L6pez of Saragossa

in Bodleian Library, A, Subt. 16.
*
'
*

Revista crftica de Historia y Literatura, T. VI, p. G.
Ochoa, Epistolario espafiol, II, 182.
Elogio dc la Kcina Catolica Dona Isabel, p. 51 (Madrid, 1S21.)
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It is impossible not to conclude that the Inquisition paralyzed both
the intellectual and the economic development of Spain and it is

scarce reasonable for Valera to complain that,

aroused from its mental marasmus,
not to revive a native culture/

That science and

art

and

was

when Spain was

to receive a foreign

and

be submerged
even more to be deplored were

literature should thus

w^as a national misfortune, but

the indirect consequences.

it

Material progress

became impossible,

industry languished, and the inability to meet foreign competition
assisted the mistaken internal policy of the government in pro-

longing and intensifying the poverty of the people.

Nor was

sprung from keeping the mind of
the nation in leading-strings, from repressing thought and from
excluding foreign ideas, for the people were thus rendered absolutely unfitted to meet the inevitable change that came with the
Revolution. To this, in large measure, may be attributed the
sufferings through which Spain has passed in the transition from
this the chief of the evils that

absolutism to modern conditions.

We have thus followed the career of the Spanish Inquisition
from its foundation to its suppression; we have examined its
methods and its acts and have sought to appraise its influence and
The
its share in the misfortunes which overwhelmed the nation.
conclusion can scarce be avoided that its work was almost wholly
evil and that, through its reflex action, the persecutors suffered
along with the persecuted. Yet who can blame Isabella or Torquemada or the Hapsburg princes for their share in originating
and maintaining this disastrous instrument of wrong? The
Church had taught for centuries that imj)licit acceptance of its
dogmas and blind obedience to its commands were the only
avenues to salvation; that heresy was treason to God, its extermination the highest service to God and the highest duty to man.
This grew to be the universal belief and, when Protestant sects
framed their several confessions, each one was so supremely confident of possessing the secret of the Divine Being and his dealings
with his creatures that

all

shared the zeal to serve

same cruel fashion.
The Spanish Inquisition was only a more

perfect

Iiiilujo

de

in the

and a more

ing institution than the others w^ere able to fashion

Del

God

— as

la Inquisicion (Disertaciones, pp. 108, 121).

last-

regards
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u-itchcraft, indeed, a more humane and rational one, for no one can
appreciate the service which in this matter it rendered to Spain
who has not realized the horrors of the witchcraft trials in which

Europe rivalled each other. The spirit
was the same, and none are entitled to cast the first
stone, miless we except the humble and despised ^Moravian
Brethren and the disciples of George Fox. The faggots of ]\Iiguel

Catholic and Protestant

among

all

Servet bear witness to the stern resolve of Calvinism. Lutheranism has its roll-call of victims. Anglicanism, under Edward \1,

1550 undertook to organize an Inquisition on the Spanish
which burnt Joan of Kent for Arianism, and the writ
De hccretico comhurendo was not abolished until 1676.^ ^luch as
we may abhor and deplore this cruelty, we must acquit the actors
of moral responsibility, for they but acted in the conscientious
The
belief that they were servdng the Creator and his creatures.
real responsibility can be traced to distant ages, to St. Augustin
and St. Leo the Great and the fathers, who deduced, from the

in

pattern,

doctrine of exclusive salvation, that the obstinate dissident

is

to

be put to death, not only in pmiishment for his sin but to save the
This hideous teaching, crystaUized into
faithful from infection.
a practical system, came, in the course of centuries, to be an
essential feature of the religion

which

the love and charity inculcated

it

distorted so utterly

by the Founder.

from

To dispute

it

was a heresy subjecting the disputant to the penalties of heresy,
and not to enforce it was to misuse the powers entrusted by God
to rulers for the purpose of establishing his kingdom on earth.
In Spain, under peculiar conditions, this resolve to enforce unity
of belief, in the conviction that it was essential to human happiness
here and hereafter, led to the framing of a system of so-called
justice more iniquitous than has been evolved by the cruellest
despotism; which placed the lives, the fortunes and the honor,
not only of individuals but of their posterity, in the hands of those
who could conmiit wrong without responsibility; which tempted
human frailty to indulge its passions and its greed without restraint,
and which subjected the population to a bUnd and unreasoning
tyranny, against which the slightest murmur of complaint was
a crime.
The procedure which left the fate of the accused virtually in the hands of his judges was rendered doubly vicious by
Stn-po's Memorials, II, 214-15.
n.

33.— XXIX

Car. II,

c.

— Bumct's Reformation, Vol.

9 (Statutes at Large,

II, 390).

II, Collections,

CuAP.
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to

make

by

a parade of

—

was enveloped a secrecy which
perpetrators and enabling them
benignant righteousness. It was the crowning

the inviolable secrecy in 'uhich
invited injustice
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shielding

it

its

it thus afforded to the evil-minded
amplest opportunity of wrong-doing. History affords no
parallel to such a skilfully organized system, working relentlessly
through centuries.
The inquisitors were men, not demons or angels, and when
injustice and oppression were rife in the secular courts it would
be folly not to expect them in the impenetrable recesses of the
Holy Office. If we have occasionally met with instances of kindliness and genuine desire to do right, we have incidentally encounThat
tered the opposite too often for us to doubt its frequency.
the rulers of the Inquisition recognized the danger of this and
sought to diminish it by moral influences is evident from the
admirable prayer the utterance of which, by a carta acordada of
April 13, 1600, was ordered daily after mass at the opening of

iniquity of the Inquisition that

the

the morning session.

This implored the Holy Spirit to

fill

their

hearts and guide their judgements, so that they might not be misled

or favor, or be corrupted by gifts or acceptance of
persons; that their decisions might be in unison with His will, so

by ignorance

that in the end they might earn eternal reward

by

well-doing.^

Yet we might feel more confidence in the sincerity of this attempt
to curb by moral influence the evil tendencies fostered by the
system if there had been stern repression and punishment of
official wrong-doing, instead of the habitual mercy which served
as an encouragement.
After
is

all,

the great lesson taught

that the attempt of

upon

man to
he may

by the

history of the Inquisition

control the conscience of his fellows

misery but, in due time, that
misery recoils on him or on his descendants and the full penalty
Never has the attempt been made so
is exacted with interest.
thoroughly, so continuously or with such means of success as in
Spain, and never has the consequent retribution been so palpable
and so severe. The sins of the fathers have been visited on the
children and the end is not yet.
A corollary to this is that the
unity of faith, which was the ideal of statesman and churchman
reacts

liimself

;

inflict

alike in the sixteenth century, is fatal to the healthful spirit of

' Archive de Simancas, Inq., Lib.
942,
hagen, 21Sb, p. 200. See Appendix.

—

fol.

53.

— MSS. of Royal Library of Copen-
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competition through which progress, moral and material, is fosImprovement was impossible so long as the Holy See held
tered.

a monopoly of salvation and, however deplorable were the hatred
and strife developed by the rivalry which followed the Reformation, it yet was of inestimable benefit in raising the moral
standards of both sides, in breaking down the stubbornness of
conservatism and in rendering development possible. Terrible
as were the wars of religion which followed the Lutheran revolt,
yet were they better than the stagnation preserved in Spain through
So long as human nature remains
the efforts of the Inquisition.

what

it

is,

so long as the average

man

requires stimulation from

without as well as from within, so long as progress is the reward
only of earnest endeavor, we must recognize that rivalry is the
condition precedent of advancement and that competition in good
works is the most beneficent sphere of human activity.

APPENDIX.

Abjuration of Joseph Fernandez de Toro, Bishop of Oviedo.
(Bulario dc la Orden de Santiago, Libro V,

fol.

150).

(See p. 75).

Ego Joseph Fernandez de Toro, olim episcopiis Ovetensis, coram
Sanctissimo in Christo Patre et Domino nostro Domino Clemente
Divina Providentia papa undecimo humiliter genuflexus vobis E™'^
et R""^

DD.

cardinalibus contra haereticam pravitatem Generalibus

sacrosancta Dei Evangelia coram me
fieri posse extra illam
fidem quam tenet, credit, profitetur ac docet Sancta Catholica et
Apostolica Romana Ecclesia contra quam fateor et doleo me graviter
Inquisitoribus

posita

ei assistentibiis,

manibus tangens,

sciens

ncminem salvum

errasse quia tenui et docui respective errores et hacrescs form ales ac

dogmata contra vcritatem ejusdem S. Ecclesioe, et pra^cipue quia tenui
et crcdidi quod non peccaverim nee peccare feccrim ex speciali Providentia Dei in quibusdam actibus turpibus a me habitis cum focminis.
concussiones et corporis tremores cum poUutione sequuta attribuendi essent opcrationi Da?monis ideoque aljsquc peccato essent. Quod
actus extcriorcs amplcxuum, osculorum aliarumque operationum
inhonestarum essent supernaturales in causa, adeoque a Deo et a Jesu
procederent.
Quod pradicta oscula et amplcxus essent immunes
a motu libidinis et essent motiva maximae humiliationis ex supposita
unione cum Deo. Quod facta turpia cum fccmina complici procederent
ex redundantia amoris erga Jcsum adeoque a parte infcriore procederent et ex motu ipsius Jesu impellerentur. Quod stante supposita tam
mea quam foeminse complicis unione cum Deo, posset utriusque status
componi una simul cum exterioribus actibus peccaminosis omncsque
impulsus quos in eandam focminam hal^ebam, Dei et Jesu essent
impulsus.
Quod pessima doctrina a me insinuata Dei esset doctrina.
Quod a Deo haberem donum discretionis, spirituum impulsus et illustrationes ad agnoscendum spiritualem animae statum, ipsaque spirituum discretio ac doctrinarum cognitio, esset lux mihi a Deo infusa,

Quod

(
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)
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essem super omncs illustratiis, ideoque cssem omnibus superior. Quod
facta tiu'pia a mc habita cum focmina complici essent excrcitium et
martyrium a Deo missum ad utriusque humiliationem ct purificationem.
Quod deosculando et amplectendo foeminam complicem in mc adesset
Jesus ipseque Jesus mediante me ita ageret et loqueretur.
Quod
stante dicta supposita unione cum Deo ab ipso motse essent potentiae
mepp, memoria, intellcctus et voluntas, ipseque Deus esset mens intellectus, memoria, voluntas et spiritus idque esset idem, ac tres distinctae
personam, una Majestas et unus Deus, et alias credidi propositiones et
dogmata mihi in processu contestata; quie quidem propositiones tan-

quam

tcmerariffi, erroncpc, scandalosse,

Christians disciplinse relaxa-

male sonantes, pcriculosse, prasumptuosffi, crrori proximo, abusiverborum Sacra) Scripturse, injuriosa) in Sanctos, insana?, sacrilegse,

tivffi,

vse

hseresim sapientes,

cle ha^resi suspectaj, impise, blasphemse, coincidentes
propositionibus Molinos et harcticse respective censurata) et qualificatffi fuerunt.
Nunc de pradictis crroribus et hsresibus dolens, certus

cum

de vcritate

fidci Catholica?,

cordc sincero ac fide non ficta abjuro, de-

anathematizo et respective retracto omnes supradictos
errores et hsereses, quos et quas tenui et credidi, et promitto ac juro me
nunc toto corde absque ulla ha'sitatione credere et in futurum firmiter
crediturum quicquid tenet, credit, prajdicat, profitetur ac docet eadem
S. Catholica Ecclesia, et abjuro, detcstor, maledico et anathematizo non
solum supradictos errores et hareses verumetiam generaliter omnem
alium errorem dictse sanctse Ecclesia) contrarium, omnemque aliam
ha)rcsim et promitto et juro me nequc corde ncque voce neque scripto
unquam recessurum quacunque occasione sive prajtextu a sancta fide
Catholica nee crediturum vel edocturum aliquem errorem eidem contrarium seu aliquam ha^resim. Promitto etiam me integre adimpleturum
omncs et singulas pocnitentias mihi a Sanctitate vestra impositas sive
imponendas et si unquam alicui ex dictis meis promissionibus et juramentis (quod Deus avertat) contravenero me subjicio onmibus po^nis
a sacris canonibus aliisque constitutionibus generalibus et particularibus
contra hujusmodi delinquentes inflictis et promulgatis. Sic me Deus
adjuvet et illius sancta Evangelia qua) propriis manibus tango. Ego
Joscj^h Fernandez de Toro supradictus abjuravi, juravi, promisi et me
obligavi ut supra et in fidem veritatis pra)sentem schedulam meae
abjurationis propria mea manu subscripsi eamque recitavi de verbo
ad verbum. Roma), in palatio Quirinali hac die, 17 Julii, 1719.
Egf) Joseph Fernandez de Toro Episcopus abjuravi ut supra manu
testor, malcdico,

propria.
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II.

Abstract of the Case of Catalina Matheo in

1591.

(Relacioii dc las caiisas dcspachadas en

en

cl auto de la fee que sc colcbro
dc Toledo, Domingo de la SS'"^ Trinidad,
nueve dias dc Junio, 1591 aiios. Konigl. Universitiits Bibliothck of Halle, Yc, 20, T. I.).

la Inquisicion

—

(See p. 224).

Catalina Matheo, viuda, vezina del Cazar, de edad de cinquenta
anos fue presa por el vicario dc Alcala con diez y seis testigos de que
en la dicha villa de quatro anos a esta parte abian muerto quatro o
cinco criaturas de muertes violcntas que era imposible avcrlas hecho
sino bruxas, y de que la dicha Catalina Matheo y Olalla Sobrina y
Joana Yzquierda cran tcnidas por talcs publicas, y spccialniente la
dicha Matheo. Hizole proceso y diole tormento y en el la dicha Catalina Matheo dixo que era bcrdad, que podria aber quatro o cinco aiios
que Olalla Sobrina la abia dicho si queria ser bruxa, ofreciendole que
el Demonio tcndria con ella aceso torpc y que era bucn officio.
Y
que una nochc por medio de la dicha Joana Yzquicrda la abia llamado
a su casa adonde estando todas trcs abia entrado el demonio en figura
de cabron, y hablando aparte primcro con las dichas Olalla y Joana las
abia abrayado y despues a la dicha Matheo, porquc cllas le abian dicho
que tambien ella queria ser bruxa, y que el dicho Demonio le abia
pedido alguna cosa dc su cuerpo, y ella le abia ofrccido una una de un
dedo del medio de la mano dcrecha, y que por regozijo del concierto
abian bailado con cl dicho cabron y el so abia echado carnalmcnte con
todas trcs en prescncia de todas. Y que aquclla noche la dicha Olalla
la abia untado las coiunturas dc los dedos de pics y manos y en compania del dicho cabron abian ydo a una casa y llebando unas brosas
en una tcja abian entrado por una ventana a las doze de la noche y
echando sueno a los padres con unas dormideras y otras yerl)as puestas
dcbaxo de la almohada, les abian sacado una nina dc la cama y aprctandola por las areas la abian ahogado, y encendido hunbre con lo que
Uebaban, y la qucmaron las partes traseras, y quebrantando los bra^os,
y que al ruido abian despcrtado los dichos padres, y cllas se abian
buelto con cl dicho cabron por cl ayre a casa de la dicha Olalla, adonde
se abian bestido y ydo cada una a su casa, y que a la yda y Ijuelta yban
por el ayre desnudas. y diziendo de viga ( ?) con la yra de Sancta Maria.
Y que de alii a pocos dias el dicho cabron abia ydo una noche a casa de
la dicha Matheo y hallandola acostada la al)ia for^ado y tcnido cuenta
carnal con ella, diziendo en csto algunas particularidadcs y lo mesmo
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abia tenido otras diez o doze noches, y en los dichos qiiatro anos otras
vezes a menudo, y lo mesmo abia hecho en las carcelcs del dicho vicario.
Y que a cabo do algunos pocos dias en casa do la dicha Olalla le abia dado
un cuchillo y con el se abia cortado la una que le abia mandado y se la
otras noches untandose en casa de la dicha Olalla y
abia entregado.
en compafiia de lo dicho cabron abian ydo a otra casa y ahogado un nino
y arrancadole sus berguenzas, y despues a otras dos casas en diferentes

Y

noches y ahogado otras dos criaturas. Y que una sola vcz aljia inbocado
Y pasaal demonio diziendole Demonio ven a mi llamado y mandado.
das las oras del derecho se ratifico en la dicha confesion, y el dicho
vicario higo acareacion de la dicha Catalina Matheo con la dicha Olalla
y en su presencia la dicha Matheo le dixo todo lo arriba dicho, afirmandose en ello, y la otra negandolo. Y en este estado remitio a la dicha
Matheo a este 8*^° Off° al qual aviendo sido trayda presa en la primera
audiencia que con ella se ttibo dixo que pedia misericordia del grave
pecado que havia hecho en lebantarse a si y las dichas Olalla y Yzquierda lo que dellas avia dicho y de si confessado ante el dicho vicario lo
qual avia dicho por miedo del tormento. Y abiendose examinados
diez y seis testigos en el Cazar consto ser verdad que los dichos niiios
abian sido muertos y se hallaron de la misma manera y forma muertos

Y

avienla sobredicha Matheo lo abia confessado.
dosc substanciado su proccsso fue puesta a question de tormento, y
abiendose proHunciado la sentencia y abaxadola a la camara para
executarse antes de desnudarse abiendo sido amonestada dixo ser

y maltratados que

berdad todo lo que abia dicho antel vicario de Alcala, y en efecto lo
refirio en substancia, aunque en algunas circonstancias mudo alguna
cossa, asegurando mucho ser berdad ansi en la manera del confesar
como del jurarlo, y pasadas las oras del derecho se ratifico en sus confesiones, y en otras audiencias que con ella se tubieron despues dixo
lo mesmo, negando saber de que fuesen hcchos los dichos inguentos
ni aber tenido otro pacto tacito ni expresso con el Demonio mas de
que abia dicho, y dixo las causas que abia tenido do bengarse de los
padres en la muerte de sus hijos que son las mesmas que los padres
tcstificaron, por donde sospechaban que ellas se los obiesen muerto.
Y subtcnciose su causa y votose auto con corona, levi, do9iento agotes
y rcclusa por el tiempo que parcciere.
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III.

Letter of the Suprema on the Tumult of May

2, 1808.

(Arcliivo liistorico nacional, Inquisicion dc Valencia, Cartas del Consejo,

Lcgajo

17,

No.

3, fol. 31).

(Seep. 401).

que se han experimentado en esta Cortc el dia
alboroto escandaloso del bajo Pueblo contra las
tropas del Emperador dc los Franceses hacen necesaria la vi<iilancia
Las

fatales resultas

2 del corriente por

el

mas

activa y esnierada de todas las autoridades y cuerpos respetables
dc la Nacion para evitar que se repitan iguales cxccsos y mantencr en
todos los pueblos la tranquilidad y sosiego que exige su propio interes
no menos que la hospitalidad y atcncion debida a los oficiales y soldados
de una nacion aniiga que a ninguno ofcnden y han dado liasta ahora
las mayores pruebas de buen ordcn y disciplina, castigando con rigor
d los que se propasan 6 maltratan c4 los Espanoles en su persona 6
bienes.
Es bien presumible que la malevolencia 6 la ignorancia haian
seducido a los incautos y sencillos para empefiarles en el desorden
revolucionario so color de patriotismo y amor al Soberano, y corresponde por lo mismo d la ilustracion y zelo de los entendidos el desimpresionarles de un error tan prejudicial, haciendoles conoeer que
seme j antes movimientos tumultuarios lejos de producir los efectos
propios del amor y lealtad bien dirigidos, solo sirven para poner la
Patria en convulsion, rompiendo los vinculos dc svibordinacion en que
esta afianzada la salud de los Pueblos, apagando los sentimicntos de
humanidad y destruyendo la confianza que se debe tener en el Gobierno,
que es el unico a quien toca dirigir y dar impulso con uniformidad y
con provecho al valor y a los esfuerzos del patriotismo. Estas verdades
de tanta importancia ninguno puede persuadirlas mejor que los Ministros de la Religion de Jesu Cristo, que toda respira paz y fraternidad
entre los hombres igualmente que sumision, respeto y obediencia d
las autoridades y como los individuos y Depcndientes del Santo Oficio
deban ser y han sido siemprc los primeros en dar cxemplo de Ministros
de paz y que procuran la paz, hemos creydo, Seiiores, conveniente y
;

muy

propio de la obligacion de nuestro Ministerio el dirigiros la presente carta para que enterados de su contcxto y penetrados de la urgcnte
necesidad de concurrir unanimemente d, la conservacion de la tranquilidad publica la hagais entendcr a los subalternos de ese Tribunal

y d los Comisarios y Familiares del Distrito, a fin de que todos y cada
uno contribuir {sic) por su parte con quanto zelo, actividad y prudencia
les fuere posible d tan interesante objeto.
Tendreislo entendido, y
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del recibo de esta dareis el correspondiente aviso.

Dios os guarde.

Madrid 6 de Maio de 1808.— Dr. D. Gab' Nevia y Noriega.— D. Raimundo Eltenhard y Salinas. Fr. Man' de San Joseph, Rubricado.
Recibida en 9 de Mayo de 1808. SS. Bertran, Laso, Acedo, Encina.
Executese como S. A. lo manda. Rubrica. Valencia.
Certifico el infrascrito Secretario del Secreto del Santo Oficio de la
Inquisicion de Valencia que en el dia once del mes de Mayo del ano
mil ochociento y ocho, estando en su audiencia de la manana los S""®^
Inquisidores Dr. D. Mathias Bertran, Licen*^"' D. Nicolas Rodriguez
Laso, Dr. D. Pablo Acedo Rico y Dr. D. Fran'=° de la Encina, entraron
en ella los Ministros, Calificadores, Titulados, Notaries y Familiares
que viven en esta ciudad, a los cjuales, precedida convocacion para
este fin, se les leyo esta carta de los Scnorcs del Consejo de S. M. de la
Santa y General Inquisicion y en seguida se les exorto por el Senor
Inquisidor Decano d su mas exacto cumplimiento. Y para que lo
susodicho conste doy la presente Certificacion que firmo en la Camara
del Secreto de la Inquisicion de Valencia, en el dia 11 del mes de Mayo
de 1808. D. Man' Fuster y Bertran, Secretario. Rubricado.

—

—

—

—

IV.

Decree of Fernando VII, September 9, 1814, Restoring the
Property of the Inquisition.
(Archivo de Simancas, Inquisicion, Libro 559).
(See p. 427).

—

Por Real decreto de veintiuno de Julio ultimo, se
Magcstad mandar restablecer en todos sus dominios el Santo
Oficio de la Inquisicion al pie y estado en que se hallaba el ano de mil
ochocientos ocho y que para la subsistencia y decoro de los Ministros
y tlenias cmpleados de sus triljunalcs se restituycsen toda clase de bienes
y efectos pcrtcnecientcs a su dotacion, como son frutos, cretlitos, reditos
de censos, vales y caudales que se hallan impuestos en la Caja de con-

Exc™° Senor:

sirvio S.

solidacion, asi

como

de. los rendimientos de las canongias perpetua-

mente anejas al Santo Officio afectas por Brebcs apostolicos.
Comunicado este Real decreto al supremo Consejo de Inquisicion
para su observancia consulto ti S. Magestad lo que en su razon tubo
por combenicnte al cabal cumplimiento de las piadosas Reales intenciones, manifcstando al propio tiempo los ruinosos y destruidos que
se hallaban los edificios destinados al tribunal del Santo Oficio, cstravio
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dc sus papolcs mas intcrcsantcs, ya dc causas do fo, ya de la Hacienda
Real fisco que fueron presa de los cxccutores dc los dccretos de
abolicion de los tribunales de Inquisicion.
Enterado S. Magestad de
todo y descoso de Uevar a debido efecto su citado Real Docrcto de
veinteimo dc Julio ha resuclto se pongan desde hiego sin demora ni
dctencion alguna A disposicion de los tcsoreros de los respcctivos
tribunales de Inquisicion todas las fincas y efectos de qualquicra clase
que sean pertinecientes al tribunal y que en este concepto hayan sido
secucstrados, confiscados, dctenidos 6 aplicados a lo que se llama
hacienda publica 6 Nacional, dcvolvicndo todos los titulos de propiedad
y legitimacion de creditos que hubieson rccebido y cortando la cuenta
el dia veinteuno de Julio del presente ano den razon de las personas
obligadas al pago de sus arrendamientos y obligaciones con expresion
de sus cantidados y procedoncias.
De orden del Roy lo comunico d V. E. para su inteligencia y puntual
eumplimiento, y d fin de que esta real rcsolucion la haga circular a
los Gobcrnaclores, Intcndentes, Directores del credito publico 6 sugetos
encargados de la Real recaudacion de intcrescs en los Pueblos de sus
Dios guarde a V. E. muchos anos. Madrid, 3 de Setiembre
distritos.
de 1814.
S' Virrey y Capitan General de etc.
del

V.

Decree of Suppression, March
(Miraflores,

Documentos a

historico-criticos, I, 93.

los

que

se

9,

1820.

hace referenda en

—Rodrigo, Historia Verdadera,

los

Apuntes

III, 494),

(See p. 436).

Considerando que es incompatible

la existencia del

Tribunal de la

Inquisicion con la constitucion de la Monarquia Espaflola promulgada

en Cadiz en 1812 y que por esta razon lo supriniicron las Cortes generales
y estraordinarias por decreto de 22 de Febrero de 1813, previa una
madura y larga discusion: oida la opinion de la Junta formada por
decreto de este dia, y conformandonie con su parecor, he venido en
mandar quo desde hoy quedc supriniido el reforido Tribunal on toda
la Monarcjuia y por consocuoncia ol Consojo dc la Suproma Incjuisicion,
poniendose inmediatamente en libortad a todos los presos que est^n
en sus carceles por opiniones politicas 6 reUgiosas, pasandosc d los
Rcvercndos Obispos las causas dc cstos ultimos en sus rcspectivas
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Diocesis para que las siistancien y determincn con arreglo en todo al
csprcsado dccreto de las Cortes estraordin arias. Tendreislo entcndido
y dispondreis lo conveniente d su cuniplimiento. Palacio, 9 de Marzo
de 1820. Esta nibricado. Al Secretario de Gracia y Justicia.

VI.

The Last Vote of the Supreme Council, February

10, 1820.

(Libro de Votos Secretos, Ai'chivo de Simancas, Inquisicion, Libro 890).
(See p. 437).

—

Toledo. Don Manuel de la Pena Palacios.
En el consejo d 10 de Febrero de 1820. Senorcs Hevia, Ettcnhard,
Hagan justicia como
Amarilla, Galarza, Martinez, Beramendi, Prado.

—

acordado.
Voto del Tribunal. En el Santo Oficio de Toledo en 29 dias del mes
de Enero de 1820, estando en la audiencia de su manana cl Senor
Inquisidor Doctor Don Jose Francisco Bordujo y Rivas (que asiste
lo tienen

Don Manuel de la Peiia Palacios,
Ontoba y actualmente de Torrejon
del Rey en este arzobispado por delitos de proposiciones y propagar
doctrinas peligrosas contrarias al sentir de la Iglesia: Dixo, Que su
solo)

haviendo visto esta causa contra

Presbitero Cura que fue del lugar de

voto y parecer es que a este reo a puerta cerrada en la sala de Audiencia
y a presencia del Secretario de la causa se le reprenda amoneste y
conmine por las proposiciones propaladas ya en sus sermones ya en
sus conversaciones familiares; sc le absuclva ad cautclani y por quince
dias sc le exercite spiritualmentc en el convcnto de Padres Carmelitas
Descalzos de esta Ciudad al cargo de Director que se le senale; se le
advierta que por ahora le trata el Tribunal con toda conmiseracion
y clemencia por haverselo implorado en las audiencias que con el
sc ban tonido y por cspcrar su total cnniicnda en el modo irregular
con que hasta aqui se ha conducido con sus Feligrcses y se estani a
la mira de su conducta y operaciones y antes de executarse se remita
d S. A. con todos los cxpcdientes que ban preccdido para su aprobacion;
y lo ru])ric6 de que certifico. Esta rubricado. D. Domingo Sanchez
;

—

Fijon, Secretario.
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VII.

DiCTAMEN OF THE CoNSEJO DE GOBIERNO ON THE DECREE EXTINGUISHING THE Inquisition.
(Archivo dc Alcahl Ministerio

cle

Estado, Logajo 906,

n. 88).

(See p. 467).

Senor Secrctario de Estado y del Despacho dc Gracia y Justicia.
He recibido el oficio de \ E. de 9 del presente con el
Ex""" Senor:
proyecto de decreto en que sc declara supriniido el Tribunal de la
Inquisicion, se adjudican sus bienes y rentas a la estincion de la deuda
publica y se fija la suerte de los dependientes del Tribunal, cuyo proyecto reniite V. E. de Real orden al Consejo por que lo examine y
esponga su dictamen.
Enterado de todo y despues de una detenida discusion ha acordado
el Consejo manifieste a V. E. que reconoce la conveniencia de coadyubar
al sostenimiento del credito del Estado por cuantos medios esten al
alcance del Gobierno y reconoce asi mismo que los bienes de la Inquisicion (suprimida a lo menos de hecho por el Rey difunto que nunca
permitio que restableciese) podran proporcionar algun ausilio A la caja
de amortizacion sin agravio de nadie, pues en el proyecto de Decreto
se establece el conveniente para asegurar a los empleados del Tribunal
las asignaciones que les correspondan segun sus circunstancias y
.

clasificaciones.

Por estas consideraciones no halla reparo el Consejo en que S. M.
apruebe en lo substancial el proyecto de Decreto aunque en su dictamen podrian hacerse en el las siguientes modificaciones.
1* En la parte del preambulo dondc hablando de la autoridad PontiPrimado dc la Iglcsia universal, cree el
ficia se usa de la espresion:
consejo que podria seguirse el uso constante de designar dicha autoridad
Pontificia con el nombre de Santa Sede 6 Sumo Pontifice; no porque
el Consejo desconozca la propicdad del titulo de Primado de la Iglcsia
universal con arreglo a los sacros canones, sino porque en materia de
denominaciones y formulas es siempre preferible el uso de las establecidas y mas comunes que inovarlas, porque puede darse lugar a que
se crea que la inovacion envuelva algun designio que la malignidad
interpreta segun su antojo.
2* Cuando en el Art" 1" se dice que se declara suprimido

cl

Tribuno

de la Inquisicion podra darse motivo ix que se infiera por esta espresion
que el Gobierno lo habia creido subsistente hasta el dia de derecho:

cuya idea no parece enteramente exacta, pues

el

Seiior

Don Fernando

7° resistiendo siempre a las gestiones de alcunas corporaciones para
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su rcstablccimiento, y habicndo restituido a los Arzobispos y Obispos
el conocimiento sobre las causas de fe que les corresponde por derecho
comun dio bastante a entender que su Real animo estaba decidido d
la estincion de la Inquisicion aunque por ciertas consideraciones no la

hubiere pronunciado mas esplicitamentc, cree pues el Consejo preferible que en dicho articulo se haga algun mencion de lo hecho por el

Rey

sobre esta materia, a que aparozca dicha estincion como
Regencia en su totalidad: Y si no juzga S. M. que haya
necesidad de cllo, por lo menos el Consejo cree que al espresado articulo
combendra ailadir la palabra definitivamcnte, para ciue diga se declara
suprimido definitivamente el Tribunal de la Inquisicion.
3° El consejo entiende que en la actualidad convendria suprimir
enteramente el Art° 4° por el que se autoriza al Sefior Secretario del
difunto

un acto de

la

Despacho de Hacienda para la pronta enagenacion de las fincas: pues
habiendose vendido muchas de ellas en tiempo del Gobierno constitucional, y no siendo posible todavia hacer distincion alguna entre las
que se enageraron y las que no se enageraron en dicha epoca hasta que
las Cortes examinen la grave cuestion relativa a los compradores de
bienes nacionales, podria darse motivo a que se sospechase que se
decidia este punto general por el prescnte Decreto de una manera indirecta, mandando vender todos los bienes de la Inquisicion indistintamente y sin hacer diferencia alguna entre los enagenados y los non
enagenados. Parece pues que por ahora combiene limitarse d lo que
se previene en el Art° 2" aplicando la masa de los bienes de la Inquisicion a la estincion de la deuda publica sin mas esplicacion.
4° El art° 6° en que se ordena que los sueldos de los empleados del
Tribunal se paguen del Tesoro piiblico, cree el Consejo que podria modificarse mandando que este pago se hiciese por la caja de Amortizacion
pues no parece justo imponer este nuebo gravamen al Real Tesoro
cuando nada es mas natural que satisfacer el gravamen vitalicio que
pesa sobre los bienes y rentas del Tribunal por el mismo establecimiento
adondc han a ingresar sus productos. Esto no ofrecera inconveniente
aun despucs que sc vcndan todas las fincas que pcrtenccian a la Inquisicion, pues siempre quedaran las ciento y una Canongias de que habla
el Art° 3" del proyecto que no son susceptiblcs dc enagenacion, y con
cuyo producto habrd mas que lo suficiente para pagar a los cesantcs
del ramo cuyo numcro sc hallara muy rcducido por los que han fallccido
6 pasado a otros destinos dcsde el afio de 1823 hasta el dia, y se reducira
todabia mas por las disposiciones de los Art''^ 5° y 6° del mismo proyecto
de Decreto.
Lo que por acuerdo del Consejo digo d V. E. en contestacion
citado oficio con dcvolucion del Proyecto.
Dios etc. Madrid, 13 dc Julio de 1S34. El Conde dc Ofali'a.

:i

su
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VIII.

Decree of July

15,

1834, AnoLisiiiNG

the Inquisition.

(Printed by Castillo y Aycnsa, Nogociacioncs con

Tom.

I,

Append,

Roma, Madrid,

1859.

p. 165).

(See p. 468).

Deseando aumentar el credito publico do la Nacion por todos los
medios compatibles con los principios de justicia: tcniendo en considoracion que mi augusto Esposo {{}. E. E. G.) creyo bastante cficaz al
sostenimiento de la Religion del Estado la nativa e imprescriptible
autoridad de los muy RR. Arzobispos y RR. Obispos, protcgida
cual corresponde por las leyes de la jMonarquia: que mi Real decreto
de 4 de Encro proximo pasado ha dojado en manos de dichos Prclados
la censura de los escritos conccrnientes a la fe, a la moral y disciplina,
para que se conserve ileso tan precioso deposito que estan ya concluidos los trabajos del Codigo criminal en que se establecen las convenientes penas contra los que intenten vulnerar el rcspeto debido d
nuestra »Santa Religion; y que la Junta cclcsidstica, creada por mi
Real decreto de 22 de Abril se ocupa de proponer cuanto juzgue conducente A tan importante fin, para que provea yo de remedio hasta
donde alcance el Real Patronato, y con la concurrencia de la Santa
Sede en cuanto mcnester fuere: en nombre de mi excclsa Hija Duiia
Isabel II, oido el Conccjo de Gobierno y el de Ministros, he venido en
mandar lo siguiente: Articolo T. Se declara suprimido definitivamente
2° Los predios riisticos y urbanos,
el Tribunal de la Inquisicion.
censos u otros bicnes con que le habia dotado la piedad soberana 6
cuya adquisicion le proporciono por medio de leyes dictadas para su
:

proteccion, se adjudican d la extincion de la

Deuda

pilblica.

3° Las

una canongias que estaban agrcgadas d la Inquisicion se aplican
al mismo objeto, con sujecion d mi Real decreto de 9 de Marzo ultimo
y por el ticmpo que exprosan las Bulas apostolicas sobrc la materia.
4° Los emploados de dicho Tribunal y sus dcpendcncias que poscan
ciento

prebendas eclesidsticas u obtengan cargos civiles de cualquiera clase
con sucldo, no tendrdn derecho d percibir el que les correspondia sobre
5"
los fondos del mismo Tribunal, cuando Servian en el sus dcstinos.
Todos los demas empleados, micntras no se les proporciono otra colocacion, percibirdn oxactamente de la Caja do Amortizacion el suoldo
que les corresponda, segun clasificacion que solicitardn ante la Junta
creada al efecto. Tendreislo entendido y dispondrois lo necesario d
En San lldefonso d 15 de Julio de 1834. A. D.
su cumplimiento.
Nicolds Maria Garelly.

—
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Prayer Recited Daily at Opening of Morning Session.
(Biblioteca nacional, Seccion dc

MSS. D,

122,

fol. 1).

(Sec p. 583).

Adsumus Domine, Sancte Spiritus, adsumus quidem peccati immanitate detenti, sed in nomine tiio specialiter aggregati. A'eni ad
nos, adesto nobis, dignari illabi cordibus nostris; doce nos quid agamos,
quo gradiamus; ostende quid officere debcamus ut, to auxiliante, tibi
Esto salus et suggcstor et effector judiin omnibus placere valeamus.
ciorum nostrorum, qui solus cum Deo patre et ejus Filio nomen posNon nos patiaris perturbatores esse justitise qui
sides gloriosum.
summam diligis sequitatem, ut in sinistrum nos ignorantia non trahat,
non favor infectat, non acceptio muneris vel persons corrumpat, sed
junge nos tibi efficaciter solius tuse graticc dono ut simus in te unum et
in nullo deviemus a vero quatenus in nomine tuo collecti, sic in cunctis
teneamus cum moderamine pietatis justiti^que ut hie a te in nullo
dissentiat sententia nostra, ut in futuro pro bene gestis consequamur
premia sempiterna. Amen.
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la Sierra, Inq.-gcnl., iv, 293,

i, 321
proposes reform, iv, 393
Abenaniir Brothers, case of, iii, 3G2
Abencerrajies leave S])ain, iii, 318
Abcl-cl-mvimin persecutes Jews, i, 51
Abderrhaniaii II, his embassy to Otho
tlie Groat, i, 47
Abiatar Aben Crescas cures Juan II,
i, 75
Ahito y cdrcel, ii, 411
pcnitencial, iii, 163
Abjuration, de Levi and de vehementi,
iii, 124
formulas, iii, 124
elTects of, ii, 143; iii, 125, 126, 178
with acquittal, iii, 106
in sorcery, iv, 198
for propositions, iv, 143
in bigamy, iv, 319, 321
Ahogado de los presos, ii, 250; iii, 45
See also .Advocate.
fiscal, ii, 250.
Abolition of Inqn. suggested in 1704,

his resignation,

Absolutism, development of,
473
of Fernando VII, iv, 454

iv,

249,

Abu
Abu

Ishac, his satire, i, 51
Jusuf, i, 54, 56
Alju-l-llayan provokes war with Granada, i, 21
Abuses repressed by Ferdinand, i, 187
in
of
in
of

Barcelona, i, 529
commissioners, ii, 269

confiscation, ii, 346
fuies antl penances, ii, 397
Academv of History, its censorship,

iii,

489
Accomplice, absolution of, b^- partner
in sin, iv, 95, 113
Accomplices, their denunciation essential, ii, 460, 462, 577; iii, 199, 371
torture to discover them, iii. 10, 11
in witchcraft, iv, 213, 234
of familiars, i, 445
Account of a receiver, i, 294; ii, 446
600
Accumulation of cases for autos, iii,
ii, 176.
72, 77
Accu.tiido, ii, 479
in 1798 and 1799, iv, 395, 397
Accusation, formula of, iii, 41
by Cortes in 1813, iv, 411
decrees of, in 1820 and 1834, iv, 436,
to be presented within ten davs, iii,
467, 541, 543, 545
76, 78
afTects limpiezn, ii, 311
Abonos, iii, 63
Abravanel, Isaac, his financial services, Accusetl, protection of, in Aragon, ii,
466
i, 131
position of, in Inqn., ii, 482
Absent, prosecution of the, ii, 466, 467;
identification of, ii, 553
iii, 80, 86
his genealogy taken, iii, 38
effigies of, burnt, i, 183
sworn to secrecy, ii, 473
can return and claim trial, iii, 89
charges withheld from, iii, 39
disabilities of children of, iii, 176
not allowed to select advocate, iii,
and dead, procurator for, iii, 50
Absence from duty, ii, 226
45, 52
can always olitain audience, iii, 37
Absolution for occult heresy, ii, 20
his examinations, iii, 70
for formal heresy, ii, 23
examined as to property, ii, 321
under indulgences, ii, 25
expenses thrown on him, ii, 494; iii,
revocation of, ii, 591
35
dependent on denunciation, iv, 106,
required to answer accusation, iii,
108
42
in solicitation, iv, 121, 126
his witnesses, ii, 5.39
by accomplice in sin, iv, 95, 113
treatment of his evidence, ii, 543
papal letters of, ii, 104, 113, 590
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Accused kept

in ignorance of sentence,

94
Accuser,
iii,

Afrancesados, iv, 400
classed as Jansenists, iv, 297
Agde, Council of, on Jews, i, 39

liability of, ii, 466
Age requirements of officials, ii, 220,
sworn to secrecy, ii, 473
233, 236, 279
Acevedo, Abp., publishes papal decree,
Age of responsibility, ii, 3, 536
iii, 536
minimum, for witnesses, ii, 536
Acquittal, iii, 105

decreasing number of, iii, 112
honors paid in case of, ii, 561
with abjuration, iii, 106
with punishment, iii, 107
Activity, diminished in 18th century,
iv," 388
change in

391
248
disappearance of feudalism, iv, 249
trivial use by Ferdinand, iv, 251
the Germanfa, iv, 252
case of Jeanne d'Albret, iv, 253
of Antonio VC'vez, iv, 254
occasional cases, iv, 273
in War of Succession, iv, 275
used by Bourbons, iv, 276
under the Restoration, iv, 277
export of horses, iv, 278
coinage, iv, 283
Acts of heretics invahd, ii, 325, 327
Acuna, Bp. of Zamora, case of, ii, 44
Adam, cult of, iv, 357
Ad beneplacitum, commissions, i, 176;
its objects, iv,

political, iv,

ii,

161

Adivi7ias, iv, 180
Adjuration for mercy,

Ad

perpetuam

rei

Adrian, Cardinal,

iii,

184, 185, 188

memoriam,

made

ii,
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inq.-general,

i,

181, 216
restores Calcena and Aguirre, i;_^215
action in the case of Prat, i, 277
powers of appointment, i, 298
seeks to appoint successor, i, 303

requires episcopal concurrence, ii, 14
refers appeals to Manrique, ii, 121,

126
case of Blanquina Diaz, ii, 122
shares in confiscations, ii, 383
prescribes kindness to prisoners,

ii,

524
seeks to relieve Moriscos, iii, 328
suppresses Lutheran books, iii, 413,
421
inaugurates censorship, iii, 481
annexes Military Orders to crown, i,

34
Advocates allowed to accused, iii, 43
pajwrs furnished to, iii, 44, 48
selection of, iii, 45, 52
restrictions on, iii, 44, 48, 49
their functions, iii, 47, 56, 69
become officials, iii, 45
ask places at autos, iii, 46
Affonso V on Jewish ostentation, i, 96

for confiscation, ii, 321
for reconciliation, iii, 150, 206
for prison, iii, 161
for disabilities, iii, 174
Age, old, scourging in, iii, 137
exempts from galleys, iii, 140
no exemption from torture, iii, 13
Agent, Roman, of Inqn., ii, 110

Agermanados,

346

iii,

Agraviados, iv, 456
Agriculture, burdens on,

iv,

478

Agueda de Luna,

case of, iv, 76
Aguilar, Inq.-genl., his death, ii, 172
Aguirre, dismissed and restored, i, 215
shares in Seville composition, ii, 362
Ailly, Cardinal d', on Jews, i, 82
Ajodadores, iv, 180
Albarracin, conversion of Moors

of,

iii,

345
Albaycin, depopulation of, iii, 339
Alberghini, his definitions of propositions, iv, 139

on witchcraft, iv, 240
on suspicion, iii, 123
Alberoni, Card., i, 317, 318

Amaldo, his works,
mercy to Jews, i, 144
Time of Mercy, ii, 461

Albert ino,

on
on
on
on
on

considla de

iii,

349

fe,

iii

ii,

475

73

the Sabbat, iv, 211, 217
clerical marriage, iv, 337
Alberto, Miguel, his Reperlorium, ii, 475
Alhertus Magnus on coerced baptism,
i, 146
Albornoz, Carlos, ii, 220, 455
Albrecht of Austria as inq.-genl., iii,
265
Albret, Jeanne d', sends missionaries,

Alboraycos,

450

iii,

her prosecution, iv, 253
Alcaide de las cdrccles, ii, 248
his duties,

ii,

515, 519

Alcaide of jienitential prison, ii, 249
Alcahl, Univer.sity of, admits Conversos,
ii,

287

MSS.

of, burnt, iv, 530
Alcaldes de Casa y Corte excommunicated, i, 382
Alcdntara, Pedro de, on observances, iv,
3

.\lcaraz,

Firmin

de, iv, 92, 03

Alcaraz, Pedro lUiiz de, a mystic,
Alcaraz, tribunal of, i, 511

iv,

8

lyDEX
Alcavala, iv, 479
penitents exempt from, iii, 150, 155
ollicials subject to, i, 377
Alexander II tolerates Jews, i, 88

Alexander III on Jewish synagogues,
81

i,

XI restores order,
loses Ciil)raltar, i, 54

Alfonso

649
i,

3

policy with Jews, i, 95, 100
claims half of confiscations, ii, 316
Alfonso \1 (Aragon) expels Jews from
Barcelona, i, 110

Alfonso of Aragon made Archbp. of
ii, 316
Saragossa, i, 13
35G
Alexander 1\ on disabilities of descend- Alguar.il, his position and functions, ii,
245
ants, iii, 173
pays prison expenses, ii, 210, 259
on sorcery, iv, 184
Alguaziles of commissioners, ii, 270
on usury, iv, 372
of Moriscos, their exactions, iii, 370
Alexander VI praises Torquemada, i,
Alguazil mayor, ii, 246
174
Alguazilships, sale of, ii, 213
appoints four inqs.-genl., i, 178
grants the penances to Ferdinand, i, Alhcmdiga, i, 388
Aliaga, Amador de, his defalcation, ii,
338
452
rehabilitations, ii, 402
opposes grants from confiscations, ii,
patronage, ii, 416
383
canonries to Inqn., ii, 423
insists on episcopal concurrence, ii, AUaga, inq.-genl., forced into Suprema,
i, 323
12
his resignation, i, 307
reserves jurisdiction over bps., ii, 43,
Aliaga, Abp., tries cases of solicitation,
44
iv, 102, 104
his treatment of appeals, ii, 113, 116
Alicante, failure of Christians in, i, 67
his speculative Inqn., ii, 114
visitas de navios, iii, 314, 519
allows laymen as inqrs., ii, 234
Alienation of property by heretics, ii,
excludes "Conversos, ii, 286
324, 339
authorizes galley-service, iii, 140
charges bishops with censorship, iii, Aljaferia assigned to the Inqn., i, 255
shops opened in, i, 389
480
attacked to rescue Ant. P^rez, iv
Alexander VII, his jubilee indulgence,
259
ii, 26
tribunal ejected, ii, 441
confirms subjection of regulars, ii, 37
Aljamas responsible for fines, ii, 395
on Villanueva's case, ii, 157
Allende, Fr. Lucas de, case of, ii, 532;
objects to fines, ii, 400
iii, 96
opposes relief of New Christians, iii,
Allegiance, renunciation of, i, 1
284
Aragonese oath of, i, 229
on absolution in solicitation, iv, 113
Allowance to prisoners, ii, 531
condemns Jansenism, iv, 287
to families of prisoners, ii, 500
on Immaculate Conception, iv, 309
Alexander VIII persecutes Pelagini, iv, Almaden, service in, as penance, iii,
145
46
Almagro, Moriscos of, iii, 330
attacks Molinos, iv, 54
Almanzor aided by Christians, i, 53
persecutes mystics, iv, 60
Almenara, Count of, iv, 256, 259
See also Ottoboni.
Alexandria, expulsion of Jews from, i, Almeri'a, its prosperity under Moors, i,
67
38
quarrel over its precentorship, ii, 425
captured by Muladies, i, 49
Altnirarilnzgo, iii, 510
Alfonso VI deports Mozarabes, i, 47
Almohades, their fanaticism, i, 48, 51
takes refuge with Moors, i, 53
Almnjarije, i, 74, 98
his policy with Moors, i, 58
Almoravides, their invasion, i, 47
with Mud^jares, i, 61
Alms as pecuniary penance, ii, 320, 3S9
Alfonso el Batallador, i, 48
Alfonso
limits spiritual courts, i, 15 Alonso cle la Fuente attacks Luis de
Granada, iv, 17
is aided by Moors, i, 54
f)rescribes confiscation,
iniits

canonization,

iv,

X

descriminates against Jews, i. 61
patronizes Jews, i, 89, 99
on trade with Moors, i, 56
burning for renegades, iii, 183
on sorcery, iv, 180

assails Jesuit mystics, iv, 19
Altamira, Margarita, case of, ii, 187,
497; iii, 67, 137
Alum, cargoes of, confiscated, iii, 463
Alumhrados appear in Spain, iv, 6
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Alumhrndos

Appeals from sentence of torture,
in secular cases, i, 509

of Llerena, iv, 23
errors ascribed to, iv, 24
cases,

ii,

135;

Alumbrado y

iii,

G2

solicitante, iv, 118, 121

Alumbramiento, iv, 4
Alvarado, his Cartas del Filosofo Rancio,
iv, 405
on calificadores, ii, 264
on solicitation, iv, 135
on witchcraft, iv, 242
on poHtical use of Inqn., iv, 277
on philosophers, iv, 314
Alvdrez, Hernando, iv, 20, 21, 23
Aha, Duke of, interferes with Inqn., i,
186
Alzaibar, Manuel, his Triple Alianza,
iv, 408
Ambrose, St., on Jews, i, 37
Amin, i, 593; ii, 566
Amnesty, decree of 1824, iv, 451
and pardon of 1832, iv, 464
Amort, Dr., on revelations, iv, 5
Amusquibar quarrels with abp., ii, 17
Anarchy, virtual, of Castile, i, 4
in 17th century, iv, 511
of Austria, her obsequies,

Ana

iii,

6

to inq.-genl. become obsolete, ii, 187
to king, how smothered, ii, 26
none from Inqn., i, 341, 356, 437
referred to bps., ii, 108, 110, 112, 113,

116

Suprema, i, 271; ii, 164;
Appeals to Kome, ii, 103
Villanueva's case, ii, 145
to

95

iii,

forbidden by Philip III, i, 494, 496
about canonries, ii, 422
Appel comrne d'ahus, i, 341
Appellate jurisdiction renounced, ii,
126, 128, 129
Appointees, temporary, ii, 220
Appointments reserved to the crown,
i, 158, 290, 300, 302;
ii, 237
made bv inq.-genl., i, 177, 302; ii,
161, 167
shared by Suprema, i, 298
sale of,

ii,

nepotism
Aquelnrre,

212
in,

iv,

ii,

219

220

Aquinas on consultation

of

demons,

ii,

362

173
on coerced baptism, iii, 349
Anathema in quarrels with spiritual
courts, i, 494
on trances, iv, 4
on Immaculate Conception, iv, 359
in Edict of Faith, ii, 95
Arabic, its use prohibited, iii, 332, 335,
Ancona, Jews invited to, iii, 254
Anchias, Juan de, his Libre Verde, i,
340
writers on magic, iv, 180
260; ii, 298
as infonner, ii, 324
Aragon, the Hermandad in, i, 31
Andalusia, persecution of Conversos,
rates of interest in, i, 97
popular liberties in, i, 229
i, 129
expulsion of Jews, i, 131
Court of the Justicia, i, 450
of Moriscos, iii,
effect of Inqn. in,

i,

398
ii,

liberties curtailed in 1592, iv,
clerics liable to taxes, i, 375

103

English merchants in, iii, 467
Andorra, subject to Barcelona, i, 543;
iii, 460
Andujar, decree of, iv, 448
Angel Extemiiiiador, iv, 456
Angelo da Chivasso on the Sabbat, iv,
209
Anger as extenuation, iii, 63
Anglican Catechism in Spain, iii, 451
Angoulome, Due d', iv, 447, 448, 450
Antequera, capture of, i, 4, 65
c|uarrel over canonry, i, 342, 348
Antist, In(ir., besieged, i, 466
Antagonism, racial, i, 75, 81, 121, 126
Antonino, St., on the Sabbat, iv, 209
Antwerp, torture in, iii, 3
Anusi77i
unwilling Christians, i, 146
Ajiartmcnts, autos held in, iii, 221
Ajilcircrin, ii, 508
Apollinaris, Sidonius, on Jews, i, 39
Apostate Jews, their l)itterness, i, 113
Appeals, devolutionary and suspensive,
ii, 187

—

.
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export of wheat, i, 385
of horses, iv, 279
right of asylum, i, 422, 424
coinage, i, 565
protection of accused, ii, 466
rules as to witnesses, ii, 536, 559
torture not used, iii, 2
trials in absentia, iii, 81
galley-service forl)itlden, iii, 139
the sanhenito unknown, iii, 162
usurers not prosecuted, iv, 372
massacre of 1391, i, 108, 112

oppression of Jews, i, 117
early tribunals in, ii, 206
separate Incjn. for, i, ISO
its Suprema, ii, 164
Torquemada appointed, i, 236, 238
opposition to Inqn., i, 245
effect of nmriler of .\rbu(?s, i, 252
fate of

New

Christians,

i,

259

contest over Concordia of 1519,
re]>etition of complaints, i, 285
sixjcial oppression, i, 439

i,

277

INDEX
Aragon, Concordia of 1568,
conflicts of jurisdiction,

i,

Arce y Revnoso,

454
452
455

i,

561

Ramon

de, his resig-

nation^ i, 321
joins the French,

iv, 401
Archbishops, visits not to be paid to, i,
358
453, 458, 459
Archives of the Inquisition, i, 159
Cortes of 1645-6, i, 458, 460, 619
number of familiars reduced, i, 402 Ares Fonseca. his memorial, iii, 279
troubles over familiars, ii, 274
Ar^'valo, I'ragmdtica of, i, 121, 123
Argiielles, Frav, consults demons, ii,
tribunal impoverished, i, 463
171
agreement not to appeal to Rome, ii,
Arguello, his collection of instructions,
118
voluntary conversion of Moors, iii,
i, 182
Arguments of advocates, iii, 69
344
conversion of Moors enforced, iii, Arians, their toleration of Jews, i, 38
Arias, Abp., arrested and exiled, iv, 440
354, 356
his junta de fe, iv, 400
position of Moriscos, iii, 342
Arias, Garcfa, case of, iii, 427, 429
their disarmament, iii, 379
Arjona, inquisitorial proceedings, i, 212;
their expulsion, ii, 430; iii, 401
ii, 555
extensive confiscations, i, 250
Arm nailed to cross as punishment, iii,
grievances of confiscation, ii, 327
confiscations taxed, ii, 352
133
composition for confiscation, ii, 354 Amias alevosas, i, 402
penance replaces confiscation, ii, 395 Arms, right to carry, i, 270, 401; ii,
Inqn. depends on confiscation, ii, 434
272
Morisco confiscations, iii, 359
forlMdden to Moriscos, iii, 323, 332
carrying arms at night, i, 408
Army of the Faith, iv, 443
number of officials in tril)unal, ii, 211 Army, Infjn. of, i, 541
conflicting jurisdiction, i, 504
absence of Judaism, iii, 309
Arnaud of Xarbonne, his intolerance,
sorcerj', iv, 182, 184
i, 59
affair of Antonio Perez, iv, 256
Arquebuses, flint-lock, prohibited, i, 404
bigamy punished, iv, 310
jurisdiction over blasphemy, iv, 328 Arquer, iSigismondo, case of, iii, 453
unnatural crime, iv, 363, 360
Arrese, Juan de, tries Luis de Leon, iv,
Council of, on familiars, i, 447
160
Aragon, Antonio de, forced on Suprema,
suppresses astrology, iv, 193
i, 324
Arrest by Inqn., complaint of, i, 185
power of, i, 186, 241, 357; ii, 179
his report on Catalonia, i, 477
AraJicel, or fee-bill, ii, 252
its preliminaries, ii, 486
Aranda, Bp. of Calahorra, case of, ii, 43
arbitrary, ii, 491
Aranda, Council of, i, 10, 123
proof retjuired for, ii, 490
without proof, ii, 493; iii, 232
Aranda, Count of, iv, 201, 204, 265, 266,
without jurisdiction, iv, 304
390
segregation of prisoner, ii, 493
Aranjuez, Tumult of, iv, 390, 399
sequestration, ii, 490
Arbues, Pedro, i, 244, 249, 251, 252,
money seized for expenses, ii, 494
255
supervised by Suprema, ii, 184
punishment of his assassins, i, 256

reforms evailed
privileges

in 1020,

i,

compared with

Castile,

i,

abuses, ii, 492
ii, 231, 450, 452
infamy caused by, ii, 311, 490, 492
Arce y Keynoso, Diego de, his salary
Arrogance towards royal judges, i, 519
as professor, ii, 252
submits nominations to king, i, 301
towards spiritual courts, i, 494
resigns see of Plasencia, i, 310; ii, 154 Ars Notoria, ii, 142; iv, 185
evades the media afiata, i, 378
Art, censorship of, iii, 546
strives for independence, i, 489
Arts, mechanic, habilitated, iv, 487
suppresses Madrid tribunal, i, 545
occult, iv, 179
Asalariados, i, 376
reopens ca,se of San Placido, ii, 138
admits that appeals lie to Rome, ii, Ashes of culprit scattered, iii, 220
149
Aspa de San Andres, iii, 163
prohibits sale of offices, ii, 215
Assassination of Arbu6s, i, 251
case of Luisa de Carrion, iv, 38
Assassins of Arbu6s, their punishment,
permits cult of fictitious saints, iv,
i, 250
their sanbenitos, i, 258
358
ylrca de tres tlaves,
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Auto controlled by Suprema, iii, 211
of experts, ii, 265; iii, 72
reports required of, ii, 1S3
Assent of Suprema to royal decrees recases accumulated for, iii, 72, 77
quired, i, 325
unattractive without Ijurning, iv, 526
Assessments in compositions, ii, 359
in Rome in 1498, ii, 114
Assessor, the, ii, 232
Auto-suggestion in witchcraft, iv, 208,
as judge of confiscations, ii, 350
221, 238
Assumpgao, Fray Diogo de, iii, 293
Autos sacramentales of Suprema, ii, 195,
Astesanus on sorcery, iv, 181
198
Astrology, prosecution for, ii, 140
Autocracy, growth of, iv, 250
punishment of, iv, 194
limited by bureaucracy, i, 346, 418
taught at Cordova, iv, ISO
Avellaneda on witchcraft, iv, 214
condemned by Sixtus V, iy, 189
Avignon, slaughter of witches, iv, 242
suppressed in Salamanca, iv, 193
Asylum afforded by Inqn., i, 421, 455, Avila, conversion of Moors, iii, 325
tribunal of, i, 171, 542
460
Avila, Bp. of, appeals referred to, ii, 113
Atheism, punishment of, iv, 307
Auction on arrest of accused, ii, 494, Arises de cdrccles, ii, 515
Avora, Gonzalo de, on Lucero, i, 195
500
Ayala, Abp., his edict of faith, ii, 8
of confiscated property, ii, 363
seeks to instruct Moriscos, iii, 367,
sale of offices at, ii, 214
375
prebends farmed out at, ii, 430
Audorem Fidei, bull, iv, 286, 293, 295 Aj^erbe, Francisco de, iv, 263, 271
Audience-chamber, the, ii, 231, 541, 554 Avmar, Juan, his visitation of Gerona,
'ii, 239
sentence read in, iii, 96, 180
Audience granted when asked for, iii, Ayuda de costa, i, 294
its development, ii, 253
37
subjected to king, i, 336
delay in granting, iii, 78
restricted by Philip V, ii, 223
at the auto de fe, ii, 586
conditioned on reports, ii, 183
Audiencia de carcel, ii, 467, 471
on visitations, ii, 240
de oargos, iii, 40
paid from fines and penances, ii, 254
de hacienda, ii, 321, 497
Azanza, Miguel de, his Masonry, iv,
de preguntas, iii, 71
303
Audiencia of Seville, its injustice, ii, 468
Azevedo, Inq.-genl., his death, i, 307
Auditor-general, his duties, ii, 366
Auditors of receivers' accounts, ii, 447 Azojras, iii, 376
Azpilcueta is advocate of Carranza, ii,
Auditorship, price of, ii, 214
71
Augustin, St., on marriage with Jews, i,
on denial of sacraments, ii, 520
37
on sinful praver, iv, 16
Augustinians exempted from Inqn., ii,
on the Saljbat, iv, 220
31
on profanation of churches, iv, 503
attacked by Jesuits, iv, 288
Authors, classification of, iii, 500
defence allowed to, iii, 541
Authorship, discouragement of, iii, 549 BADAJOZ, conversion of Moors, iii,
326
Authorities must be present at autos,
mystics of, iv, 20
iii, 211
Badges imposed on Jews and Moors, i,
Autillo, iii, 220
68, 115
Auto de fe, the, iii, 209
of Inquisition, ii, 284
Aula particular, iii, 210, 220
Badfa, Juan de la, plots to kill Arbuds,
Auto publico general, iii, 209
i, 251, 257, 602
its discontinuance, iii, 222
Bagagcs, i, 395
preparations for, iii, 214
Bahia, New Christians in, iii, 279
public, as spectacle, iii,. 211, 227
Bail, admission to, ii, 507; iii, 111
the procession, iii, 217
Baius, Michael, his errors, iv, 284
sentences read in, iii, 93
Baker, Anthony, case of, iii, 437
confession during, iii, 191
Bakery, troubles over, i, 3SS, 391
audience at, ii, 586
Balaguer, tribimal of, i, 542
oath taken by kings, i, 353
Baldw.'i, iv, 309, 482
the first at Sevillo, i, 163
centralized in tril)unal cities, iii, 210 Balearic Isles, i, 266
Balcstilla, iii, 23
in Saragossa, i, 592
Assembly

_

INDEX
Ballads of the Cid, i, 1
Moors in tlie, i, 52
Baliiiascda, Jews expelled from, i, 125
Balnios, his opinion of Carranza, ii, 85

Banch Reyal

of Catalonia,

Bandits as familiars,
Banishment, iii, 120

Bankruptcy

of familiars,

treatment
BanqniUo, iii, 20
cases,

of,

i,

405, 472

453

i,

i,

i, 445
453

Baptism necessary to heresy,

ii,

3;

iii,

69
torture to ascertain, iii, 34
forcible, doctrine of, i, 41, 93, 294;
iii,

348

of children of Conversos, i, 14G
of Valencian Moors, iii, 34G, 355
of Morisco children, iii, 380
manumits slaves, i, 57
of coins, iv, 199

ii,

admits tribunal,

i,

iii,
i,

i,

1S7, 467, 468,

visitations, i, 369, 528
abuses of commissioners, ii, 268
of fines and penances, ii, 393, 397,

iv,

282

operations of Inqn. in, iv, 521
the Inqn. invaded in 1567, i, 469
inqrs.

banished in 1611,

i,

473

119

to, iv,

280

Beata de Cuenca, iv, 90
Beata Clara, iv, 91
Beatas, the, iv, 6
revelandcras, iv, 25, 81, 83
Beccarelli.sti, iv, 61
Becerro, libros de, ii, 307
Bedding of the relapsed confiscated,

ii,

337

Beds supplied to prisoners, ii, 528
Begghards and Beguines, iv, 2
Belando, his History condemned, i, 316

_

confusion of its records, ii, 258
neglifjence as to limpieza, ii, 295
conviction on one witness, ii, 562
its finances, ii, 434, 437, 439, 441
its condition in 1632, i, 417
quarrels over its canonries, ii, 430
its perpetual prison, iii, 153, 157
fuero of servants vindicated, i, 433
severity to Frenchmen, iii, 459
case of billeting troops, i, 396
removal of sanbenitos, iii, 165
humiliation of royal judges, i, 518
deportation of Inq. Munoz, i, 482
visitas de navios, iii, 314, 518
tribunal argues away Concordias,

472

i,

Bastida, Francisco de la, iv, 346
Baths, prohibition of, iii, 332, 335
Bayonne, Constitution of, iv, 400
Beaurains, his grant on Seville com-

Beas, Judaizers of, iii, 90, 298
Beata de Piedrahita, iv, 6

481

right of asylum, i, 423, 424
witch cases in, iv, 217, 224
acquittals in, iii, 106

185

position, ii, 302
Bearing arms, i, 401
Beam, export of horses

547
108

399
punishes espontaneadoa, ii, 571
prosecutes for exporting horses,

ineligible as familiars, ii, 281
Barre, Chev. de la, case of, iii, 100
Barroeta, Abp., his quarrel with inqrs.,
ii, 17
Basante, Juan de, iv, 258, 262
Basin, Bernardo, on pact with demon,

Sal)bat, iv, 210
Basle, Council of, its oppression of Jews,

2G3

disrepute of tribunal,

Barnuevo, Dr., on Spanish intolerance,
iv, 505
Baronius, his Annals, iii, 534
Barons, oath of, i, 351

iv,

249

Barbers' busts, censorship of,
Barcelona, massacre of 1391,
its aljama destroyed, i, 110

Barcelona, rising of 1610, i, 476
tril)unal during reI)ellion, i, 476
inc|rs. during reljcUion, i, 477
tribunal re-estal)lished, i, 480
during War of Succession, i, 483
Inqn. sacked in 1820, iv, 435
Barcena, Antonio de, i, 211, 212

on the

Bar, Catherine of, her missionary project, iii, 451
Barbarj, Filippo de, his influence, i, 155
Barbary, conveying arms to, iii, 104
Barbastro, tribunal of, i, 543

Barber of tribunal,

563

Bell'

Uomo, Gottardo,

iv,

51

Belmonte, suppression of canonrv, ii,
428
Beltran, Beatriz, her compurgation, iii,
114
Beltran, Felipe, his commission, i, 303,
612
suppression of sanbenitos, iii, 170
Beltraneja, La, i, 19
Benalciizar, Count
Inqn., i, 186

of,

impedes the

Ben-Astruch disputes with Christid,
i,

i,

91

Benavente, Count of, his insolence, i, 8
Bdne, Amaury of, iv, 2
Benedict XII, his tax-roll, iv, 340
Benedict XIII entertains appeal from
Spain, ii, 160
Benedict XIV on episcopal jurisdiction,
ii,

10
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Benedict

XIV

on use

Bible, iii, 529
limits censorship,

iii,

of

vernacular

541

condemns the Mistica Ciudad,

iv,

41

Biscay admits the Hermandad,
composition for, ii, 356
protection of accused, ii,
visitas de iiavios, iii, 515

i,

31

466

witchcraft in, iv, 211, 215
on solicitation, iv, 112, 113
Bishops, their character, i, 8; iv, 497
on witchcraft, iv, 245
defends Card. Noris, iv, 289
dispute over their appointment, i, 13
condemns Masonry, iv, 300
of Jewish extraction not admitted,
ii, 12
his grant to Philip V, iv, 494
their jurisdiction, i, 153; ii, 5
Benedict XIII (antipope) on the Jews,
i,

118

Benefit of clerp;v, i, 427
Benefices, ii, 319, 415, 418, 440;

iii, 17G
Beneplacitum commissions, i, 176
Beni-Cassi supreme in Aragon, i, 50
Benet, Jaime, on coerced baptisms, iii,
351
Bequest, pious, seized, ii, 337
claims of Religious Orders for, iv 488
Berin, Judaizers of, iii, 300
Bernabeu, Antonio, case of, iv, 437
on effect of denunciation, iv, 138
Bernal, Juan, an Alumbrado, iv, 23
Bernaldez on Judaism of New Chris-

tians,

i,

151

account of the expulsion, i, 139
his statistics, iv, 519
his persecuting zeal, iv, 525
Bemat, Hugues, case of, iii, 449^

iv,

appointment

of delegates,
their juntas de fe, iv, 460

ii,

i,

230;

17

quarrels with inqrs., i, 620
struggle for precedence, i, 358, 361
their exemption from the Inqn., i,
147, 159, 501; ii, 41, 45, 73, 87; iii,

423
iii, 480, 544
allowed to grant dispensations, iv,
396
officiate in degradation, iii, 182
ordered to in.struct Moriscos, iii, 367
protest against suppression of Inqn.,

their censorship,

iv,

Bernieres-Louvigni, his Quietism, iv, 63
Berri, Jean de, case of, ii, 129
Berrocosa, Fray, case of, iii, 456
Berwick and Alva, Duke of, is alguazil

mayor,

over heresy, ii, 19; iv, 411
over witchcraft, iv, 242
over bigamy, iv, 318, 320
their concurrent jurisdiction,
ii, 6-12; iii, 71

414^"

their persecution, in 1820-3, iv, 440

Black Death, massacres caused bv,
101
Blackstone, Sir.

Wm., on

witches,

i,

iv,

247

431

Blancn, coin, i, 562
Betrothal leads to bigamy, iv, 317
of Carlos II, ii, 171
Blanco, Dr., case of, iii, 427, 429
B^ziers, Council of, on disabilities of Blanco, Pedro Luis, his reply to Gr^descendants, iii, 173
goire, iv, 397
Bibles, Hebrew, burnt, iii, 480
Blank papal letters of exemption, ii, 110
list of prohibited, iii, 485
pages, rebuke for, ii, 190
censorship of, iii, 527
Blasphemy, cognizance of, forbidden, i,
vernacular, iii, 528, 529, 575
271

Bewitchment

Bibliolhrrjue Janfscnifiie, iv, 289,

Bigamy, cognizance

of,

290

forbidden,

i,

271

secular punishments, iv, 316
Inqn. assumes jurisdiction, iv, 317
spiritual punishment, iv, 318
competencias with civil courts, iv,
319
punishment bj' Inqn., iv, 321
IS mixti fori, iv, 323
jurisdiction limited, iv, 324
resumed under Restoration, iv, 326
number of cases, iv, 327
stimulates false-witness, ii, 559
Bigamists, their cases not calificado, ii,
488
Bilbao, quarrel over visitas denavios, iii,
513
Billeting of troops, i, 394
Jiisbal, la, Count of, iv, 434, 435

heretical and non-heretical, iv, 328
definitions, iv, 331
cumulative jurisdiction, iv, 333

punishment,

iii,

134;

iv,

334

number

of cases, iv, 335
used in trial of .\nt. P(?rez, iv, 258
Blau, Jaime, his fine, ii, 398
Bleda, Fray, his Dcfcnsio Fidei, iii, 388
on wealth of Inqn., ii, 437
on number of clergy, iv, 490
Blood of Arbu(5s, its liquefaction, i, 251
judgements of, i, 367; iii, 184, 188,

223
Bobadilla, his Tizon de la nobleza, ii, 298
Bodies, briefs for secret burning of, i,

296
Boiiorqucs, Juana de, iii, 446
Bolionjues, Maria de, iii, 443
Bolgeni on Jansenism, iv, 286

—
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Boha, i, 415
Bourbons, questions of precedence,
Bona, Uartolommeo, iv, 47, 48
364
Bonavcntura, St., on danger of mysenforcement of police rules, i, 305
ticism, iv, 9
tax of salaried odicials, i, 383
Bonils required of receivers, ii, 446
.salt-privilege in Valencia, i, 394
Boniface VIII, his bull Clericis laicos,
billeting of troops, i, 399
i, 375
carrying of arms, i, 411
exempts bps. from Inqn., ii, 41
exemption from militarj- service,
suppression of witnesses' names, ii,
415
548
conflicts of jurisdicition, i, 514
iii, 173
coerced baptism, iii, 34S
Bonifaz,
Inq.-genl.,
banished
from
court, i, 321 iii, 540
removes Card. Noris from Index, iv,
291
Bonifaza, case of convent of, ii, 348

disabilities of descendants,

;

Books submitted

to censors,

ii,

263

501
Lutheran, sent to Spain, iii, 421
in Kngli.sh prohibited, iii, 523
lascivious, in Index, iii, 545
all new ones seized, iii, 504
fate of those seized, iii, 509
official revisors of,

iii,

edict prohibiting, iii, 573
penalties for disregarding it, iii,
482, 488, 525
importation of, iii, 489, 505, 506, 508,
510, 512, 517
exports of, supervised, iii, 507
in transit examined, iii, 508
expurgation of, iii, 492, 494, 497, 498
allowed to prisoners, iv, 157
Booksellers, regulations for, iii, 501
prosecutions of, iii, 499, 525
Book-shops, search of, iii, 482, 486, 487
489, 495, 498, 501, 502
Book-trade, foreign, passes through
'

Suprema,

iii,

appeals to Rome,
ri\alrv
ii,

ii,

i,

159

Suprema and

inq.-genl.,

178

restriction of jubilation and ayudas
de costa, ii, 223
financial exactions, ii, 440
restrictions on censorship, iii, 540
jurisdiction over bigamy, iv, 323
political use of Inqn., iv, 275
Bourmont, Gen., .saves Liberals, iv, 450

Bourignon, Antoinette, her Quietism,
iv, 63
Box for sentences, iii, 215
Brasero,

.see

Quetnadero.

Bravonel the Moor,
Brazil,

no tribunal

i,

52

there,

iii,

261

New

Christians in, iii, 272, 279
Bread-knife, mode of holding, ii, 567
Breakfast at autos, iii, 217
Breviary prohibited, iii, 531
Brianda do Bardaxf, her penance, ii, 390
Bribery in cases of Umpieza, ii, 304
of prison officials, ii, 520
of executioner, iii, 32
in witchcraft accusations, iv, 233
Bricklayer reckoned as oflicial, ii, 211
Bridle and pannier as penance, iii, 133
Briefs, papal, for private reconciliation,

506

domestic, supervision of, iii, 507
Borja, Card., mterferes with ^'alencia
tribunal, i, 230, 240
Borja, Ca>sar, prosecution of, iv, 252
Borja, St. Francisco de, his books condemned, iii, 530; iv, 16
Borja, Galceran de, case of, iv, 370
Borri, Fran. Gius., iv, 44
Borromeo, S. Carlo, his pension on
Toledo, ii, 70
introduces confessional, iv, 96
bums witches, iv, 242
Bossuet, his quarrel with F^nelon, iv,
64
Bostezo, iii, 19
Bouillon, Card, de, defends Fdnelon, iv,

of

i,

i,

290

penalty for using,

ii,

110

Brothers, transfer of offices to, ii, 220,
221
Brunon de Vertiz, case of, iii, 40
delays in his trial, iii, 79
Buclianan, George, his prosecution, iii,

203

sent to galleys, iii, 143
Buondias, the, their hardships, ii, 355
Bugia, Converses to be seized in, i, 185
Buildings for tribunals, ii 206
Bulario de la Ordcn de S(inlingo, i, 159
Bull-fights, perquisites of, ii, 197, 198
school for, iv, 453
undennines autocracy, i,
Buroaucracv
'
346, 418
66
Burgos, complaint of Jews of, i, 89
Bourbons, restraint of Inqn. under
tribunal of, i, 543
control of finances and confiscations, Burgos, .Javier de, his memorial, iv, 453
i, 336
Burgundian influence, iv, 475, 477
inquisitorial arrogance, i, 348
Burial rite, Jewish, ii, 566
case of Canary tribunal, i, 349
secret, of prisoners, ii, 521, 522
Bucti. confitcnies
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Burning

of heretics,

the !~entence

to,

iii,

iii,

of etiigies, iii, 81
for false-witness, ii,
for relapse, iii, 20-1

183;

iv,

406

185, 219, 220, 225
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for unnatural crime, iv, 301, 367,

368

popular attractiveness, iv, 526
statistics of, iv, 517
alive for pertinacity, iii, 197
for negativos, iii, 198
infrequency of, iii, 193, 194
Burton, Nicholas, case of, iii, 446
Butcher is a titular official, i, 491
Butchers of San Sebastian, i, 34
Morisco, iii, 381
Butcher-shops of Inqn., i, 389, 392
its

Colificacion, its process, ii, 487
after arrest, ii, 492
becomes obsolete, ii, 488
Calificadores, ii, 216, 263, 486, 488
Calomarde, his disgrace, iv, 463
Camargo, Juan de, enforces subjection of regulars, ii, 37

Camarilla, power of, iv, 451
Ccuninos de herradura, iv, 480
Campillo, Jose de, ii, 100
Campo, Elvira de, her case, ii, 489
her torture, iii, 24
Canals, iv, 480
Canaries, tribunal of, i, 544
excesses, i, 348; ii, 527
Englishmen subject to the Index,

iii,

467

r<ABALLERIA, Jaime

de

295

foreign sailors, iii, 462
quarrel over canonry,
inspection of, ii, 229
receipts from, in 1824,
relaxations in, iv, 524

i, 342, 348
115
iv, 400
Caballero, Francisca de Paula, iv, 80
Cabarrus, Count, his letters, iv, 314
Candia captured by Muladies, i, 49
Cabezon, Declaration of, i, 19
Cabra, Count of, resists assessments, ii, Candles, lighting of, on Friday, ii, 566
for penitents, iii, 215
360
Cangas, demoniacs of, ii, 170
Caciquismo, iv, 473
Cano, Melchor, his parecer, ii, 51 iii,
Cadets, limpieza required for, ii, 312
533
Cddiz, tribunal of, i, 543
relations with Carranza, ii, 56, 02, 63
visitas de narios, iii, 315, 518, 520
on Jesuit mysticism, iv, 18
composition of, ii, 357
Canonical purgation, iii, 114
Cortes convoked at, iv, 403
Canonization of Arbuds, i, 252
Cortes of, their Jansenism, iv, 297
of saints, iv, 355
contest with Chapter, iv, 414
Canonries granted to officials, ii, 416
massacre in 1820, iv, 435
doctoral and magistral, ii, 421
as refuge in 1823, iv, 446
suppressed for Inqn., ii, 423, 426, 429
Cicsarius of Heisterliach on Jews, i, 82
for Inqn. of Portugal, iii, 266
Cag de la Maleha as almojarife, i, 99
their revenues, ii, 430, 443
Cagliostro founds the lodge Espana, iv,
Canons as commissioners, ii, 422
303
of Majorca obtain papal lirief, i, 498
condemned for Masonry, iv, 300
Caietano on exclusion of New Chris- Canopies, Inqn. deprived of, i, 304
Cantadores, iv, ISO
tians, ii, 289
Canticles, Luis de Leon's version of, iv,
Caladui, battle of, iii, 323
152
Calahorra, tribunal of, i, 543
Canto, Miguel, his pamphlet, iv, 442
cost of prisoner's food, ii, 532
Caone, Hilario, case of, iv, 130
Calatayud, Aljama of, fined, i, 94
Capellanias, foundation of, iv, 4SS
tribunal of, i, 544
Calatrava, Order of, attacks New Chris- Cappa, Ricardo, on pact with demon,
iv, 205
tians, i, 126
Capodiferro, nuncio, iii, 242, 243
Calcena, Ferdinand's secretary, i, 193
Captives, redemption of, ii, 411
his influence, i, 210
Caraccioli, Card., on Quietism, iv, 53
dismissed and restored, i, 215
his gains from confiscations, ii, 362, Caraffa, Card., speculates on Jews, iii,
254
372
ignores and enforces heretic debts, Carbonell, Pere Miguel, his statistics, iv,
521
ii, 329
Cdrcel y ahito, ii, 411 iii, 163
Caldera, his AUstica Teologia, iv, 29
Calderon, Francisco Garcia, case of, ii, Cdrcel de fdmiliares, ii, 508
Careelero, ii, 247
134
Corcclcs medias, comuncs, publicas, ii,
Calvlad de oficio, ii, 485, 488
508
Calificacion, ii, 480

^

Pedro de

la,

la,

i,

i,

;
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;
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Cnrrelrs secrelas, ii, 230, 471, 507
preferable to other p;aols, ii, 509
terror inspired by, ii, 511
Cardona, Duke of, banishes Inqn.,

475
Cardona,

Folch de,

resists

Achniral of Castile,
resists Inq.-gcnl.

ii,

arrest
ii,

on

i,

of

175, 177

Cargoes, seizure of, ii, 338, 497
Carlists prepare for Fernando's deatli,

4GG
Carlos, Don, case of, iv, 253
Carlos, Don, head of ultra rovalists, iv,
456
his prospects of succession, iv, 462
insists on his claims, iv, 463
is sent to Portugal, iv, 465
Carlos II claims confiscations, i, 335
increased power of Inqn., i, 347
rejects appeal of Suprema, i, 464
iv,

IV dismisses inq.-genl., i, 321
conflicts of jurisdiction, i, 505, 524
exclusion of Jews, iii, 314
registers all foreigners, iii, 472

Carlos

172

Mendoza,

557

confirms censorship law, iii, 489
revolution is heresy, iii, 543
evokes the case of Salas, iv, 313
his disastrous reign, iv, 390
his treatment of Jovellanos, iv, 395
sent to Compi6gne, iv, 399
revives law of succession, iv, 463. 465
taxes church acquisitions, iv, 493
Carlotta de ]?ourl)on, iv, 464
Carmelites, discalced, ask for commutations,

ii,

410

Carniceria of Logrono, troul)le over,

i,

532

bill referred to Ferdinand,
293
Carranza, Abp., case of, ii, 46
forbids pistols, i, 411
his reforming tendencies, ii, 52
rebufTed by Majorca clergy, i, 504
his Commentaries, ii, 55
seeks to check abuses, i, 511; ii, 215,
his trial commenced, ii, 62
222, 234, 413
delays, ii, 71, 73
his character, ii, 169
surrendered to the pope, ii, 79
his bewitchment, ii, 170
his sentence, ii, 82
abandons Froilan Diaz, ii, 173
his death, ii, 84
requires in(|rs. to be lawyers, ii, 235
his mysticism, iv, 15
his oath at auto, iii, 21S
on character of clergy, iv, 486
orders search for Huguenots, iii, 471
on observance of Sundays, iv, 502
{)ersecutes Jansenists, iv, 287
Carranza, Sancho de, persecutes witches,
lis disastrous reign, iv, 476
iv, 215
on growth of Cliurch, iv, 491
Carrillo, Abp., his turbulence, i, 8, 287
unable to protect his subjects, iv, 511
his treatment of Ximenes, i, 13
humiliated by Inqn., iv, 512
appoints an inquisitor, i, 167
Carlos III scrutinizes commission of
on exclusion of New Christians, ii,
inq.-genl., i, 303
285
on Catechism of Mesengui, i, 321
Cartagena, tribunal of, i, 544
regulates the Suprema, i, 323
visitas de navios, iii, 3l4
enforces police regulations, i, 365
contribution from, ii, 201
annuls exemption from billets, i, 400 Cartas acordadas, i, 182; ii, 475
forbids bearing arms, i, 412
de gracia, ii, 346
exemptions from military service, i,
del Filosojo Rancio, iv, 405
414
Cartitlds prohibited, iii, 531
orders Concordias observed, i, 483
of commissioners, ii, 269, 272
limits the fucro, i, 516
Casa de pcnitcncia, ii, 507; iii, 155
insists on courtesy, i, 520
its alcaide, ii, 219
expedites compcleiicias, i, 525
Casafranca, Jaime de, case of, ii, 344
relieves Mallorquin New Christians, Casas, Diego de las, case of, ii, 124
ii, 313
Caspe, conversion of Moors of, iii, 314
on pay of commissioners, ii, 423
Castellnno, coin, i, 560
on non-Catholic recruits, iii, 476
Castile, its turl)ulence, i, 1
requires proof before arrest, ii, 493
rates of interest in, i, 97
his Pragmnlicn del Exequatur, iii, 540
massacres in 1391, i, 107, 112
limits censorship, iii, 541
expulsion of Jews, i, 136
expels the Jesuits, iv, 294
Inqn. for, granted by Nicholas V, i,
his action as to bigamy, iv, 323
147
his control of Inqn., iv, 389
estal:)lished, i, 188
progress under him, iv. 387, 480, 486
separate Inqn. for, i, 180
taxes church ac(iuisitions, iv, 493
resistance provoked bv Lucero, i, 189
on profanation of churches, iv, 503
complaints, i, 217, 220, 222, 185

Carpenter's
i,

INDEX
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Castile, complaints of temporal jurisdiction, i, 510
Concordia of 1553, i, 436
familiars, i, 458; ii, 275, 277

secular procedure,

ii,

466, 468
ii, 535, 559

rules as to -witnesses,
use of torture in, iii, 1
forcible conversion of Moors,

Catalonia, struggle

o-\-er

blasphemy,

iv,

329
over unnatural crime, iv,
363, 371
revolt of 1822, iv, 443
rising of ultra royali.sts, iv, 456
Catechism of Mesengui, i, 320
for New Christians, i, 155
of Juan Perez, iii, 428
juri.sdiction

iii, 324
Moriscos persecuted, iii, 330, 390
Anglican, for Spain, iii, 451
expelled, iii, 399
in Romance prohibited, iii, 530
sorcery in, iv, 182, 184
Cathedrals, sanbenitos hung in, iii, 166
struggle over blasphemy, iv, 330
unnatural crime, iv, 364
Catholic Kings, reasons for the title, i,
143
export of horses, iv, 278
Catholicism, feigned, punished, iii, 474,
See also Cortes
Castro, Alfonso de, on duty of denun476

ciation, ii, 486
on disabilities of descendants, iii, 173
on witchcraft, iv, 217
on the clergy, iv, 496, 497
on religion, iv, 502
Castro, Archdeacon of, case of, i, 193
Castro, Leon de, iv, 150, 159
Castro, Pedro de, Bp. of Cuenca, ii,
50, 56, 87
Castro, Rodrigo de, arrests Carranza, ii,

64
sent to Rome, ii, 74
persecutes mystics, iv, 21
Catalina, Doiia, Ordenamiento de,
116, 123
Catalonia, papal patronage resisted,
for

New

Christians,

i,

ii,

586
tried for

Lutheranism,

iii,

420

Cato, Precepts of, iii, 447
Cazalla, Dr. Agustin, ii, 318, 512; iii,
201, 430, 431, 438
Cazalla, Bishop, iv, 12
Cazalla, Maria, iii, 96; iv, 5, 12
Cazalla, Pedro de, iii, 429, 431, 442
Cazalla house, razed, iii, 130
Celestina, the, iii, 546
Celibacy stimulated by limpicza, ii, 309
of clergy, iv,

i,

336

Cell-companions, betraval bv,

ii,

518,

579
i,

12

contempt

Catholics burnt for denving heresy,

125

Cella, Jews expelled from, i, 124
Celo de Cristo contra los Judios, i, 115
Celosia in audience-chamber, ii, 231,

introduction of Inqn. in, i, 236, 260
554
complaints, i, 265, 283, 285, 286
Celso, Hugo de, case of, iii, 423
i,
283
Concordia of 1512,
Cemeteries, Jewish, their destination,
Mercader's Instructions, i, 273
i, 138
donation to Inqn. in 1520, i, 284
Censors or calificadores, ii, 263
ii,
familiars, i, 270, 273, 398, 401;
Censorship confided to Inqn., iii, 482
independence of, iii, 486, 493, 535
275
struggles with Inqn., i, 326, 465, 469savage law of Philip II, iii, 488
74
trivialities of, iii, 491
outrages of billeted troops, i, 396
penalties for infraction, iii, 525
right to bear arms, i, 403
cases of infraction, iii, 526
excludes officials from office, i, 416
its extension, iii, 532
limitation of jurisdiction, i, 432
f)ower conferred by, iii, 539
rejects Concordia of 1568, i, 469
imited by Carlos III, iii, 541
social condition in 1632, i, 474
political use of, iir, 542
rebellion of 1640, i, 476; iii, 543
under Restoration, iii, 544
forms a national Inqn., i, 477, 479
over morals and art, iii, 545
collapse of rebellion, i, 479
by the State, iii, 549
ho.stility continued, i, 483
of the pulpit, iv, 173
its coinage, i, 565
of Immaculate Conception, iv, 361
Edict of P'aith in, ii, 92
of scientific works, iv, 394
exacts pledges as to Moors, iii, 343
aboli.shcd Iiy Cortes of Cddiz, iv, 404
cxpul.sion of Moors decreed, iii, 354
its influence, iv, 52S
comj)lains of corsairs, iii, 384
Censos due to confiscated estates, i, 270
Morisco expulsion, iii, 401
investments in, ii, 435
In(|n. judges .sorcery, iv, 183
Censvis of liKpi. in 1746, ii, 216
struggle over bigamy, iv, 317
of Inqn. exempts, ii, 217

INDEX
Centallas, Caspar, case of,

Centimo, value

of,

i,

iii,

453, 555

565

Centralization,
development of,
184, 1S6
Ceremonial, quarrels over, i, 359
of autos, iii, 213
Certificate of liiupieza,
of discharge, iii, 109

ii,

iii,

on

of

book condenmed,

535

Chains, prisoners kept

in,

ii,

466, 467,

511
Chair, ceremonial, question of,

i,

362,

364

Chamorro and

Uliff, correspondence of,
133
Chaplain of tribunal, ii, 249
Chapter of lielmonte suljmits, ii, 428
of Cadiz, its contest with the Cortes,
iv, 414
of Valencia, prosecution of, ii, 133
Chapters resist grants of canonries, ii,
418, 420, 421
Character in priesthood, iv, 336
Character, influence of Inqn. on, iv,
i,

138, 507, 515
Charges withheld from accused, iii, 39
Charles V restrains clerical immunitv, i,

18
regulates butchers, i, 33
obtains masterships of Military Orders
i,

34

protests against papal letters,

ii,

122,

123,124,126
his early vacillation,
his project of reform,

•

i,
i,

Charles V executes Rp. Acufia, ii, 44
his orders to receivers, ii, 191
protects Viruos, ii, 127; iii, 418

empowers

598

de no obstonna, iii, 177
Cervantes on Moriscos, iii, 341
Cervantes, Caspar, his visitation
Barcelona, i, 467, 529
Cervera, capitulations of, i, 20
Univ. of, its Jansenism, iv, 295
Cessolio a dirinis, i, 495, 514
Cevallos, Ceron., his

ii,

I

559

216
218

swears to Concordias, i, 275, 276
contest over Concordia of 1519, i, 27S
his answers to Cortes of 1528 and
1533, i, 280
power to appoint inq.-genl., i, 303
grants from confiscations, i, 329; ii,
362, 380, 381, 385
annuls statutes restricting Inqn., i,
365
deprives familiars of arms, i, 404
asserts right to public office, i, 415
grants the fuero to servants, i, 432,
434
suspends c6dula of 1518, i, 435
firmn .served on him, i, 451
abolishes passive fuero, i, 466
offer to him as to confiscations, i, 583
memorial to him from Granada, i, 585

inspectors,

limjiirza,

ii,

ii,

228

289

confirms grants by heretics, ii, 328
less lilieral than Ferdinand, ii, 348
enforces exclu.sive jurisdiction, ii, 352
his concession to the Guimeras, ii, 354
orders release of galley-sla\es, ii, 412
seeks canonries for Inqn., ii, 424
regulates prison expen.'^es, ii, 530

on .suppression of witnesses' names, ii,
550
on puni.shnient of false-witness, ii, 556
hesitates as to galley-service,

iii,

141

on enforcement of disabilities, iii, 175
aids Joao III, iii, 241
Edicts of Grace for Mori.scos, iii, 328
his Granada edict, iii, 332
protects Conversos of Teruel, iii, 345
confirms coerced bapti.sms, iii, 351
orders baptism of Moors, iii, 352
his edict of expulsion, iii, 354

on Morisco confiscations,

iii, 359
suspends Inqn. as to Moriscos, iii, 373
asks Inqn. to protect Moriscos, iii, 376
forbids Moriscos to change domicile,
iii, 377
forliids butchering by Moriscos, iii,
381
.suppresses Luther's books, iii, 413
favors Erasmus, iii, 414
urges extermination of Protestants,
iii, 434
his list of prohibited authors, iii, 484
letter of January 25, 1550, iii, 565
on export of horses, iv, 278
confi.scates for bigamy, iv, 316
evades complaints as to blasphemy,
iv, 330

confines usury to secular courts,

iv,

374
results of his reign, iv, 474
his devoutness, iv, 499
his death, ii, 57
Charles le Chauve sends for relics, i, 47
Charles II (Navarre) and his Moors,
iii,

317

Charles II (England), his treaty with
Philip IV, iii, 470
Charles IX (France) complains of
arrests of Frenchmen, iii, 459
Charms, curative, iv, 186, 188, 201
Chateauliriand prepares French intervention, iv, 445
stri\cs to repair mischief, iv, 451
protests against Inqn., iv, 454
Chaves, Fr. Diego de, iv, 257, 259
Child-bed, remo\al from pri.son during,
ii, 505, 524
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Children, baptism of Jewish,
of Moriscos, iii, 3S0

prosecution

of,

3,

ii,

321

;

93

i,

Cientnfi, iv,

iii,

150, IGl,

206

must denounce

parents,

ii,

485

of heretics, provision for, ii, 336, 52S
their impoverishment a benefit, ii,
of

336
accused can consult counsel,

44

iii,

refused access to counsel, iii, 48
of dead, their citation, iii, 83
disabilities of,

172

iii,

Morisco, detained,

iii,

395, 399, 401,

403
Chinchilla, Juan, case

of,

468,

ii,

iii,

190
Christia,

Pablo,

manides,

disputes with Nach-

90

i,

co-operation with Saracens,

Christian

49, 52, 56
converts to Islam,
i,

i, 49
Lo\e, confraternity of, ii, 285
Moriscos expelled, iii, 403, 409
Christianity, hatred of, inspired, iii, 321,
330
Christianization of Moriscos, iii, 365
Christians under Saracen rule, i, 45
not to be burnt alive, iii. 192
burnt as negativos, iii, 287

Christina of

479

Cifuentes, church of, objects to sanbeni-

Sweden favors Molinos,

iv,

49, 54

tos, iii, 168
Circumcision of New Christians, i, 151
as evidence, ii, 566
Ciruelo on jurisdiction over sorcery, iv,
184
on astrology, iv, 192
on punishment for sorcerv, iv, 197
on the Sabbat, iv, 220
Cirujano y harhero, ii, 249
Cisneros, Leonor de, iii, 429, 441
Cistercians subjected to Inqn. ii, 31.
Citation of children of dead, iii, 83
of the absent, iii, 87
to Rome, ii, 118
Cities represented in Cortes, i, 2
assigned as prison, ii, 508
Ciudad Real, tribunal of, i, 166, 544
its activity, i, 167; iii, 82; iv, 520
persecution of Conversos, i, 126
New Christians denied office, i, 128

Civil law, confiscation in,

Claims, buying

up

of,

i,

ii,

316

265, 270, 430

of creditors of heretics,

ii,

328

Clementines, rules in the, ii, 5
canon on usury, i, 95
Clamosa, the, ii, 489
Clara, Beata, case of, iv, 91
Clasquerin, Archbp., on sorcerers,
182

iv,

Chrysostom, St. John, on Jews, i, 37 Class privileges, i, 375
Classification of heresy, ii, 4
Chuetas, ii, 312
of authors, iii, 500
Church, the, its immunities, i, 11
of propositions, iv, 139
on forcible conversion, i, 41; iii, 348
seeks to estrange the races,

i,

55, 64,

68, 72, 75

Cleanliness as evidence, ii, 566; iii, 329
Clemencin, Dom, on decline of printing,

iv, 530
86
Clement, Joseph, his mission, iv, 293,
307, 390
comlemnation of usury, i, 96; iv, 372
burden of Inqn. thrown on, i, 331 Clement III favors Jews, i, 81
Clement IV rebukes Jaime I, i, 70, 91
ii, 423
its claim on confiscations, ii, 316, 318 Clement V subjects Jews of Toledo to
the chapter, i, 94
its responsibility for burning, iii, 183
Clement VI strives to arrest massacres,
hostility to it in 1820-3, iv, 439
i, 101
used to enforce passive obedience, iv,
Clement VII on alisolution for occult
444
heresy, ii, 20
its wealth, iv, 488, 493, 495
his policy as to regulars, ii, 31, 32
its oppressiveness, iv, 492
limited jurisdiction over bps., ii, 45
its iniluence, iv, 498, 507
renounces appellate jurisdiction, ii,
Churches, asylum in, i, 421
i,
74, 81, 86
revenues derived from Jews,

on Jews,

htmg

i,

iii, 165
221
judgements of blood in, iii, 223
for Moriscos, iii, 366
pollution of, iv, 130
profanation of, iv, 503
('hurrucca pcrscc\ites Moriscos, iii, 347
investigates conversions, iii, 350
Cibo, Card., on mvstics, iv, 56

snnbenitos
autos held

Cid, the,

i,

1,

in,

11,

in,

iii,

53

126
appeals for Francisco Ortiz, ii, 127;
iv, 12
forI)ids taxes on confiscations, ii, 3,")3
action as to Portuguese Inc]!i., iii, 239,

240
as to Valencia Moors, iii. 351, 352
as to Moriscos, iii. 371. 376
as to Lutherans, iii, 422, 123
brief of July 15, 1531, iii, 563
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Clement VII grants

561

o\cr Climent, Bp., of Barcelona, iv, 293
Clothes of relapseil confiscated, ii, 337
iv, 374
supplied to prisoners, ii, 528
Clement ^'II1 asserts episcopal cog- Coaches, troulne over, in Logrono, i, 531
Coadjutorshiijs with reversion, ii, 222
nizance oi^ heresy, ii, 8
asserts appellate jurisdiction, ii, 132 Coast-guartl duty of familiars, i, 412
Coasts unprotected, iii, 383
on age of inqrs., ii, 236
Code, penal, on toleration, iv, 470
commutes relapse, iii, 261
prohibits del'amatory writings, iii, 531 Ccelcstis Pastor, bull, iv, 59
circulated in Sjiain, iv, 68
confirms jurisdiction over regulars, ii,
Coeli cl Terra, bull, iv, 189
36
Coello, Juana, iv, 254, 255, 256, 270
heresies treated as relapse, iii, 201
insists on denunciation of accom- Cana Domini, bull in, ii, 19
plices, ii, 462; iii, 373
Coercion in baptism, i, 41; iii, 349
on ecclesiastical jurisdiction, iii, 534 Coffer of three keys, ii, 450, 452
relaxation for personating priest- Cojradia de S. Pedro Martir, ii, 282
Coinage, Spanish, i, 560
hood, iv, 340
Clement IX sustains the Majorca
debased untler Henry IV, i, 7
Church, i, 502
violation of laws on, i, 438
Clement
suspends Portuguese Inqn.,
debasement of, iv, 482
iii, 288
Inqn. invoked, iv, 283
Clement XI, his instructions to "N'idal
Mariana's attack on it, iv, 273
Marin, i, 302; ii, 175, 178
Coins, baptism of, iv, 199
Colegios de Famiiiarcs, ii, 282
tries Toro of Oviedo, ii, 88; iv, 73
condemns use of Bible, iii, 529
Collection of debts, i, 434
Clement XII condemns Masonrv, iv,
through Inqn., i, 266
299
of viedia anala, i, 378
Clement XIII condemns Mesengui's
of confiscations, ii, 341
Catechism, i, 320
College for Moriscos, iii, 366, 367, 369,
jurI.<5(liction

unnatural crime, iv, 363
witlulraws usury I'roin In(|n.,

X

Clergv, their character,

i,

9,

10; iv, 496,

508
their immvmity, i, 17, 345; iv, 497
their inviolability, i, 367
as tax-collectors, i, 99
taxed in kingdoms of Aragon, i, 375,

379
of Santiago in Huesca, i, 456
Colleges, limpicza required by, ii, 298
Colonial tribunals, their finances, i, 332
remittance, seizure of, i, 333
Colonies, New Christians in, iii, 280
contribute to Suprema, ii, 200
Comets, superstition as to, iv, 530
Commentaries of Carranza, ii, 55, 56, 59,
73, 83, 85
Commerce, damage to, ii, 331, 380,
446, 462, 506, 511, 514
Commercial operations of Inqn., i, 176,

379
not to be familiars, i, 443, 454
leniency towards, iii, 100; iv, 368
arrests and sentences require confirmation, ii, 184, 185
confiscation of, ii, 318
levy on, for Inqn., ii, 426
subject to torture, iii, 13
389
sentenced in audience-chamber, iii, 96 Commission paid to informers, ii, 323
spiritual penance for, iii, 132
Commissions of inqrs. -genl., i, 303
circular discipline for, iii, 138
Lutheranism included, iii, 423
exempt from galleys, iii, 140
solicitation included, iv, 99
not exposed in autos, iii, 180
sorcery included, iv, 189
formal heresy in, iii, 181
of inquisitors, ii, 595
judgements of blood forbidden to, iii,
issued by inqrs., ii, 218
184
of familiars, i, 409, 516
tried for treason by Inqn., iv, 275
renewal of, ii, 162
alienated by Cortes of Cadiz, iv, 413
for discovering hidden property, i,
resist the suppression of Incju., iv, 414
268
hostilitv to, in 1820-3, iv, 439
to investigate New Christians, i, 156
their numbers, iv, 489, 492, 493
on .secular business, i, 468
refuse to reveal their wealth, iv, 491
of absolution, papal, ii, 106
of .Majorca, oljtain papal brief, i, 499
military, their cruelty, iv, 452
triumph over Inqn., i, 503
Commissioners, ii, 268
Clericalism, influence of, iv, 488, 498
their appointment, ii, 237
Clericis laicos, bull, i, 375
their fees, ii, 271
VOL. IV
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Commissioners take ratifications, ii, 544
cannot form competencias, i, 444
must be present at autos, iii, 214
in investigating limpieza, ii, 302
instructions as to witchcraft, iv, 237
temporary, ii, 272
Communion, daily, taught by Mohnos,
iv,

51

Commutation
408;
grants

iii,

of,

of punishment,

ii,

402,

ii,

410

BoJsa,
Competencia in 1530,

282
268

iii,
i,

difficulty of settling,

delays caused by,

i,

481, 524
464, 512, 525

i,

of, i, SlS, 519
refusal of, i, 513, 516, 522
in bigamy cases, iv, 319

formula

courtesy displayed, iv, 432
Complaints of Inqn. punished, iv, 515
Compositions for confiscation, i, 236,
267, 331 ii, 353
their violation, ii, 355
the great one of Seville, ii, 357
for individuals, ii, 356
for imperfect confession, ii, 460
for immunity, iii, 362
for military service, i, 334
Compurgation, iii, 113
in trials of the absent, iii, 87
Comte, Juan, inq. of Barcelona, i, 261,
263
Comuneros of 1820-3, iv, 439
Comunidades, iv, 250
Inqn. not concerned in, i, 221
Concealment of finances, i, 330, 332
of property, ii, 322
Conception, the Immaculate, iv, 174,
359
Conclusion of case, iii, 71
Concordat of 1737, iv, 493
of 1753, iv, 291
Concordia Comproinisoria of 1465, i, 123
Concordia of Castile, in 1553, i, 436
familiars in, ii, 275, 277
asked for by Aragon, i, 450
of Aragon in 1512, i, 270
confirmed by Ferdinand, i, 274
in 1520, i, 282
its guarantees, i, 465
ignored by Inqn., i, 283, 472
on jurisdiction, i, 432
on familiars, ii, 274
on violation of compositions, ii, 356
on bigamy, iv, 317
on blasphemy, iv, 329
on usury, iv, 373
;

printing forbidden,

i,

455

357, 376, 378

iii,

observance
i,

com-

10, 16; iv,

496

Concurrence, episcopal, i, 159, 230; ii,
11; iii, 71
effort to avoid it, ii, 14
its necessity, ii, 16
its decline, ii, 18; iii, 74
Concurrent witnesses required, ii, 562
Condemned, efforts to convert the, iii,
196
Conditions justifying torture, iii, 6
of patient in torture, iii, 14
Conditional acquittal, iii, 106

Con

el

Rey y

la Inquisicion, chiton! iv,

515
Confession, judicial,
urgency to induce

spontaneous,

ii,

571

ii,

must be complete,
imperfect,

time

of,

variable,

569
570

it, ii,

573

ii,

353; iii, 199
580; iii, 143, 191

ii,

ii,

582

ii,

revocation of, ii, 582; iii, 10, 200
relaxation after, iii, 190
under torture, ii, 581 iii, 26
must be ratified, iii, 27
retraction of, iii, 28
;

useless in relapse, iii, 202
of Grace, ii, 457, 459, 605
of witches, iv, 219, 223, 231, 232, 235,

under Edict
237
Confession,

sacramental,

its

divine

412
of heresy, i, 234 ii, 20
of prisoners, ii, 521
denied to negativos, iii, 198
not to be heard in houses, iv, 96
seal of, ii, 24; iv, 31, 377
Confessional, the, introduced, iv, 96
indecency in, by mystics, iv, 25, 31
its use in censorshiji, iii, 490
origin,

iii,

;

seduction in, see Solicitation
Confessional letters, ii, 104, 590
Confessions heard 1)V laymen, iv, 344
Confessors, inqrs. are not, ii, 21
of tribunals, ii, 249
licensed to absolve for heresy, ii, 22, 24
elicit information as to property, ii,

322

of 1519, i,"276
of 1520, i, 466
of 156S, i, 4 12, 454
its

Morisco, of 1528,
Concordias,
their

manded, i, 483
Concubinage of clergy,

161

Companhia da

Concordia of 1568 made a fuero,
on witnesses, i, 492
on commissioners, ii, 270
on familiars, ii, 281
of Zapata, i, 474
of 1646, i, 460, 464
of 1554 for Valencia, i, 440

require penitents to obey the Index,

490
denounce

iii,
i,

445

to

solicitors, iv, 101,

108

;

INDEX
Confessors, royal, their influence, iv, 498
are menilSers of Suprema, i, 323
Confidence, destruction of, ii, 91, 100
ConfinenR'nt not solitary, ii, 51S

Confinnation of commissions,
of sentences, ii, 184
Confiscation,
i,

demanded bv

162

ii,

in Portugal, iii, 260, 281
Conflicts of jurisdiction, i, 427

in

Fertlinand,

i,

191

in
in

of otficcs, i, 192
evils of, i, 218; ii, 343, 3SG; iv, 504
offers for its suppression, i, 219, 221,

583; ii, 308
compositions for, see Composition
complaints of, in Valencia, i, 23G
extensive, in Aragon, i, 256
debts of estates, i, 266
controlled l)y Suprema, i, 329
concealed from crown, i, 330
reclaimed by crown, i, 331, 336
revert to Inqn., i, 337
jurisdiction over,

ii,

ii,

316, 325, 331, 339, 348
in reconciliation, ii, 320; iii, 149
its enforcement, ii, 321, 334, 335, 341
professional informers, ii, 323
estates of the dead, ii, 327; iii, 82
creditors and debtors, ii, 328
dowries, ii, 332, 599
of collection,

ii,

341

of alienated property, ii, 339
of persons of lieretics, ii, 340
^'aiencia court of, ii, 330
abuses, ii, 346
no appeal from Inqn., ii, 349
insurance against, ii, 353

productiveness, ii, 367
waste of property, ii, 363, 364, 370
malversation, ii, 365
use made of its products, ii, 371
grants from, i, 187; ii, 373, 380
investments from, ii, 433, 442
stimulus to condemn, ii, 377
Erosecution of the wealthy, ii, 385
ol)solete,

ii,

370

distinguished from penances, ii, 393
replaced l)v penance, ii, 394
of 1679 in" Majorca, i, 335; iii, 306;

512
of Morisco property, iii, 359
annual payment substituted,
iii, 361
of expelled Moriscos, iii, 409
Valencia register of, i, 581
for bigamy, iv, 316, 317
iv,

sequestration a preliminary',
razing houses, iii, 129

ii,

331

503

493

methods

of settlement, i, 517
See also Compctencias.
Confrontation, ii, 553
Conjurators, iii, 113, 117
Congregncion dc S. Pedro Martir, ii, 282
presided over by Fernando VII, iv,
431
i,

207
ii,

334

Conscience, jurisdiction over, ii, 19
Conscription, exemptions from, i, 414

Consent in solicitation not enquired
into, iv, 122
Consejeros de In tarde, i, 323; ii, 195
Conscjo de la Suprema y General Inquisicion, i, 173
de Poblaciones, iii, 340
Conspiracy of San Bias, iv, 303
Constantinople, Council of, on Jews, i, 39
Constitution of Bayonne, iv, 400
of Cddiz, iv, 406
restrictions on the crown, iv, 421
abrogated by Fernando VII, iv,
422
revived in 1820, iv, 436
in 1836, iv, 469
Consulta Magna, the, i, 512
Consulta de }e, ii, 266; iii, 72
preliminary, ii, 489
before auto de fe, iii, 210
votes on torture, iii, 4
its action, iii, 73
its oijsolescence,

fiscal

present

in,

ii,
ii,

268;
481

iii,

74

its service, iii, 75
Consultation of demons,

ii, 170, 173
Consultorcs, ii, 266
their appointment, ii, 267
their functions, iii, 71, 73

ijecome unnecessary, iii, 74
are not olHcials, i, 443

number

216
28
condemned in Seville, iv, 30
taught by Molinos, iv, 50, 52
l)y S. iFranfois de Sales, iv, 62

diminislicd
i,

i,

iv, 188, 199, 203
Conquests by husband and wife,

336
included in sentence, ii, 318
operates from first act of heresy,

i,

i,

with spiritual courts,
with army, i, 504

Calolica,

316,

ii,

439
450
Catalonia, i, 465
Majorca, i, 484
Castile, i, 485
Aragon,

Conjurations,

209

the most deterrent penaltv,

ii,

600

in

at Cordova,

ecomes

Confiscation, account of a receiver,

in Valencia,

158

system

563

Contemplation,

iv,

1,

of,
6,

ii,

19,

its results, iv, 55, 74
Coniestes, ii, 562
Continence, test of, iv, 2, 9, 10,

34
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564
Contraband tobacco, search
trade, facilities for, i, 385

for,

i,

425

Contnijucro, cry of, i, 451 iv, 259
Contracts of heretics, ii, 325
of peace and truce, i, 445
Contreras, Ant. de, disregards quarantine, i, 264
Contumacy, absence is, iii, 8G
proves heresy, iii, 89
Conventicles, houses used as, iii, 128
Convents used as prisons, iii, 151, 154
reclusion in, iii, 180
aulillos held in, iii, 221
their multiplication, iv, 490
have licences for prohibited books,
;

iii,

503

Conversion, forcible, doctrine
iii,

of,

i,

41;

63
by preaching authorized, i, 91
in massacre of 1391, i. 111
i,

Jews in 1413, i, US
checked by Inqn., i, 131
of Moors of Granada, iii, 319
of Valencian Moors, iii, 348, 355
of Moriscos, iii, 365
at autos, iii, 191, 193, 216, 218
after sentence, iii, 193, 194, 197
efforts to ol)tain, iii, 196
confirmed by torture, iii, 11
of

Conversos, see New Christians
Converts, favor shown to, i, 63
iii, 293
from Protestantism,

to Judaism,

476

iii,

Convicts transferred for execution,
222
effort to convert,

Copper coinage,
Corileles,

iii,

i,

iii,

191, 196; iv, 525

iii,

564

19
i, 51, 115
Christians, i, 128

Cordova, massacres of Jews,
persecution of
its

tribunal,

i,

its inquisitors,

New

166, 544
i,

190

i, 192
ceremonial in the mass, i, 361
persecution of pro\isor of, i, 495
dispute over a house, i, 528
Confraternity of Christian Love,

its

struggle with Lucero,

285
exclusion of Conversos, ii, 290
benefices of its officials, ii, 420
its doctoral caiionry, ii, 421
tortures used in, iii, 20
houses rebuilt, iii, 129
conversion of Moors, iii, 324
Molinistds nluDibrados, iv, 71
its school of magic, iv, ISO
Cordova, Saiu-iio (le, case of, ii, 29
Cortlovan martyrs, relics of, i, 47
.

Coria, ('ouncil of, on clergy, iv, 496
Corona, coin, i, 561

iii,

215

Correspondence of Chamorro and
i, 133
Corsairs, their ravages, iii, 383
Corte, tribunal of, i, 545

UliflF,

Cortes of Castile, representation in, i, 2
resist papal patronage, i, 12
of 1380on Jews, i, 77
of 1385 on Jews, i, 99
of 1387 on Jews and Moors, i, 77
of 1462 ask for trade with Jews, i, 122
never ask for Inqn., i, 154, 157
of 1523 renounce power, i, 33
complain of Inqn., i, 217, 220, 222,
485;ii, 14

ask for fixed salaries, ii, 349
complain of courts, ii, 468
of wealth of Church, iv, 489
of number of convents, iv, 490
of 1532 define Old Christians, ii, 288
of 1570 ask for teaching of astrologj',
iv, 192
of 1789 on the succession, iv, 463, 465
of Cadiz convoked in 1810, iv, 403
suppress benefices, ii, 445

347

efforts at,

Coroza,

Corregidor of Logrono, his punishment,
i, 351

ii,

on sanhewitos, iii, 171
grant freedom of press, iii, 543;
iv, 404
»
adopt Constitution, iv, 406
Inqn.,
iv, 407
struggle over the
prolonged debate, iv, 411
Inqn. informallv suppressed, iv,
412
alienate the clergy, iv, 413
contest with chapter of Cddiz, iv,
414
of 1813-14, iv, 418
prescribe terms to Fernando VII,
iv, 419
are ejected, iv, 422
of 1823 move to Seville and Cddiz,
iv, 446
of 1833 acknowledge Isabella II, iv,
465
Cortes of Aragon, their independence,
i, 229
accept Torqucmada, i, 238
of 1510, their demands, i, 269
on usury, iv, 373, 374
on episcopal concurrence, ii, 14
of 1519, their articles, i, 276
of 1526, demands e\aded, i, 455
of 1528 and 1533, grievances, i, 285,
286
of 1533, niombers tlirealened. i, 452
of 1517 and 15,53, their complaints,
i,
10, 453
of 15()1, their complaints, i. 111
of 1585 ask for new Concordia, i, 454
1

INDEX
C6rtes of 1646, their victory, i, 458
Cortes of \'alencia oppose Inqii., i, 239
('orufia, noi/adc at, iv,

Cosas arbitrarias,
179

ii,

443

401;

iii,

173, 174,

de Lutcrano!^, iii, 453
Cost of a tril)vinal, i, 47S, 479; ii, 209
of anion and toros, ii, 198
of maintaining prisoners, ii, 529, 532
Costs collected from the accused, ii, 533
Costa, Pastor de, his pension, ii, 252
Cote, Juan, case of, i, 300; ii, 348; iii,
102
Cotoner, Inqr., i, 424, 478
Council of Castile, its protests, i, 487,

489
on temporal jurisdiction, i, 510
evades royal order, i, 531
its opinion of Inqn., i, 532
Council of Aragon
i,

trifles

with Philip

Cross-examination,
witnesses,

ii,

none

of witnesses for defence,
of witnesses in Aragon,

ii,

ii,

Crossing, forms of, ii, 568
Crown, iinpo\erishmcnt of,
its

accusing

of

542

relations with InfjU.,

544
466
7

i,

289

i,

appointing power, i, 158, 290,
298, 300, 302
enforces resignations, i, 304
its relations with Suprema, i, 322
loses control o\er finances, i, 330
reclaims confiscations, i, 331; ii, 317
its demands on Inqn., i, 332
its

claims .salary from Suprema,

ii,

196

Crucifix, irreverence to, iv, 333
Crudeli, Tomaso, his works condemned,
iii,

W,

418

sustains the Bishops, i, 501
Councils, royal, organized, i, 172
Counsel allowed to accuseil, iii, 42
his functions, iii, 44, 09
secrecy enforced on, ii, 474
furnishetl at public expense, ii, 467
Counterfeiting, extent of, i, 563
an excepted crime, i, 438
Couriers, expense of, ii, 179
Court of confiscation, ii, 330, 350
of Justicia of Aragon, i, 450
its conflicts with tribunal, i, 452,
454, 450
acquits Antonio Perez, iv, 258
Courts, secular, of Castile, ii, 468
use of torture in, iii, 3
Courts, spiritual, limitations on, i, 15
procedure in, ii, 469, 470
Credit, destruction of, ii, 331
Creditors, claims of, ii, 328, 330, 331
Creix, ii, 334

Crime, heresy as, ii, 4
unnatural, iv, 361
Cristina, Maria, de Bourbon, iv, 462
is appointed regent, iv, 464
her enforced Liberalism, iv, 466
Criticism of Inqn. punishable, i, 372
captious, of censors, iii, 491
Croce, Giov. Gius. della, liis mysticism,
iv, 68
Cromwell demands freedom of conscience, iii, 469; iv, 501
Crops, division of, by Moriscos, iii, 377
Cross, the, of Casar de Palomero, i, 133
of the sanbenito, iii, 162
green, procession of, iii, 214
white, at brascro, iii, 216
irreverence to, iv, 353, 355
Crosses of fjuisa de Carrion, iv, 38
green, of the relaxed, iii, 214

505

547

Cruelty and benignity, iii, 99
Crusades, Jewish massacres caused bv,
i, 83, 88
Cruz, Geronimo de la, on Umpicza, ii,

306
Cruzada indulgence, complaints
24; iv, 511
Cruzado, value

of,

i,

of,

ii,

566

i,

Cuesta,

la,

399

Cuartel,

brothers, their persecution,

296
Cuenca, aljama of, its u.surv, i, 97
Bp. of, deprived of his palace, ii, 207
composition for, ii, 356
tribunal of, i, 546
iv,

troubles in 1520, i, 221
refuses to pay taxes, i, 377
its own case, ii, 428
fines for overcoming torture,
saidjenitos hidden, iii, 168

judges

iii,

31

Cult of uncanonized .saints, iv, 356
Cum quoriindam, bull, iii, 201

Cum

sicul dilccti, brief,

Curador for minors,

499
50

i,

iii,

present at sentence of torture,
for the insane, iii, 59
Cuniiuleros,

punishment

of, iv,

Cure

ot souls, benefices with,
Cures, .superstitious, iv, 188

ii,

iii,

6

200
419

its treatment of Portuguese
Converses, iii, 239
Cushions, inqrs. deprived of, i, 364
Custos morum, Inqn. as, iv, 376
Customs duties, exemption from, i, 376,

Curia, the,

384
Jewish and Moslem,

i,

145;

Cyril, St., persecutes Jews,

"HAIMIEL,

i,

ii,

565

38

Moriscos of, iii, 330
Dameto, Jorje, case of, i, 500
Danger of using papal letters, ii, 105
of witnesses, ii, 550

INDEX

566
Danger

of

denouncing

solicitation,

iv,

108
in mysticism, iv, 2
Daroca, triliunal of, i, 547

Date of heretical acts, ii, 325, 331, 34S
Daubenton, Pcre, expels Alberoni, i, 31.S

Decadence, restoration of Fernando VII
iv, 420
Inqn. re-established, iv, 424
financial troubles, iv, 426
resumes its functions, iv, 429
comparative feebleness, iv, 431
abolition decreed in 1820, iv, 430
French intervention, iv, 447
Fernando keeps it suspended, iv, 453
condition in 1830, iv, 459
replaced by Juntas de fe, iv, 460
final dissolution in 1834, iv, 467
Deceit forljidden, iii, 70
Decrees suppressing the Inqn., iv, 430
408, 541, 543, 545
royal, require assent of Suprema, i,
325
Defalcations of receivers, ii, 451, 454
Defamatory writings prohibited, iii, 531
Defaulters, receivers as, ii, 451, 454
Defence, facilities for, denied, ii, 482
suppression of witnesses' names, ii,
552; iii, 06
witnesses for the, ii, 539
treatment of evidence, ii, 543
advocates allowed, iii, 43
perfunctory character of, iii, 50
pleas in abatement, iii, 57
by tnchns and abonos, iii, 64
of non-baptism, iii, 69
in trials of the dead, iii, 84
no prescription of time against, iii, 89
Defendant entitled to his own court,
i, 430, 400
deprived of his own court, i, 467
Defensor de oficio, iii, 542
Definition of limpieza, ii, 288, 297
of solicitation, iv, 100, 112
Degradation of clerics, i, 179; iii, 181
for marriage in orders, iv, 339
Degrees, C'onversos ineligible to, ii, 287
Dejdinientn, iv, 4, 8, 9
of Molinos, iv, 50
Delation, habit of, ii, 99; iv, 138, 515
Delay in confession, ii, 580
Delays in trials, iii, 40, 75
forbidden by Ferdinand, i, 187
complaints of, i, 220; iii, 77
caused by temporal jurisdiction, i,
509, 512
l)y competencias, i, 525
l)y ratification, ii, 548
l)y evidence for ilcfence, iii. 67

Daughters, offices transmitted through,
ii, 221
Davila Bp. of Segovia, case of, ii, 42
Day of judgement imitated in autos,
iii, 209
Dead Hand, the, iv, 489
Dead, trials of the, iii, SO
suspension forbidden, iii, 109
form of sentence, iii, 85
reconciliation, iii, 149
confiscation of estates, ii, 327
property not sequestrated, ii, 503
Dean of Suprema, ii, 106
Death in prison, ii, 510, 522; iii, 197, 285
trial continued, iii, 85
through torture, iii, 23
during auto, iii, 218
of owners of libraries, iii, 502, 504
mystic, of Molinos, iv, 49
Death-penalty for Masonry, iv, 299
for seducing female prisoners, ii, 524
commuted for galley- service, iii, 139
confiscation equivalent to, ii, 316
Death-sentences reported in advance,
iii. 187
De Auxiliis, controversy over, iv, 100
Debtors excomnumicated, ii, 322
imprisoned, ii, 340
Debts of heretics, ii, 325, 328
of confiscated estates, i, 206
due to confiscated estates, i, 270
due to Jews, i, 103, 115
to reconciliados repudiated, ii, 335
of familiars, i, 453
buying up of, i, 430
collected through Inqn., i, 260, 434
Decadence and Extinction, iv, 385
change under the Bourbons, iv,* 380
influence of Philip V, and his sons,
iv, 387
rapid decadence, iv, 388
limitations under Carlos III, iv, 389
influence of French Revolution, iv,
390
amelioration of procedure, iv, 392
suppression proposed, iv, 394
the French invasion, iv, 399
Incin. supports Napoleon, iv, 400
of Suprema in decithng cases, ii, 182
suppressed by Napoleon, iv, 401
forl)i(iden in trials of tlie deacl, iii, 84
condition during tlie war, iv, 402
in oases of al)sentees, iii, 90
tlie (V)rtes of C':'.diz, iv, 403
in expurgation, iii, 497, 508
struggle over iiie Iiuin., iv, 407
Delegates of liisliops, ii, 12
Inqn. informally su])i)ressed, iv, 412
Dehision in MvstJcism, iv, 79
protests of lie 'clergy, iv, 414
in witclierai't, iv, 208, 212, 217, 210,
reaction after the war, iv, 418
229, 231, 237
1

INDEX
Dcmoniaonl possession,

iv,

34S

Dias, Planquina, case
Diaz, I'roilan, case of,

jurisilictioii, iv, 3-19

epidemics,
imposture,

iv,

350

iv,

351

Demoniacs, their utterances, ii, 134
their responsihiUty, iv, 349
Demons, rcvchUions of, ii, 134
consultation of, ii, 170, 173
invocation of, iv, 199
pact -witli, iv, 185
illusive relations with, iv, 220
Denial of intention, ii, 57G
Denial, pertinacity in, ii, 585; iii, 198
Denmark, treaty of commerce, iii, 407
De no obslancia, certificates of, iii, 178
Denunciation, Edict of, ii, 91
habit of, ii, 99
duty of, i, IGS; ii, 93, 90, 485
in solicitation, iv, 101, 100
two refjuired, iv, 120, 123
of accomplices, ii, 400, 402, 577; iii,
371
of self, ii, 571 iv, 130
;

of i)rohil)ited l)ooks, iii, 482, 490
danger relieves from duty, iv, 108

threats of,

iv,

348

Depopulation, causes

of,

ii,

309;

Dcposilario of sequestrations,
de los prctcndientes, ii, 304

ii,

sale of, ii, 214
delay in rcnderinp; accounts,

monev used
iii,

5G7

478
499

iv,

of,

122

ii,

l(i9

ii,

DtccioiKirio critico-lntrlc.sco, iv, 409
Diego de I'ceda, case of, ii, 288, 553iii, 28, 00, 415
Diiniinirin, ii, 573, 578; iii, 10, 199
Dinrrillo, i, 500

Dincro, value

of, i, 505
Diogo da Annunciasam, his sermon, iii.
302
Diputados of Aragon, i, 271
coerced by Inqn., i, 274
their i)owers restricted, iv, 270
Disaitilities of .Jews and Moors, i, 77,

95, 117, 119, 121, 124

of penitents,

iii,

under Edict
of
of
of
of

Conversos,

172

of (Jracc,
ii,

170

i,

280

ii, 401
descendants, iii, 172, 177, 557
Malloniuin New Christians, ii, 314
enforced by Inqn., iii, 175
fine for disregard of, iii, 179
composition for, ii, 358

culprits,

removal

of,

ii,

407

Disal)ling of witnesses, iii, 04, 08
Disarmament of Moriscos, iii, 332, 378
Disarming a familiar, case of, i, 405

Disljursements under royal authoritv,
ii,

449

to replace sanbenilos,

170

Deposits in coffer, delays allowed, ii, 453
Deposition of Avila, i, 4
Dcputados of Portuguese Inqn., iii, 202
Derec/io de Jnquisirion, iii, 520
Descendants of dead to he cited, iii, 84
Descendants, disal)ilities of, iii, 172, 557
of penitents, their hardships, iii, 177
Despatch ur<;ed in trials, iii, 70, 78
Dcspoblados, iv, 482
caused by confiscation, ii, 304
Details, supervision over by Suprema,
ii, 184
suppressed in publication, iii, 54
Deterioration of officials, iv, 388
Devolutionarv' appeals, ii, 187
Deza, Diego, his Jewish blood, i, 120
appointed inq.-genl., i, 180
action in the case of Lucero, i, 190,
201, 202, 203
compelled to resign, i, 205
forl)ids oflicials to tratle, i, 534
orders Edict of Denunciation, ii, 92
appeals referred to, ii, 110
Deza, Pedro de, his action in Granada,
iii, 335
urges depopulation, iii, 339
Diana and Ilcrodias, iv, 208
Dfaz, Bernardino, case of, ii, 123, 550

i, 329
Discharge without sentence, iii, 112
Discipline, the, iii, 135; iv, 116

circular, iii, 138, 181
Discipline, relaxation of, ii, 225
in perpetual prisons, iii, 152, 154, 155
Discordia, ii, 103, 179
as to arrests, ii, 185
between calificadores, ii, 487

Discourtesy, prosecution for, ii, 132
Discretion "as to torture, iii, 10, 30
Dismissal, power of, by inq.-genl.,

i,

177
controlled by Ferdinand, i, 291
Diso])edience of Inqn., i, GIG
Disorder of records, ii, 258
Dispensations, ii, 401
sale of, ii, 408
for lack of limpicza,
for familiars, ii, 279

ii,

297

en

lo arbilnirio, ii, 408
from imprisonment, iii, 100

episcopal, iv,-39G
papal, ii, 402, 405, 400
for non-residence, i, 303, 307;
Dispcnsern, ii, 249, 520

ii,

415

Disputations between Jew and Christian, i, 90, 118
scholastic, iv, 150, 159
Disqualification of witnesses,

Disregard of papal letters,
131

530, 538
106, 108,

ii,

ii,
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Disrepute of Barcelona tribunal, i, 4S1
Dissipation of the confiscations, ii, 434
Districts of tribunals,
visitation of, ii, 238

200

ii,

Dogmatizers, fate of, iii, 200
Doli capaces, ii, 3
Dolores, Beata, case of, iv, 89
Domination of Inqn., iv, 513, 516
Dominicans employ Jewish physicians,
i, 75
as inqrs., ii, 234
of

Suprema,

323

i,

iii,

484

Don

of, iv,

ii,

.

33

iii,
i,

16

270,

286;

325, 328

illustrative cases, ii, 332,
husband liable for wife's,
receipt given for, ii, 599

333
ii,

334, 341

office regarded as, ii, 221
Dozy, his view of the Cid, i, 53

Dread inspired by Inqn.,

ii, 98, 486; iv, 516
gradual disuse, ii, 98
includes Lutheranism, iii, 422
prohibited books, iii, 482
mvstici.sm, iv, IS, 24
solicitation, iv, 103, 104, 105
sorcery, iv, 184
astrology, iv, 194
export of horses, iv, 280

blasphemy,
Edict of Grace,

329

iv,

165; ii, 457, 604
conditions, ii, 459; iii, 371
penalties under, i, 169, 243, 337
sanbenitos of the reconciled under,
i,

its

165, 167
advantages, ii, 460
shunned by Conversos,
confession in, ii, 571
for mvstics, iv, 30
iii,

for witches,

iv,

ii,

461

;

iii,

274

211, 226, 228, 230

causes witch-craze,

Quixote, correction
Dos de Mayo, iv, 399
Doubts solved bv torture,
Dowry of Catholic wife,

239

its

subjected to Inqn., ii, 31
on exclusion of New Christians, ii, 288
deny Immaculate Conception, iv, 359
persecuted Ijy Inqn., iv, 380

Donee corrigatur,

ii,

its effectiveness,

Divination, punishment of, iv, 182
Dobla de la banda, i, 560
Doblon, i, 5G1
Doctoral canonries, ii, 421
Documents of the Inqn., i, 159
Dog, funeral rites for, iv, 432

memljcr

Edict published in visitations,
its distribution, ii, 97

iv,

234

in Navarre, i, 224
in Barcelona, i, 263
in Majorca, i, 267
none in Baragossa, i, 244
for Moriscos, iii, 328, 371
revived in 1815, ii, 463
in Portugal, iii, 274
Edict of 1572, for Moriscos, iii, 340
of Morisco expulsion, iii, 394, 398,

400

514, 516

iii, 498
prohibiting book, iii, 573
imprisonment, ii, 511
Edicts, reading of, in churches, i, 359
Dream-expounding, iv, 185
Education abroad prohibited, iii, 449
Drunkenness, inquiry as to, iii, 63
after expulsion of Jesuits, iv, 294
Dryander, Franciscus, iii, 424
Edward I banishes Jews, i, S3
Ducat, value of, i, 560
Efficacv
of inquisitorial process, ii,
Duels forbidden to clergy, i, 11
"
482
subjection to Inqn. suggested, iv, 379
Duns Scotus on coerced baptism, iii, 349 Effigies of dead burnt, iii, 81
Durango, tribunal of, i, 547
reconciliation of, iii, 85, 149
preparation of, iii, 215
Durango, Vidau, i, 251, 256
carried in autos, iii, 91, 226
Duration of torture, iii, 22
relaxed in churches, iii, 223
of imprisonment, iii, 159
no plea for mercy for, iii, 188
Dutch, privileges granted to the, iii,
Egidio, Dr., case of, iii, 424, 445
463, 465, 467
Egiza exterminates Juelaism, i, 43
struggles in Brazil, iii, 262
aided by Portuguese refugees, iii, 279 Ejcrcicio de las trcs PutcJicias, iv, 17
Elna, Bp. of, resists Inqn., i, 268
I-Jlchcs, iii, 320
J-Jl Hspanol Constitucional, iii, 544
"PBOLI, Princess of, iv, 254
Kckart, Ma.stcr, ca.se of'ii, 30; iv, 2 Elizabeth, Queen, intercedes for a
Ecclesiastical juri.sdiction limited, i, 15
galley-slave, iii, 460
Ecclesiastics, see Clergy
Elvira, Council of, on Jews, i, 37
Ecija, milder treatment of Judaism in, Elvira del Campo, case of, iii, 24, 233
iii, 236
EmI)argo, ii, 504
Edict of Faith, ii, 91, 587
lOmbezzlenient, ii, 365, 451, 454
as issued in 1696, ii, 93
K»d>U!<t<ro in mysticism, iv, 82

iv,

of expurgation,

of

solemnities of publication,

ii,

94

in sorcery, iv, 197,

201
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Escape from prison, ii, 513
from penitential prison, iii, 103
forbidden in Arapon, i, 240
Escobar on limpicza, ii, 300, 309
of Portuguese forl)idden. iii, 271, 303
on penalties of descendants, iii, 177
permission for, sold, iii, 271, 277
on single witnesses, ii, .502
to France, iii, 271, 27S
Escobedo, Juan de, his murder, iv, 254
Escorial, its lilirary expurgated, iii, 499
of Moriscos forbidden, iii, 378

Emipnxtion of Convcrsos forhiddon,

i,

is;5

Emmerich, Katherine, iv, 94
Emplcomania, iv, 4S5
Ems, Congress of, iv, 292

Escndo, coin,

Espada

i,

501

Landa, Bp., accu.sed of
Masonry, iv, 305
Enchiridion Militis Christiani, iii, 412, Espafia, Count de, iv, 444, 457
414
Espafia, lodge, iv, 303
Encubierto, el, iv, 253
Esperandcu, Juan de, i, 251, 256, 596
Espina, Alonso de, his Fortalicium
Endemoniadas, iv, 350
Fidci, i, 30, 75, 149
consulted in behalf of Carlos II, ii, 1 70
Endowment, scanty, of Inqn., i, 293;
on the Sabbat, iv, 209
Espina, Alonso de, inq. of Barcelona, i,
ii, 433
Enemies sought as witnesses, iii, G5
203
Enorgumens, iv, 351
Espino, Dr., attacks Jesuits, iv, 380
Enforcement of sentences, iii, 101
Espinosa, Diego de, Inq.-genl., i, 300;
England, Carranza's labors in, ii, 49
iii, 334
treaties with, iii, 332, 404, 400, 470 Esponlaneados, ii, 571
protests against visitas de navios,
spared pul)lic penance, i, 232
iii, 515, 517, 518
in solicitation, iv, 130
witchcraft in, iv, 240
in witchcraft, iv, 230
burning of women, iv, 520
confiscation enforced, ii, 320, 321
Inqn. in, iv, 532
Estates of dead confiscated, ii, 327
Englishmen, privileges granted to, iii,
confiscated, debts of, i, 260
books belonging to, iii, 502, 504
404, 407
English sailors prosecuted, iii, 402, 403
claims of Church on, iv, 488
Enguera, Juan, Inq.-genl. of Aragon, i, Estella, tribunal of, i, 227, 547
180
Estilo of Inqn., ii, 475
swears to Concordia, i, 271
Estrees, Card, d', favors Borri, iv, 45
En juicio plenario, ii, 545
persecutes Molinos, iv, 51, 54
Enmity disqualifies witness, ii, 538; iii, Ethenard, Raimundo, iv, 400, 407, 459
Estrada, Duke of, his torture, iii, 3
04, 08
disregarded, iv, 150
Etiquette, contests over, i, 359
Enmity towards Jews, iii, 272, 290
Eugenius IV, oppresses the Jews, i, 119
Enriquez, Ana, case of, iii, 90, 299
Euiogio, St., of Cordova, i, 40
Ensalmadore!^,

iv,

Evangelical Alliance stops persecution,

ISO

Enslavement

of Moriscos, iii, 338
Enzinas, Francisco de, iii, 424
Epidemics of demoniacal possession, iv,

350
of witchcraft, iv, 214, 234

Episcopal Inquisition at work, i, 153;
iv, 401
courts succeed the Inqn., iv, 408
jurisdiction, i, 497; ii, 5
concurrence, see Concurrence
Episcopi, canon, iv, 209, 217, 220, 239
Epocha de Calomarde, iv, 404
Epocha de Chaperon, iv, 453
Eppinger, Elizabeth, iv, 93
Equality of judges and inqrs., i, 520
Erasmi-sts, their persecution, iii, 415

Erasmus, his freedom
412

y

of utterance,

his means of support, iii, 417
Errors a.scribed to mysticism, iv, 24
Escalera, iii, 19

iii,

iv,

470

Evidence, ii, 535
how obtained at Arjona, i, 212
for prosecution not sifted, ii, 543
its sufficiency, ii, 501
hearsay admitted, ii, 503
not to be investigated, iv, 201
ratification of, ii, 544
publication of, iii, 53
.sufficient for torture, iii, 9
purged by torture, iii, 7, 30
for defence kept secret, ii, 543
obstructions to, iii, 64
carefully sought for, iii, 07
as to Umpieza, ii, 300
against Judaizers, ii, 500; iii, 232

329
447
in solicitation, iv, 120
in witchcraft, iv, 218, 235
Evils of temporal jurisdiction,
against Mori.scos,
against familiars,

iii,
i,

i,

513

INDEX
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of accused, iii, 70
of witnesses, ii, 479, 541
of imports, iii, 505
of book-shops and libraries,

Examination

iii,

4S7,

495, 498, 574
in sorcery cases, iv, 196
of witches, iv, 218
Excellency, title of, contested,
_

i,
358
Excepted crimes under Concordia, i,
436, 438
Exclusion from public office, i, 416
of foreijz;ners, iii, 472
of Jews, iii, 311, 314
Excommunication, power of, i, 355
abuse of, i, 379, 484, 487, 489, 495,
511, 523
endurance of, proves heresy, i, 271;

iii,

89

threats

of,

i,

519

in Edict of Faith, ii, 95
of the absent, iii, 86
of alcaldes de C'orte, i, 382
of spiritual judgjcs, i, 494
for concealing property, ii, 322
for refusal to burn heretics, iii, 185,

187
witnesses, ii, 538
Excusndn, iv, 494
Execution of sentence, ministerial, i,
354
of heretics compulsory, iii, 187
expenses of, iii, 187
under temporal jurisdiction, iii, 188
Executioners as torturers, iii, 17
bribery of, iii, 32
their fees, iii, 35
their skill, iii, 195
Executors, duty of, with regard to
books, iii, 502

Excommunicates as

Exemptions, papal, issued in blank,

Exorcism of demons, ii, 170; iv, 349
Expatriation forbidden, i, 183, 246; iii,
238, 271
Expenses, offers to defrav them, i, 220,
221
defrayed by the crown, i, 231, 293
met by penances, ii, 393
controllctl by Suprema, ii, 189, 447
thrown on accused, ii, 494
of prisoners, ii, 528
of executions, iii, 187
of proving limpieza, ii, 302, 308
Experts, assembly of, ii, 265
Exponi nobis, bull, i, 275
Export of wheat from Aragon, i, 385
of horses, iv, 278
of books supervised, iii, 507
Expropriation of houses, ii, 207, 208
Expulsion of Jews in 1492, i, 135
of Moriscos proposed, iii, 390
determined on, iii, 392
terms of the edicts, iii, 394, 398,
401
of Protestants, iii, 572
Expurgation of books, iii, 484, 491, 492,
494, 497, 498
Expurgators, professional, iii, 497
Ex surge Do mine, bull, iii, 184
External heresy, ii, 4
Extinction, decree of, 1834, iv, 545
See Decadence.
Extradition of heretics, i, 191, 253; iii,
278
Extremadura, tribunal of, i, 549
milder treatment of Judaizers, iii, 236
mystics of, iv, 20
Eymerich on friendship with Moors, i,
56
on mysticism, iv, 6
on sorcery, iv, 183

ii,

110

from taxation, i, 370, 381 iv, 478
from l)illets of troops, i, 396
from prohibition to bear arms, i, 403
from military service, i, 412
Exempts, census of, ii, 217
number of clerical, iv, 493
Exequatur required for papal briefs, iii,
540
;

Exercises, spiritual, as penance, iii, 132
Exhumation, secret, special briefs for,
i,

296

of heretic corpses, iii, 80
Exile, iii, 126
varieties of, iii, 127
infraction of, iii, 103, 128
Exiles, Jcwisli, their sufferings, i, 139
from Clranada, their prosperity, iii,

311
Morisco, their falo, iii, 406
Exorcisers denounced, iv, 351

HABRICA DE SEVILLA,

ii, 201
Factions, turbulent, in ^'alcncia,

•*

i,

449
I'aculties to absolve for heresy, ii, 24
Faith, Edict of, see Edict
matter of, its significance, i, 357, 406

not interfered witli, i, 294
Philip III intervenes in one,
Faith, prosecutions not of, ii, 257
False-witness, i, 223, 271; ii, 554
detected in ratification, ii, 547
cognizance of, ii, 555

few cases

of,

ii,

i,

300

ii,

300

559

in cases of limpieza, ii, 304
in Portugal, iii, 287
in witchcraft cases, iv, 233
I'aine, common, as to limpieza,

Familiars not subject to secular law,
i,

265

INDEX
Familiars, exclusive jurisdiction over,
42'.», 432, 4;}r)
their

pri\ile,!j;es,

i,

i,

465

claim exemption from taxation, i, 3S1
from billets of troops, i, 397
from military service, i, 412
rifrlit of asylum, i, 422
their riijht to hear arms, i, 403
their risjlit to hokl ollice, i, 419
relesjated to secular courts, i, 43/5

under Concordia

of Castile,

i,

430

character, i, 447
juero in ci\il cases, i, 444
Jucro limited, i, /ilG
qualifications, i, 413, 454; ii,
275, 279, 2S0, 281, 294
as witnesses, i, 492
as bankrupts, i, 445
their advantages in trade, i, 535
as feudal vassals, i, 537
imprisoned for resipning, ii, 212
their numbers, i, 270, 273, 43(1, 440,
443, 453, 454, 462, 467; ii, 217, 274,
276, 2S3
confraternity of, ii, 2S2
their
their
their
their

fines imposed on them, ii, 398
forbidden to make arrests, ii, 492
must be present at autos, iii, 214, 226
Moriscos as, iii, 379
in Portuguese Inqn., iii, 262
Familiarships, sale of, ii, 213
value of, ii, 279
Families, inquisitorial, ii, 221
of officials enjoy the jucro, i, 440
of prisoners, provision for, ii, 499
Fanaticism exultant over burnings, iv,

526
Farda,

iii,

Farjanes,

Farmers
Farming

333
45

i,

of revenues, .Jews as,
of prebends, ii, 430

Farnese, Cardinal,

iii,

Fautorship of heresy,

i,

98

252, 253, 255, 257
ii,

492

Favorites, royal, in 17tli cent., iv, 474
Feast-days, autos celebrated on, iii, 212
Moriscos forbidden to work, iii, 370,

375
profanation of, iv, 502
Febronius de Statu Kcclesia?,

iv,

292

Fe

dc confiscacion, ii, 318
Fees in secular business,

i,

463, 468

of officials, ii, 252
of Suprema, ii, 200
of secretaries, ii, 244
in litigation of officials, ii, 279
for dispensations, ii, 279
for investigating limpieza, ii, 302
for torturer, iii, 17, 35
for visiting ships, iii, 510, 511, 513,

520
Felix of Urgel, his heresy,

i,

46

571

Female prisoners,

ii,
523, 525, 526
succession to the throne, iv, 462
I'Y'iieloM, his persecution, iv, 64
Ferdinand aiul Isabella object to papal
legates, i, 15

restrict spiritual jurisdiction,

i,

16,

428
jiuiiish clerical

malefactors,

i,

17

mutual

relations, i, 20
defray cost of Hermandad,

their

re-enact oppressive laws,
establish ghettos, i, 78

i,

i,

,33

75, 124

expulsion of .Jews, i, 135
ask Sixtus IV for Inquisition, i, 157
investigate \'alladolid Inqn., i, 169,
171
organize the Inqn., i, 172
claim the confi.scations, ii, 317
elude the claims of Xeres, ii, 329
liberate slaves of heretics,
capitulations of Granada,

ii,

iii,

339
318

welcome Portuguese Moors, iii, 319
their law of censorship, iii, 480
on diviners, iv, 1S3
on export of horses, iv, 278
on unnatural crime, iv, 362
their influence, iv, .504

Ferdinand the Catholic, his claim to
cluu'ch patronage,

i,

13

his character, i, 20
his concjuest of Granada, i, 21
instances of liberality, i, 22; ii, 332,

336, 344, 378, 499 »
controls the Military Orders, i, 34
enforces decree of Menne, i, 71
his Jewish blood, i, 120
enforces the scual, i, 124
banishes Jews of Saragossa, i, 132
requires Jews to denounce apostates,
i,

168

divides the Inquisition, i, ISO
rebukes excesses, i, 187, 265
insists on ol)eilience, i, 188
his pleasure in autos de fe,

i,

188;

209
he supports Lucero, i, 196, 209
suspends the Iiujn., i, 199
abandons Deza, i, 206
instriictious to Ciiarles V, i, 214
founds Incin. of Navarre, i, 224
revives Incpi. of Aragon, i, 2.30
his struggle with Sixtus IV, i, 233
imposes Torquemada on Aragon,
238
iii,

l)reaks

down resistance

in Valencia,

i,

i,

239
his action in Aragon, i, 246, 2.54
forces Inqn. on Catalonia, i, 261
treatment of Concordia of 1512, i, 272
his control over Inqn., i, 290, 322
inculcates rectitude, i, 297

INDEX
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Ferdinand claims the
ances, i, 33S

fines

and pen- Ferdinand orders
autos,

grants royal jurisdiction, i, 343, 439
exempts from taxation, i, 376
right to bear arms, i, 403
right to hold oflice, i, 415
limits privileges in Aragon,

i,

Military Orders not exempt,
letter to Torquemada, i, 567
letter to Sixtus IV, i, 590

466
i,
505

iii,

officials'

presence at

212

suppresses Granadan revolt, iii, 322
orders instruction of Moriscos, iii. 327
orders zealous inquisitors, iii, 328
his pledges as to Moors of Aragon, iii,

343
forbids enforced conversion, iii, 344
yields as to confiscation, iii, 358

depopulates the southern coast, iii,
384
favors the Beata de Piedrahita, iv, 7
on jurisdiction over sorcery, iv, 183
irregular use of Inqn., iv, 251, 378
Fermosa Fejnbra, la, i, 162
Fernandez, Francisco, his letter of
absolution, ii, 105
Fernandez de Aguilar, Inq.-genl., his
death, i, 314
tribunals wherever necessary, ii, 205
Fernando de Aragon on clerical immutries to keep down salaries, ii, 209
nity, i, 428; iv,'"497
appro^es hereditary transmission, ii,
Fernando I, his policy, i, 58
219
leniency to official ofTenders, ii, 224 Fernando III assists the Almohades, i,
48
on qualifications of inqrs., ii, 234
favors Jews, i, 69, 89
orders consultores to ser\e, ii, 266
Fernando IV favors Hermandades, i, 29
seeks to restrain familiars, ii, 274
protects Jews of Toledo, i, 94
explains why he confiscates, ii, 317
grants one-third to feudal lords, ii, Fernando VI rebukes Inqn., i, 364
forl)itls carrying arms, i, 411
319
limits jurisdiction of Inqn,, i, 515;
on concealment of property, ii, 322
iv, 389
pays informers, ii, 323
subjects familiars to taxation, ii, 281
on debts dvie by heretics, ii, 329
on non-Catholic recruits, iii, 476
Inqn. mad» judge of confiscations, ii,
defends the Index of 1747, iv, 290
350
persecutes Masonry, iv, 301
bad faith as to compositions, ii, 353
makes bigamy muii fori, iv, 323
enforces composition of Seville, ii, 359
encourages culture, iv, 387
struggles with receivers, ii, 365
taxes church accjuisitions, iv, 493
Eious gifts from confiscations, ii, 371
excludes bishops from jurisdiction,
ii, 6
eAades episcopal concurrence, ii, 11
opposes papal letters, ii, 110, 111, IIG,
117
obtains papal letters, ii, 112
threats against refugees, ii, 115_
troubled i)y citations to Rome, ii, 118

Fernando ^'II places
Suprema, i, 323

is lavish grants, ii, 373, 3S0
checked by Inqn.. ii, 374
double dealing, ii, 376
appropriates from confiscations,
378
spirit of justice, ii, 379

restores the fuero,
ii,

claims sale of dispensations, ii, 402
his use of l^enefices, ii, 415
obtains grant of prebends, ii, 416, 423
provides no endowment for Inqn.,
ii,

433

uses sequestrated property,

ii,

140

enforces the fuero for penitents,

iii,

150
orders prison built, iii, 151
exempts Moriscos from relap.'^e,

iii,

204

521

i,

Knighthood

for officials,

ii,

283; iv, 431
suppresses torture, iii, 34
exclusion of Jews, iii, 314
political use of Inqn., iv, 277
persecutes Masonry, iv, 304, 306
dispossesses his father, iv, 390
sent to Valenyay. iv, 399, 418
his character, iv, 420
his return
overthrows the Cortes, iv, 422
sentences the Liberals, iv, 423
restores the Inqn., iv, 424
acts as inquisitor, iv, 430
his

iii,

of

—

497

[protection of witnesses, ii. 549
etter to Tor(|uematla, ii, 602
on diminished confiscations, ii, 603
objects to paying tortu^ers, iii, 16

on razing houses, iii, 129
employs galleys as penance,

Order

his confessor in

misgovernment,

iv,

433

forced to al)olish the Inqn.,

iv,

436

his policy, iv, 439
carried to Seville and CiUliz. iv, 4 16
liberated— his faithles.'^nes.s iv, 449
his ruthless proscriptions, iv, 451
his absolutism, iv, 454

;

INDEX
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i, 404
451
obtained by Villanueva, ii, 145
suppresses Catalan rising, iv, 457
Fi.^cal, his position, ii, 241
suppresses juntas de fc, iv, 462
his early sui)ordination, ii, 242
marries (^ueen Cristina, iv, 462
as.similated to intir., ii, 243
revives law of siiccession, iv, 463, 465
his duties, ii, 480
his death, iv, 466
his riglit of appeal, ii, 481 iii, 90
Fernando Xoronha, captured bv Jews,
iii, 2S0
f)resents cl(nno.<a, ii, 489
lis fictitious functions, ii, 491
Ferrandez, Juan, his letter of al^solupresents accusation, iii, 41
tion, ii, 105
refuses counsel to accused, iii, 44
Ferrer, Benito, case of, iii, 47, 60
present in consultn de }e, iii, 72
Ferrer, Dr., of Tortosa, his appeal, i,
not in compurgation, iii, 116
439
of Suprema, vote refused to him, i, 324
Feudalism, its rights undermined, i, 537
Fish not to be detained for inqrs., i, 534
its disappearance, iv, 240
Fitzwilliam, Ellen, pleads for her husFeudal lords threatened, i, 161
band, iii, 460
Feyjoo, Padre, on Masonry, iv, 301
Flagellation of penitents, iv, 116
Fez, fate of exiled Jews there, i, 139
Flanders, Janseni.sm in, iv, 287
Fictitious confession, ii, 574
Flemings, their greed under Charles V,
Fieslas de lows, ii, 197, 198
ii, 381
Figueroa, Bp., of Segorbe, instructs
Flemish sailors prosecuted, iii, 448, 462
Moriscos, iii, 369
Flight presumed in heresy, ii, 491
Filippo di Santa Pelagia, iv, 46
from prison, iii, 157
Filosofo Rancin, cl, iv, 405
Finance, its influence on persecution, ii, Florence, illumini.sm in, iv, 43
Masonry introduccil, iv, 299
357; iv, 527
Floridaljlanca, his account of his serFinances, exhaustion of Spanish, ii, 374
vices, iv, 486
iii, 337
Foch, Johann, ca.se of, iii, 472, 473
of Inqn., ii, 433
contributions from the Church, i, 331 Fonolleda, Damian de, sent to Rome,
ii, 152, 155
control of, i, 328, 336; ii, 190
Fon.seca, Abp., favors Erasmus, iii, 417
of colonial tribunals, i, 332
Fontaine, Jacques de la, S. J., iv, 287
its system, ii, 442
Fontaineljleau, treaty of, iv, 399
of Inqn. in 1731, ii, 609
524, 525, 527, 532
Food for prisoners,
under Restoration, iv, 428
its cost, ii, 532
decree of Sep. 9, 1814, iv, 540
supplied Ijy kindred, ii, 530
during suppression, iv, 460
Forbearance to official offenders, ii, 223
Financial .services of Jews, i, 80
Force, u.se of, in conversion, i, 41; iii,
Fineness, standard of, i, 560
348
Fines under Edict of Grace, i, 169; ii,
merchants, their property
Foreign
320
seized, ii, 338
of clergy of Murcia, i, 421
on officials, revenue from, ii, 279, 396 Foreigners ineligible for familiars, ii, 279
their losses by sequestration, ii, 332
applied to tribunals, ii, 393
.«elf-confe.ssed, ii, 573
proportioned to their wants, ii, 396;
their number in Spain, iii, 457
iv, 219
precautions against, iii, 461
their productiveness, ii, 398
pri\ileges granted to, iii, 464
enforced bv punishments, ii, 399
watched 1)V .s]mcs, iii, 467
substituted for confiscation, iii, 360,
all registered, iii, 472
361
freedom of conscience for, iii, 473
for overcoming torture, iii, 31
Protestant, cases of, iii, 426, 447, 448
for fraud in limpieza, ii, 304
455, 458
for disregarding disabilities, iii, 175,
regulations for, iii, 472
179
Forestry laws, i\, 481
for solicitation, iv, 129
Forgotten sins, ii, 574
for propositions, iv, 144
Fines and penances, their abuse, ii, 397 Formal heresy, ii, 4
Formalities in torture, iii, 4
See also Penances.
Fornication no sin, ii, 100; iv, 145
Fire-arms, length of l)arrel of, i, 402
sequestration in, ii, 503
their discharge prohiliited, i, 408

Fernando VII keeps Inqn.
iv,

455

in

ahcyanco,

Fire-locks prohibited,

Firmn,

i,

;

ii",

INDEX

574
i, 148
Forty years' prescription,

Frenchmen, their number
457
20
sent to galleys, iii, 459

Fortnlicium Fidei,

Forum

ii,

328

iii,

of conscience, heresy in, ii,
galley-sla\es,

Fourquevaux on French

459
Frailes not to be famihars,
iii,

i,

their confession of heresy, ii,
sent to the galleys, iii, 142

Frampton, John, case

not to be molested, iii, 473
Friendship with Jews and Moors,
443, 454
100, 111
22
Friday lighting of candles, ii, 566

of,

exiles pass through,

iii, 150
Fuero Juzgo, Jews in, i, 84
sorcery in, iv, 179

for penitents,

protests against visiias de navios,
517, 518
in, iv,

iii,

witchcraft

in,

iv,

62

246
to, iv,

iii,

intervention of 1823, iv, 447
the tithe in, iv, 495
Franch, Francisco, case of, iii, 44
Francis, St., latria due to him, iv, 175
Franciscans urge Inqn., i, 152
claim exemption, ii, 30
refuse admission to Conversos, ii, 287,

293

empowered

satire on, iii, 263
to absolve Lutherans,

iii,

422
Inqn. used to reform them, iv, 251
Franyois de Sales, St., his Quietism, iv,
62
in

oflice

311

280

Jansenism in, iv, 285
fa^ors Masonry, iv, 300

Buchanan's

number

of, i, 263, 267
burnt, i, 183
prosecution of, iii, 80, 86
Furtado de Mendon9a, his narrative,

Fugitives,

effigies of,

indifference to solicitation, iv, 101

export of horses

440

400, 402,

407
complains of cruelty, iii, 459
relations with, iii, 470

mysticism

75,

Count of, on finances of
Inqn., i, 335; ii, 440
Fuero, active and passive, i, 429, 434
granted to all claimants, i, 468
protects those in trade, i, 535
imder Valencia Concordia of 1554, i,

iii,

iii,

i,

Frigiliana,

446
France, (Jatalonia submits to, i, 477
inquisitorial process in, ii, 465
transit to, iii, 271, 278
Morisco plots with, iii, 386

Fraud

in Spain,

depriA'ed of

fucro,

i,

444
in cases of limpieza, ii, 304
in confiscation, ii, 363
Frederic II on disabilities of descendants, iii, 172
burning for heretics, iii, 183

GABRIEL DE NARBONNE,
^
425

case of,

iii,

Gacis,

iii,

332

Gain, incentive of, iv, 527
Gains, heretic incapable of making,

ii,

335

Gag

for prisoners, ii, 512
as punishment, iii, 139
Gales, Pedro, case of, iii, 454
Galicia pacified by Isabella, i, 25

opposes the Hermandad, i, 31
outrages of billeted troops, i, 396
tribunal of, i, 547

methods of torture, iii, 21
severity of its tribunal, iii, 236
precautions against Lutheranism,
its

iii,

422
witch-craze

in, iv,

221

Galileo, his Dialogo, iii, 536
Gallardo, his Gabinete de Curiosidadci^,
iii,

545

409
Free Companions, massacres by, i, 102 Galley-service as penance, iii, 139
superseded by presidios, iii, 145
Freedom of press granted, iii, 543; i\,
transfer of culprits, iii, 210
404
Free-Masonry, its origin, iv, 298
Frenclunen condemned to, iii, 459
condemned by Home, iv, 299
for various olTenccs, iv, 12S, 129, 316,
prosecuted in Spain, iv, 300
321, 331. 334, 338. 342, 345
redcmjition of, ii. 411
its development, iv, 302
Gallcv-slaves reclaimed by Inqn., iii,
its political activity, iv, 303
uiuler the Kestoration, iv, 304
143
number of cases, iv, 305
Gallicanism. tendency to, iv, 292
influence in 1820-3, iv, 438
influence of, iv. 386
Gallois, his statistics, iv, 518
Free-quarters for troops, i, 394
]""reo-\vill in (Quietism, iv, 57
Ciaml)ling, forliidden to ]iriosts. i, 10
I'lcjcMal, struggle over sanbenitos, iii,
iiKirs. to be moderate in, ii, 227
its prohibition, as penance, iii, 133
167
his Diccionnrio criticn-hwlcscn, iv,

INDEX
Gams, Father, on Spanish
i,

peculiarities,

35

on Inqn.,

248

iv,

his statistics of burnings, iv,

Ganancias^

517

331

ii,

Ganch'a, rout of,

Gandia, Duke

iii,

3ir)

of, sliips his

Moriscos,

iii,

396
Gaol-breakinp, ii, 513;
Gaoler, the, ii, 217

iii,

156

ii, 515, 519
pays expenses of prison, ii, 529
prebend granted to, ii, 417
Gaols, condition of, ii, 509
Gaon, Jewish, i, 87
Garau, Father, on Conversos, ii, 312
descrilies l)uminfjs, iv, 526
Garcia, Pablo, his Orden de Procesar, ii,
475
on non-performance of sentence, iii,

his duties,

102

on acquittal, iii, 107
on compurgation, Iii, 117
Garments, Moorish, prohibited,
335, 342
Garrote before burning, i, 263;

iii,

332,

III, iv,

iii,

192,

of Philip

498

Gasios extraordinnrioK, ii, 393
Geltruda, burnt for Molinism, iv, 62
Genealogies of accused recorded, ii, 260;
iii,

38

ii, 296
256
registers of, ii, 288
General Inquisition, ii, 238
General utility, iv, 378
miscellaneous duties assumed, iv,
379, 382
Jesuits aided against Dominicans, iv,
380
wheat-famine in Granada, iv, 381
quarantine work, iv, 381
Generales de la ley, ii, 539
Genoa, mystics in, iv, 45
Gentility, privileges of, iii, 100

required of

importance

officials,
of,

ii,

Gentlemen

ineligible as familiars, ii, 281
sent to galleys, iii, 141
sent to presidios, iii, 144
Germaine, Queen, grant to her, ii, 377
Germanfa of Valencia, iii, 346; iv, 362
Infjn. invoked against, iv, 252
Gernianv indifferent to sohcitation, iv,

lor
witchcraft

in, iv,

246

priestly marriage in, iv, 337

Gerona, attacks on Jews,
auto de fe in, i, 264

i,

Geronimitcs defend Xew Christians, i,
153
exclude New Christians, ii, 286
of San Isidro, iii, 427, 447, 448
deronimo de la Madre de Dios, iv, 5, 26
Gcrson, John, on visions, iv, 4
Gesner, Conrad, de Piscibus, iii, 488
Ghettos, establishment of, i, 77
Ghiberti, Matteo, his severity, iv, 97
Giljraltar, Jews offer to purchase, i, 123
Jews and Moors excluded, iii, 312
Giijmitoncs, iv, 503
Gil, Juan, see Egiilio
Giudice, In(|.-genl., i, 314, 318, 319
shields Canarv tril)unal, i, 349
Goa, its tribunal, iii, 201, 271, 310
God not to be asked for anvthing, iv,
8, 26, 28
Godoy, Manuel, his career, iv, 390
reaction under, iv, 295
his variable influence, iv, 313
Elot against him, iv, 393
is fall from power, iv, 399
Goes,

Damiao

ae, his persecution,

iii,

264

193, 194
Garrotca, iii, 19

Gamtcha, iii, IS
Gaspar de Toledo, confessor

bib

92, 93, 119

Gold coinage, i, 560
Gomez, Mari, her release,

iii,

556

Gonsales, Maria, her confession, ii, 459
Gonsalvo the Painter, case of, iii, 413
Gonzalez, Andres, case t»f, ii, 2, 460
Gonzalez, Diego, has charge of Carranza, ii, 68, 79
Gonzalez de Mendoza urges expulsion
of Moors, iii, 319
Gonzdlez, Tirso, combats Jansenism, iv,
288
Gosa, Dr. Juan de, his opinion, ii, 338
Gossip as evidence, ii, 563

Government by

fa\ oritcs, iv, 474
loans, investments in, ii, 439, 444
Gowrie, Earl of, his corpse tried, iii, 81
Goya, his Caprichns, iii, 547
Grace, Edict of, see Edict

Grain, import

and export

of,

i,

385

price of, fixed, iv, 479
Granada pa\s tribute to Castile, i, 49
treaties with Aragon, i, 55
offer of Moriscos to Charles V, i, 222,

585
Inqn., i, 548
right of asylum, i, 422
advantage of penitents in, iii, 150
discipline of its prison, iii, 155
sanbcnilos removed from Cathedral,
its

iii,

168

capitulations of 1492, iii. 318
forcil)lc conversion, iii, 320
Moriscos relic\cd from Inqn., iii, 323
oppression of Moriscos, iii, 331
Edict of 1526, iii, 332, 335
rebellion of 1568, iii, 336

INDEX

676
Granada, Morisco expulsion,
Moriscos in 1728, iii, 406
quarrels with Cliancilleria,
4SS, 517; ii, 351, 360

iii,

398

Guanzelli da Brisighella, his Index,

iii

492
i,

364, 486,

Guerrero, Abp., on Carranza's Commentaries, ii, 60, 81
causes rebellion of Granada, iii, 334
seeks to repress solicitation, iv, 99
Guevara, Ant. de, labors in Granada, iii,
331
in Valencia, iii, 348, 355
Guevara, Inq.-genl., on unfitness of

subjected to Inqn., iv,
99
congregation of 1526, iv, 212
fictitious martyrs, iv, 357
wheat famine in, iv, 381
wealth of clergy of, iv, 494
inqrs., i, 299
Grannta, la, in Se^•ille, iv, 30
his resignation, i, 306
Grand Orient of Madrid, iv, 302
Grants from confiscations, ii, 373, 380 Guicciardini on Spanish indolence, iv,
484
of commutations, ii, 410
Guida spirituale of Molinos, iv, 49, 50,
Gratuities given by Suprema, ii, 197
Gravina, Nuncio, contest with Cortes,
54, 68
Guienne, seizure of refugees, iii, 278
iv, 415, 417
Guilds and confraternities, i, 445
Great Britain, witchcraft in, iv, 246
Gregoire, Bp., his letters on the Inqn., Guilt, assumption of, ii, 465, 482
Guimeras, the, their hardships, ii, 354
iv, 397
Guipuzcoa, complaints of clergy, i, 16
Gregory I on Jews, i, 39
on forcible conversion, i, 41
exclusion of Con\'ersos, ii, 285
Gregory
witch-craze in, iv, 221
Gregory VII on office holding by Jews,
Guiral, Inqr., his peculations, i, 190
i, 86
Gregory IX on liadges for Jews, 1, 69 Gutierrez, Alfonso, seeks to remove
secrecy, i, 221
Gregory XI on friendship with Moors,
Guyon, Madame de la Mothe, iv, 63
i, 56
Guzman, his service with Moors, i, 56
Gregory XIII on Jews, i, 36, 75
on abuse of privileges, i, 454
exempts Jestiits from Inqn., ii, 33
TT.VBILITATION of mechanic arts, iv,
revises Carranza's trial, ii, 81
wishes to subordinate Spanish Inqn., -*-- 487
ii, 128
Habit, the penitential, ii, 401; iii, 162
excludes heresy from indulgences, ii, Habilclli, iii, 172
solicitation

W

25
admits refugees to Rome,

Ilansa, privileges of the,

129
seeks to limit limpieza, ii, 306
exempts from irregularity, iii, 189
confiscations in Portugal, iii, 260
licenses Jesuits to read prohibited
books, iii, 522
encourages Maria de la Visitacion, iv,
84
grants jurisdiction in personating
priestiiood, iv, 341
causes Aliaga's resigGregory
nation, i, 308
orders expulsion of heretics, iii, 470
annuls all licences, iii, 523
on solicitation, iv, 100
on .sorcery, iv, 244
Green cross, procession of, iii, 216
Guaccio, his Compendium Maleficarum,
iv, 244
Guadalajara, number of cases in, i, 170
mystics of, iv, 4, 7
Ciuadalupe, Incjn. of, i, 171,548; ii, 367
trials of the al)sont, iii, 88
Guddoc, iii, 329
Gualbcs, Cristobal de, i, 230, 233, 235,
237
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ii,

iii,

463, 467

Harilships from violated compositions,
ii, 355
Half-pay in jvil)ilation, ii, 224
Haro, sales of land forbitlden in,
Haste in early trials, iii, 76
Hatred of Inquisition, i, 469, 538
of laity for clergy, iv, 496, 497
Havana, its capture planned bv
iii, 280
Frenchmen arrested in, iii, 459

i,

122

Jcw.s,

FIcbra'omasiix, i, 115
Hefele, Bp., on the Inqn., iv, 248
Heirs of dead, their citation, iii, S3
Henna, staining nails with, iii, 329, 335
use of, as evidence, ii, 566
Ilenriquez, Henrique, his book con-

demned, iii, 534
Henry of Portugal,

iii, 242, 245, 247,
248, 249, 252, 259, 261, 265; iv 22
Henrv, Infante, serves King of Tunis, i,

57
Ilonry

Henry

I,

II

his conce.s.sions,

i,

3

orders badges for ,Iews and

Moors, i, 69
persecutes Jews,
101, 103
represses Ferran Martinez,
i

i,

104

INDEX
Hcnrv

III represses Ferran

Martinez,

577

Heretics, claims of

their

creditors,

ii,

328

making pains,
forfeiture of ships carrying,

promi.'ses protection to Jews, i, 115
claims half of confiscations, ii, 31G
on divination, iv, 182
Henry IV, his deposition, i, 4

inca|)al)le of

outlawry

improvident grants, i, 7
treatment of his dau<ihter, i, 19
encourages the Ilermaiuhitl, i, 'M
employs Moorish troops, i, 55
i,

ii,

335
338

confiscated in person, ii, 340
incapable of inheritance, ii, 348

his
his

favors Jews,

ii,

of,

iii,

388

their oatlis not received,

iii,

467
48
80

iii,

464, 472,

iii,

advocates must not defend,

exhumation

of corpses,
foreign, regulations for,

122

iii,

473, 475
on Judaizing New Christians, i, 152
Ilcrgenrother, Card., on Inqn., iv, 248
punishment for blasphemy, iv, 32S
with
Ileriot, iv, 496
Henry IV (France), his plots
Hcrmandad de S. Pedro Marlir, ii, 282
Moriscos, iii, 3SG
la Santa, i, 29
Henry VIII (England), his list of
Hermaphrodites punished, iv, 187
prohibited books, iii, 484
Heredia. Diego de, iv, 259, 262, 263, Hernia, torture in cases of, iii, 15
Herndndez Diego, iii, 416
266, 271, 282
Heniilndez, Francisca, iii, 416; iv, 9
Hereditary oflices, ii, 219
Hernandez, Julian, iii, 427, 429, 445
Hcrcges jlagelantes, iv, 117
Herraiz, Isabel Maria, iii, 208; iv, 90
Heresiarchs, fate of, iii, 200
i,
168
Herrera, prophetess of. lier arrest, i, 186
Heres}', its denunciation required,
her followers burnt, i\', 520
it disables kings, i, 340
Herrezuelo, Antonio de, iii, 429, 431,
duty of exterminating it, ii, 1
440
in children, ii, 3
Hidalguia, privileges of, i, 375, 396;
grades of, ii, 4
187
iii,
ii,
of,
iv, 478
8;
exclusive jurisdiction
Hindu converts, iii, 261
inferential, ii, 10; iii, 207
llojeda, Alonso de, urges Inquisition, i,
a reserved papal case, ii, 19
154, 163
occult, absolution for, ii, 19, 22
Holy Alliance on Liberalism, iv, 444
formal, absolution for, ii, 23
intervenes in Spain, iv, 445
in trials of dead, iii, 84
Holy See, its supreme jurisdiction, ii, 160
in clerics, iii, 181
rupture with, iv, 441
absolution under indulgences, ii, 25
acquittal never final, ii, 137, 142; iii, Holland, emigration to, iii, 279
protests against visitas de navios, iii,
107
517
it infects everything, ii, 337
Ilonestas personam, ii, 544
flight presumed in, ii, 491
Honey and feathers as penance, iii, 133
fautorsliip of, ii, 492
a condition of sequestration, ii, 503 Honey, case of load of. iii, 287
Honorary ofTicials, ii, 216
scourging for, iii, 136
Honorius III on badges for Jews, i, 69
l)urning for, iii, 183
llonorius lY on disabilities of descendrequires reconciliation, iii, 146
ants, iii, 173
in refusal to burn heretics, iii, 185
in revolutionarv principles, iii, 543 Hornaclios, Moriscos of. iii, 342
Horses, export of. iv, 278
in solicitation, iv, 99, 113, 121
Horstmann, J. Ileiiu-ich, case of. iii, 477
in propositions, iv, 143, 146
Hospitals, sick transferred to, ii, 523
in sorcery, iv, 185
insane .sent to, iii, 59
in exporting horses, iv, 281
.service in, as penance, iii, 145
of Jansenism, iv, 285
used as pri.sons, iii, 151
in l)igamy, iv, 316, 317, 319
Host, sacrilege on, by Jews, i, 116
in l)lasphemy, iv, 329, 331
insults to it, iv, 3.55, 432
in priestly marriage, iv, 338
Hostegesis, Hp., of Malaga, i, 46
or sanctity, iv, 16
Heretic, the last, executed in Spain, iv, Ho.stility, racial, stimulated, i, 75, 81
to Inquisition, i, 21 1, 527
461
Hours of the Virgin in Romance proHeretics, extradition of, i, 252
hibited, iii, 528
never to be alluded to, ii, 55
of work not observed, ii, 226
their benefices enure to pope, ii, 319
invalidity of their acts, ii, 325, 327 Hou.ses, appropriation of, i, 527
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Houses rented

for trilmnals, ii, 206
private, used as prisons, iii, 151
furnished to officials, ii, 195, 208,

218
rents paid from penances, ii, 394
of officials and familiars as asylums,

i,

422
razing of, iii, 128, 207; iv, 266
Iluesca, tribunal of, i, 548
College of Santiago, i, 456
episcopal edict of faith, ii, 7
Huguenots in Spain, iii, 450, 458, 471
Humanity to prisoners, ii, 524, 525
Hunting licences granted, iv, 383
Husbands liable for wives' dowries, ii,
334, 341
Hypnotism in mysticism, iv, 2
in witchcraft, iv, 220
Hj'steria in demoniacal possession, iv,
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of Inqn., ii, 483
Identification of accused, ii, 553
of witnesses pre\'ented, iii, 53
Idiaquez, fVan. de, on Moriscos, iii, 391
Ignorance as extenuation, iii, 63
Illescas, Abbot, on Protestants, iii, 432,
440, 444
expurgation of his book, iii, 498
Illness, removal from prison during, ii,
505, 523
torture during, iii, 15
Illuminism, ii, 135; iv, 4, 9
in the Edict of Faith, iv, 18, 24
in

Extremadura,

iv,

taught by C'aUlera,

20
29

iv,

errors ascribed to, iv, 30
is formal heresy, iv, 34

treatment

of, iv,

in Italy, iv,

35

as torture, iii, 4
escape from, iii, 103
sentences to, iii, 158
cum and absque misericordia,
Improvidence of the tribunals,

Immaculate Concejition,
it,

iv,

i\",

359
359

jurisdiction, iv, 3(50
ccnsorsiiip over books, iv, 361

mvsticism,

iii,
ii,

159
435

Impuritv of blood, consequences of,
297
through penance, ii, 299
limitation on, ii, 306
its infection, ii, 310
7/i (ihscntia, trials, iii, SO
In caput alicnum, torture, iii, 12
Income from canonrics, ii, 431
of Church of Toledo, iv, 493
Income-tax, exemption from, i, 384
Incoinunicado, ii, 494, 513
In cunspcctu tornicntorum, iii, 6

Indecency of

i\', 79
Images, irreverent, suppressed, iii, 546
outrages on, iii, 100; iv, 352, 391

in

510, 512; ii, 311" 334, 340; iii, 177
dread of, ii, 511
nature of, ii, 509, 514, 515, 518, 519

Incubus, an illusion,

Iliisn,

31, 35,

345
demoniacal possession, iv, 351
Imposts on Moriscos, iii, 377
Imprisonment destrovs limpicza, i, 357,
of

ii,

ii,

466

mystic, iv,
Illuminists of Llerena, iv, 23
of Seville burnt, iv, 34
Illusion in witchcraft, iv, 208, 212, 217,
219, 229, 231, 237

Immorality

in Italy, iv, 44
in sorcery, iv, 197, 201
Imposture of personating officials, iv,

Incriminating questions forbidtlcn,

43
73

contro\'ersy over

Impeccabilitv of mystics, iv, 2, 8, 31,
43, 55, 56," 74
Impeding the Inqn., i, 341; ii, 472, 492
case of Ant. Tc'rez, iv, 260, 268, 269
Imperfect confession, ii, 574
Importation of grain, i, 385
Imports supervised bv Inqn., iii, 505
of books, iii, 489, 505, 507, 508
of vellon coinage, iv, 283
Impostors, my.stic, iv, 81, 86, 87, 88

iv, 9,

23, 25,

12, 43, 56, 57. 6l, 70,

71

of 17tli century, iv, 510
Inummitv of clergy disregarded, i, 16,
42S;"iv, 497
of officials, i, 265
for false-witness, ii, 557
Impartiality to be preserved, ii, 483

iv,

220, 231

exorci.ser, iv,

352

Indepentience, financial, of Inqn., i, 328
claimed by Incjn., i, 342
of Spanish censorship, iii, 535
Index Libroruin Prohibitorum, iii, 484
earliest Spanish, iii, 485

pxpurgatory, of Hibles, iii, 486
Tridentine, iii, 492
expurgatorv, iii, 492, 494
of Hrisigiu-lla, iii, 492
of Quiroga, iii, 493
.successive Iniiexcs, iii, 495
classification of authors, iii, 500
of defamatory writings, iii, 531

lascivious Ijooks,

iii,

5!5

astrology placed in. iv. 193
vmcanonizeil saints, iv, 357
Indexes to registers, ii, 256, 259
Indian Bil)lcs suppressed, iii, 529
Indies, trailing with, l>v Conversos,

357

ii,

——

INDEX
Indies, trihiinals niodifv sentences,

iii,

98

Innocent X, his action in Villanueva's
case,

63
Indolence, Spanish, iv, 4S3
Indulgences not to include heresy, ii, 25
for disregarding papal letters, ii, lOG
for bringing wood to stake, iii, 184
for attentling autos, iii, 209
Industry, disdain for, i, 2; iv, 485
Imiirectas,

679

iii,

of Mudc'jares,

i,

(JG

effect of confiscation on,

burdens on,

iv, 47'J

ii,

386

ii,

147,

1.50,

1.54,

1.56

encourages hu\u. of Portugal, iii, 282
Innocent XI reforms Portuguese Inqn.,
iii, 288
condemns the Mistica Ciudad, iv,
40
favors Molinos, iv, 49
his bull Calrslis Pastor, iv, 59
protects Card. Xoris, iv, 285
condemns Plomos del Sacromonle, iv,
3.58

Innocent XII commends Fenelon, iv, 67
protects Jansenists, iv, 287
i, 510, 512
Innocent XIII restricts number of
by arrest, ii,"311, 490, 492
clergy, iv, 492
of impurity of blood, ii, 297
Inns, foreigners forbidden to keep, iii,
perpetuated by sanbenitoft, iii, 166
no distjualification for witnesses, ii,
465
InquisUio, ii, 478
538
Infantado, Duke del, shares in confisin case of Ant. Perez, iv, 2.58
Inquisition of Portugal
cations, ii, 319
negotiations with Rome, iii, 2.39
Infanzones, their right of asylum, i, 422
Inqn. established, iii, 245
Infection shed by heresy, ii, 337
has jurisdiction over bps., ii, 87
Infidel, warlike exports to the, iv, 279
Influence of Edict of Faith, ii, 99
its activitv, iii, 247, 259, 265, 273,
of confiscation, ii, 386
283, 290, 308, 310
non-residence of officials, iii, 248
of unjust taxation, iv, 478
in\estigation into, iii, 251
of intolerance, i\', 505
transaction establishing it, iii, 253,
of Incjuisition, iv, 138, 507
257
of delation, iv, 515
suppression of names, iii, 257
on intellectual development, iv, 528
confiscation, iii, 200, 282, 288
Informacion de morihus, ii, 251
its organization, iii, 262
Informers, secrecy enforced on, ii, 473
intellectual influence, iii, 263
as to property, ii, 323
under Spanish rule, iii, 265
Inhibition, power of, i, 355
obtains canonrics, iii, 266
certificates of, i, 495
urges stronger action, iii, 275
Innocence, assertion of, ii, 584
untler .loao IV, iii, 280
information concerning, ii, 256
opposes reforms, iii, 286
Innocent III on .Jews, i, 81
resists papal interference, iii, 289
prohiljits vernacular Bible, iii, 527
its suspension removed, iii, 290
Innocent IV orders expulsion of Moors,
Pombal's reform, iii, 310
i, 00
codula of January 17, 1619, iii, 558
on badges for .lews, i, 69
persecutes Ma.sonry, iv, 302
subjects friars to Inqn., ii, 30
unnatural crime, iv, 365
on dowries, ii, 325
Innocent VIII recommissions Torque- Inquisition of Rome
protection of oflTicials, i, 368, 436
mada, i, 176
annuls papal pardons, ii, 107
removes old inqrs., i, 2.39, 263
not to interfere with Spanish Inqn.,
orders extradition of heretics, i, 253
ii, 128
on absolution of heresy, ii, 20
rarely imposes fines, li, 400
subjects friars to Inqn., ii, .30
secrecy, ii, 470
reserves jurisdiction over l)ps., ii, 41
sequestration, ii, 495
plavs fast and loose with appeals, ii,
denies sacraments to prisoners, ii,
111, .591
.520
on exclusion of Conversos, ii, 286
hiisljands and wives as witnesses, ii,
on (|Ualifications of inrirs., ii. 234
538
asks mercy for the reconciled, ii, 33.5
confrontation, ii, 5.53
his riuinquennial indult, ii, 416
use of torture, iii, 3
diminisiies disabilities, iii, 173
accusctl does not pav torturer, iii,
on tluty of liurning, iii, 186
35
stimulates witchcraft, iv, 207
eminent i, iniU, iv, 209
Infamv caused bv prison,
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Romo

procedure reformed bv Pius VII,
iii, 92
acquittal, iii, 105
suspension, iii, 106
compurgation, iii, 119
scourging, iii, 13(3
galleys as penance,

removes
iii,

privileges and exemptions, i, 375
resistance in ^'alencia, i, 435

146

iii,

from churches,

sanberiitos

172

judgements final,
judgements of blood,

its

186
189

iii,
iii,

strangulation before burning,

iii,

193
personating priesthood, iii, 207 iv,
340
discards use of mitres, iii, 215
autos held in churches, iii, 222
intercourse with heretics, iii, 4G5
;

forbids

residence

heretics,

of

iii,

470
mystic extravagance,

iv,

45

iv, 46, 48
solicitation, iv, 100, 108, 109, 112,

persecutes Pelagini,

121, 122, 124, 128, 130
witchcraft, iv, 242

i,

resistance in Valencia,

i,

i,

223
239

266

relations with the State, i, 289
subordination vnulor Ferdinand,

i,

289
growth of independence under
Hapsburgs, i, 325
culminating under Carlos II, iv,
512
Bourlions reassert control, i, 348
powers which ga\e it predominance,

i,

351

excommunication
tion,

i,

and

inhibi-

355

it defines its own powers, iii, 539
frames its own rules, i, 181 ii,
477
keeps them secret, ii, 475, 606
prescribes its punishments, iii,
393
;

ii,

ii,

389

401

benefices, ii, 415
system of management, ii, 453
the Edict of Crace, ii,
practice

—

457

i,

i,

and penances,

dispensations,

in Aragon, i, 244
in Catalonia, i, 260

bv Majorca,

organization, ii, 161
the Suprema becomes the governing power, ii, 167
organization of the trilnmals, ii, 205
limpieza, or purity of lilood, ii, 285
are kept secret, i, 325
finances
confiscation the chief support, ii,
fines

episcopal Inqn. ordered in 1464,
153
attempt by Sixtiis IV in 1475,
154
founded in 1480, i, 160
Castile receives it, i, 161

^ecei^ed

i,

484
with spiritual courts, i, 493
popular hatred thence arising, i,
527
jurisdiction over heresy, ii, 1
enforced on regular Orders, ii, 29
bishops exempted, ii, 41
device of the Edict of Faith, ii, 91
appeals to Rome, ii, 103

315

352
377

iv,

seal of confession, iv,
Inquisition of Spain
asked for in 1451, i, 147

imposed on Navarre,

in Aragon, i, 450
in Catalonia, i, 465
conflicts with civil authorities,

—

bigamy, iv, 321
blasphemy, iv, 333
prosecutes exerciser,

Inquisition of Spain
a crime to examine its methods,
iv, 261
superior to all law, i, 265, 365
has royal jurisdiction over its officials, i, 345, 429

the inquisitorial process, ii, 465,
arrest and sequestration, ii, 485
the secret prison, ii, 507
character of evidence, ii, 535
confession of the accused, ii, 569
the use of torture, iii, 1
conduct of the trial, iii, 36
the defence, iii, 56
the consuUa dc fe, iii, 71
the sentence, iii, 93
compurgation, iii, 113
minor penalties, iii, 121
harsher jienalties, iii, 135
sanbenitos in churches, iii, 164
the (jucmadcro burning, iii, 183
responsibility for it, iii, 184
the auto de fe, iii, 209
persecution of Jews, iii, 231
the Portuguese Inqn., iii, 237
disappearance of Judaism, iii,
311
persecution of Moriscos, iii, 317
their expulsion, iii, 393
persecution of Protestantism, iii,
411
policv with foreigners, iii, 457

—

censorsliij).

iii,
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—

—
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censorship, the Indexes, iii, 484
visitos tie navfos, iii, 510

independence
533
mvstici^^nl, iv,
"in Italy, iv,

from

Rome,

iii,

duration,

its

231

iv,

i\-,

276
export of horses, iv, 278
Jansenism, iv, 284
Free-Masonry, iv, 298
philosophism, iv, 307
bigamv, iv, 316
blasphemy, i\-, 328
marriage in Orders, iv, 336
personation of priesthood,
of officials, iv, 344

541

i,

465

ii,

i,

i,

556
176, 303,

339

290, 298, 302;

Suprema.

322

i,

aj)pellate jurisdiction, ii, 129, 187
effect of their death, ii, 162
fix salaries, ii, 163
their salary, ii, 165, 196
their power diminished, ii, 166, 177,
in

Suprema,

ii,

ii, 173
ii, 192
connnutations,
ii,
409
grant
prohif)ited
grant licences for
books,

iii,

522

Inquisitors, first appointment of, i, 160
their (lualifications, i, 188; ii, 233, 237
their appointing power, i, 177; ii, 237,
iv,

280
their inviolal)ility, i, 214, 368
their coercive powers, i, 355
claim superiority, i, 357
privileges in travelling, i, 395
juilges in their own suits, i, 437
Cfjuality with judges, i, 520

iv,

400,

suppression bv the Cortes in 1813,

407
Restora-

424

suppression in 1820,

iv, 436, 541
reaction, iv, 458
definitely abolished in 1834, iv, 467,

dormant under the

proclamation on taking office,
delegated l)y bps., ii, 12

i,

617

have no spiritual functions, ii, 21, 569
are excommunicated, ii, 120, 123
their commissions, ii, 161, 595
their earlv independence, ii, 179
their authority, ii, 205, 233
are judges of confiscations, ii, 209, 350
deputize their duties, ii, 218
rarely dismissed, ii. 224
cannot punish

ofFicials,

ii,

225

must abstain from outside business,

545
object the saving of souls,
482, 569: iii, 196
its service in preserving peace,
its

iv, .508,

ii,

iv,

514

indifference to morals, iv, 509
influence on prosperity, iv, 504
on national character, iv, 138,

531
on Spanish intellect,

i,

302

struggle with Suprema,

539

507
contemporary opinion,

i,

lose control of finances,

386

the

resignations, i, 304
apjjointing power,
ii, Kil, 167, 237
delegate power to

168

iv,

iv,

161

178

usury, iv, 371
morals, iv, 375
the seal of confession, iv, 377
general utility, iv, 378
decadence under the Bourbons,

Dos dc Md'jo,

ii,

by King,

have but one vote

demoniacal possession, iv, 348
outrages on images, iv, 352
uncanonized saints, iv, 355
the Inmiaculate Conception,
359
unnatural crime, iv, 361

in

517

527

hifjiiifiidor (le las (lalcras,

ap]X)intetl

case of Antonio Perez, iv, 253
subservience to the crown,

528

iv,

612

witchcraft", iv, 200
rationalistic treatment,
political activity, iv, 248

tion, iv,

greed,

its

four appointed, i, 178
formula of conmiission,

sorcery and occult arts, iv, 179
astrolojiv forbidden, iv, 192

iv,

statistics of its operations, iv,

In(|uisitors-gcneral, list of,

1

re-estal)lishment

Inquisition of S|iain

ln(|uisitorial process,

42
in France, iv, G2
Mohnism, iv, 68
soHcitation, iv, 95
propositions, iv, 138

action on the

581

iv,

138, 148,

ii, 227
emjiloyed as inspectors,
their visitations, ii, 238

ii,

228

two

ii,

241

re(|uired for action,
act as (iscals, ii, 243
are prosecutors, ii, 479
retain papers, ii, 257

cannot grant commutations,
examine witnesses, ii, .541

ii,

409

conduct ratification of evidence,
514

ii,
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Inquisitors
tion,

must draw up the

iii,

puhlic.i-

54

control defence, iii, G4, 543
must examine accused, iii, 70
cannot modify sentences, iii, 9S
l)otli must l)e ])rcsent at auto, iii, 212
s;rant licences to print, iii, 483
hisaculricion, i, 415, 455
Insane, the, as -witnesses, ii, 538
Insanity, punishment for, ii, 495
torture in cases of, iii, 8
as a defence, iii, 58
Insecurity of titles, ii, 327, 339, 34G
caused bv confiscation, ii, 345
Inspection," its routine, ii, 228, 229
of prisons, ii, 509, 524, 525; iii, 153
InsjK'ctors,
of books,

227
iii, 501

ii,

Intolerance, its results, iv, 504
its prevalence, iv, 531
Intoxication, plea of, iii, 63
Invalidity of acts by heretics, ii, 325, 327
Lnasion of secular jurisdiction, i, 431
the French, in 1823, iv, 447
Inventory at sequestration, ii, 496
charged to receiver, ii, 341
Investments of tribunals controlled by
Suprema, ii, 191
con\erted to government loans, ii,

203

Suprema, ii, 201
Investigation into limpicza,
of

Inviolaljility,

i,

ii,

301

367

Invocation of demon,

iv,

199

Irregularity in judgements of Iilood, i,
273; iii, "184, 188
Irremissible prison redeemed, ii, 411
Irresponsibilitv of Incjn., i, 311; ii, 181,

New Christians attempt155
478
of converts neglected, iii, 231
Irreverence to sacred oljjects, i\-, 353
of Moriscos, attempts at, iii, 3GG
Isal)el de la Cruz, a mystic, iv, 7
Inslrucioncs Anlicjuas, i, 181
Isabella the Catholic appoints Ximenes
Nuevas, i, 182
to Toledo, i, 14
of Mercader, i, 273
her character, i, 22
issued by command of the crown, i,
her enforcement of jurisdiction, i, 24,
291; ii, 1G3
28
by Suprema, ii, 1G2
her vigilant justice, i, 26
to inq.-g;enl., i, 299, 300, 301
her share in government, i, 27
of December, 1484, i, 571
expels Jews of Andalusia, i, 131
of January, 1485, i, 576
of 1500, i,"579
disregards appeals for Inquisition, i,
155
kept secret, ii, 475, 606
delays organization of Inquisition, i,
for witchcraft cases, iv, 219
100
of 1614 on witchcraft, iv, 235
Roman, of 1G57, iv, 244
intercedes for a servant, ii, 114
seeks to avoid ajipeals to Rome, ii, lOS
Insult to Inq. of Valladolid, iv, 432
Insults to images, iv, 352
revision of criminal ]>rocedure, ii, 466
Insurance against confiscation, ii, 353
converts Moors of Castile, iii, 324
Intellect, Spanisli, influence of Incjn. on, Isabella, Empress, violates privileges
iv, 138, 148, 528
of Inqn., i, 304, 404
Intention, denial of, ii, 576; iii, 199
on fticro of servants, i, 433
torture for, ii, 576
Isaliella II recognized as queen, iv, 465
Intercommunication of records, ii, 2G0 Tsidor of Seville (St.) on Jews, i, 40
Intercourse with Moors and Jews, i, 55, Islam, toleration under, i, 45
disappears from Spain, iii, 405
75, 117
Interdict, power of, i, 355
Isolation of jirisoners, ii, 515
of Spain, iii, 411, 449
abuse of, i, 120, 187, 495, 514
Interest, rates of, i, 97
Italy, Mendicant Orders subjected to
Interim, priestly marriage in, iv, 337
Inqn., ii, 33
Intermarriage of Moriscos, iii, 380
Portuguese Converses invited, iii, 253
of New and Old Christians, i, 120
mysticism, iv, 42
in Portugal, iii, 238
witchcraft, iv, 242
Inter rnuUipliccs, bull, iii, 107
unnatural crime, iv 365
Internal heresy, ii, 4
Itinerant tril)unals, ii, 206
Iiit(!rproters, two required, ii, 182
Interrogatories in insjjections, ii, 229
of witnesses, ii, 542
T.\EN, tribunal of, i, 166, 548; iii. 332
''
for dcreiU'O, ii, 593; iii, 64
its cruelties, i, 211, 213; ii, 526,
Interval Ijcfore ratification, ii, 546
529
Intolerance, rise of, i. 59
exclusion of Convensos, ii, 290
Instruction of
ed,

i,
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Jacn, case of the chapter

complaint of

of,

ii,

false witness,

as to advocates,

iii,

Jo,

ii,

346
555

48

his relations with Moors,

55

i83

Jews, position in Middle Ages,
massacres, i, 83
toleration in Spain, i, 84

refuses to expel Moors, i, 70
presides over disputation, i, 90

their services, i, 85
their numbers, i, 8G
favor shown to them,

authorizes conversion by preaching,
i, 91
restrains persecution, i, 92

commencement

Jaime

I,

i,

i,

81

i, 87
massacred by crusaders, i, 88

con\ersion by preaching,
of

i, 91
hostihty, i, 94

its causes, i, 9G
527
massacre in Navarre, i, 100
caused bv Black Death, i, 101
Jaime II, his treaties with Moors, i, 55
in 13()(), i, 102
protects Jews, i, 89
in 1391, i, lOG
the Jews of I'ahna, i, 93
its effects, i, 110
his use of Inquisition, i, 94
increasing oppression, i, 115
Jansenism, iv, 284
extensive con\ersions, i, 118
nature of the heresy, iv, 285, 292
reaction in their favor, i, 121
struggle in Flantlers, iv, 287
oppression under Ferdinanil and
Index of Prado y Cuesta, iv, 289
Isab(41a, i, 124
its development, iv, 293
diminislunl numliers, i, 125
reaction under Godoy, iv, 295
not subject to Bniuisition, i, 130
its disappearance, iv, 297
expulsion of 1492, i, 135
is Masonry, iv, 298
return forljiddcn, i, 141; iii, 311, 314
is Liberalism, iv, 455
numl)er of exiles, i, 142
Jeanne of Navarre pillages Jews, i, 100
settlements with the exiles, i, 5G9
Jehoshua Ha-Lorqui, i, 115
hatred of them stinmlated, i, 150
Jcsi, Quietists in, iv, 54
required to denounce New Christians,
Jesuit member of Suprema, i, 323
i, 1G8
Jesuits of Palermo, their ilrama, i, 370
foreign, their property seized, ii, 338
claim exemption from lufin., ii, o'.i
as witnesses, ii, 53(j
case of Padre Briviesca, ii, 34
not for defence, ii, 539
struggle to escape jvn-isdiction, ii, 3G
neglect of instruction, iii, 231
licenced to read prohibited books, iii,
character of proofs, i, 147; ii, 565;
522
iii, 232
attacked by Universities, iii, 532
apparent extirpation, iii, 234
their mysticism, iv, 18
treatment in Portugal, iii, 237-50,
attack Molinos, iv, 51
272
defend Fenelon, iv, 6G
invited to Italy, iii, 254
attack Card. Noris, iv, 284
influx from Portugal, iii, 266, 277
control Inqn., iv, 288
purchase pardon from Philip III, iii,^
their expulsion, iv, 294
207
repatriated, iv, 295
Jvidaizers are all Portuguese, iii, 270
aided against Dominicans, iv, 380
enmity towards them, iii, 272, 290
suppressed in 1820, iv, 441
dangers apprehentled from them, iii,
Jew as a name of disgrace, iii, 291
276
Jewish observances, prosecution for, i,
their assistance to Holland, iii, 279
147; ii, 505; iii, 232
offers for relief in Portugal, iii, 283,
Jews, their vicissitudes, i, 35
28G
attitutle of Church towards them, i,
their admission proposed, iii, 292
30
j)roselytism ascribeel to, iii, 293
forced conversions in Gothia, i, 39
persistent persecution iii, 297, 303
persecutions in Gothic Spain, i, 41
concealment practised, iii, 300
they favor the Moorish concjuest, i, 44
persecution in Majorca, iii, 305
their position under Saracens, i, 50
cessation of persecution, iii, 311
are citizens in Castile, i, GO, 84
exclusion of foreign, iii, 311, 314
badges imposed on i, G8
admitted to Spain, iii, 315
influence of Council of Viennc, i, 71
argument in their fa\or, iv, 506
forbidden to holil office, i, 73, 94
Joan of T\ent burnt, i\', 532
to practise mcdiriiie, i, 74
Joao 11 bargains with .lews, i, 137
intimacy with, forl)id(len, i, 75
Joao III bargains for Inqn., iii, 239
their segregation ordered, i, 7G

on confiscation,

iii,

359

prohibits vernacular Bible,

iii,
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Joao

III, his quarrel

with da Silva,

iii,

244

252

obtains unrestricted In{[n.,

iii,

iii,

of New Christians, i, 151
ii,
232, 238, 300, 305
Judaism, its extirpation, iii, 234, 300
books on, burnt, iii, 480

Judaism

250
254

his inquisitorial policy, iii, 250
founds no colonial Inqn., iii, 260
Joao lY, his policy, iii, 280
evades confiscation, iii, 281

converts to,

338

of Austria (2d) expels Nithard,

Dom,

of Portugal, his reforms,

iii,

293
ii,

488

i,

311
John, King, his extortions, i, 83
John XXII persecutes sorcery, iv, 181
Jose,

;

Judaizers, their cases not calificado,

Jocularity as extenuation, iii, 63
John of Austria, Don, sent to Granada,
iii,

24,

ii,

578

his struggle with Paul III,
his payments to Rome, iii,

John

Jubilee indulgences objected to,

iii,

are all Portuguese,
Juderias, i, 64, 77
Judgements of blood,

iii,

iii,

270
184, 188, 273

permitted, i, 367
in churches, iii, 223
Judge, secular, his sentence,

iii,
185,
180, 219, 225
penaltv for not executing sentence,

iii, 187
310
Joseph ben Joshua ben Mier on the Judges as prosecutors, ii, 465
recusation of, ii, 467
expulsion, i, 143
responsibility of, iii, 1
Joseph Bonapart, King of Spain, iv, 399
discretion as to torture, iii, 30
Jo\ellanos, Caspar Melchor de, iv, 394
as consultores, ii, 266
on lack of roads, iv, 480
Judges, royal, humiliation of, i, 518, 519
on burden of Church, iv, 495
terrorism of, i, 439
Juan I (Castile) regulates Hermanmust be present at autos, iii, 212
dadcH, i, 29
Juez de los biencs, ii, 250, 350
prohibits employment of Jews, i, 99
disappears, ii, 217, 371
avenges Yuyaf Pichon, i, 103
Juglar, Caspar, appoints inqrs., i, 231
represses Ferran Martinez, i, 104
his commission withdrawn, i, 233
on sorcery, iv, 182
his poisoning, i, 244, 592
Juan II (Castile), his disastrous reign,
Julian, St., on Jews, i, 43
1,4
Julius II asserts appellate jurisdiction,
favors Hermandad, i, 30
ii, 116
favors Jews, i, 121
separates Inqn. of Aragon, i, 180
applies for Incjuisition, i, 147
authorizes Talavera's prosecution, i,
exemptions from military service, i,
199
412
decides against Cordova, i, 203, 582
applies to the pope, iv, 489
orders trial of Lucero, i, 206
Juan I (Aragon) represses massacre of
renews quinquennial indult, ii. 417
1391, i, 108
subjects usury to Inqn., iv, 372
Juan II (Aragon) relieved of cataract,
Julius III confirms sale of pardons for
i, 75
crime, ii, 107
proposes expulsion of Moors, iii, 317
renounces appellate jurisdiction, ii,
his oath as to usury, iv, 372
128
Juan de Avila on illusions, iv, 15
enforces limpieza, ii, 293
Juan de la Cerda serves king of Morocco,
on profits of nuncios, iii, 243
i, 57
gifts to him, iii, 252
Juan de la Cruz on observances, iv, 3
protects Jews in Italy, iii, 254
his persecution, iv 17
.stimulates tlie Inqn., iii, 426
Juan de la Cruz an aiumbrado, iv, 25
annuls licences for prohil)ited books,
Juan Manviel, his turbulence, i, 54
iii, 521
Juan de Olmillos a mvstic, iv, 7
Juntd A jiostolica, iv, 443, 456
Juan of Seville, his fate, ii, 108, 109
Central orilers Cortes convoked, iv,
Juana, daughter of Henry IV, i, 19
402
Juana and Philip, appealed to by Corde Kstaih), i, 525
dova, i, 196, 201
Grande de Coinpctencids, i, 524
Juana Princess, banishes Valdc^s, ii, 47;
de hncirnda, ii, 230, 453
iii, 433
i\ln(pHi, tlie, i, 511
lias Carranza arrested, ii, 64
of Ozarzun, iv, 447
Jubilation, ii, 174, 216, 224
Juntas dr le, iv, 460, 101, 468
restricted by Philip V, ii. 223
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Jurisdiction, supreme, of

Rome,

ii,

103,

i, 497; ii, 5, 12
cumulative, of Inqn. ami bps., ii, 10
exclusive, of Inqn., i, 341, 437
the Inqn. defines its own, ii, 89
of Inqn., its superiority, i, 357
illegal extension of, i, 431
over ofTicials, i, 429
claims made for it, i, 343, 490, 614

of bishops,

conflict
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-with
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jvirisdiction,

iii,

539
over conscience, ii, 19
over confiscations, ii, 209, 350
over solicitation, iv, 99
over sorcerv, iv, 183, 189
over witchcraft, iv, 213, 216, 222, 228,
230
over export of horses, iv, 279
over Masonry, iv, 300
over bigamy, iv, 316, 324
over i)lasphemy, iv, 329
over unnatural crime, iv, 362
over usury, iv, 372
over morals, iv, 375
military, conflicts with, i, 504
appellate, of Iiligo Manrique, ii, 108
of inq.-genl., ii, 187
ecclesiastical, struggle over, iii, 534
Jury relieves judges, iii, 1
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iii,

her martyrdom,

197

La Barre, Jean
Labor, aversion

de, ca.se of,
for,

i,

58;

ii,

iv,

557
483

forced, of MorLscos, iii, 377
Labour, Fays de, witches in, iv, 228, 246
Lafmulorcs, i, 375; iv, 478
La Force, his plots with Moriscos, iii,
387
receives Morisco exiles, iii, 402
La Croix, Ursule de, her relapse, ii, 572
La Guanlia, el Santo Xino de, i, 134
Lait}' not .subject to spiritual courts, i,

15

La Mancha, Morisco expulsion, iii, 400
La Mata, complaint of people of, ii, 347
Lancre, Pierre de, on witchcraft,

iv,

228,

246
Lanuza, Juan de, iv, 262, 263, 264, 265
Lanuza, Martin de, iv, 263, 264, 266, 271
Lanz, Miguel, his cruelty, iv, 267
Lara, Maria, her heresy,

Las Casas, Diego

Rome,

i,

de,

ii,

23

his mission

to

276

excommunication, i, 393
Latan^on, Marcos de, case of, iv, 131
Lateau, Louise, iv, 94
Lateran Council imposes badges, i, 68
on Jewish rites, ii, 565
on dealings with infidels, iv, 279
Latin .schools, number of, iv, 485
Justice enforced l)y Isabella, i, 24
inculcated by Ferdinand, i, 297
Laws, codification of, i, 27
perversion of, in Castile, ii, 468
of the Moors, i, 65
Inqn. superior to, i, 365
Justicia of Aragon, i, 450; iv, 257, 270
Justification by works rejected by
enforced by Inqn., iv, 278
Lawyers, inqrs. must be, ii, 235
mystics, iv, 3, 8, 28
Juzgado, ii, 250
as con.sultores, ii, 266
Laxity of prison discipline, ii, 518
of rules of evidence, ii, 564
KINDLINESS to prisoners, ii, 524, Layl)ach, Congress of, iv, 444
Laymen as inspectors, ii, 228
525
as assessors, ii, 232
of Ferdinand, i, 22; ii, 332, 344, 378,
as inquisitors, ii, 235
499
in judgements of faith, ii, 266, 267
Kindred, infamy extends to, ii, 143, 311
duty of denunciation, ii, 96, 462, 578
as commis-sioners, ii, 269
acting as confessors, iv. 111, 344
as witnesses, ii, 537, 539
their consultation with coun.sel, iii, Lazaeta, Inqr., case of, i, 461
Lee, Edward, on errors of Erasmus, iii,
44, 48
414
Kings mu.st make inquiries through
Suprema, i, 326
Leganes, Marquis of, as alguazil mayor,
i,
162; ii, 207
ask and do not command Inqn., i,
I.,egates, Spain objects to, i, 15
327
Legatine Inquisition of Sixtus IV, i, 154
subject to Inqn., i, 340; ii, 29
their oaths at autos, i, 353; iii, 218 Legitimacy as qualification, ii, 251, 279
Leguina, commissioner, his quarrels, iii,
as ultimate judges, i, 356
514
inqrs. to consult with, ii, 163
Knighthood, Order of, for officials, ii, Le Maitre de Saci, his Bible, iii, 530
Lencastre, Inq.-genl., his contumacy,
283
iii, 289
Knives allowed to Mori.scos, iii, 379
Leniency to oflicial offenders, ii, 223
censorship of, iii, 546
to esponlaneados, ii, 573
Koran classed with Bible, iii, 529
Latce sententUe,
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Leniency towards

iii, 100
127
in personating; priesthood, iv, 314
in insults to imajies, iv, 354
in unnatural crime, iv, 369
of spiritual courts, ii, 469; iv, 97
orders Inqn. in Navarre, i, 224
Leo
permits judn;ements of blood, i, 273,
367; iii, 89
action in the Ara?;oneso quarrels, i,
272, 274, 279, 2X0, 281, 284

in solicitation,

clerics,

iv,

X

limits jurisdiction,

i,

432

orders episcopal concurrence,

ii,

14

issues and annuls letters, ii, 118, 121
case of Miguel ^'edrena, ii, 120
case of Blanquina Diaz, ii, 122

commits appeals to Adrian, ii, 125
confers appellate power on Suprema,
1G4
confirms acts l)y heretics, ii, 328
on prosecuting the wealthy, ii, 385
his dispensations, ii, 405
refuses canonrics to Inqn., ii, 424
on false witness, ii, 555
on burning heretics, iii, 184
suppression of Luther's books, iii, 413
Leo XIII, canonization of Maria de
Agreda, iv, 41
blesses Sor Patrocinio, iv, 93
Leon, tribunal of, i, 548
Leoni, the lirothers, condemned, iv, 59
Leonor of Navarre, her borrowing, i, 98
Leopold I sends exorcist to Carlos II,
ii, 172
Leopohl of Tuscanv, his Jansenism, W,
286
Lequeitio complains of its priests, i, 16
Lerida, its surrender in 1149, i, 52
its tribunal, i, 549
ii,

Lerma, Duke
his greed,

Lerma, Pedro

of, his
iii,

downfall,

de, case of,

Le Sau\age, Jean,

i,

307

410

of

Fernando

419
218

over, ii, 104, 110, 111, 113, 114,
117, 121, 123, 125, 128, 131; iii,
245, 247, 249

56

i,

for rehabilitations, ii, 404
for Jews, iii, 312, 313, 315

papal, to Jews, i, 124
ior residence of foreigners, iii, 472
to print, iii, 481, 483, 489
to keep writings, iii, 489
to convents for prohibited books, iii,

503
to sell new books, iii, 508
to read prohibited books, iii, 521

524

575
to hunt, iv, 383
Liege, mystic nuns of, iv, 2
Life-imprisonment for penitents, iii, 151
Lights forbidden to prisoners, ii, 519
Liguori, St. Alphonso, on sorcery, i\-,

205
Lima, audacity of tribunal of,
quarrel with Aljp. Barroeta,
contributions from,
sale of offices,

ii,

i,

317

ii,

17

201

ii,

215

case of sorcerer, iv, 201
officials deprived of fiiero, iv, 389
Limitation of imjDurity of blood, ii, 297,

306
Limpicza as qualification,
use of records as to,
early traces, ii, 285

development
its

of

ii,

mania^

290
292

ii,

li,

of verification,

251

259, 261

ii,

general adoption,

ii,

295, 301

296
300
305
ii,
its influence, i, 357; ii, 309
stimulates dread of Inqn., ii, 310
under Restoration, ii, 311
stimulates false-witness, ii, 559
struggle over sanbcnitos, iii, 167
applied to Moriscos, iii, 379
Limpo, lUlthazar, I5p. of Porto, iii, 253
Linen, change of, ii, 566; iii, 232
investigation of

i,

452

^'II, iv,

Libros Vocarulorum, ii, 200
Licences to trade with Saracens,
for emigration, i, 184, 246
to import wheat, i, 386
to aljsoh'e for heresy, ii, 21
to con\-ey property, "ii, 346

method
iii,

favors reform,

Letrados as incp-s., ii, 234
Letters, papal, to Conversos, struggle

regulated

Lihro cle manifestacinne/f, ii, 341
Verde de Ara(jon, ii, 298, 307
its statistics, iv, 521

officials,

difficulty of its proof,
motives for proving,

ii,

ii,

Ijy Carlos III, i, 321
exemption from conscription, i, 414
Leyes, Jacobo dc. las, on sorcery, iv, 179
Liberalism, its follies in 1820-23, iv, 438
Liberals, proscription of, iv, 433, 452
Lippomano, Luigi, nuncio, iii, 245, 246,
Liljerties, popular, in Aragoh, i, 229
247, 248, 249'
Lihra, \'alue of, i, 565
Lisbon, massacre of 1506, i, 140
Libraries, examination of, iii, 487, 489, Lists of familiars, i, 440, 467; ii, 274, 277
495, 498, 499, 501^ 502
Literature, discouragement of, iii, 549;
conunission for examming, iii, 574
iv, 528
death of their owners, iii, 502, 504
Litigation, foes from, ii, 279
Libro (Id liercrrn, ii, 299
lilcrciia, New ("Iwist ians i)iuiished, i, 153
for property, ii. 454
tril)Unal estal)lished, i, 171, 549

of

INDEX
Llorci^n, its alm.«os,

i,

213, 3.S2;

ii,

-ITO,

4S
claims exemption from taxation,
r)2(),

529;

iii,

4

"),

i,

3S()

receipts from penances, ii.
carryinfi clligies in auto, iii, 22(5
aluml)rados of, iv, 21, 23
Llorente on licences for prohihited
Ijooks, iii, 52-1
his statistics, iv, 517, 521
3!)7

Llotger, l'"ray Juan, incjuisitor,
Loan from Inqn. to kinji, i, 331
Loazes, Fern, de, i, 2SG, 287, Kh
iii,

91

i,

;

ii,

191

;

350

Locksmith reckoned an otficial, ii, 211
Lodgement, free fur oilicials, i, 395; ii,
2iM\, 2().S
iii,

81

trouble over coaches, i, 531
trouble over shambles, i, 532
hatred of Inqn., i, 538
required to aid Suprema, ii, 193
abuse of fines and penances, ii, 397
its finances, ii, 43G, 444
trouliles in visitas de navfos, iii, 510
auto of 1010, iii, 219; iv, 225
witchcraft, iv, 224, 228
its reconstruction, iv, 420
Lombav, Marquis of, at Saragossa, iv,

205
Longas, Juan de, case of, iv, 70
Lopez, Padre Luis, S. J., ii, 24
Ijopez, Maria de los Dolores, iv, 89
Lopez, Abp. of Valencia, his juritn de
fe, iv, 400
Lords, feudal, obtain share of confiscations, ii, 319
of Moriscos obstruct their conversion,
iii, 309
Lorenzana, Inq.-genl., his dismissal, i,
321 iv, 3i>3
Louis IX, his treatment of Jews, i, 83
Louis XIV, his anger at Giudice, i, 31()
persecutes Fenelon, i\', 05
Louis XVIII counsels moderation i\450
Louvain, Indexes of, iii, 485
Jansenism in, iv, 287
Love-letters in confessional, iv, 112
Loyola, Ignatius, his persecution, iv, 14
on mysticism, iv, 17
Lucas of Tuy on Jews, i, 87
Lucena, Petronila de, case of, iii. 111;
;

iv,

13

Lucero, his career at Cordova, i, 189
attacks Hernando de Talavera, i, 197
his trial ordered, i, 200
his retirement,

i,

210

Lucero, his use of perjury, ii, 5.')5
Lucius III jjermits no <!\emj)ti()ii, ii, 30
prescriijcs confiscation,
Luctuoftn, iv, 490

ii,

310

Luis de Granada on good works, iv, 3
his works prohibited, iii, 530; iv, 17
endorses Marfa de la Visitacion, iv,
'^-^
.

Luis de Leon, sacraments denied
520
his patronca

Lobcros, iv, 200

Lojian, Robert, his corpse tried,
Logrono, its tribunal, i, 227, 549
correjiidor pimished, i, 432
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tc'itogoft, iii,

to,

ii,

52; iv, 154

seeks to recuse judges, iii, 58
his first trial, iv, 149
his second trial, iv, 159
TiUisa de Carrion, case of, iv, 30
Luminarififi, ii, 195
Ijuna, .\lvaro de, favors Jews, i, 121
asks for In<|n., i, 147
Ltither's l)Ooks, seizure of, iii, 413, 421
JAitheran revolt, its influence, iii, 412;
iv,

4

Lutherans invited to conversion, iii, 422
Lutheranism, zeal for its suppression,
iii, 413
factitious, iii, 426, 453, 458
statistics of.

iii.

MELCIIOR

lyrACANAZ,
-'--*-

career,

420. 455, 401

i,

DE,

Iiis

315

his defence of Inqn., i, 319
his confiscated estate, ii, 370, 455
on number of officials, iv, 480

on growth

of

Church,

iv,

492

Machiavelli on T'crdinand, i, 21
on Jewish expulsion, i, 143
Madrid, fuero ot, in 1202, i, 61

enforcement of police rules, i, 300
tribunal of, i^ 545, 550
relinked, ii, 180
cost of prisoners, ii, 532
auto of 1032, i, 353; iii, 130, 147, 150,
212, 214, 220, 228
auto of 1080, iii, 130, 139, 212, 218,
225, 228
insuirection of May 2, iv, 399
conflict with royal guard, iv, 443
relaxations in, iv, 523
Maestrn de Espirilu, iv, 80
Maestre racionxil, ii, 440
Magdalena de la Cruz, iii, 94; iv, 82
-Magic, its prevalence among Moors, iv,
180
Magicians persecuted
179

l)y

Ramiro

I,

iv,

Magistral canonries, ii, 421
Magistrates, their oaths, i, 352
their function in relaxation, iii, ISO
^Laimonides (lies from Spain, i, 51
-Maintenance of prisoners, ii, 500, 528,
531
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Maistre, Joseph de, on the Inqn., iv, 24S
Mujestas, prosecution of the dead for,
iii, SI
Majorca, massacre in 1301, i, 109
oppressive lejiislation, i, 117

its tribunal,

i,

his disgrace,

2()6

temporal jurisdiction, i, 484
conflicts with spiritual jurisdiction,
i, 498
triljunal humiliated, i, 504
conflicts with Military Orders, i, 506
appeals referred to bp., ii, 112
canons appeal to Rome, ii, 158
required to aid Logrono, ii, 193
inordinate number of officials, ii, 211
finances of tribunal, ii, 437, 441
reconciliations in, iii, 148, 149
sa7ibenitos in churches, iii, 172
fines on the reconciled, iii, 207
autos of 1679 and 1091, iii, 225, 306;
iv, 526
its

i,

position of
iii,

335,

iii,

306;

512

Judaism extinguished,

New

304

370

military service of familiars, i, 413
right to hold office, i, 415, 418
extension of jurisdiction, i, 431

iv,

i,

converts Moors of Badajoz, iii, 326
dealings with Moriscos, iii, 328, 349,

composition in, i, 267
Time of Mercy, ii, 461

confiscations of 1679,

Mafiozca, Juan de, i, 477; iii, 122
Manricjue, Alfonso, prints the Instructions, i, 181

iii,

307

Christians,

ii,

312;

305

Lutheranism in, iii, 413
seizure of Dutch vessel, iii, 467
attempt to seize French vessel, iii, 471
visitas de iiavios, iii, 512

favors Erasmus, iii, 414
puts sorcery in Edict of Faith, iv, 184
Manrique, Geronimo, instructions to

him, i, 299
Manrique, liiigo, i, 178; ii, 108
Mantetas y insinias, iii, 169
Manuales, ii, 195
Manufactures, burden on, iv, 479
Manumission of baptized children of
slaves, i, 325
Maragatos, i, 58
Maravedi, value of, i, 560
Marc, value of, i, 560
Marcen, Ant., Jesuit Provincial, ii, 34
Marchena, Abate, iv, 401
Maria de Agreda, i, 461 iv, 39
Maria Ana of Austria and Nithard, i,
310, 501
Maria Anna of Neuburg persecutes
Froilan Diaz, ii, 172
Maria de la Visitacion, case of, iv, 83
Mariana, Padre, on influence of Inqn., ii,
91; iv, 515
licensed to read prohibited books, iii,
522
his essays suppressed, iii, 542
his prosecution, iv, 273
translates his histon,-, iv, 529
Marin, Vidal, tries to reduce offices, ii,
216
his Index, iii, 495
Marina, Francisco M., on the tithe, iv,
495
Market-place of "\'alcncia, i, 365
Markets, privileges of the, i, 533
JMorraiios, i, 111, 146
Spaniards all called, ii, 309
also Portuguese, iii, 283
Marrania, dispensation for, ii, 402
Marriage of New Christians, i, 120
of descendants of penitents, iii, 178
of Moriscos, iii, 380
better than celibacy, iv, 144
in C)rders, iv, 336
Martignac, de, on Fernando'srule,iv,433
Martin de Aries on the Sal)i>at, iv, 210
Martin V confirms oppression of Jews,
i, 119
;

unnatural crime not subject to Inqn.,
iv, 364
condition of tribunal in 1830, iv, 458
operations of its tribimal, iv, 522
Mala dodrina, iv, 118, 121
Malaga, quarrel over canonry, i, 342, 348
Malfeasance in office forfeits /wcro, i, 444
Malignity, gratification of, ii, 100
Mallani, Abp., case of, ii, 87
Maltreatment of inquisitors forbidden,
i, 214, 367
Malversation, ii, 365, 438, 451
Mancha of impurity of blood, ii, 297
Mancucrda, iii, 20
Mandates to spiritual judges, i, 494
Manices, Moriscos of, iii, 345
Manicheism survives in Masonry, iv, 298
Manifestacion, i, 451
obtained l)y Yillanueva,.ii, 145
claimed by Ant. IVrez, iv, 157, 259
Martinez, Ferran, jirovokes massacre,
in export of horses, iv, 280
i, 103
Manifesto of (Y)rtes of Cadiz, iv, 413
as founder of Inqn., i. 111
Manjarre, lip., case of, i, 500; ii, 87
Manocl (King), his treatment of Jews, Martfiuv., .hiana, case of, iv, 201
Martini, his version of the P.ible, iii, 530
i,
140, 191; iii, 227, 319

INDEX
Martyr, Peter, on Luccro, i, 10<S
pleads for Hern, dc Talavcra, i, 204
on preed of Flemings, ii, 3S1
on danger from pirates, iii, 384
Martyrdom, definition of, iii, 105
of ncgatiros, ii, oSG; iii, 19S
Martyrs, Christian Morisco, iii, 409
fietitiovis, cult of, iv, 357
Mary of Hungary suspected, iii, 423
Marzilla, Juan Garces, at Teruel, i, 249
Masonry, iv, 298
Masks, use of, by torturers, iii, 17
Masquo, Luis, opposes Inqn., i, 232
Mass, priests refiuired to celebrate, i, 10
bowmg to bisliop in, i, 3(U
accidents in celebration, ii, 10
denied to prisoners, ii, 520
hearing, as penance, iii, 132
Ijurlesque, iv, 355
Massacres of Jews in Middle Ages, i, 83
in 1210, i, 88
in Navarre, i, 100
caused bv Black Death, i, 101
in 13()(), i, 102
in 1391, i, lOG
in Granada, iii, 322, 338
Matamoros, Manuel, persecuted, iv, 4G9
Mataflorida, Marquis of, iv, 422, 443
Material hercsv, ii, 4
Matheo, Cath.", case of, iv, 223, 537
Matheu, Joan, his defalcation, ii. 454
Mat ilia, Pedro, royal confessor, ii, 1G9
Matriinonv,
episcopal authority over,
"
iv, 321
Matter of faith, i, 357, 40G
Mattos, Vicente da Costa, his book, iii,
272
Maximilian I seeks regencv of Castile, i,
205
Maximum, law of, i, 393
Mava, Antonio de, Inqr. of Navarre, i,
224

Mavans y
iii,

Siscar, Gregorio, his library,

503

on aversion for industrj^
Mnijorazgos, iv, 443
Mavr, Don, his fate, i, IIG
Meat, trading in, i, 389, 392
eating, on fast days, ii, 11
for prisoners, ii, 525, 527
of dead animals, ii, 5GG

iv,

485

589
Campo, New Christians

Medina
i,

del
151

Concordia

of,

i,

in,

153

trilnmal of, i, 550; ii, 210
Medina Sidonia, Duke of, protects his
contador, ii, 105
re.si.sts assessments, ii, 3G0
Meditatio cordis, bull, iii, 255
iv, 2, 17, 52
Medrano, Antonio de, case of, iv, 9
Melgares Marin, liis statistics, iv, 518

Meditation,

Melo, Luvs de,
iii,

liis

Verdades Catholicas,

2G8, 274, 277, 278

Members of Suprema, how chosen,
of Cortes threatened,

prosecuted,

Membreque,

i,

i,

322

452

i,

4GS

Bachiller, ca.se of,

i,

195,

208
Mevioria de divcrsos autos, i, 592
Memorial of 1G23, on tax-exemption,
i,

381

on abusive jurisdiction,

i,

495

cliaracter of officials, i, 536
di.^abilities of descendants, iii, 177
insul)ordination of oflicials, ii, 225
di.sorder of records, ii, 258
suits of creditors, ii, 331
frauds in confi.scation, ii, 3G3
financial mismanagement, ii, 438
los.ses through receivers, ii, 448, 454
Men, soliciting of, iv, 127
Mendez, Fernando, iv, 29, 33
Mendieta, his summons to appear, ii,

311

Mendoza, Card, de, his career,

i,

9

his zeal for the faith, i, 155, 157
grants rehal)ilitations, ii, 402

on convents, iv, 490
Mendoza, Inq.-genl., his appointment,
ii,

172

asserts control of Suprema, ii, 173
his resignation, i, 314; ii, 178
Mendizabjil, Pedro, ca.se of, iv, 114
Menghini, his book condemned, i^-, 60
Menudns, perquisite of, i, 532

Mercader,
230

Mateo,

episcopal

quarrels with Gualbes,
dismi.s.sed

i,

by Ferdinand,

inqr.,

i,

237
i, 240

Mercader, Inq.-genl., his In.structions,
i, 273, 4G5; ii, 432, 450_
soaking before cooking, ii, 5G7
Mercenaries, heretic, iii, 475
butchering of, for Moriscos, iii, 381
Merchandi.se of foreign Jews seized, ii,
Mechanics as officials, i, 442; ii, 249
338
ineligible as familiars, ii, 280
Merchants, English, arrested, iii, 468
Medellin, Countess of, i, 6
Mercy of Inqn., its fallacy, ii, 311
Meilia afiaia, tax of, i, 377, 531
adjuration for, iii, 184, 185, 188
Medicine, astrology necessary in, iv, 192
tendency towards, iii, 99
Medina, Bart. de,"iy, 151, 158, 510
none for relapse, iii, 202
Medina, Miguel de, case of, i, 372; iii, 420 Merida objects to Inqn., i, 187
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sentences with and witliout,
93
Merola, Nicolas, inqr. of Majorca, i, 2GG
Mesa, Gil de, iv, 257, 259, 2G2, 2G3, 271
Mcschudanim, i, 14G
Mesengui's Catechism, i, 320; iii, 540
Messengers, expense of, ii, 179
Mesta, the, iv, 309, 481
Mexia, Agiistin de, sent to Valencia, iii,
Mcritos,
iii,

Modification of fcntcnces, iii, 97
Molina, Juan, quarrel over, iii, 494
Molinism, its persecution in Spain, iv,
G8
Bp. Toro of Oviedo, ii, 88; iv, 72
abuse of the term, iv, 78
Molinistds ahnnhradas, iv, 71
Molinists burned in Palermo, iv, G2
Mohnos, Miguel de, iv, 49
his sentence, iv, 59
circulated in Spain, iv, G8
Monarchv, absolutism of Spanish, iv,

393
Mexia, Inqr., suspended, i, 530
Mexico, Edict of Faith in, ii, 92
contril)utions from, ii, 201
473
inspection of, ii, 230
Mondejar, Capt.-Genl., iii, 333, 335, 338
prison provided, iii, 154
Mondonedo, Dean of, his appeal, ii, 109
cases of sorcery, iv, 195, 201
]\loneda de molino, i, 5G4
Mezquita, Miguel, case of, iii, 419
Money, its export prohibited, i, 12
Middle Ages, condition of Jews in, i, 81 Money-chest, the, ii, 231
rates of interest, i, 97
Monfies, iii, 334
Midwives forbidden to attend Jewesses, Monitions, the three, iii, 38
i, 81
Monroy, ]\laria de, i, 5
Christian, required, iii, 332
Monserrat, Mosen, cas-e of, iii, 453
Mier y Campillo, the last inq.-genl., iv, Montalvo, Alfonso Diaz de, i, 27, 127
425
Montancses, their limpieza inferred ii
Miguolez, M. F., his book on Jansenism,
297
iv, 288, 292
Montano, Arias, his books seized, iii, 499
Milan, pestilence of 1G30, iv, 243
his Biblia llegia, iv, 159
Militarv jurisdiction, conflicts with, i, Montblanch governed by Inqn., iv, 516
504
Montemayor, Fran, de, case of, ii, 467
Orders absorbed by the crown, i, 34 Montesa, Jayme, burnt, i, G07
iv, 370
Montesa, order of, incorporated with
limpieza in, ii, 298
crown, iv, 370
service due by Moors, i, G3
Monthly reports required, ii, 183
of Jews, i, 85
Monti jo. Count of, his IMasonrN', iv 302
as penance, iii, 134
305
compounded, i, 334
Montoya, Isabel de, case of, iii, 98; iv
exemption from, i, 412
195
MiUoncs, i, 377; iv, 487
Moors, toleration imder, i, 45
Minims exclude New Christians, ii, 290
not objects of hatred, i, 52
IMints, ])rivate, under Henry TV, i, 7
trade with, forbidden, i, 55
Minuarte, receiver, his defalcation, ii,
as slaves, i, 57
454
their laws, i, G5
Miollis, Madame, iv, 94
forbidden to practise medicine, i, 74
MiramnmoJin, i, 4i)
intimacy with, forbidden, i, 7G
Miraval, Martin de, his report on Inqn.,
segregation ordered, i, 77
i, 317
their citi/eiiship, i, 84
Miscegenation punished, i, Gt
of Serra, treatment of, i, 187
Misfortunes ascribed to witchcraft, i\enforced baptism by Inqn., i, 294
215, 233
favored bv Charles le Mauvais, iii
Mislata, penances levied on, ii, 396
317
Missioiiarv work, Protestant, iii, 421
terms of capitulation of (Iranada iii
425, 449
318
Mistica Ciudad of Marfa de Agreda, \x
forcible conversion in Cranada iii
40
320
Mitigation of penalties, iv, 432
in Castile, iii, 324
Mitres for penitents, iii, 215
Ferdinand's pledges to Aragon iii
Mo^a de. Ilerrern, hi, i, 18G; iv, 520
343
Mock-marriage, prosecution for, iv, 382
voluntary conversions, iii, 344
Moderation inculcated by Ferdinand, i,
conversion by C.ermanfa, iii, 346
297
Christian friendliness, iii, 347
'

'
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Moors, conversion attempted, iii, 348
Aloriscos, inter\'als of immunity
iii
treatment of those baptized, iii, 351
373
their baptism ordered, iii, 352
their miseral)le condition, iii, 375
their expulsion ordered, iii, 351
emigration forbidden, iii, 378
their wholesale baptism, iii, 355
their marriages, iii, 380
fruitless resistance, iii, 35G
baptism of children, iii, 380
their importance in Aragon, iii, 35G
their discontent, iii, 382
their corsairs, iii, 383
connection with corsairs, iii, 384
their magic, iv, 180
plots with foreign powers, iii, 385
orahutin, i, 565
plans for getting rid of them, iii, 388
Morals, no jurisdiction over, iv, 375
expulsion decided on, iii, 392
gradually assumed, iv, 376
commenced in Valencia, iii, 395
number expelled, iii, 397, 399, 400,
indifference to, iv, 509
not involved in solicitation, iv, 109,
402, 403, 406
115
final rooting out, iii, 403
of inqrs., watch over, ii, 237
Cliristians expelled, iii, 403, 409
Mordaza, ii, 512; iii, 139
in Granada in 1728, iii, 406
Morerias, i, 64, 77
fate of the exiles, iii, 407
Morillo, Miguel de, the first inquisitor,
their confiscations, iii, 409
Morocco, bishopric of, i, 49
i, 160
his quarrels with Torquemada, i, 177
fate of exiles there, i, 139
Moriscos, arbitrary arrests forbidden, Moros, cosas de, disappear, iii, 405
Mortmain, lands in, i, 375; iv, 488, 492
ii, 185
Moses, Ral)bi, his conversion, i, 1 14
as familiars, ii, 294, 295
fines replace confiscation, ii, 395; iii, Mosque in Cartagena in 1769, iii, 406
361
Mosques converted into churches, iii,
efTects of expulsion, ii, 436; iii, 410
347
shun Edicts of Grace, ii, 462
use made of their property, iii, 366
their cases not calificado, ii, 488
Mot in de hi Granja, iv, 469
preliminary coiinidta de fe, ii, 489
Motril, visilas de yiavios, iii, 315
not witnesses for defence, ii, 539
Motu propria fonn of commissions, i
punished for overcoming torture, iii,
303

M

31
Mourning furnished to
suspicion always vehement, iii, 123
ii, 190
exempt from penalties of relapse, iii, ^loya, his Opuscidum,

M ozdrabcs,

203
forcible conversion in

Granada,

iii,

320
promised relief from Inqn., iii, 323
disarmament, iii, 323, 332, 378
forcible conversion in Castile, iii, 324
attempts at instruction, iii, 326
Edicts of Grace, iii, 328
evidence against them, iii, 329
persecution, iii, 330
condition in Granada, iii, 331
V,

122
338
deportation from Granada,
offer to Charles

i,

Mude]arcs,

i,

45

i,

57;

iii,

officials,

iv,

i,

362;

511

317

their status, i, 60
assert their rights,

i,

61

become denationalized,

i, 65
revenues deri\ed from, i, 66
imposed
on,
i,
68
badges

their forced conversion, iii, 324, 353
their value to Aragon, iii, 356
their descendants expelled, iii, 403
punish sorcery, iv, 182
Mugeres varoniles, i, 6

Midndies, i, 49
MvUe-tracks, iv, 480
restrictions on the exiles, iii,
Mules forbidden in coaches, i, 530
their prosperity, iii, 341
Muley Cidan, iii, 387
position in Aragon, iii, 342
Multiplication of tribunals, ii, 205
their forcil^le conversion, iii, 354
of convents, iv, 490
of Valencia, their jDcrsecution, iii, 347,
of officials, ii, 212, 265, 270, 271
rebellion of 1568,

iii,

iii,

339
340

362
no attempt to instruct them, iii, 358
their confiscations, iii, 359
an intermediate faith, iii. 364
attempts to convert them, iii, 366,
372

Munebrega, Bp..

his severity, iii, 442
Municipal laws al)rogated, i, 288
self-government al)olished, iv, 454
Muiioz, (^andido, liis tract, iii, 198
Munoz de Castilblanque, case of, i, 489,
506
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Muiloz Torrero, iv, 404, 409, 413, 423
Munster, treaty of, iii, 467
Murcia, its isolation, i, 7
separation of races in, i, 64
its tribunal, i, 171, 550; ii, 593
case of Froilan Diaz, ii, 173, 174
military service of familiars, i, 412
milder measures for Judaism, iii, 235
Morisco expulsion, iii, 398, 404
Murder rite, Jewish, in Partidas, i, 90
case of el Santo Nino, i, 133
Murder of witnesses, ii, 551
Murga, Sor Lorenza, iv, 87
Murner, Thomas, his utterances, iii, 412
Musicians, ill-treatment of, i, 366
Mussulman les;^islation, i, 65
Mutton, removing fat from, ii, 567
Muzquiz, Archbp. persecutes the la
Cuesta, iv, 296
his plot against Godoy, iv, 393
Mysticism, hypnotism in, iv, 2
its

dangers,

iv,

3

confused with Protestantism,

iv,

4,

13
sexual aberrations, iv, 9, 23, 25, 31,
34
errors ascribed to, iv, 24
its practices condemned, iv, 28
in Italy, iv, 42
condemned bv the Holy See, iv, 59,
66
Molinism persecuted, iv, 68
harmless, punished, iv, 77
delusion, iv, 79
in solicitation, iv, 118
Mystics of Seville, case of, iv, 31

NACHMANIDES,

his disputation,

i,

90
Nails, staining of, as evidence, ii, 566
Ndjera, Duke of, his complaints, i, 537

Names

of witnesses suppressed,
iii,

ii,

548;

i,

217,

.53

offers for their revelation,

221. 222

Nano, Agostino, on limpicza,

310

ii,

political use of Inqn., iv, 273
Naples, fate of exiled Jews there,
cujudnR dc cosln for, ii, 254

Napoleon, his invasion of Spain,
su|)presses Inqn.,

ii,

445;

iv,

i,

141

iv,

399

401

Nossi, Jewish, i, 87
Natives not to be cmploye'd in tribunals,
i. 225
asked for as inqrs., i, 509
Naturalism, iv, .308
Navarre adopts the Hermandad,
rates of interest in, i, 98

destruction of Jews

in,

i,

100

i,

32

Navarre receives exiled Jews,

i, 138, 141
incorporated with Castile, i, 223
its tribunal, i, 224, 551
obtains Castile Concordia, i, 438
witch-crazes in, iv, 214, 219, 222, 225,

228
Roval Council of, on witchcraft, iv,
210
court of, on witchcraft, iv, 222, 228,
234
revolt in 1820, iv, 435

Navarrete on lirmpieza, ii, 310; iii, 380
on aversion for industry, iv, 485
on wealth of Church, iv, 493
Navarrez, Marquis of, his limpieza, ii,
301
Navy, Inqn. of, i, 541
Venetian estimate of, iii, 142
Nebrija, his prosecution, iv, 529
Necromancers condemned, iv, 183
Neglect of duty, ii, 226; iv, 388
Xegativo, ii. 585
torture of, iii, 12
relaxation for, iii, 198; iv, 227
in Portugal, iii, 286
Nepotism in appointments, ii, 219
Nevers, Count of, rebuked, i, 82
New Christians, i, 111; ii, 298
career opened to, i, 113
their rapid advancement, i, 120
increasing hatred, i, 125, 150
sufTerings in Toledo, i, 126, 128
persecution in Andalusia, i, 129
conversion doubted, i, 145, 151
attack Alvar de Luna, i, 147
Commission to investigate them, i, 156
of Seville propose resistance, i, 162
Jews required to denounce them, i,
168
forbidden to emigrate, 1, 183, 246;
iii, 271, 303, 323
in Bugia to be seized, i, 185
their political importance, i, 199, 205
offers to (^liarles V, i, 217, 219, 221,
222; ii, 368
bribe .lean le Sauvage, i, 218
conspire to kill Arbiu'-s, i, 249
their fate in Aragon, i, 259
dealings with, prohiliiloil, i, 271
refugees in Rome, ii, 114
disabilities, i, 126; ii, 284, 285, 287,
2SS, 290
dread inspired bv tliem, ii, 292; iii,
291
persistence vmder confiscation, ii, 315
avoid FAlicts of Grace, ii, 461
not witness<>s for defence, ii, 539
seek pul)li("ation of witnes.>^es, ii, 549
no attempt to instruct, iii, 231
struggle in Home, iii, 288

INDEX
New

Christians, their services to Spain,
iii,

Number
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
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condition in Majorca, ii, 312; iii, 305
in Portugal, their wealth, iii, 268
their numbers, iii, 283
their complaints, iii. 286
efforts to expel them, iii, 276

Newfoundland,

deportation

to,

593

for

of expelled Jews, i, 142
expelled ^loriscos, iii, 406
officials in 1746, ii, 216
calificadores, ii, 265
commissioners, ii, 270, 271
familiars, .see Familiars

exempt

cla.s.ses, iv,

clergy, iv, 489, 492,

478
493

convents, iv, 490
Moriscos,
389
New Granada, case of bigamy in, iv, 323 Xnncio, the, ii, 246
Nicholas III on truces with Moors, i, 70 Nuncio, papal, his jurisdiction, i, 314;
iii, 533
Nicholas IV seeks to convert Jews, i, 92
empowered to inflict death, iii, 186
on permanence of inqrs., ii, 161
objection to, in Portugal, iii, 244
Nicholas V, his oppressive decree, i, 119
the False, iii, 243
asserts privileges of converts, i, 127
grants Inquisition for Castile, i, 147; Nuns, their confession of heresy, ii, 22
ii, 41, 103
their dowries seized, ii, 333
subjects unnatural crime to Inqn., iv,
epidemics of possession, iv, 352
362
NjTuphomania, case of, iii, 62
Nicholas de Rupella on the Talmud, i,
114
Niederljronn, the Ecstatic of, iv, 93
of allegiance in Aragon, i, 229
Nieva, Countess of, her complaint, i, 537
taken to inqr., i, 182, 243, 245, 352
Night, weapons forbidden at, i, 404, 408
royal, at autos, i, 353; iii, 268
Nitliard, Inq.-genl., his career, i, 310
required of people, i, 353; iii, 218
his quarrel with church of Majorca,
of inqrs. in Catalonia, i, 467, 470
i, 500
of secrecv of accuser and witnesses,
claims jurisdiction over bps., ii, 87
ii, 473, 539
iii,

OATH

his influence, iv, 498
Noailles, Card., condemns mj'sticism, iv,

of
of
of
of

04
Nobility, its Jewish blood,

298

120;
not forfeited h\ work, iv, 487
Nobles, asvlum in lands of, i, 161, 241,
421
as famihars, i, 443, 454; ii, 281
their feudal rights undermined, i, 537
punished by Inqn., ii, 29
greater severity towards, iii, 100
serve as alguazil maijor, ii, 246
Noffre Calata^iit, his riolario, ii, 343
Non-fulfilment of sentence, iii, 102
Non-residence, dispensation for, i, 303,
307; ii, 416
Noris, Card., quarrel over his books, iv,
284. 289
Notariat, price of, ii, 214
Notaries, ii, 243
of Valencia, ca.se of, i, 242
prosecuted for .serving papal briefs,
ii, 117, 119, 149
of commissioners, ii, 270
fees in limpicza cases, ii, 302
Notario del secreto, ii, 231
de los secuestros, ii, 244, 392, 496
de lo civil, ii, 250
de Qfotaciones, iii, 137
Notoriety .siipersedes proof, iii, 88

\uevas

i,

Poblncion-es, iv. 309
Number of Jews in 1474, i, 125

ii,

of officials, ii, 472
penitents to pay cost.s,

ii,

534

accused, iii, 37
advocates, iii, 43, 47
curndnr, iii, 51

Oaths of heretics not received, iii, 467
Obedecer y no cnmplir, i, 327; ii, 150; iv,
415
Obedience to Inqn., i, 188, 351, 617
Obedience better than the sacrament,
iv, 3.5

Obligations of heretics invalid, ii, 325,
331
Obsequies, quarrels over, i, 362
of Fernando ^TI, iv, 466
Observances, Jewish, i, 146; ii, 565
forgotten, iii, 301
religious,

among

neces.sity of,

mystics,

ii,

567
50

iv, 3, 8, 28,

Ob.session cau.ses solicitation, iv, 72, 74
Ob.structions to defence, iii. 64
Ocaiia, contemplative fraile of, iv, 7
Occult heresy, ii, 4
arts, iv, 179
Occultation of property, ii, 322
Ocharn, value of, i, 566
Octroi, exemption from, i, 384, 389
O'Donnell, Count of la Bisbal, iv, 434,

435
Offences specified in Edict of Faith,
93
statistics of, iii, 551

38

ii,

INDEX
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Offences exempt from torture, iii, S
Offers made to Ferdinand, i, 217
to Charles V, i, 217, 219, 221, 222;
ii,

368

i, 415, 419
onerous, refusal of, i, 420
Offices forbidden to Jews, i, 73
Jews indispensable, i, 99
Conversos disal)led from, i, 126; ii,

Office, public, right to hold,

285
removal of

disabilities,

confiscation of,
sale of, ii, 212
life-temire of,

i,

ii,

ii,

407

192, 581

218

hereditary transmission of, Ii, 219
transfer of, ii, 221
held without pay, ii, 223
become undesirable, iv, 388
Officials forbidden to trade, i, 270, 534,

535
their privileges, i, 265, 270, 307, 370,
377, 379, 412, 465; ii, 415, 417, 418,

419
their right to the juero, i, 429, 522
their servants and slaves, i, 369
their character, i, 530
their pertiuisites, ii, 190, 252
of Suprema, their fees, ii, 200
to lodge in one house, ii, 207
houses fiu-nished to them, ii, 208
their salaries, ii, 251
their number, i, 468, 516; ii, 209, 210,
211, 212, 215, 216
leniency shown to tlicm, ii, 223

Olivarcs, his despair over conflicts of
jurisdiction, i, 489
proposes admission of Jews, iii, 292
suffers from revelations, iv, 39
his prosecution, iv, 274

OUigoyen, Fray, induces massacre, i,
100
Olmo, del, family of, ii, 221
Opinion in cases of limpieza, ii, 300
political, punished, iv, 276
Opposition to Incin., i, 232, 239, 245,
260, 208, 439, 452, 465
to grant of canonrles, ii, 417
Oran, tribunal of, i, 551
Orilen de Proccsar, ii, 475
Ordcnamiento of Alcala on usur\', i, 98
de Dona Catalina, i, 116, 123
Ordenanzas Rcales, i, 27
"

oppression of Jews in, i, 124
Ortler of Ivnighthood for officials, ii, 2S3
of S. Maria de la Espada Blanca, i,

507
Orders, holy, forbidden to descendants
of penitents, iii, 176

marriage In, iv, 336
minor, abuses of, i, 17; iv, 497
Orders, MUitarv, absorbed by crown,
i, 34; iv, 370
competencins with, I, 505
Orders, Religious, their reform proposed, I, 317
represented in Suprema, i, 323
subjected to In(in., II, 36
pav cost of Imprisoned frailcs, ii, 533
suppressed in 1820-3, iv, 439
growth of, iv, 49t), 492

punished only by Suprema, ii, 22"
they retain records, ii, 257
misalaricd, ii, 263
Ordinaries, their jurisdiction, ii, 6, 10
organized in confraternity, ii, 282
effort to exclude them, ii, 12, 14
Order of Knighthood for, ii, 283
negligence as to concurrence, ii, 15
limpieza recjuisite, ii, 29 J, 290
aj)])ointrn(mt as Iiuirs., ii, 16
collusion Avith informers, ii, 324
their conciu'rence omitted, II, IS
their penury, ii, 443, 444
Organization of Jews in Spain, i, 86
sworn to secrecy, ii, 472
of Inquisition, i, 172
must bo present at autos, iii, 214
of tribunals, i, 231, 244; ii, 208, 593
l)ersonation of, iv, 344
Orlhuela, tribunal of, i, 551
their deterioration, iv, 388
composition for, Ii, 356
of Portuguese Inqn., iii, 262
slaughtering of cattle In, iii, 382
public, take oath to Inqn., i, 182, 352 Ortiz, Bias, his negligence as to conOintm(!iit, demonic, of witches, iv, 208,
currence, II, 15
21 1, 22i), 231
punishes solicitation, I\", 97
Olavide, Pablo, case of, iv, 308
made UKir. of \'alencla, i, 384
)ld and New Christians, distinction Ortiz, Francisco, his temerity, i, 372
recognized, ii, 288
Ortiz, Francisco, case of, iv, 11
)ld C^in-istians, definition of, ii, 288, 298 Orts, Juan, inqr. of Aragon, i, 230, 239
forfeit limpieza, ii, 300
Ostentation of Jews, i, 9(5
involved in confiscations, ii, 346
in dowries, ii, 333
only witnesses for defence, ii, 510
Ostrogoths, their tolerance, i, 38, 39
their desceiidanis (Hs;ibled, iii, 177 Osuna, tribmial of, I, 551
>ld Incjuisition, its organization, i, 172 Osvma, Francisco de, on prayer, iv, 3
()li\a, his letters to Molinos, iv, 51
on scholastic thcologv, iv, 5
(

<

<
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Osuna, disciple of Francisca Hernandez

Paradinas, inqr.,

9
escapes correction, iv, 17
Otadiii, Dr., his advice to Piiilip II,
331
Otrnsi, demand for torture in, iii, 42
Ottoboni, Card., persecutes Pelagini,

Paramo on treatment

iv,

40

iii,

.stal)I)ed,

214

i,

of Jew.s,

his eulogy of Inqn., ii,
on acquittal, iii, 108

i,

30

483

on Protestants, iii, 432
on mystics of Llerena, iv, 24
iv,

his al)use of Avomen, iv, 121
of 1004, iii, 208
of 1027 and 1030, iii, 273

Pardon

attacks Molinos,
54
See Alexander VIII.
purchase of, iii, 303
Outlaws, safe-conducts for, i, 444
Paredes, Fray Manuel dc, his mysticism,
Outlawry of heretics, iii, 3SS
iv, 71
Oven, royal, of Aljaferla, i, 301
Pareja tried for solicitation, iv, 98
Overcoming torture, iii, 30
Pariahs created by limpirza, ii, 310
Oviedo, Gonzalo Fern, de, on heresy, Paris, Council of 1212, on midwive.s, i, 81
ii, 2
Parisli churches, sanbe7iitos hung in, iii,
Ownership of documents, ii, 220
100
iv,

pACHECO,
-^

Parque Castrillo, Duke of, prosecuted,
iv, 430
punishes Bp. Parra, Juan Adan de la, iii, 271, 291

Inq.-genl.,
of Murcia, i, 420
his conflict with Seville, i, 4S9
nro.-ecutes Granada judges, i, 487

Participation in Sabbat,

iv,

232, 243,

245
Partidas on trade with Moors, i, 50
on slavery, i, 57
lias I)ut one vote in Suprema, ii, 1G8
restrictions on Jews, i, 09, 74, 89
banishes Enfrlishmen, iii, 4(30, 572
on confiscation, iii, 310
condemns mysticism, iv, 30
on magic, iv, 180, 182
Pacheco, Pedro, his grant from sale
law on heresy revived, iv, 411
of offices, ii, 215
his disgrace, ii, 438
law as to succession, iv, 402
Pact with demon, iv, 185, 188, 195, 205 Parritns malericc, none in solicitation,
iv, 110, 112
Padilla, Inqr., suspended, i, 530
Padilla, Juan de, keeps clear of Inqn.,
none in sorcery, iv, 190
i, 221
Pascual of Aragon, his inqr .-generalship,
i, 310
Padua, faculty of, on defence of accused,
iii, 50
Passes for free goods, i, 370, 384
Passo Ilonrofso, the, i, 5
Paging of records of trials" ii, 259
Palafox, Bisliop, his portrait hnrrado, Passover bread, eating of, ii, 506
iii, 498
Pastoralis officii, bull, i, 275, 432; iv, 317,
Palencia, Bp. of, his appellate juris329
iii, 300
diction, ii, 110
Pastrana, Judaizers of, ii, 49
Palermo, iniquity of triljunal, ii, 121
mystics of, iv, 7
Pallavicini, Card., on persecution, iv,500 Paternoy, Sancho de, i, 249, 257
Palm of victory for acc|uittal, iii, 108
Patifio, his services, iv, 480
Palma, massacre in 1391, i, 109
Patrocinio, Sor, career of, iv, 92
number of otHcials in, ii, 212
Patronage, papal, resistcil, i, 12
granted to soAcreigns, ii, 410; iv, 291
autos of 1079 and 1091, iii, 225, 300;
royal, of canonries, ii, 429
iv, 520
Pampeluna, tribunal of, i, 552
of inquisitors, ii, 280
relations with Sarago.s.sa, i, 225
Patrnnes tc'dogos, iii, 51 iv, 154
pohtical utility, i, 220
Paul III exempts regulars from Inqn.,
Pan ascgurado, i, 388
ii, 32
Pan cotazo, i, 594
confirms sale of pardons, ii, 107
Paniagua, D. Pedro, case of, i, 514
Koman Inqn. not to interfeic with
Piiuos dc la rcr<i»cnza, iii, 17
S|)anisli, ii, 127
Papacy, popular di.srespect for, i, 11
on exclusion of New Christians, ii, 289,
export of money to, i, 12
291
relieves Moriscos from confiscation
approves of Torquemada, i, 174
ii, 395
Paper, writing, for prisoners, ii, 517
his dispen.sations, ii, 400
Papers, all, returned to triljunal, ii, 474
limits duration of torture, iii, 22
(letailed inventory of, ii, 497
I

;

;
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Paul III relieves from irregularity, iii,
18G
his dealings with Portugal, iii, 241-58
creates da Sih'a cardinal, iii, 244
abandons hnn, iii, 253
invites Jews to Italy, iii, 254
suspends Inqn. as to Moriscos, iii, 373
aids Magdalina dc la Cruz, iv, 82
Paul IV threatens Melchor Cano, ii, 51
subjects regulars to Inqn., ii, 33
his brief of January 7, 1559, ii, 61
on exclusion of C'onversos, ii, 290
claims benefices of heretics, ii, 319
grants canonries to Inqn., ii, 425
orders torture to discover accomplices, iii, 11
heresies treated as relapse, iii, 201
prosecutes Jews, iii, 254
suppression of witnesses' names, iii,
his bull against Q. Elizabeth, iii,
his Index, iii, 486
requires confessors to enforce it,

490

withdrawn

licences

for

profession of faith of inqrs., ii, 420
exempts from irregularity, iii, 189
empowers Incjn. to issue licences, iii,

522
on solicitation,

iv,

100

for discovering property,

ii,

323

Ferdinand seeks to reduce
209
of Suprema, ii, 191, 196, 202
Paz, Diogo da, iii, 239
Peace, internal, preserved by Inqn.,
507
Peace and truce, treaties of, i, 441
Peasants can prove limpieza, ii, 308
condition of, iv, 478
ciuirch burdens on, iv, 495
Pechcrns, i, 375

Pay-roll,

it,

ii,

familiars to be,

Peculations of

ii,

iv,

281

in(i.-genl.,

i,

190

363, 365
Peculium of frailes, ii, 495, 504
Pedraya, his instructions?" for conunisin confiscation,

ii,

sioners,
II

ii,
302
(Aragon) persecutes Walden-

scs,

183

iii,

Pedro dc Madrid, delator, ii, 323
Pedro Sdncliez, Joan de, burnt, i, 596
Pedro de Valencia on witchcraft, i\-, 229,
247
Peldez, Anton, his deposition,
Pelagini, iv, 46
their successors, iv, 61
Peliag the Jew, i, 51
Pellegrini di San Rocco, iv, 47
Peiia, Francisco, his edition of
ich,

ii,

ii,

105

Eymer-

476

justification of secrecy, ii, 474
on insane convicts, ii, 59, 60

on death sentences, iii, 186
on conversion after sentence,

on the pea.santry, iv, 478
on education, iv, 529
prohibited Penalties, see Punishments

36

Pedro

with

i,

iii,

books, iii, 521
subjects solicitation to Inqn., iv, 99
decrees relaxation for personating
priesthood, iv, 340
Paul V confirms subjection of regulars,

Payment

his struggles
3
employs Moori.sh troops, i, 54
favors Jews, i, 101

nobles,

iii, 193
Pena, Pedro, condemned for Molinism,
436
iv, 59
Penalosa, Benito dc, on limpieza, ii, 309

258

ii,

Pedro the Cniel,

Pedro III (Aragon) summons his Moors
to arms, i, 63
protects Jews, i, 93

Penas, Benito, case

of,

ii,

494

Penas extraordinarins, iii, 101
Pcnas y penitcncins, i, 337; ii, 389
Penance is punishment, ii, 389, 569
destrovs limpieza, ii, 296, 299, 304,
307," 310, 311
its performance enforced, iii, 101
abridgement of, iii, 161
with suspension, iii, 109
spiritual, iii, 131
Penances, pecuniary, i, 337; ii, 389
Inqn. obtains them, i, 339
applied to tril;unals, ii, 393
productiveness, ii, 397
proportioned to need of tribunal, ii,
396; iv, 219
replace confiscation, ii, 394
limited in Valencia, ii, 395
reconciliation a prerequisite, ii, 396
excessive,

Pcnra,

iii,

i,

226

135

Penitence, sacrament

109
Penitents of Inqn.,

of, in solicitation,

iv,

ii,

389

penalties imposed on, i, 169-70
entiti(>d to /(/(TO, i, 433; iii, 150, 153

maintenance

of,

i,

567

costs collected from, ii, 53:?
tlieir pictures in churches, iii, 171
disal)ilitics of,

iii.

173

hardsliips of descendants, iii. 177
stripping and (lagellating, iv, 117
P('nit(Mili:d prison, iii, 150
Pcnitentiarv, jiapal, its ab.solutioiis,

104

ii,

INDEX
Penitontiarv,

pardons

its

for crime,

ii,

107
taxes of, ii, 402
Penn, George, case of, iii, 40S
Pensions grant eil on ollices, ii, 222
in jubilation, ii, 224

i, 353
Pepper bought with heretic money,
338

ii,

Perales, contract of, i, 19
Perez, Alonso, his yisitation of Barcelona, i, 528
Perez, Antonio, case of, iy, 254
burnt in eihgy, iy, 208

271

iy,

272

iy,

his writings suppressed, iii, .542
Perez de Pineda, Juan, iii, 427, 428, 445

Performance of sentences,

iii,

101

Perjury in cases of linipicza, ii, 304
of witnesses, ii, 5.54, 556
detected in ratification, ii, 547
in secular courts,

Pernambuco,

its

ii, 554; iy, .379
capture, iii, 279, 282

Perpignan, placed under interdict., i,lS7
tribunal

of,

auto de

fe in,

i,

552
i,

2G4

violation of Concordia,

magistrates penanced,
arrest of officials,

i,

sequestrated houses
Perquisites of officials,

272
285

i,

i,

ii,

ii,

190

of Suprema, ii, 195
Persecution, conscientious,

ii,

498

1

;

iy,

525

element in, ii, 315, 357; iy,
527
Persnnas honestns, ii, 249
Personation of officials, iy, 344
punishment, iii, 189; iy, 345
frequency, iy, 348
Personation of priesthood, iy, 339
relaxation for, iy, 340, 342
doubt as to jurisdiction, iy, 341
penalties in Spain, iii, 207; iv, 341
confessions heard bv laymen, iy, 344
Personnel of tribunals, ii, 209, 232
efforts for reduction, ii, 211
of Inqn. in 174G, ii, 597
Pertinacity entails relaxation, ii, .585;
iii, 195
Peseta, value of, i, 561, 565
Peso evsayado, i, 562
de oro, i, 560
de plata, i, 562
Petition, Inqn. must be addressed bv

356

.52,

60

.55,

his control of

Suprema,

i,

322

reclaims confiscations, i,'331
enforces jurisdiction of Inqn.,

i, 341,
343, 437; ii, 3.52
on official oaths, i, 3.52
regulates tax-exemption, i, 376
billeting of troops, i, 397
forljids concealctl weapons, i, 402
on right to hold office, i, 416
at Cortes of Monzon in 1,564, i, 442
e\-ades complaints of Cortes, i, 485
suppresses Order of Santa Maria de

la Espada blanca, i, ,508
revives trii)unal of Galicia, i, 547
demands a forced loan, ii, 46
case of Carranza, ii. .50, 57, 62, 64, 69,
70, 73, 77, 79, 81, 86
impedes appeals to Rome, ii, 129, 130,
131
defines personnel of tribunals, ii, 210
objects to transfer of offices, ii, 221
requires inqrs. to be clerics, ii, 235

on limpieza, ii, 291, 295, 306
restrains commutations, ii, 413

financial

i,

iv,

couples iiKir. and fiscal, ii, 242
on nobles as familiars, ii, 281

409
in,

195

riiarmacopa>ia of Schoderiu.s, iii, 507
Pliolii>i)eaux, agent of Hossnet, iv, 66
Philip Augu.stus baiii.shes .lews, i, 83
IMiiliji I appealed to by Cordova, i, 196
admits papal appellate power, ii, 116
grants from confiscations, ii, 376
his death, i, 201
Philip II makes no appointments, i, 299

of odicials,' ii, 443. 444
People, oath rcciuired of,

,

Pcloairin, iv,

rotnicci. Card.,

on canonries, ii, 42S, 420
Penury of roval treasury, ii, 373

pensioned Ijy Henry 1\
postmortem absolution,
flis blasphemy, iy, 332

)97

obtains canonries for Inqn., ii, 425
on denunciation of accomplices, ii,
462; iii, 373
on importance of secrecy, ii, 476
wants penitents for galleys, iii, 142
galleys for bigamy and blasphemy,
IV,

316, 331

on snnbcnilos in churches, iii, 169
on expenses of execution, iii, 187
on windows overlooking autos, iii, 213
autos celebrated for, iii, 227
at \'alladolid auto, iii, 441
milder measures for Judaism,
his conquest of Portugal, iii,

forbids expatriation,

iii,

iii,

235

265

271

his financial exhaustion, iii, 337
debasement of coinage, i, 562; iv, 482
maintains commutation of confiscation,

iii,

361

dealings with Mori.scos, iii, 334, 339,
367, 371, 379, 381, .388
urges action against Protestants, iii,
435, 448
prohiijits

education abroad,

iii,

449
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his savage censorship, iii, Philip IV withdraws exemptions from
billets, i, 398
4SS
on bearing arms, i, 402, 408, 410
.renews law against sorcery, iv, 190
on military service of familiars, i, 413
political use of Inqn., iv, 250
on right to hold oflice, i, 418
prosecutes Jeanne d'Albret, iv, 253
on right of asylum, i, 423
case of Ant. Perez, iv, 254, 256, 262,
crimes under coinage laws, i, 438
265, 267, 269
protects Valencia familiars, i, 448
on unnatural crime, iv, 364
e\'ades reform in 1626, i, 455, 473
results of his reign, iv, 474
yields to Cortes of 1646, i, 459, 619
his intolerance, iv, 499
deprecates quarrels, i, 475
ciuarrel at his obsequies, i, 362
maintains Catalonian pri^ileges, i,
Philip III makes appointments, i, 300
479
forces resignations, i, 306
orders Concordias enforced, i, 480
adds member to Suprema, i, 323
his subservience to Pacheco, i, 487,
asks assent of Suprema, i, 326
489, 490
reclaims confiscations, i, 331
avoids quarrel with Majorca, i, 499
on royal jurisdiction of Inqn., i, 343,
regulates sequestration, ii, 496
510
urged to check abuses, i, .510
prohibits discharge of fire-arms, i,
orders excommunications raised, i,
408
523
duplicity with Catalonia, i, 471
on competencias, i, 522, 524
on appeals to Rome, i, 494, 496; ii,
favors the Logrono tribunal, i, 531
131
on quarrels with bishops, i, 620
case of provisor of Cordova, i, 496
contests appeals to Rome, ii, 132
subjects Military Orders to Inqn., i,
case of Villanueva, ii, 138, 140, 148,
505
154, 157
forbids refusal of competencias, i, 522
proposes a governor for Suprema, ii,
denies episcopal cognizance of heresy,

Philip II,

favors transfer of offices, ii, 221
inqrs. must be lawyers, ii, 235
exaggerates limpieza, ii, 311
restrains grants of canonries, ii, 420
sells pardon to Judaizers, iii, 267
sells right to emigrate, iii, 271
refuses to banish Conversos, iii, 275
seeks to convert Moriscos, iii, 372
his fear of Mori.scos, iii. 387
his edict of expulsion, iii, 394
dissipates Morisco confiscations,

prohibits the Annals of Baronius,

iii,

iii,

asserts independence of Roman censorship, iii, .535
pardons Ant. Perez's family, iv, 270
liis lavishness, iv, 475
deljases the coinage, iv, 482
subjection to his confessor, iv, 498
his piety, iv, 500
Philip IV, appointments and resignations, i, 301, 307, -309, 323, 324
his demands on Inqn., i, 332
claims portion of fines, i, 340; ii,
i,

34(),

616
344

iii,

469;

confirms censorship law, iii, 489
asks licence to read prohil )ited books,
iii,

523

iii, 532; iv, 380
independence of Roman censorship, iii, 535
defends the rcijnlistas, iii, 537
influenced by visions, iv, 39

as.serts

his horoscope, iv, 194

competencia over bigamy, iv, 320
punishes i)lasphemy, iv, 333
urges the Immaculate Conception, iv,
359
his disastrous reign, iv, 475
debases the coinage, iv, 482
.subservience to Inqn., iv, 501

399

on royal jurisdiction of Inqn,,

demands,

iv, .501

favors the Jesuits,

534

struggles against bureaucracy,

307
yields to chapter of Cordova, ii, 422
propo.ses discharge of prisoners, iii,

155

463

iii,

resorts to sale of offices, ii, 212
his prodigality, ii, 215; iv, 470
attempts to reform limpieza, ii, 300,

refuses Cromwell's

409

makes treaty with England,

105
asks for expenses of Suprema, ii, 195
tries to diminish officials, ii, 211

i,

343,

his immorality,

iv,

510

Philip V, his struggle with Giudice, i, 314
efforts to reform Inqn., i, 317, 336;
ii, 202, 223, 560

INDEX
V

Philip
orders a Jesuit member of
Supreina, i, 323
asserts authority of Suprema, i, 325;
ii, 177
reclaims confiscations, i, 33G
enforces ol)Ccliencc, i, 348
taxes salaries, i, 383; ii, 440

prohibits appeals to Rome, ii, 159
appoints Vidal Marin, ii, 178
on false-v.-itness, ii, 5G0
refuses honor of an auto, iii, 229
use made of Incin., iv, 275
persecutes Masonry, iv, 301
curbs the Inqn., iv, 386
stimulates culture, iv, 387
his zeal for the faith, iv, 387
changes law of succession, iv, 4G3
on growth of Church, iv, 492
eulogizes Inqn., iv, 501
Philippe le Pk'1 expels Jews, i, S3
Philippines, exile to, iii, 128
Philosophism, iv, 307
Philtres, punishment for, iv, 203
Physician of Incin., ii, 190, 248
Physicians, Moorish, i, 06
Jewish and Moorish, forbidden, i, 73
accused of slaying Christians, i, 74;
ii, 292
Pichon, Yu9af, his murder, i, 103
Pictures, censorship of, ii, 400; iii, 547
Pico dcUa Mirandola on Jewish expulsion, i, 143
Pie (Ic amigo, ii, 512; iii, 135
Pietro Paolo di S. Giovanni, iv, 01
Pilgrimage as penance, iii, 131
Pimiento, Fr. Joseph Diaz, case of, iii,
182, 205

Pimp, confessor serving as, iv. 111
Pious gifts from confiscations, ii, 371
uses, penances applied to, ii, 393, 410
Pistoja, council of, iv, 286, 293, 295
Pistols, prohibition of, i, 402
Pius II exempts Franciscans from
Inqn., ii, 30
Pius IV subjects regulars to Inqn., ii,
33
75.

7G

condemns statute

ii,

Pius TV sul)jects unnatural crime to
Inqn. of Portugal, iv, 365
Pius \' forces ^'ald<'s to icsign, i, 305
his bull Si cle prolpgcndiH, i, 368
his protection asked by Catalonia, i,

470

limits exemptions from billets, i, 399
prohibits pistols, i, 402
admits right to l;ear arms, i, 411
restricts temporal jurisdiction, i, 515
seeks to hasten compctcncias, i, 525

action in trial of Carranza,

599

70, 74,

authorizes Inqn. of navy, i, 541
issues jul)ilee indulgence, ii, 25
action in Carranza's case, ii, 77, 79, SO
invalidates acquittals, ii, 137, 142;
iii, 107
seeks to limit limpieza, ii, 306

renews quinquennial indult,

ii,

420

confirms suppression of canonries,

orders torture to discover accomplices
11

iii,

exempts from

irregularity, iii, 189
confi.scation in Portugal, iii, 260
his intolerance, iv, 500

Pius

VI approves

of Italian Bible,

iii,

530
beatifies Giov. Gius. della Croce, iv,

67
dispensation to Beata Clara, iv, 91
condemns council of Pistoja, iv, 286
Pius \'II renews ciuinqucnnial indult,
ii,

423

suppresses torture, iii, 35
reforms procedure of Inqn.,

iii, 92
denoimces Masonry, iv, 303
breaks with the Liberal Government,

iv,

441

suj^ports the
iv.

Regency

of Catalonia,

444

Pius VIII grants appeals from juntas
de

Pius

fc,

iv,

462

IX

blesses Sor Patrocinio, iv, 93
Pla, Jo.^eph, Inqr. of Catalonia, i, 479,

4S0
Place and time supprcs.sed in publication, iii, 54
PlaintilT mu.st seek court of defendant, i,
430, 466
Plascncia, wealth of see, ii, 1,54; iv, 494
Plata nacimud and 'provincial, i, .562
Plata, .salaries partly paid in, ii, 197
Plate of officials, seizure of, i, ,333
Plaza, Frav Fernando de la, i, 152
Plea for mercy, iii, 184, 185, 188
Pleas in al)atcment, iii, 58, 63

Plomos

del Sacromonte, iv, 357
Plots, Morisco, iii, 385
agaiiLst Fernando VII, iv, 434
Pluralism of officials, ii, 418

of limpieza, ii, 293
him, iii, 252
grants suppression
of
witnesses' Poblet, royal tomb in, ii, 374
names, iii, 258
Pole, Cardinal, his books examined,
urges compulsion of Moriscos, iii, 334
508
his Index, iii, 492
Police power during autos, iii, 213
subjects solicitation to Inqn., iv, 99
rules tlisregarded, i, 365
gifts to

ii,

427

iii,
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Inqn. not an instrument for
absolutism, i, 291; iii, 249
occasional service, iii, 251
case of Ant. Perez, iii, 253
he is prosecuted for blasphemy, iii,

Portuguese refugees in Italy, iii, 254
regarded as Jews, iii, 270, 283, 296
emigration to France, iii, 271
forbidden to emigrate, iii, 271, 303
vigilantly tracked, iii, 297
258
Moors invited to Spain, iii, 319
obstruction of royal policy, iii, 267
Possadas, Fray Fran, de, on Molinism,
occasional cases, iii, 273
iv, 70
subservient to the Bourbons, iii, 275 Possession, demoniacal, iv, 348
export of horses, iii, 278
Postage oppressive in 1815, iv, 428
use of impostors, iv, 84, 92
Post-office, influence of, ii, 179
political propositions, iv, 177
Potro, iii, 19
Poll-tax on Jews and Moors, i, 85, 80, Poza, Juan Bautista, iii, 57, 536
125
Pozo, Juan del, opposes grants, ii, 382
Pollution of churches, iv, 130
Pozzo di Borgo sent to Madrid, iv, 451
Polygamy tolerated, i, 87
Practice, ii, 4.57
Pombal, his reforms, iii, 310
Practices, Jewish and Moslem, i, 146;
denies existence of sorcery, iv, 202
ii, 565
Ponce de la Fuente, Constantino, iii, Prado y Cuesta revokes all licences, iii,
427, 429, 445
524
Ponce de Leon, Juan, case of, iii, 176,
his Index, iii, 495; iv, 289
201, 427, 429, 443
Pragmdtica del Exequatur, iii, 540
Ponce de Leon, Martin, inq.-genl., i, Pragmdticas, violation of, i, 438
178; ii, 257
of 1501, ii, 401, 404, 406
Pontificals prohibited, iii, 531
Prat, Juan, i, 276, 277, 281, 282
Poore, Richard, punishes solicitation, Prayer-test, ii, 568
iv. 97
Prayer at opening of sessions, iv, 523,
Popes, claim of patronage resisted, i, 12
546
their jurisdiction supreme, ii, 160
Prayer, mental, iv, 1, 2, 6, 28, 30
dispense for marriage in Orders, iv,
forbidden, iv, 46
337
practised by Pelagini, iv, 47
Population of Spain, iv, 476, 487
taught by Molinos, iv, 50, 52
Pork, avoidance of, iii, 232
b)' Beccarellisti, iv, 61
Portero, the, ii, 246
by S. Fran9ois de Sales, iv, 62
de camara, ii, 247
by Madame Guyon, iv, 63
Portocarrero, Inq.-genl., his resignaby Giov. Gius. della Croce, iv, 68
tion, i, 306
by Toro of Oviedo, iv, 74
on age of inqrs., ii, 236
Prayers, Jewish, i, 150
Portocarrero, Juan D., on roj'al jurisused as charms, iv, 188
diction, i, 344, 345
Preachers at autos, iii, 216
defends mystics, iv, 31
Preaching authorized for conversion, i,
becomes Bp. of Guadix, iv, 37
91
Portraits of penitents in churches, iii,
absurd, iv, 168
171
censorship of, iv, 173
Portugal, oppression of Jews, i, 117, 140 Prebends, see Canonries
New Christians fly to, i, 165
Precautions in solicitation, iv, 119
extradition with Castile, i, 191, 253- Precedence, contests over, i, 359; iii, 214
iii, 278
Precepts, inobservance of, ii, 11
effect of its conquest, iii, 237, 266
Predestination, deljate over, iv, 284
emigration to Castile, iii, 277
Pre-eminence of Inqn.. i, 351
infection of blood, iii, 283
Pregnancy in prison, ii, 524
offers for relief, iii, 283, 286
torture in, iii, 15
injury to commerce, iii, 288,
Prelates, their character, i, 8; iv, 497
treaty of 1668, iii, 303
Preliminaries of torture, iii, 4
equality of New Christians, iii, 310 Premium on precious metals, i, 438, 563;
Jesuit mystics, iv, 22
iv, 482
solicitation, iv, 100
Preparation of Index, iii, 493
sorcery, iv, 202
Prescription of time, i, 270; ii, 327, 328
unnatural crime, iv, 365
Presid(>nt of Suprema, ii, 164
See also Inqn. of Portugal.
Presidios, iii, 144
Politics,

INDEX
Press,

freedom

of, iv,

404

Price of papal absolutions,
of offices,

ii,

214

Priesthood, immunity of
personation of, iv, 339
Priests,

marriage

must absolve

104

ii,

of, iv,

i,

428

330

for heresy,

ii,

I'rince-bishops, their judges,
Printers, foreign, prosecuted,
Printing, decline of, iv, 530

21

iii,

184

iii,

457

regulation of, iii, 489
sequestration of, ii, 501
Prison, the secret, ii, 230, 507
only for heresy, i, 444
infamy caused by, i, 485, 510, 512
clerics not confined in, iii, 180
expenses paid by alguazil, ii, 210, 245
abuses in, i, 222; ii, 520
inspection of, ii, 509, 524, 525
humane regulations, ii, 524, 525
laxity of discipline, ii, 518, 520
sickness in, ii, 522
escape from, ii, 513
deaths in, ii, 522; iii, 285
Prisoners, kept incomunicado, ii, 493, 515
their existence concealed, ii, 473
their maintenance, i, 507; ii, 500, 528,
office,

532
expenses thrown on them, ii, 494,
530, 533
allowance fixed bv inqrs., ii, 531
their rations, ii, 524, 525, 527
cook their own food, ii, 519
clothes supplied to, ii, 528
female, ii, 523, 525, 526
pregnant, ii, 524
kept in ignorance of sentence, iii, 94
borrowing of, i, 481
denied sacraments, ii, 520
Prisons, perpetual or penitential, iii, 151
construction ordered, i, 507
gradually provided, iii, 152, 154
their inspection, iii, 153
their discipline, iii, 152, 154, 150
escape from, iii, 150
meaning of perpetual, iii, 159
irremissible, ii, 411; iii, 100
substitutes for, iii, 152
become obsolete, iii, 158
prisoners not to be supported, iii, 153
their mode of livelihood, iii, 155
Prisons, episcopal, harshness of, ii, 509
Prisons, character in Portugal, iii, 284
Priuli, Lorenzo, on Umpieza, ii, 309
Privileges, Jewish, withdrawn, i, 117
of Majorca, i, 206
in the markets, i, 533
of Inqn., oath to uphold, i, 352
of officials, i, 375
in Portugal, iii, 202
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Probabilism, iv, 510
Procedure, secular, in Castile, ii, 407
of Inqn., kept secret, ii, 475
uniformity attained in, iii, 37
delays in, iii, 70
in trials of the dead, iii, 83
of the al)sent, iii, 83
in cases of propositions, iv, 142
in unnatural crime, iv, 303
amelioration of, iv, 392
Process, the inquisitorial, ii, 405
Processions of penitents, i, 169
of the green cross, iii, 210

Proclamation on arrival of inqr., i, 017
of autos, iii, 214
Procurador del fisco, ii, 250
Procurators allowed to accused, iii, 43
denied to accused, iii, 49
for the al;)sent and dead, iii, 50
Procuress, penitent serving as, iv. 111
Prodigality with confiscations, ii, 373,
370; iii, 409
of Phihp IV, ii, 215
Profession of faith by inqrs., ii, 420
Professions forlMtldcn to Jews, i, 117
to penitents, iii, 173
Profits of temporal jurisdiction, i, 402,
468, 508
of
of
of
of
of

multiplying

offices,

confiscation,

ii,

ii,

212

307

penances and fines, ii, 397, 398
dispensations, ii, 403
persecution, ii, 315; iv, 527
Progress, intellectual, impeded, iii, 549;
iv, 148,

528

Prohibition to collect taxes,

Promotor

fiscal, see

i,

380

Fiscal

Proofs, character of,

iii,

232

required for arrest, ii, 490
required for torture, iii, 9
in trials of the dead, iii, 84
Property, accused examined as
321
its concealment, il, 322

to,

ii,

alienated, is confiscated, ii, 339
faculties to purchase, ii, 340
wasted in confiscation, ii, 304, 370
secjuestrated is sacred, ii, 497
in hands of third parties, ii, 503
of Inqn., escheated, iv, 412, 437
restored in 1814, iv, 427, 540
Prophetess of Herrera, i, 180; iv, 520
Propitws of Suprema, ii, 195

Propositions, iv, 138
definitions, iv, 139

ever-present danger, iv, 140
abusive punishments, iv, 141
rules for procedure, iv, 142
marriage better than celibacy,
fornication not sinful, iv, 145

iv,

144

INDEX
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Propositions, influence on intellectual

development, iv, 148
case ol' Luis de Leon, iv, 149
his second trial, iv, 159
case of Francisco Sanchez, iv, 1G2
case of Joseph de Sigiienza, iv, 168
theological trivialities, iv, 171
errors in preachin";, iv, 173
proportion of business, iv, 17G
intention in, ii, 577
Proprietorship in offices, ii, 219
Proscription of Liberals, iv, 433, 448,
450, 452
its effects,

453

iv,

Prosecution in absentia, ii, 466, 4G7
Prosecutor, public, ii, 466, 479
Proselytism forbidden, i, 87
ascribed to Jews, iii, 293
Protection of officials, i, 242, 368
of witnesses, ii, 549
Protest attached to confessions, ii, 574
Protestantism, iii, 411
no danger to Spain, iii, 448
its disappearance, iii, 457, 461
foreign, its exclusion,

iii,

472

converts from, iii, 476
confused with Mysticism,

modern propagandism,
statistics of,

iv,

iv, 4,

iv,

13

471

525

intolerance, iv, 532
Protestants, s])ecial severity' for, iii, 200
successfxiUy excluded, iii, 472, 473
persecute witches, iv, 246
Provcedor, ii, 249
Proridas, Inill, against Masonry, iv, 300
Provision for families of prisoners, ii,
its

499
Provisions, seizure

of,

i,

392

detention of, for intirs., i, 534
Provisors, prosecution of, i, 495; ii, 9
Publication of Edict of Faitli, ii, 94
of evidence, ii, 552; iii, 53
Public funds, investments in, ii, 439,
441
heresy, ii, 4
right to hold,

office,

Puente, Luis de

i,

la, iv,

415, 419
18

Puqio Fidei, the,

i, 114
Puigblanch, his Inquisicion sin

cara, iv,

405

sentences

of,

ii,
i,

ii,

389, 569

169
184
187

reduced by Suprema, ii,
stigma of, ii, 299

in(lelil)le

commutation of,
after overcoming

multijjle,

402, 108
torture, iii, 31

ii,

iii,

iii,

101

enforcement of, iii, 101, 104
with acquittal, iii, 107
with suspension, iii. 110
minor,

iii,

121

accompanying

al^juration, iii, 125
132
harsher, iii, 135
for using papal briefs, ii, 110, 117
for concealing property, ii, 321
for false-witness, ii, 554, 556, 561
for disobeying censorship, iii, 525
of mystics, iv, 35
of impostors, iv, 86, 88
of solicitation, iv, 97, 101, 119, 126
for propositions, iv, 141
of sorcerv, iv, 197

unusual,

iii,

of witchcraft, iv, 218, 224, 240
of l)igamv, iv, 316, 31S, 321
of blasphemy, iv, 328, 331, 334
of marriage in Orders, iv, 336, 337,

338
personating priesthood,

of
of
of
of

iv,

343

i^ersonating officials, iv, 345
insults to images, iv, 353
unnatvH'al crime, iv, 361, 365, 367
mitigation in 1815, iv, 432
statistics of. iii, 553
Purchase of papal letters, ii, 118, 121
of pardon, iii, 267, 363
Purging evidence, iii, 7, 30
Purification, iv, 408, 425
I'urveyance and pre-emption, i, 393
Purveyors not to take provisions by
force, i, 533
Pyrenees, peace of, iii, 471
Pyx, theft of, in Portugal, iii, 284

QUALIFICATIONS

of inquisitors,
158, 237; ii, 233
of familiars, ii, 275, 279
of officials, ii, 250
limpieza indispensal)lc, ii, 296
of witnesses, ii, 536, 539

work by Inqn.,
on

Punishment is penance,
under Edict of Grace,

of inqrs.,

93

Quarantine broken by

Mas-

attacks Villanueva, iv, 442
Pulgar, Plern. de, his statistics, iv, 518
Pulpit, censorship of, iv, 173

cor])oral,

Punishment at discretion

ideas,

Quarrels of

iii,

iv,

inqr.,

i,

i,

264

381

505

Torquemada and

inquisi-

177
over precedence, i, 360; iii, 214
with secular courts, i, 434, 439, 452,
469, 481, 486, 492
of bishojis and incurs., i, 497, 620
between the Regular Orders, ii, 38
over house in Valladolid, ii. 208
over revenues of canonries, ii, 430
Quartering of troops, i, 394
tors,

i,

INDEX
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Ransoms, commutations used for, ii,
free, i, 395
411
Quarto and (jiiartillo, i, 502
Rapica, Mateo de, his persecution, i, 140
Queipo, Bp., tried by Inqn., ii, 88
Hates of interest, i, 97
Qiicmailcro of Seville, i, 104
Batification of evidence, ii, 544, 540;
procession to, iii, 219
iv, 100
special, for unnatural crime, iv, 308
Quarters,

Queral,

1).

Tcdro de, his grievances,

i,

of confession in torture,

iii,

7

Patio of gold and silver, i, 500
Rations lor ijrisoners, ii, 519, 525, 531
in, iv, 350
Razors, censorship of, iii, 540
Question ]>n<il(!blc or (Ufmitivc, iii, 11
Questions referred to Suprema, ii, 103 Reaction in favor of Jews, i, 121
ten years of, iv, 450
not put during torture, iii, IS
Reading of edicts in churches, i, 359
leadinji, forbidden, iii, 71
Quevedo, Bj). of Orcnsc, iv, 401, 404, Real, value of, i, 501
Real Compafiia Maritima, ii, 444
407, 417
Real, Dr., on unnatural crime, iv, 305
Quicksilver mines, service in, iii, 145
Real estate, insecurity of title?, ii, 327,
Quietism, iv, 4, 8, 9, 18
339, 340
in Edict of l'"aith, iv, IS, 24
RehcUlia, or contumacy, ii, 407; iii, 83
condemned, iv, 28

537
Querttaro, demoniacs

taught by Molinos,
its errors, iv, 55

iv,

of Beccarellisti. iv, 01
of 8. Fran(;ois tie Sales, iv, 02
limitetl l)y I'Y-neloii, iv, 05
of (liov. Ciius. della Croce, iv,
of Toro of Ovietlo, iv, 72, 535

OS

Quietists, designs attributed to, iv, 53

Quinisext Council on Jews, i, 39
Quinoncs, Suero de, i, 5
Quintiuennial indults. ii, 410, 422, 423
(^uintanilla revives Hermandad, i, 30
Quinto, Javier de, on oath of allegiance,
i,

229

Quiroga, Inq.-genl., honors Carranza's

memory,

ii,

85

his prosecution threatened,

130

ii,

enforces secrecv, ii, 472
his Index, iii, 493, 528
protects Luis de Leon, iv, 157, 101
liis gifts to Philip II, iv, 494
Quiroga, Marfa (see Patrocinio), iv, 92
Quito, la Azuccna de, iv, 39

omission of Edict of Faith

RABAGO, PADRE,

in,

98

ii,

defies the

ii,

Ramon

their accounts,

i,

294;

ii,

529

305, 440,

447, 000
deposits in coffer, ii, 450, 452
defalcations haljitual, ii, 451
obstruct grants from confiscations,

ii,

382
Receivership, price of,

ii,

214

his embassy, i, 47
Reception of inqrs. in visitations, ii, 239
Reclamation of secjuestrated propertv,

Recemund, Bishop,

ii, 497
Reclusion in convents,
Rccojimiento, iv, 6

their

iii,

180

8
iv,

spoliation of, ii, 335
Christian slaves lil)eratod

ii,

340

Raga, Martin de la, escapes assassination, i, 250
Ram, Mateo, i, 251, 257, 004
Kamirez of Guatemala organizes an

Ramfrez de Haro, Bp., iii, 373
Ramiro I persecutes sorcerers,

districts assigned to, ii, 200
become oflicers of Inqn., i, 328
pov.ers antl duties, ii, 342, 445
pay maintenance of prisoners, ii,

Holy Reconciliados,

See, iv, 290
decries culture, iv, 530
Race, antagonism of, i, 121, 126
Rack, the, iii, 21

Incin.,

of tribunals by Suprema, ii,
183, 180
Eccatxlores, i, 98
Receipt gi\en for dower, ii, 599
Receiver of fines and penances, ii, 391
Receiver-general, his duties, ii, 306
of penances, ii, 392
Receivers of confiscations, ii, 250
sent to Seville in 1480, ii, 315
honor recjuisitions of Suprema, ii, 191

Pebukes

49

179

Martin, his Pugio Fidei, i, 114
Ramoneda, Estevan, case of, iv, 129
Ranke on political use of Inqn., iv, 248

forbidden to trade with Indies, ii, 357
Reconciliation, private, i, 296
as punishment, iii, 140
infers confiscation, ii, 320; iii, 149
of the dead, iii, 85
after relaxation, iii, 90

ceremony of, iii, 147
sanhruito prescribed for, iii, 102
during auto de fe, iii, 191
in relap.se,

iii,

200

in witchcraft, iv, 213, 228, 2.30

Reconqucst, toleration during,

i,

52
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Records of the Inquisition, i, 159
their tlevelopinont, ii, 255
retained by olficials, ii, 257, 258
their arrangement, ii, 259
intercommunication of, ii, 2G0
final perfection,

ii,

why never boumi,

201
474

ii,

Relapse, definition of, iii, 202
after abjuration de veliemenli, iii, 124
after reconciliation, iii, 148
for non-performance of sentence, iii,
102, 173
relaxation for, iii, 125, 190, 202, 204
reconciliation in,

iii,

206

of familiars, ii, 274
in inferential heresy, iii, 207
Rectories for Moriscos, iii, 367
in solicitation, iv, 129
Rectors, their character, iii, 3G7, 368
Relapsed admitted to mercv, i, 267
Recurso de fuerza, i, 341, 428; iii, 533
Relator, ii, 194
Recusation of judges, ii, 69, 143, 467; Relaxation, iii, 183
iii, 57
for impenitence, iii, 190, 195
Redemption of captives, ii, 411
for denial, ii, 585; iii, 198
of punishment, ii, 408
hr diiiiiniicio, iii, 199
Reform, Charles Vs project of, i, 218
for revocation, ii, 5S2
project of, in 1623, i, 381
for relapse, iii, 125, 190, 202, 204
efforts of Philip V, i, 317, 336; ii,
for infraction of sentence, iii, 101, 173
202, 223, 560
sentences of, submitted to Suprema,
Reformation, the, its influence, iii, 412
ii, 181
clerical celibacy in, iv, 337
in churches, iii, 224
Reformistas anliguos espanoles, iii, 427
have precedence, iii, 187
Refreshments at bull-fights, ii, 198
magistrates informed in advance,
Refuge in lands of nobles, i, 241
iii, 187
Refugees in Rome, ii, 114
after confession, iii, 190
in Guienne to be seized, iii, 278
despoilment of, ii, 337
Refusal of onerous offices, i, 420
Regalias defended by Inqn., iii, 535
assailed by Inqn., iii, 540
control the Inqn., iv, 390
Regalistas, quarrel o\cr, iii, 533
Regency of Maria Ana of Austria, i, 310
during War of Liberation, iv, 403, 416,
419, 422
of Catalonia, iv, 443
of 1823, iv, 443

without burning, iii, 192
not for solicitation, iv, 128, 129
in witchcraft, iv, 214, 218, 227
in unnatural crime, iv, 367, 368
becomes obsolete, iii, 208
statistics, iii, 562; iv, 517
Relaxation of discipline, ii, 225
Relaxed, efforts to convert the, iii, 196
Religion subservient to politics, i, 50
character of, iv, 502
Remedies for witchcraft, iv, 213
Remittance, colonial, seized, i, 333
of Cristina, iv, 456
Removal of records forbidilen, ii, 257
Reggio, Alessandro, attacks Molinos iv, Remy, Nich., on witches, iv, 246
52
Renins Prorinciales, iv, 487
Regimento of Portuguese Inqn., iii, 262, Rents collected through Inqn., i, 270
310
Renewal of commissions, ii, 162
Registers, ii, 256
Rcparh'miento of 1284, i, 86
Register of Valencia, iv, 458
of 1474, i, 125
of confiscations, i, 581
Repentance, feigned, relaxation for, iii,
of familiars, i, 467; ii, 274
191
of solicitations, iv, 135
Repetition of torture, iii, 18, 28
Registration of foreigners, iii, 472
Reports re(iuired from tribunals, ii, 183
Regla, Juan de, his prosecution, iii, 420
of visitations, ii, 238
Regulars, subjected to Inqn., ii 29, 36;
financial, ii, 448
iv, 100
of torture, iii, 24
solicitation by, iv, 135
Representation in Cortes, i, 2
quarrels between, ii, 38; iv, 380
of the Persians, iv, 421
Regulations of rnrccUs sccrctds, ii, 519 Heprimand, iii, 109, 112, 113, 121; iv,
for foreign heretics, iii, 464, 473, 475
334
Rehabilitations, ii, 402
Repudiation of debts to reconciliados,
com]K)sition for, ii, 358
ii, 335
profits of, ii, 403, 408
Rer(uesens, Juan de, case of, i, 537
pa|)al and royal, ii, 404, 406
Reserve engendcretl bv Iniin., ii, 91 iv,
Rcina, Cassiodoro de, iii, 428, 447
515
Rejavile, Dr. Juan, case of. i, 405
Residence, episcopal, retiuired, i, 306
;

INDEX
Residence, dispensation from, ii, 415
r()\al, exile from, iii, 12(i
llcsijinations in fa\or of descendants,
ii,

220

of incirs.-ponl., i, 304, 613
Resistance, al)sence of, in Castile, i, 1.S5
in kingdoms of Aragon, i, 239, 245,

261
to grant of canonries,
to visiias

lie

tuivios,

diminution

of, iv,

i, 366, 370
392, 431

Responsiljility, age of,

absence

of,

ii,

.513

iii,

Respect, enforcement

416

ii,

of,

ii,

3

47S

for confiscation, ii, 317
for burning, iii, 1.S3
of sccrestadnr, ii, 502
Restoration of Fernando VII, iv,
revival of Inqn., iv, 424
finances of Inqn., iv, 426, 540

420

605

Ricasoli, Pandolfo, iv, 43
(Jiovaimi, nuncio, iii, 249, 251
Ricci, Scinione ile', iv, 286
Rico, Meciina, as inspector, ii, 230
Ricosomcs, tiieir allegiance, i, 1
Riego, Rafael de, his rising, iv, 434
]{icci,

Riesco, Francisco, iv, 398, 401, 404, 408,

409
Rigorism of Jansenists, iv, 285
Rios, .Vmador de los, his statistics, iv,
518
Ripaut, Archange, combats mysticism,
iv, 63
Ripoll, Cayetano, case of, iv, 401
Rites, Judaic, their importance, i, 145
their obsolescence, iii, 300
Roa, Juan de, his book condemned, iii,
534
Roads, lack of, iv, 480

Roales, Francisco, attacks Jesuits, iv,
moderation, i, 521; iv, 430
380
limpieza mider, ii, 311
Robert the Pious burns heretics, iii, 183
consorship under, iii, 544
Robinson Crusoe prohil)ited, iii, 497
political use of Inqn., iv, 277
Robles, Bait., his imjiortations, iii, 512
disappearance of Jansenism, iv, 297
his book-shop examined, iii, 488
Masonry, i\', 304
Rocaberti, Inq.-genl., instructions to
him, i, 301
Retraction, formula of, iv, 173
Retrenchment under Restoration, iv,
his dispensation, i, 313
428
on strife between regular Orders, ii,
Retribution for intolerance, iv, 533
39
investigates ])cwitchmcnt, ii, 170
Revelations of demons, ii, 134
doubtful source of, iv, 4
Rodriguez, Miguel, on Catalonia, i, 474
Revenue of Castile, i, S; iv, 4S7
Rodrigo, Fran. J. G., his statistics, iv,
deri\ed from Jev.s and Moors, i, 66,
517
Rodrigo of Toledo, his intolerance, i, 59
85, 110
farming of, i, 98
appoints Jews to office, i, 99
its

of canonries, ii, 4.30
of Inqn., ii, 440, 608; iv, 460
Rei'isorcs cle libros, iii, 487, 501
in

custom-houses,

iii,

Revocante, ii, 582
in Valencia, ii, 584;

509

Roda, Manuel de, suspected, iv, 310
Roig, Martin, cost of proving his limpieza, ii, 302
Rojas, 13p. Cristobal de, favors mvstics,
iv,

iii,

129

punishment of, iii, 10, 28, 29, 200
in witchcraft, iv, 2.32, 235
Revocation of letters of absolution, ii,
.591

Revolts in 1820-3, iv, 443
Revolution, French, influence of, iii,
509; iv, 390
of 1820. iv, 434
its failure, iv, 442
Ribas Altas, Maestre, story of, i, 132
Rii)as .Mtas, Aldonza, burnt, i, 610
Ribbons, sacrilegious, iii, 546
Ril)cra, Abp., his edict of faith, ii, S
dealings with Moriscos, iii, 342, 361,
368, 372, 382, 389, 393, 409
protests against English treat v, iii,
465
fa\ors mysticism, iv, 20
Ricaldini, Agostino, iv, 47

20

Rojas,

Domingo

de,

ii,

53;

iii,

430, 431,

442
Rojas, Juan de, his work on practice,
ii, 476
on Concordia of 1568, i, 446
on ratification, ii, 547
on concurrent witnesses, ii, 563
on imperfect confession, ii, 575
on consulta de fe, iii, 73
on suicide in prison, iii, 197
on propositions, i\', 142
RoUe, Richanl, the mystic, iv, 2
Romain, G., on Inqn., iv, 248
Roman law, confi.scation in, ii, 316

Inqn., see Inqn. of

Rome,

Rome

patronage resisted, i, 12
appeals to, i, 494, 496; ii, 103
concerning canonries, ii, 422
assists Mallorquin clergv, i, 498, 502,
503, 504
its
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Rome, use
converso

of Edict of Faith,
refuf;Cces,

ii,

Saints, imcanonizcd, iv, 355
St. A'ictor, Richard of, on trances, iv, 4

97

114

ii,

Knights of, seek papal brief,
500
Fidln, autos held in, iii, 221
Sain de media aflata, i, 378
grants Inqn. to Portugal, iii, 239
of,
on Jewish
reserves right to issue licences, iii, 522 Salamanca, Council
physicians, i, 74
allows vernacular Bible, iii, 529
in 1565, on heretics, ii, 55
Masonry condemned, iv, 229
condemns the Plomos del Sacromonte, Salamanca, Univ. of. Converses barred
from, ii, 287
iv, 358
professors prosecuted, iv, 150
payments withdraAvn from, iv, 441
astrology suppressed, iv, 193
Romero, Alonso, case of, iv, 171
its Jansenism, iv, 293
Romuald of Freiburg accuses Olavide,
Salaries, division of, ii, 220, 222
iv, 309
in Valencia, in 1482, i, 231
Romualdo burnt for Molinism, iv, 02
in Saragossa, in 1484, i, 244
Rosary as penance, iii, 132
of fiscal and notaries, ii, 241
Rosellon, New Christians, in, i, 140
paid by the king, i, 291, 294
abandoned to France, i, 479
his a.ssent required for, i, 330
Rossi, Margarita, iv, 48
Ferdinand's complaint, i, 508; ii, 209
Rovere, Marco della, iii, 239, 241, 243
taxed I)y Fhilip V, i, 383
Royal Council, struggles with the Inqn.,
fixed by inq.-genl., ii, 103
i, 487, 401
controlled by Suprema, ii, 189
permits service of papal brief, ii, 128
of president of Suprema, ii, 165
grants licences to print, iii, 483, 489
of Suprema, ii, 19(), 202
consulta of, 1019, iv, 478, 490
their inadequacy, ii, 217, 251; iv, 388
Royal jurisdiction of Inqn., i, 343, 614
dependent on confiscations, ii, 349,
Royalist Volunteers, iv, 448
371,393
Royahsts, ultra, risings of, iv, 456
ha\e preference over grants, ii, 380
Royz, Juan, ii, 253, 374, 375
not relieved by l)enefices, ii, 418
Ruet, Francisco, his persecution, iv, 469
Salas, Ramon de, case of, iv, 313
Rules of Inquisition, i, 181, 571-80
Salazar, Count of, expels Moriscos, iii,
for examinations, iii, 70
399, 403, 404
RuvzPadron, iv, 413, 423
Salazar, de Soto, his visitation, i, 369,
St. John,

118
ii,
strugde over dispensations,
400

citations to,

ii,

405,

q AAVEDRA, the False Nuncio,
^ Sabbat, the, of witchcraft, iv,

243

iii,

207,
214, 217, 227, 229
debate as to reality, iv, 200, 231
evidence as to participants, iv, 232,
243, 245
Sabbath, Jewish, held inviolate, i, 87
its observance, iii, 232, 300

Saco bendito, iii, 102
Sacrament, trampling on,
sacrilege l)y .lews,

i,

iv,

355

110

Sacraments, importance

Sdcnnnentiim Pwniicntiw, bull,
Sacromonte, fictitious martyrs
358
iii,

wanted

339

230
Sale of papal absolutions,

iii,

iii,

tSiiliil'is,

535

iii,

402

22()

Salignac on invasion of Spain,

iv,

of,

112
iv,

in ('ordo\a,

Saez, Victor Damien, iv, 149
Safe-conducts issued by in(|rs.,
to outlaws limited, i, 4 14

104

ii,

of offices, ii, 213
of dispen.sations, ii, 402, 408
of property l)y jienitents, i, 243
liy heretics, ii, 325, oiU)
of books to be reported, iii, 501
Salgado tie Somoza, his books condem-

Salic law, (luestion of, iv,

399

Sailors, foreign, prosecuted,

442, 408, 529; ii, 181
ii, 228_
Salazar Frias on witchcraft, iv, 225, 227,
its cost,

ned,

of, iv,

vitiated by heretic.", ii, 2
denied to prisoners, ii, 520
denied to neqdtivos, iii, 198
denied to witches, iv, 232, 237

Saddlers, Morisco,

i,

Salt, trading in, by Inqn., i, 391
privilege of ^'alencia tril)unal,
Salucio, .\gustin, on livipicza, ii,

4 10,

270

388

i, 394
300

Sdliidddores, iv, 180
Salvatierra, Bp. of Scgorbc, on Moriscos,
iii, 341, 315, 389
Sahation the ol)iect of In(]n., ii, 482,
.509;

i,

iii,

torture

iii,

;is

190
nutans

of,

iii.

I

1

Samaniego, I'elipe, case of, iv, 311
402 Sanuiel ha Levi of Granada, i, 51
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la Guard ia, i, 131
confrontation in case of, ii, 553
Santos, In(|r., and Fray Vinegas, i, 371
Santos, l'"ray Manuel, case of, iii, 456
Santos, Francisco, on indolence, iv, 495
on profanation of churches, iv, 503
de dos aspas, dc media aspa, iii, 125,
Sanz, Mari, an aluinbrado, iv, 23, 24
163
Saracens, their toleration, i, 45
its duration, iii, 163
aided by Christians, i, 49, 52
worn in auto, iii, 209
Saragossa, dispute over its archbishopdiscarding it, iii, 103, 156, 164
ric, i, 13
of assassins of Arhvu's, i, 258
expulsion of Jews, i, 132
hung in churclies, iii, 165
Cortes of, 1518, i, 275
becomes ol)solescent, iii, 170
quarrels with tril)imal, i, 389
Rdnchez, Francisco, case of, iv, 162
massacre of French troops, i, 396
Sanchez, Juan, iii, 429, 431, 412
its composition violated, ii, 355
Sdnchez, Juan, on solicitation, iv, 114
revolt in 1820, iv, 435
Sanchez, Tomds, on consultation of
Saragossa, its trilnmal, i, 244, 552
demons, ii, 170
its activity, i, 255, 592
Sancho I aided l)y Moors, i, 53
rebuked bj' Ferdinand, i, 187
Sancho IX, his rel)ellion, i, 3
its relations with Navarre, i, 225
Hermandades under, i, 29
quarrel over precedence, i, 360
limits Jewish i)rivileges, i, 95
its temporalities seized, i, 452
Sancho, Francisco, lal^ors on Index, iii,
its finances, i, 463; ii, 209, 437, 441
487, 493
its contribution to Suprema, ii, 192
Sancho de Ciudad, trial of, iii, S7
frauds of receivers, ii, 451
Sanctity or heresy, iv, 16
musicians illtreated, i, 366
Sanctuary afforded hy Inqn., i, 421
is visitor of College of Santiago, i, 456
Snnctns Diabolus, iv, 332
Cortes of 1646, i, 458
Sandoval, Index of, iii, 495
military service of officials, i, 413
instructions to him, i, 300
bankpersecution of Moriscos, iii, 358
San Hermengiklo, college of, its
case of Ant. Perez, iv, 259
ruptcy, iv, 381
auto of Oct. 20, 1591, iv, 268
Sanity, investigation into, iii, 60
inquisitor,
first
trade in horses, iv, 280
San Martin, Juan de, the
o]ierations of Inqn., iv, 521
i, 160
i,
177
Sardinia, bishops deprived of jurisquarrels with Torquemada,
445
441,
diction, ii, ()
San Miguel, Evaristo, iv, 403,
appeals to Rome, ii, 129
San riacido, case of convent of, ii, 134,
no ayiahts de casta, ii, 254
137, 13S, 157
risilns de navios, iii, 512
San Roman, Francisco de, iii, 423
solicitation, iv, 123
San Seliastian, appeals to Charles V, i,
reform of Franciscans, iv, 252
33
competencia on bigamy, iv, 320
foreigners in, iii, 461
Sarmieiito, Inqr., i, 529; iv, 218
import of Ijooks, iii, 517
Satisfying the evidence, ii, 575
Santafo, Francisco de, i, 257, 601
Saiinctcs, censorship of, iii, 547
Santafe, Gcronimo de, i, 115, 117
Scaglia, Card., on mysticism, iv, 42
Santa IJcrttumdad, la, i, 29
on personating priesthood, iv, 340
Santa Maria de la Espada Blanca,

Samuel

Morocco

assails Jews,
101; iii, 1()2
its severity, ii, UH); iv, 527
cost of dispensation for, ii, 402
offer to Ferdinantl, i, 280

of

Sanhcnito,

i,

SatUn Xino dc

ii,

Order of, i, 507
Santa Marfa, PaI)lo

de, i, 114
Santander, witcli-craze in, iv, 223
Santangel, Luis de, ])cnanced, i, 259
Sant Feliu, Juan, case of, i, 431
Santiago, college of, in Iluesca, i, 456

Santiago, trilnmal

of,

its finances, ii, 441
visitas de navios, iii,

i,

552

368;

iv, 119, 130,

Scaviella, people of, their complaint,

i,

ii,

347
Schiifer, Dr. Ernst,

ii,

ii,

i,

137

his

statistics,

426, 455; iv, 525
Scliism threatened in Villanuexa's

315

chapter of, appeals to Iiomc,
Santiguada, ii, 568
Santiguradures, iv, 233
Santis, Don Martin, his murder,

on possession, iv, 352
Scandal more dreaded than crime,

iii,

ca.sc,

152

422 Schoderi\is, his rharmacojiooia, iii, 507
Schools for Moriscos, iii, 336
Scio de San .Miguel, his Bil)le, iii, 530
446 Scotland, trials of dead, iii, SI
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Scotland, witchcraft, iv, 247
iii, 135
execution of sentence, iii, 219
for propositions, iv, 142
for sorcery, iv, 187

Self-denunciation,
confiscation in,

Scourginp;,

ii,

571

ii,

320

in relapse, iii, 203
in solicitation, iv,
in witchcraft, iv,

130
236

Self-government of Inqn.,

for bigamy, iv, 321
for Ijlasphemy, iv, 334

i, 343; K, 477
Fray ^^icente, case of, iv, 70
Senal for Jews and Moors, i, 68, 115

Selles,

remitted by Suprema, ii, 187
its gradual disuse, iii, 137
Scriptures, vernacular, iii, 527
Scrivenerships, confiscation

of,

Abraham, i, 131, 138
Sensuality as mortification, iv, 34, 42,
Senior,
i,

192,

43
lUuminism,

iv, 57, 74
114
Sentence, the, iii, 93
execution of, ministerial, i, 354; iii,
Sea-coast, prohibition to approach, iii,
185
127
enforcement of, iii, 101
Sea-ports, commissioners of, ii, 271
includes confiscation, ii, 318
Seal of Confession in heresy, ii, 24
confirmed by Suprema, ii, 184
violation of, iv, 31
of torture, iii, 5
jurisdiction asked for, iv, 377
on the dead, form of, iii, 85
not granted, iv, 378
when revealed to culprits, iii, 94
Sebastian, Dom, on confiscation, iii,
delayed to prevent appeals, iii, 95
2G0
modification of, iii, 97
forbids emigration, iii, 271
mitigated by Suprema, ii, 187
Secrecy of Inqn., ii, 470
torture not alluded to, iii, 32
early proceedings public, ii, 471
multiplex, iii, 101
gradual development, ii, 472
of acquittal, iii, 105, 107
effort for its removal, i, 221
of suspension, iii, 109
complaints, i, 222
of burning, iii, 185, 219, 225
in secular cases, i, 509
of compurgation, iii, 113
creates irresponsibility, ii, 181
of ahito y enrccl, iii, 164
in limpieza, ii, 302
discretional, forljidden, iii, 160
as to procedure, ii, 475
confession prior to, iii, 191
enforced on all parties, ii, 473; iii, 37
conversion after, iii, 193
estimate placed on it, ii, 476, G07
Sentences, reading of, at autos, iii, 217
Secrestador, ii, 501
box for, iii, 215
Secretaries, ii, 243
con meritos, their influence, iv, 510
their salary, ii, 244
Sentencia Estatuto, i, 126; ii, 285
fees in limpieza, ii, 302
Sentencin de diligejiciafi, ii, 342
Secretario de his caiisas civiles, ii, 250
Seo de Urgel, massacre at, iv, 443
Secrdo, the, ii, 230, 471
Secular arm, delivery to, iii, 185, 219, Separation of races, i, 64, 68, 72, 77
Sepiilveda, persecution of Jews in, ii, 42
225
Secular business, its predominance, i, Sequere me, mystics so called, iv, 45
Sequestration, ii, 485
4G8
reports required of, ii, 183
Secular clergy, solicitation by, iv, 135
damage caused by, i, 236; ii, 331
Secular courts their procedure, ii, 467
its importance, ii, 495
use of torture in, iii, 3
its procedure, ii, 496
Seduction of female prisoners, ii, 523
reclamation of others' propertv, ii,
Segneri, I'aolo, attacks Molinos, iv, 52
497
Segorl)e, conversion of Moriscos, iii, 369
consumed by expenses, ii, 500, 530
Segovia, Juderfa established in, i, 78
its limitations, ii, 503
Jews accused of outrage, i, 116
in trials of the dead, iii, 84
tril)unal of, i, 166, 552
in cases of suspension, iii, 109
false-witness in, ii, 555
abolished in Portugal, iii, 282
Segregation of races, i, 64, 68, 72, 77
Se<iucstrations, notary of, ii, 244
follows arrest, ii, 493
aiipropriatiMl, i, 333; ii, 498
of prisoners, ii, 515
Serfdom, jircdial, of Moriscos, iii, 377
Seguro de TordesillnR, i, 4
,Srrmn, tlie, iii, 209
Seizure of provisions, i, 393
Selection of episcopal delegates, ii, 17 Sermon of A!)p. of Cranganor, iii, 302
Sermons, aijsurd, i, 10; iv, 168
Selomoh Ila-Levi, i, 114

581
Scrutinium Scripturarum

of

,

i,

INDEX
Scrra, arrest of its people, i, 1S7; iii, 343
Serra, Fray N., liis sermon, iv, 175
Servants, their wages paid, ii, 329, 330,

Sicily,

609
proposed endowment,

galley service,

iii,

1

ii,

433

10

saiibcnitof;, iii, 104, 105
treatment of English sailors, iii, 403
ii, r)39
unnatural crime, iv, 304
of officials, i, 270, 369, 429, 432, 440, Sickness in prison, ii, 521, 522
443, 444
Si de j]ro(cgcT}dut. bull, i, 308; iii, 189;
Sexvice, gratuitous, liability for, ii, 218
iv, 261, 269, 297
412
from,
i,
military, exemption
Signo, ii, 568
Servilcs, iv, 443
Sigiienza, Joseph de, case of, iv, 108
Sigiienza, quarrel over bishopric of, i, 13
Seso, Carlos de, iii, 429, 431, 442
524
competencias,
i,
Settlement of
its tribunal, i, 552
Settlements in expulsion of Jews, i, 130, Silence, enforced, ii, 473; iv, 515
Siliceo,
569
Abp., his statute of limpieza, ii,
Severity shown to nobles, iii, 100
290
Seville pacified Ity Isabella, i, 24
Silva, Diego Pvodrfguez, iii, 90, 299
Jewisli aljama foundotl, i, 89
Silva, Diogo da, iii, 239, 241, 242
massacre in 1391, i, 100
Silva, Miguel da, iii, 244, 246, 253, 257
synod of, in 1478, i, 157
Silver coinage, i, 501
scarcity of, iv, 482, 484
council of, in 1512, on bigamy, iv, 318
on instruction of Moriscos, iii, 327 Simancas, Bishop, his works, ii, 470
on blasphemy, iv, 329
as judge of Carranza, ii, 71, SO
on the clergy, iv, 490
on episcopal duties, ii, 7
character of clergy, iv, 497
on licences to absolve, ii, 21
Audiencia of, its injustice, ii, 468
on confiscations of clerics, ii, 318
first Intjn. organized in, i, 160
on prescription of time, ii, 328
first auto de I'e, i, 103
on beggaring children, ii, 336
number of burnings, i, 105
on purchase-money, ii, 339
assembl}- of inquisitors, i, 181
on duty of denunciation, ii, 485
quarrels in funerals, i, 3()2
on kintlrcd as witnesses, ii, 537
•
right of asylum, i, 422
on ratification, ii, 547
conflict with tribunal, i, 488
on imperfect confession, ii, 575
trouble in fish-market, i, 534
on confession in torture, ii, 581
funds taken by Suprema, ii, 191
on denial of guilt, ii, 585
Hermnndad de'S. Pedro Martir, ii, 282
on methods of defence, iii, 56
on constdla de je, iii, 73
the great composition, ii, 357
protest in Cortes of Burgos, ii, 300
on returning absentee, iii, 89
on evasion of sentence, iii, 102
poverty of tribunal, ii, 303
on compurgation, iii, 117
receipts from penances, ii, 397
on duration of pri.son, iii, 159
abuses in prison, ii, 520
on recantation at brasero, iii, 192
false witnesses punished, ii, 561
on martyrdom, iii, 195
auto of 1004 stopped, iii, 208
on suicide in prison, iii, 197
influx of Jews, iii, 314
on relap.se, iii, 202, 203
Protestants of, iii, 427, 442
autos of Protestants, iii, 443, 445, 447
he prosecutes mystics, iv, 20
on pact with demon, iv, 180
persecution of mystics, iv, 29
unnatural crime, iv, 302
on astrologv, iv, 192
on the Sabbat, iv, 220
restores the Inqn., iv, 424
operations of Inqn. in, iv, 519
on heresy in bigamy, iv, 319
on personation of officials, iv, 340
Sexual relations, propositions concernon usury, iv, 374
ing, iv, 140
in mvsticism, iv, 9, 23, 25, 31, 35, Simon, Franci.sco, his sanctity, iv, 356
Simony not subject to Inqn., iv, 372
42,43, 50, 57, 01, 70, 74
Single witnesses, ii, 562
Sforza, Card., his promises, iii, 350
Sisfi del corle, i, 379
Shambles, Moorish, i, 02; iii, 381
Si.sebut converts Jews, i, 41
Ships, seizure of, i, 184; ii, 338, 497
Sixtus IV claims episcopal appointvisitation of, iii, 505, 510, 520
ment, i, 14
Sicily, Edict of Faith in, ii, 92
on Jewi.sli segregation, i, 124
financial disorders, ii, 194, 300, 451,
orders Icgatinc Inqn., i, 154
452
grants postponetl to salaries, ii, 381
his bull for Inqn., i, 158

332
not witnesses for defence,

39
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Sixtus IV appoints additional inqrs.,
166
assents to organization, i, 173
praises Torquemada, i, 174
revives Inqn. of Aragon, i, 230
asserts appointing power, i, 232
bull of April 18, 1484, i, 233, 587
appoints Torquemada for Aragon,

i,

i,

236
dismisses Gualbes, i, 237
on episcopal concurrence,

ii, 11
inqrs.,

insists

on Franciscan and Dominican
30

ii,

plaj's fast
ii,

on requisites

loose with Conversos,

for inqrs.,

ii,

ii,

415
421

on Morisco marriages, iii, 381
on magic and divination, iv, 189
Slaughtering, mode of, ii, 566
Slaves, Moorish, i, 57; iii, 325
Jewish, banished, i, 142
manumission of baptized children

of,

325
ii,
i,

339
369

witnesses against masters,
not for defence, ii, 539
substitutes for the galleys,
Morisco, baptized, iii, 405
Slave-girls, grants of, ii, 377

Smuggling, facilities for,
of books, iii, 510
prevalence of, iv, 480

statistics, iv, 133
Solorzano, his book condemned, iii, 537
Sonnets, prosecutions for, iv, 430

father,

ii,

485

succeeds to father's office, ii, 220, 221
Sons-in-law, offices descend to, ii, 221
Sorano, Miguel, case of, iii, 208
Sorbonne condemns the Mistica Chidad, iv, 40
Sorcery, iv, 179
persecuted by Ramiro I, iv, 179
taught by the Moors, iv, 180
medieval treatment, iv, 181
question of jurisdiction, i, 271 iv, 183
of heresy, iv, 184
pact with demon, iv, 185

i,

ii,

537

in

ii,

412

astrology suppressed,
procedure, iv, 195
punishment, iv, 197

Solicitantes, regi.sters of, ii, 261
their cases not calificado, ii, 488
Solicitation, iv, 95
subject.s regulars to Inqn., ii, 33

merely obsession,

iv,

72

in Moliriism, iv, 75, 77
in spiritual courts, iv, 97^
iv,

469

99

iv,

189

192

Sotomayor, Duke of, prosecuted, iv, 430
Sotomavor, Inq.-genl., his resignation,
i, 301, 309, 613
his pensions, ii, 132
his Index, iii, 495, 529

persecutes Dominicans, iv, 380
Sovereigns, their duty as to heresy, ii, 1
Sovereignty of the nation asserted, iv,

406

115

its

relations to the Church,

i,

11

Jews excluded, i, 141; iii, 292, 311
no danger from Protestantism, iii, 448
tiie

114
iv, 109,

inq.-genl., iv,

persistent belief, iv, 203
of cases, iv, 204
case of Carlos II, ii, 171
attributed to Jesuits, iv, 20
Sorell, Pedro, his frauds, ii, 452
Soriana, Anastasia, case of, iv, 220

Spain,

definition, iv, 100, 110, 112
puni.shment, iv, 101, 119, 126
denunciation required, iv, 101, 106
is a technical ofTence, iv, 101, lOS,

morals not involved,

commission of

number

385

Snuff-box, censorship of, iii, 547
Sobanos, Diego, his prosecution, ii, 61
Sodomy, iv, 361
Soldiers, foreign heretic, iii, 475
Soler on Mallorquin New Christians, ii,
314
Solicitante y faqclnnte, iv, 1 18

subjected to Inqn.,

tribunals,

;

Christian, of heretics,
of officials inviolable,

is

between

125

Son must denounce

originates censorship, iii, 480
Sixtus V protects Spanish Jesuits, ii, 35
grants jurisdiction over bps., ii, 87

•

iv,

special registers kept, iv, 126
self-denunciation, iv, 130

233

on doctoral and magistral canonries,

i,

102
de\icc3 to elude prosecution, iv, 103
in Edict of Faith, iv, 105
passive, iv. 111
ab.solution by solicitor, iv, 113
not a reserved case, iv, 114
procedure, iv, 119
two denunciations required, iv, 120,
123
light suspicion of heresy, iv, 121, 126
examination of accusers, iv, 122

communication

and

106-9

grants appointments to benefices,

ii,

Solicitation, bps. assert jurisdiction, iv,

home

of magic, iv, 180

its vicissitudes, iv,

472

exhaustion, iii, 337; iv, 474
misery in 17th century, iv, 475
its natural advantages, iv, 477
its

i)iir(lens of taxation, iv, 478
lack of roads, iv, 480
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Substitutes for confessional,

481

482

baldios, iv,

for officials,

ii,

iv,

96

222

vitiation of coinage, iv, 482
Subvention to Sujirema, ii, 441
aversion for laijor, iv, 483
Succession, law of, contest over, iv, 463
Sucldo, value of, i, 565
recovery under Bourbons, iv, 4SG
barccloncusr, i, .')('i5
retrogression inulcr Carlos 1\ iv, 487
Sugar perquisite of Sujirema, ii, 195
growtli of population, i\', 487
influence of clericalism, iv, 488, 498 Suicide in prison, ii, 522; iii, 85, 95, 197
character of clergy, iv, 496
Suitors seek juris<.hction of Inqn., iv,
sensitiveness as to religion, iv, 502
379
Suits, civil, trial of, i, 270
character of religion, iv, 502
,

results of intolerance, iv, 504
influence of Inqn. on the popular

character,

iv,

507, 515

SuiiKtrid,

Sumniis

nioilern iiuliiTerentism. iv, 509
inunorality, iv, 510
virtual anarchy, iv, 511
Incin. independent, iv, 513

ii,

486

submitteil to Suprema, ii, 185
submitted to censors, ii, 263
(Icsidcrntitcs,

bull, iv,

207

Summons

to spiritual judges, i, 494
Sumptuarv disaliilities, ii, 401, 403, 407;

iii, 173,174, 179
Sumptuary laws against .Jews, i, 95
517
Sunuays, autos celebrated on, iii, 212
statistics of its operations,
observance of, iv, 502
intellectual isolation, iii, 411, 505;
Supereminence of Inqn., i, 351
iv, 530
Spallacino, Domenico, burnt for per- Super ilUits spcnda, bull, iv, 181, 184
Support of family of prisoner, ii, 500
sonating priesthood, iv, 340
Suprema, the, founded, i, 173
Spies on foreigners, iii, 467
num})er of members, i, 322
domestic, iv, 138
Spiritual courts, conflicts of jurisdiction,
at first merely consultative, ii, 162
references to it discom'aged, ii, 180
i, 15, 493
its appellate jurisdiction, i, 341, 356,
limits of jurisdiction, i, 15, 497
their procedure, ii, 469, 470
437; ii, 187, 188; iii, 95
growth of its power, ii, 163, 298
on solicitation, iv, 97
resents interference, ii, 278
Spiritual penance, iii, 131
becomes head of Inqn., ii, 166
Spiritual power, its supremacy, ii, 160
acts without inq.-genl., ii, 167
Spoliation in compositions, ii, 354, 355,
its strugde with Inq.-genl. Mendoza,
361
ii, 173
Spoils of refugees seized, ii, 337
its authority assured by Philip V, ii,
Staging at autos dc fe, iii, 212
177
Stake, the, iii, 183
its routine of voting, ii, 168, 178
Standard of fineness, i, 560
its control over tribunals, ii, 179, 189
Standard of Inqn., iii, 215
development of its supervision, ii, 181
Starvation of prisoners, iii, 153
routine in deciding ca.'ics, ii, 182
Statistics of burnings, iv, 517
its scrutiny of reports, ii, 183
of torture, iii, 33
supervises arrests, ii, 184, 490
of offences and penalties, iii, 551
fixes rations of prisoners, ii, 531
of Protestantism, iii, 426, 455, 401, 525
controls sentences, ii, 184, 186
of solicitation, iv, 133
its labors, ii, 203
Slatu(C(hi])licat(r, iii, 215
its delays, iii, SO
Statute of limpieza, ii, 290
punishes ofiicials, ii, 225
Stephen VI on Jews, i, 81
it orders suspensions, iii, 112
Steward of tribunal, ii, 249
controls the nolding of autos, iii, 211
Stigmata, the, iv, 31, 85, 86, 92, 94
insists on secrecy, ii, 476, 607
Stone-throwing at penitents, iii, 136
controls finances, ii, 190
Stone-masons exclude Converses, ii,
supported by tribunals, ii, 192
285
audits accounts of tribimals, ii, 193
Strangulation before burning, i, 263;
its income and outlay, ii, 201, 440;
iii. 192-4
iv, 228
Strap pndn, iii, 19
its pay-roll, ii, 191, 194, 196
Strauch, Hp. of Vich, his murder, iv, 441
increase of its wealth, ii, 369
Stripping for torture, iii, 17

its

predominance,

iv,

516

iv,

Suarez, l)r., insults the Inqn.,
Subsidio, iv, 494

iv,

431

control of confi.scations, i, .329
of fines and ]x;nances, i, 339; ii, 398

its
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Suprema, its control of commutations, rpABOADA, FELIPE ROBRINO, his
ii, 409
persecution, iv, 402
absorbs the levy on the clerp:y, ii, 434 Taboada, Inq.-genl., does not serve, i,
fees of its oflicials, ii, 200
316
its pluralist officials, ii, 418
Tachaft, iii, 63
its liberality, ii, 252
Tails attributed to Jews, iii, 291
refreshments at buU-fiphts, ii, 198
Talaru, liis fruitless efforts, iv, 451
negligent book-keeping, ii, 449
Talavera, Hernando de, his Jewish
appointing power, i, 299, 301, 323,
blood, i, 120
324
accused by Lucero, i, 197, 204
its relations with crown, i, 322
his missionary labors, iii, 319
countersigns royal c^dulas, i, 291
Talio, the, for false witness, ii, 556, 558,
assents to royal decrees, i, 325
559
evades royal decrees, i, 327
Taor, iii, 329
its royal jurisdiction, i, 345, 340, 513 Tarascas, iv, 503
struggle with Cortes of 164G, i, 459 Tarazona, tribunal of, i, 553
its appeal in 1677, i, 463
Bp. of, delegates his powers, ii, 13
argues away Concordias, i, 472, 474
Cortes of, accept Torc]uemada, i, 238
complains of competencias, i, 491
on export of horses, iv, 281
admits excesses of tribunals, i, 488,
of 1592, iv, 269

497
prohibits abuses in 1705, i, 536
seeks to restrain familiars, ii, 275
defends Valencia familiars, i, 447, 449
denies right of asylum, i, 422, 423
forbids degrees to Conversos, ii, 287
action in witchcraft, iv, 216, 225
in bigamy cases, iv, 319
letter on Madrid insurrection, iv, 400
visited by Fernando VII, iv, 431

Supremacy of Inqn., i, 341, 357
Suppression of adverse memorials,
532, 539
of the Valencia Concordia, i, 445
of canonries, ii, 426
of libros verdes, ii, 307
of witnesses' names, ii, 548;
permissory at first, ii, 549

becomes the
its effect,

ii,

rule,

552;

iii,

iii,

it,

offers for its aI)an(Ionment,

221, 222;

ii,

iii,

Surgeon of Inqn., ii,
Surgery forbidden to

53

550
64, 66

ii,

importance attaclied to

in Portugal,

iii,

ii,
i,

551
217,

550
257
249

clerics, iii, 184
lists of, iv, 452
Suspension of trials, iii, 108
forbidden in trials of the dead, iii, 84
releases sequestration, ii, 501
of witch cases, iv, 238
Suspensive appeals, ii, 187
Suspicion, classification of, iii, 123
vehement, relapse in, iii, 203
extinguished by death, iii, 85
galley service for, iii, 142
engendered by Inqn., ii, 91, 100
Sylva, Diego de, on Umpiczn, ii, 299
Svnagogues, existing ones permitted, i,

Suspects,

38, 81

houses used

as,

iii,

129

Tardy confession, ii, 580
Tariffs rendered unifonn, iv,
Taronji on Mallorquin

New

486
Christians,

ii, 314
Tarragona, council of, on badges for
Jews, i, 69
on Moorish obsen-ances, i, 71
on friendship with Jews, i, 75
on jurisdiction over heresy, ii, 8
tribunal of, i, 478, 553
punished for enforcing quarantine, i,
264
Tassa of grain, iv, 479
Tatti mammiUari, iv, 110
Ta^era, his grants of a^•uda de costa,
ii, 254
tries to exclude Conversos, ii, 290
Ta\'ern of Saragossa tribunal, i, 389*
Tavira, Bp., on solicitation, iv, 136
Tax on confiscations, ii, 352
on accretion of church-propertv, iv,
489
Taxation, exemption from, i, 270, 376,
379, 380
burdens of, iv, 478
Tax-collectors, Jews as, i, 95, 98, 99
Tax-roll of Benedict XII, iv, 340
Taxes of Jews and Moors, i, 85, 125
of Penitentiary on Marrania, ii, 402
Teachers, penitents forbidden to be, iii,
176
Tello, Diego, on the Sabbat, iv, 240
Temporal jurisdiction, independence of,
i, 490
its profits, i, 462, 468, 508; ii, 398
its evils, i, 510, 513
lirnitetl, i, 465, 515
Temporalities, seizure of, i, 469
Tenants ejected by tribvnuils, ii, 207
rendeniess for ofhcial ilelinquents, i,
369; ii, 451, 454
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Tendilla, Count, rescues Ximenes,

iii,

320
Teresa, St., her persecutions,

iv,

10
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Toledo, tribunal founded,
it defies Rome, ii, 123
its

activity,

i,

109;

iii,

i,

108, 553

81

Teresa do Silva, abbess of San Placiilo,
its l)utcher-shop, i, 392
ii, 134, 137
case of butcher, i, 491
Tenn of Grace, ii, 320, 457
case of D. Pedro Paniagua, i, 514
Terror of imprisonment, ii, 511
venality of its officials, ii, 300
of Inqn., iv, 514
amount of fines, ii, 399
TertuUian on mystics, iv, 1
amount of rehaljilitations, ii, 403
Teruel, expulsion of Jews, i, 132, 159
financial mismanagement, ii, 438
resistance to Inqn., i, 247
its iuunanitv, iii, 99
its tribunal, i, 553
acquittals, i'ii, 107, 112
belongs to Valencia, i, 444
its prison, iii, 154, 155
public bath of, iii, 33G
Sdnhcnilos hung, iii, 167
conversion of Moors of, iii, 345
diminishetl activitv, iii, 226; iv, 388
Testa ferrca, iv, 505
statistics of, iii, 551; iv, 520, 523
491
fiscal,
ii,
Testimony presented by
solicitation, iv, 135
in cases of Ihnpicza, ii, 300
witch ca.ses, iv, 223
al.so
Evidence.
See
Ma.sonry, iv, 302
martvred,
IMoriscos
Tetuan, Christian
bigamy, iv, 318
iii, 409
Toleration, Moorish, i, 45
censorship
of,
iii,
517
Theatre,
during the Reconquest, i. 52
Theodoric tolerates Jews, i, 38
in Middle Ages, i, 84, 87
on
Jews,
i,
his
laws
38
Theodosius II,
prior to Reformation, iii, 481
Theoloijy, dangers of, iv, 150
replaced by fanaticism, iv, 499
trivialities of, iv, 171
vicissitudes in 19th centurv, iii, 315;
mystic, superior to scholastic, iv, 5
iv, 409
Threat of torture, iii, 6
Toletus, Card., on coerced baptism, iii,
for non-performance of penance, iii,
349
104
on the Sabbat, iv, 220
Threatening of witnesses, ii, 552
Tomas Admiral of Castile, ii, 109, 172,
Tigrekan, iv, 420
170, 178
Time of Ciracc, ii, 320, 457
Tomds of Vilanova, St., on clerical
immunity, i, 428; iv, 498
Time of Mercy, ii, 461
Time of making confession, ii, 580
on Moriscos, iii, 374
Time ami place suppressed in publion disarmament, iii, 378
cation, iii, 54
Tongue cut out for blasphemy, iv, 328
Tithes paid by Jews, i, 86
Tonsure, abuses of, i, 17, 428
and first-fruits of Moriscos, iii, 370
Toro, victory at, in 1470, i, 19
insecurity of, ii, 327, 339, 346
laws of, on gatiancias, ii, 334
rethiced one-half, iv, 440
on false witness, ii, 550
burden of, iv, 480, 495
Toro, Bp. of Oviedo, case of, ii, 88; iv,
Titulados, i, 370
72
definition of, i, 491
Toros, perquisites of, ii, 197, 198
Tiliilo de jubilacion, ii, 225
Torpcza^., iv, 109
Tizon de la noblcza, ii, 298
Torpor, intellectual, of Spain, iv, 528
Tobacco, use of, in churches, i\-, 504
Torquemada, Card., on the Sabbat, iv,
Tobacco revenue, frauds on, i, 425, 438
210
Toca, iii, 19
Torquemada, Tomds de, made Inq.Toledo, Councils of, on Jews, i, 40
genl., i, 173
on iieretic kings, i, 340
for kingdoms of Aragon, i, 230, 203
Muladies dominant, i, 49
his Jewisli l)lood, i, 120
Moorish slaughter-house, i, 62
urges expulsion of Jews, i, 132, 135
his eihct on the expulsion, i, 137
its chajitcr persecutes Jews, i, 94, 99
massacres of Jews, i, 88, 102, 108, 113
urges Inquisition, i, 157
riots with JL'onversos, i, 120, 127
his character, i, 174
exclusion of Conversos, ii, 287, 290
his quarrels with inqrs., 177
his deatii and sanctity, i, 179
its Huguenot colony, iii, 450
his Instructions, i, 181, 571, 570
its convents, iv, 490
fixes age of discretion, ii, 3
income of its Church, iv, 493
his apixillatc power, ii,
episcopal inquisitor in, i, 167
i
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Torquemada

seeks
41

over Trade carried on by Inqn., i, 389
with Indies b\' Con\ersos, ii, 357
opposes pai)al briefs, ii, 110
burdens on, iii, 511; iv, 479
defines the tribunal, ii, 209
Traders not to be made familiars, i, 535
qualifications of inqrs., ii, 234
ruined by sequestration, ii, 501
Trades forbidden to Jews, i, 117
excludes Con^•ersos, ii, 286
to penitents, iii, 173
stops Fertlinand's grants, ii, 374
Tratnpa and iranijinzo, iii, 20
on prosecution of the dead, iii, 82
orders the sanbcnitn, iii, 162
Transactions prior to 1479, ii, 326
Transit of Converses through Spain, iii,
on disabilities of children, iii, 174
Torralba, Caspar, case of, iii, 68
271, 278, 303
Torreblanca on pact with demon, iv, 188 Transfers of offices, ii, 212, 221
on punishment of sorcery, iv, 198
Transmission, hereditarv, of ofl^ices, ii,
219
on witchcraft, iv, 239
Torrejoncillos, P., his Centinela, iii, 290 Transportation of Converses forl)itlden,
Torres-Padmota, Nicol^is de, ii, 170, 173
i, 184
Torricella, his Consultas Morales, iv, 511 Trashumantes, iv, 481
Torrubia, his book against Masonrv, iv, Travelling expenses reimbursed, ii, 254
301
privileges of officials, i, 395; ii, 206,
Tortosa, Council of, on Moorish observ208
ances, i, 71
Treason, trials for, by Inqn., iv, 275
tribunal of, i, 554
Treasure-seeking, iv, 196, 204
belongs to ^'alencia, i, 444
Treasurer of tribunal, ii, 250
opposition to Inqn., i, 476, 478
Treaties as to foreign heretics, iii, 463episcopal edict of faith, ii, 8
70
sanbenitos in churches, iii, 170
Trejo, Bp of Murcia, prosecuted, i, 420
jurisdiction over sorcery, iv, 191
Trent, C. of, on occult heresy, ii, 19
Torture, iii, 1
favors Carranza, ii, 73
preliminaries of, iii, 4
on non-residence, ii, 419
conditions required, iii, 6
on celibacy, iv, 144, 337
one witness justifies, ii, 562
on the Vulgate, iv, 151
to purge imperfect confession, ii, 575
on number of clergy, iv, 492
on intention, ii, 576
Tres ados positivos, ii, 307
as test of insanity, iii, 61
Trial, the, iii, 36
at discretion of judge, iii, 10, 22
conclusion of, iii, 53
of witnesses, iii, 11
delays, iii, 75
no privileged exemptions, iii, 13
of aijsent and dead, iii, 80
stopped at order of physician, iii, 10
cost paid by prisoner, ii, 533
varieties of, iii, IS
Trials, records of, ii, 259
frequently overcome, iii, 23, 30
Triana, castle of, i, 162; ii, 207
reports of, iii, 24
inscription on, iv, 519
confession imder, ii, 581
Trii)unal, the, ii, 205
must be ratified, iii, 27
its organization, i, 231, 244; ii, 208
repetition for revocation, iii, 28
its buildings, ii, 230
not alluded to in sentence, iii, 32
its cost, i, 478, 479
statistics of, iii, 33
its personnel, ii, 210, 232
its suppression, iii, 34
Tribunals, list of, i, 541
not used in sorcerv, iv, 195
establishment of, i, 166
used in witch-trials, iv, 223, 232, 245
multiplication of, ii, 205, 206
in unnatural crime, iv, 367
controlled by Suprema, ii, 179, 189
Torturer, diflTiculty of finding, i, 568
resist its encroachments, ii, 180
gaoler serves as, ii, 248
reports required from, ii, 183
oflicial, iii, 16
become mere agencies, ii, 1,S5, 186
his fees, iii, 17, 32
funds controlled by Suprema, ii, 191
bribery of, iii, 32
matle to aid each other, ii, 193
Tostado, Alfonso, on the Sabbat, iv, 209
their intercommimicatkui, ii, 200
Tovar, Bernardino dc, iii, 410; iv, 9
evasions respecting familiars, ii, 270
Tratle with Moors, i, 55
compile genealogies, ii, 288
witliJcws, i, 117, 122, 123
exi>enses met by penances, ii, 394
forbichlen to ofTicials, i, 270, 406, 534
subventions to Suprema, ii, 441
frauds and offences in, i, 443
rriilcntinc Index, iii, 492, 528
bps.,

ii,

jurisdiction
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Trinchermt, iv. 303
Triple Alianzii, la, iv, 408
Trivial prosecutions, ii, 99; iv, 141
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